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May 28-30, 1990. The symposium brought together a distinguished group of
scientists and clinicians from all the disciplines related to noise-induced
hearing loss.
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Preface
IN~o itce
hea
loss (m.N ) conue to be a sgnfcn pubhc
health problem In 19"87,the National Institute of Occpational Safety and
Health rated NIHL as one of the UnitedState top t0 wbrk-ielated prob.
ltna, involving at lea.t 11 million workers(NIOSH; 1987). The problem is ,

even mdre severe in themllitary. In 1986. th.Veteran's Administration
paid oer $167 million for coimpnsation claims relatei to NIHL The prob.
work in po.
' Pkople
h
leni is equally serious ii Eu
tentially dangerous noise environents , hile these staistics are alarming,

hip, the diminished quality of
they do not begin to reflect the personal hai
life, and the oss'n prsoal productivity associated with NIHL
Fortunately, the problem of NIHL has no t been ignored by the scientific community and, o ei the past-decade, considerable progress has been
made in understanding many of the important issues. The curient Violume is
intended to provide the reader with an overview ofmany of the Important
advances that havle been made In understanding the basic science and ap.
plied aspects of noise-induced hearing loss In recent years. For example,
scientists are beginning to reveal the cellular-mechanism of noise-induced
hearing loss how acquired hearingloss is exacerbated by other environ.
mental factors; how digital electronics can be us, ic the next generation
of acoustic monitoring devices; and, most recently, hoq? individuals might
be screened for susceptibility t6NIHL These Issues and solutions require
the coordinated efforts of scihiists from quite diverse disciplines. For soci.
ety to use the new litformation and, for scientists to continue to make
progress, it is important to have a forum in which progress can be dis.
cussed and Integrated to develop directions for new recaich.
In 1975, members of the Organizing Committee, with support from
NIOSH, hosted in International 6onfercce on the problem of NIHL The
conference brought together experts from most of the disciplines conceroed with NIHL Each participant presented a critical review of a topic
along with the individual's own recent contributions. The papers and dis.
cussions of the symposium we're published and became-a standard refer.
ence. Since then, two International conferences have been held, one in
1980 and another in 1985. Collectively, the proceedings from these confer.
ences have become one of the most definitive sources of information on
NIHL and have had a direct impact on noise legislation,
In the five years since the last conference, significattadvances have
been made in understanding both the basic science and the applied aspect-,
of NIHL The most recent conference was held In Beaune, France, May 2830, 1990, and the proceedings of the conference forms the basis of this
book. The papers contained in this volume hive been divided into seven,
sections, which focus on important basic science and applied issues described below.
Cocblear Mecbanims of NIHL. Basic scientists working on the
1.
mechanics and biochemistry of the cochlea have begun to study the
changes assoiated with NIHL The application of laser interferometry is Wginning to reveal the complicated interrelation between the vibrational pat.
tern of the cellular subsystems within the cochlea and how they change
with,N'IHL Auditory physiologists continue to document the complex set
of changes in the neural code from cochleas damaged by noise, while other
laboratories are studying the physiology of hai2r cells from noise-damaged

ix

x

PREFACE

codileas. Rescich on cochlear coes in normal and patoloagc am can
now be interpreted in trms of controlled changes in cochlear mechancs.
Collectively, these results hare important implications for understanding
thecochlear changes assqcWed 'mth.,IiL
2.
Central Changes in .A1IL The cffects
of notse arc typically
thought to b: limited to ccL'4eaf function. Hovecser. recent anatomic and
physiologic dad'suggest ii
ripheral hearing loss may Muce ceon-a
auditory rcingiis information may be important fo both compensation and rehabilitation strategies.
3.
Cofactorsin XIHL The relation betseen a given noise exposure
and the degree of hearing loss is not simple. It is partially mediated by
other nonacoustic variables such as vibration, ototoxic drugs, and certain
airborne pollutants. A better appreciation of these potential interactions is
critical for minimizing therisk of NlulL in the sorkpLm.ASO, the effects of
intense noise exposure may be partially mediated by the doeslopmntal statusof thesubject. Data from animal studies point to a "critical" period in
auditory development that coincides with increased susceptibility to the dffects of noise. Other studies with aged animals suggest that dderly subjects
are more vulnerable to the effects of noLs.- Itis important to integrate this
information and explore the relevance to noise standards for humans.
4.
Performance Changes in AW1L The problem of KIIL has captured the interest of ps)choacustis, and the field has m6sed be) ond correlating cochlear pathology with changes in pure tone thresholds. Psychoacousticizas have begun to document a wide range ofsuprathreshold hearing deficits that affect frequency selectivity, temporal resolution, intensity
coding, and sound localization. These deficits almost certainly contribute to
poo, speech perception and need to be considered when designing and fit.
ting hearing aids.
5.
lleartng Protection. The current noise standards arc limited to
some extent by noise measurement. Recent developments in digital clecironis h2%c made possible the designof more v-alid monitoring systems
paich couldbe useful in Citimating the traumatic power of impulse and impact noise.. In addition, personal hearing protection devices arc not used as
extensively as they"might be because of design problem Active hearing
protection devices may prose extremely useful when communicationi is
nilecd innoisy environments.
6.
Susceptibtlilyand Resistance to Noise. llisiorically, studies of in.
dividual susceptibility have focused on such variables as eye color, sex,
srmoking, and heart disease. Although each of these may have some predictive value, they contribute only a small part to the range of susceptibility
seen in studies in NIIIL Recent data suggest that theefferent system to the
cochlea and theacoustic reflex may protect the auditory system from NIIIL
Individual differences in either of these protectisc mechanisms may contribute significantly to the determination of susceptibility to NIIIL Of par.
ticular interest is the possibility that certain noise exposures can prote.t
the auditory system from future traumatic exposures.
7.
Parameters of the Exposure. Parametric studies of continuous,
impulse, impact, and intermittent noise continue to clarify the importance
of the acoustic parameters in NIIIL Several laboratories hae reported on
the differences (both audiologically and histologically) between impulse
impact noise and continuous noise These results arecritical for the evaluation of .osi,!standards, In addition, studies of isolated hair cells may pro-
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Cochlear Mechanisms

CHAPTER

I

MechanicalAnalysis in the Cochlea

at the CellularLevel
SHYAM M. KIANNA
,IKE FLOCK
MATS ULFENDAHL

The use of an optical sectibning microscope
and a heterodytic interferometer in combinaion has allowed us to measure the individual
cdl'ular mechanical responses in a guinea pig
tenmil.sc'. hone preparation in response to
sound applied to the ear. The Initial observa.
lions In this preparation were reported earlier
(ITER, 1989). The original method had several
limitations, and we have tried to reduce or
eliminate them in a systematic way. Sonic of
these limitations were as follows: (I) because
the preparation was immersed In tissue cuil.
tore medium, it was connected to the sound
source with a long tube; therefore the sound
pressure could not be measured neir the
tympanic membrane (Khanna ct al, 1989c);
(2) the carrier-to noisc-ratio, of the lnterferometer was adequate for the measurements
on the Icrisen'S cells, which had higher reflectivity, but only marginal for other struclures; (3) the dipping cone used on the
objective lens for vibration measurements in
the cochlea did not have sufficient working
distance for measurements of nialleus vibra.
lion, needed as a reference for the cochlear
vibratory response.
These limitations were removed by the
following improvements in the measuring sys.
tem: (I) the length of the tube connecting the
acoustic transducer to the preparation was
shortened to a minimum, and a flexible probe
microphone tube was designed so that sound
pressure could be measured at the entrance of
the bony meatus within a few millimeters of
tie tympanic membrane; (2) the interferometer performance was improved by a series of
steps that Included (a) use of a lens of higher
numerical aperture, (b) reduction ci internal
light losses in the interferometer to inaximize
the power reaching the photodetector, (c)

use of a detector with lower noise, (d) im.
provement in the alignment technique, and
(e) incorporation of a piezoelectric translator
system so that micrometric adjustments of the
position of the temporal hone could be made
dLring the measurements. This system allows
us6t maintain the carrier level near the maxi.
mum value throughout the experiment.
These improvements enable ts to regu.
larly measure the vibratory response of co.
chlear structures of low reflectivity, suidh as
the outer hair cells and the basilar membrane.
The measurements are highly repeatable and
can now be made over a wider frequency and
amplitude range,
One of the most puzzling 'ssucs raised by
our previous measurements was the relation.
ship between the outer hair cell and the basi.
lar membrane vibrations (Khanna et al, 1989a)
This issue can now be investigated further us.
ing the improved technique of measurement.

Methods
Young, pigmented guinea pigs were used
for the measurements. The technique of pre.
paring the temporal bone and opening the cochla was described earlier (Ulfendahl et at,
1989a,b) Tie temporal bone, immersed in
oxygenated t'Ssue culture medium, was
mounted on a holder and attached to the mucroposituoning system of the microscope.in.
terferometer. The cochlar structures were
viewed through an objective lens (Olympus
ULWD MS PlAN 20X) with a custom-built
dipping cone (for immersion) at a 6-mm
ivorking distance.
The cochlea was viewed with the optical
sectioning microscope (Koester et al, 1989),
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Figure 1.1Soundpressureamplitudc in icrobars (A), andphaseindegrees(B) measuredasa function
of fir.
quency atthe entranceto thebony ear canral
for a constantinput voltage
of 2Vpl.c4apphed
to theacoustic system

and the cellular vibrations were measured
with the heterodyne Interferomtr (Willemin
et al, 1989), in response to simsodal acoustic
signals applied to the car. The signals were
generated, recorded, and analyzed, digitally
(Lund and Khanna, 1989).
The x,y, and z coordinates of the mea.
surement points were determined with l.Iim
resolution, using a Mitutoyo position mcasur,
ingsystem connected to themicropositioning
system
(Khanna etal, 1989d). The position of
the measuring beam with respect to cellular
structures could then be compared with the
anatomically measured distances between
these structures (Kelly, 1989a,b; Kelly etal,
1989).
The measurements were made from the
left temporal bone in the third turn at a posi.
tion approximately 16 mm from the base of
thecochlea. The results reported here are
from one experiment, but data supporting
these findings are available from several other
experiments& It has been shown that the iesponse of thecells deteriorates with time (UI.
fendahlet il,
1989c); thus, the first response
was measured within 1 hour of the time of de.

capitation, and measurements were continued
for another hour.

Observations
Acoustic Measurements
The sound pressure generated at the en.
trance of the bony auditory meatus when asi.
nusoldal signal of 2 V peak amplitude is ap.
plied to the acoustic system is shown in Fig.
ure I-IA. The frequency response us the temporal bone preparation ts relatively flat, over
the 2.kliz frequency region. However, the
notch at 120 lizis not regularly seen, The
maximum value
of the sound pressure that
can be produced by our present acoustic
transducer is about 10<-dB SPL
The phase of the acoustic signal with ref.
crence to the phase of the electrical input to
the sound system is shown in Figure 1.1 . The
linear slope of the curve is -0 265 degrees
per i17
This is mainly due to the propagation
time in the sound tubes connecting the acous.
tic transducer to the car canal of the prepara.
tion. Because the probe tube measuring the
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sound pressure is now located close to the
tympanic membrane, the effects of these tubes
on the measurements can be accounted for. A
two-channel recording system allows the vi.
bration measurements with the interfcrometer
to be recorded simultaneously with the sound
pressure; therefore, the acoustic Input can be
used as a convenient reference to describe the
vibratory response,
The immersion of the middle car in the

trance of the bony meatus can be employed as
a reference for the vibratory response mca.
stred In the cochlea tinder the same experi.
mental conditions. Tic inner-car responses
can then be described in terms of the malleus
vibrations.
In the guinea pig ear, it is anatomically
impossible to view fromt the middle ear side
the manubrium of the nialleus at an angle per.
pendicular to its direction of vibration, be-

fluid, however, alters the vibratory response at
any given sound pressure level and frequency
from the normal condition-l e., when the
middle ear cavity Is filled with air (Decraemer,
unpublished observation) To take this change
into account, it Is important to have an additional reference that reflects the actual middle
ear vibration whethfr the c6N'ity is fluid filled
or not.

cause the cochlea blocks this view (Khanna et
al, 1989c), With the new long-working distance (6 im) dipping cone, the manibrimm
of the malleus can be observed at the best
possible viewing angle. llowever, at these ohlique angles, the response shape is highly an.
gle-dependent. The use of the malleus vibration as a reference therefore contains a variable that varies from preparation to preparation. Experiments are now under way to
determine the magnitude of this angledepen.
dent-variability.
The malleus vibration amplitude calcu.
lated for a cons,.nt sound pressure level of I
ltbar at the entrance of the ear canal is shown
in Figure I-2A. The response amplitude in-

Malleus Vibration
Characteristics
Malleus vibration amplitude measured as
a function of sound pressure level at the en-
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Figure 1.3 Vibration amplitude measured Inmeters per microbar asa function of frequency, Measurements weCre
made in a radial direction moving from the outer bony edge of the eochlea inwaords,
Input soltage to the acoustic
system nvi maintained constant at 2 0 V pealt.Basilarmembrane. 0 linm(solid line). taslai membrane closer to the
lcirt'si celledge,+25 lim (dotted line). lieun's cell outer edge,+58 lia (dashed line). l1isens cell inner
edge,+11llpot (dashed dotted tine). Second row outer hair cell, +187 pin (dashed triple dotted line).
creases withafrequency from 25 liz, reaching a
peak In the 120-1lz region. Thereafter, the response decreases with Increasing frequency at
a rate of roughly 12 dBiper octave.
The nialteun vibratioan phase meastured
w'ith reference to the sotind pressure piase at
the entrance of the auditory meatus is Shtown
in Figutre l.2B. The phase angle decreases
from +180Odegrees to 0 degteea from 25 to
170 liz -and renains at nearly 0 degrees tip to
1900 IlLz

part of the basilar membrane, attempting to
make the second measurement as close to the
border fornmed by the outer edge of thle Ilen*
seni's cells as technieally possible, (2) at two
locations at the ftensen's cell region, near the
ouiter edge and close to the Inner edge, and
(3) at a second-rowv outer htair cell,
Tuec vibration amplitude increasea pro.
gressively on the basilar membrane as we
move inward, reaching a maximum at the
ouiter edge of the Itensen's cell region. The vi.
Isration anmpltude of the lenisen's cells at the
rdge is about four times higher than thatt
Celula
Viratonouter
the basilar membrane just below it, The AI.
Celllar
ibraionof
Charateriticsbration amplitude of the cells on te reticular
lamina decreases progressively as we move
The vibration amplituide measured front
fitrilier inwards. These observations confirm
selected cello is showvn as a Ilinction of fre.
those previously reported (1Khanna et a],
quency In Figutre 1-3 for a constant sound
1989a,) As reported before, the shapes of
pressure of I phar. Thecmeasurements can be
the tuning curves at all points measured are
made along a radial IracIL,moving itnward from
similar.
the peripheral part of the basilar membrane
Thie basilar membrane vibration amnpli.
across the organ of Corti towards the medlorude increases as we move ioward, closer to
lus. In this experinment, the vibration was ineathe Ilensen's cells. At present, we arc unable
sured (1) at two locations on the peripheral
to measure the basilar membrane vibrations
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Figure 1.4 Vibration phase corresponding to the aniptitudc curne shownsis figure 1-3(reference phase acousticl
signs!). Dasilarmembrane. 0 pin (solid line).Basilarmsembrane
closer to the Hensen s cell edge.+25 jum(dotted
line). Heusen's cell outer edge. +58 un (dashed line) Heucsen's
cell Inner edge. 1Il I mu(dashed dotted linc).
second row outer htaircell.+4187 Rot(dashed triple dotted line).

filrther inward, Ice.,at the part underlying the
organ of Corti, because the lnterferomrltcr sig.
nal becomes too weak as the measuring beam
penetrates the cell layers overlying thre mem.
brane,
,Vibration phase corresponding to the ant.
plitude curves of Figure 1-3 is showvn in Figure
1.4. The reference in these figtires is the
sound pressure phase. 'The alope is approxl.
malely linear. In tle region of 250 to 1300 lle.
its value for tile basitar membrane curve is
-0,55 degrees per 117-The stope is progressivciy steeper for ouier hair cells and lensces
cells. Beyond 1300 liz, the slope of the curve

begins to decrease. In this region, the phase
curves diverge more from each other.,ue

Ratio of Cellular Amplitude
and Malleus Amplitude
Theicellular vibration amplitudes shown
in Figure 1.3 were divided by dhe malteus vibration amplitude shown in Figure 1-2A The
results arc shown in Figure 1-5. Tbe peak of

the response is at 940 liz. The response fincreases with frequency between 50 and 200
Ilz with a shallo0w slope (- 12 dBiper Octave)
and then with a Steeper slope of varying degee as it approaches the resonance peak. lie.
yond the resonance pea, the response drops
off and the slope becomes progressively
sleeper with increasing frequency.
Curves obtained by subtracting the
mialleus vibration phase (Fig. 1-2B1)
from celtular vibration phase (Fig. 1-4) aee shown in Fig.
tire 1.6. These curves show the same characterislico discussed wvithFigure 1-4.

Relationship Between the
arCl n
aia
Membrane Response
The basilar membrane vibration anpli.
rtide was divided by the outer hair cell vibration amplitude (Fig 1-3), the cesults are
shown in Figure 1-7, hit the region nearest to
the liensen's cell (dotted line), the ratio is
nearly I at 70 Ilz and above 1600 liz. The
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F gure 1.5 Vibration 3mplitudes shown in Figure 1-3divided by the matlests%ibrationamplitude shown in Figuie
1!2 Basilarmembrane, 0 ui (solid tfine)ltasdaememibranec
closer to the lensenfs ceUledge. +25 turn(dotted line).
cell toner edge, + iIl tm (dashed dotted tine). Second.
I etcns cell outer edge. +58 am (datsed line) 11ceusetis
row outi hait cell. + 187kin (dished triple dottedline).
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bratiOn amplitude to die outer hair cell vibration amplitude wiith frequency suggests that
the driving is more efficient near die resonance frequency and less efficient at frequencies both below and above the peak frequency. This ratio is different in each experiment and changes with time in the same population.
The basilar membran vibration amplitude increases as the point of measurement
mo%es Inward. We do not know if this amnpli.
tude continues to increase aswe move further
inwardls underneath tie Ilensen's cell and
outer -hair cell regions. if the basilar membrane vibration v~ere to increase under these
Discusioneels to a magnitude comparable to that of the
DiscussionIlensen's cells and they both vibrated with the
sanme
phase, it would suggest that the basilar
The close similarity between the fremembrane is driving the organ of Corti In this
quency responses of the vibrations of the
caseWe may not be able to explain why the
outer hair cell and the vibrations of the basilar
direction of maximum vibration is along the
membrane, and the nearly zecrophase angle
axis of the outer hai cells (Kanrz-ct al,
betwee-n them, clearly indieate that the two
1989e), because this as.,sis inclined at an anresponses are closely tied together. The
gle of approximately 27 degrees to the plane
change in the ratio of the basilar membrane viof the bastlar membrane (Kelly, 1989b). We
ratio is about -1:2 in dheregion bern cn 200
anid900 117-The curve for the position to.
wa~rds
thc outer edge follows a similaripattern,
aldiougliihc ratios are lower in magnitude.
The phase dtfference between die basilar
membrane vibi_.ons and the outer hair cell
Thc differ.
vibrations is showniin Figure 1-711.
ence is nearly 0 degrees between 150 and 650
Ift- It increases with frequency and reaches a
maximum value of -90 degrees at 1750 Ili
(solid line). The phasedifference is piosition.
dependnt-i e., it issmaller at the peripheral
position on the basilar membrane (dotted
line)
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could also nr cxplain the fun g sem in the
tlOhicD
cellulr namol;lon h ail2so
chica (l33aanna ct 21. 1989b). To 2nswer these
qoestiort properly. it vould be necessary to
coasare fth vibrazions at both the top 20d
bottom of dthe cells in the orpa of Corii
Tclical improvements in-the systeMI are
now under %2 to make it fm2SllCito relate
the ribration pt ero of te cells othe organ
of Coeti to the motion o( the basilar meinbrane beneath the orga.

Analyse Mecanique au

Niveau Cellulaire dans [a
Cochle
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fondeur (4) langle de mesure; (5) 12 fccquencc du- ignal; (6) ramplitude du signal;
(7) la condition mibabolique de 12 cellule.
Bien que de norobreuses eatp~dencms soient
encore necssircs pour coniprendre, rorigine
de ces riponscs ct pour les caractEriser. une
image prflininr ioerge scion Isquelle Ist
transduction auditive scrait tin proci6 haute.
ment dynamnique qul comprendrait les effets
elluaice de~dtf~rcombndaes cc~laics
combnisdesn~pnsc
cdfft
ents types.
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Effects ofIntense Acoustic
Stimulation on the Nonlinear
Propertiesof Mammalian Hair Cells
ALAN; CODY
IANJ. RUSELL

In the mammaliar. cochlea, tmo forces act to

reduce the ability of the primary mechanore.
ceptor to produce volage-rcsponses to high.
frequency acoustic stimulL Furst, frictional
forces in the fluid-filled compartments damp
the vibration of the cochlea partition. Second,
the capacithie electrical properties of the hair
cell membranes effectively low-pass filter the
phasic or AC components of the receptor potential at the rate of approximately 6 dB per
octave above about I Idlz (Russell and Stllick,,
1978; Russell and Palmer, 1986). In thcory
the coribination of these two forces should
make it progrcssiiely more difficult for an ani.
mal to detect acoustic stimuli above I kllz
The fundamental problem of detecting high.
frequency sounds appears to hale been overcome in the mammalian cochlea by two sepa.
rate nonlinear mechanisms, both of which oppose or reduce these effects and act to establish the high degrees of frequency selectivity
and sensitivity that are features of the cochlea.
One source of nonlinearity is the transducer
conductance of the hair cell. In response to sinusoldal stimulidelivered either as an acoustic stimulus to the cochlea or as a direct displacement of the stereocilia of the individual
hair cell, the receptor potential becomes
asymmetrical, which results in a steady-state
or DC component (Russell and ScIllck, 1978;
Russell et al, 1986, Hludspeth and Corcy,
1977). This potential is not influenced by the
capacitive electrical properties of the cell
membrane, therefore, the hair cell can produce excitatory potentials to high-frequency
stimulI,

Another source of-nonlinear behavior in
the cochlea is that associated with the vibratdon of the cochlear partition. Direct measurements, of basilar membrane micromechanics
re%eal that for any single position along the
cochlear duct, the displacement of the membrane is highly tuned (Khanna and Leonard,
1982; ScHick ct al, 1982). This tuning is labile
and susceptible to cochlear insult in the form
of loud sounds, anoxia, and specific damage to
the outer hair cells (see Patuzzi and Robert,
son, 1988, for a review). More recently, this
group of cells has been shown to have mottle
properties %%henplaced in an alternating electrcal field (Brownell et al, 1985) or during intracellular injection of AC or DC current (Ashmore, 1987). This evidence, coupled with the
observation that the cochlea can emit sound
(Kemp, 1979), has led to the proposal that
outer hair cells (OIICs) in the mammalian cochlca may, through their motile properties, jn
fect mechanical energy back into the basdar
membrane in a frequency- and0shase-dcpendent manner that acts to enhance the displacement of the partition (Neely and Kim, 1986,
Weiss, 1982; McMullen and Mountain, 1985).
This effectively counteracts the viscous damping forces in .he cochlea, It would appear,
therefore, that the cochlea has solved the two
fundamental problems relating to the detcetion of high frequency acoustic stimuli.
After overstimulation, the cochlea's ability
to detect high frequency stimuli is reduced
(Cody and Johnstone, 1980), Presumably, this
means that either the cochlear micromechan
ics or the nonlinear properties of the hair cell,
11
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or a combination of tie two, have been modifled. Thus, tiesupposition is that a loss of the

averaging of the cellular responses have not
been attempted. As a result, the data tend to

nonlinear properties of the cochlea after
acoustic vcerstimulation may contribute to, or
underlie, noise-induced hearing loss. Intraccllular data from both inner and outer hair cells
recorded in the basal coil of the guinea pig cochlca tend to support this supposition in that
the responses of these two hair cell groups to
acoustic stimulation become increasingly Icar during and after exposure to loud sound.

be noisier and more variable. In addition, hair
cell responses to any single stimulus depend
on the frequency and intensity of the preceding stimulL Multiple presentations of stimuli,
particularly at high lcvels, can result in a modied response of the cell when compared to
responses to single stimulL This problem was
reduced by not attempting multiple prescntations of the stimulus, and by adjusting the interval bet emn the presentations of the test
tone, so that the cellular response vas not influnced by fte preceding tone.

Methods
The specific methods for the intracellular
recording of responses from mammalian hair
cells have been extensively documentca in a
number of previous publications (Russell and
Sellick, 1978; Cody and Russell, 1985). Access
to the hair cells is via a small hole shaved in
the bony wall of the basal turn or hih frequency end of-the cochlea, where best frequencies for receptors usually fall between 16
and 22 klz. Glass mfcropipetts with nominal
impedances of between 80 ind120 %IM52(3
M KCI) are advaneed under visual guidance
through the undrained perilymph of the scala
tyiapani into the orant of Corti. Receptor cell
types are usually classified according to their
responscs to shaped acoustic tone bursts, their
location with respect to the inner sulcus (radial aspect), and the depth of the recording
site whilc one moies from the scala tympani
to the scala media (vertical aspect), The raw
data were stored on magnetic tape and then
digitized for off-line analysis. Cellular harmonic responses to pure tones were determined using the fast Fourier transform and in
some cases a lock in amplifier.
Intracellular stability of the recording is a
particular problem in studies of noise-induced
hearing loss, presumably because of the larger
excursions of the organ of Cortl at high sound
pressure levels. For this reason, the duration
of the traumatizing tone (which is presented
half an octave below the estimated character.
istic frequency-CF-of the cell) was restricted to periods of either 15 or 30 seconds
at a level not exceeding 110 dB SPL (SPL re
20 l.Pa). These restrictions meant that the 1ev.
els of hair cell desensitization were low and
that the -recovery periods were accelerated
when compared to cochlear desensitizations
induced by louder and longer overstimulstions. This reduced the amount of data that
could be collected in any single run. To maxi.
mize the Information recorded from the hair
cell, multiple presentations of the stimuli and

Results
Hair Cell Responses to

Acoustic Stimuli
Typical hair cell responses to. low. and
high-frequency tones before and after expo,
sure to a loud tone (110 dB SPL, 12.5 klIz) are
shown in Figure 2-1. In the sensitive cochlea,
the inner hair cell (IHC) response to a lowfrequency tone (600 Hz, 65 dB SPL) demonstrats a depolarizing asymmetry of the receptor potential (Fig. 2-IA) This asymmetry is re
corded at all levels of the stimulus and facilitates the identification of the 111C.Receptor
potentials in these cells can approach 30 mV
peak to-peak forsound pressure levels of 70 to
100 dB, and there is a substantial DC component, In contrast, the OIIC demonstrates a
predominantly hypcrpolanzing receptor potential when stimulated at the same intensity
and frequency (Fig. 2-1B), llowcver, the sym
metry of the receptor potential is level-depen
dent, changing from symmetrical at low stimulus levels to hyperpolarizing and then reversing to grow in the depolarizing phase for stimulus intensities above about 70 dB SPL
(Russell et al, 1986). Maximal peak-to-peak
potentials approach only 8 to 10 mV, and the
DC component of the receptor potential is
small in comparison with that recorded for
the ItIC, even at the highest intensities. When
the stimulus is delivered'at higher frequencies
(18 kllz, 65 dB SPL), the IlIC response (Fig.
24tC) is then seen only as a DC potential, because the phasic component of the potential
has been filtered by the low-pass electrical
properties of the cell membrane and the recording electrode (Russell and Sellick, 197$).
For stimuli at 18 kliz and similar levels, the
OIIC shows only a small (I mV) depolarizing
DC receptor potential, with maximum amph-
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Figure 2. ,=,_a,rirepnses slowstmulus (/, ilC-60011i,68dB, li. IC-600liz,7ed85)=ad hph stm
&. IC receptor potential toa 600 Ila (858dB
WolaC IlC- 18 H.468 dB, D, OIIC- 1i 14z 78dB)frequencies,

to
SPL)tone before(sohdlines)andinmediately after(dotted line) exposureto a loudtone.F, TheOtiC response
In this portion of the figure the arrowsateiter eud of the traceindicate the pretrauma
the sane acousticstiumuli.
sause
by
the
Senertetd
potentials
receptor
ane
the
If
In
G
and
shown
msembranepotentialof tte cell, The traces
following the loud tone.
Immediately
stimuli usedfor theIIC andOIC In Cand , respectively,

The response of the OIIC and the IIIC
during the loud tone is seen more clrariy In
Figure 2.2. The moot striking feature~of this
figure is the difference in behayior of the two
an incell types to tlte loud tone. OHCs sho6w
creasing depolarizationi dttring~thetone that,
in ihis example, platraus after about 20 seeonds. At the end of the tone, the membrane
potential remains eievated but recovers withsin
the amsplitude of the receptor potentials In re15 seconds at a rate of 0.166 mV per second.
rthe
sponse to a 600 liz tone (dotted iine),
The recovery is not linear bitt can be approxiRIICalso demonstrates a phase iag of approxi.
mated by a stogie exponential ftunction with a
mately 60 degree following tize iouzd tone,
time constant of about 4.5 seconds. In eon.
which recovers within a few cycles, nie OttC
trast, thle lUG shown classic "adaptation" for
shows an elevation of the membrane potential
the duration of the loud tone and hyperpolarohis
no
there
brit
tizat is not seen in the IIIC,
izes at the offset. Repolarization takes place
vious change in the phase of tilte receptor po.
re- with a similar time constant to that recorded
tential. The loss in amplitude of the lUGC
for the repolarization of the OIIC For the luGC
ceptor potential is restricted to the depolarizthe adaptation is Intensity. and fireqlucncy-de-.
Ing phase. in the OIIC it is diffictult to deter.
pendent, and is generally seen only for expo.
the
repolarization
of
because
symmetry
mine
sure durations exceeding a few hundred milliof the membrane potential (Fig. 2-11) For
highcr-frequeney test tones (18 kla, 65 dlB seconds. The resistance change recorded in
during the louid tone mirrors the adthe lUGC
SPL), It is apparent that the DC component of
aptation of the receptor potential, suggesting
the receptor potential was abolished for both
that this phenomenon Isnot an intrinsic prop.
cell groups (Fig. 2-IG,fi).
tudes reaching only 3 ts 4 mV at sound pres.
sures of 110 to 115 dli (Fig. 24ID),
A sunmnary of the OiIC and IIIC responses produced in different animals to
acotustic oirestimulation is showvnIn the
iower htalf of Figure 2.1. Immediately follow.
ing te lotud tone, both~the ItIC (Fig. 2.111)
and thMOIIC (Fig. 2.IF) show a decrease in
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OHCt. adspoint (solid triatngles)representsthe receptorpotential amplitudedetermined at 200ins intervas fol
Inning theloud tone,TheInse figutrereflectsthe namedata,but the lilC receptorpotential amplitude is plotted as
a function1of the OHt membrane
potential (solid circles). The125 k~r exposuretone waspresentedfor 225ts.
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eriy of the hair cell, but rather a result of decreagingmechaniml
d cli; - displacement of its stereo-

Following th loud tone, a change in cell
IHC and
for bothofthe
is recorded
sensitivity
thereceptor
component
te OC intheAC

we elevation of-the OHC membDpe potcrftlal-i,'ould appear to be intimately relatedf
to cbchlear sensitivity, is - h~n 16 Figure 2-3.

-potmntial, and for the IHC ifthe DC'ixmponent of the receptor potential. This is seen as a
loss in sensitivity that is maximal around the

The recovery of the, IHC DC responses to
tones at' their CF (see Figure 2-3, inset) is
closely correlated (rz- 0.97) with the reccov.

CF of the cell, wiih-minimal changes.in the
"tail" sensitivity or, as is shown in Figuie 2-4,
small increases in sensitiivity. ilowever,itis

Tle-re.
mmbrane potential.
OHC
cry of thdi
ampeak~-topeak
of the
low-frequency
covery
plitude of the receptor potential for both hair

is little
that thereIbis
tro OHC'DC
thtis figre
apparent
fiidcomponent.
ciai
' nthe
ing is complicated b the fact that the DC tun.

celts is also closely correlated (r2 = 0.99).-lecause the 1HC and the OHC responses to test
tones recover at a similar rate, the original loss
in sensitivity of both hair cell groups may arise
from a common mechanism or site.

ing of the OHC demnnstrat6i a level ,depen.
IHC. Figure 2-5
dence not rcorded '.the
shows two diffeirent iso-SP, rather than isoam-plitude, tuning cui'es for an OIC recorded in
the basal turn of the guinea pig cochlea before
and after acoustic overstimulation. At rela.
tively low average SPS (55 dB), the tuning of

Hair Cell Tuning
i Cthe
One of the features of the mammalian co.
chlea is the high degree of fic'queny selectiv.
ity of its receptors, This is shown in Figure 2.4
in the Isoamplitude ttiiing curves for the AC
and DC icomponents of~the hair cell receptor
potential for the IIC and the OHC. Isoamipli.
rude in this case Is the amplitude of the rccep.
tot potential recorded intracellularly at the
threshold of detectability for the compound
action potential (CAP) of the auditory nerve,
At a single recording location along the- cochlea partition, both the JIC and the OIIC
show similar tunlig properties with .t high de.
gree of selectivity for stimulus frequencies at
and around the CF of the cell. It is obvious
from Figure 24 that the AC component is
highly tuned and little different between the
IIIC and ihe OIIC. However, the DC compo.

DC receptoi" potential is complex, show.
Ing a triphasic &haracter below and around the
presumed CF of the cell. If the iso-SPL is raised
to 85 dB, then the.DC component of the hair
cell demonstrates simpler tuning, similar to
that shown in Figure 2.4. Following acoustic
overstimulation,(lower panel), the low.level
triphasic response is lost, whereas the struc.
ture for the higher level iso-SPI. curve has
been maintained, although reduced In ampli.
tude. This complex tuning (if it can be called
tuning) has been recorded in all OtICs to
date, although cells vary significantly. In some
respects, the triphasic nature of the curve
demonstrates a remarkable similarity to the
frequency-dependent basilar membrane bias
shown by L Page (1987),

Hair Cell Responses

nent recorded from the two cell types is big-

to Acoustic Overstimulatlon

hificantly different, particularly In terms of its
level ependence. In the most sensitive anl
mals, IlICs will produce DC receptor poten.
tials to CF tones at sound pressure levels as
low as 0 dB SPL In the OIIC, significant depolarnzing DC receptor potentials are not recorded until stimulus levels reach 70 to 80 dl
SPL At this point, the AC component of the
receptor potential Is showing signs of satura.
tion, In view of this disparity, the amplitude
used to construct the DC tuning curve for the
OIIC in Figure 2-4 has been fixed at the ampll.
tude used for the IIIC (0.8 mV), Around the
CF, the OhIC does show a degree of tuning
similar to that of the ItIC, but the curve is ele.
vated by about 55 dl in this frequency range,
whereas little difference is seen for the 'tail*
or low.frqucncy regions of the tuning curve.

If a low-frequency tone and the high.fire.
quency traumatizing tone are delivered simtltanously, the hair cells' response to the low.
frequency tone is seen to be substantially al.
terd by the trauma, 'Ibis is showvn in Figure
2.6 for an IIIC. Te amplitude of the receptor
potential is substantially reduced and, more
iiportantly, the depolarizing asymmetry of
the receptor potential is lost and even reversed to become predominantly hyperpolarizing for all but the highest stimubis levels In
Figure 2-7. the AC components (fundamental
component, first even and first odd hanionic
components) and the DC component of the
receptor potential for the hair cell shown in
Figure 2.6 are plotted as a function of intrn$ity for a stimulus frequency of 270 lIz both
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to therightofcttb trace,
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92
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before and during the lotud tone (12,5 klie,
110 till Sit). At tite, lowest SF1.5.
tltc funda.
mental component shows a significant loss of
sensitivity, but at htigher levels (101 dB) ap.
proaches the pretrautia peak ampitudes. On
average, tlte harmonic components arc also reduced during the louid tone, but level depen.
denee for them is not as clear-eut as It is for
the fundamental component. ThecDC compo.
nnt of tlte receptor potential shows an in.
crease at te lowest levels when conmpared
with preteauma amplitudes, followed by a de.
crease at higher leVels, finally reversing to
grw again at 101 dBiSP1.This trend mirrors
(eltangang symmetry of the receptor poten.
tial showvn
in the raw data plotted in Figure
26.
For the OIIC ( Fig. 2.8), the greater loss in
amplitude is obvious %hen compared with the
IIIC, and it isonly at (lte highest level that thle
structure of the receptor potential can be seen

in the raw data, An examinatton of the behay.
for of the AC components of tlte receptor po.
tential (Fig, 2.9) reveals similar chtanges dttrIng the lotid tone to titose seen for the l11C
tlte harmonic and fundamental components
are substantially reduccd at most ampltutdes.
In this particular cell, the DC conmponent appears to be relatively tunaffeted at tlte highest
stimutlus levels, but reduced between 70 and
80 dBiSPL
In addition to the modifieations of the
amplitudes of the AC components of the receptor potential, (lie funtdamental and the
harmonic components of tlte receptor pa.
tential show significant phase changes during
the loud tone (Fig, 2.10), For both the IIIC
and the OIIC, the phase of the fundamental
component remains relatively stable at all
stimulus levels in the pretrauma peiiod, During the loud tone, the phase of this compo
nent changes substantially with increasing
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Figure 2.8 Outer har cell (OHC) receptor potentials
generatedIn responseto a 270 Hz tone dehvercd at
theSPLs
Indicated to the right of eachtrace,before
and
during the situltacous presentation
of a 30 second,
13.5 2.Hz,
110dB SPLloud tone.
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101

J

5mV

20ms
stimulus level of the Iow.freqttency- toner, al.
though at the highest stimulus levels (101 dB
SPL) the phase returns to the pretrauma N-al.
ues,
The loss of the nonlinear properties of
the cochlea can also be shown by modifica.
tions of the symmetry of Lissajous figures for
the liC and the OIIC (Fig, 2.11). Tliese
figures represent an instantaneous transfer
function of the cell response !o a presumed
sinusoidal stimulus to their stereocilna. Both
the expansive and the compressive nonlinear
responses of the IliC (Fig. 2.1IA) nd the
OlIC (Fig. 2.1IB), respectively, are clearly
seen for the Ussajous figures constructed
for the lowofrequency stimulus alone (IIIC600 liz. 65 d SPLIOIIC-600 liz, 85 dB
SPL) In the presence of the high ftequency
tone (13 kllz 110 dB SPI, 15 seconds), the
Lissajous figures become much more linear, as
indicated by their increased symmetry. Following the loud tone, the nonlinear properties
of the O1C (Fig, 2.11 D) and the nonlinear
properties of the IIIC (Fig, 2-11C) show a
rapid recovery, although the ItIC amplitude
has not fully recovered. (The individual traces
in Fig, 2-11C and D represent the instanta

neous transfer functions of the cell taken 5
seconds and 15 seconds after the loud tone.)
One fnal method of examininj'the non.
linear cochlear responses to loud tones is to
calculate the so-called flf z and AC;DC ratios,
These ratios represent the relative amounts of
distortion that are present in the receptor po.
tential with respect to the fundamental AC
component, and can provide some insight into
the nonlinear properties of mechanotransduc.
lion in the cochlea. It is apparent from the in,
tracclular data for an 111c, shown in Figure
2.12, that when tile ft:fa and the AC:DC ra.
tios calculated from the 111Creceptor poten,
tial generated to a CF tone (18 kllz, 55 dBi
SPL) are compared in the pre- and post-trauma
intervals, the relative amount of distortion in
the receptor potential has decreased, This is
seen as increases in the respective ratios as a
result of the distortion components (f2 and
DC) being reduced by a greater amount than
the fundamental AC component. That ts, the
hair cell response to the tone has become
more linear. In this particular example, in
which the high-intensity tone was only dchvered for 200 ins, the ratios recovered within
approximately 300 ins
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The data presented in the results ssgrz
that exposure of the cochlea to loud sound .csuits in a linetrization of the hair cell response
to acoustic stimulL-Because there are several
posible sources of nonlinear behavior in the
cochlea, it is difficult to pinpoint the origin of
these losses. By elimInating some sites or
mechanisms it may be possible to narrow the
field. Figure 2.13A shows the possible sites for
losses in sensitivity in the cochlea.
It is important to note that Figure 2-13 reWaes to low-level threshold losses after short
loud tones, and does not include possible
mechanisms following large, permanent losses
of sensitivity, which are Usually accompanied
by obvious morphologic changes of the hair
cell. In this respect, direct disruption of either
the paracrystalline array of actin filaments con.
tained within the individual stercocilia or the
stercocilial rootlets (Liberian et al, 1986) arc
expected (Fig. 2.t3A). In addition, stereocilial fusion, loss of tip links, or disruptions of
the lateral crosslinks between stereocilia are
usually seen only after prolonged exposures at
higher stimulus levels (Pickles et al, 1987).
Another importAnt structure that may
play a role in cochlear desensitization is the
tectorial membrane (I)
(Fig. 2-13A). The
ntembrane Is a complex structure composed
Of at least three types of collagen (It, V, and
IX) and atleast three noncollagenous glycosolated polypeptdes, wich form striated sheets
within the mrtrlx of the membrane (Ilasko

andRichardson. 1988). he high degree of organization of timtrix is sensitive tolo
Ca" levels and is disrupted wh1en the Wa'
chelating agents EGTA and EDTA are added to
the medium; this has the functional correlate
of significant reductions in the cochlea microphnc(aaaeal19).TeMislo
susceptible to the addition of Na, vvhich induces irreversible shrinkage (KronesterFrei,
1978). Uttle is known about the micromechanical properties of the TNM,
but some prcliminary data suggest that the memtbrane is spproximately four times stiffer in the longitudinal direction than in the radial direction
(Zwislocki ct al, 1988). This would correlate
with the apparent morphologic asymmetry in
the matrix of the membrane (liasko and Richardson, 1988). On the basis of a recent finding
that the radial stiffness of the DI is substan.
tially less than that of the OIC stereocilia,
Zwislocki and Cefaratti (1989) have proposed
that the mass
oftthe n.l and the stiffness of the
stereoctia behave as a resonant element with
a significant role in cochlear frequency selectivity. Any change to the mechanical properties of the TM%thltt increases its damping, or
any change in the stiffness of the OIIC stereocilia, will, according to Zwislockl and Cefaratti, result in a loss of sensitivity and tuning.
Frictional forces In the fluid filled scalac of
the Cochlca act to reduce the displacement of
the partitiotn during acoustic stimulation. This
problem increases with increasing stimulus
frequencies. With the discovery that OlICs in
vitro demonstrate cell motility under certain
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conditions~ (Browsnell er al, 1985), and Ouat
mechanical energy can be recorded in the car
canal (Kemp, 1979), it has been proposed that
OHCs generate mechanical forces in response
to sound-induced current flows through their
apical conductances. 'The resultant potential
chtanges in the cell evoke small (2 to 15 rn
per millivolt, according to Santos-Sacchi,
1989).but rapid changes in cell length (at
least to 5,ldfz, according to Ashmore, 1987).
It is proposed that this "hst* component of
cell motility acts to oppose viscous damping
in Ihe cochlea and enhances the displacement
of the cochlear partition, The 'slow" or tonic
components of cell motility, which arc seen
after increasing extracellular levels of K* or
aetylcholine (the presumptive efferent transmitter) or after the initiation of cellular contractie protein actisity. arc not thought to
contribute to force generation of OlICs on a
cycle-by-c)-cle basis, bitt may Well play a role

inliiting the position or DC bias of the basilar
M~embrane (Zenner et a], 1985).
In %itroeapcriments on the cell inotiijty
of isolated OlICs suggest that any active forcegenerating mechanisms postulated as essential
for cochslear sensitivity and tuning are extremely robust. Cell length changes in response to injected current are still recorded in
the presence of inhibitors of AlP, in thc absenice of calcium, and in the presence of
agents acting against intracellular contractile
proteins and cytoplasmic microtubules (1101.
Iey and Ashmore, 1988). This suggests that the
cell forct-genierating mechanism does not appear to depend directly on ATP or other
known cellular nmechanisms that could give
rise to cell motility. This evidenice suggests
that force-genecration in OlICs may not be impaired following acoustic overstimulation and
may not contribute to temporary hearing
losses. Hlowever, the most recent work of
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generatingmechanism.
site for a noisc.induendl
The most iM'el)

(the transducer) is intact and functional, at
least for. these exposure conditions- In conextensivedata of Ptuu Ct al
trast ds) -ngest
that a percentage of the
(19W"
OHC trnsucer conductances batle closed
4fo1inwing exposure of the cochlea to a loud

hearing loss is the transducer conductance of
OHC As disctssd in the Introduction,

tone- Hence, the drise to the force-generating
mechanism of the OHC will be reduced, and

tO
ducet a
this group of m-chan
and
he essential for the frequency selectiity
senstitiy of the cochlea, and probably forms
partof a feedback loop that acts to enhance
the displacement of the basilar membrane. Figure 2.13B is a reprcsentative model of this
feedbackmechanism as proposed by Mountain
(1986). In this model, pressure-induced displacement of the basilar membrane stimulates
the OIIC (mcchanoelectrical transduction),
which produces voltage-deindent molements of the cell (electromcchanical transduction). At high frcquencies, resultant force-genecation acts in an amplitude- and phase-depcn.
dent manner to enhance the displacemenit of
the basilar membrane. A number of points in
the loop are crucial for its operation. The first
is the force-generating mechanism of the OIIC
that, from the previously discussed c - ',nce,
and
would appear to be extremely robt
therefore probably does not contribute to
low-level hearing losses in the cochlea. The
second is the coupling of this force to the dis
there is
placement of the basilar membrane. Ifthe
OHC
2 reduction of the coupling between

the dislacement of the cochlearpartition
of
substantially altered. However, inthatseries
experiments the traumatizing tone was signifi.
candy louder (115 dB SPL) and longer (30 to
150 seconds). Thus, their findings may repre.
sent an extension of the low-level threshold
shifts described in this paper. It is interesting
to note that pure tone exposure levels of 115
dB SPL and above in the basal turn of the
guinea pig cochlea, for periods of I hour, produce a loss of cochlear sensitivity and obvious
damage to the stercocilia of the hair cell,
particularly the first row of the OHC (Cody
et al, 1980). Pure tones presented for the
same period, but at levels similar to those
of the present study, produce much less
obvious damage of the hair cell, and the
threshold losses are much more variable. If
the levelof the tone is more critical than
its duration for cochlear desensitization, then
the mechanism proposed by Patuzzi and coworkers may operate above 110 dB SPL full
stop. However, the mechanism is not yet
clear.

Erjus (1990) suggests that mopbologic
of the
changes in the subsurfaCe cisteni
simundcitdC1
aftertasmembranous
OiC
forcemodffinthe
btk.1coulpl.arolein

Sthe
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streocdia and the tectorial membrane, then
both the mechanoclectrical and the electromechanical elements of the OIIC will be modified. llowcier, it is difficult to distinguisW'between the two elements, because they are in.
terdependcnt. The third possibility is the
transducer conductance. Any alteration in the
funziional properties of this element in the
feedback loop will reduce the electrical dive
to the OlIC force.grnerating mechanism. In a
previous study (Cody and Russell, 1985), current injection in OliCs following the loud
tone did not rcccal any obvious change in the
access resistance of the cell, which suggests
tiat there is little alteration in the number of
functional apical conductances. Additionally,
the data presented in thispaper show that the
maximum hair cell reCeptor potentials differed little ',hether recorded during or fol.
lowing the acoustic oistimulation (Figs, 2-7
and 2-9), whereas at the lower stimulus levels
there were substantial reductions in the amplitudes of the AC and DC components of the re.
ccptorpotentials. This suggests that the mechanoclectrical portion of the feedback loop

Proprietes Non Lineaires

des Cellules Ciliees

Internes et Externes des
Mammiferes Pendantet
apres une Exposition a un
Son Fort
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non linarit s sont particuli:rcfmcnt imporlantes dans lad6tection des stimulations de
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PutativeBiochemical Processes
in Noise-Induced HearingLoss
ROBERTJ. WENTItOLD
MARK E. SCHNEIDER
HUNG N. KIM
CLAUDEJ DECHESNE

he elucidation of the molecular mecha,
nisms underlying damage to the auditory systent due to overstimulation presents a formi.
dable challenge. In the biochemical analysis of
the cochlea, we are faced with a very small,
delicate, and complex system that Includes
numerous celitypes that may all respond dif.
ferently to this damage, Knowledge of the mo.
lecular events that occur In the cochlea because of noise damage is basic to understandIng the pathogenesis ofholseinduced hearing
loss (NIIIL), because molecular changes un.
doubtedly precede observable structural
changes. It is reasonable to assume that the reversible stages In NUlIL will be primarily de.
tectable as molecular changes rather than
structural changes. The development of any
type of drug therapy to prevent or minimize
trauma due to overstimulation will also rely
on a knowledge of the molecular processes.
Over the years several laboratories have mea.
sured a variety of common biochemical pa.
rametcrs after noise-induced damage (re
viewed briefly below) in attempts to better
understand the molecular events that take
place In tte cochlea. A continued effort In
these types of studies using controlled stimulus conditions should give Insights into the
biochemistry of noise damage,
Our research has focussed on changes in
specific proteins and their mRNAs that accompany or precede structural damage to the In,
net ear from noise, ototoxic drugs, and ge.
netic lesions. We have divided the molecular
events associated with NIIIL into four stages
that can be correlated with the morphological
and physiological changes known to occur fol.
lowing NIIIL (Table 3.1)., Much of the existing
28

information on molecular aspects of NIHI, as
reviewed below, can be placed Into these four
stages. This scenario proposes that there will
be changes in proteins in the organ of Corti
at Stage II, when detectable morphologic
changes are minimal. Proteins that undergo
changes in expression at this stage may serve
assensitive molecular markers of cellular dam.
age. Such proteins may also play roles in pro.
tcting the cell from further damage, as has
been suggested for the function of stress-in.
duced proteins, Later stages Involve extensive
cell damage that can extetd beyond the organ
of Corti, and include, for example, spiral gan.
glion cells. Analysis of cochlear tissue at these
stages may Identify proteins Involved In such
functions as cellular repair, trophic mainte.
nence of auditory neurons, and regeneration.
Two approaches are available for studying cochlear proteins. The first is the analysis of pro.
teins that have been characterized previously
in other tissues and have a well.known fitne.
lion, The list of such proteins is extensive and
ranges from growth factors, to structur4 proins, to proteins that may be markers of eellu.
lar damage In other systems, These pritcins
have been purified, antibodies have been
made to them, and probes for in situ tociliza.
tion of their mRNAs are available. Two pro.
teins that we have studied in this category are
the 70 kD heat shock protein (discussed later)
and the neurofilament subunits (Dan and
Wenthold, 1989). The second approach is to
use a screening technique, such astwo-dimensional gel electrophoress, to identify cochlear
proteins that appear particularly important because of, for example, their abundance, localization, or response to a perturbation of the
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TABLE3.1 Hypots~Elcal Seqluence of Motlecular Changes in the Oirgain Of
Corti Associated with Noise-Induced Hearing Loss,
MOLECULAR
STAGE

MORPHOLOGY

I

'PHYSIOLOGY

Normal

Normal

It

Nornal to srightedema
of
haircellsandafferent
tenuInas

'ITS

.11

Permanent
damage
to
stereola andreticuar
lamna

PTS

Celldeath

PTS

IV

CHANGES
CIhangesin
mnetabolite
and
ion lux; enzymne
induction.
Smallmolecule
depletson.
eg. metaboltes.
neurtartters; large
msolecusle
chianges.
e S.
protein denaturation,
actin
depolynenluation:
stress
andrepairirnechanisss
actiated eg. heatshutc
proteinsynthesis
Extensieproteinandlipid
changes;
stress
response
andrepairsnechansns
continue:
transneurnnal

charges
Proteollytie
enzyme
synthesis,
regeneratoel
Trarrsnturonal
ti'anges

Morphological
csiterla
areh~sed
ontheli;Itedresolution
offightandelectron
rmoscopic observatios;
Stage
I refers
to
theonsetofoverstiosslaton.
in wids thesteadystateispetturhed

system. Using this approach we have identified
tw o spira ganglion cell eseoteins
whose levels
ofsynthesis appear del .s'dcnt on the prescnce of hair cells&

A taumbcr ofbioclienmlcal analyses, gener.
ally, lfsvolvi common metabolites, enzymes,
or tons, hsavebeen carried out on tse Inner ear
after noise, exposure (Tables 3.2 and 3.3),
These studies hsave addressed the general hy.
pothesis that NulL Involves disruption of clas.
sic energy metabolism or Ion Isonieostasls and
tlsat the resuilting Imbalance can be detected
with suitable techniques, Thsee analytical
mthods have beens used to compare noise~ex.
psed and normal animals (1) direct measure.
mnutsof issue metabolites or enzyme total
capaeities in noise-exposed animals; (2) pfilu-

sistenicy with respect to stimulus exposures,
experimtental animals, sampling conditiotns,
and methods of chemical analysis, Conse.
qusently, It Is difficuslt toadraw any general eoncissons from them. Some of the chsanges
rc.
ported would clearly be expected In any Cells
that hive been damaged from nchlanical,
thernmal,
or chemical Insult. For eximple, the
release of aoluble enzymes from thi!"ell cyto.
plasm, sth as lactate dehydeogenase (Loll),
is a common result of cell damage, and Injury
to any Struclture In the cochlea would cause
an celevatiOn of the amount OfSuch einzymes in
tse perilympa (Schacht, 1982). Although such
studies may give clues asto changes in metab.
ollsns and increases in enzyme activity, these
analyses tell little about -.the biochemical
mechanisms of noise damage.
Because molecular changes must precede
visible structtural .lhanges, an important con.
sideration for desi:;nIng stimulus paucamers
for this type of experinment is to define consdi.
tions that cause a minimum of struetural
changes accompanying a measurable hearing
loss. Such conditions are notoriously difficult

Sio ofthepeilyphaicsp~a4e during or after
noise exposure and subsequent analysis of the

to ascertain, even for an individual animal,
There are enormous unexplained variances in

cisalsad
nymes; and (3) direct mea.
surements of ion activities during noise expoSure using ion-seleciive: mleroelectrodes. Asa
group, these studies suffer front a lack of con-

and biochemistry in a population of animals
(Robertson et a), 1980), so that biochemical
analysts is further complicated by interanimal
variability and species differences,

Review of Biochemical
Studies Related to
Noise-Induced Hearing
Loss
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TABLE3-2 Analysis of Enzymes in Cochlear Tissues After, Noise, Expos are
ENZYME, SPECIES
LD teresATPu.e acid
ad "Miiophosphasss

-CONDITIONS
Hz-00N.
95-131 dB
'05-2lshos

IiEiUlT*S

:AUTHORS

No changessseen

.SvickandWester. 1971

dehydroge oase
k a rnur
hourshistothemistay
Witenoise,' 15&86lni.
0
I-hour eposure causes lsluda,'1973
to 72 hoturshisstochemistry
tsicrease.
lorler exposure
andhiodhenisuy
showsreturns
to normal
Succinate
dehydrogerase Inrpulse
noise8 cys,9
Decrease
iI, %k
11 SON Gaoradsere at, 1973'
PHC thus
greaseroy
histochemustryEffect
hours/day,
o'g
guisna
INC
Lyosraltaynsgina
120dB.I hour/day
for 10 Nostl,/no chao.eSchsatle.1976
phosph'Atase
"rased
days
pignd
LDH,.glucose.6.phosphate
9SdB,SO0Hr, 48 hours
No changes
In 0S4C
Thalman,
1976
dehydrogesase.
guireapig hsohemnstry
LOHR
nbbo
100dB.2k~z. 2hours
OHC-screuselinhasl
Omnata
et at 1979
histodsemistry
turn decrease
Intlower
halfof turn2. norral io
upperhadf
LDK guinea
Pig

~

TABLE3-3 AnalysIs of Enzymes, Ions, and Small Molecules In Cochlear
Fluids After Noise Exposure
SUBSTANCE,SPECIES CONDITIONS

RESULTS

ISa6 guiea Pig

100 18.2 nvoues.2000NHz
Endofyrnph
Naincrease.K

Na.K guisnea
pig

100-140dB.wise noise

Lactote.
gasses
sig

90-IOSdB, hAte
roise. I

AUTHORS
Nakaina etal.1970a

Entdoympa
Na Increase
K
Nalsashimna
et af. 1970b
decrease
1siIS seconds
LactateInrase Is perdymnph
Schnieder,
1974

Na.glucose.
aidolase,
LON, 100dB.8 kHLo
I toou
aldotse.phospfsolexose
sonetrase.
proteAn
guirea

Nochuanges

Gershhein
et al, 1974

tON. NON ch~nchlla

JuhriandWard,1979

N46KC.girea pig

123dB,700-2000 Hz.310
nMume
95-12SdE,7days.16
antisday

Rapidincrease
to 24hours
thendecrease
IocreaeIn K andC
dcreaseInNi In

Na.K Ck guinsea
p1

95- 0Sd13.
20 srutes

With 42 kzad WEN
Saltuan fN 19nh
79
endolywph
KIucreased.
Na decreased,
at 380Nz,
K decreased
Decrease InendoyslKfleichar et Af198D
returnto soensal
Is 5 days
No charge
tnt t a4 1981

r dt142
Gl
LDH

d8. Isk~z.Ibour

acta
ote. pyruntae. 100ds, wite Wome
10

140dB,widehandnoise.10 No change

Thc onset of NulLI, as It in related to tcm.
poisary threshsold shsft (ITrS) and permanent
threshold shift (PIS) conditions, is a dynamic
process. Frequently, lInstudies aimed at assessing biochemical changes, conditions and sam-

Konidd tu.t 1979

Naetset al, 1983

pling times have bcen chosen'that fall within
this transitional stage at which,'the processes
of repair anid Injury are not sttesdyostste, Although steady-state conditions ican be approached using exsposures that QcI
use asymp.
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threshold shift, lng recovery durations,
both, bi6cliei'cal aialyis of the organ of

old, As shown below, all researchers have cho-

shifts failed~tosee changes inLDH capacity,

(also reflected in changes of the steady-state

glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase capacity,
ATP, and several neurotransrnitter candidates
(Thalmann, 1976),
Over the years, the jesuits of biochemical
measurements from similar experimcns have
been inconsistent (see Tables 3.2 ands3-3);
such inconsistencies could be due to limiti,
tions of thcanalytical methods, The cochlea
presents several problems for a biochemist;
for example, the analysis of tissue made up of
several cell tyes is difficult, and otic-cannot
rule out the possibility that opposing changes
in two cell types would cancel each other if
the whole tissue was,assiyed. The rapidity
with which tissues from the inner ear can be
harvested is oftcrucial significance when attempting to capiture metabolite levels in their
steady state. For instance, tissue ATP/ADP and
PI ratios measured after fast freezing and with
conventional eniymologie tests are two times
less than when measured using in vivo P-31
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) Imaging
(Vecch et al, 1979; Ingwall, 1982).
An alternative measurement of cellular
bloenergetics involves the measurement, of
glucose metabolism using the radlolabeled
nonmetabolizable glucose analog, 2.deoxyglu.
cose (2D),This technique measures glucose
uptake and allows the calculation of glucose
use on the basis of normative rate constants.
The direct application of this method is difficult because the appropriate rate constants
are
difficult
to measure
In the cochlea,
anddata
the
results
cannot
be generalized
because the

levels of metabolites) couldhe measured-at
low sound levels in a-souid dependent manner. Alternatively, the energy -necessary for
these active, mechanisms! could be found in
the large electrical gradients present, across
the reticular lamina. (endocochlear potential
and summating potential).
Biochemical and molecular studies are
now branching, out from a number of well.
controlled anatomic and physiologic studies of
NIHL Recently, the structural organization of
the stercocillum has been elucidated, and sev.
eral'studlcs have implicated this structure as
the site 'of early changes leadlingto NIHL (Til.
ney etal, 1980). One current hypothesis is
that initial events involve damage to a variety
of structural proteins of the stereoclla and cu.
ticular plate (Tilaey ct al, -1982).flany studies
have correlated NIL with structural changes
lit the stereocilia and cuticular plate (Saunders
et al,. 1985). Liberman and colleagues (Liber.
man, 1984; Liberman and Dodds, 1984a,b;
Libermsan and Kang, 1984; Liberman and Mulroy, 1982) were aisle to assess the cochlea his.
topathollogically at the light and ultrastructural,
levels and &mpare these data with the physi.
ologic properties of individual afferent neu.
rons that Innervated the hUir cell under study.
Measuring the physiologic disease in an an
mal, tliiy could predict the nature and degree
of anatomical disruption, Their findings sug.
gested that In stimulus conditions likely to
lead
todamaged,
moderate
PTS, the
rootlets
ecre
whereas
thestereoclla
hair cell exhibited

for the mouse and gerbil indicate species dif.
ferences to noise exposure. In the mouse cochlea, noise exposures up to 85 dB SPL induce
a 239 percent Increase in radlolabeled 2DG
uptake In cochlear tissues (Canlon and
Schacht, 1983; Canlon et al, 1984). Con.
versely In the gerbil, a barely detectable Increase was seen at exposures up to 105 dB
SPIL,(Goodwin et al, 1984).
The majority of data summarized in Ta.
bles 3.2 and 3.3 do not support a role for impaired energy metabolism in early events in
NIIIL hlowever, It is possible that the experimints have been conducted using wrong
sound exposure parameters. Since 1985, the
role of the outer hair cell and its ability to display two kinds of motility has led to a rencwed emphasis of Gold's hypothesis (Gold,
1949) of an active cochlear amplifier/second
filter. Biologically, the amplifier would be required at sound pressure levels near thresh-

no pathological signs. Following exposures
likely to lead to T'TS, stercocilla were normal,
except for a shorter supraditicular plate rootlet. In addition, hair cells and afferent terminals often appeared 'swollen," These results
suggest that the proteins of the stereocilla
core, cuticular plate, and rootlet, which are
primarily actin, limbrin, and an as yet uniden.
lified protein, are irreversibly damaged in MriS
conditions and are functionally altered with
less severe or reversible trauma (Ttlney et al,
1989). Among the many observations ofstereocilia trauma reported (Saunders et al., 1985),
the consensus emerged that the rootlet dis.
ease is correlated with physiologic deficits,
these include fracturing the core filaments of
each stereocillum, depolymerizatlon of the actin core, or both,
The biophysical consequences of mechanical overstimulation of the hair bundle were
examined in vitro using isolated pieces from

Corti of, anim als , with, atsymptotic threshold

sea sound levels that result in some degree of
MILL It is posIsible that changes in energy flux
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Heat-Shock Proteins

the guinea pig cochlea. (Saunders and Flock
1986).-Thedliair bundle's displacement for-a
given stimulus energy increased as a function
of. overcxposuir'eSaunders ind-Flock (1986)
expressed their results using the conventional

When exposed toelevated temperatures,
organisms respond by the synthesis of a group
of -proteins known as- heat slock- proteins

threshold, shift' terminology; thus, overcxpo.
sure induced a threshold shift that was linearly
related to, noise exposure. Interestingly, the
damaged hair bundle could recover~from as
much as a 5 b
IB threshold shift; this recovcry depended on th presence- of metaboli.
cally *healthy" tissues. These authors eoneluded that a dynamic active process counteracts the loss of stiffness caused by overstimula.
tion.
An ultrastructural examination of the hair
bundles in these experiments was not undertaken and, consequently, the type of stereo,
cilia injury in these cases is not known. Mech.
anisms of stereocilia injury include fracture of
Individual stereocilla, dpolymerization of
core filaments, and disruption of the extracel.
lular links that crosslink the bundle (Saunders
ct al, 1986). Titus, in addition to examining
the structural changes In vitro, experiments
designed to-measure biochemical changesln
the proteins (actin or fimbrin) may yield new
information concerning the mechanisms In.
volved In Injury to the hair bundle.
Biochemical analysis will also be Impor.
tant In elucidating the structures Involved In
trtisductlon, TheIsature of the transducer gatIng spring is unkn own; this molecule would
also be an Important target during mechanical
overstimulatlon,-A popular model~issigns the
tip link structures linking adjacent rows of stereocilia to the transdtcei gating spring; how.

(hsp§) (Lndqulit, 1986; Lindquist and Craig,
1988; Welch et al, 1989), Initilly observed in
Drosophila, these proteins have been found in
all animals, plants, and bacteria and are highly
evolutionarily conserved. Although hyperther,
ma is commonly used to, induce these pro.
teins; hsps can be, induced by any condition
that stresses the cell'and, therefore, ,are also
referred to as stress - proteins, Cellular re.
sponses to stress are rapid: Increases in mRNA
are seen within -1 hour, and increases inpro.
tein within a few hours, Based on their similar
properties, hsps can be divided Into several
families; in eukaryotes there are at least three
families, including the hsp90 family, hsp70
family, and hsp20 family,The number refers to
the approximate, molecular weight In kldodal.
tons of the proteins of the family. In addition
to these main groups, there arc numerous reports of proteins that are synthesized under
stress conditionsbut which have not been
thoroughly characterized.'One of the more extcsively studied families in mammals is the
hsp70 famll', which is composed of at least
four members in humans and three In rats,
The major beat.Inducible member of this fam.
ily Is hsp7O, a 70.kD protein that is usually ex.
pressed in low levels, but that Is expressed at
dramatically higher levels after hyperthernla.
Because of its increased synthesis, as well as
thie- decrease In synthesis of norml cellular
protins, hsp7O is the major translation prod.

ever, It has been noted that the data support.
ing this model are circumstantial at best (Ilud.
speth, 1989).
data provided by
Howard and ludspeth (1988) suggest that the
resistance to displacement of the hair bundle
oser the physiologically relevant range Is
dominated by the tension in the mechanism
gating the transducer channeL, For these rea.
sons, extensive characterization of the pro.
teins of the stereociliary membrane, reticular
laminar surface, and the core proteins of the
stereocdiumn and cuticular plate are needed.
Shepherd-et al. (1989) have presented evideuce thata small complement of proteins is
found in these structures, But progress will be
hindered by the small amounts of tissue avail.
able and the limited sensitivity of the analyti.
cal techniques, A central goal of many researchers in the future will be to assign molec.
ular Identities to the mechanical analogs of
various mechanoelectric transduction models.

uct ifter stress, As in the other lisp familles,
some proteins of the hsp70 family are ex.
pressed at high lesels int unstressed tissues.
The most abundant of these is a 73.kD pro.
tein, referred to as the constitutive 70-ko
stress protein, or p72, which is expressed at
high levels In most tissues; its syntlhess in.
creases only slightly following hyperthermla.
These two members of the hsp70 famdy are
structurally similar but are distinct gene products and regulated differently (Undquist,
1986).
Several studies suggest that a major funclion of hsps is to facilitate cellular repair and
protect the cell from further Injury (Lindquist
and Craig, 1988; Welch et al, 1989), tie fact
that these proteins are widely distributed and
respond rapidly to changing condttions Is consistent with the basic emergency response of
cells. The protective function of hsps is sup.
ported by studies lukng the induction of
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these proteins with the acquisition of theirmo.
tolerance in cultured cells fr6m,a number of
organisms. Cells rapidly subjected to increased temperature died'much more quickly
than those that-were first stbjectedto a,mod.
est temperature. increase to induce the synthesisof hsps and then 'subjected, to ther igher
temperature, The protective role of hsps was,
more directly demonstrated by themicrolnjection of antibodies to'the hsp7O family of
proteins into fibroblasts (Riabowol et al,
1988). Cells containing the injected antibod.
ies,
which presumably inactivated hsp70 pro.
teins, were killed by brief beat shock whereas.
control cells survived. These studies suggest
that an organ about to experience a poten.
tialy lethal condition might be protected by a
previous induction of heat shock proteins.
Such an effect has been demonstrated In the
mammalian retina, where exposure to intense
light normally causes photoreceptor degcnera.
tion, Prior Induction of heat shock proteins by
hyperthcrmia greatly reduced the damage due
to light treatment (Bathe et al, 1988).
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cilure nunclms,and (3) spiral igimerbeinms (2)
tans staied ithanti
hsp7Oantibodes
undernormal
conditions (C) andhypcrthefnia (II). Tissue
wasohtalled 6 hours after
a heatshock of 415' C
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The molecular mechanism by which hsps
exert their protective effects is. not fully
known but is believed to Involve the binding
of th'e,hsp to arialready damaged Protein to
prevent further damage or reverse denaturatio,Hisps expiessed in the absence of stress
hive been shown to bindito precursor forms
of proteins and aid in their proper folding and
unfolding (Dashales et al, 1988).
The mamijialian central -nervous, system
responds with the synthesis-of hsps to avari.
ety of stresses including hyperthermla (Sprang
and Brown, 1987 Miasing and Brown, 1989;
Brown and, Rush, 1990), ischcmia (Nowak,
1985; Dienel et a], 1986; Va& et al, 1988; Dwy.
er et al, 1989; Nowak etal, 1990), physical
trauma (Brown etal, 1989), axotomy (New et
al, 1989), and neurotoxin treatment (Uncy et
al, 1988). Both neurons and glia can express
hs))70, but the response appears to be related
tWihe nature of the stress to which thetissue
is subjected,,and some neurons may be more
likely to synthesize. lisps
than others. In the
gerbil brain following transient ischemia,
hsp70 Induction Is restricted to neurons; the
protein's presence was most prominent In the
hippocampus. In contrast, in rabbit and rat
brain, hypetthermla greatly increased hsp70 in
glial cells thr iughout~tlhe brain (Sprang and
Brown, 1987; Marini ci al, 1990). Application
the neurotoxin, kainic acid, has Its greatest
effect on hsp70 induction in nctions (Uney ct
al, 1988), ihreas traunia causes hsp7O In.
crease In both neurons and gia near the site
of injury (Brown et al, 1989).
These findlngsralsed the possibility that
hisps could also protect the auditory periphery
from damage due to noise, ototoxie drugs, or
trauma. Recent studies showing that cells from
aged animals produce less hsp7O mRNA and
protein in response to hyperthermia than do
cells from young animals (Fargnoll et al,
1990) suggest thatlisps may also play a role In
presbycisis We have begun a study of hsp70
In the rodent inner ear, Cochlear tissue from
the rat was dissected, and proteins were ana.
lyzed by SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophore.
I)
sis and Immunoblotting using monoclonal an.
tibodies specific for hsp7o. Control aiimals
and animals .hat had been previously subjected to heat shock (a body temperature in.
crease to 42.50C) were analyzed. In all co.
chlear tissue analyzed, lisp
was not detected in
the unstressed animal. ileat shock, however,
produced
a-single intense band migrating at
=
Ml
70,000asseen ingls of ratspiral
liga.
mint, cochlear nucleus, and cerebellum (Fig.
3.1),
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cubate~dissected tissucn-vitro iivsolutions
containing radioactivv.amino. acids (MatchIn.
ski, personal communication). Tis method,
however is mhted inthat significant dimag&
occurs whenwthe tissue is'dissected; as found
in other systems; such damage could alter the

nbrmal pattern of protein synthesis. Both tech.
,Many of the most Interesting and infdima.niquca allow theuse of more.specific-precurtire molecular'changes taking place in the ear
sots,
such as sugars that label only glycoprounder conditions such,,as NIHL and ototoxic
teins.
drug damage may involveproteins that are exA second' advantage ofratdiiiactivc label.
pressed only or predominantly in the car.
ing of pr6ieins is that it reflects
synthesis that
Therefore, information concerning these ear, occurs over a defined period, whereas a stain
specific proteins cannot be obtained, by,using
simply reflects thetotal amount of a particular
other tissues,, but- must be obtained by bio.
protein, Therefore, a dramatic change inpro.
chemical analysis of inner car tissue under vartein in response to an experimental condition
ous experimental conditions, Tle size and ic- may not be seen by staining ifa large,, slowly
metabolized pool of the protein is present. For
cessibility of this, tissue limit, the approaches
that can be used. Several-laboratoris hase
example, under conditions of NIll, this ap.
found that proteins from the inner car can be
proach would allow the analysis, of proteins
analyzed using one. and two dimensional gel
.that, are synthesized in cochlear
tissues at varelectropboresis with,
sensitive staining tech.
lous
times after presentation of the stimulus.
niqus or after
filosyntlielally labeling the
Intervals as short as 15 to,30 minutes should
prteins withradioactive amino acids (Ital.
be sufficient to produce labeling of the major
mann ct al, 1987; Shepherd et al, t989 Tilney
proteins. Identification of these proteins may
=a 1989; .Thalnann
M i,
et al. 1990). Proteins
give clues concerning the molecular processes
Id'entifed in this way cantbe used for the pro.
that arcmost affected by theisthmulus.
duction of specific antibodies or for obtaining
Using this labeling protocol, we have
amino acid sequence, with tuefinal objective
charactcriced a number of proteins that are
of isolating eDNA clones encoding the pro.
synthesized by spiral ganglion cells and transteins. With such tools, theproteins can then
ported In the auditory nerve (TytcIl et al,
be characterized 'ith respect to structure,
1980; Wenthold and McGarvey, 1982ab;
fitncdiO, and distribution. A sensitive tech.
Wcnthold, 1985). lispeclally relevant to this
nique that will help us%0,lththe Identification
discussion on the biochemical changes occur
and characterization of ear-specific proteins is
ing In response to cochlear
damage Is the
to blosynthetically label the proteins with ra, finding that the synthesis of, two auditory
dioactivc precursors (Wenthold and Mc. nerve proteins clhanges dramatically withhair
Garvey. 1982a,b; Wenthold, 1985). ilseadvan,
cell loss (Wenthold and McGarvcy, 1982ab;
tage of this method Is twofold. The proper
Wenthold, 1985), If hair cells of a guinea
pig
choiceof radioactive precursor can offer
are damaged-for exanple, in the genetically
higher
senitivity
than
the
standard
silver
stain
deaf waltzing guinea pigor in normal animals
5
method; MSmethionine is often used as a pretreated with an ototoxic drug-there is an in
cursor because most proteins contain methlo.
creased synthesis of two proteins withaverage
nine and s is of sufficiently high energy to
molecular weights of 27 and 36 kD in the as.
produce autoradiographs of gels in a reason
ditory nerve Quantitation of radioactivity inable time. U-qder optimal conditions withtwodicats that labeling of these two proteins Indimensional gel,pore titan 1,000 separate
creases more than six
times after hair cell loss.
pro0eins can be detected, Cochlcar proteins
Following spiral ganglion- cell degeneration,
can be labeled in vivo with 3S methionine by
there is a general decrease inprotein syntieexchangitg tseperilymph with artificial per. sis, and these two proxeins emerge as the malymph con!aiing the radioactive amino acid.
jor labeled proteins in the auditory nerve. PreThis technique minimizes trauma to tietissue
liminary chemical analysis of these proteins
and allows characterization of protein syntheshows that the-. are gl)coproteins Peptide
sisunder nearly normal physiologic condimapping of the multiple forms of each protein
lions, An alternative method, which may inindicate that they arc closely related, consiscrease the specific labeling of tleproteins and
tent with the differences arising from various
also give greater control over concentration of degrees of glycosylation. Furthermore, the
precursor and time of Incorporation, is to inpeptide mapping studies show that the 27kD
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nd3-Dprtismyb similar, Suggesting
tein or related subunits 6f the same protein
Complex
The function of the 27-kD and 37-kI) pro.

niveau cochti~aire par le trauma acoustique,
spflcifiques do
prcur la plupart decntre eux, non
plupart des
l'oreile interne. En effet, Ia
chiangeme Ints mol~culaires interverant, au

sis is that they are stress protcins produced by
the Spiral, ganglion, cells as they, lose-synaptic
contact with hair cells and begin to degener.
aie. Such proteins may play a role in the sur.
vival of a small population of spiral ganglion
cells, which are, present several months after
hair cell loss. Ibis-Ideal s, Supported by the
finding that the 27*IW and 361kD proteins continue to he expressed at highievceb after most
spiral ganglion celldegeneration is complete
and a stable population remains.

trauimatistrie soot probablement le5 memes
que, cenuc d~vcloppfia dans, toutes lea autres
cellules s&rement "stresafies.",Aussi, utiliser
une 'telle approche an, nlvea de la, cochl&
pourrait tre iotfuessant pour caractfiriser les
doammages induits par un bruit ou par des
drogues ototoxiques.
Noos-nous sommes donc intfircss~s [a
caraet~risation de deux catfigories de penIfines. Laprcmi~re inclut des proti~ines dont
Ia synthisc eat indulte lora de domanages ccl.
lutaires, et qul ot e't6 esraet~is~es dans
systerhes, La seconde catfujorie ncl
prot6ines qul nt &6taspficifiquicmaent idten.
tififies dans la cocht& mlosd'une exposition au
bruit, apris administration de drogues ototoxiques ou apr6. des dommnages m~cantques.
Dans Ia pareiac catfgork, nouis-avin
ktudI6 deux proatdnes. ]a 'lieat-sock protein
7W (hsp7O) et lea sous.unitC's de neurofila'
ents, IA hsp70 fail pantIc de la famille des
prott-ies conies comme Olant des proiflines
dunstress. Cos protines se retrottvcot en tr6s
faible quantitfi dans la plupart des tissus des
marmmiRres, mats [eur syntlue~e de manti~c
louportante lorsque leg Whilles soot soumises
t n "stress." Origineltenient idenatlfi~cs lors
du'tne Isyperlhermle. cemprotfioca don"stress
sont conties pour rkpondre: d'autres types
do "stress" doot l'ischfiniie, lea dommages
rafcaniqhtes on lea neurotoxines. Plusiurs
fooctions, [tir ont 66tualtrihuem dont )a plus
lotfiressatnte strait tin Wfieprotecleur en cas
de doamuages. lles pourralent done aiissi
joner tin rfite proteeteur alt niveau des cclhltes de l'oreilte interne lora de domnniageS
camis~ par one exposition sonore ont par
l'administration do drogues ototoxiqlues. Los
neurofitaments soot le composant majeur du
cylosquelette necuronal et soot composks de
trois sotisunitais doot to poids molficulaire est
d'environ 200, 160, et 68SkD).Chiez Ic cobayc,
cms 3 sous-unitfu soot abondammnent peesentes dans lea corps celinlaires des cellutes
gangllontuaires de type 1I (Data et Wenthold,
1989) atoms quo Irs cellules de type I ne pos.
Weidnt qile Iasoaus-unit6 de 200 k0. Siapr~s adminilstration de n~omychae, lea cellutes gangli.
onnalres dctype Itdeuent fortement lantln.
nort~actium aux 3 smus uoitfu, Ilinaimo
euiactivit6 des cellules ganglionnlaires de type I
augmeote pour les sous unitfis de 160 kD et
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IllIs apparent from a review of the litera.
Ito that little is known~ about the molecular
processes Involved in NUlL To futlly under.
stand these processes a knowledge of the nor.
mialbiochemistry of the cochlea is necessary.
Until the critical molecular mechanans of the
cochlea arc defined, It is Impossible to test
whether or not they are affected In NIlIL Tue
substantial amount of Information known
about the physiologic and,-morphologic asprovides a background for muo
pects of N1I11.
Ircular atudies Although the structuiral charac.
of the cochlea preclude standard bin,
chemical approaches to Its analysis, the overwhelming amount of Information available on
molecular tectniques and processes offers
several promising avenues for studing the cochica. Antibodies arc now available to proteins
wvitha wide spectrum of functions, and these
can be applied to deterinei the localization of
these proteins In the cochlea. Silarly, genes
encoding a large number of proteIs have now
been cloned, with the numbcr Increasing
daily, and these can be studied In the cochlea
'with In situ libridlzation and related tecs.
niqlucs Furthernmore, newvantibody tchnol.
ogy and, micromoircular biology tehniques
can now be applied to the study of proteins
expressed exclusively or primarily in the cochlea,

Processus Bioachimiques
et Deficits Auditifs
S'l cablte pen dainformations cooerant
lea changements biochimiqums loduits an
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de 68kD et ditonue pour, 'unlt6 de 200 kD.
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avonts dkcrit 2,sortes~dc protdines prfsentes
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nieaudescelule g;e,~
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ds clluies anglionnaires. Toutefois, leo? quantit6 augmente
apr~'ssdei dommages :&ellulaires et .persiste
-apr~s ddgfndrescence de ces c&llules; 'Ces r6.
sititats laissent entrevoir la ptissiblit qtae ces
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ie es'elliesganlionairs
sic angionaice
es ellles
retanes.238
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CHAPTER
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PharmacologicApproach to Acoustic
Trauma-'in the Cochlea
RICHARD P. BOBBIN

M any chemicals-haic been explored for
their ability to interact vith cochlear damage
induced with intense sound. vitamins, vasodilators, tranquilizer stimalants, antibiotics, stcroids, and nonsteroidal anti-inflaminatory
agents (Bobbin and Gondra, 1976, Bobbin et
al. 1976, IFid and Bobbin. 1981a.b; Brouw et
41, 1981). Seseral chapters in this book address the interaction of intense sound mith
particular drugs. I will attempt to ascribe
mechanisms to the interaction of intense
sound with se-eral different drugs: kynurenic
acid, cytochalasin, salicylate, quinine, and himodipine,

Hair Cell to Afferent
Nerve Synapse
It is kntwn that intense sound exposure
induces s .eling of the afferent dendrites at
the level of the inner hair cells (Robertson,
1983). Thus it appears possible that during in.
tense sound exposure, cxcess neurotransmit,
ter is released from the inner hair cells which,
in turn, damages the afferent nerve endings.
Because an excitatory amino acid (EAA), such
as glutamic acid or aspartic acid, may be the
hair cell transmitter (Bledsoe ct al, 1988), it is
reasonable to suppose that an EAAinduces the
smelling observed after intense sound espo.
sure. In the central nervous system EAAs are
neurotoxic (Koh et al, 1990) Pujol et al
(1985) demonstrated that EAAs (kainic acid)
induce sviclling of the afferent nerve endings
in the cochlea. Therefore we tested whether
an EAAantagonist would reduce the effects of
intense sound exposure in the cochlea (Purl
t al, 1988).
Briefly, anesthetized and artificially respired guinea pigs with sectioned middle-ear
38

muscIl'evTwre used. Various agents sierc per.
fused through the perilymph compartment of
the cochlea before, during, and after intense
sound exposure (Fig. 4-1). The intense sound
exposure consisted of a 6-kilz. 95-dB SP, 15minute continuous pure tone. The EAA antagonist we studied was k)-nurenic acid. The cochlear potentials (cochlear microphonics
[CM, summating potential [SPJ.compound action potential of the auditory nerve [CAPL NI
-latency) were monitored from a wire in the
basal turn scala vestibuli in response to tone
bursts (8,484 iZ). The intense sound induced
seneral interesting effects (see Chapter 36).
(1) the greatest reduction in the CAP and SP
was localized
one-half octa%e higher (8,484
tz) than the intense tone exposure (see the
review of.McFaddn, 1986), and (2) only the
low-intensity portions of the intensity functions v6ere affected.
The effects ofkynurenic acid and its interaction ,vith the intense sound are illustrated in
Figure .- 2. The drug reduced both high- and
low-intensity CAP, this effect wAs readily reversed with artificial penlymph. The effects of
the drug added to the effects of the intense
sound. When the drug was washed out, the
added effect of the drug was removed, expos
ing the effects of the intense sound. We therefore concluded that the drug exhibited simple
additive effects nvith the intense sound.
Generally, investigators feel that the lowintensity CAP and)SP reflect the active process-mechanical or electrical events or
both-utilized by the cochlea to achieve its
sensitivity. Must guess that the outer hair cells
(OlICs) are the anatomic basis of the active
process (Brownell, 1990). We observed a suppression of only low-intensity.evoked CAP and
SP, so we conclude that the intense sound that
we used only damaged the active process.
Others explain this damage to the active pro-
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cess by intens,- acoustic Stimulation asdamage
to the stercocilia of the OH~s (&Nielsen
and
Slrpecky, 1986). Kynurenlc acid is thought to
act only at the EAAreceptors on the afferents
(Bledsoe eta], 1988). Therefore, our data indi.
care that there was no apparent Intcraction
between the damaging effects of the intense
sound at the $tereocilia and the action of
kynurenic acid at the E&Areceptors Our data
Indicating that the hight
intensity CAPwas un.
affected suggest that the tone exposure we
used was nor of sufficient intensity to induce
afferent swelling. This is consistent with the

results of Robertson (1983), who showed that
to obtain afferent nrvemSwelling one must usc
atone greater than 110 till SPL

Drugs That Act Like
Intense Sound on
Cochlear Potentials
Figure 4.3 compares the effects of cyto.
chalasin D, salicylate, and intense sound on
the CAP and negative SP(-SP), Cytochalasin
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as a functiontof intensity, S.hown
arc functions
recorded 4ctr pr~rug antfieial
perlnli pcrtusion (Postingeir) and
after perfu$ioa of vious concenrtrations of quinine. (From Puri J-1, BobbinRP,Fallon M.S21(c),late,
mcfenamaite,
m ccIoinamnatr.
and quinine on cochlear
potentials.
OtolAryngot
ead N ck
Surg 1990;10266.73 )

sa~lcylate
on the -SP, our evidence generally
indicates
that the drug acts at 'expression" of

sound may simply add to the effects of the in.
tense sound. Of course here we arcereferring

tle active
process. This could be the junction
ofthehair
cell to nerve fiber (Puel et al, 1989,
1990). We suggest that salicylate acts at the
transmitter
release mechanism at the ItiCsor
at the transmitter receptor cites on the after.

only to those cases in which the sound is at an
intensity that affects the active process or acts
on the stereocilia, and in which the drugs are
reversibly ototoxic.

ent endings.
What arce the effects of these drugs in
combination with intense sound? Cytochalasin
has not been investigated In combination with
intense sound, although it would be an inter.
esting experiment given the possibility that
the twomay act at the stereocilia, On the
other hand, McFadden and Plattsmter (1983)
present evidence that salicylate potentiates
the action of Intense sound, It appears to me
that salicylate simply adds to the effects of In.
tense sound in a manner similar to kynurenie
acid, I base this assertion on the electrophysi.
ologie evidence presented above, which Indi.
cates that the drugs (kynurenic acid, sailcy,
late) and Intense sound act at different sites in
the cochlea, and that tile effect of the drugsat
one site does not appear to interact with the
effect of intense sound at the other site.
Thus, in general, any drugthat acts at a
site different from one acted on by intense

Drugs That Act
Differently from Intense
Sound on Cochlear

Potentials
Ftgtre 4.4 illustrates the effects of quinine
perfused through the coichlea (Puel et a],
1990). The effects of quinine on CAP and NI
latency aresimilar to the effects of kynurenic
acid, In general, tWe CAP input/output curve
shows a "parallel" shift to the right and down,
whereas the latency curve is shifted to the
right and up. There is little evidence that the
drug selectively suppresses the low-intensity
portion of the CAP or the active process, If
anything, the drug affects both the active and
passive processes together.
Another major characteristic of quinine ts
the drug's large, but approximately equal, ef.
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on the CMIand -SP usa function ofIntensity.Shownare functions recoeded
Afterpr 1mg ntdicial pentytoph pee.
of quinine or nsmodipine.
(Quinine data
anodafter perfuntn with variousconcentrations
fusion(Art Penrynsptt)
mctofeusmate. andquinine on coclear potrna tit. lite, mcfenamste,
fromPuhIJ1, ttob IT, FattonMI.Salic)
lanyngotI [ead NeckSurg;1590O,
1026&73, Nuesoirine datafrom Bobhin P attprhoft F), pattonM, Uumnsn
T. Ni.
modipin. an 1,chnoe Cal* antagonist, reverses
the nrgatise sumatig potentialrecordedfromthe guineapig
cochdea.2teai lies.In press)

feet on the Cf andcthe -SP (Pig. 4.5). In con.
trast Is the action Of nimodipine, an,type
Car* channel antagottist, which has a couch
as
greater effect on the -SP than on CMN,
shtown In Ftgutre 4.5 (Bobbin et a], 1990). Ite
effect of nimodipinc on CAPand N I latency is
similar to that of quinine. The effects of both
drugs are readily reversible,
Quinine Is thought to act by blocking
ATP-dependcnt and Cal'-dependent outward

V channels (Petersen et a], 1986; Ohesoel,
are In.
1984). Presttmably, these Chsanncls
volved In the movement of K" ot of tlte hair
CAIis thought t0 he predonil.
cell, Because
4
nately a K Current, the large effect of quinine
on CM is in accordance with Its known ac.
drions.The effct on SPis a result of the action
of the drug on CM,
In contrast to quinine, ninsodipine ts
known asaCal* channel antagonist. Thiesere.

PHARMACOLOGIC
APPROACH
TO ACOUSTC
TRAUMA
IN THE COCHLEA
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Approche

suits then suggesta rolcifor-,Ca ' in the production of the -spR 1Many-possile mechanisms maj &plain the dramatic effect Of ni.
modipine on the -SP. These include the
blockiade of a 6a" current, a Ca"*.dependent
e urnada6 -ependent shortening
and - lengthening, of OH~s (Bobbin' et al;
190.Conversely, Cal* channel~antagonists
are known to have many actions other than
blockade of 1W. Lchannels (Zernig. 1990).
For instance, Sato(1989) observed a redtiction it i the endocochlear potential
(EP) with
2
nifiedipine,, another organic Ca " channel an.
tagonist. However, we did not detect achiange
in EPwith nlmbdiplnec,in addition, Sato did
not duplicate-the, effect of nifedipin'e on the
EPwith 10 nun EGTA, which probably meas
that the change in EPby nif.edipine was not related to Ca'+. 'leo
We predict that, like salirylate and
kynurenic acid, quinine will simply add to the
effects of an intense sound tha: damages the
active process or the stereocilia, In contrast,
nimodipine may reduce this effcts of Intense
sound on the active process. The, literature
suggests that this may be the case (,%anm
et al,
1987). Sttch a reduction may come about if nil.
modipine reduces the contractual pull of the
OIICs on their own stereocilla.
Up to this point, the discussion has cen.
tered on an intense sound expostire that af.
fets only the active process and In particular
appears to damage the stereocilla. On the
other hand, if the sound is intense enough to
affect tlte hair cell Itself or to Induce swevlling
of the afferents, then the above drags may
have different interactions with the sotind. For
Instance, kynurenle acid, and salirylate may
prevent the damage to tlte afferents By block.
log an outward K* channel, qtinine may po.
tenlate te effects of such an Intense sound
by Inducing an additional depolarization of the
cell,

Pharnacologique d&
-"
i
Traumatisme Sonore
Cochleaire

I
-II
Historiquement, phisieurs, substances
chimiques ont W utilis~es dans lebu
d'augmecntcr 6u dc r.~duire Irs clommages cochlbaies induitsspar un traumatisme ac-oustique. Ces substances appartieninent A toutes
lrs classes d'agents pharmacologiquesi vitamines, vaso-dilatateurs, tranquillisants, stimu,
lants, antibiotiques ou anli-inllammatoires non
st~roidlens,
Notre laboratoire a utilis6 plusicurs approches exp~rimentales afin de tester des sub.
stan ces susceptibles dinteragir 6u de pr~vcnlr
effiets dun traunsatismc acoustique. Tout
d'aboed, nous avons; examln6 l'spect 'stros
grice Atun pr6-traitemcnt A la r~serpine, one
drogue qul abouit l'action du syst~mc ne'rvcux
sympathique. Un tel traitement n'avait aucun
effet stir lea dommages anatomiques indults
par tin son Intense de 4 kdlz. Ensuite flous
avontsessay6 de pr~venlr l'effet traumatique
de cc ru~me son intenke Eii 11tilisiuii laride
amino oxyac~tlque conu pour ri~dulrc de
maniltre r~versible Ie potentiel cndocochl6alec. Ce traltement att~nuait ]a perte descel.
lules cli~es Induite par Ic son traunsatique.
Toutefois, les rksultats t'talcnt pasaussi claims
lorsqite cette itude fut reprise en utilisant des
techniqttcs Clctrophysiologiques (iilc
Bobbin, 1981).
(iilC
Dautres donn~cs indiquent que Ic trau.
matisme acoustique ainsi que Ie glutamate (Ie
neurotransuetttr presum6 des cellules cl*
lees internes) provoquent des gonilements des
terminaisons aff~rentes sous lea ceilules cil.
lVes.Dans Iesyst~me nerveux central, le gluta.
mate est impliqu& dans Ia mort neuronale.
Aussi, nous avons test& l'effet d'un antagomaste
du glutamate, l'acide kynurdnique, lora d'tne
Conclsionexposition
t tin tratmatisme acoustique (Purl
coil., 1988). Lear~sultats 6talenit n~gatifs et
indiqualent que Ie son intense utilis6
Overall, it appears that the pharmacology
n'affectait qtie Irs m~canismes aetifs (prolsaof drug action In the ear Is becoming clearer,
blement Ims st~r~scils). Ces r~suitats in.
We are beginning to understand the medlia.
diquent aussl que Nh~tensit6 do son traumanism of action of aspirin, quinine, and otlier
tique utilosce n'ktait pas suffisante pour provo.
classic ototoxlc drags, and new drigs are
quier des gonliments des terminaisons
proving tuseful tools. In addition, there Is new
nervetises aff~rentes. Dr nouvelles Etudes
knowledge of the mechanism of action of Indevront 6tre effectu~rs en utilisant un traumatense sound, With this new knowledge In
tisme acoustique plus intense,
these two areas,we can make predictions as
La nimodipine, un bloquteur des eanaux
to whether the drugs wvillor will not interact
ealciques, abolit Ic potentiel de somniation

Conclusionet

with Intense sound in damaging the cochlea.

n~gatif (Bobbin et coil, 1989). Cecl idique
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que le- potentiel de sommation nf~gatif reflkte
on courant, calciquc' dans-les celiules ciifes

lsicl Dt, Bobbin
RI'.%jjceIlaucousototonic agents

In; BrownRID,Daignecault
EA,ed& Pharmacology
of
hentg NmwYork Wiley 19812231.
Klsicl Di)Bobbin RFI'.nteraction of aauinoioxyaeetuc
-u acidatdethacrynic acid srfthintense,
sond at the
levelofthe cochlea.Ifear Res19816,66'129-140,
lecffet d'un traumatisme actiustique (Mann et
Koh J-Y, GoldbergMI',l Hartley OM,Chol,DW.,Non.
coil,, 1987)
NMDAreceptovimediated
nearotonInly in contical
En r6sum&, IIIsemble que plus on avarice
etilture.) Nestrosel1990010
693-705
.)ans le dotnaine de la biologic et de la phar.
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CHAIPTER

5

Effect of Noise on Auditory
Nerve Responses
ROBERT PATUZZI

Clinical Changes in
HumaInNoise-induced'

Hearing. Loss
Following~noise, exposure in human beJngs, audlograms often show a characteristic
decrease in sensitivity in the'2' to 8.kilz region, comnmonly termed a "noise-notch"
(lBitger, 1976) (Fig, 3-t), For those not altready
familiar with the physiology of noise-nduced
deafness, it is useful to catalogue the most
common 'features of the nioise-notch. These
ar:I. The hearing loss is frcqucncy-spccific,
2. Thie loss does not-always occur at the
frequency of the traumatic exposure
(M\cFadden, 1986).,
the notch the frequency sclc'
3. WVithin
tivity Is reduced (T ,lerand Tyc-Alur.
ray, t986),
-I. The car's ability to cope with a wide
range of sound intensities is reduced.
'iis Is commonly termed *recruit.
ment" (MIcFadden and Plattsmier,
1982).
5, There Iscommsonly a distorted sense of
pitch within or at the edges of the 1c.
.-Ion termed 'diplacusis" (McFaddeq,
1982),
anda Plattsmier,
normal cochlea there are intcrac.
6. 'In
tioi~s between the frequency compo.
nents of a complex stimulus. If two
psure toijes are presented sinsulta'
neousiy, the response to one can be reduced by the presence-of the other.
Followving acoustic trauma this "tw~otone suppressio" is reduced (Mills,
1982; Salvi ct al, 1982; Schmiedt ct al,
1980a, Smoorenbufg, 1980).

7.In a normal cochlea, two pure-toae
stimuli can also Interact to generate
other tones, known as "distortion" or
'combination" tones, Thiese tones are
clearly audible to the subject and can
be detected In the external ear canal
using a sensitive microphone (Wilson,
1980, Zurek, 1985), Followsing acoustic traima, the dlistortion tones ar, reduccd or abolished (Smoorenbueg,
1980)

Correlates of Human
Data in, Primary Afferent
Responses

4

Thtese chtanges can also be observed in
the response of the psrimary afferent neurons
innervating the cochlea. for example. the loss
of sensitivity wvithin the nobec-notch Is due di.
rectly to the loss of sensitivity of the neurons
innervating the site of the lesion (Cody and
Johnastone, .1980; Mang ct al, 1986; Liherman
and Mulroy, 1982; Lonsbury-3tartin and
ledikc, 1978; Robertson, 1982; Saivi, et al,
1982i Schmiedt et al, 1980), In Figure 5'2A, a
range of single-fiber frequency tuning curves
(FTCs) Is shown, which was obtained insex.
periments In a normal cat. Each of the curves
is the equivalent of ai pure-tone audiogram"
for a single afferent fiber, in that the threshold
of neural firing is plotted versus the frequency
of the pure-tone stimuius. Each curve possesses a senisitive-tip region, centercd around
the msost sensitive or characteristic frequency
(CF) for ecd fiber, and a relatively insensitive,
low-frequency tail region, The CF of each fiber
is correlated with Its site of innervation along
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Figure 5.2 A,Typical frequencythreshiold
curses
(PICs) for singleprimary afferentneuronsin the eat,The gross
tudlogeam (dashedline) is definedby the ips of the collection oCIndittdual FTCsii, After acoustictraunma
(oar
row bandnoise.115d SilnP,
30 ain), a localizedreduction In ticrshold is observedsimilar to the bumasnoise
notch, 1Thiis dueto loin of sensitivity at the rC 61%,
(Redrawnfrom b4bcrtnan
andStuiroy, 1982.)

the cochlear length, in accordance Nv1than ap.
proximately logarithice place-firequcney map
(Robertson and Johinstone, '1979; Liberman.
1982). The gross pure-tone audiogram, as
measured clinically. is defined by the tips of
the thousands of Individual singlefiber FTCs
across the frequency range, and is represented
In Figure 5.2 by a dashed line. Note that the
results of Figure 5-2 are essentially in the for.
mat of the typical plire-tone audiogrami for huroan subjects, except that the frequency range
in the cat is wider and sound preasure is In

ttnits of absolute sound pressure level (dBi
SPL)ratlter than the normalized units used
clinically (dli HL),
After exposure to a traunmatic sound, a
noise-notch can be produced to experimental
animals that is similar to that seen in man, as
illustrated tn Figure 5-21. In this case, the
traumatic acoustic stimulus wasnarcow-band
noise lasting 30 minutes. The loss of sensitivity in the notch region can be seen to bedue
to aloin of the sensitive tip region around the
CFof each FTC.

NERVERESPONSES
OF NOISEON AUDITORY
EFFECT

bis- frequecy-dependent change- after
acoustic trauma &n be seen in more 'detail in
FigUre 5-3, A, whichshows-FTCs before anid
after acoustic trauma for a single afferent neu.
ton, of the spiral ganglion in -the high frequehcy region of the guinea pig cochlea
(Cody and Johnstone, 1980). The curves in
Figure 5-3, A areoploited in the more 'typical
format of physiologic reports, I e., upsidedown relative to the normal clinical audi6;
gram Before acoustic trauma, the FTC pos.
sessed the typical sensitive tip region around
the 21.kflz CF; and a low.frequency tail region
that was about 75 dB less sensitive than the
tip After acoustic trauma, In this case a 15.75.
Iz pure-tone exposure at 100 dB SPL for 7
minutes, the tip thresholds wvcre elevated by
about 40 dB, and the CF changed from 21 kIlz
before trauma to 14 kilz after trauma, 3Tils
drop In CF Is a typical feature of noise trauma
(Liberman, 1981). Notice also that the thresh.
olds in the low.frequency tall region changed
little. Changes on the tall are normally' only
seen after more prolonged exposures, which
produce dramatic threshold elevation near CF.
Tbis is also illustrated In Figure 5.3, A, After
31 minutes of exposure to the traumatic stimtits the FTC of the neuron was elevated fur.
tlicraround CF, and threshold clcvation was
also observed on the low-frequency tail re.
gion, In such cases, it is difficult to assign a CF
because of the irregular shape of the FIC, This
progressive change in neural tuning is typical
of changes observed after purc-tonc exposures, although it is possible to elevate neural
threshold relatively evenly over the wihole
FTC with a suitable choice of traumatic stlmn,
ls (Liberman ct al, 1986).
The change In sharpness or tuning of the
FTC can be quantified by the Q j o, Value,
which Is defined as the CF of the neuron dl.
vidd by the width of the curve 10 dB above
its CF point. In a normal cochlea, ths ratio can
be as high as 10, but following nolsetrauma it
can be reduced to values belosv 2. For exam.
tie, in Figure 5.3, A, the Quoa value was 10
before trauma, but was reduced to 1.2 follow.
ing the 7.mlnute exposure,

Mechanical Component

of Noise-Induced
Hearing Loss
Many of the response properties of the
printj afferent fibers can be explained by the
vibration of the organ of Corti within he cochiea (1iatuzzi, 1986). This is illustrateJ in Fig.
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ure,5-3B, where isodisplacement FTCs for the
vibration of the orgai 6f Corti at aparticular
location in the high-frequency rcgion of the
guinea pig cochlea are presented (Seflick et a],
1982), Ttee ctives are shown, the normal
FTC obtained in a cochlea with near-normal
neural thresholds, a curve obtainedl after gen.
eral dcterioraiion of the preparation, and a
curve obtained.after death. In the normal condition, th'xniechanical FTC is higily sensitive
and tuned, which explains the normal primacy
afferent response (P~ttzz and Robertson,
1988). However, after general deterioration of
the preparation, the mechanical sensitivity is
reduced most near the tip region of the tuning
curve, with rela:ively small changes on the
low-frequency tall. After death the mechanical
sensitivity is reduced further near CF, but
again mininal chinges are seen on the lowfrequency tall.
Because these mechanical changes arc
similar to the changes In the neural response
after loud sound, It is tempting to propose that
the neural changes have a mechanical origin,
Certainly, the change in mechanical sensitivity
is closely correlated with elevation of neural
threshold after general deterioration of cochlear condition, as can be seen In Figure 5.3,
C Here, the sotud prcssure required to pro.
duce a fixed neural response (a just-detcctable
compound action potential from tile auditory
nerve) is plotted against the sound pressure
rc'qulred to produce a fixed mechanical respouse (0,04 mm per second vibration of the
organ of Corti at CF).
ThiLs circumstantlal evidence for a me.
chanical component in noisc.indiccd hearing
loss is supported by other observations For
example, It is known that the mechanical
properties of the cochlea influence the movement of the eardrn th'ough the middle ear
ossiclcs,,thereby modifying the acoustic properties of the ear canal, If two pure tones are
presented to the external ear canal, the distotted movement of the eardrum caused by
the distorted vibration within the cochlea pro.
dices sounds In the ear canal that are not
present in the original stimulus. Most prominently, two tones at frequencies of f, and fz
produce anotter tone at a frequency of 2f, f.. Known as the "cubic difference tone," this
acoustic distortion is reduced following loud
sound that elevates neural threshold, indicat.
ing a change in the vibration within the cochlea (Johnstone et at, 1990; bonsbury.Martin
et al, 1987; Sclimiedt, 1986; Siegel and Kim,
1982). Figure 5-3D shows the correlation between the reduction in gross neural sensitivity
(compound action potential threshold) after
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EFECT OF NOISEON AUDITORY
NERVERESPONSES

exposure to a pure-tone traumatizing stimulus,
and the change in tile:level of the f, anid fa
tones required to produce a fixed level of 2f1f, distortion tone in the ear canal, Although
this is not-a simple measure of the change in
organ vibration, these results do indicate that
noiseinduced hearing loss can be associated
with changes in vibration within the cochlea,,
The simplest indication that vibration L
changed by acoustic trauma comesfrom di.
rect measurement of vibration before arid after acousticitrauma, Figure 5.3E aid F shows,
two examples of the increase in vibration am.
plitude of the organ of Corti with an Increase
in the intensity. of a pure.tone CF stimulusAs
the sound pressure is increased, the vibration
amplitude grows, but not in proportion with
stimulus amplitude, In particular, the amplltude increases by only about 0.5 dB with each
decibel of increase In the stimulus. This non.
linear growth'or "compression" of vibration
amplitude is a normal feature of the mcchani,
cal response
of Corti
stimuli
in
the
tip regionofofthetheorgan
tuning
curve,toand
is cr.
cial to the car's ability to cope witha wide
range of sound intensity, However, after pro.
longed, Intense stimulation, the vibration be.
comes less sensitive to low stimulus levels,
but the 5cnsitivity is relatively unchanged at
high intensities. In other words, the growth of
vibration
anplitule with stimulus level is less
compressive, or more linear, after traiiinia. Itis
Interesting to note here that the small change
In vibration amplitude at highIntensities after
trauma argues against any suggestion that tem.
porary threshold shift after acoustic
trauma is
in some way a protective mechanism In the
carfront a mechanical point of view, It offers
no protection at all.

Noise Trauma, Vibration,
and Active Process
The most widely accepted explanation for
these obwrvations is that
the response proper.
ties of the primary afferent neurons are deter.
mined by the release of neurotransmitter from
the basolateral walls of the inner hair cells,
and that the inner hair cell response is deter.
mined relatively simply by the vibration of the
organ of Corti (Patuzzi and Robertson, 1988).
Complications In understanding normal cochlear function arise because the vibration of
the organ of Corti appears to be assisted in its
vibration at low stimulus levels, but not at
higher levels,
It now seems that the outer hair
cells (OliCs) of the organ of Corti apply
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forces in synchrony- with- the vibration that
partially or wholly cancel the inherent 'iscous
damping that would.otherwise limit sensitivity, These
forces are c irmonly-termed "active forces' becatse they appear to require
metabolic energy,'and' the-physiological process that generates them is commonly termed
the-"active irocess." Its action in canceling
viscous damping is also referrd 'to as "nega.
tive damping." Importantly, the active process
and the generation of thiese f6rcesappear to
be controlled by the receptor currenis
tirough the OHCs, or by the receptor poten.
tials these currents produce. In this sense, the
active process is thought to be 'electrome.
chanical' (Ashmore, 1987; Brownell, 1983;
Mountain, 1986; Santos-Sacchl and Dilger,
-1988).
This scheme is shown in Figure 5.4, In
which a sound stimulus produces pressure
fluctuations in the fluids within the cochlea,
producing vibration of the organ and deflection
the(IHICs).
hair bundles
of the
and Inner
hair of
cells
In both
cell OHCs
types this
oscil,
lation of the hair bundles opens and closes
ionic "mechanoclectrieal transduction chan.
rics" at the apex of the-hair cells, producing
receptor currents through these cells, and
consequently the receptor potentials within
them (Holton and Hudspeth, 1986). In.
the
case of tlhe
IhICs, the intracellular receptor potentlal simply produces release of neurotrans,
mitter and s eural firing In contrast, the recep.
toe potential within the OHCs appears to con.
trol the active forces that assist vibration of
tieorgan, Increahug mechanical sensitivity
near CF. Tfhe major stages of transduction
have been numbered In Figure 5.4,to simplify
the discussion of the effects of acoustic trauma
or, the mechanical and niural responses.

Loss of OHC Receptor
Current Produces Loss
of Vibration
If the active process is controlled by the
receptor currents through the OHlCs, then one
obvious explanation for noise trauma is the reduction of these currents by the acoustic
overStimulation (stage 2 of Fig. 5.4). nis
would starve the active process of the clectri.
cal drive that seems to be necessary for me.
chanical and neural sensitivity near CF,This
proposal has been investigated in the lugh.frequency region of the guinea pig cochlea
(Patuzzi
et al, 1989b), using the gross neural
response to tone bursts as a measure of the vi-
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brallon at CF in that region (Sellick et al,
1982), and the low-frcqtteney microphonie
potential In the cxtractllular fluid as a ica.
sure of the efficiency with-which OlICs producc receptor current relative to normal.
Thlere appears to be a strong correlation be.
tsveen neural threshold and tltc efficiency of
CiliCs, as shsown in Figure 5-5A. WThentlte
transduction process producing the OIIC receptor currents Is Impaired, neural sensitivity
falls, presumably becautse of adrop In meehan.
Ical sensitivity at the tip, of the FTC (as In Fig.
5-3A .tnd -B). This relationship betwerts~mechtanical gain at CF(relative to a passive co,
chtlea with no active process) and the remain,
Ing, fraction of OIIC receptor cutrrent, expressed as a fractional efficiency relative to
normal, OllC0 , Is given by tlte enmpirical expression (Platuzzl et al, 1989b)
GAN(llCm) a1989a),
55 dJI.0lC~/(l - 0 85(1 - 011Cf~))

(1)

ReIlarranging this expression, we can write
an expresion for the bearing loss, fit, as
IIL(OIC,&)100 d13/(0 85 + 11(l1 OICm,))

(2)

At first glance, the large change in neutral
sensitivity observed for a relatively small
change in the OIIC receptor currents might
suggest that (lie reduction In receptor current
was not the causative change. In fact, this crit
ical dependence on OIIC receptor current it
precisely the relationship we wotuld expect if

the, OhICs were acting to, cancel viscosity
(Mountain, 1986; Neely and KM, 1986;
Patuizzi et al, 1989b). Importantly, if the reduction of OH-Creceptor current (stage 2 cf
Fig. 5-4) can adequately explain tlte loss of
sensitivity near CF, tin by exclusion, other
chtanges, such as a disruption of the active pro.
cess per se (stage 3 of Fig. 5.-4), arc utnlikely.
Why does the O11C receptor current drop
after acoustlc trauma? A nunmber of observa
lions stiggesthat the proteins titat presum.
ably form the Ionic chsannels that allow the
flow-of receptor current (Iloit'n and llttds.
peth, 1986) inactivate into a closed state, In
particular, tise shape oftlte signioidal curse re.
Waing htairbttndle angle or displace'rhent of the
organ of Corti to the amotunt of receptor cur.
rent seenms
to be scaled in amplitude followitng
moderate noise tratuma In a way consistent
willh stucha closture (Ftg. 5-511)(Pattizri et al,
Thce are also characteristic changes
in potentials and potassium levels within the
organ of Corti, whtich are consistent wvithths
view (Johnstone et al, 1988; Salt and Konishi,
1979).
The normally compressive (nonlinear)
growth of organ vtbration willh increasing
stimulus intensity at CF(Fig. 5-3E1
and F) may
also be explained by the fact that the higis-fre.
qttency receptor current through the OtICs
saturates for relatively large displacements of
te organ of Corti, tlte closure of the transductiotschannels may also account for the loanof
compression and the reduction in twvotone in.
teractions after acoustic trauma. Becatuse
these
two aspects of trauma are fuindamsental to the
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clinical changes after noise trauma, it is w.%orth amplitude grows, the efficiency with whuich
OlICs produce rcentor current dcreases
-investigating the effects of tie proposed chinSuch that OllCels- =A-,(A + A.)8y cornnel closure in sonec detail,
binting this expression for OltCft with equat.
tiott 2, se can estimate the loss in mechanicail

Mechanical Growth

SMQitjV as a function of vibration amplitude,

Functions atc

Characteristic Frequency_

-

Before Traumna

Consider the growth of vibration amplttude with the ksclc of a CIFtone stimulus, befor and after noise trauma. Before trailma, the
sigmoidal relationsbip between organ displacement and OIIC receptor current (Fig,
5-511) results in an approximately hyperbolic
growth of OIIC receptor current ampjlitude
(Fig. 5-6A) (Patuzzi et al, 1989b) That is, if
tlte organ of Corti vibrates sinttsoidally wiflt
an amplitude 'A,then the amplitude of the
O11C receptor current would be given by l~t
= -l,/(A + A,,). Here, A, is the vibration
amplitude at which the amtplitude of thz re.
ceptor current reaches half its saturation
s-aiilu.,. This hal. saturaiion displacement is
estimated to be about 10 nin (Pztuzzl, 1987).
'At low levels of the stimulus, receptor cturrent
grows approximately linearly, but as vibration

:1
V

14A) =100

dB840 85 + (A + A )/A)

(3)

This drop in senisiity with increasing vibrazion amplitude is the normal loss of mechanicoi sensitivity at hight sound-lesels that
produces compression within the ear, and
does nor correspond to an acoustic trauma.
7his result allows us .1opredict the compres.
she growtih function for vibration in a normal
ear at CF by, using equation 3 to correct a linear growit function that had full amplification
over the entir_-stimulus range, as showvn by
-the solid line in Figure 5-61.Aliso shown are

all experimentally measured growvth functions

presently availabe (Schlick et a1, 1982; Patuzzi
et al, 1984; Roblicr ct 21,1986). it can be seen
from this comparison that the growth predic~d using this simple analysis is similar to
the measured mechanical growth functionssurprisingly so, considering the vastly different
experimental results that htave been used in
tie analysis.
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Mechanical Growth
Functions at
Characteristic.Frequency
After Trauma

Can Loss of OHC
Receptor Current Explain
"Recruitment"?

Consider, noW, a traumatized ear in which
the OIIC receptor cunents arc reduced by a
fraction, n, but.the sigmoidal relationship betwcen or an displacent is preserved (Fig.
5.5B). In this cisc, the hypcrb~lic growth of
receptor curren (Fig. 5-6A) would also be
maintained, but sctid vertically by the factoi
n. AS,a result, the efficiency of the OHCs in
proa'king receptor current svould be O i C c
n .A/(A + A_). Substitution of this expresion into'Cquatioo 2 yields a more general
expression for the loss of me~hanical sensitivtty as vibration amplitude is incrcascd, %vhich
includes saturation of OIIC rurrent.iind diosure'of channels. That is,IlL(A, n)=
100 dB/(O 85 + (n'(A + A,)IA)

(,)

Some mcchanlal growth functions calculated on this basis are illustrated in Figure
5.7A fOr various valucs of the fractional riostre of channels. They are similar to the
g'ro
ihmncltns observed experimentally
(ScIlick ct al, 1982) (Fig. 5.3E atd F).

If the ncural growth functions became
less compressie after noise trauma, as a result
of the changes in vibration (F. 5-3E and F),
then much of the clinical phenomenon of'recruitment" could be explained by~closure of
the transduction channels. Increasing the in.
tensity of a pure.tone stimulus would progressively stimulate more and more neurons as the
stimulus crossed each neuron's FTC, increa.i
log its firing rate above spontaneous activity.
In a normal ear, with its extremely .narp FfCs
and its nonlinear growth of vbration amplitude, this process of recruiting nrve fibers
into-activity would occur relatively slowly as
the stimulus lcsel was increased (Fsg. 5-8A).
In an car that had, suffered acoustic trauma,
howeer, the tuning curscs would generally
be broader, and the growth of vibration writh
Stimulus level would be more rapid, as described:earlier. As a result, the rate at which
fibers vcre recruited's stimulus level was in
qeas-d would be much greater in the ..'aumaiiid car, nd'Acad to an abnormally rapid
growth in pcrccived loudnms of the stimulus
(Fig. 5-85).
Although this viewv of noise trauma seems
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Figure 5-7 A Predicted
growth functions for vibration arriphitude
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lion 2. PAramecter
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JubristorieMI. Changes
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internally consistent, until recently there-has -CF, and other experimental cempieations
been little expecrimental evidence that the
(possibly micrnklecrodc characteristics). Fiu'
grwth rate for firing of the afferent neurons is -- ture investigations of nieural rate-intensity
significantly altered by noise trauma (tuberfunctions before and tfter noise trauma may
man. 1984; Schmiedt et al, 1980ab). This is find changes consistent with the changes al.
smewhat odd: it would seem inescapable that
ready obsersed in organ vibration, and may
scll changes should occur if the mechanical
produce a simple exp!analion based on the
smulus to the ItICs and neurons changed so
broudeniing of Fits and less conmpressive
dramatically. lfoweier, more recent reports
growth of aCF stimulus.
indicate that the variation in the shape of nor.
mal neural rate-intensity finctions; is greater
Two-Tone Suppression
whnxas
previously thought (Sachs et al,
Before and After
-1989; Winter et al, 1990; Yates et al, 1990),
Noise Trauma
suggesting that previous reports may have
mised the more subtle changes in neural rate.
intensity fitnctions. Briefly, variations in the
Suppression by a Tone
properties of the IliCs or afferent synapses
Below CF
or both probably result In different neurons
with similar CFsbeing stimulated over a dif.
At least some of the reduction in two-tone
fercnt range of organ displacement. Bcause
interactions after cochlear trauma (SalIdet al,
the _growth of vibration at CF is nonlinear,
1982; Schmicdt et al, 1980, Robertson, 1976,
the resultant rate-intcnsilyfunction for these
1981 ), notably two-tone suppression, may also
nuoshas a different shape (Fig. 5-8A).
be,explained by Atreduction in OIIC receptor
After tr 'auma, however, when the growth
current. First, no~slinearity in the active pro.
function for vibration becomes less scrnsitise
eas, whether it is in the current drive to the
rid liniar, the nettal growth functions should
process, or the force generation stage per sc,
All converge zo a similar slgtiso dal shape
would result in intermodtlation distortion'
(g. 5 813)
when more thtan9m;epure-tone stimulus wvas
Given these complications, it nowvseems
presented simultaneotisly. Essentially, tile
likely that the absence of areported chsange
in
presence of a second, 'suppressor tone inter.
the neural rate-Intensity functions with aeous.
fecs with, or "jams," the high-firequency retic trauma isdue to the limited dynamic range
ceptor current necessary to drive the active
-oi the primary affernt neurons, the initial his'
process that assists vibration at CF. Asalready
ear Portion of the vibration growth function at
described, only a small reduction in the efli-
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EFFECT
OFNOISEONAUDITORY
NERVERESPONSES

ciency of receptor, current generaton would
reduce the gain of the cochlea significantly for
frequencies near the tip of the tuning curve.

This effect is most easily understood when the
stimulus or probe tone is presented at the CF
of a neuron, while the suppressor tone is presented -at a frequency. on the low-frequency
tail Because.vibration of the organ of Corti at
not, significantly influenced
tail frequencies is,
by the active. process, neither noise trauma
nor nonlinear interactions would significantly
affect the vibration produced by the low.fre,
quency suppressor. The infldence of a low-frequency suppressor on the response to a CF
tone, however, would be p.rofound. When the
active process is intact, mechanical and neural
sensitivity at CF is high, and even a small'
change in the efficiency with which the OHCs
generate negative damping forces would
greatly reduce sensitivity at CF.
The influence of this interference in reducing the efficiency of OHCs in producing
receptor current can be estimated from the
shape of the OHC transfer curve (Engebretson
and Eldrege, 1968; Patuzzi et al, 1989b) (Fig,
-5.5B). This is also the case after icoustic
trauma when only a fraction, n, of the transduction channels remain operative, and the
transfer curve (Fig 5.5B) is scaled vertically
by the sane fraction. Using equation 4,we can
the reduction
in active amplification
estimate
tone, before
by a suppressor
at CFproduced
shows the loss of
and after trauma. Figure 5.711
sensitivity at CF that would be predicted over
arange of amplitude of suppressor tone vibrathat for small
tion and channel closure. Notice
suppressor amplitudes the suppression curves
start from different hearing losses, as a result
of the hearing loss induced by channel clo.
sure, but that for high suppression amplitudes
they all converge to the same loss (close to 55
dB). In essence, disruption of theactive pro.
cess, whether by channel closure or nonlinear
interference of receptor current by a suppres.
sor tone, cannot produce more than a total
loss of active assistance. As hearing is lost
through channel closure, the amount of sup.
presslon that can be produced is reduced, and
the suppressor vibration required to produce
a fixed amount of suppression Increases. This
is cousistent with the clinical and experimen.
tl observations that two-tone interactions
such a suppression are reduced after noise
This is not to say that two-tone sup.
trauma.
pression cannot occur in a traumatized co.
chlea. There are clearly other nonlinearities in
the transduction chain that produce suppres.
sion in a traumatized cochlea (Geisler and
Greenberg, i986).
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Suppression by a'Tone Above
Characteristic Frequency
If two-tone suppression'is due to a reduetion in the OHC receptor current at CF caused
by the stippressor tone, h9w can we explain
the classic observation that a tone above CF,
which produces no vibration at the CF site
(Sellick etal,"1982); can produce suppression
(Sachs and Kiang, 1968)? Conversely, how can
such two-tone suppression be abolished if sen.
sitivity and tuning remain (Robertson and
Johnstone, 1981)? The easiest explanation for
these apparent anomalies is that the vibration
of the organ of Corti at the peak of the travel.
ing wave does not rely on the action of OICs
site, but on OHCs slightly more basal.
at that
ward, towards the stapes (de Boer, 1983; Geis.
letet al, 1990). This peculiar aspect of twotone suppression emphasizes that the pro.
cesses within the cochlea that produce sensitivity, tuning, and two-tone interactions are
not simple point-processes, but are probably
distributed along the cochlear length.

Threshold Changes on the
Low-Frequency Tail of the
Frequency Threshold
Curve (FTC)
As already mentioned, neural sensitivity
on the low.frequency tail portion of the FIC
e,- be reduced following intense, prolonged
stiniulation (Fig, 5.3A) Such changes on the
tail are most likely due to disruption of the
IICs, synaptic mechanisms that detect organ
vibration (stage 4 or 5 of Fig. 5.4), or both, or
to changes in the passive mechanical properties of the organ of Corti, unrelated to the active process (stage I of Fig. 5.4) (Zwislocki,
1982; Neely and Kim, 1986; Liberman and
Dodds,
1984). Because mechanical sensitivity
"
for ' tail frequencies seems relatively robust
(Fig. 5.3B), It seems unlikely that the early
changes on the tail can be explained by
changes in the passive mechanical properties
Moreover, in some cases neural sensitivity on
the tail can actually improve following over.
stimulation (Liberman and Dodds, 1984). It
has been suggested that this tail hyperenstivity may be related to an increased vibration of
the organ of Corti at these frequencies, due to
a reduced stiffness of the O1IC stercocilha
(Liberman and Dodds, 1984; Neely and Kim,
1986). A drop in the stiffness of the stercocilta
has been observed in extirpated cochleas
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overstimulated in vitro' (Saunders and Flock,

is unchanged by the occurrence of a prior

ilarly, although it is also known that the highfrequency neurons ofthe guinea pig cochlea
change their response to very low frequency
tones in a complicated way after acute acous.
tic trauma (Patuzzi and Sellick; 1983), it is not
clear how these changes relate to'the normal
function at more physiologic frequencies.
If disruption of the OHC hair bundles reduces stiffness of the organ of Corti and actually increases vibration, what elevates the lowfrequency tail? The simplest explanations
would be disruption of the detection of organ
vibation by the IHCs, disruption of transmitter
relese and action potential initiation in the af.
ferent neurons (stages-4 and 5 of Fig. 5.4), or
both. Although disruption of the afferent den.
drites has been observed (Spoendlin, 1976;
Ilm et al, 1982; tlunterDuvat et al, 1982;
Robertson, 1983), postsynaptie disruptionis
unlikely to be the prime origin of temporary
threshold elevation following -noise trauma,
Animals exposed to traumatic stimuli while
the synapse was blocked pharmacologically
suffer the same hearing loss as those without
this block (Puel ct al, 1988) Threshold elevation on the' tail of the ,FCwould therefore
seem to be due,to either disruption of transmltter release or changes in the mechanoelec.
trical transduction in the ItICs (Cody and Russell, 1985, 1988). Neither disruption has been
fully
in%estigated,

mas would be the productof the fractions remaining after each trauma alone. That is, if one
trauma on its own left only the fraction ni of
OHC receptor current remaining and pro,
duced the hearing loss HLg (calculated from
equation 2), and, another- trauma on its own
leftonly the fraction na of current, producing
the hearing loss HL2 , then the total residual
current if both traumas were combined would
be n in. , By substituting this fractional recep.
tor current into equation 2 we can predict the
hearing loss, ILt_, expected when both trau.
mas are combined. This addition of such hear.
ing losses is summarized graphically in Figure
5.9. The contours. of the total hearing loss,
HLo,,,have been generated using equation 2,
so that the combined loss can be estimated
graphically. An Important point to note is that
the hearing losses do nor add arithmetically
(in decibel or linear units); rather, the hearing
loss saturates at 55 dB, whenall active assis.
tance to vibration is abolished. As an example,
a noise exposure that produced a 50% closure
of channels would produce a 35.dB hearing
loss, If presented again it mayproduce a fur.
ther 50 percent reduction in operative chan.
nels, to give a total of 25 percent remaining.
Simplisticaliy it might be expected that the to.
tal loss would be 70 dB - 35 dB + 35 dB;
however, tie ,loss predicted on the basis of
equation 2 would be 46 dB.Such a loss due to

1986), but itisnot yet clear howthese results
relate to the disruptive processes in vivo. Sim-

Additivity of
Noise-induced Hearing
Loss-"Motor Processes"
and "Sensory Processes"

trauma. In such a case, the fraction of remain.
ing receptor current after two successive trau.

a drop in OlIC receptor, current and loss of vi.
bration at CF might usefully be termed a "mo.

tor loss,"
The fact that noise-induced hearing losses
can be greater than 55 dB (the maximum loss
due to total abolition of the active process) is
of RIC and
due to
presumably
neural
function,
As impairment
already described,
any

The analysis of noise.induced hearing loss
presented here suggests a way of approaching
another tundamental issue in noise trauma:
11ow do sensorineural hearing losses add? and
Is an car that is already damaged by noise

such loss that was not associated with a loss of
OIIC receptor current would not add in the
manner predicted by equation 2,For example,
decibel hearing losses that were associated
with the IHiCs or neurons or both would prob.
ably add arithmetically to the loss predicted
on the basis of Figure 5-9. These losses could

more (or less) susceptible to further damage?
We can limit our attention Initially to only
those hearing losses that reduce the OtIC receptor current, either by reducing the blologIcal voltages that drive the current (e.g.,by an.
oxia and various ototoxic drugs), or by block,
ing the transduction channels (e.g., by acous.
tic trauma or. drugs). Furthermore, we can
make the simplifying assumption that the (uc.
tlonal loss of current produced by one trauma

presumably be recognized by the changes
they produced on the low.frequency tail of
the FTC (Liberman and Dodds, 1984; Siegel
and Relkin, 1987). Such losses might usefully
be termed "sensory losses," As an example,
imagine that the noise trauma described previ.
ously also produced a 90 percent reduction in
the efficiency of synaptic transmission at the
eighth nerve synapse, producing on its own a
20 dB drop in neural sensitivity across the
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2'0dBi). Thils issue of additivity of sensorineu.
rallloss,,and noise trauma in particular, is of
complexe dc processus sifigeant dans la co.
obvious importance on epildemiologic, ex- chl&. Dans cette pr6sentation, difffirents types
d'altflration de la ri~ponse ncrveuse induits par
perimenlal, and nsedicolegal grounds. Prelimi.
nary experiments indicate that the model for
des bruits seront pass6 eutrevue et discutfis
cn function des connaissances actuelles suela
addition presented here is adequate to predict
the total hearing loss after many combined co. physiologic cochlblire. Leasujets abordfls in.
cluronileI dfiealage d'une demi-octave, Ia
chicar lesions (Patuzzi and Rajan. 1990).
Finally, it should he pointed ottt that the
perte desensibllt, la sdiectivhitf rcquentielle
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arguments and analysis presented In tis chap.
lt have been based on findings in the highs. neuronate ainsi que lorigine du eecrutceeent
et de la diptacotisie apr6s un tratimatisme so.
frequency regions of the guinea pig cochtlea. It
appears that the role of the active process In
nore, Ces niodifications seront discutfies cn
the low-frequency regions of the, cochlea is termes d'altiration des ceilules cilifies et des
processus synaptiques. L'additivltfl de Ifilfiva.
less pronotunced (Pattizal and Robertson,
tion de scuil sera galcnient diactte.
1988), and that changes in neural responses in
these regions are more likely to be due to dis.
ruptions of transduction stages other titan the
OIIC receptor current or the active force gen.
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Acoustic Stimulation,and
Overstimulationin the Cochlea:
A ComparisonBetween Basal and
Apical Turns of the Cochlea
RICHARD A. ALTSCHULER
YEHIOASH RAPHAEL
CINDY A, PROSEN
DAVID F. DOLAN
DAVID B. MOODY

Thre is now considerable evidence of dif.

(Hawkins, 1976). Major physiologic differ.

ferences between the apical and the basal
turns of the cochlea, Much of this difference
seems to relate to differences in outer hair
cells (OlICs). One conspicuous difference is
in the size of OllCs and their stercocilla In
basal and apical turns, There are also many
other important differences, such as that of
medial cffeient innervation: basal turn OliCs
receive a much greater cholinergc Input, and
apical turns receive a much greater gamma.
aminobutyric acid (GABA) immunoreactive
Input (Altschuler and Fex, 1986). Apical turn
OlICs receive a much greater afferent input
(Spoendlin, 1969, 1979), v hich may have different characteristics than the afferent input at
ttse base, based on reaction to kainic acid (Pu.
jol et al, 1985). There are also developmental
differenos: basal OHCs mature first and perlaps reach a higher degree of differentiation
(Ptijoi et al, 1980). In the guinea pig there are
differences in cytoskeletal orgamzatlon, with
OhiCs of apical turns having a greater infractiticular network of actin (Thome et al, 1987).
They also havemore rows of subsurface ctsternae along their lateral wall (unpublished
observations). 3'P labeling of phosphoinosl.
tides is significantly higher in the apex than in
the base of the guinea pig cochlea (Niedzielski
and Schacht, 1990). There are also differences
between base and apex in sensitivity to oto.
toxic agents:
basal OHCs are generally more
likely to be lost following ototoxic insults

c6nces in response properties are seen in DC
responses between OiCs of basal and apical
turns. OHCs in the basal turn of the guinea pig
cochlea do not show significant DC receptor
potentials to high.frequency stimulation (less
than 90 dB SPL)appropriate for this region of
the cochlea (Cody and Russell, 1987). In con.
trast, OliCs from more.apical regions (third
turn) show DC receptor potentials at low
sound levels and low frequencies (Dallos,
1985),
In addition, there are several differences
in the frequency turning ctirves (FTCs) be.
tween auditory nerve fibers innervating the
basal and apical turns of the cochlea, Highcharacteristic frequency (CF) fibers are more
sharply tuned (higher Qjo 5, values) than
low.CF (less than 1,0 kHz) fibers, High CF ft.
hers show 'tail" regions on the low.frequency
side of the FTC, whereas tail regions are seen
on the high.frequency side of the FTC for fibers with CFsbelow 1.0 kltz (Kiang ct al,
1965; Liberman aii' Kiang, 1978).
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Differences of the Base
and Apex in Processing
In light of these differences between the
basal and apical turns of the cochlea, it is not
surprising that there are differences in the

ACOVSTCSTMULI,4A ND)ovERsT1muL1oN INm
tiECOCHLEA

t

processing of auditory signals between the
apex and the base (Schuknecht and Neff,
1952; Clark and llohne, 1986, Smith et- al,
1987; Prosen et al, 1990). These studies aug.
gest that there is a redundancy of encoding
mtechanisms in the mammalian cochlea for
low-ftequency signals, so that the loss of apical
hair cells has less-elffect on hearing than thi
loss of an equivaent number of basal hair
cells Figures 6.1 through 6.3 iliustrati this
point. The upper half of Figure 6-1 depicts the
cytocochlcogram of a guinea pig ircated withi
200 rmgper kilogram per day of kanamycin for
23 days; the low cr half of this figure shows the
resulting bchavriorally assessed hearing, loss,
Thresholds at the high frequencies shifted by
40 to 60 dlBcorrespond to cctsplete OHC loss
andipartial inner hair cell (llIC) loss in the
base of the cochlea. A number of reserchers
(Ryan and Dals, 1975; hlawkins ceal, 1977;
Prosen et al, 1978; Stebbins et al, 1987) con.
cur that substantial basal OIIC loss is com.
monly accontpanied by a 410to 60 dMhighi-fre.
quency hearing loss,
In contrast 'to these basal hair cell loss
data, when damage is restricted to thie apex of
tlie cochtlea, little hearing loss is noted In any
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fireqey rgo.iue6.2
depicts histopahologi and psychophysical data 'from a
guinea pig exposed to a 0,25-kilz octave band
of noise. Althoughs most of the OFICs were de.
stro~pid in the apical 20 percent of the cochlea, no substantial threshold shift was reported at any frequency. The effects of a more
substantial apicall hair cell loss on hearing are
seen in Figure 6.3. 'The upper half of this figure displays the cytocochleogrim from a chin.
chills whose apical hair cells were destroyed
with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled cryoprobe; the
fil-d circles in the lower half of this figure
sow. the corresponding hearing loss dtr
mined for this chinchilla. Complete destine.
tion of receptor cells in the apicall cochlea
caused threshold shifts of 20 dB or less. This
again. illustrates that nearly normal absolute
hearing may occtir despite substantial apical
receptor cell destruction.
A masking ex~periment was conducted to
check if, in the absence of apical hair cells,
basal hair cells can he responsible for the
remaining low-frequency sensitivity (Fig. 6-3).
Open circles In the lowver half of Figure 6.3
depict threshold shift data front a cryn.
lesioned chinchilla measured In the presence
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of a high.pass noise masker (710-Hz cutoff).
In both normal and damaged ears, a high pass
masker should increase the thre holds of firequencies within the pass bind, However, in
ears with apical halt cell destruction if more
basally.located cells detect low.frequency signals, thresholds for the low frequencies also
should be elevated in the presence of the
masker. DataAin Figure 6-3 suggest that mid.
or basal-iurn fibers detect low-frequency stimuli when all apical cells have been destroyed:
in the presence of the high-pass masker,
thresholds at aLlfrequencies were elevated. In
summary, these data 'suggest that multiple
mechanisms exist for detecting the low.
frequency stimuli but not the high frequency
stimuli,
Thus, there is evidence that high.fre.
quency and low.frequency stimulations of the
cochlea are processed differently One might
therefore expect that overstimulation might
have different effects at different frcquencices,
Bohne ct at (1985) and Clark et al (1986)
have, In fact, suggested differences In the patterns of hair cell loss after highfrequencty vcrsus low.frequency noise exposure. This might
be due to (I) the different type of sound wave
formed on the basilar membrane by high fire.
quencles versus low frequencies; (2) the fact
that hair cells of different rows and turns have
different sensitivities to noise ocrstimulatiou;
or (3) both of the abo e.
We compared the effects of high. and low.
fiequency acoustic overstimulation. Guinea
pigs were exposed to either a 0.5-11z or a 4.0.
117 dBo SPLa 414
igz octave band noise o. 117
hours per day for 10 days. We chose 117 diB
SPL because, In guinea pigs, there appears to
be a considerable increase in effect at this in.
tensity over 112 db SPL (Prosen et al, 1990).
Auditory brain stem responses (ABRS)were
measured prior to the first noise exposur,
tera days, and at the end of the last exposure
aninmabsfrom
each group were
session.
fom ehgruwre
ea atenil
sessiona,Several
immediately sacrificed, whereas others bur.
vived for an additional week (without sound
stimulation) and then were tested for ABRs
and sacrificed. Animals were perfused syste.mi.
cally followed by local intrascalar fixation. Co.
chleae fixed with 3 percent paraformaldehyde
were processed for molecular analysis using
antibodies or probes to actin, intc-mediate filaments, and other cytoskeletal components.
Cochleae fixed with 3 percent glutaraldehyde
and 2 percent paraformadehyde followed by
osmium and hafnium chloride postfixation
were processed for cytocochlogranis and ultrastructural analysis,
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Auditory Brain Stem
.esp onse

Re

Threshold shifts derived from auditory
brain stem response (ABR) measurements for
500-Hz and 4.kHz exposures are shown in Figure 6-4. Ovcrstimulation of 500 Hz caused a
20-dB or greater.threshold shift at all frequen.
cie "tested, The mildest shift (25 to -35 dB)
was at 2 0 kHz, whereas the largest was 20 to
70 dB, at 160 kHz. With the 4.0.kHz overstim.
ulation, threshold shifts were generally, greater
at all frequencies, compared to the 500.Hz ex.
posure. Th1reshold shifts of 20 to 60 dB at 2 0
kHz, 30 to 70 dB at 4 kHz, 50 to 90 dB at 8.0
and 16.0 kHz, 'and 40-to 50 dB at 300 kHz
were measured,

Outer Hair Cell
Hlstochemically processed surface prepa.
rations proved useful for counting damaged
hair cells. Detection of early changes in cy.
toskelctal and functional proteins provided a
sensitive measure for damage du-lng early
stages of hali cell degeneration.

Exposure of-500 Hz
The pattern of hair cell loss with 500-liz
overstimulatlon is seen in the top half of Fig.
ure 6.5. The most extensive (and consistent)
was observed in the third turn, Loss
OfIC
rangedloss
from a low of 25 percent at either end
to almost 50 percent through the middle two.
thirds. The surrounding fourth and ,econd
turn regions showed more variability. Apical
turn loss of OliCs averaged 30 percent in
most animals. There was little difference in
the extent of damage between OIIC rows The
of
shapesand
loss. The first,
O11C (second,
higher.frequiency
hook)
had minimalturns
isorted saes of
hook hadimal
sueareas
in
distorted
OC bodies appeared
rounding OC loss.

Exposure of 4 kHz
The pattern of OHC loss from the 4-kilz
exposure is seen in the lower half of Figure
6.5, Loss of OlICs was most extensive in the
second turn and upper basal turn regions, Often a region of 20 percent loss would abruptly
turn into a region of 100 percent loss within
0 24 mm and then return to the less disturbed
pattern again. There was little difference be.
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500-liz exposure,
Variability between animals was much
greater with the 500-Ile exposures. Although
the diffrences In the magnitude of damage
frmhigh. and low-frequency exposures may
berelated to middle-ear transfer functions,
thi does not completely explain the differences In the degree of spread,

InnerHair
ellsOIIC

InnerHair
ellscochlear
Inner hair cell (111C)loss was minimal
wsith the 500 izt exposure, with only scattered

100

o
ec nt)I
ios(h tird turn inregonsWher OfIC osswasgreatest. In the $ccpcd(i.66,Swelling was also seen in cx-

rm aia and-basal turns, but here there

was no periodicity. With the 4-kiiz exposure
IC loss of roughly 10 percent was seen in
the second and tird tuens, coreliating with
areasof greatest OIIC loss. No swelling of
tuIs was observed in neighiboring regions,
The region of ItIC loss corresponded to
tite frequency of overstimulation better than it
did for OIIC with both frequencies tested.
loss was much more extended along the
spiral in both frequencies of overstimulation; however, the spread and magnirude of OIIC damage was much greater with
the higher-frequency overstimulation.
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although Libernian and Dodds ( 1987) sug-

gasted

that they may also reflect~vactlization
and blebbig of IlICs. In our material, these
vacuules and spaces appeared to reflect a large
loss of the unmyclinated portions of radial af-

ferents (ig 6-8A, Bft an example, is a missing
afferent terminal being replaced by an cfferent
terminal (Fig. 6-8, B). Within Rosenthal's canab, myclinated peripheral processes of auditory nerse were observed in normal numbers.
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Swelling and loss of afferent dendrites at IIIC
bases was apparent with both high. and lowfrequency exposures. The loss of afferent dendrites corresponded ciasely to regions of OIIC
loss. IlICs usually looked normal. Ibis augpests that auditory nerve dysfunction could be
a component of both temporary and permanent threshold shift

Scar Formation
lhe distributions of microfilansents (ac,
tin), cytokeratins. vimentin, and tight june.
tion specific proteins were studied, Inorder to
elucidate the structural and molecular basis
that underlies the dynamsics and mechanism of
phalauigral scar formation In different cochlear
regions. Collecting datafeom animals that
wecresserificed at various intervals after tlie
noise made it possible to reconstruct the spatial and temporal sequence of changes that ccur during scar formation.

Analysis at Ihe molecular level did not reveal major differeces; in the pattern of scar
formation between different turns of the Cochles or with the different frequencies of
overstimulation. In the OIIC region, the phalangeal process of outer pillar cells forms scars
for first-row OllCs, xshereas first, and second.
row Deiters' cells form scars ror second. and
third-rowv OlIIs, respcctisely Minor differ.
cers appeared between die shape of the scar
in the first row of OlI~s and the otlier two
rows, probably reflecting the differecec in
shape bet%%een
the phalangcal process of
outer pillar cells and such processes of Deiters' cells. Actin appeared to be an important
element in die apical domain of the cells in
the process of hair cell degeneration and scar
formation. Actin-specilic staining in the cuticular plate and tie stereocilia (Fig. 6-9A) decreased significantly in noise-damaged cells
(Fig. 6-911),
Within a few hours of noise exposure, an actin-rich bond, which we term
'bridge," formed tinder the apical memibrane
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forming -cells in other tissues, was not detected'in the phalangeal-scar. Vinrtin is
present in the third-row Deiters! cells and in
the inner pillars; (Raphailand Ostirle, 1989),
but these cells do not seem to beincorporated into the scar at the ilvel of the reticular'
lamina.ion
Comparing the changes observed in stirface preparations with staining patters in immunolabeled light-microscopic sections helped
us to underst..ad the dynamics of changes in
the cytoachitctrure when scars are formed. It
appeared that two specific supporting cells arc
predestined to form a scar,for agiven hair cell.
The supporting cells gradually expand in voltime and invade or constrict the subapical region of the hair cell. Consequently, the basolateral domain of the halt cell is separated
from the apical domain. The latter seems to
degenerate only after the mo scar-forming
supporting cells attach to each other at the
bridge and establish a new tight junction between themselves. Thus, tie degeneration of
hair cells is simultaneous with scar formation,
aloirig-a 'smooth" cellular replacement to
take place, so that the ionic harrier in the reticular lamina is maintained.

ibic. Thbismay lead to loss of spiral gangfion
cells as Jutz et a]. (!1989) report, Viecr kainic
acid-induced swelling. OHCs also swell and
exhibit apicill distortions arid disorganization
Scar fibrmation and the replacement of daii.aged OI-Cs proceed in the same orderly fash'
in basal and apical turns after high- or lowfiequency bve~rstitilation.

There appear to be differences in the pro.
ceasing of high. and low-frequency acoustic
stimulation. Low-frequenicy input is probably
processed inbath basal and apleal turns.
There are also, differences in the tox~ic effects
of high. and low-frequ,-ncy overstimulation.
hfighfrequrency overstimulation produces loin
of greater magnitude bath in terms of number
and spread. This -may be because there is
greater resonance and transfer function for
high-frequency stimulation, or because of the
nature of the was-cformed on the basilar
membrane, with low frequencies dissipating
over alarger area. Although these Ideas might
explain the greater hair cell loin from highfirrquency overstimulation, thcy-do not cxplain the greater spread.
Along with thec different effects of higharid low-frequency overstimulation, and the
differences In processing, differences between
base and apex arc also seen in the effects of
rest periods (Clark and llohne, 1986).
Although diffrences are seen in the ef'
fets of stimulation and os-cratimulation, the
apical and basal reactions to overstltnulation
appear to have many similarities, Swelling of
afferrnt dendrites occurs In the region of beat
frequency; some of the swelling is nonrev-ers.

almerQi
l~ationcntvcd
lDescilbuyes sont expos. s tin bruit dhe
bande dune octave (autour Soltde 0,5, soit dhe
4 kli) de 117 dB SPI, 14 hipar jour, pendant
10 jours.Les rponses 6toqu~es du tronc cr6bral (AIIR) sont crrgistr&eS av-antl'exposition
aulbruit, an clnqul~me jour et ]a fin de la
derni~re sane, Uric partie des animaux dhe
chaque groupe eat imm~diatcment sacriftc,
lea autres out tin dtilai dce rkcup~ratiori
d'une semaine et font I'objet d'un riouvel ABR
avant heprt~lvement des cochl~es. Tons out
tine double perfusion (lutes cardiaque et intracochlbairc) soit as-cc3 percent the pars.
formnaldt~hyde (immunocytochintie des com'
posants thu cytosquelette), suit avec tin m6.
lange 3 percent the glutaraldillyde ct de 2
percent the paraformaldt~hyde suivie d'une
post-fixation A l'acide osmlquetchlorure dliaf'
ium (cytocochl~ogrammes et microscopic
6lectronique).
Avec le trauma Aii kliz, on observe. des
pertes atiditis-es the50 dl ott plus stir toutes
lea frtqucnces testees (the2 ai 30 ktlz), Le
traunma0,5 klz provoque des pertes the5 A
the15Ai25 dli A16 klhz et dc
10 dBiA30 kMl7,
25 1 35 dli A8,4 ci 2 kllz (avec tin maximumi
1t4 kllz).

Differences de Repons
au Traumatisme Sonore
entre la Base et I'Apex die
aC
la ochle

Dc tiombretises 6vidences indiquent que
et apicaux
lea cellulta cili~es des tours basau'c
diff.~rent aussi Wien stir le plan, physiologiquc
quemorphologique. Lesdommages causes par
lea drogucs ototoxiques,,Iztaucoup plus forts
all tncan des cellules cifles dc la base, constituent tine autre proprit& differenticlc.
Avec: le trauma acoustique, quclques rt~uttats
indiqurrit atissi tine duff~ernce base-apex Le
pr~rit travail a pour but d'arialyser ces ddfrrcnces en comparant lea;d~g~its caus~s par des
sons tr~s intenises de fr~querice Elev&e on
Conclusionbasse. Cette comparaison est bas& stir tine
Conclsionanalyse
des pertes de celtulcs cili6es ct stir Ia

ACOUTIC STIMLIATON ANDOVERSITMIAION IN1118COCHLEA
Les cytocochliogrmnis provenant des
des
aninjaux traiamatisis it 4 kHz prantrt

oewes -cellulaires minimes ao niveu dc
PeCxtr~me: base, come it cclui du-quatritc
tour ct de I'apMx Ces pcrtes sont encore aibles clans la premiere moiti6 du premier tour
mais tlcurs elies attezgnent 50% ou -plus
un maximum clans; le deuxigmc tour. Les
pertes de cellules ealj~es imnterns (CC[) Sont
dc 10 percent et limil~es aux deuxiigme ct
troisi~me tours. Lc- trauma dce 0,5 kllz provoquc une perte importante dce CCE clans lea
dciuxibsse, troisigone ct quatri~mc tours, avec
un maximum dlanmIc roisihese. Les pctin en
CCI
pecent
5 0 sot 1iit~e au eux
CCI(5 10perent
Sol lmitcs n duxI MeT tour; cepeksdant len CCI do troisi~me
tour sont hypertrophi~es
Pour Ins deux sorles dctrauma, on note
quc Ia localisation dC:pertes en MC corne.
spond plus A la fr6quence: traumatique que
extesio d
CF_
ccll den petes
pCet beuou
CCE. Lxtttin aves
cenl es
pertes
rneae
It: trauma de fr&Iuce t6lev6e. L'invmunacytoichimic oc r~v~Ic pas dle thifftence: signifi.
catie clans ]a cicatrisalion tde Ia lame r~tica.
laire au nivemu des dtiffents tours dec spire,
mals qurlquem particularils soot not~cs entre
Ia prcmi~re rangfe des CCE et lea deux autres
rlg~s,
L'analyse de Ia &6nfrescencc des CClI
et c Ile dc la Cteatrisatiun i sin dtiffrents sta.
des eat poursuivie.
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Species Differences and Mechanisms
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Cochleair Impairment

Methods
physio.
speciensTh
animal
invarious
studied
logic and anatomic 6onsequences of identical
Young-animals of bothsexes that were
overstimulation can be very different from
one species to another (Dancer, 1981). For
free of middle-car infection were used in this
example a pure tone of. 1 kHz at 120 dB SPL
study. After prcmedication with a sedative and
presented for 12 minutes to the chinchilla in- antlcholinergic agents, the animals were
duces more threshold shift (TIS)than the same
deeply anesthetized with ketd.sine (guinea
stimulus presented for 12 hours to the sqiir.
pigs and chinchi:las) or pentothal (cats). TIhe
,el monkey (Hunter-Duvar and Bredheeg.
pinna was sectioned and the bulla exposed In
1974).*bc aim of our study was to determine
all three species thebulla was widely opened
thephysiologic and anatomic consequences of (the sepun was left intact in the cat) and an
identical acoustic overstimulation in three
electrode was implanted on theround win.
species of mammals widely used in auditory
dow. Precautions Nsere taken to prevent cool.
ing of the aninsal and especially of its cochlea
studies (cat, chinchilla, and guinea pig) and to
relate the interspecis differences in noise sus.
dfiring the experiment, The animals were
ceptibility to the characteristics of the periph,
placed in an carbar head-holder system. A hol.
cral
mechanical system (external and middle
low cone allowed the insertion of different
sound sources, and a probe microphone was
,car), or of the inner car, or of bothfor each
species
used to measure the acoustic level in front of
Our first, step was to apply continuous
thetympanum (about tL5mm) (D~cory eta];,
pure-tone overstimulation under the same ex1989a). 'This
expcimental setup allowed us to
perimental conditions in all three species. The
get rid of the interspecles differences that
could originate from theouter-ear transfer
physiologic auditory effects of this overstimu,
lation %ere evaluated by electrocochleogra.
functions.
A prc.cexposnre autogranm was obtained
phy"(Q2ompound action potef.:1l-CAP-a,

diograms), and the anatomical alterations of
the organ of Corti were assessed by scanning
electron microscopy (SEI). Our second step
was to measure the transfer function of the
middle ear In all three species and to compare
the physiological and anatomical effects of
overstimulation as a function of the acoustic
input level and acoustic power at the entrance
to the cochlea. We will present a tentative mechanical interpretation of the origin (or ori
gins) of the cochlear part of the interspecies
differences in susceptibility to noise.

in eachanimal by averaging the 'CAP in respohse to tone pips over the frequency range
of I to 32 kIle. Each animal was thenexposed
to a continuous 2.,
4-, or 8 kllz pure tone for
20 minutes The level of this pure tone ranged
from 82 to 132 dB SPL at thle tympanum.
Twenty minutes after the end of the stimula.
tion another CAP audiogram was measured to
obtain the short-term ISs. Immediately after
the second audiometric measurement the co.
chleawas prepared for SENI.Cochlear frequency maps for the guinea pig (Wilson and
73
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Johnstone, 1975;Johnstone, 1977; Cody et al,
1980), chinchilla (Eldredge et a, 1981), and
cat (Liberman, 1982) were used to relate ana.
tomic location to stimulus frequency. All normal looking, altered, and missing hair cells
were counted,

Re si!ts
Forty cats, 84 chinchillas, and 128 gunea
pigs were exposed to acoustic overstimulation
at 2, 4, or 8 kHz. Short-term I3swere mea.
sured in each of these animals, and about 200
cochleas were observed under SEM.
Threshold Shifts (CAP)
Some of the mean Ss.measured in each
species after exposure to 8-kHz pure tones
(from 80 to 132 dB SPL) a.c presented in Fig.
ure 7-1(groups of 5 to 10 animals were used
for each exposure condition). The niaximumn
7S occurssowards the high frequencies when
the stimulus level increases. A phenomenon of

the same kind canbe observed for the exposures at 2 and 4 kHz (Dory et at,
1989a),
The maximum TSsrecorded from each animal

ofeach species as a function of stimulus level
(fer the 2-, 4., and 8 kliz,
exposures) arc
shown in Figure 7.2. For all exposure condi.
tions these findings indicatean increase in auditorysusceptibility from the cat to the gulinea
pig and from the guinea pig to the chinchilla,
The slopes of the regression lines are close to
each other in all three species, about + 1.6 dl
IS for each decibel of stimulus. For a given
stimulus level, the maximum IS increases
with the exposure frequency. When the expo.
sure frequency is lIith, thel'Ss
are also mor
restricted, We can define a Qzoua,
which rep.
resents the' ratio between the frequency for
which the maximum IS is equal to 50 dB and
the range of frequencies for which the Ts
vary from 50 to 30 dl, The values of this
Qioja
are almost the same in the three spe.
cies: 0,13 at 2 Iltz,
0.3 at 4 kllz, and 0.7 at 8
kliz.
The higher the stimulation frequency, the
smaller the frequency range of the audiogram
affected by theacoustic stimulation,

85 in the guinea pig (13 at-2 kHz, 11 at 4
kHz,and 61at 8 kHz)
On thecochleograms shown in Figures
7-3,7-4, and 7-5 we have presented the aver.
age results obtained in-the threc species'for
the three exposure fiequencies (2,-4,-and 8
kHz) and for the three stimulus levels (112,
120, and 132 dB),,(Normal.looking cells correspond to the black areas, cells with damaged
stercocilia correspond to the dotted areas, and
missing cells correspond to-the white areas,)
At these frequencies the length of the organ of
Corti corresponding to an octave -band is
equal to 2.5 mm in.the guineapig and the
chinchilla, and to 3.5 rmmin the cat, but the
number of cells is almost identical per unit of
length in thee three species For this reason,
the number of injured hair cells in the cat has
been multiplied by a conversion factor (2/5
- 0.7) in-order to present the results as if
each species had the same number of cellsper
octave along the organ of Corti.
For a given stimulus level, the amount of
damage increases with the exposure fire.
quincy. For example, in the three species the

first roi, of outer hair cells, (OIIC 1)is the
most sensitive, as previously described by
Robertson and Johnstone (1980), Concerning

the first lesions, a 0 3. to 0.5-octave shift can
be observed bctveen the stimulation fre.
quency and the characteristic frequency (CF)
corresponding to the area of maximum stereo.
cilia damage. When the stimulus level In.
creases, this shift diminishes progressively.
Missing hair cells are observed at a CF loca.
tlion corresponding to the stimulation frequeny (Cody and'Robertson, 1983).
The shift of the first stercocilla damage
can- be explained by the theory of the co.
chilearampliher of Davis (1983), according to
which the damage corresponds to the maxi.
mum anlitude of the traveling wave (located
towards the base when compared to the loca.
tion of the active processes corresponding to
a given CF), Nevertheless, with regard to this
theory it is difficult to understand how, at the
highest levels, the hair cell damage occurs at a
location corresponding to the CF of the stimu.
lation frequency. Otler explanations, takitig
into accounfvariation s of cochlear damping as
a function of stimulus level, have also been
Hair Cell Lesions (SEM)
proposed (Dancer and Franke, 1987, 1990).
It Is interesting to note that as the stimu'Wethoroughly examined 164 cochleas
lation level Increases, the changes in the postusing SEM;the breakdown is as follows:
tion of the haircell damage (towards the
20, in the cat (6 at the stimulation fire-apex) are just the opposite of the changes in
quency of 2 klIz,
6 at 4 klaz, and 8 at 8 ldlz)
the frequency of the maximum short-term IS
59 in the chinchilla (12 at 2 kiliz, 13 at 4
(at the high frequencies) (see Figs 7-1and
kliz,
and 34 at 8 kliz)
7.5). According to the observations of Robert.
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to the g-ie pig and from the guinea Pig to
pur.- siikci iS-in die ea1.guinea pig, and
thr cldechiffit.
Chinchilla, respectiseh-at 8. 7.2. and 5.5
In C6urwell-defined experimental Condinum firun the base.The proibe is put into
taos wechan- observed Sigifcat intersliepla-c its conical shtape
allos agood seaL 7he
es differences in ataditon- sUscPEepbtY for
aninmal
is then exposed to a frequencySneppure tones betwecen die eat, the chinchilla,
pure tone (100 Hz to 20 kWz) The signial-toand the guinea pig These differences ean only
noise ratio is impro'aed by means of a narrowbeattributed to the cssnditionS Of trmansission
band tracking filter. All the followsing data carof the acoustic stimulus from, the eardrumn to
respond to the amplitude of the intracodiear
the cochlea; to the anatomtical, meochanieaL.sousid pressure referenced to the amplitude of
biochemnical, and physiologczl properties of
the sound pressure in frost ofti Mwhichte cochlea; or to bot To try to clear up this
ever species is cPe;idred, the intracocllar
Poblenm wevdecide.d to measure, in the same
sound pressure,can be considered to be linear
exrimnental conditions and in each species,
across the mblole range of stimulation (70 to
th e transfer funoction of the middle ear in or120 dB SPL).
to bal ocmpare, the interspecies dif.
ences
-s
afunfction of the acoustic pressure
lc and Of the acoustic passer Of the stnimu.
Rsuts
[sat the entrance in the cochlea.
Thec
sound pressure was measured'in the
SV of the first turn of the cochlea in eight eats.

Middle Ear in the Cat, the
Chinchilla; and the Guine~a
Pig
Far a given stimulus applied at the tqm.
panic membrane (T.N), the sound pressure at
the base Of the scalavestibuli (SV), and hence
the amplitude of the tranisfer function of the
middle ear (TIE), has been recorded from
100 lit to 20 kllz.

thesound pressure measuired in the first turn
of the SVin the cat, chinchilla, and guinea pig
(with rfrneto soundpressUir at the TM).
Between 50lz and 10 kli the amnplitudes
are close in the three species-. t he observed
differences are less than or equal to one stan.
dard deviation (less than 10 dB). The principal difference among them is the negative
peak apcahing at 3 kltz in eat; ibis Peakisdue
to the secondary cavity of the bulla inu-te cms
(measrements in animals iwith septum re-
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moved lure given results comparable to those
of Guimon and Peake. 1967. and Nedzelnltsk,
i l~l89).In our expeli.
198; eeD~or
mental conditions. the amiplitudec of the iTBE
is maximal (31 to 33 dB) at 600 lz In the cat
and the dsindqilia and at -1.2 kHz in the
guines Pig. In the at, our- average Curve is
close to the maximum values recorded by
,Nedzelntsky (1980)_
As mentioned earlier. these measurements
Acre feasible onl at a certain distance from
the oval v~ndriw. Mesuremnts performed in
scala tympani (Mcory et a2, 1990) indicate
that the carves of figure 7-7 actually repre.
sent the 11'ME only in a frequency range Urnlted to 9 U&izin the at. 5 kHz in the chin.
chilli, and I1Ikaz in the guinca pig.According
to previous experiments (Dancer and Fraiike
1980, 1982). )the actual amplitude, of the
M.IE in the chinchilla at 8 kllz is probably
:arger (at most by 6 dB).Cche

Interspecies Differences
in Auditory SensitivityObtaining Constant
-Amplitude of the Acoustic

Stimulus at the Entrance
to the Cochlea
With the help of the intracLrchlear acoustic pressure recordings we can compare the
and the SEM observations
measurements
IS
from one species to another for a given anspll.
tudc of the acoustic stimulus at the entrance

kHz
to the cochlea. For echd stimulation frequency
vke used four different criteria: the threshold
of 13; the sov:aasmtun 13 (50 dB), the threshold of stereocilia dauage; and wscellular injury,(15Mo injured haircells) (D&ory. et a1,
1989b). With the help of these different ekectrophyIoloic and anatomic criteria it is1305sible to make a rough evaluation (in deacies)
of the a erage differecis in atditouystasccptibility of the cochlea betweecn the three specia for a constanit amplitude- of the acoustic
at the entrance to the cochlea. Under
stiMUlUS
these conditions the interspecies differences
are especially noticeable betwee-n the cat and
the two other species, and!less remarkable betpween the- chinchilla and the guinea pig

Obtaining Constant Acoustic
Power at the Entrance to the

Coha

It is also possible to compare the interspe.
cics differences as a function of the amount of
mechanical enlergy dissipated per unit of time
inside the cochlea. At the input of the cochlea
when driven by a pure tone1,the active scourtic passer isgiven b),thc equation

~iucs

whecre P. is the ems sound pressure at the input of the cochlea, U. the ems volume velocity
of the stap, and 4pthe phase lag of Uc versus
P, function. According to several authors
(Tonndorf et 21. 1966; Khanna and Tornioef,
1971; Dancer and Franke, 1980; Lynich ct al,

$FEM D~fEZDxW3CotA
TABLE7-1 Stilin Vokiiiie

SPECIE

CfMpg

Veoi

fo a Swd

16 OrF DAGE

Lewd of 94

-

2Uft

4 hoz

S Iz

22-55-107'

&9-2-10-

0IX-20- 10-0

TABLE 7.2 Acnbc Fower bmn
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die Codiks (1 W -pa- )-

SPECIES

2*Mk

4 kift

ahwhf
Giba pig

3a3-10&4 - t
1I-12.-

7.0 - IV'
6310'
1.1-3.2- IV'

10-

Mi
k
25-1035- IV
LO0-14- t0-

TABLE
7-3 Acoib Power Crouugto the flwedviid of Stereocilia Damage

fSPEIES
cat

A
*

2kdz

-4kfk

530- 10-

120-10-

akHz
20 - IV*

1982). in a pasive cochlea2, fth acoustiC input
hmpdazii~e is purely resistive in the firequciij
range under consideration (thus W. - Pc - UJ)
Having measured I', it remains to deter-

tic povr that enters the cochlea. The results of
thes kulfione rsoum inTab'c 7-7Taking into account the uncertainties that
affect the numerous measures involved in the

mie

acltc WvTh -sLpesdis-

detrnintio of the aCOUStic power, these re-

11, = 2-,f A,- ,
wherethree
NieA. is the area of the stapra footplate, X,
its displacement, and f the driving frequency.
To determine X Ac can use, in the cat, the resuits ofGuinan and Peakc (1967), in the chinchilla, the results of Ruggero et al (1990)Y and
in the guinea pig, the results of Wilson and
Johustonc (1975), Manley and Johnstone
(1974), and Dancer et 21(1979). For a sound
pressure of I Pa (94 dB SPL) at theTW, and
for the three frequencies (2, 4, an-d 8 k~lz), we
obtain the stapes velocities showvn In Table
7-1.
The values shown in Tabile 7-1 are close
from one species to another and from one fre'
quency to another. The valUC
Of P, furs2 sound
pressure of I Pa (94 d8i) at the TIMcan he ob.
tWned from the results presented in Figure 7-7.
Using these results, we can calculate the scotia-

is similar in these~three species ada h
exposure frequencies. With the help of
these calcuiations and of our previous results
(corresponding to the 20-minute exposures),
v~c can evaluate the acoustic power corresponding to the different danjie criteria detined earlier. This evauation showsa that the
2coustic power that corresponds to a given
damage criterion decreases- strongly when the
stimulation
freque&ncy increases (from ft 2 6
10- W at 2klizto - I - 10'W at 8 kIz in
the chinchilla for the threshold of stereocilia
damage).
For each stimulation frequency and for
the various criteria, the values Of acoustic
power are close between the chinchilla and
the guinea pig, wvhereas they are much larger
in the cat. Tables 7-3 and 7-4 show the values
of the acoustic powe-r entering the cochlea
corresponding to the threshold of stereocilia

.inodrt
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TABLE7-4 Acoustc Pawes Carreqmae~m

to bacelkuhr b*" (w W)-

ton Acmusie Lewd of IUt d at ,tls Enr-x2 tD die Codiea

.SPCIES
*
*4'Ut

*

Cat
kil

2 k~z

4 Idz

0o- 10
07
.,
1.3-3.2- IV'

04. IO'
to3
028. to-'
07-210- 10'-

damage and to isicclluLtr injuty, rcectiiely,
for a20ininutc exposure.
in 8-Auating thee tables, v~c reaclutle
sanme
conclusion that had been reachzed inithe
evaluation of damage as a flsnction.,of the
acoustic-level at the entranic to the cochlea:-,
for agiven acousticPOwer. thcocldeas ofthe
chit~~~chilH1
and the guinea pig seem to, have
about thecsame s-usceptibility, whceieas iicochlea of the eat 15more resistant (this differecec corresponds to about 6 dB in stimulation
level).
This phenomenon seem to have, a co.
ehlearorlgin. ASa Matter Of fact the influence
of the-acoustic'reflex of thq_middle ear-can
probably becruled out: all .our animabs were
deeply anesthetized, and M0111er
( 1965. 1974)
has shownsthat this reflex is ineffctiive beyond 1.5Mfz in the cat. The same observation
was madeby latayc (1989) in the guinea pig.
Our- stimulation frequencies arcwvcll be~ond
these valises.

k~
"ft

-

- IC;
0,15-03- IV'
0,6-A: IV'-

explaiit soe of the iiidual differenices in
stiscepibility to noise. The results of thteseauthors wvereobtained in'jhe c6t But ricently
Liuii
(1990) dimoittrated that the oliocochlear efferent bundle %-asnot able to significantly modif the P.Jrduced by a 6-IllZ
purct!oncprsented 2ft16 tilifor to minutes
(deep anesthesia also decreasesthacvtyo
the efferent system, especially with the thiopental (Pentothal) used ire the cit in our ex.
peritnents). Withoeut ruling 6ut' com~letely
this or many oither possibituicssuch asx-ascular, metaibolic~ror biochemiceal phenomena, we
chose to study ihe m'chankal events that
could explain. the interspecies differences in
susceptibility to noise.
.-

CochearNnMchanics
For a given input to the cochlea, we ha%c
attempted to Unlcoc which tiocllar mechanisms might be responsible for acoustic injury

one species to another. We h'avc lied ontr
study to the first part of the transduction process-ic., to the mecchanical processes in.
duced by the acoustic Wtimius at the level of
the cochlear structtures and especially of thq
itcreocilia (D~cory ctiti, 1989c).
Aver-age Displacements of the Basilar
Membrane. For. the stimulation frequencies
Cocher
Fatorsused
in this sttudy, a given volume displace.
CochearFactrstica~t
6i'the stapes corrt~sponds tc.sonidainlal
verage volume diplscmeiit of the basilar
EfeetFeedback
membrane. This volume displaccnient afets
According tC Liberman (1988) and W ar- all of thecarea corresponding to tIhe traveling
ren and Liberman (1989ab) tht~a~tivity oftfwave. For a,givn acoustic level at the input to
ferent feedback controlling the OlICs could
the cochlea (100 dlB,for example), and taking

sufficient to explain the origin of the interspe.
in auditory susceptibility. If
cidifecs
the transfer function of the peripheral mechanical system (external. ad middle ear)
seem to be responsible for a large part of
these diffecrenices (espcialy'in the guinea pig
and in the chinchilla), there are certainly eo
chicar factors of some importancc.
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into account the respctive dimensifoni Of the
Cochlear elements, we an calculate the Mean
displacment of the basilar membrane p6rpend7-u5.)t itsj
mcdsui act2 4 n 8Il (al
7-5manztspaceentis
Ths
losier than
thC'maximum displacement because it takes
int acoun
nethe thshac ftdie teuoling
%ivcnorthe Lici that the basilar membrane is
ttached
on one side to
itial lamina
on the other side to the spiral liganment (e-and
oTy e an diplcmet lend8odereas
vh
n
tuaton frequenc
Tis does not explain the increase in damage
-asthe stimulation frequency increases oil the
Other hand, the mean displacements cannot
eplain by themseliea the specific resistance
Of the cochlea of the cat (the largest dspce
ar obe~e
ment
pig)- now"
e'.cr, this conclusion intheguinea
may not heaccurate be.
cause we do not know, from these erude callmates, the amplitudes of the relative displacemerits of the other cochicar; structures
(ea&
retculr
terociiatecoril
lnsia,
brane) along the organ of Cord, in eachmmipecies.
Cochlcar Mieromechicsa From a
mechutilcal point of view-the displacenments
'the stereocifia are the basis of the auditory of
In.
furies toi he seen following exposure to an
acoustitistimulus (Saunders and Fol1986),
According to libermnan (I988), =oerso
and
Johnstone (1980), and Cody and'gobertson
1(1983), the i Ain anatomic feature that Corre.
fates with hearing loss.-s tile rupture of
the
rots of the stercocilia. Therefore wveexantmned
more clnselj- the differences and sinilarities of the atercocilia of the different hai
rows in 4hethr.fe sprecir For th' spurpose cell
-used anatoical me.ssurements performed "'.
Rhode and Geisler (1966) in the cat; by
by
Spoendlin (l970)-Strelioff gnd Flock (1984),

~

and Wright (1984.) in the 'guineca
pig& and by
Lim (1980, 19?'6) in thrj chinchilla,
each
spcetemnrsusofhse Ini
eare
ments arethat the:imgth of the stereocia decreases from the apex to the base and from
thI dtotefstr
fthOlsMre
OVUr-Aor7a
loc~ation coresponding to agin
CFghAegt
ftestroii
eae
from the cat to thc guineapgadfo h
guinea pig to the chincapga ndfo
h
We designed ashematicmbill of the orPtO anrae.
otnd eaechapeis 21oy
,
mens f te
tecii as anfunctio of the
ispceens
of the burlaiar
membratinof
Figue
7-8 shows for example thar~in our model the
shre trciaofhe0CIunrgte
larestc"&
ngla disaemns his uldg the
Plain the high suseeptibility of the OIIC I to
acoustic -injury Schematic representations of
theoraofCtii hectecinil,
and the guincajsig are, shown in Figure 7-9, In
ti, igrteagua ipaemtto
h
liC1 aerccila asbeen determined for
displacement of I jim of the basilar membranea
and for three locations corresponding to CFs
of 1, 4, and 16' Ile. Observe that for a given
species and a given displacement of the basilar
membranethe
Ilamplitude of the angular dc.
flection seems relatively constant from the
base to the apex. Also, note that the angular
'displacement in the 0iinchilla is almost
three
times larger than in the two other species.
If tfie observations concerning co hIcar
mi.-romechanics are comb'inrd with those
concerning the mean basilar membrane
placements (Table 7-5), it ii seen that, fordisgiven input to the cochlea, the angular a
displacements of tie atercocilia are comparable
in the chinchilla and in the guinea pig
about two times smaller In the cat. Thus,but
can be hypothiesized that the smaller suseepti-it
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bility of the cat's cochlea could be due to the
smaller angular displacement of its OHC stereociia. Furthermore, if the stereocilia dam.
age can be considered to occur as a result of a
fatigue failure process (nonlinear phenomenon), then the amplitude and the number of
cycles undergone by a stereoclhum would be
of importance.
Differences in Auditory Susceptibility

stimulation frequency is halved (Dicory ct al,
1989c).
a
This observation could be explained by
the stress sustained by- the stereocilia. This
stres depends on numerous physical parameters (e.g., angular displacement, stiffness-sec
Flock and Strelioff, 1984), but for a given stereocilium
and a(ingiven
exposureway)
condition,
also
depends
a nonlinear
on theit

as a Function of Exposure Frequency. In
the three species, close to the base of the co.
chlea (for a given input to the inner ear), the
higher the stimulation frequency, the greater
the damage.-If we consider a location corre.
sponding to a CF of 16 Iltz, for the same
acoustic level at the input to the cochlea and
for all frequencies lower than 16 kHz, the displacement of the basilar membrane (and the
angular displacement of the stercocilia) is the
same (Dancer et al, 1979) in a given species
Under these conditions the amplitude of the
differential cochlear microphonic potential is
constant (in its linear range) for all frequen.
cies below the CF of the recording place.
We observed earlier that for a given Input
to the cochlea the auditory damage observed
close to the base (at a CF of 16 kHz, for exampie) decreases as the stimulation frequency
decreases-I c, to maintain a given amount of
damage, the acoustic input to the cochlea has
to be Increased by 10 to 15 dB each time the

number of cycles (fatigue failure phenomenon). The damage occurring at the level of the
stereocilha would then depend on the amplirude of the angular displacement and on the
-number of cycles (I e., the duration of the exposure in the case of a pure tone).

Conlusion
This study was deliberately conducted
with a purely mechanical approach. It was
found that that for t given input to the cochlca the interspecies differences in auditory
susceptibility are not large between the chinchilla and the guinea pig. However, the cochlea of the cat Seems to be more resistant
than those of the two tther species, by about
6 dB
The transmission of the acoustic stimulus
from the free field to the inner ear seems to be
responsible for the largest part of the Interspe-
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Otoacoustic Emissions ahd
Noise-Induced Hearing Loss
J. PATRICK WILSON

O toacoustie emissions (OAEs) arc aiindi.
cation of mechanically-activc mechanisms in
tile inner ear. The purpose of these mechanisms is to counteract the-high level of mechanical damping provided by the structure
and composition of thecochiealthereby pro.
viding higher sensitivity and much greater frequeney selectivity than would be possible in a
purely passive system (Gold, 1948). It might
be hypothesized from this that any of the in.
fluences that decrease hearing sensitivity or
frequency selectivity.do so by reducing the In.
volvement of this' active process, and thereby
lead to a relatie, reduction of otoacoustie
emissions. Such Influences may be (1) simulta.
neous, I e., occurring during, and not necessarily outlasting, the disturbing influence; (2)
temporary, in which a certain period follow,
ing the cessation of the disturbance is re.
quired for hearingii return to normal; or (3)
permanent,, in which hearing has been irre.
versibly impaired.
Because the literature on the effects of
noise-induced hearing loss on otoacoustle
emissions is rather limited, and on its own
hard to interpret, all three types of influence
will be considered in this chapter.

Simultaneous Influences
There are several ways in which oto.
acoustic emissions show susceptibilities that
would not be expected in a linear system.
These properties include (1) a nonlinear in.
put-output function; (2) suppression of the re.
sponse to one component by the presence of
another; or (3) the generation of harmonics
and intermodulation products, or 'distortion
products." In addition to these three major
types of nonlinearity, there are some less

readily explicable effects such as (4) (re.
quency shifting and (5) remote suppression.

Nonlinear Input-Output
Function
The nonlinear properties of otoacoustic
emissions were recognized from the earliest
report (Kemp, 1978); this property is so ubiquitous thai, it is used as a criterion for identiflng an-OAH and distinguishing it from a pro.
longed niiddle.ear response. This feature has,
for example, been utilized in the IL088 C odynamic Analyser, in which the linear compo.
nent is automatically subtracted, leaving only
the nonlinear component as the response. Var.
iots studies have shown slopes ranging front
linearity (1 dB per decibel) to a nearly fully
saturated response (less than 0,1 dB per dcci.
bcl). At intermediate levels (20 to 60 dB SPL),
slopes of 0.3 to 0,7 dB per decibel are fre.
quently found in man (Kemp, 1978; Rutten,
1980; Rutten and Buisman, 1983;Johnsen and
Elberling. 1982; Norton and Neely, 1987). In
studies that have extended below 20 dB SPI, a
tendency towards a linear response can be ob.
served (Wit and Ritsma, 1979; Wilson, 1980a;
Grandori, 1983; Datlmayr, 1987) Comparison

of different temporal parts of the response
shows that the later part has a lower~input.
output slope and saturates more completely at
a lower output level (Rutten, 1980; Wilson,
1980a; Grandori, 1985), Norton and, Neely
(1987) found no significant difference ofslope
for frequencies between 0,5 and 2 kliz,
whereas Grandori (1985) stated 'that higher
frequency emissions are more linear. Grandori's statement is consistent with a more linear, early response if high frequency compo.
nents of the response occur first (Wilson,
1980a)
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By combining two studies on a single car
at the .ame frequency it is possible to extend
linearity measurements over a range of 130
dB. From the interference pattern produced
by continuous tonal stimulation (Wilson,
-1980c), it is calculated that the OAE remains
at 2 to 4 dB below the stimulus from -46 dB

cumventing this objection: either the satura.
tion of the OAE is not representative of satura
tion of the active process, or thet.e must be
some form of level normalization or automatic
gaincontrol preceding the active filter mechanism.
Wilson (1980b) and Sutton and Wison

to -26 dB using tone-burst stimulation (Wil.
son, 1980a) The response remained within
t 2 dB of the stimulus from -16 dB to +le14
dB SPL, an overall near-linear range of 60 dB.
From 24 to 84 dB SPL the response saturated
at 20 ± 3 dB SPL
A similar two-part curve was also ob.
served in the guinea pig (Zwicker and Manley,
1981), in the the bat, Preroootus parnellil
(K6ssl and Vatcr, 1985), with the break point
shifted upwards by about 20 to 70 dB SPI. and
in the starling (Manley t al, 1987), with the
break point at 10 dB SPL In the frog (Wilson
et al, 1989) a slope of 0.5 dB per decibel was
found with a tendency towards, but no clear
region of, Inearity or saturation,
Two significant comments can be made
concerning the nonlinear input-output charac.
teristics. First, they ensure that when sponta,
neous OAFs (SOAs) occur they will be limited to a modest maximum level, The SOAE is
viewed as an inevitable but undesirable property of system in which positive feedback is
used to enhance sensitivity and selectivity, Unless the system is operated close to instability,
however, little benefit will be obtained from
it. By having significant deviations from linearity occur as low as 20 dB SPI, SOA~s will normally be limited to about this level. In pracrice, most SOAs are below this level and inaudible to the subjects concerned. Con.
versely, the approach to linearity as level
decreases also Implies that SOAEs arc unlikely
to occur substantially below this level, because there would be no automatic self-limiting within a linear region.
Second, the role of the active mechanism
in producing enhanced sensitivity and selectivity must be considered, If the saturated
level of OAFs represents the maximum available energy output of the active mechanism,
or cochlear amplifier, this would Imply that it
would have negligible influence at normallhstening levels. To work effectively as a sharpen
ing mechanism at any particular sound level,
the cochlear amplifier would have to have a
supply of energy comparable with that of the
stimulus, It is known from a variety of studies
that even though tuning may broaden some
what at high stimulus levels, it is still sharper
than the passive basilar membrane respgnse
There would appear to be two ways of cir-

(1983) suggested that OAFs arose from the incomplete cancellation of components summed
from the whole cochlea when the cochlear array has some irregularity of place.frequency
mapping or ofsensitivity. In such a model, ifthe
degree of irregularity becomes less marked at
higher stimulus levels, the cancellation would
become greater and the OAE would not mcrease at the same rate as the stimulus This
could account for the observed low saturation
level without implying saturation- of the cochlear amplifier at that level. If, however, the
OAE level and hearing level arc closely related
as is described later, this would imply that the
amplitude of OAFs is proportional to the mvolvement of the active process.
The alternative explanation of sharpening
over a wide dynamic range is some form of automatic gain control in each channel preceding the active filter. This might take the form
of a variable coupling element, perhaps provided by the interface between stcreocilia and
tectorial membrane. The attraction of this hypothesis is that if this were the physiologically
vulnerable element in hearing, cbanges of sensitivity could'occur without necessarily altering the tuning properties, If the active process
itself were vulnerable, changes of sensitivity
and selectivity would be intimately linked, so
that a 6-dB loss of threshold would give rise to
a halving of the Q-factor and a doubling of filter bandwidths. With variable coupling, the
active mechanism would only be required to
match the saturated level of input energy and
would be protected from damage until the attenuated signal became excessive, Damage
would be manifested as loss of tight coupling
at low levis, The question arises as to
whether such a variable coupling element
would be bidirectional-apparently the sim
plest implementation, If the OAE has to pass
through it in both directions, clearly any effeels that this introduces will be doubled con
pared with direct measures of hearing, In the
studies discussed more extensively later,
Kemp (1982) found that temporary threshold
shift (TIS) was about twice OAE changes (as
measured in decibels), Zwtcker (1983) found
equal TrS and OAE changes; Zwicker and
Scherer (1987) found that psychophysical
changes were about 1.5 times OAE changes in
a m.Islng period paradigm, and Long and
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such curves (Kemp. 19 39 ; Kemp and Churn.
1980; Wison, 1980a, Sdait, 1961; strut et
al, 1981; Wilson and Stton, 1981; Z7re and
Carkc 191;; Rabinowitz and Wdin,. 1964;
Baker E a1,1989, Bargone and Burns, 1988),
uitich show Similar bandwidths to auditory
tuning cuones obtained either psihoacoustially, or phlsiologicaily. In Sceea, h-s eer
nmimal supprssion is obtained for a tone:
slightly higher than the OAE frequenc, the
opposite to whmat
wrouldl he anticipated fronm
upward Spread of masking. Although the effect
is small, no explanation has 3et been offered
for it.
Studies of the growth of suplpression with
stimulus level (Kemp and Chumn,
1980; Zurek.
1981; Itabinovvitz and Widin. 1984) have
shw htteeffect
thcosierably or a
stepreqeniesb
fr
osierOabl ore
be complex (Sutton, 1985). In general, the
suppressive behaviors of'click etcsvoked
and spontaneous OA~s arc similaG In the cae
of SOAEs, however. the situation is somewhat
more complicated bcauise a comparatively
small reduction in the actie process may be
sufficient in some cases to stop oscillation, and
because, when the stimulus is close to the
SOAE frequency, it can lock it to the sante frequeney (Wilson and Sutton, 1981). Two furthee effects, remote suppression and fee.
quency shifting, will be discussed separately
later,
The fact that frequencies close to the OAF
frequency are effective: suppressors implies
that suppression would also occur at the OAE
frequency. This is an alternative way of looklog at the nonlinear input-output function, be.
cause both effects depend on the same process. This Is apparent in the simi!f- .'Iow levels
at which these effects occur.
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Siy Vread-d (WilSOn1980d).1b- cPonent has also been crcntkyd imnated
in O.A~s
(CDTOAEs) and idcates dug it Ias
usefful
properties in the:preseut momx 25 a
poteia d~jeum' iewo of natyomeey or
permawN beating lost
Antempis to cnrmu tiat audklei DPs
corresliond idla a)TOA~s have met vvith
-. iiale results. Wilont (1990d) hind that
CDTDAEs wete stroges at frequencies a[
slucdu 2f. - f. corresponded with a strong
singl-tone emsson frquenc and
ae
sponded approximately in lerd with that Predicted frontpsydopbac- cancelationt hers
attenuated and compressed by the OAE merctanisut. Other studies baerevealed different
properties. indicatingf a second Source for the
a)TOJLE in %id the response appears not
to depend on Cchlear ihonlogeneities,
shows little delay (Kemp and Brosm 1983ab)
and exhibits mnudsessevidence Of aturation
(Miartin? ct al. 1987; Ionsluy-Manin Ct a1,
1987). The possible useof CDTOA~s in as5earing sholl-herdsansd laer.aci osso
taeasing siHrtem disel laer.ae
osso
rquny

Shifting

it has been noticed that in an SOAE-suppression experintent, the effect of the -suppressor' may be to shift the frequency of the
SOAE eien at lesels below that producing antplitude suppression (Wilson and Sutton, 1981;
Rabinowi'tz and Widin, 1984; Kdssl and Vater,
1985; Baker usal, 1989). Wilson usal (1988)
have related this effea to a Slight increase in
the latency of individual featusres Pf the Clickevoked OAE asa function of click level (Kemp
and CZhurn.1980; Wlson, 19802; Grandori.
1985) to a decressing OAF tuning frequency
wvihlesel, to a decrease: in the frequencies of
cear-canal sound-pressure interference minima
as a function of level, and to psy-chophsical
changes of pitch with intensity (van den
Brink, 1979; Versehure and van Aleeteren,
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(ZUideM d wqv 191) u correaida
wji dac 3"1? (zurkcr 1981). tsivgio
*&-m -or iswes-mg Pre
fictew. based oa 2 Gausiant imudSc
As crocowed cuSahr OE supa~a
Zwkder 2d Sduecrer (1987t) uac able: so
cure%rescode psadichmu a
d oeinn.
shw_
__n breas3~
and
i*,lol i
-mm
curs. K( bowcarr. mcawL
thwuec a1eawitoc
atrouems 2w cateuded to region morem c o at dwnimpstv -~ o4(icsofir hde OAE frequeacy, 2 hianhcr loe
on deiaiv of d~ prsw wrreou Alof Soppre%'nn issmtmsfmd (Evas cE thouigh the da
in 3117luvxre sliplady
at 1981; Zurck. 1981; WWSM1
and S2tO
larger tha 51? msr (3:2). tbis could be
1983). Care should be dims to -R= hac scounted for hi the noolinecar behavior of
this is true atippreusion rather than a bqsd.as As the dztrrs to W11and SWPapa
vof a1fiequency shift (ilson and sttion.
iaesu
1963). An ahernative, mctho to minmgare
ww c at col be xx
tha these, re.
suppresn is tht alpicd bTSatto(1985).
suksIsould be considered simultaneous Wa-
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gionsfrom
two different
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generation. Rtemote suppressionis interesting
it appears to indicate mechanical ireteraction over long distarces. but again no esplanation can I c be offered,
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otis tives; bsefore or after the stimulus it is posirtnuxurmts supsibl to localize the timeV61
pression occurs. Kemp and Chturn (1980)
used this tecliniqtic vhith an aterting polarity~ for the stippressor so that neither this nor
T mpoaryInfuene=W
rcspws that it evkes wovuld appear in
Temprar
Inlueces
he %crgcdresponse. 'Pie maximum suppressive effects of about 20 dB occurred silten
A nwrmher of iniluences are knowo to 2f- stitmulus and suppressor coincided. dropping
feet hearing: the car normally recos era from
to 3 dBi at ahout 6 milliseconds before or 3
them on a time scale that depends on the mmilliseconds after the stimulus. These properweec and strength of the disturbance. The corties show strong similarities vwith fistward and
responding changes to OAES will he considback-xad masking (DuihuKs 1973).
ered under the headings of the effects to
which tihey appear to relater (1) masking pcTemporary Threshold Shift
rind patterns., (2) temporal suppression, (3)
temporary threshold shift, (4) hypoxia, and
A number of rtudies have showi that
(5) drug-induced chattges. This is an area of
acoustic ovcrstimulation that would normally
study that show-s the close link berneen OAEs
give rise to temporary threshold shift (M1)
and consentional measures of hearing.
also reduces OAaS Anderson and Kemp
Perio
Paterns(1979q) shoised that OA~s in monkeys cxMasking Pro
Patnsposed
to vwideband noise for 20 minutes at
115 dBA were virtually abolished Mim(1980)
The m2aing period pattern (INIPP)techshowed that exposture to 2,000 liz at 90 dBi
nique measures the psychophysical threshold
SPL for 2 minutes in cats reduced the
forashort test tonea2:arious phases ofa Very
CflrOAE by aboutt 7 dB1, vith partial reco%cry
low-frequency masker (Zvwickmr1977). The
after 15 seconds. Following oversimulation, a
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Kcmp (196) kumd dSX KOOMORKW iit
esct an OAE-. a 2 fixprodeced &s pcis

CkCM'kp
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cats we

ed

r rM (1960). 2 m'Wiul rahuctia in
aYTOAEwa produaced firom 1um 1-15 indiuthegcher Eam cz A
er d
OpLx
6 Ocu'vS *OTC due slow5. Com*. oa
afterrehci
(1961) found dug. 2
pifism ndO.K datips and TIS showed pap
due 031~ Concentration 1o 5 jwacrc. 20
am Coa$ Wt ducedot on OAFs Vents,
ill 2
SOAE an itisfkcticj cem
25 to 035 of the TM5 iczkv beu to
Aoc, is pig uEuik ccod a4d about 2 moaaft er
peementi5s
0
aiking htmi
of ozygcn kvad sudair recoinreations
snide o an itpmvOSpu slope do3 dB per
maccd sish 2 1- 10 2-M Ovsalooi 7skcr
I eAtic OAFs. Wills aid Esrim (1963)
mneasared at 0.1E 2E2Z33 UliZ in 2 Ca9aid and 3bde(1981) aOin 2 Van- Pi ftUd0(
O.A a 2 kWz decsed at 3090 60D
da
tat
pet~r% (m
foned dw %b iea5ligSL
Iskemids Ake inheoc of biPosta dia-%_ uut~prodoctl2 4a3 loss db-se re
Pene afIO accoads and *tarted to retur
comced in 3 unterk. kAJAU to= 2103
abouic100seomt afaroffct ofirsposua. Sobds s'L for I ndude redhuced the OMEbe 18
occurred by 300 sccmdt~i
sutd
dli. vih substantialrcoecry os-cr 10 nthiner
not complete evenat 810seccods, but vwas
,aiereas 2 5M~ toe 21 110 dS SP. for 1
o& Athouh n dirct omparisons wevre
Wrac,
mode there reanls correspond svih s500c coZsitter (1963) compared the 115 at
dulea fier proprtes
1Sf Hz produced hr 20tiNWWe esposinte 2 40-Hz II2-dB SP. tone wvitshe effects on
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OAB and on due canellation lenvs of CM~S.

the cts ofluidfoc b ands of noise Cetitcred on 3.1 kl~z ooCDWTAfs and'v61Wlenes-c actio potentials in cats and gerbils. APthough absolute levels were different. die rd2a, e changes were Similar, showing peak 1oss
at 410o8 Ulzr There were, however. discpancica at sonme frequencies and bcM een some
of die ratar of recovery. LonsbuqNjartinetl al
(1987) IooLed at the effects Of tone oWcS'timulation (283 kMz$90 dBiSf1.. 45 ginuics) on
a number of distortion products in the rabbit,
The -CDT (2f1 - f.) showed consistent loss
and recry propertier (apart from some
overshoot at high frequencer). the rmirral
loss occurred at a frequency (210o3 LIUr) that
implicated the primary- tone place, visen 21,
lowance was nude for the hal-octase shift.
The other distortion products (2(, - I, and
3fz - 2f,) bhhased much less consistently, frequently showing an increase after stimulation,
CDTOAEt vkerc no diffcrent between the
Aca and anesthetized animals, and TrSs and
rccojericsererobsert ed up to an hour post.
motem. Martin ct Ai(1987). in thc same serics of cxpcriments, showed that suppression,
an interfering tone, and tone oserstiesulation
produced their maximal effects in tie region
of the primary toner, not at the CDT. Again.
results for 2f2 - f, were much more variable,
towards greatest sensitivity basal
but pointed
2
to the (t - fj 1 2lCe

Du-~

hne

1112anesdtetic ls have no influecec on co.
dulea funczion' thi View is supported by a
number cf OAE studies, In practice*most liiman subjects are awake for mesurements
slerers, fo- purpose Of restraint at least,
most animal Me21asese r dOnfbnder anesthetic. Lonsbury-1Martin Ct a1 (1987) comnpared input-otput curver in die rabbit for
and 2(2 - f, wsiths
OAESat 3f, - Xf, 2f - 171.
and without anesthectic and found identical reSuits Under 2ll conditions, On die other hand,
in the bit, Preronotus parrnefhz MAss and
Vlater (1985) found that ',enbuLd and
halot10hane both decreased the amplitude and
frequency ef an OAfl Fitrthexore. during
in-A-ening. the amplitude of the OAE rayed
consistently with the- behaviorally obsersed
and evoked lecics of arousal. There is, how6eser, a considerable amount of evidence that
in bats, the cochlea is sentsitise to anesthesia.
with even the cochlear microphonic sh~owing
diffrences (Pollak ci'al, 1972). In the starling.
Manley ct Al(1987) also found that anestittics; (halothane, Neirbutal, and Ketanest) rca
duced OAFs, but in the ease of halothanc, OAE
recovery (50 percent in 200 seconds) was
slower tha the bchasioral recovery of the
birds (15 seconds). Undoubtedly, there are
species differences in the effects of anesthectic.
In the ease of frogs, Whitehead ct al (1986)
used various anesthetics purely for restraint

so5 cawlatii reemsimg SOAB nuuF die fiog
caores away frie the recrd in
ghn
z~ aso maWkies
AM -a' gC0i iu5
ncss. In crcsycxe, slia courecd Jo, tem.
Petwoe. the :bOAB d. no; wars In =p&
turk o- frequo.vie uaigztsthci or arousal
ki.
A larg niator of smuies hare 3boust
din so.AE corresporo wjibthdirk
known of measured dCra an hear*a of owtoxic thua -Anderson sod Kemp, (1979)
(55 tog
fomdt
in itreys that etlacrynic: acdd
per kiloriama A) reduoced the O.AEky 15 dBi
to bacl~ound noise lerd7X6 n utc'afiz injcidon recovur staqed t[ 45 mimatesand
vu2 coipie by 19 boms fitroscmide (40
tog per kilogram IV) cased 2 sutanilrdriction after 2 rairtus nmimal dect at 4
tuintets. and considerale recovcty by 30
misotes. Wilson and Evanis
(1983) found that
in the cat funisinide (37 mg per kilogram IV)
abolished thce3OAE after I mintre, considerable recovery occurred by 23 minuster, be t
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with a somewhiat different response pattern.
gear 11 a musc relaanat. luadno effect. Aspirin has heen tested in several studiec
,obs(-ad
ua
ujet(ogeet 4hor, rl,'ondta
the psydsophysieal thsreshold to dlicks and the
pseudotuhreold for OABs were ach Fazed
by 15 dli, with fill recov-ery for both Atier 2
days&
McFadden and Plattsmicr, (1984). also
iesting htuman subjects, gave a totaiose Ck
15.6 g distributed over 3.75 days andl obsmed is ifuajcr*on SOAils. Small emissions
went withiln 14 to 20 hours of the start of aspirin intake, whereas large emissions sometimes took several days&
Recovery wams
more
errti, taking from one to several daysindcpenen
ofth intil mIssion size. These 2uthors; seemed surprisedl that their Ir~ver dose
rate. should completely aboish all SOAEa.
whereas the dlick-evoked OA~s of Johnsen
and Elberling were ijerely 'diminishWd This;
of course, is not Surprising in afeedback cdlaor in which, with marginal gain, asmall joss
could eause-the system to cease to oscillate.
Conversely, if the systen has excessive gain
and a strongly saturating nonlinearity. stable
oscillation could he maintained with considerable decreases in the gain factor. Both of these
effects were seen in the study of Long and
Tubis (1988). Who used the same dose rate,
although clearly from their tesuilts the siruation is more complicated. In many-cases, aspi.
ikin appeared to enhance hearing before
threshold elev-ation occurred, with a corr!sponding enhancement phase during recov-

agy In some asen.at some ftequncies. a
consent enhancesmn was found [long and
T" tiisicqvarthi
d sthkg doctotherekse
kmu the masking prodocied hr an SOuJE
after
it1i abofohed; they 9oc ibtis crct vidb a
Van dur. Pol asrdlace. Taing- thtese btrcs
into saun. Iser-appears--w be consimat
agremmacberet bear nigsd the degree of
in-olimeax ofthe active medhisc.

ernunfC~t Hearing Lmfi
Kemup, (1978) investigated 25 ases of
sicwnnarAl beaing loss aht noral mid.
dIe-ear fisnction and found tat the OAE waMS
r
Iue
and becam tneaSurthle wbn the
laring los exceeded 30 dB. Four subiectswith immobile middle ars also failed to exhfilic
plienonaenon. Rotuten (198D) foundi
the bearing Iouraz a Specific frequency
had to he less than 15 dBifor an OAS to be
found at that freqluency. Bonfils er -M(1988)

~i~t=

reported tlfiat OkaEcouldl not he olisered in
ubjctive dick threshold ecceded 30 dB HL
Aftbozei two -tudies (Kolinscfer and lippenSlem(92.etn
amrp,1989; Taaa 1988) ase implied that
OABs were puaentrfor !osses eponsiderably exrceading 30 dBi.neither Study' C rj nia
tion that strict criteria were, applied to e*
dude late, low-level compoents Cf-1the
middc-ear response.
In many casesMAEv havceme found at
firqbencics associated with irregularities in
the audiogram, Wilson and Sutton (1981) reportedl sociral easesin which-SOAcs were
found ifti regon of normal hearing adjacenit
-to a region 'ih elev-ated threshold, and sug.
gested that 6he 'ctive mechsanism miglflbe enhancd by suha edge effct. Tis idea -as
further developial by Ruggere ezal2(1983)
when they suggested that anormally aethec cglon of iei bsilar membrane damps the
neighboring regions and fails',to do so when
the active mnecha~nism
breals downs.In fact,
not all datafit this picture because stometimnes
the SOA~s appear to originate, from the pathologic region. There are, howver, two wvays
in
which this might occur Firstly, the frequency
of an SOAE (actually fiomnthe intact region
many
be modified by the adjacent pathologic
region; secondly, the elevation of threshold
might represent psychophysic~l masking by
the SOAE
Glanv-ille- et al (1971) investigated three
members,oila family emitting Whistles from
their eamsTihesewhistles proved to have an
enormous number of frequency components,

but siat(5toi three e
Wiattson
t

*

s esrooswS

an ndivapic
otc of50to 0 d S
anSions b(1a8ed Mcoe
sOilateal-v

tbouO tei amplitudes had decreased litsm
55 to 60 dB SP15to40 to 45 dB SPL Although
M2Sk~g
y te Sars pperedplausible as
cqUud-arn
- f- he otcm te
cand theirpredictedmskhtpmers
EM
agreCctl
Iidi he udigraim
Huizln and Spoor (19,13) repoeted a subject
with an etnisrio at 3.5kHz, now presuir.cd to
be an SOA adjaccnt to an audiogram dip at 4
k~zI a stud%on chicillas. 71W&- and Clark/
(1981) fouajthat nonr~of 22 ears of 15 amotals-rihd in a sound-shidd~clorv)ha an
SA,%wereas after sutamed exposure to
loud souiid two-ears produced SOAFA The
fir animars emission wiassensitlie- to suppressi= and occurred either between 4.6 and
4.73 kliz or between 5.68 and 5288 klH In
.the oither aihiai, thE SOAE friitiincy would
sudanly jump within the rihe 6.47!eo 6.68
kIL A behavioral audiogrm showed alse a
neat threshold shift for evry freejiency cvcept 6.7 Lila, and histology later revealed a
punctate regon of hair-cell loss at 7 k.I.sions; vweiM-howcier, also found at anothtr

rpoint nci,rthccrer oftt~cxc2e and in the

Fuihermore,-thc three otherapical zid
exposed earm also exhibited punctate basal Ic.
sions--thus, their existarnce is not a sufficieznA
condstion for generation of SOAEs.

impaired motm In the normal

bhe

mice,

an k
tis ( ad f, 60o 10d SPn tses
dmomaant
poheremunsgs in sdsthe diex is severely disrupted, no a)TOAEs
could be detected. The qunvemng mutant,
.howrver, ia wi~ich the dssfnt
cird
s !%c nomalcur abmx tio s cer,
mutanwtidi the outer hair cells Vpma
nrmalbutdieinnerhair cells are reduced in
number, shoed detctabie but reduced CDTOAFS.
From all die results considered-in this
chdapter it i ldemrthattherc isa2dcose, ifnot
exact, correspondence between hearing level
and otoacoustic enmission. fleth stimnulus firequency and CDT emissions can provide sensitiv monitors of changes in hearing, evecn
though absolute levecisay not be reliable indieators; of absolute bearing leveL OAE data
also provideinoaiecntanstomdl
ugs
1ng V.laucin ndpert
tha thictuiepoesogt o etepi
mar
i ofpyolic
vnealty
Clearly this is an ntportant matte to be ccsolved.
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Kn litocessus d'anplifieation micanique

algcr
(11983)
found an SA9AE
at
negion
r,3ki pf elev6ated threshold ex.
tending from 4 kliz an~d
becoming particulily
promihent at a frs-quenqtkjust below it, ai 7
liz. Ruggero t a1 (198,J) in%esti~ated a dog
' -itlsa strtntgSOAE of'59 dB SPLat 9.1 klzinone 4:ar and a four-component SOAE in the
othet ear (9.4 to 10.9 kli4 Brain-stemn Sadi.
omctty--indicatid a sudden transition from
prbsumcd nornist to abnormal bearing be,.
-tween'7
an6i8 kiz and a further loss to 10
kilz. irsthis ease, as Inthe human ease of Glar61le ct.al (l97)-tand Wilson.and Sutton
(1983),- the SO/sE lies in the pathologic region, altholh this again may Mterely itpfesent4ttssking by the SOAE Suppression of thc
SOAP,
was greatest for lower fireqlencie . contrary to most of the eases dkcum.sed earler.
FInally, a dleentpprosch to the rela.
lion berwcetr hiorsng lesel and OA~s is providetl by mutant iuice,. lornir et al (1985)
investigated to types of rakce with nor-
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sensibilit6 aUgnentECcet une analyse spectrale
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dant, une dissociation 6iite
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moirs' it apparlit ouune pc-rle dc ses-ibflit6
'auditiir. eat due I une rinluction du processus
d'anplification. Le phimnomant dbto-6missicri
ac6ustlque (OAE) est un lous-produit de
Ujainplilleation micaniqu. Cette hyp'3th~sc eat
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connue. pour avoir une ianldcince sur Ie srul
auditif. influencent lea oto-insissiong acotistique dc ]a mimefaqon. Cela-nchn -Ile:pentes
auditives ncurosensoriclles de tous types qul
ont &6d6tutii&e, Ia frtiguc auditivc, Ic marquage simuliAu6 ou anticIlj
a courbe dc
masqUagC pirodiquecct lea effets de lhypoxie
et des drogsses ototoxiques. Ces effets ont &6m
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OtoacousticEmissions and
Noise-InducedHearingLoss:
Human Studies
D.O. KIM
GERALD LEONARD
JACEK SMIJRZYNSKI
MARJORIE D, JUING

$

Thenries,.about .cochlcar. mechanics have
undergone major revisions during the 1970s
and 1980%. The issues of the.|nearity versus
nonlineaiity and the-tuning sharpness of cochlear-partition motion- ucre often debated
(Rhoe, 1971; Wilson and Johnstone, 1975;
Evans and Wilson, 1973; Kim et al, 1973; Kim
and Molnar, 1975). The discovery of clickevoked otoacoustic emissions (CEOAEs) by
Kemp (1978) occurred during this period.
In the subsequent few )ears other forms of
otoacoustic emissions (OAEs) were also
found: distortionproduct -otoacoustic emis.
sions (DPOAEs) with two-tone stimulation
(Kemp, 1979; Kim, 1980), stimulus-frequency
otoacoustic emissions (SFOAEs) with continu,

1989). The active cochlear models postulate
that cochlrar-partition damping is reduced by
an internal energy source. These active models demonstrated an amplification of cochlear
mechanical response and a sharpening of frequency tuning. An emerging current concept
is that the cochlear mechanical sysltcm is both
actihe and nonlinear, reflecting saturation of
an active positive feedback (Zwickcr, 1986b,
Neely, 1988).
According to several lines of reasoning,
th. outer hair cells (OllCs) are beliced to be
the source of both active and nonlinear bchavior of the cochlea (Kim, 1984). Evidence in
support of the possible active-nonlinear mechaneal role of OlCs was proved by the

(SOAS) (Kemp, 1979; Wilson, 1980; Zurek,

acoustic signals (Mountin, 1980; Siegel and

1981). These observations of the OAEs played
an important role In supporting nonlinear co.
chlear theories because the OAEs demonstrated prominent nonlinear behavior. Soon
thcreaftei, by using improved measurement
methods, Rhode (1978), SclIck et al (1982),
Khanna and Leonard (1982), and Robles et al
(1986) demonstrated sharp tuning and nonlinear behavior in the motion of the cochlear
partition.
Gold proposed an active cochlear hypothesis in 1948. The observation of prominent
•$OAFs three decades later provided a major
support for active cochlear models that con.
talus Internal energy sources (Kim et al, 1980,
Neely and Kim, 1983, 1986, Davis, 1983;
Zwlckcr, 1986ab; Geisler, 1986; Tubis et al,

Kim, 1982; Guinan, 1986; Kemp and Souter,
1988), These observations implicated a biomechanical role for OlICs, because the nfferent fibers make large synaptic contacts directy with the soma of OliCs and not will
the soma of lICs. OIIC motility was discovered in the mid.1980s by direct observation of
isolated OIlCs in vitro under electrical or
chemical stimulation (Brownell ct al, 1985;
Zenner Lt al, 1985). Subsequent studies have
provided further information about OIIC motility (Flock et al, 1986; Ashmore, 1987, Santos-Sacchl, 1989; Biundin et al, 1989).
The experimental and theoretical studies
cited above suggest the following hypothesis
about cochlear mechanism: the active-nonlinear motile mechanism of OI]Cs amplifies co-
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ehlear partition motion 100 to 1,000 times
(40 to 60 dB) and, as a byproduct. produces
various forms of OAEs. This hypothesis predicts that damage of OHCs in a region of the
cochlea should lead to (1) an-clevation of
hearing threshold (up to 40 to 60 dB) for frequencies
to or
theelimination
damaged reooi;and corresponding
(2) 2 reduction
of

ct al, 1986; Furstct al, 1988; Harris C l,
'1989; Ieonard ctal, 1990, L6nsury-.Martin ct
al, 1990; Smurzynski Ct al, 1990; Kimberley
and Nelson, 1990).
Figure 9-IA shows conventional pure.
tone audiograms of the two cars of I subject
(No.
with
bilateral
noise-induced
hearing
loss..F35)
igurc
9-111
illustrates
DPOAE behav'ior

nonlinear response such as DPOAEs for stimuIs frcquencies falling in the danmged region,
Observations of SOAEs suggest the following
related hypothesis: the generation of SOAEs
requires two condntions:-(I) the presence of
an intact actise-nonlinear OHC mechanism in
certain regions ef the cochlea; and (2) a spatial irrcgtilanty of the datnbution of the OHC
actis c-nonlinear mechanism. The goal of this
chapter is torevicwv studies of the effects of
noise-induced and other sensorineural hearing
loss on DPOAEs, CEOAEs, and SOAEs, and to
evaluate the above hypotheseswith observalions. This chapter also presents some new
OAE data from subjects with noise-induced
hearing loss and compares them with results
from subjects with normal hearing.

from these two cars ftr-comparison with the
normal range. These are previously unpublished data of our study. Details about our cxperimental methods were described in
Smurzynski ctal (1990). The triangles in Fig.
ure 9-1 show the 2f1 -- fl DPOAE lesel %crsus geometric mean off, and f2. where f, and
f2 cre va-uied together whlde mainiaining the
f, ratio constant at 1:2. Such a measure is
2
called the 'DPOE audiogram" Data in part B
were obtained with an ER-1OB (Etymotic Research) acoustic probe. In part B,a solid line
with two-surrounding dotted lanes represent
the mean Z one standard devtation of the
DPOAE level among a group of normally-hear.
ing adults; details about the normallv.hearing
grm:p are given" in the caption of Figure 9-1.
The dashed line near the bottom of part B.
which corresponds to the mean plus one stan.

Studies of OAEs as a Test
of Human Cochlear
Function

dard deviation of multiple measurements of

DPOAE level in a test cavity, represents the
lower limit of DPOAE level detectable by the
measurement system. The DPOAE audajrams
of the two cars (see Fig. 9-li) resemble the
In recent years, a number of studies of
conventional pure-tone audiograms (see Fig.
OAEs have been conducted toward the goal of
9-1A), with both sets exhibiting notches in the
developing a clinically useful, objective, and
4- to 6-klle region, These results support our
noninvasive test of human cochlear function
view that the DPOAE method is able to pro.
(Ctanfronc and Grandorl, 1986; Grandorl et al,
vide frequency-specific information about co,
1990). In general, these studies demonstrated
chilear function. In a region below approxithat CEOAEs and.DPOAEs were reduced or
mately 1200 Itz, the DPOAE levels of these
eliminated in ears that had significant sensotwo ears are slightly higher than are the
rincural hearing loss We'discuss details about
DPOAE levels of the normal range, we do not
the DPOAEs and CEOAFs in the following.
have an explanation for this.
The DPOAEs in subjects with noise-in.
duced hearing loss were, also investigatcd.by
Distortion-Product
Martin et al (1990a). Their observations, con.
Otoacoustic Emissions
sistent with our data~in Figure9-1,.also dem.
onstrated frequency-specific reduction of
DPOAE for stimuls frequencies correspond.
ing to hearing impairment. Further observa.
When two tones at frequencies f,and f
tlions of input-output functions of DPOAEs
(f, is less than f2 ) are applied to a normal ear,
(i e., DPOAE level versus stimulus level) in a
distortion products at one or more frequen
subject with noise-induced hearing loss were
cies are observed in the car canal, with the
reported by Smurzynski et al (1990, Fag. 2,
2f" - f2component being the strongest in
subject No. 13). They showed that, when the
general. Thus, our use of the term DPOAE
stimulus frequencies fell in, an impaired regenerally refers to the 2fk - fa distortion
gion, detection of DPOAls required higher
product. Scveral recent studies have described stimulus levels than were rtquired for a nor.
DPOAE behavior in human eas with normal
mal ear. When the hearing Impairment was sehearing or sensorineural hearing loss (Kemp
vere, DPOAEs could not be elicited at the
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highest stimulus levels tested (80 dli SPL re
20 [tia),
Lonsbury-Alartin et at (1990) observed
that DI'OE detection thresholds for stimulus
frequencies in the 6- to 8 Litz region wsere
corlated with age among normally heraring
young adults; DPOAE detection thresholds
were ;ncreased for older subjects by about 20
dB iIn the 18. to 30.year age range. Because
thlebehtavioral porw-one audiometriC thresh.
olds of these subjects were all normsal (t0 dB
IlL or better), Ibis finding, suggests that
DPOAF~s
may be a mare sensitive indicator of
dysfunction of OIIC blomechanleal media,
nism than the pure. tone audiogram.
tle OIIC actis'e-nonflnear bioinechanicat
hypothesis predicts that, 'if OItC mechanisms
are impaired in various diseases (such as
acoustic trauma, Mlenlere's disease, hereditary
disorders, infections of the ea, and otoloxic
efifects), these pathologic conditions should all
exhibit redulced (or eliminated) DPD'AEs. Te
existing observations are consistent with this

hypothesis in that a number of subjects who
had senisorineural'hearing loss of various cttol.
ogies showed a simtilar characteristic of redtic.
lion in DI'OAti level for stimuluis frequtencies
falling In the hearing Imupatrment region
(K~emp
et at, 1986; Leonard et al, 1990; Inns.
bury-Martin and Martin, 1990)
A general picture enmerges
front these
studies of DPOA~s: (1) the DP0AIR signal can
be reliably nmeasured
in human ears, although
the DPOAE level is Considerably lower in list.
man subjects titan inilaboratory animals, thle
reason for this human versus animral difference
in DPOE level isnot well understood now, (2)
Intersubject and intrasubject variabilities of
DPOAEs among human ears appear to be suiffi'
ciently small to allow thecdevelopment ofa clinically useful test of cochlear function based]
on DI'OAlEs; (3) in eats aftieted with noise.
induced hearing loss, DI'OAhlS
are reduiced
(or eliminated) when two tone stimuluis fre.
quencies fall within a hearing impairment ccgion, thtusproviding sensitive and frequency'

OTOACOUSTIC
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specific information about cochlear dysfunelion; and (4) DPOAEs are simdarly reduced
(or- eliminated) in cars with sensonneural
hearing loss of various etiotogies that -affect
cochlear function.

Click-Evoked Otoacoustic
Emissions (CEOAEs)
Among various forms of OAs, the
CEOAEs have been themost widely investi
gated; references can be found in the conference proceedings cited above. Figure 9-2A ilJustrates the CEOAE of a normally hearing human adult ear measured with an ILO-88 sys.
tern developed by Kemp (Kemp et al, 1990)
This is a typical CEOAE pattern, exhibiting a
damped oscillatory "cochlear echo" response
waveform lasting for about t0 to 15 msec fol.
lowing a click stimulation Tihe spectrum of
the cochlear response (upper-right inset in
Fig. 9.2A) has a comp!ex pattern, exhibiting
peaks and notches. The complex CEOAP spec.
trum is idiosyncratic, like a fingerprint, with
the spectral notches occurring even in fre.
quency regions of normal hearing. Possible i.n
terprctations of the idiosyncratie CEOAE pat.
terns have been discussed in the literature
(Kemp, 1986), but quantitative modeling of
the complex spectral patterns of CEOAS is
not available yet.
Figure 9.213 and C show CEOAEs in the
same two cars affected with noise-induced
hearing loss represented In Fig'are 9.1. The
CEOAEs of these cars exhiblted-spectral con.
tents only at low frequencies below 2.0 or 2.5
kltz as seen In the spectrum at the tipper-right
insets of Figure 2D and C, These CEOAH pat.
terns roughly resemble the pure-tone audio
grams of these ears (severe hearing loss in the
4. to 6 kliz region, Fig, 9.4A) in the sense that
spectral components of the CEOAE are absent
above 2.5 kllz. lowever, the CEOAE data did
not provide information about the hearing
function for the 6- to 8 kllz region. These ex.
amples of CEOAEs illustrate that it is difficult
to predict the pure-tone audiometric patterns
entirely from the CEOAE data.
The CEOAE spectral components in the
l.k1z region of these two cars (Fig. 9.21) and
C) are slightly higher than normal (Fig. 9.2A).
This behavior appears to be correlated with
the same ears' higher-than normal DPOAE
level in the l-klIz region (Fig. 9-1l), We pos.
tulate that in the l-kilz region of these cars,
the OhIC biomechanical mechanism might be
hyperactive It is not known whether these
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ers had SOAEs in the l-kHz region, because
the SOAESwere not tested in these ears.
A number of studies were reported in the
literature for CEOAEs in subjects with normal
hearing or sersorineural hearing loss, includ.
Ing subjects with noise-induced.hearing loss
(Bonfils ct at, 1988; Bonfils and Uzicl, 1989;
Kemp et a], 1990). The findings of these studies are consistent with the results shown in
Figure 9-2. In addition, it was found that ears
with mean audiometric thresholds higher than
about 25 to 35 dB HL did not exhibit detectable CEOAEs (Kemp et al, 1986, Probst et a],
1987; Bonfils ct a], 1988).
From observations described in Figures
9-1 and 9.2 as well as other observations in
the literature, it appears that the DPOAE
method can provide information about human
cochlear function with greater frequency
specificity. The CEOAE measurement, however, should also be useful for quick screening
of cochlear function, c g., for infants and
young children (Johnsen et al, 1983, Norton
and Widen. 1990; Stevens ct al, 1990), be.
cause it can be accomplished more quickly
than the DPOAE measurement.

Spontaneous Otoacoustic

Emissions (SOEs)
Among normally hearing human ears,
SOAFs arc commonly observed in 30 to 50
percent (Kemp, 1979; Wilson, 1980; Zurek,
1981, 1985; Wier et al, 1984; Martin et al,
1990b). Among f.3nliuman primates (presumably with normal hearing), 3 of 122 ears (2.5
percent) exhibited SOAEs (Martin et al,
1985). Among nonprimate laboratory animals
such as chinchillas, the occurrence of SOAPS
is rare; none of 28 normal ears of chinchillas
exhibited SOAS, but 2 of these 28 cars did
exhibit SOAPS after exposure to noise (Zurek
and Clark, 1981; Clark et al, 1984). Iistologic
examinations of these chinchilla ears exhibit.
Ing SOAPs revealed a punctate lesion of the
organ of Cortl located at a place closely corre.
sponding to an SOAE frequency (Clark et al,
1984). Another studysuggested that a sharp
border between intact and damaged regions of
the organ of Corti may have given rise to an
SOAR in a dog's ear (Ruggero ct al, 1984)
These studies lead to the hypothesis that generation of SOAEs in nonprimate animals requires the following conditions, (1) functional
disruption of a uiormally present control for
the OIIC biomechanical mechanism in a region of the cochlea; and (2) the presence of
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to the SOAR frequencies. Thus, conditions underlying SOAE generation in human and n'onhuman primates in frequency regions of nor.
mal hearing may b6 different-fromt those for
nonprimate animnals. Observations OfSOAEs in
human and nonltuma primates iuggest the
hypothesis tet SOA~s in these species arise
from Irregularities in the normal organ of
Corti (such'as an extra row of OHCs) rather
than lesions (Zwicker, 1986b; Kemp, 1986;
Lonsbury-Niartin ct al, 1988).

Conclusion
Various types of OARs, such as DPOA~s
and CEOA~s, provide noni'iasive, objective
information about cochlear function that can
be particularly useful for infants, young children, and the retarded. It appears that the
DI'OAR method offers advantages by providlug greater frequency specificity and more
quantitative information about the degree of
hearing impairment than the CEOAR method.
'The OAE methods are promising objective
f ealy ignsandthe roitiv inicatrs
ofearl sigs an thepro
senstiveindiator
gression of, hearing impairments, Including
cases of noise-induced bearing loss.
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sentant des pertes auditives dues;'au bruit,
monteent une telle reduction des OARs, voire
leur iimination. Cet article passera en revue
[a litt6rature concemnant Irs oto-6missiorns sur
des sujets humains ayant soit une audition
normale, soit des pertes auditises dues au
bruit, et lea effiets des peetes auditives sur lea
oto-6missions seront discut&s
G T
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CHAPTER 10

Hysteresis in Cochiear Mechanics

and a Model for Variabiityin
Noise-Induced HearingLoss
ERIC L WdAGE

An
wqz~cgfcanwe of the nunr studies
ofwsc:on
udiorys~sem
he
s te vi&&
it of the hearing loss that results from iderii-

ea] capsus administered toa2 Sm of individttals (SaMi ct a2, 1983. 52M ct 21, 19861.
Moreover. attempts to predict the degree",
perazem threshold shift (PIS) from tempotary threshold shit (TOh) havecbeen on]) patlay Succesful! (%Ms Ct 21, 1981)L The apecifi meaons for this lac& of predictability in
windins are not known. There nay be one
or more tutnw Physiologic factors that are
%-aryittg beyond the- control of the-experiments. vsiud nevertheless play a majorrole in
determining individual %ariability in the degree of 115 and susceptibility to V13
The problm of deling vwith tids inherent
variability may be partly conceptual. HistoriCally, there has been the expecation tha
moderate to substantial noise exposures in hitnuns shculd have produced eltages in audio-msetric thresholds that are statistically aignifisnL. The sound energy levels for the lowest
thresholds are rettarkably lowe,and the -nammalian ear is an exqlisitely sensitive, mechan3rceptor, so at face -Aue, the human audiogram should be sufficiently sensitive, to register very snull levels of zfegradation of/cochletr pesformance: for a sample population
large enough to lessen the cifects of test-retest
'arability (Burns: and Robinson, 1970, Keyter,
1970. Cater ct 21, 1982-1
Numerous studies of damage to the coChlesr Structures have shown a rise in the
threshold of tuning curves of single primary
auditory fibers (Libeetnn and Kisng. 1978;
Robchson, 1982). In eases-of damage to the
organ of Corti, it is nearly always possible to
find single units vwith aberrant tuning proper106

ties An economical bypotbess, thercibre, has
been to sutspect that loss of OHC fimetion
leads dkih-tl to, loss of sensaisisy of primary
auditori- Uers. This should be--manifested as
changes in the neural tuning atm-c, as vtvl as
changes in the microaudiogram, vwhich exibbats finecstructure in thresholds assoctd vhizh
areas zffeetd byelesions.
CDM-erSdy-, it is possile that audiometik sensitivity is not an acctutate memsure, of
datmage to the cochlea. As a nsult of otoscoustic emission sltudies in humans (Kemp
ct 21, 1986. 1989; Kemp, 1989)1 there a1pears to be some merit in pursuing cochlear
medzzniesl loss as a concept distinct from
the concept of besring loss. Becatuse of multiple sources of redusndancy. besring threshold
may be the lamtpartate to reflect ongoing
damage. 'There is huge redundancy in the
numbers of primary -ffercnz fibers and the
apparent variability in the dytnatmic range of
these fibers. As the cochlea ages central reorganization may occur so as to give a&dde
weight to the acdsity of the lowecst threshold
fibers. There is also considerable redundauncy
in the outer hair ell (0l1r) population.
Audiometric thresholds, therefore, ay not
rise at any one frequency until the threshold
of the most sensitive -;,ngle unit has riisen In
these tetnss, therefore, no signs of heaig
loss may be perceied until damage is extenaive.
The dominat interest in tuning cumecs
Stems from the fact that only the threshold of
the sharpest cunes corelates best %%ith
be.
havioral and human thresholds, Ileesuse of
this relations hip, the slsglc-unit tuning curve,
and more recently, the mechanical tuning
curve, have been equated vwith normal behav-

hLNTn~tqsVCCOMMl asmtLI
olachribc the dxahddt arc ina and
themngsrxps~lecmsetedzlaceritie
9z;pe of the to*, curs. (ICftgx I9s,-e) is
largdy Iresamcd urespetise of Elie method
eifobabg it. the prev n siew is that the
Shapeof the tirvewog
-xtto
pattern
rezi lieal irrespective of fit suacy and
krei flerer, di-eboid mechanical tunig
curveds~csiatllv ake bole- viewof
the spatialy distrad eck1inib
pattern,
ulsid, is most likdvr varyi
s socie systens.
2LrkW:!7 with tone let
in the pOscCSS Of
tracking threshoid mut hieocy (Lecage,
1987ec). The coaly viar to determine v'nthelar
this is the case is to cary out complete fre.
q0OecT resonse and intensity fimcidxss unit
mng
da~cmallowanxcie for active bolsaior
wich hasa2 teporal bdaavicir independent of
dhat for the traeing wve.vThis is diffixit to
achieve with any techniqoe. such as the 3ldssbertchnique, itiich is slowr and whiich
mat require-limiting assutions about the
nrure: of the response: (e-g, linearity). The
data presented here vwere obtained stith two
techniques of rapid response -.ad wide dy.
namic range a capacitive probe for AC displacement and a fiseroptic inter for the DC
displacermt respone
When tuning cures are obtained in this
way, in guinea pig%, the description becomes
much more complex A salient feature of the
capacitive probe data, is that the method of
data collection is rapid and ret-eals frequency
responses that are dynaiictly variable. Yet
because the ear is fundamentally a mcLarioreceptor. we are obliged to deal with this level
of complexity. This dupter is concerned with
the nature of the v.ariability and the possibltty
that its source may be an important compa.
nent of the .aribility in the characteristics of
nobse-induced bearing loss,

Methods
Methodssir-,
The methods for the capacitiv-e: probe
technique are described in detail cLsesshere
(LePage, 198i7a), as are those for the fiberoptic Ic%
er (LePage, 1989)

Data

Data
[efage and Johnstone (1980) showed
that in the vibratory respnse of the basilar
membrane, a decrease of the nonlinear cornpression (outpuilinput slopes of less than
unity, decibel per decibel) wausaccompanied
by a loss of neural sensitivity as determined by
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the cocapoo~nd ation poteunL Eansis beharo- (Vsloe geater tiean uzs) aso ocoCre and b
mre pronroc as the:
re
coiapnwauon ccased, Partly becamse the vrnabilry decreased (I Oage. 1961). With the caPaduv probe: tedz-que. the -o stovgr
compressive beavior v= in ha am--at the
tuzzog peak~ bitt some, coe-Mb oC an ocUtv
aboue it, utheregion fonotchF;Igue
IA
shoa 2 famIy of tuning ctrvs obtainedl as
prsioesly describedl (tLlige and Johnstone.
198G 0 eage l972b)) &eCa2= Of thle o1Vr
lap of the curves in this regiont, the lower-intenistv cure arc oniyr sbovLi, as hr as onw
point above the f5reueny of the Am'tdi A re.
ciarlable featuare is that one obtais similar
tuning curves whtheir one uses repetitive:
dicks.signai as-agng and frequency ttansforcration, or ixed-let-ni pure, tones presented in
steps of 1 kiir and a lock-in amplidecr (Le~uge
1981) partially downithe high-frquency cutoff as a notch phenoimenont that depends on
both frequency and lerd. In Fgure 10-lA. the
notch occtrs in the top trAce at 19.5 Ils This
notch is apparently related to OIIC contraility (Lel'age, 1989) and may he much more
pronounced. As the stitmulus lordI is in.
creased, the frequency of the notch rises
monatonleally In the eamples; wit pure,
tones. for a ladel change of 20 dBi,the frequency of the notch would rise typically by
'As of an octame In reciprocal terms, this 9hiM
describes i slope 4f 300 dli per octa%e, coincidenitally equaling the highi-frequenicy slope of
the threshold tuning cunec for the same range
of sound pressure leeLs,
The diffrential slope of the input-output

function (decibel per decibel) may be comnputed as a function of frequency (Flg. 10.lli).
Fresh guinea pig preparations bhowed strong
nonlinear compression for frequencies less
than the characteristic frequency (CF),
hereas all records showed nonlinear expanbehavior aboie the CF. This %%-is
never resealed by the Nfssshuer technique because
the expansion rates were high, bey-ond the
limited dynamic range of the technique. In
Figure 10-lIB the conec with the circles is obtained by dividing the dfference between the
top rwo cur-es of Figure 10-lA by the intensity step (6 dli and smoothing withba three.
Point average. Likewise, the'caner~ with the
squares represents the slope between the seeond two curves, and so on, The conecs show
that the degree of nonlinear compression is
higher for the top pair of cones and lowest
for the bottom pair. Moreover, the frequency
at Which the transition toward expansiv-e behavior ocears decreases with stimulus level.
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V9=re1041 Guineapig twiog curisfoeaplaixin tebasal um (A~lobtaind iuasi-imwuttaowly forrpetisr%
dlicks instepsofstimuhrs lve o16 d& Eah curse representsa2responseforcoscatt stimulus. not constant hasetar
membranecresponse. The curses shama highilyreproducible gcnera pattern in uludi the intensity response onc.
noonshow genst itoano compression
between recordsfor the highest stimulus In ILi71is pattern of rr.

sponc can beexplained it. in addition to the sibratwry response of the basilar membrane, the measurment is inuencd by a length chttge of fthouter hair cell(OIIC.sdtfch movs toward scala%rstaulifor short delays,
leadigto apparentcomprcsson. A, The sy ols Inthe lower panel represent the u-putloutput slope dented from
the differences betwee adjacent pairs of cures as incd in the upper panel (Al The circes are for the highest
pareof sumudus intetities salutethe inverted triattgles;
are foe the,losest pate.
Slopes of umityindicate linear resporne. Conrsely. 011C.niid anu the basilar memruhane
tosard STfor longer dela~s, can account fo"the
suig to expansion. The apparent complexity of the belusior is increased still further by the shift in place of the
traseinsg %2-ve
enselope tosswd the apex. saith an increase InIneseL
The conditions for obserting the notch
showed considerable varability because the
data also strongly depen;ded on the history of
the experiment (fig. 10-2) TheI cleof nonlinear compression could typically decrease
over jilst I minute of the stimulus.
In input-output (or intensity) futnctions,
the same notch phenomenon seen in Figure
10.I is manifested between 50 and 80 dlB
sound pressure levels (SPL) in the input-output functions (Fig. 10-3A, Bi) Examination of
the phase curves reveals a sharp discontinuity
or jump at the frequency of the notch. The
teuc-level at vshich thecnotch and phase shift
are_observed changes svitlt the history of the
experiment. Figure 10-3 shows the notch occurring at 74 dli SPL for ascending sound pres.
sure levels. ThecSPL rises to 99 dBiand then

di&caads. The SPL is above 90 dB SPL for 20
to 30 seconds, during vshtcb ttme a slight TTS
will hase occurred. On descent, th~enotch has
shifted to 63 df; SPL Figure 10-4 shows a similar history-dependent behavior, bhich is repealed for a second cycle tip and dovis.
In a series of experiments using the Ii.
beroplic lever, intense tones of 100 to 1t0 dBi
SPL are delivered to live guinea pigs using a
sealed sound system (voltage to tlte driver is
constant, not the SPL at the tympanum). This
results in displacements of the basilar membran& of several micrometers. After an Intense
sequelsee of tone bursts (Fg. 10-5A), first increasing frequency and then decreasing feequeitc, there is a shift of the best frequency
of the response patterna to lower frequencies,
Two subsequent records at slightly less inten-
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Discussion

sity (Fig. 10-511,
C) show that the new CF
seems to remain, Expanded time records, such
as those reported by LCPage
(1989, Fig 10),
Show avariety of history-dcpendent behaviors
in response to the presence of intense tones at
the CF. Figure 10-6 shows that tone bursts
that produce movements In the direction of
SV, or seals vestibuli (frequencies at CF or
less) tend to be transient and decay back to
the prestlnsulus baseline, whereas movements
toward ST,or scala tympani (above CF) tend
to establish a new baseline, The polarity of

These data are difficult to explain by conVcntlonal models, wiiich seek primartly to account for behavior at threshold, Instead the
data are consistent with the interpretation that
nonlinear compression is doe to a pcrturba.
lion of the vibratoryresponse by an influence
that is moving the basilar membrane sway
from the probe tip for short delays, and moving it towards the probe tip sometime later.
The velocity of the baseline movement is

these shifts is shown in the insets

higher for higher sound levels; this effec.
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tively reue rb estvtConsersely,
movement towards the scala tympani cffeC.
lively increases probe senisiivity, accentuating
the vibiion amplitude and lcadinglto appar.
cut expansion, The velocity is greater for
higher levels, so that the aliparent nonlitear,
compression seen in this way is greatest as the
level is increased,
nanh' notch constituites either an antircs.
ane ,,..mor likely, a cancellation phenom,
coon In capacitive probe data, The reason ihat
such a notch appears in the intensity functions,,but not in-the threshold tuning curves,
Is now apparent. Thecse data suggest that the
frequency of the notch shifts with level, In
spatial terms, the shift of the notch is similar
to what might be cxpectedlf the displacement
detector had been shifted along the basilar
membrane; i.e. the data suggest that the recording position was behaving effectively, as if
it were at a more apical place.
It would seem,, thecrefore, that these direct
mechanical data describe the behavior of the
notch n a manner qualitatively similar to the
half-octave shift phenomenon (McFadden,
1986). That Is it represents a transition that
slides along the cochlrar partition tow-Ard the

base, delimiting theapical extent of the exci
tation region (Fig 10.77). An analogy mighat be
tile mtotion of a hard object, such as a pen, be
tween thc blades of a pair of scissors as they
close. The transverse motion (OlIC length
change) gives rise to longitudinal motion (the
traveling-wave envlope-TWE-or excita.
tion pattern). This 'scissors concept' has a
plausible physical basis (LePage, 1990; TabletO,1) and explains why.a notch neversictu.
ally appears in the threshold tuning curve. Al.
though the complete overview of AC and DC
Isasyet to be obtained, It is evident that the
notch and the rapid phase transition are due
to the rapid polarity reversal iii the DC re.
spont" from the SVtoward the ST, which oc.
cuts above the CF. DC displacements toward
the SVare excitatory, whereas toward the ST
they are Inhibitory. Intense tones, in particular
thobc toward the ST, may. cauise a long-lasting
or possibly nonreversible change in OhIC tugor, this gives rise to an effective shift in the
tonotopy. -which In tuirn gives rise to a MS
Evidently, in the impsulse train experiments,
the stimsulus was at a hlgh-enisogh level to pro.
duce the mechanical equivalent of a TI, or a
net bias toward the ST adding to the bias ef'
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ciourt from the ribratory motion of the hoodar

Inest
ii

vibratortuning conve snWWppr totedaS
a cancellationphentomenion
due to the rapid
length changeOftheOIlC Thenotch in thetun.
tog cones and intensity functions (Figs, l0.1
through10-4)doestnotappearin neuralor tmechaniealthreshold toning cone s. hecgase
it representsa sharp
conteastin theexcitation pattern.
uttich slidesalongthe basilarmemobrane,
vsith
changein leveldelimiting theendof the ecou.
tm
nnrhi els v c1 vestibulf,S.

isput
-

ST

Eo

Distance

sv
feet of drainitig the ST for those experiments.
In Figutres 10-'3and 10.4 there is systetn'
atic behavior in what at first appear to be very
badly behiaved intensity and feequency response fuinctions. Again, these data- can be ex-

The notch appears-to bc corelated with the
high freqiiency DC reversal seen tn Figure
10.7, so that, Ite notch's change of place cor.
responds to a longitudinal shift of the zerocrossing point, with a general change tn OIIC

plained-if the position of the sensor had been
shifted along the basilar membrane or, alter.
nately, if the tonolopic mao-had become per.
manently distorted. Long term mechanical rccordtngs were not practical, so a TIStype of
recovery of the shift phenomenon was never
seen. Figure 10.5 suggests a shift In the tonotopy with exposure to avery intense tone, this
change remained for the tw'j lower sound Ievcis. In response ,to-a train of Intense tone
bursts, 'the basilar membrane baseline was
seen to be react to anlew value with each new
tone burst (LePage, 1989, Fig. 10). The erratic
niatuire of those responses is difficult to cx.
plain, unless the.prescncc of each intense
burst produces a nLiv distortion of the fre.
66qneyplacc map;whlch may result tn excita.
tion or siippre~sio according to sense basic
DC-excitation pattern (LePage, 1989). In a se.
tylcholine was perfused into the SI%the notch
rias apfamecnl iniiexpermet whih
a ae.
frequency -by the perfusatc (LePage, 1989).

tonus caused by the acetylcholine.
In 1990 1sunggested that tir net turgor of
the OIIC may have~a role In establishing the
place (delimiting the apical extent) of tlte
TWE for a fixed tone frequency (LePage,
1990; Table 10.1), The basis of the suggestion
is that the slow molilit) may act to set the resotuant frequency in the strings of the '110m.
bolts harp," which was originally assumed to
be fixed. 011C turgor may not just influenc
cochlear sensitivity through a conventional
bias effect, but may also effectively amsplify fthe
changi. by tlte development of a spattal disparity. That is, the Excitation pattern moves away
from the point of maximal effectiveness. It follows that history-dependent variations in OIIC
rurgor, and resulting residual changes tn basilar membrane displacement, may tnfluence the
susceptibility of OIIC to further high-level cxvariable responses to suibsequent exposurespe. inystresi may6
therbeoreacnt
fora
depend on the starting value of the DC bias.
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TABLE 10.1 Basis of the "Modified Helmholtz," or Variable Place Model
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The model for variability, is schematized
in Figure 10-8. The lower.left quadrant shows
the hypothetical relationship of basilar membrane DC shift to radial tension in the fiber
bundles of the pars pectinata (strings) The
upper-left quadrant shows how the resonance
frequency of the, strings depends on the tension of the strings (Mersenne's first law for a
free undanped string) Finally, the upper.right
comer shows the standard frequency-place
map for the mammalian cochlea. The most
pronounced change in basilar membrane baseline is from the SV toward the ST above the CF
of the place. Unperturbed from its 'rest" position, the TWE will map to a position, A. If the
basilar membrane moves toward the SV ac.
cording to the model (LePage, 1990e Appen.
dix 10.1), the lever action of the arch will
produce an increase in tension of the, fiber
bundles of the basilar membrane, raising their

longer than the initial.changes due to exposure. It is suggested that high-intensity -tones
produce a slackening of the fibers of the pars
pectinata, presumably due to a change of OHC
turgdr. This then results in a residual bias toward the ST and a loss of sensitiiity. Secondly,
these tones produce a residual tonotopic shift
or spatial misalignment. The TWE moves
basalward from the best place, so it is necessary to lower the stimulus frequency to regain
the maximal response from the detector. The
result is a temporary threshold shift and the
observed history-dependent mechanical responses. Permanent loss of OIIC may result in
varying degrees of remapping of the cochlea
and highly unpredictable behavioral losses.

a small neighborhood of this place will map to
a more apical place, A. Conversely, movemit toward the ST will slacken the strings,
and a fixed tone will map to a more basal loca.
tion, A As the frequency is raised past the CF,
the DC transition moves toward the Si., which
gives rise to a scissors effect. That is, the sup.
pressive effect of the bias will be effectively
amplified by the secondary effect of the sliding
shift of the transition toward the base. In this
scheme, the more Intense the tone, the more
strongly the TWE excitation pattern will contract towards the base, away from the detector
(inner hair cell). This explains the sharp cutoff
of tuning curves and suggests a mechanism for
priming effects that reduce the level of TrS
(Canlon ct al, 1988). The major unknown
variable in the model is the slope of the line
representing the relationship between basilar
membrane DC displacement and radial tension.
An important Implication of the variable
place model is that it opens up the elsibility
of permanent remapping of the cochlear partition in the case of OIIC loss, thereby transferlug the frequency representation away from
regions in which there is OHC loss to regions
in %Nhich OtlCs remain, This would tend to
support the notion of a lfai-safe" mechanism
for the cochlea, in which audiometric loss is
the last parameter to reflect ongoing damage,

la Variabilit6 des Pertes
Auditives Induites par le

resonant frequencj'. A fixed tone mapping into

Conclusion
The data suggest that hysteresis occurs in
the mechanical displacement of the basilar
membrane. The recovery phase takes much

Hyst&r sis en Mecanique
Cochleaire et Modle de

Bruit
Quatre ftudes distinctes du mouvement
do la membrane basilaire chez le cobaye in
vivo ont r6%,616un d~calage, en fonction de
l'intensit6, de lenveloppe do londe propag2e
a son extr~mit6 apicalc. Deuxiimemcnt, ces
etudes ont montr6 lexistence do d(place.
monts riiduiels faisant suite A une exposition
A des bruits intenses, des bouffees de sons
purs+et des bruits impulsionnels, Les deplacemonts dirigs vers la rampe vestibulaire sout
transitoires, alors que ceux dirig s vers la
rampe tympanique soot de longue dur&c et ne
disparaissent que lentement ou pas du tout.
Des expositions ripietes oit cycliques
depuis lets has niveau'x vets ls hauts mveaux
produisent des ph~nom nes d'hyst6rsis qul
peuvent correspondre a des modifications de
la turgescence des cellules cill~es extemes.
Un mod le relatif au rile des modifications de
turgescence des cellulcs sur la mecanique coclsh-airo est d~crit. II prend en compte 'ide
qute la motilit6 des cellules cihs externes
produit des distorsions localis6es de la carte
frEquencielle
coclilt-aire. En particulier,
hysttrsis qui survient A Ia suite de sons intenmsessemble tre dA aux variations de turgescence. Le schma d'excitation continu con.
dult t I'apparition de regions spatialement ad.
jacentes de contraste levi_ Normalement
cies se dplacent vets lapex quand le niveau
croit, mais vont vers la base Iorsque e temps
d'exposition augmente. Avec he changement
de nivcau, de petits changements de turges-

IVISTEER IN COCHWLAR
MECIIANICS
c e ront amplifi~s par le d6calagi le long
aor
hlfar etu ourin
de Iaclos
5"
Cla polarit6 de
on effet puissant sur la forccet
ds ne oleeat ar on*
cllues.
mtzlt6ds
]aIaclfues.
mtilt6
ne oicest ar onsequent ouverte pour expliquer de nombreux
ph6nomi~nes cocbl6aircs.
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SECTION

TWO

Central Changes

CHAPTER I I

Effect of Frequency-SpecificLosses
in CochlearNeural Sensitivity on the
Processingand Representation of
Frequency in PrimaryAuditory
Cortex
RlAMIESH
RAJAN
DEXTER RF.IRVINE
MICIAEL B. CALFORDI
LISA7- WISE

Tihe

damaging effects of loud sound expo.
sure on a variety of cochlear responses have
been studied extensively, Aluch is known
about the changes in receptor and neural sen.
sitivity, and about the biochemical, morpho.
logic, and physiologic processes that underlie
a reduction in neural output from the cochlea
due to loud sound exposure. However, only a
few studies have examined the effects of this
reduction in outflow front the cochlea on the
characteristics of neuronsin central auditory
structures Such neglect would be justified if
the changes in Zentral auditory processing
were totally explicable in terms of the cochlear changes,. However, the extant studies

These results suggest that loud noise can pro.
duce changes in central auditory structures
that are not simply predicted by the cochlear
effects. We hae been examining tie effects of
a frequency.specific loss or decrease in neural
outflow from the cochlea on processing in the
primary auditory cortex (AI) of the cat. In one
series of experiments we examined the effects
of such a reduction in cochlear ottflow on the
frequency selectivity of Al neurons In a seeond series, we examined the changes in the
representation of the cochlea in the Al in ani.
mals with restricted cochlear lesions,

on the effects of loud sounds on processing in

Effects of Losses in
Cochlear Neural
Sensitivity on Frequency

sure to loud noise, threshold losses of neurons

Selectivity of Al Neurons

central auditory structures suggesz that this
simple model cannot fully explain the changes
in central auditory processing, For example,
many stadies have reported that, after expoin central auditory nuclei are greater than cochlear threshold losses, with different central
structures being affected to differing extents
(Babighian et al, 1975; Bledermann et al,
1987; Gerken et al, 1986; Lonsbury-Martin and
Martin, 1981; Salvi, 1976; Salvi et al, 1975;
Starr and Livingston, 1963; Syka and Popehlir,
1982). Ithas also been reported that noise.induced hearing losses can produce an increase
in the excitabiity
of central auditory neurons
(Gerken etal, 1986; Willot and Lu, 1981).

Much of the processing in the auditory
system appears to occur in frequency-specific
channels (Blanert, 1969/1970; Jenkins and
Merzenuch, 1984; Viermiester, 1988). Presunuably, the substrate for such streaming is provided by-the sharp frequency selectivity of
neurons along the "core auditory pathway
TIhus, an understanding of the effects of noise
exposures on the frequency selectivity of neurons in the core auditory pathway would ap119
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Fi'gure 11.1 Effectof temporal)thresholdshis (TM~) in cochlearscrusitrory
ever restrictedfrequencyregionson
the toningpropetics of Alneurons.
'Thehlackdotsat thebottom of eachpael air the compound
action potential
(CAP)thresholdlososcausedbya loud purc tone exposure(seetert , measured
after CAPlosses
hodstabilized
Abuse ths are thteexcitatory response
areas
of rte Al neuronsdetcrnifled beforeandafterTM'Sloll linesarepre.
MI'tuning curves,dashedfloesarepost MI'tuning caines,measured
ssbellCAPlosses
hadstabilized.
A, Primary.
lide effects
(seetest) onAl tuning carvesB, tDisnlobition' effects,C "Increased
ilubitiots effects,Theoredinate
is readasthreshold(dBtSPL)for thetoning curvesandas'Threshold
Loss(ril) for the CAPlosses.

pear to becrtical foe understanding how load
sounds affect human psycllophysical perfor.

Price, 1978). NThen thcae losses had stabilized,
the frequency response area of tlar cortical
neuron Was redetermined using t(le same
sound exposurca have been examined on the
method w' applied Initially.
frequency selectivity of atuditory brain strt
Three basic rypes of change in tlte fre.
and midbrain neurons. In essence, these stud.
quency response areas occured after loud
ica;found that the effects of loud sound expo.
sountl-induced MI' in cochrlear Senstivity,
sures on te excitatory tuning curves of neu.
'ilte first type, seen in approximately 22 per.
rons in these pacts of Ite central nervous sys.
cent of the neutrons, basicaily involved a loss
of sensitivity reflecting losses at tlte periphery
the effects seen at the. level of
mirroced
tcm
theeVItIth nerve, i.e., there was a loc, In
(Fig. I I-IA). The second type, seen in approx.
threshold sensitivity at and around te cbeacituately 41 percent of tite neurons, was more
terisie frequency (CF-frequen6~ at which
complex, Involvtng a loss to sensitivity around
the neuron had tlte lowest threshold), with lit.
the CFof the tuning curve asWecll
asan expan.
tIc chtange
at more distal frequencies (fiender.
sion of Ite. response ares (Fig, I I1-111).
'The
son and Moller, 1975; Syka and Popcldif 1982;
prc.Ti'S frequency response area of thItsneu.
Willolt and Ltt, 1981). Thus, the general na- ron wvas
bounded both laterally and at hitgher
tore of the loss In frequency selectivity in
intensities, Such ctrcumscribed response aceas
these ne irons was attributed to cochslesr
in Al are'believed to be shaped by inhibition
changes, though tlte full extent of the central
both from the lateral freqtuencies and from fire.
threshold losses wvasnor accottnted for in
qsreneies from. wiltin the response area at
these terms (SalId,1976; Saivi et al, 1975; Syka
htigh, intensities (Calford et al, 1989; Philitps
and Popelit, 1982; WVillott and Lu, 1981)'
and Cynader, 1985)' After the Mi', there was
Wechtave examined the effects on (lte Iee.
a loss of sensitivity around the CF region of
quency selectivity of single neurons in the
the neuron, corresponding to the cochlear remiddle layers (layers Ill and IV) of the Al, of
gions in which there were significant CAP
losses in cochleac neural sensitivity caused by
thtreshold losses. Additionally, the neuron's rebrief loud pture, tone exposurs. In esch case, sponse aces expanded to tnelutde both f6.
the excitatory response acesof thle single nra.
qtlencies at which it Itad previously not reron was first defined. A brief (I to 10 mirsponded and higiter intensities at frequencies
utes),.loud (100 to 115 dBiSPL). pure tone
within the former response ares. The third
'was presented to the cocea at a frequency
type of change, seen in approximately 33 per.
,a octave belowv
the CFof the neuron, to procent of the neurons, is illustrated in Figure ItIduce temporary threshold shifts (TIS) in coIC. 'lt, Initial frequency response area of tlls
cIrar neural sensitivity at frequencies itsa re- neuron was also ctirttmscribed. After the pestricted range about the CFof the neuron. Ilhe
ripheral Mf', there was a loss in sensitivity
losses at the cochlea were monitored in the
acound the CF.anad
the response acesbecame
compound action potential (CAP) audiogramt
more circumscribed in both frequency and mn(Dallos et a], 1978; Johnstone et al, 1979;
tenytir.
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Figure i1-2 Mummon of the ;.potbedh on the role of intuerolon
in darmin~n the effectsoftcmrlq thresh.
(All ncuroc&.kAGencrinurd Castopicof
old sit (Tl$) on theecimry tuning curec of prinury auditory CoctCX
the exotswory tuiningCumeof Al narrom t lnd byIn~oty sixrroands. B, Predscdonof the thsinbition h)podicsss
on thecffcct of a SoAsin exczaloy &tsecfrom amond the Ctuameristic frequency (CF) repon (og. t
a Mt in eodhlewr
ncurl scrisiity 2tfrequencs bint t neurons CF)omthe ovrall slipe of the mauoiry
tuning tuv C Effecton Attuning curnts if the MThasno effecm
on y inhibition sopng theAl ricuronal tunning

EWr OFR1on
i
1= annot be discussed in terms ofooy re.
&icurin an the ecdanon cafnerros in central
dungefs that
netuturecs.71The
andinua
we bame observed mothe AL lnasslrinchanges
in the irelativc lerds o~both exdcye =d inMiror inpnt to Al ocnn. suggest that
moore, comaple phenormena of tis sort mumt
be considered integral to the dansagng couse.
qoiencs of loud sounds on the 2aditry sseM=The presence of suda complex pbeinmmit make it dicultutopredit thefictscift
sound-inducedlloss in peripheral sensitivt on
es.
infrm~ain processing in the auitr
Toe relaziodv smiall ntmabers of neurons ex.
anecd preivnts us from drawing any conchasins sboutthe pedonuace of one tspe of
efect as opposed to ilse others The complexire of the effects; observed does. howvr,ir
make it imperative, that more studies of this
sort he done to darify the central neurophysiclogic effects of sound-inducedi losses in periplaeral senasitivity before: we begin postlaing mtaicnisnss to explain the cfects of damaging loud sounds on human pschophaysical
perforane
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des in birtarna. In eaca line of catdalto-rostrzl p cati'=ons the as of necuron clusters
prgressh-cly inceased. Beyond the rostra! Al
regions at wicii the very hig frequenacies
(about 30 to .40 kliz) werec represerld. the
tocopic sequence revred. consistent ith
the dcczrod basing crossed into the anterior
auditory ficid. Along the dorsovntral axis of
the AL, points of similar CF can be joined together to form isoftegiaency lines, in R~gure
11-3. sudchlhnrs bare been dran tonsepzrat
poinats; with Uls abovc and below the fcquency specifiedl on the Ilne
Recent studies in the smoenovand
auditory systems have showni that the, topographic irepresenation of the receptor surface,
in the pr urany sensory cortex is modifiable in
the adult following rrmva - input from restricted regions Of the receptor suffice (Kelaban and Doetscs, 1984; Merrersich and Kaas.
1982; Meazrzeid eta21. 1983atb. 1984; Rasmausson, 199_; Robertson and irvine. 1989; Wall
ad Cusick. 194) In the studies of such piasticity of the somratosenisory system. rensoul o(
input from restricted regions of the body surface by a %7rietyof manipulations results in
substantial reorganization of the cortical somatotopic map. In brief, the cortical regions that
normally represented the skin surfaces from

input wseliminated did not fall silent

ftertheexperimental manipulation. Instead,

these cortical regions iiere occupied by the
of other, unaffected skin sur
representation
adjacent to the affected areas. A consequence of this plasticity of the cortical soma.
totopic representation v'as that the skin SurA second type of change in central struictures. produced by losses in pecriphera senisi- faces adjacent to the areas affected by the experimental manipulation now had a much
tivity. nas been shown in recent studies on the
greater area of cortical representation (Kelaeffects of restricted damnage to the peripheral
han and Doetsch. 1984; Nferzenich ct a1,
receptor arry on cortical 'maps The term
19834,1984. Rasmuson, 1982,Wal
'mtaps" is used here to denote fie ordered
nC C-2 and
sick, 198f.
representation of the peripheral receptor ar.
In an analogous study in the auditory sysray that is found in central nervous system
tem, Robertson and Irvine (1989) showed
structures of the major sensory system.
that restricted Unilateral mechanical lesions of
In the auditory system, the ordered repre.
the cochlea in adult guinea pigs, producing
sentatiOn of the peripheral receptor arry of
permanent losses of cochlear necural sensitivity
the cochlea produces a tonotupic Organization
of central auditory structures reflecting the hat- over a restricted frequency range, result in
plasticity of the frequency organization in the
sic organization of the cochlea. The cochlcocortex contralateral'to the lesioned cochlea.
topic organizatiotn of the normal cat At, as deThe basic features of the results obtatned by
termined by mieroelectrodc mapping tech.
Robertson and Irvine ( 1989) are illustrated in
niques, is illustrated in Figure 11-3. As has
been shown in other studies (Mclraenich et a1, Figure 11.4. The mechanical lesion made
about 2 months prior to the recording session
1975; Reale and Imig. 1980), high frequencies
resulted In almss in CAP thresholds at freqluen
are represented by neurons at the rostral end
cies greater than 10 kllz (Fig. 114-A). WVhen
of the Al, and low frequencies are represented
the auditory cortex contralateral to the Icby neurons at the caudal end, with a systemsinned cochlea was mapped to determine its
atic representation of intermediate frequen.
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Fiue
13Toootouic orgniztion of the Ponita cat primary aodtory conesX
(Nt)to conualateral StUrwistion.
bcistsostelocati of
othe recordingi sites in theM on the middt eCtosylvian g9tms(5EG). Eachdot inthe
sbe
e titon made notrmalto the corical surfacNme.
fa icodcto
loctin
theCZ
dacottcf
C'
uny( e ofIcluser of ocarons recorded in thtpntzlo.I4cc
tranions niarked W oeuronal dusters were broady nuritedIsorequency honeshave been draun to separte points
%%,bM~above and below the frequency denoed at the top of the lie.The frequenicy reversal at the rostral end of
the M indicates placement orthe electrode In the anterior auditory held.

Organization to input from the Icajoned cochlea (Fig. IIA-B), the representation of thc
low frequencies in the rostral auditory field,
which vms mapped in greater detail by these
experimenters, appeared to be nortmal. A nor.
mal tonotopic progression of increasing CF
from 1.5 kliz to about 9 klit was observed
with caudal displacement of the electrode in
this fiCELIn more caudal regions, the orgauslr.
tion of the rostral field was distinctly abnor.
mal. There wvasan expanded representation of
the frequency band from 9.1 to 10 6 kIla, and
a very large, region of cortex that nould nor.
mally have been devoted :o the representation
of higher frequencies (Robertson and Irvine,
1989) now contained neuronal clusters with
CFs In this restricted range of frequencies,
corresponding to the edge of the region at
w~hich cochlear losses occurred Further caudal to this region of cortex wvasa strip of cortex Inwhich neuronal clusters were either un.

responsive or wee only weakly responsive to
auditory input. Finally, caudal to this strip of
cortex, a limited amount of mrIpping SUggested that there had also been an expansion
of the representatton of the same restricted
frequency band in the caudal hield,vwhich has
a tonotopie organizatton that is the relerse of
the rostral field (Robertson and Irvine, 1989).
Thus, the results of this study showed that,
some time aftcr a pecrmanenit-loss in cochlear
necural sensitivity, there was a reorganization
of the frequency selectivity in the auditory
cortex such that neurons deprived of their CF
input by the peripheral lesion now acquired a
new CF at a frequency at the edge of the region of cochlear losses. Signsificantly, neuronal
responses in the reorganized areas were vrgor.
ous, and thresholds of clusters of cortical neurons In these regions were not significantly
different from normal thresholds at those fire.
quencies.
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CI' was the midpoint of a narrow range of frequen.
Cien(no morethan 3 Ili wide) to which the nenronalctlusterswerCe
equallysensitise.Note the rostrl region
containing anexpandedrepresentation
of the frequencyrange19 to 2(09k~tz,Two rostratpoints are msanked
wilth
an asteris to Indicatethat theyhadvery highthresholds
(about50 dB SPI.)

EFFECr 0OF
FRtEQUENCT-SPECtssC
LOSSES
put would still be able, to respond to the
lower frequencies that fell within its response
area-and whuld thus exhibit a 'new' CF at a
frequency at the edge of the lesion. However,
given the sharp frequency tuning of most Al
neurons (Phillips and Irvine, 1981), residual
responses of this sort would have higher-than-,
normal thresholds. Thus, assessing whether
the expanded reptesentat~on isa manifestation
of plasticity depends critically on whether the
Cl' thresholds in the region of expanded representation are comparable to normal thresh.
olds.
We therefore compared the CF fthesholds
in the expanded region to the CF thresholds
in normal cortical regions immediately adja.
cent to the region of nominal expansion, se.
lecting all points within the 2-kHz band of frequencies just caudal to the start of the region

ofexpansion asthe 'normal" band fo. compar.
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1976; Kdahan and Doetsch, 1984;NMerril and
Wall, 1978; Alerzenicli and Kaas, 1982,
Mferzenich ct a], 1983ab, 1984;-Rasnausson,
1982; Wall and 'Cusick, 1984; Wilson and
Snow, 1990). This suggests that this phenoinenon is comnnon among sensory representations in the adult central nervous system. How
such plasticity of frequency selectivity and 21uditory corti&4amapa after damage to the periphecral rceptor array affects perceptual funclion is still a matter of speculation, Neverthue.
less, the reorganization of the tonotopic map
and the expanded representation of frequency
regions adjacent to the regions of cochlear
losses may result in abnormal patterns of pro.
cessing in an auditory cortex showing such effects.

Eft e eiisA dtf
Eft
e
eiisA
dtf
sur la SWectivit6 en
Frequence et sur

ison. The adjacent 2kMz band was chosen be.
cause tis band of frequencies was sufficiently
close so as to be unaffrcted by the confound.
Ing factor- of differences in normal cochlear
sensitivity. In the case illustrated in Figure
115
contro"
theh pointsandr
the 12*~l
pintsre
qucncylieTe.mathehlfotes
poits
as bou 7dB lower than the mean
threshold in the region of expansion. Alltoui
this difference was statistically significant, it
can be arounted'for by the loss of 6 dill in the
CAP threshold at the frequencies of e.xpan.
Mion,compared to normal CAP thresholds at
these frequencies.
In all caseswith lesions made to restricted regiousof the BNI.,wvehave observed
the basic phenomenon of an expansion of the
cortical representation of a restricted band of
frequencies represented atBINIloci at the edge
of the region affected by the lesion, Thbisconfirms the results obtained by Robertson and
Irvine (1989) In the guinea pig and extends
the generality oftheieresult to another mamniaIlan species. As illustrated by the consideration of thresholds in the regions of reorgani.
aation, the expanded cortical rcpresentahion
of afrequency band at the edgeof a peripheral
lesion appears to represent a genuine plastic
reorganization of the frequency map rather
than just the result of residtual drive from the
edge frequencies.
These results reveal alarge degree of plas.
ticity in a cortical map of the adtilt auditory
system, similar to the plasticity observed in
maps of adult central nervous system structtes in other sensory systems (Byrne and Calford, 1980, Calford and Twcedale, 1988, 1990,

Les sires corticales primaires de
l'audllion, de la somestli~sic et de la vision
contiennent tine rcprfsentstion ordonnc tdu
champ rkcepteur p~riphirique. Danala somes.
th~sie et la visioni, celte topographic correspond Aides "cartes" respectives de lespace
corporel et de leapace visuel. Dans Ic syst~mc
atiditf, Ia rrprlscntation ordonn&e del'organe
ri~cepteur p~ripli~rlque correspond Aione or.
ganisation tonotopique tin cortex auditif petinure (Al),-Les hatites fr~quences sont reprd.
sent~es on bout dii champ cortical et les
bassesfirquences Ai lattre, avec lea fr6.
quinces intern;~diaires ente lea deux. Beau.
coup dihtudea r&entes, prlncipalement dii
systbme someatlifique, ont monted que [a
repr6sentatlon topographtique corticahe cat
malh~able non Seulensent- chez tin organisme
en coors de ddveloppement mats stissi chez
l'aditite suite A lininnation d'informations en
provenance de regions sp~ciflques et re.
streintes de la surface dii recepteur pieriphe.
rique. Danale syst~mc auditif p&Ipli~ique,
Robertson et Irvine- ( 1989) ont montre qtie
cliez Ie cobaye adulte, des Uidaons cochisaires
unilatkralcs et restreintes provoquant des
pertes permanentes de ]a sentsibilild neoro co.
chhu~aire
sur une 6tendue restreinte de firequences, entrainaient one plastickt
de

Devusr nd Wall, 1978, 198 1; Doltrovsky et a],

Vorgauilsation en frequence dans; fecortexau.
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CETAalN S
dtf contralatfral AiIa cochl&c Idsko. De 35 at
jours apr~s la Ilsion, l'analyse, de [a sensibil.
tt6 es roupmons
deneuonesdan Ic
a6 ds gouperens
d neuotis drts t: ortex aud tf contralat&rAl r6v6Ie que 'airc Cordt-

81

~r-

Cale ofi le domaine fr~quenticl 16s6 aurait nortnalcmenztt6 repr~cnt6 est partiellement oCcupe par one expansion des domainos
firfiquentielS 2djaceols au domairefrquentiel
es cuIaIfiioneS
pr
edeng arendomagf
r6gansr6oo
l
c diorues

~raik

~pones

tfos dcMr
otvgucssC
les scuils des groupomtents de neurotics cordI.

caux no soot pas difftfrcnts des seuils normnaux Ai
ces kkiqueces. Ces effets W'ont pas Wzobser%6s quand Ic cortex c6ntralatfiral 6tait ex.
acain& quclqucs Iseures aprds la rdalisation des
16sons
I~sions.Lis099022I.
Chex le chat, en uttlisant dos I6sions C.
chllalres indulces niloaniquetnont Cu par du
bruit, Coos avott5 tent6 de rcproduirc los r6.
sultats de Robertson ct Irine et do dfitermineo
s'il est possible do glnlraliser lour d&couvcrtc
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CHAPTER 12

Deafness-Induced Changes in the
CentralNervous System:
Reversibility and Prevention
JOSEF M. MILLER
RICHARD A, ALTSCIIULER

JOHN K.NIPARKO
DUANE 0. IIARTSIIORN
ROBERT I1,IIELFERT
JEN K MOORE

A. our understandtig of the peripheral
effects of noise on inner.earstructures and the
mechanisms underlying these effects In.
creases, so does concern about the central
consequences of noise-lndned pathology as
well as the effects of dtiafness on thec-entral
auditory system. From studies dating 'to the

that the development and application of co.
chhear and central nervous system (CNS) pros.
theses depend on the condition of the aodi.
tory nerve and the rest of the central auditory
pathways. incrcasingly, data indicate that tile
benefits of a prosthesis depend on tile integ.
rity of the auditory nerve and secondary cen.

and finction of the central pathways of sen.
sory systems depend on the integrity and ac.

supporting this contention include animal
studies that illustrate i- relationship between

1985). In aging, as%vellasin development, an.
atontle studies suggest that afferent Input

discrimination performance, and the density
of surviving spiral ganglion cells (SGCs)

lesser
degree,con.ept
cell size,ofItbrain
is apparent
the
'hard-wired"
circuitrythat
is not
correct Rather, the capacity for neull reorganzation in response to th e neural or ab.
senceofafferentinputs now we established,
In the auditory system, the dependency of a ditory nerve and central auditory structures
on normal cochlear function has been well de.
scribed in both neonatal and mature animals.
Although the effects tend to be more dramatic

man
beings benefits
of an inverse
relationship
between
perceptual
and length
of deafness
before implantation, and between perceptional
benefits and interaction of signals across stim.
ulation electrodes (channel interaction),
both presumably reflecting a decreased density of nerve fibers (Kleny and Zimmerman.
Pfellips, 1988)
(
Most recently, observaons have indi.
caed that under some c
tions, the central

in the neonate, they certainly are evident in
the mature auditory system.
In the auditory system, such studies have
taken on aspecial emphasis with the develop,
merit of clinical procedures to bypass the
pathologic receptor and directly activate cer.
tral auditor) paths in an attempt to rehabili*
tate the profoundly deaf. It seems intuitive

degenerative consequences of inner-ear deafness may be reduced. Together these observatiotis raise three questions. (1) What is the
state of our current knowledge of the conse.
quences of deafness on central auditory strocturecs(2) What are the mechanisms that may
underlie these changes? (3) To what extent
are they preventable or reversible?

last century, we know that normal struicture

tivity of the receptor (Coleman and Buell,

Strongly influences axonal and dendritic charaeteristics, synapse morphology and, to a

tral auditory' strctures. Direct observations

the threshold, dynamic, range of hearing and

(10fingst et at, 1981. 1983, 1985, 1988). indi.
rect observations are based on findings in hut.
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DFANESS-INDUCED
CIANGES IN 111 CENTRAL
NERVOUS
SYSTM

Current Knowledge
on Central Consequences

of Deafness
Deprivation of'sensory input can have
profound effects on the structure and function
of an afferent neural network. Most dramatic
are the changes that take place in the develop.
ing organism. These effects have been particu.
larly well described in the visual system; llu.
bel and W(esel have made hallmark contribu.
tions (Ilubel aiid Wiesel, 1965; Wiesel and
llubel, 1965; Ilubel et al, 1976, 1977). Unilat.
eral visual deprivation during development
permanently eliminated representation of the
deprived eye in binocular cells within visual
cortex, It is interesting that if the monocular
deprivation is resersed witllin a critical period
of development, the physiologic changes can
also be reversed (Wiesel and Ilubel, 1965),
Thus, not only can reduced afferent input dc.
crease the functional projections of tile sys.
tern. but stimulation can increase functional
connectivity. Moreover. in rats with monocular deprivation, there is an extensive henl
spheric ingrowth of callosal fibers, which In,
vade and make functional connections on bin.
ocularly deprived cells within the contralat.
oral hemisphere (Lund et al, 1984). Many of
these fibers would be gradually lost in the nor.
mal preparation, reflecting routine pro.
granmmed cell death that occurs widely
throughout the nervous system, Thus, activity
may permanently eliminate the declopment
of functional afferent connections and may re.
duce programmed cell death by promoting
growth of neuronal processes in the visual systern, In general, these findings are consistent
with observations In the somatosensory (lIar.
is and Woolsey, 19811) olfactory (Melsami,
1976; Misami and Manoocheli. 1977), and
auditory systems,
In tile auditory system, previous studies
on both neonatal and mature mammalian
models indicate that deafening can produce
significau.morphologic changes in the central
pathways. These changes are most obvious
when the deafening occurs during development. In neonatally sound deprived mice,
Webster and Webster (1977) found that both
globular cells of the ventral cochlear nucleus
(CN) and principal cells of the medial nucleus
of the trapezoid body were reduced in size,
and that tile dorsal CN was reduced in vol.
ume. These findings, although of a lesser ex.
tent, were similar to those observed in the
brain of a 9.yar.old child with profound congenital sensorineural hearing loss (Webster
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and Webster. 1977), Following cochlear abla.
tion in neonate mice. Trune (1982) found
fewer and smaller neurons in the octopus cell
and multipolar cell regions, as well as in the
ipsilateral cochlear nucleus in the deep layer
of tile dorsal cochlear nucleus. Additionally,
he observed fewer normal-sized spherical and
globular cells. In cats with fully.developed au.
ditory systems, cochlear ablation results in a
significant reduction in volume of the CN and
nuclei of the' superior olivary complex, primarily due to a reduction of cell size, with no
obvious decrease in cell number (McGee and
Olszewskf, 1962; Powell and Erulkar, 1962;
Kane, 1974). Similar findings were observed in
(lte adult guinea pig cochlear nucleus by Web.
ster and Webster (1978) and gerbil CN (liashisald and Rubel, 1989).

Human Investigations
Tie questions and challenges In this area
of research can be defined on the basis of the
exaniination of liuman material. Figure 12.1 itlustrates the results of an analysis of auditory
nerve sutrvival and cochlear pathology in the
temporal bones of a 62.yearoold nuale who was
bilaterally profoundly deaf, lie had lost hear.
lug in his right car following a mastoidectomy
40 years prior to death, Deafness in tis left ear
occurred as a result of a slowly progressive
hearing loss from 1952 onward. In 1987 lie
was Implanted with a nucleus cochlear prosthesis, which he used regularly during the last
9 months of his life. 'Ihe principal finding of
this temporal bone analysis is that there is a
close relationship between SGC str%ival and
damage to structures of the organ of Corti.
The central auditory strctures in the pa.
tient described above were also examined.
Figure 12.2 illustrates a comparison between
the ventral CN in a normal subject (Fig,
12.2A) and the bilaterally deaf patient (Fig.
12.211), In tile deaf subject, the CN shows a
markedly increased packing density of neurons and glia and a much more diffuse staining
of cellular elements. The greater density of
cells in the ventral nucleus is highly sugges.
tive of regression of auditory nerve axons and
their collateral branches. Diffuse neuronal
staining was also observed in higher auditory
nuclei, and was particularly obvious in cells of
the medial superior olive (Fig. 12.3A), The
change in staining characteristics was restricted to auditory structures and was not
present in other brain-stem structures in the
deaf patient, as evidenced by the normal ap.
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pecafance of cells in the facial nutcleus (Fig. 12.
313).
Our observations Inthis patient lend sup.
port to thle suggestion that auditory nerve Sur.
vival depends on the survival of supporting ci.
cmnsof the. organ of Corti (Ghorayer et al,
18)Onthe oter hand, front tis work, as
well ss from mnalerial published by others, it
does not seem Possible to'separatc extensive
Inner halt cell llossfrom lossof supporting el.
emets aSCatusativefactors in producing audi
tory nerve degeneration, it seems obvious
from our obaservations, letaddition to Ite liter.
ature on hutman stubjects, that a wide variety
of factors'contribitl to auditory nerve and
secondari' pathway degeneration. Indeed,
there are even observations of auditory nerve
degeneration and concomitant hearing loanin
tite presence of normal htair cells and organ of
Corti following aminoglycoside treatment (III.
nolosa and Lemrr 1987). In general, fit te literature on human subjects, a wide spectrumn
of eighth-tnerve sutrvival has been repoi,'ed
with inner-car pathology (Otte et al, 1978; 1llnojosa and Mlacton, 1983), whtich to a limited
extent appears to depend ott the ettology of
deafness (Blergstrom, 1975; Ilinojosa and Afar.
ion, 1983). Thrse data Indicate that a number
of factors Involved with normal inner-car funclion may contribute to maintenance of a normal attditory nerve; also, as demonstrated in
controlled animal investigations, a number of
peripheral mechanisms underlie auditory
nerve survival. We suggest that controlled ani-

k

surivvl (mmhaseto apex.A
close
coeeelatiot
wasfound
sensoey
between suevlving
neural
elementsandsuevisving

mal sttdies Inparallel with thleinvestigation of
httman materil atre necessary to clearly define
the factors that Contribtle to CNS changes
with deafness,

Animal Investigations
To purstue these questions tinder con.
trolled conditions, we htave stttdied degenera.
lin In the ototoxically.deafened gttinca pig,
Ilie combination of kanamyci and ethacrynle
acid in a single systemic Injection asdescribed
hy West et a! (1973) ltss been tusedthrottgh.
out these studies. Th'ilsdntg prodtuces a pro.
found deafness with a typically conmplete eliot.
Ination of all hair cells except a few scattered
outer htair cells renmaining at the apex of the
cochlea, With such broad destrutiton of hair
cells of the organ of Corti, widespread degen.
eration of auditory nerve and SGCS
begins I to
2 weeks following drug administration, B~y9
weeks te density of SGCshas been reduced
to approximately 50 percent of nornmal;
by 16
weeks it is redttceZ1 to 20 to 25 percent of
normal (Fig. 124I). Alltought there is sigaifi.
cant variability across aninmalswithin this
group, as Figure 12-4 shows, a reliable and
consistently progressive change in cell suevival was observed, In animals wtth a sparing
of htair cells in the apical region of the cochlea
(approximately onc In ten, with the drug dose
used) sigaificant survival of SGCs;
in the apex
of the cochlea was observed, As opposed to
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Figure 12.2 Ventralcochlearnucleusin a normalhearingperson., and i bilatcrally deaf person, A Note in.
creased packing density of ncurons andgilaanddduse staining of cells in the nucleusof the deafsubject,

the findings of IlinoJosa and Lerner (1987) in
human subjects, discussed earlier, we interpret these observations to Indicate that in the
guinea pig SGC degeneration is closely correlated with hair cell destruction. Degeneration
does not appear to be a direct effect of the
ototoxic drug on distal processes of the auditory nerve fibers in this preparation. Moreover, the observation that hiitial SGC degeneration could be seen in less than 2 weeks following drug admnistration, aswell as in preparations in which a relatively normal
supporting structure of the organ of Corti
could yet be observed, support the hypothe-

sis that auditory nerve survival depends on the
presence of functioning hair cells, rather than
on supporting elements of the organ of Corti.
Indeed, across a variety of pathologic material
in the guinea pig, our observations support
this view.
These data have recently been extended
to examine the effects of deafening on cells of
the CN. In a preliminary study, we measured
the areas of nucleolus containing somatic pro.
files in the rostral anteroventral cochlear nu.
cleus (AVCN) in guinea pigs 12 months after
ototoxic drug administration, Figure 12-5
shows that we observed a 15 to 20 percent
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Figure 12-3 A, Cellsof the media] $upcd ioroheiiaAdeal Pern, Note dMfusestoning B, Cells of the facialn',
¢Ims fromsamesubject. Note normal staining,

-....
decrease in somatic ara, Thlese findings corroborat' those Of Others who studied the CN
of long-term deafened animals (llashisald and
Rubel, 1989,1 Pasic and Rubel, 1989a),

Functional Implications
of CNS Changes
It would seem obvious that with degener,
ation of auditory nerve and changes in cells of
the auditor), brain stem the responsiveness of
the central auditory pathways to excitation

77 .

_-

would be Significantly reduced, Because in
these preparations the receptor as damaged,
the usual approach of asesing CNS respon.
siveness, using acoustic stimulation, cannot bc
employed, One alternative approach is the use
of electrical stimulation that can bypass the
auditory receptor, Smith and &¢mmons(1983)
demonstrated that the Slope of the amplitude
input/output function for the electrically
evoked auditory brain stem response (EABR)
was reduced with a reduction in density of
SGCs in pathologic cat preparations, flail
(1990) demonstrated that various measures of
the FOAR am~plitude strongly correlate with
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SC-C populations in pathologic rat prcp-,
tlions. Stypulkowski ctal(1986) Indicated that
for individual animals the itwaiabi~ity. was sufli
e/cntfy great that 2t best only, a tenuous rein,
5ii~g195*
tlonship existed between decrezsed respon.
sh'cness
as measured by the EABR and SC
density. We have uggested that this variability
may, in part, reflect 2 susceptibility of the
EABRmeasure t" electrical artifact contmination,
due to its short latency.'*e hu € c-alu2td the utility of the electrically evoked middle;alcn4;respnsc M\ll.) toassess changes
In electrical evolved
rcspons,-Neness of the 211ditory~pathvays. We demonstrated that the
measure w,-xs
less sensitive to electrical artifact
than the EABRand exhibited equal threshold
sensitivity and sensitivity to changes in the
site of peripheral stimulation. (Burton et al.
1939Lbh). Followving
treatment with ototoxic
drgs the slope of the amplitude Intput/output
ftimction
of the E.\tL
In guinea pigs decreases
wfthtime follovdnig treatment both across anIf:flalS
and within indh~idual subjects (Jyung el

DIAM-ED

al. 19S9;ll2'tshon
ct2L.1989). Tis cf'cct is
demonstrated in Figure 12-6, which shoms, for
anIindividual anlimal. the change in amplitude
inputfoutput function of the EABR during a
9-week period followving treatment whith
cthacrynic acid and katnam)cin, Figure 12-7
demonstrates the correlation cocificent ob'",cdbctvccn the slope of the input~output
function of the EMLR and density of surviving
SGCs in drug-trcated subjects with survival
times from 2 to 16 weeks following ototoxic
administIration. Thec findings indicated that
significant changes m;CXcitabihity of the cent%.Jviditory pathw ay's occur with reductiorn
of SG CS.
%lost recently thes'e findings h%e been
extended to the study, of evoked metabolic activity in ototoxieafly-dedfened 21111112S
Ung
2-dcoxyglucosc (2DG) measures. Figure 12-8
illustrates the density of 2DG in the interior
ol1hculus (IC) of normal and deafcncd sub
jcctsThcsc data demonstrate that, 4 weeks
followving deafness from ototox,,c drg admin-
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istration, there is a marked reduction in metabolic activity in the IC in comparison to that
in the normal subject. Signifiicant
changes in cctneaUlly evoked metabolic responsive.zess in the central auditory pathways
vt~erc observed in the ipsilateral CN complex.
contralateinl nuclei of the lateral lemniscus.
contralateral IC after .4weeks of defamoes
These data strongly support the hypothesis
that deafness produces signifieant physiologic
changes in the responsiveness of central audilogy pathwAys us well as in resting and evoked
metabolic activity. Important, then, is the
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question of whether these changes are subject
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to regulation by aciration of afferent fibers via
electrical stimulation.
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aoditory brain stem, resulting from drug-indoced dcafenia- The larger s-ugdy proggides
some interezzingsbeuooshowver,
froDm
the stadpoint of esperimental design, iz suffrs bcame of uncontrolled stimuluhs p==me
ezSs(ie, the use ota hearing aid in 2'nonrar
soun emronem)
th lak Of adequatly
defined -- C21stlcaunre, and a small sans
0
1
=V 25 3M
ple size, (17 caperimemial and control groups
from a pool of 22 animals). Recent studies
Fi~pae 12-9 Agrptud itVupaWt eanml
5
suggest that prosthietic stimulatin a enemked widdgletncic fopowei (EMIIR)
hincteons mc
hance the sutival of SGCS. LoustC21u (19871) coind frow one, suixL thilowixigcotsic
glig adexamnedthe
ffets
o f detricl suuiaion
th~zunXtf alto rocind dily czpunre godistria
c~lnired
I~ets m
lecricl simlaton
ntatrion at 100 pA,2 hon per day.llike tuntson SGC degeneration inducedl
1q, ototoXicily
dated subjeesstOn$stts slope
of the inpatbotpat
Guinea pigs Aere implanted nith SCalatui-.
1-mo id not &reess %ubtim folittg dnugadpani electrodes and then deafened by injecgiiunrstoo.
tilan Of kanamycin and Ciliacrynic ac6d. In
Comparison to implanted and unstimulated
idated at 100 ILAwais statistically less than dhat
deafenecd anmals. animals receiving dlectrical
Obseiried in control animals, and although
stimulation maintained higher SGC densities.
slope changes in animals stimulated at 200,
In chemIcally-deafened kittens and in geneti300, and 400 IgAicnet not significantly differally-deaf white cats, electrical stimulation
cot from those of control animals, all of diem
vwith a scala tymapani electrode was associated
demnonstrated a tendency tow-ard less slope
iid higher SGC sutmiial whien compared to
change than in stimulated animals. Moreover,
unimplanted, deafened controls (Lakec ct a1, die mean slope of all stimulated
animals at all
1989. 1990). We hate also showns that in die
intensity levecls showed a statistically signifi.
chemaically-decafened guinea pig. stimulation
cant smaller slope change than that observed
with a cochlear implant reduces loss of SGCs
in die control. unstimulated subjects.
(llarsIhorn ct 21, 1989).
Figure 12-10 illustrates die density of
Using our ototoxically-deafeneod guinea
SG~s in segments of the guinea pig cochlea
pig model, we examniedi die effects of unilatfrom the basal 21/ turns of the cochlea in
eral electrical stimulation at s-jriOUSlevels
Stimulated versus nonstimulated ears in each
oter a 9-week survi-Al period following drug
group of subjects.MTh observd differences in
administratton. Immeiately after otoloxic
SGC density between stimulated and unstimudrug administration, subjects werc stimulated
fated ears were statistically significant in each
for 2 hours per day, 5 days per week with
of these groups. Figure 12-11 illustrates the
electrical sinusoidal stimulation at 1,000 I11, survi-A of SGCs in the implanted
v-ersus dic
50 percent duty Cycle at intensities of 100,
uniniplanted Car of Control, tunstimulated sub200,300. and 400 IsA E'ILR growth functions
jcts. Clearly, in most basal regions of the cowere measured weky from these subjects
chlea, the presence of the electrode itself apover 9 weeks of survi-a, and SGC densities
pars to have reduced SOC degeneration. This
were evaluated. Figure 12-9 illustrates the inobservation in similar to that of Lousteau
putfoutput EMIR functions recorded in one
(1983). Figure 12-12 illustrates the mean difsubject stimulated ivith 100 PsA.As opposed
ference in density of surviving SGCs in the
to previous investtgations and findings in nonstimulated ear versus the nonstiMUlated ear of
stimulated animals in thin study, a smaller reall stimulated subjects, minus the difference in
duction in die slope of the input/output ftncsurviv-al of SGCs in the Implanted versus the
lions was observed. In these chronically slimunimplanted ears of control animals. This figulated animals, Significant across-subject v-anurc indicates that electrical stimulation inlluability in slope changes was found. Hlowever,
encas surviva of SGCs in the lower portions
the reduction in ENILRslope in subjects slimof the cochlea We suggest that the lack of
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ototoxic injury in the extreme base of the cobolic actisity is higher than in an animal that
ehlea reflects thepresence of the electrode
received no stimulatto n during the 5-week pcthat alone reduced ototoxically-induced SGC
rinod
and is, in fact, comparable to that ob.
loss,
served in the nondcafcned subject.
Figure 12-13 Illustrates that chronic electrical stimulation also affects metabolic re.
Mechanisms of Pathology and
sponsivencss of the central auditory pathways.
This figure demonstrates the effects of 5
Electrically-Elicited Survival
weeks of low-level electrical stimulation on
responsiveness of theIC to electrical stimulaA variety of mechanisms have been prolion. Following 5 weeks of stimulation via an
posed to account for th-effects of "deafferen.
intrascalar cochlear implant, the evoked metaration"
on normal development (including
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Figure 12-13A comparison of the Ieiets of clectel-
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rlatned, as typified in Figure 12.

1413.Figure 12-14C showi theeffects of lowlevel chronic stimulation in the deafened sub.
ject. In these subjects almost two-thirds of the
active zones of auditory nerve terminals re-

roaned concave.
It is important to define the mechanism
responsible for this action, both for our basic
understanding of system function and to in-

ally-evoked (by an intrasestar cochlear
Implant)
crease our potential for modifying the conse9
quences of peripheral deafness, which may
2.deoxygtucoesuptake in the inferlor-colllculus
higher in the guina pige significantly help the profoundly deaf who reis
acid Theftereof uptake
ceive a cochlear implant. If electrically evoked
that receled 5 weeks of chronic stinulation via the
activity does promote survival, deafened
than in the guinea pig
implant (OD9ESIOO)
cochlear
adults and deafened children should undergo
that didn't receive stimulation (D9 ESIlO0)
implantation earlier. Obviously, there are
in cell size was evident 17 hours later. The ef. other potential contributg factors, such as
electrically-induccd changes in the homeosta
feet was found to be reversible in subjects alsisof the inner ear. For example, enhanced
lowed to recover for 7 days following a 24-to
blood flow may play a role (Sliman et al,
48 hour episode of eighth nerve blockade (Pa1988, 1989ab, Miller et al, in press). The con.
sic and Rubel, 1989b). Rubel and his col.
tribution of such factors may modify the releagues concluded that electrical activity of
the eighth nerve was responsible for the regu. quircments of electrical stimulation that can
be used to maintain Zell survival in the deaf.
latlon of cell size of central auditory neurons.
ened patient. Obviously, the need for discrete
In general, most authors emphasize the
and specifically.patterned electrical stimulathe synapse
roleof specific neural activity, .tt
tion to maintain auditory nerve survival would
inmaln,
nc of cell function and structure,
require an inplant with very different ap.
Thus, the maintenance of a simple *physlcal
proaches in terms of invasiveness and sophisti.
contact" between presynaptic and postsynapcation titan those designed to provide lowtic elements'would'seem inadequate to ac.
level general activation of inner-ear structures.
count for the majority of findings in this field,
In the auditory system, study of the ef.
Our observations of a maintenance of elcctri.
fectsof modification of normal receptor activcal and metabolic responsiveness of auditory
pathways and a reduction in degeneration of
ity contributes to our understanding of the
mechanism of central neural processing of
SGC with low-level electrical stimulation
sound and the strtctural features of the CNS
would seem to support the Importance of neural activity following deafness Electrical stim. onmwhich these mechanisms are based. The
elucidation of the,.CNS changs that follow
utation oiay cause the generation and propagamodification of receptor function, including
tionof action potentials along the auditory
deafness, is fundamental to our analysis of
nerveand, thus, account for their survival. If
mechanisms underlying development, mainte
so, one mIght hypothesize that changes in
nance of normal function in the mature syscharacteristics of synapses of afferent fibers
ten, and changes that occur with aging. Moreterminating on cells of the CN,observed with
over, these studies are basic to our ability to
deafness, might be reduced with electrical
relatcphysiologic and structural characteris.
stimulation. Indeed, we have examined this
tics to perception, and to changes in function
question and recently found that auditory
during the life span of the organism.
nerve synapses tend to maintain both the nor-
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Figure 12.14 Continued r,
Exanples of concave5) napses
been 2oradny norr-er mnals
and spherical ccll soinus 9 wcits,
folionvingdrug induced deancss
ia subjects receiving daily
electrical stimulation.

Modifications Centrales

Induites par [a Surdit6
leur Reversibilite, leur
Prevention
Lcs pthologies cochl6aires asaocti&s au
trauma ar-oustique on s lototoxicit6 sont
malenant bien connues. Les efforts dolvent
prosenit se pornter sur lea effets secondaires de
ea pathologies darn Ics centres nerveux audi.
tIls. Ces effets soni-ils; les m~nscs on varient [Is
avec Ic type de pathologic p6riph~elque? Y
a-t-il des effcis puimaires de certains traumatismes) Leacliangements dans Ic CNS sont-ils en
partie r~versibles et pens-ent-ils &~reprcnus
(par irs implants cochlialres par exemple)?
On examine icilea alteintes an nit-can du
tak-ifcochl~ae et du trone cerebral dants diffCrents naod~les de surdite periphe~rique chez
I'animal. ototoxicit6 chez le cobayc et surdit6
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ntqu

ecI

hodamtnnsut

humain altint de surdit6 neuiro-scnsorlelleac
quise ct porteur d'un implant cochlr~aire est
ausslind ua
esucs la perle de eel.
lules ganglionnalres est seeondalrcet parfaite.
ment coerrle l cellc des ccliiles cilii~es. Sur
irs cobayes; soumnis Atine destruction loassivic
des cellules cilies (indulte chumquement par
des aminoglycosides on de l'acide ethacry.
nique). les lesions gaiiglionnaies sont 6videnies apirs 4 semalnes et progeessent rapide
ment pour atteindre 90% de pctes 16 semaines apers le trautement olotoxique. Ces
pertes soft attnu~cs lorsque les cobayes, reqoivent une stimulation ileetrique. un implant
cochl~aire etant mis en place apr~s la destruaction clain'que de Ia cochl~e. An niveau des
noyatix coelajees on note tine diminution
de Nolume des synapses eintre le nerf auditif et
lea deutoneurones Danmlea; noyaix .tuditifs
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CLNITIL CHANGES

du tronc c&rbral'on observe une diminution
de l'activitE rn&aboliqae (6valu6e, fai ]a rn6th.
ode-du d~soxygiocosc); celle aelivitC aritab-

Ding RJ Jansen KS,LasugNG,Ttnnesen 11The maanerva
150orf skletal muscles in ciclfen curaroed doe.
ing earlydcvetopment 3Neurocytoll 1983, 12887-

norlecs, srileat
sansapteures 'iplan
sujmet , urnaI ar
a oteuc
mpan
Cela 6t shiiaire 1 cc q6Iia dfi se passer sur le
le
rinbre
la
talcet
sue imp
ilflatt6
de nacurones des noyaux auditifs du tronc c6.
r6bral sont hatermtliaire; entre les .valeurs
jct sords no ip
eC cces
nornale,
normlesci
eila d sujls ours nn ttt.
plantes.
Sur le maod~e do clen dalnialen, la Perle
de neoroncs ganglionnalres W'est significative
que 8 MOISapr68 la dt~g~nfrecenca 'des eclloles cilh~ea L'6valoation des dg~S au niveso
do front: cfrfbral eten cootrs sur dig aolAI
de n.
Maox Implanls ou non. lDautres mod~lca
sont ausal A Utulde, conea ccloi d6velopp6
r~ceanment par Robel cl sonl 6qllpe (inslilia.
lion locale de Mf7).
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CHAPTER 13

CentralAuditory Temporal
Processing:Alterations Produced
by Factors Involving the Cochlea
GEORGE M. GERKEN

it is well established that cochlear pathology,
such as loss of hair cells, reduces the amount
of input tothe central auditory system. The is.
sue addressed In this chaptcr Is whether co
chlar factors, such as pathology, are also ac.
companied by an alteration In the way the
central auditory s)stem operates. In address.
Ing this issue, one aspect of temporal process.
Ing is emphaslzed temporal integration. Tem.
poral integration I6useful as an Index of cen.
tral processing because the time scale on
whlch it occurs is much too long to be sup.
ported by events at the peripheral level
(Zwislocki, 1960).
The first section below describes the ba.
sic approach that was used In assessing acous.
tie and electrical temporal Integration fune.
tions. Acoustic stimuli that consisted of multi.
pIe, brief tone bursts were particularly Impor.
taut. Not only do these stimuli uncouple the
dimensions of duration and power, but the
repetitious nature of the stimulus resembles
the trains of pulses that should be used wvith
central electrical stimulation. In later sections,
the effects of cochlear pathology on temporal
Integration are discussed, as are the effects of
sustained acoustic stimuli of moderate inten.
sity.

Description of Temporal
Integration
Many studies have demonstrated that in
normal hearing human subjects, auditory detection threshold is decreased as the duration
of the acoustic stimulus is increased, the rela.
lion between detection threshold in decibels
146

and the logarithm of 5timriulus dm'taton plots as
a straight line on log.log coordinates, Tiis is a
power function of the form:
Ir ' t, - C
where 1. Is the stimulus Intensity at threshold,
t is the duration of the stimulus, m is the
power function exponent, and C is a constant.
Data sets that plot in this manner may be
found in Algom and Babkoff (1984), Penner
(1978), and Florentine ct al (1988). Because
power functions plot as straight lines in log.
log coordinates, these data sets may be charae.
terized by the exponent, m, or, equivalently,
by 10 times m, which is the slope expressed
in decibels per decade of duration (Gerken et
al, 1990). Because the plots are linear, it Is
proper to average data sets across subjects to
obtain grandrmean data, It is convenient,
therefore, to succinctly summarize the experimental findings in terms of the slope of the
temporal integration function based on grandmean data. This slope, in turn, serves as an itndcx of the central integration process.
Multiple.burst acoustic stimuli are of in.
trinsic interest in the study of temporal integration (Carlyon et al, 1990; Plomp. 1961),
and they provide a link with the electrical
stimuli used to stuffy central auditory mecha.
ntsms. Data are available for two sets of acous.
tie multiple.burst stimuli that provide con.
trasting views of the temporal integration process: the first stimulus set employed a variable
number of bursts with a fixed interburst interval. the second, a fixed number of bursts with
a range of interburst intervals (Gerken et al,
1990), For the first stimulus set, thresholds
were measured for 1, 2, 4,8, and 16 brief tone
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tlon, -5.6, Is the same whether itlls expressed
In decibels per factor of t0 butrsts or in deci,
bels per decade of duration. Note that no mat.
ter what the duration Is for one burst, twvo
bursts will have exactly twice thastduration
and likewise for N bursts. Since all bursts are
scaled In duration by the same factor,, the
slope of the temporal Integration function
does not depend on the duration of the single
burst. 'Thus tite slope of thetemporal Integra.
tion function for multiple-burat stimuli is an
excellent means of characterizing the central
integrator. iBecause of the similarity of electri.
call pulse trains and the multiple acoustic
bursts (Gcrken, 1984), electrical stimuli pro.
vide an equally good characterization.
Stimuli in the second set each contained
four brief tone bursts with Interburst intervals
that v-ariedl from 4.16 ms to 66.56'ms (Grken
ct al, 1990). It can be seen from the grand.
mean data In Figure 13.11Bthat threshold was
almost Independent of iterburst interval, at
least within the 200+ mustotal duration used.
T1hus,the results obtained with multiple-burst
stimuli provide the basis foe treating the numn.
ber of pulses In the electrical stimulus as an
index of duration, It must be stated, however,
that equating the number of electrical pulses

thed srin

ae
rtion saas wouldn the dura*

oejc at Auljle urslt

ntbions ltqreta
u

striction Is that electrical pulses that are very
closely spaced wvillfall Into the relative or absolute rfiractory period of the stimulated neu.
eons and this will be Inieffective. At the other
extreme tlte lfier tempo~tl Integration ftine.
tion will presumsably become asymptotic for
long pulse trains. Withi acoustic stimulation,
however, Florentine et at ( 1988) did not find
break in the function at 500 ins, and Penner
(1978) did not report one at 1,000 ins. The
extent to which the power function can de.
scribe temisaral integration has yet to be Cs.
tablished, These considerations must be kept
In mind when the electrical stimulation work
is discussed.

Temporal Integration and
Hearing Impairment
Decreased temporal Integration associ.
ated with hearing loss has been reported numerous times in human beings (Florentine et
a], 1988; Watson and Gengel, t969; Wright,
1968). Mluch less work has been done with
animals, with which the number of hearing.
impaired subjects is only slightly larger than
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the nomber of studies (Clark and lichne,
1986, fenderion, 1969).
A recent study using eats contrasted the
temporal, integration futnctions for normal.
hearing and.-hearing impaired conditions in
the sa-me sninmais (Solecki and Gerken, 199)
Figure 13.2 illustrate$ a sttnmary of these
findings, In both hearing conditions the slim.
uli were 6.25 klp. Note that the seales for the
two temporal integratins ftunctions are dis.
placed by 25 dlB,The-slope of the normal-.
hearing function was -6.6 dill per deeade of
duration; te slope decreased to -38SdB per
deeade In the sante animals following a mod.
crate sound-induced hearing loss. The same
stimulus set was used with boils hearing con-1
ditions, and several of tlse stimnui in the set
were nmultiple-burst stimuli. If,as suggested by
Zwisocl(196).
tmp~rl inegraion s a
central process, thsen the question Is raised as
to vshy sound-induced cochlear damage can
alter the temporal integration function. It
wvould seem that the redttced input from the
damaed
wotlds~ji
cchla
be uterale In
thdame mannleras
eore stlbenegraed n
the ame
as anne
efoe; hncepre.and
post-exposure slopes should be equal, Clearly,
pre. and post 'xposure slopes are not eqlual,

Temporal Integration
of Central Electrical
Stimulation
It has been amply dcmonstrated In co
cldest prosthesis work that electrieal stimula.
lion is effective tn conveying information
(Gray, 1985, Schindler and Mteezenich, 1985).
Stimulation of dtffrent regions of the cochlea
or stimttlation at different rates often yields
discriminaaly different sensattons, wvhereas re
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Figure 113-2'the grand mn=
-1acoustic teniporal integration
20Cia function for five-cats (059.410,
20M
412,413,41471l iemalswee
tested in the normal heating
conddtion (squares), and again
aftr a soundiducedl hearing loss
(circles). Thescalefor the
is on
X
normallhern -nto
t
the left,thescal:fethse
10 0
hearing impaired condition ason
the right, (Adapted from Solecki
a
JNI,Gerk-enGNIL
Auditory
temporal integration in the
5
normal hecatingand
hearing impaired eatj Acoost Soc
Am 1990; 8779-785)
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One electrode tn the inferior co2,ctls ms-stested en.
tensisely Ineach anial. Afterconmptetion
oftesting in
the nornat heartng condition (squares), amrcn perma
by expo48
dB
sea
produced
rnt threshold shifltof
sure ts Intense sond. The anonats wsere
retested to the
hearing impaired condition (ctrcles), starting I month
after the sound cfpustire. Note that detection thresh
olds are given tndecibels re 1.0pA4

duction of the amplitude of the electrical stimulus reduces the magnitude of the sensation
(Nitller and Spelman, 1989; Shannon, 1983). In

attinmals, behavioral responses have been ob-

tained for electrical stimult applied to sensory
area of the central ner-outs system including
the visual cortex (Doty, 1965) or the bratn
steno auditory nuclei (Nteder itd Neff, 1961).
For the determination of a temporal tntegratton function based on electrtcal stimulation of tlte central nervous system, tlte parametera of the stimuli used must be chosen on
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the basis-bf neural €fccr.ecss, and couscqucntl - g'ill:dffcr significanly from the pa-

-75 dB per factor of 10 pulse. This slope
wasrslig.tsteer d=thethe-6.6 dperdc-

It was possible to study the process of

urc 13-3 were plotted on 2 common ordinate

temporal integration by using direct el ctrcal
stimulation of the central auditory system because absolute thresholds can be measpred for
electrical stimulation in the same manner used
-for acoustic stimuli (Gerken et al, 1989). The
grand mean temporal integration function for
electrical stimulation, based on data for four
normal-hearing cats, is shown in the top por.
tion of Figure 13.3. The electrodes were located in the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus. Oneelectrodc in each animal was
tested cxtens.-ely in order to obtain the data
shown. The same animals were tested after ex.
posure to an intense sound, which produced a
mean permanent threshold shift of 48 dB. The
resulting grand mean, postcxposure temporal
integration function is shown I,,'the bottom
portion of Figure 13-3.
In the no,.,dal-hearing animals, the slope
of the temporal ntcgration function for electrical stimulation of inferior colliculus was

that encompassed the entire range ofpre- and
postexposure thrcshods. This was done to
emphasize that in the hearing-unpaired amimas, the detection thresholds for electrical
stimulation we- decreased A supersensitivity
to electrical stimulation Was a second major
consequence of the hearing impairment
(Gerken et 21, 1984). As with the change in
slope, the supersensitihity lid not directly invole the cochlea, but must have bad its origin
in a factor related to the cochlea.
A schematic summary is given in Figure
13-4 of the effects on the temporal intcgration
functions for acoustic and electrical stimui.
For acoustic stimuli, detection thresholds increased following hearing loss, whereas for
electrical stimulation, detection thresholds decreased. For both types of stimuli, the tempo.
ral integration functions in the hearing-inpaired condition are less steep than in the normal.hesring condition,

ramters of the acoustic stimuli used in the
keof duration obtained for cat with acoustic
corresponding audttory ta s Brief (shorter
stioui (Solecki and GCrKeM 1990). In the
than 1 is) monophasc cathodal stimuli simhearing-impaired animals, the slope of the
phtf interpretation of the results and can be
temporal integration function obtained from
used vithout concern for polaizion or tis- ~ie same electrodes decresed to - 1S dB per
saie damage so long as presentation rates are factor of 10 pulses. This ,ius less steep than
low ahd charge transfer is smal Astimulus of
the -3 dBs'er decade of uratfion obtained
long duration cannot be obtained by incrcaswith acoustic stimuli in
eats
caring-ird
ing the duration of-a pulse because a long
(Solecki and Gerkcn.-1990). The decrease in
pulse is not an fflicicnt neural stimulus and
slope for the electrical temporal integration
could cause cell damage_ To increase stimulus
function from the normal-iearing to hearingduration, it is neccssary to repeat the brief
impaired conhtion WAs
a titical finding In no
electrical pulse to produce a train of pulses. A
way did the electrical signal that wias detected
train is described, therefore, by spec:fting the
by the animal directly involve the cochlea.
duration of the basic pulse and by giving the
The dercase in slope mus'have been pronumber of pulses in the train as well as the induced by a change in the central auditory systerpulse intcrval. The number of electrical
tern, one that had its origin in the pathologic
pulses in the train is taen,as disuse abo e,
cc~heas.
as an index ofadurctione
ahe
temporal integration functions in ig.
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electrodes in the inferior colliculus. There w-as
no apparent dJifference in the amount of
threshold sh&fobtained, large and smail shifts
occurred in both locs. The local anatomy and
the neura: connections are different in the
two nuclei and, logically, the consequences of
electrical stimulation should also differ. It is
surprising, therefoire, that the results are so
similar. The auditoty nerve projects to the
three major subdivisions of the cochlear nuvwhich in turn give rise to three distinct
elmus,
strlae (Osen, 1970). Presumably, the striae are
not redundant and thus carry Information con.
cerning different aspects of the acoustic signal.
An electrical simnulus applied to the cochlear
nucleus could acite1 One, two, Or all three

In regard to the decrease in temporal integration that is associated with senisorineural
hearing loss, the question has been raised asto
whether the decrease: is due to the cochlear
sound pressure
pathology or to the eleva2ted
levels that were needed to test hearing~im.
paired sobjcts. To answer this question, temporad integration has been measured in per.
sons with conductive loss and In pcssons'with
a SCsensoineural loss. In addition, temporal in.
tegration was Measured in normal-liearing
subjects in the presence of masing; noise- The
general conclusion was that cochlear pathology did affect temporal integration, whereas
conductive loss or masking noise did not (Flo.
rentincet a], 1988; Garner and Miller, 1947;
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If threshce.-s were repeatedly measured
for only one stimulus, variability acros thresholds would be simply expressed as the standard deviation of the thresholds. The data

nd

Conclusionon
F=16,N-96prcniin

It was hypothesized that factors involving
the cochlea, apart from amount of input per
se, affect the manner in wvhich the central au-
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ditory mechanisms operate. Note the follow.
ing:
1. Auditory temporal intcgration, aaiasrsumed central process, was reduced in
the hearing-impaired animal
2. Temporal integration with, electrical
stimulation of inferior colliculus was
reduced in the hearing-impaired ani.
mal
3. Auditory temporal integration was reduced in human subjects in the presence of a background of continuous
tone of moderate intensity
4. In the hearing-impaired animal, a cen.
tral supersensitivity to electrical stimulation occured
5. In the normal-hearing animal, continuous tone also produced a central supersensitiviy, for electrical stimulation

12.

6. Variability in auditory, detction
thresholdswas reduced in hcaring im.
paired cats
7. Var:,bility in detection thresholds for
elctidcal stinulation of the inferior
collictlus
was reduced fn hearing-im.
paired cats
8. Variability was reduced in auditory dctection thresholds In human subjects
in :he presence of a continuous tone
9.,Incomparison with the results ob.
tained witl'continuous tone, noise was
relatively ineffective in altering the
state of the central auditory system
These results support the hypothesis that
factors involving the cochlea affect th opera.
tion of the central auditoty system. Central e:f
fects were obtaited whether the cochlea was
permanently aiteed, as in sound-induced
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hearing loss&-(see items 1, 2. and 4 in the
tern-influences that go be3o0d the basic
aboic list)- or wa2ssimply used to transmit a
metric of quantity of input and perhaps relatj
non-information bearing signial such as a conto the control of the processing
tinuous tone (see items 3, 5, and 8 in the
aboi e list).
A further conclusion relates to the apparBruit, Son Continu et
cot symmetry of the effects produced by hear.et
ing loss and the presence of continuous tone
Defficits Auditifs: Eft
Thesmer wasseen in effects on temporal
Centraux sur I'Analyse
int~ration (item~s I and 3 alboie), the production of stimulation s~persensitivity (items 4
T m oel
and 5 above), and in the reduction ot the v-Miaiiyof deetothehls(em 6, 7, and
La cochlie et Ie systinne 2auditif central
8 aboe) The
ffcsfrharing
cytyo
pei ct etre affectEs par lea m~mcs facteurs
loss and continuous tone suggests that these
oti conditions dont lea effets sur Ic traitemecnt
two factors affect the central auditory system
temporel de stimulus auditifs pr&setent un
in a similar manner. ft May be that SUPersenSi.
intErEt partirulier. Parini lea facteurs ct lea
tivity is associated with an auditory mechaconditions qui affectent Ia cochl&e, figtirent la
nism used for d' crimination of one sound in
pathologic cochl~aire ainsi que certaines cornthe presence of another In a normal-hearing
binaisons de stimulus aconstiques. La diff~renlistener, such a mechanism would presumably
elation en cc qui coneerne la coebl~e et lea efbe activated in a limited manner related to the
feta sur Ic systioe auditif central eat un probspecrum of the nontarget signal (ecg, in this
linne dilicile en raison de la relation s~quensimplest case,'ilh frequency of the ciontinuous
tielle entre Ia p~riph~rie. et le systiane central.
tone). tIiithe hecaring-impairedl listener, how.
11eat certain que des lMsions p~riph~riques
ever, it seems that the mechanism would be
riduiront lens ci diformations vets Ic sysmore gl~tbally actiratccl. The global supersentame central; cependant, si Ihlypothine de
sitivity would thus serve as a Means Of par.
lalt~ration des processus de traitement eat
tially offsetting the peripheral loss. There must
confirinie. lea op~rations centrales doivent
be a cost in this maneuver to increase sensittv.
Eire affect~es qualitativement et pas sculeity, however, or else the system uould nor.
ment quantitativement.
malily be in the supersensitive state. Possibly,
la r~nduction dc la pente de la foniction
the central auditory system has increased its
dint~gration temporelle, qul interviewt apr~s
ability to detect at the expense of its ability to
tine Perte: auditive, eat un exemple dalt~ration
discriminate.
des processus de traitement temporel. Des exOne aspect Ofauditory processing known
plications en termes de m~canisnies centraux
to be affected by hearing loss is temporil inteOtt priph~riques pourraicot tout aussi hicn
gration. Compare, for example, the acoustic
rendre compte dc cc ph~nomime.
and electric temporal integration functions.
Des travaux rcnts ont montre qu'apr~s
With acoustic stimuli (see Figs. 13.2 and 13.
5timulation 6lecteique au niveati central Ia
4),tthe thresholds for long Stimuli are appar.
pente dc Ia function d'integration temporelle
enitly elevated more than the thresholds for
Etait aussi r~duite de mani&e similaire
short stimuli. With electrical stinmuli, however,
(Gerken, Solecki et Btoettcher, 1989). En cas
the reverse was observed (see Figs. 13.3 and
de stimulation centrale, Ie signal qul doit Eire
134- the thresholds for short stimuli dc.
d~tectt ne passe pas par la cochl~e et Ic trait.
creased more than the thresholds for long
enient central eat ainsi meaur6 ditectement. 11
stimuli-.It is in the electrical stimulation data
d~coule de cc qul pr&cl que It pathologic
that the basis for the acoustic result may be
cochI621re devrait ainsi induire des change.
seen. Specificailly, the greater Increase in ceoments centraux qut cox produiesient alors la
tral sensit vity to brief electrical stimuli may -rkduction de Ia penfe.
result inea a'C
pparent loss for the brief acousSIcertalnes combinaisons de stimulus font
tic stimuli.
aussi pantic des facteurs et des conditions qui
In summary, although the traditional role
affiectent la coeblie, alors; une alt~ration des
of the cochlea is the transduction
of acoustic
processus etraux de traitement auditif
Input, it was argued that the cochlea is also Indevrait aussicse produire ch6:z des sujets as-cc
volved in concomitant processes that infludes cochl~es intactes. Darts tine th~se r~cente,
ence the state of the central auditory sys.
lihat (1988) a montr6 quc chez des sujets pos.
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CHAPTER 14

Enhancement of Evoked Response
Amplitude and Single Unit Activity
After Noise Exposure
RICHIARD J,SALVI
NICHOLAS L POWERS

SAMUEL S. SAUNDERS
FLINT A. BOETCHER
ANN E CLOCK
Noise.induced hearing loss has traditionally
been viewed asaperipheral disorder in which
the pathophysiologic changes originating in
the cochlea are simply relayed up the central
nervous system (Salvi ct al, 1982a; Siegel and
Km, 1982 Liberman and Kiang'1978;
Schmiedt ct al, 1980). Although the altered
pattern of neural activity flowing out of the
cochlea into the central nervous system may
underlie some of the distortions in hearing
that accompany sensorineural hearing loss, a
full understanding of the phenomenon must
ultimately take into account the anatomic and
ncurophysiologic changes in the central audi.
tory pathway. A number of subtle histopathologies have been observed in s cral
regions of
the central auditory pathway following acous.
tic
trauma (Liden et al, 1973; Theopold, 1975;
Hall, 1976; Morest, 1982). However, the phys.
iologic consequences of these anatomic
changes are not yet fully understood. In fact,
there are relatively few reports describing the
pathophysiologie- changes that occur in the
centraP auditory pathway following acoustic
trauma (Starr, 1965; Salvi, 1976; Salvi et al
1978; Lonsbury.Martin and Meilde, 1978:
Lonsbury-Martin and Martin, 1981; Willott and
Lu, 1982). Most of the reported effects (eg,
elevated thresholds, poor neural tuning, and
compression of spontaneous discharge rates,
loss of suppression and distortion product rc.
sponses) simply mirror the effects seen in the
cochlea. For example, acoustic oserstimula,
tion leads to loss of sensitivity and tuning in
the evoked potentials recorded from the central auditory pathway (Klein and Mills, 1981,

Salvi ct al, 1976, Saunders and Rhyne, 1970)
However, several investigators have observed
abnormally large amplitude (enhanced)
evoked potentials in the central auditory pathway in subjects with cochlear pathologies arts.
ingfrom a diverse
range
of factors,
Including
acoustic trauma (Saunders ct al, 1972a,b,
Gerken et al, 1984, 1986). Because of the preliminary nature of this research, there are still
many iml~oriant but unanswered questions re.
lated to the enhancement phenomenon. Spe.
cifieally, does the magnitude of the enhancement phenomenon vary with the type of noise
exposure or the pattern or degree of hearing
loss? Is the enhancement phenomenon related
to the pattern of hair cell loss along the cochlear partition? Over what time frame does
die enhancement phenomenon develop, and
what phsiologic mechanisms underlie the enhancement phenomenon? The purpose of the
present study was to explore some of these issties.

Methods
Evoked Potentials
Adult chinchillas (400 to 800 g) were
prepared for chronic evoked response record.
ings using procedures outlined previosly
(Henderson et al, 1973; Salvi etal, 1982b).
Briefly, the animals were anesthetized (35 mg
per kilogram of ketamine, 0.5 mg per kilogram
of acepromazine, 0.1 mper kilogram of xyla.
zinc)
and monauralized by surgical
destruc.
tion of the left cochlea, and chrome recording
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electrodes were implanted into one or more

recording, locations: round window, cochlear
nucleus (CN), inferior colliculus The animals
were then allowed to recover for approxi.
mately 4 weeks. The aw~ake animal was placed
in a yoke-like restraint that fixed the head po.
sition within the calibrated sound field. Each
evoked response waveform was based on the
average of 100 to 250 sweeps to a probe tone
(20 ms duration, 5 ms rise/fall time) presented
at a rate of 10 per second,

Histology
Each animal was anesthetized

with sodium pentobarbital and decapitated, The
bulla
was quickly removed, perfused with cold gln.
taraldehyde (2.5 percent), postfixed in I per.

perentETOI.
he rga ofCori ws ds.
cent osmium
percent
tetroxide,
ITTOIL
The organ
and of
dehydrated
Corti wastodis.
70

sected out, mounted in glycerin as a flat sur.
face p
and viewed at X 0 u
faepreparation, advedatX00 itIng a
differential interference contrast microscope.
flair cell counts were made over 0.24mm In.
tervals and plotted
in the form of a cochleo.
gramSa~eal,
983ab),sure
gramn(Salvi et a], 1983ab)

Single Unit Recording
Each animal was anesthetized (ketamine,
35 mg er kilogram; xylazine, I rag per kilo.
gram), tracheotomized, and prepared for sin.
gle unli recording from the CN as described
previously (Salvi et al, 1978) Recordings
were trade using glass mlcroelectrodes (3 M
NaCI and fast green, 5 to 14 MIl).

Results
Thehancement
iftand
a PPermanent
m e
Threshold Shift (PTS)
Evolved response amplitude.level fune.
tions were obtained from the inferior collicu.
is of 10 chinchillas before and 30 to 40 days
after exposure to a 2.1dlz pure tone (lO5 dl
SPL re 20 hiPa; 5 days). This exposure consis.
tently produced 20 to 30 dB of PMTbetween 2
and 8 Idle, as illustrated by the data for one
animal shown in Figure 14.1. The cochlco.

gram for this animal showed a 40 to 50 per.
cent loss of outer hair cells in the 2. t 3-kllz
o
region of the cochlea, roughly a 10 percent
loss in the 4. to 10 kHz region, and a 30- to 40
percent loss In the 0 6 klz region. In this case,
there was only a weak.to.moderate correlation
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between the region of hearing loss and the
pattern of hair cell loss,
Figure 14.2 shows theevoked response
amphtudeclevel functions obtained at 0.5 and

4 klz for the animral shown in Figure 14- 1. Af.
ter tihe exposure, higher sound levels were required to elicit the evoked response at 4 kHz
because of the 'hearing loss, howecver, once
threshold was exceeded, the amplitude in.
creased rapidly and saturated at a maximum
amplitude that was close to the maximum preexposure amplitude, At intermediate sound
levels, the amplitude exceeded the pre-expo.
sure values By contrast, there was no PIS at
05 kilz. However, the postexposure ampli.

uclvIfnto

nrae ail
n saim
au
tude.level function increased
raptdly and
rated at a level that was almost three times

greater than the maximum priexposure am.

plitude. Despite the change in amplitude
thereoftevkdrspneweom(Fg
was little br no change in the
morphol.
ogy
14.2, bottom).

All

10 chinchillas exposed to the 24.llz
tone
developed
lossals
between
to
n e
ighte
o a hearing
thea ni
be
te 22 andd
8 k , amplltude.levcl
and eight of the functions
animals hadthat
postexpo.
were
larger than their preexposure amplitude-level
functions at one or more frequencies, In most
cases, abnormally large amplitude responses

"ere seen at test frequencies at or below the
low-frequency edge of the hearing loss. To
provide a comprehensive view of the change
in maximum amplitude, the postexposure am.
plilude.level function was normalized by di.
viding each of the postxposure amplitudes by
the maximum pre.exposure amplitude at a

particular frequency, Tins, a normalized am.
plitdeof 1.5 would mean that the postexpo.
sure amplitude was 50 percent larger than the
largest pre-exposure value. Figure 14-3 shows
the IO normalized amplitude.level functions at
tie four test frequencies. After the exposure,
the maximum amplitude of the evoked response was typically depressed (maximum
normalized amplitude less than 1) at 4 and 8
MIl Only two cases of enhancement were
seen at 4 and 8 Ilz out of 20 cases, By con.
trast, the maximum amplitude of the evoked
response was typlcall much larger than nor.
mal at 0.5 Idlz and 2 kHz. For example, at 0.5
kItz, tLe maximum amplitude was enhanced
by 20 percent or more In 8 of 10 subjects, To
put the amplitude changes into perspective,

the average MTS
and average cochleogram for

the 10 animals are shown in Figure 14.4, The
results indicate that the enhancement pile.
notrenon is associated with the low-frequency
edge of the hearing loss. Although the average
hair cell loss was greatest in the 2- to 8-kilt
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region, the lesions were relatively small and

tude was generally depressed (normalized am.

Temporary Threshold Shift
(TTS) (TTS)PTS,

plitudes less than 1)at 4 and 8 kllz By con.
trast, the maximum evoked response ampli.
tude was typically larger than normal at 0.5
and 2 kIlz.
These results suggest that theen.
hancement phenomenon can occur with
sound exposures that produce virtually no

showed only a weak.to.moderate correlation
wIth.tle hearing loss and the enhancement
phenomenon,

Does the enhancement phenomenon only
ins of the Enhancement
occur with PTS or can it occur during TS? Tn
address this issuz, we exposed 10 chinchillas
Phenomenon
for 5 to 8 days to a 2,kitl tone of 85 dB SPL
This exposure produced virtually no MI'S.
One important, issue related to the enTesting was carried out by removing the ani.
hancement phenomenon concerns its physto.
mals from the exposure for approximately 1
logic origins. To address this issue, we imhour each day During the exposure, the averplanted chronic electrodes stereotaxically in
age TI'S ranged from 25 to 35 dB between 2
the cochlearnucleus and inferior colliculus
and 8 ktlz,
Little or no TIS was observed at
and on the round window, Afterwards, the anhigher or lower frequencies, Figure 14-5
imalswere exposed for 2 hours to a 2 8 kllz
shows the normalized amplitude.level func- tone at 105 dB SPL Figure
14-6 shows the
tions measured at 0.5, 2, 4, and 8 kllz. During
l-kilz amplitude-level functions from three
TI'S, the maximum evoked response amplidifferent recording locations in the same ani.
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lion from the inferior colliculuis also showed a
loss In sensitivity at 24 hours after exposure,
However, the amplitude-level functions measured 24 hours and 30 days after exposure in.
creased steeply once threshold was exceeded
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mally large amplitude reponses were seen in
the Inferior colliculus cs6n though there was
little or, no thcshold shift at the lest frequeney In the acoustically trauniatizea ani.
mals examined to date, ,we base seth little or
no) evidence of abnormally large evoked responses from the auditory nerve or cochlear
nucleus. By contrast, abnormall large evoked
responses have frequently been seen In the Inferior collreulus.

EnhancementOnset
11ow long.does it take for the enhancement phenomenon to develop after acoustic
trauma? To examine this issue, we obtained
amplitude.le'el functions (thre:e to five asea.
surements) from each animal prior to exposure. The animals were then exposed for 2
hours to a 2.8 Miz tone presented at 105 dB
SPL Antplitude-level functions were then remeasured at tarious times following the expo.
sure, Tile exposure resulted In a significant
amount of TIS (60 to 75 dB) at the mid-frequencles,, Figure 14-7 shows the amplitudelevel functions obtained at I kliz between 1
and 8 hours following expos6c. The amplitude-level function mes ured I hour After cxposure was shifted to the right because of a
loss in sensitivity of approximately 15 to 20
dB, and the maximum amplitude was reduced
somewhat, By contrast, the slope of the amplilude-level function measured 8 hours after exposure was steeper than normal, the maximum amplitude of the response was consistently larger than the pre-exposure values at
high sound levels. These results indicate that

the enhancement phenomenon can develop
relatively quickly, Ic., in 8 hours or less.
Exposure

Parameters

Little is eurrently known about the paramcetrs of the traumatizing stimulus and the patters of hearing loss that arc likely to give rise
to abnormally large amplitude responses in
the Inferior collicultis, However, one relation.
ship that frequently occurred with our 2.kllz
and 281klz tone exposures Is illustrated in
Figure 14.8, Abnormally la-ge amplitude
evoked responses from the inferior collicltis
were generally seen at frequencies below or
on thc low-frequency edge of the hearing loss
(i.e., at or below the frequency of the exposure), whereas response amplitudes were gen
erally depressed at frequencies above the exposure (I c,, In the region of greatest hearing
loss). In addition to these results, data are
available from a few animals exposed to a
95.dB SPI, octave band of noise centered at
0.5 kIlz. The noise was presented for 3 hours
out of ever, 12 hours (25 percent duty cycle)
for 15 days. The amplitudelevel functions and
the thresholds were measured each day immediately after the animals were removed from
the noise. Interrupted exposures of this type
arc rather unusual because the amount of
threshold 'shift obscr%ed near the ftrequency of
the exposure actually decreases over the
course of the exposure. Consequently, the
configuration of the hearing loss changes ocr
the duration of the exposure as shown in Figure 14 9, For example, at 4 kIlZ, the threshold
shift increased from 22 to 32 dB between the
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first and filicenth days of exposur; during this
periodl, there wasj corresponding deicxs in
the amplitude of the evoked respoinse. by contrast the amount of threshold shift at I kHz
decreased from 351to 25-dB bcnmeen the first
and fifteenth days of the exposure, and during
this period there wa2Sa corresponding increase Li the amplitude of the response and a
light enamncet (9 percent) in the n=x*mum amplitude at I kdiz (and at 0.5 klfz). Although the enhancement effectmwas relativ-ely
small in this case, perhaps due to the residual
hearing loss. it was located on the low-frequency edge of the hearing loss.
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One mechanism that could contribute to
the abnormally large amplitude evoked potentals is the selective loss of the inhibitory sidcbands that surround the excitatory response
area Of many units in the central auditory
pathway (Ev-ans and Nelson, 1973; Young and
llrowvnell, 1976, R~rui and %Illecr, 1978). One
method for selectively eliminating the inhibitory thiput to a cell would be to present the
traumatizing stimulus in the inhibitory region
located on the high frequency side of the excitatory response area. The reduction or loss of
Inhbit.' inputs on the high-freqluency edge
of the response area could 1cd to an expansion oi tie exritatosy response are; towards
the high frequenicies, or to higher-than-normal
firing rates to tones presented in the excitatory resvss area, or to both.
Preliminary data related to this hypothesis
h-.ac bseen obtained frcim a sami: of units in

j

the 2aeroi-entral cochlear n~ucu (AVCN).
The response areas of units in thit Mr-xmay
be eXditaor' or~excitatoty ihlste
siCsisand (Young. 1984) The excitztouy responsc area v6as established fosreach umt. Ms,
charge. rate-leve functions and post-stiinit .s
time (PM) hisbogrants; ere thent collected =o
response to frequencies located below shove
and at the chacerstc frequency (CI). 31easuremnts-were obtained firomn
each unit before, and after exposure to a high~-le tone
pres~nted a half-ocave above CF. Figure
14-10A shows the 1ST histograms collected at
CF from a prinuarylRe notch unit with a CF of
8.992 lz and a threshId of 10 dB SPL Prior
presenting the trauimatizing stimnulus. the
Sr histogram (Fig. 14.10B) to a 50-d11SF1.
tone presented a half-octave, (12,717 Hz)
above CF showed almost complete suppressin of spontaneous activity followed by a
-slight rebound in the firing rate at the end of
the tone burst. Figure 14-IOC and D show the
PST histogam1s after presentation of a 105-dB
SPL traumatizing tone of 12,7171z for 5 minutes. The shape of the PSF histogram obtained
at CF n-as unaffected by the exposure. In con.
Miast,the M'Shistogram obtained a half-octavc
above CF(12,_717 Ifz)showveda2 loss of single.
tone supp'=-e3ion of spontaneous activity after
the- exposure. The exposure also produced
significant changes in the rate level functions
(Fig. 14.11). After the exposure, the firing rate
at CF wvasessentially unchanged al low sound
levels; howev-er, the maximum firing rate obSer-cd at high sound levels showed a significant increase (enhancement). This was reflecled as an inerease In the peak of the PST
histogram near the onset of the stimulus, and
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first and fifteenth days ofCexosre during ths
period, there
corresponding dc:ease in
the amplitude of the evosked response. by~contrast, the amount of threshold shift at 1 kll
decreased from 35 to 25-dB bem een the firs:
and fifteenth da23sof the exposure, and during
this period there was a corresponding increase Luthe amplitude of die response and a
Iight enhancemient (9 percent) in the essasmnum amplitude at I kllz (and at 0.5 k&H4 Although the enhancement effect was relatively
small in this case, perhaps due to the residual
hearing loss, it was located on the low-frequency edge of thd hearing loss.
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One mechanism that could contribute to
the abnormally large amplitude evoked potrntials is the selective loss of the inhibitory sidebands that surround the excitatory response
ares Of many units in the central auditory
pathway (Evans and Neison, 1973; Young and
Birownell, 1976; Rysanand Miller, 1978). One
method for selectively eliminating the inhri.
tory fihput to a ccli would be to present the
traumatizing stimulus in the inhibitory region
located on the hi'gh-frequency side of the excitatory response arca. The reduction or loss of
lnhlbi(ci- Inputs on the high-firequency edge
of the response axes could lc dtto an expan.
sion oi t0c excitatoisy response- area towards
the high frequencies, or to higher-thani-noral
firing rates to tones presented iri the excitatory re os
FS area, Orto both.
Prcliminary data relate-d to this hypothesis
have beeni 6[tzined fr~im a samprle of units ir.
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dhe 2nicroventral Cchdlear nucleus (AIVCn)
Mke meponse areas of uits !inthe AVrC% may
be. excitatory. or exehtmy viitf -cskdafzor
siCtsands (Young. 1984). The excitatory c
5ponise area was eatablislied for echb uiL Ths.
charge r-te-leid functions and post-stimd s
tine (PSM histograms;u rer thait collcted Mo
response to frequencies located belos-i;
and at the characteristic frequency (CF). 3tea.
suremcntssvri obtained from each unit li fore and after exposure to a high-lvel tone
presented a half-oMcte ahoie CF. Figure
14-10A, shows the PSr histogramis collected at
CF from a primrary-lik notch unit wsith a CF of
8.992 lIf and a threshold of 10 dBiSPL Prior
to presenting the traumatizing stimulus, the
histogram (Fig. 14-to0B) to a 50-dB SPL
tone Presented a half-octaie (12,717 Hz)
ahove CF shanssd almost complete suppression of spontaneous actility follossed by a
slight rebound in the firing rate at the end of
the tone burst. Figure 14-IOC and D show the
P517 histogamns after presentation of a 105-dB
SPL traumatizing Cone Of 12,717.-liz for 5 minutes. The shape of the PSF histogram obtained
at CF was unaffected by the exposure In contrast. the MShistogram obtained a hal-octave
above CF(12,717 liz) showed aloss ofaingle.
tone suppresion of spontaneous activity after
the- exposure. The exposure also produced
significant changes in the rate level functions
(Fig. 14.11). After the exposure, the firing rate
at CF wiiasessentially unchanged at low sound
levels; howeser, the maximum firing rate obser-ed at high sound levels showed a significant Increase (cnhancemmnt) This wajs reflezted as an increase In the peak of the PSF
histogram near the onset of the stimulus, and
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'Figure 14-10 Post-suimuls tune libtogant, from a pnmall- lac notch .nUt.Measurements obtained wuh 30-nis
tone busrstspresented at charactedtnu frequency (CF) and a hltf-octatei.% U.5Ceasurements %-ceobtained
before (top, tuo panels) and after(bettom tmDpacel) a 5 miuot exposre to a 105.dBSIT tone located a lull
Octale abowe CF.

an overall Increase in the number of spikes ccorded over the duration of the stimulus (Fig.
14-10A versus 14-1OC) Examination of the
rate-level function obtained a half-octave
above CF indicates that the trauma11tizing exposure virtually abolished any single-tone sup
pression above CF.

Figure 14-12 shows the results from a
Chopper unit (CF 6,221 1z, threshold 22 dB
SPL) with Inhibitory sldcbassds above and below CF. The traumatizing stimulus vw a
lOS-dB SPL tone presented for 5 minutes at a
frequency a half-octave above CF. Before the
exposure, the rate-level function measured a
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Figure 14-11 Mich
ratetevl functions from the pelrnary.ike north unit s"Assn in Figure14.10. Mesuremats wverobtaned before(filleds).mbols) and ftier(open symbols) a 5 minute rxposure to a 105 B SPMtone
loCed a W-octa, aboseCF., , Notethe Increase
In the number ofspikcsto the te at eharactelsuc frequency
(CF)afterthe exposure.
B, Note the lossof suppression to the tone presenteda haltoctae above CFafter the
exposure.
half.octavc above CF (8,799 liz) decreased as
stimulus level increased, However, after the
exposure, the firing rate Initially increased and
remained well above the pre-exposure firing
rate until the stimulus Iel exceeded 63 dB
SPI. The traumatizing stimulus also had no effeet on the threshold at CF. Nevertheless, it re-

suited in roughly a 20 percent increase in the
maximum firing rate at CF. To summarize,
AVCN units with inhibitory sidebands often
had elevated discharge rates at CF after presentatilon of a traumatizing tone a half octave
above CF. However, units that lacked Inhibitory sidebands showed little or no change in
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andalr (opensymnbols)
a
5-minute
exposttre
to a 105.dB
SPL
ibne looated
ahalf-octaseshose CF.
their maximum firing rates after presentation
of atraumatizing tone ahalf-octave above CF.

Discussion
Iligh level sound exposures that give rise
to.TrS and PTSproduced consistent changes

in the evoked response amplitude-level fuinctfot~s from the inferior collictt,s. In the region
of triaximstm hearing loss, thceamplitudelevel
functions often Increscet rapidly, but the maximum response amplitude was generally re.
duced. This amplitude reduction is consistent
with previous results from the auditory nerve
aswell Asthe AP data In Figure 14-6 (Eldredge

kF
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et A, 1973; Sahs ct 21,1983ab). The increase
in the slope of the ampltude- vel functions
from the inferior coiliculus may be due to the
kIss of cochlear tuning, which could result in
a rapid increase in the number of 2ctive
cfiers
with increasing le l (Erans; 197r Salvi etal,
1983a,b)- Howevei, this explanation is not entirely satisfictory given that the-slope of the
AP amplitudc-levd function did not increase
after the exposure (Fig 14-6)1
The amplitude.level functions on the low.
frequency side of the hearing loss also exhiblted an iacrease in slope and an increase in
maximum reonse amplitude. The amplitude
enhancement olserred at the inferior collicIns cannot easily be accounted for in terms of
cochlear pathophysiology particularly given
the lack of amplitude enhancement in the AP.
Furthermore, the location and magnitude of
the hair cel1 lesions in our material were only
ieally correlated with the hearing loss and
enhancement phenomenon. The lack of correlation betacen structure and function may be
due to subtle histopathologis (cg., stereocilia
clumpimg, fracture of stereocilia ro:ftlets) that
cannot be detected with the conventional surface prcparation techilique (ijbcrman et al,
1986) Future'studies wsitplastic embedded
specimens would clearly be more suitable for
studying the relationship between cochlear
pathologies and the enhancement phenonienon.

Origins of Enhancement
The amplitude enhancement see in the
inferior colliculus in the present study is similar to that reported in the deafness mutant
mouse, in which the onset of cochlear degeneration during development is covariant with
onset of amplitude enhanccmct in the inferior colliculus (tlenry atid Salch, 1973). SimIlar amplitude enhancements have been observed in mice prone to audiogenic seizure

(Saunders ct al, 1972a,b). After the mice are
primed for audiog".nic seizures using intense

sounds, there is a significant reduction in cochlear microphonic and AP amplitude,

whereas the amplitudes of the evoked responses from the CN and inferior colliculus
arc enhanced. These result' would seem to
suggest that the enhancement phenomenon
originates in the CN. However, we, along with
others, have so far not seen evidence of amplitude enhancement in the CN (Powers and
Salvi, 1989; Gerken ct al, 1984, 1986) -There
are a number of possible reaso.s for this dis-

crepancy. One possibility is that the locus of
the enhancement phenomenon may %-My
with
the age at the onset of the hearing loss. A second possibility is that the discrepancy may
arise from anatomic and functional differences
b cmeen the mice prone to audiogenic seizure
and normal animals. Finally, the likelihood of
seeing tlk enhancement phenomenon may de.
pend on the location of the recording elccr'sde within the cochlear nucleus. For examOle, the enhancement phenomenon might be
inissed if the recording electrode were loated near the interstitial nucleus at the point
where the auditory nerve enters the cochlear
nucleus.

Mechanisms
EnhancementM
Several investigators have studied the discharge rate-levl functions of umits in the CN
and inferior colliclus after, acoustic trauma.
Lonsbury-Martin and Martin (1981) exposed
animals to an intense tone either a half-octave
below or at CE Most units shosd a reduction in firing rate after exposure. Ho ever,
about one-third of the units in the CN and inferior colliculus had lower-than-normal discharge rates near threshold and higher-than.
normal discharge rates at suprathrcshold yevels. They suggested that the exposure affected
basilar membrane mechanics in such a way as
to cause CF tones to behave likc:beiw-CF
tones-i e., at high sound levels, below-CF
tones normally generate higher firing rates

thai CF tones.
What other physiologic mechanism could

lead to enhanced evoked response amplitudes
at high stimulus levels? Willott (1984) and
Willott et al (1984) reported a reduction of
inhibition among unitsLthe dorsal CN of
mice prone to audiogenic seizure (DBA) and
suggested that the loss of inhibition could lead
to an increased level of Cxcitability in the inferior colliculus (Lonsbuy-Martin and Martin,
1981; Willott and Lu, 1982). They suggested

that the lack of inhibition in the DBA strain,
might be due to the loss of inhibitory inter.
neurons, alterations in inhibitory neurotransmitters, or abnormal dendritic morphology.

Our preliminary finding from units in the
AVCN are consistent with the preding hypothesis. After overstimulation with a tone in
the high-frequency inhibitory region, there
was a reduction in the inhibitory drive to the
cell from tones above CF, which in turn was
correlated with an increase in the maximum
discharge rate to tones near CF. This increase
in the maximum discharge rate due to the loss
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of inhibition couid contribute to the enhancemeat phenomenbon if thereas an increase in
dtscharg rate at stimulus onst- such as
.hatseen in Figure 14-10. One problem with
this explanation i-that the evoked potentials
we measure are presumably a response to the

chanical lesions of the cochlea resulted in an
xpandedrepresentation on the auditory cor.
tex ofsound frequenciesadjacent to the damaged region of the cochlear partion. After a
recovery period of 35 to 81 days, the thresholds of units at their "new" characteristic- fr.

onset of the stimulus, whercas the rate lesel
functions reflect the driven level oier the duration of the stimulus. Another problem is that
vie hascnot obscried evoked potential amplirude enhancement in the CN, although there
is evidence for such changes in the Cse (Saunders et al, 1972a,b). Despite this discrepancy,
the proposed mechanism could still provide 2
satisfactory explanation if the loss of inhibition
were to occur proximal to the CN. A third
problem rcletes to the time course of the enhancement mechanism. Enhanced evoked rcsponse amplitudes %ere first obsersed 8 hours
after exposure, whereas single-unit discharge
rates showed enhancement within a matter of
minutes. Since the duration of the exposure
used in the single-unit experiments was much
shorter than that used in the chronsic xpiriments, it is difficult to male direct compari.
sons of the time course of the effect. Also, ue
hae not made detailed evoked response mesurements across frequency and time, there
fore we do not know if evoked potential en.
hancement can develop within a matter of
minutes.
Studies of the somatoscnsory cortex have
shown that the selective removal of the affercit input from a segment of the receptor surface can result in a change in the topographic
organization of the somtsensory cortex such
that deprived areas of tie cortex become rcsponsise to stimulation of adjacent regions of
the skin (Frank, 1980, Rasmusson, 1982;
Merzenich and Kaas, 1982; Jenkins and
Mcrzenich, 1987). The expansion of the receptive field boundaries in the somatosensory
system has been attributed to unmasking or
disinlbition (Metzlar and.Marks, 1979; Cal.
ford and Tweedale, 1988). Changes in the
tonotopic erganization of the central nucleus
of the inferior colliculus (ICC) have been ohserved in aging C57BL/6'mice (Willott, 1984)
These mice rapidly develop a high-frequency
hearing loss as a function of age. Best frcquencies of unus In the high-frequency regions of
the ICC shift to lower frequencies, and as a result6eir is an over.representation of frquencics at the h6ow-frequency edge of the hearing
loss. One mechanism proposcd by Willott
(1984) to account for these changes is a loss
of inhibition from the high-frequeacy regions
of the ICC More recently, Rober6.= andlrinc (1989) demonstrated that disciR-c rte

quencles were close to normal. v heras the
thresholds were greatly clzvated after a recovcry period of only a few hours. I'hey suggested that the pre-existing-anitomic receptive fields were actulily much wider than
those measured physiologically. This, when
the dominant cxcitatory inputs to a region are
lst because of a pierphetrl lesion, the pre-existing inputs from adjacent CFs may be expressed. Howecer, the authors did not rule
out the possibility that the tonotopic expansion was due to the formation of new synapses. Thus, the enhanced evoked response
amplitudes observed on the low-frequency
boundary of the bearing loss in-the present
study (Fig. 14-3) could be due to the oser.
reprcsentation of units with CFs adjacent to
the hearing loss,
What functional significance do the enhanced evoked potentials have for auditory
processing? One possibility is that the rapid
growth and abnormally large amplitudes could
be related to loudness recruitment and uncomfortable loudness levels seen in patients
with sensorineural hearing loss (Gerken t al,
1986). Alterntively, Rajan (1989) recently reported that electrical -stimulation of the contralateral or ipsilateral inferior colliculus during exposure to loud sounds significa ly rcduced the amount of temporary thiishold
shift caused by the exposure. The protective
effect ofstimulating the inferior colliculus was
blocked by intracochlear perfusion of hexamethonium. Because this drug also blocks the
protective effects due to stimulation of the
olivocochlear fibers, it was suggested that the
inferior colliculus might modulate the excitability of the olivocochlear neurons that synapseon outer hair cells, thereby altering the
response of the basilar membrane (Warr and
Guinan, 1979, Rajan, 1989). Thus, an mtrgu
ing possibility is that the abnormally large
evoked potentials fromhc infcrior coliculus
feed back onto the efferent system that innervates the outer hair cells, thereby protecting
the cochlta froA subsequent exposures to
loud sound. Indeed, we hate recently found
that the second exposure to a traumatizing
acoustic stimulus 3 t6 4 weeks after the first
exposure may produce substantially less levation in threshold,
Regardless of the mechanism or mcchanisms involved, it is clear that the evoked po-
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tenils from the central auditory pathway do
not simply mirror-the changes that occur in
die cochlea. Our results plus those of others,
suggest that -tdie patter of neUral activityflwing out of the cochlea and into the central
auditory pathway nmayundergo substantial reorganization.
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Lea pentes auditives induites par Ic bruit
sont traditionnellement considdrdes comme le
tdsultat dun dysfocnctioninement pdiriphdrtique
frapliquant des dommages, anatomniques et
physiologiques dc la cochlde. Cependant, des
tudes-edeentes -indiqoent que des change,
menta2fftlophysiologiques pecuient apparatee

au nivcau du s)stdme iuditzf central. De iris
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l'arsplttude des riponbcs livoqudes provenant
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anornialement rapide dceidle sorte que, a di
f~centcs frdqUececs, l'amplitude maximale dc
lr4ponse 6talt nettement plus grande que Is
normale. Par contre, lea amplitudes maximales
des rdponses Evoqludes provenant do noyao
cohldalec ct do nedf auditif kialent, soil
solpltts pettes; que la normale. Pour
It a=-rax prdscntant des pernes auditives,
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CHAPTER 15

Interaction of Noise and Other
Agents: Recent Advances
FLINT A.BOETrCHER
MICIIAEL ANNE GRATrON
BRIAN R. BANCROFT
VLASTA SPONGR

N oe exposure isthe most common cause
of acquired hearing loss in Industrial societies,

and Israted by the United States National in.
stitute for Occupation Safety and Health as a

major probl:m in industrial safety and health.
It is estimated that over 10 milliom."c'ivilians in
the United States are routinely exposed to haz.
ardous industrial noises (von Gierke, 1990),
Despite the prevalence of noise-induced hearing loss, it has proven difficult to predict hear.
ing loss simply givin the noise.exposure his.
tory of a person. Intersubject variability in t:1c
degree of hearing loss Is common in dem .
graphic studies of noise-induced hearingloss;
for example, Passclifer-Vermeer (1983) reported a wide variability of hearing loss
among factory workers with similar exposure
history. Such variability may be a result of one
or more factors, such as differences in recrational nose history, health factors, or expo.
sure to ototoxic drugs or environmental toxins,
The major focus of this chapter will be on
,the interaction of noise with cisplatin and
noise v%,ithsalicylates, because new data are
available on these interactions. We will also
discuss recent data from other investigators
on the interaction of noise with carbon monoxide, toluene, and carbon disulfide, This.re.
view of noise-drug and noise-environmiital
agent interaction is not intended to be exhaus,
tive; studies performed before 1987 were reviewed previously (Boettcher et al, 1987).
Furthermore, Aran et al describe the interac
tion between noise and amnoglyc6side antibloties in detail in Chapter 16.

Interaction of Noise
and Cisplitin
Cisplatin
(cis diamnminedichloro-plat.
num) and Its derivatives are promising chemo
therapeutlc agents that act against squamous
cell carcinomas of the head and neck and
genitourinary systems, Cisplatin is an inurganic heavy metal complex that putatively in.
hiblts. DNA synthesis through creation of intrastrand crosslinks between guanine bases
(Botch, i987). Cisplatin is not selectively in.
corporated only by tumor cells; in addition, it
has been shown to have an affinity for the
liver, kidney, and cochlea (Schweitzer et al,
1984). Elimination of cisplatin is incomplete,
and the drug may bind irreversibly to tissue
(Sharma and Edwards, 1983; Safirstein et a],
1986).
Cisplatin administration may result in side
effects such as nephrotoxicity, myclosuppression, gastrointestinal disturbance, and ototoxicity, Cisplatin ototoxicity presents as a bilat.
eralsymmetrical sensorineural hearing loss. It
is typically permanent, alhough several rves.
tigators have reported recovery in some subjects (Fausti ct al, 198,, Aguilar.Markulis et al,
1981) Onset of hearing loss can be detected
initially in the ultrahigh frequencies, often af.
ter the first or second course of chemotherapy
(Fausti et al, 1984), The degree of loss and
the frequency range of affected hearing in.
crease as the dose or duration of cisplatin ad.
ministration increases (Aguilar-Markuhs et at,
1981)
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Mechanism of Cisplatin
Ototoxicity

Jcell

Mlorphologic studies following cisplatin
administration show that thc concentration of
Cisplatin is three times hligher in the stria vas.
cularis thlan In auditotyor vestibular fleUroep.
ithltcial tissue, which would suggest that oto.
toxic effect's of cisplati may bedue to stinai
damage (Schweitzer et at, 1984; Kohn et at,
1988), However, there Is no evidence of dc.
creased Na*K* AT~ase after cisplatin adminis.
tration (Barron and Dalgneault, 1987). In,
st'ed, it appears tltat te critical damage
cau'scd by cisplatin Is at the level of the hair
celi, Initially, cisplatin causes damtage
to Outer
Itair cell (OIIC stcrcocilia, 'fitllowcxd by hair
degeneration starting at the basal turn of
the cochlea and progressing apicalward. Inner
hair cells (IlICs) are affected after all three
rows of OlICs have degenerated (Fleischman
et a), 1975; Wright and Schaefer, 1982; Marco.
Algarra et a], 1985; C66ndet al, 1986; Barron
and Daiguseault, 1987. It, has been postulated
that aml' oglycoside antibiotics damage the
auditor), system via a series of processes in.
eluding disruption of hlair cells (Schacht,
1986; Williams et al, 1987). It ispossible that
cisplatin has similar effects, but tlte miecha.
nisms hve not yet been elucidated,
Cisplatin ototoxicity may be exacerbated
by concurrent administration of aminoglyco.
side antibiotics (Schiweitzer et a], 1984) or
loop-inhibiting diuretics (iirummett, 1981;
Kommune and Snow, 1981) as well as by
prior cranial irradiation (Granowetter et a],
1985; liaranak et al, 1988). One stuidy sug.
gested that guinea pigs exposed to broadband
noise, followed 10 days later by cosplatin ad.
ministration, did not have greater hearing loss
than animals only given the drug (Laurell and
Borg, 1986). However, we are aware of no

studies that have utilized concurrent adminis[ration of cisplatin and exposure to noise.

Methods
Adult chinchillas weighing 450 to 650 g
were used as subjects& Status of tile auditory
&ystcm was monitored by the auditory evoked
response recorded fronmthe Inferior collicut
lus. Each animal was anesthetized, and a
chronic electrode was Implanted stereotaxi.
eally Into the left Inferior collienlus, At the
same time, the left cochlea was surgically de.
stroycd. Thtreshold testing occurred in a
sound-treated room with the animal awake
and lightly restrained. Testing was performed
using tone bursts (20 INSduration, 5 ins rise/
fall, 10 per second) at octave intervals from
0.5 to 16 kllz and at 11L2kllz. Baseline audlograms were derived from five complete tests
prior to exposure, and permanent threshold
shift (P15) audiograms were derived from five
complete tests performed 30 days or more af.
ter termination of exposure. Data are also pre.
seted that were collected during the noise/
drug exposure (termed "asymptotic threshold
shift,' orATS).
Animals were assigned to one of seven
groups: noise alone (OlIN centered at 0.5 kllz,
intensities of 70, 85, or 100 dB SPL), drug
alone (2,75 Ing per kilogram cisplatin IP), or
both noise and cisplatin. The exposure schedule is shown in Fi'sure 15.1. The experiment
was designed! so that each animal rceived a
total of 15 days of noise exposure, four ic.
tions of cisplatin, or both. Animals receiving
cisplatin were hydrated with lactated Ringer's
solution (6 percent body weight) for 80 hours
surrounding the injections.
After P15 testing was completed, animals
were -anesthetized and decapitated. Each buila
was removed and opened, and 2.5 percent

INTRACTION OFNOISEA5NDOTHERAGE2IMS
RECENT
ADVANCES
glutaraldehyde in veronal acetate buffer (pH
7.3) was perfused through a perforation in the
round window. Following overnighi refrigeration, the cochlea was again perfused, then
later postfixd and stained foro30 mirues via a
slow ocrfusion of cold osmium tetroxide. The
cochlea was dehydrated to 70.percent'EfOII,
then placed in 50 percent EDTA solution The
decalcified cochlea was microdissected and
the organ of Corti was mounted in glycerin for
light-microscopic study. The sensory epithehum was viewed at X400 using light microscopy to quantify the number of missing IHCs
and OlICs, averaged over 0.24.mm intervals
along the basilar membrane. Sensory cells
were considered present if the cell body and
cuticular plate were intact. Data were plotted
as a function of percentage of distance from
the apex in order to obtain a cochlicogram.
Group cochleograms were obtained by aver.
aging data over I percent intervals.

Results and Discussion
Figure 15.2 shows cytocochleograms and
PTS data for enimals exposed to 70 dB noise,
cisplatin, or both agents. Cisplatin alone (Fig.
15-2A) caused little PMSand minor OIIC loss
at the basal region of the cochlea, The noise at
70 dB SPL (Fig. 15.211) caused minimal P'S
and hair cell loss. Animals that received both
agents (Fig, 15-2C) had no more M'TSor cell
loss than those exposed only to clsplatin
Figtre 15.3A shows threshold shifts for
animals exposed to 100 dB noise, clsplatin, or
-both agents, measured I hour after the final
experimental condition. Cisplatin caused little
A' S, whereas inimals exposed to either the
noise alone or the combination had .10 to 55
dB of AIS. Although the combination group
showed a trend toward greater hearing loss,
the differences between the groups were not
significant, lowever, the combination group
had significantly greater PIS than the noise
alone group (Multiple ANOVA (analysis of
varianeel p less than 0001), especially at the
high frequencies (Fig. !5.3B),
Figure 15.4 shows average cochlcograms
ofthinchillas exposed to cisplatn, noise (100
dBl), or both agents. Those exposed to cisplatin had small losses of OlICs in the basal
turn of the cochlea, Animals exposed to noise
had scattered HIC and 01C loss, with a peak
of 40 percent OIC loss in the region between
0.5 and 2 kllz. Animals exposed to both agents
had scattered IIIC loss of 20 percent and
losses ofOIIC as great as 70 percent in the
basal (hook) region
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Because interaction between noise and
cisplatin was observed for intense (100 dB)
-but not for-mdd (70 dB) noise-exposures, a
moderat- noise-exposure was used (85 dB
SPL). When the moderate level of nose exposure was used, animals in the combination
group (85 dB plus cisplatin) had significantly
more ATS, P1'S, and hair cell loss (p < 0 001)
than those exposed only to the 'noise.
Theresults of the experiments are sum.
marized in Figure 15.5. Data are presented for
each of the se%en groups in terms of P1rS and
hair cell loss. It is apparent that the combina.
tion groups with-the moderate (85 dB),and
high (100 dB) noise levels had more PMSand
hair- cell loss than the groups exposed to cl.
ther the njoise or drug alone. The 70-dil combination group-did not have greater damage
than the noise-alone group. In summary, resuits of these experiments suggest that conerrent administration of cisplatin and moder.
ate-tO Intense continuous noise can result in
greater hearing loss and hair cell damage than
such loss and damage that occrs from either
agent-alone, The Interaction effect is greatest
inihe high frequencies. A threshold of Interac
tion appeared to occur, because no interac.
tion was observed at noise levels below 85 dB.
'lli mechanisms of cisplatin ototoxicity and
cisplatin/noise interaction are not yet tindrr.
stood, and further experiments are warranted,

Interaction of Noise
and Salicylates
Sallcylates are the most commonly used
drugs in Western societies. Rainsford (1984)
reported that in 1980 over 70 million kg of as.
pirm were produced In the United States. Salicylates produce the ototoxic symptoms of
tinnitus and mild to moderate hearing loss in
sonic patients-(MNyers and Bernstein, 1965;
McCabe and Dey. 1965). The symptoms typically disappear within 3 days of the final administration of the drag, and there are few
confirmed reports of permanent loss due to
salicylates. Typically, the serum salicylate level
must exceed 12 5 mg% for ototoxic syrptoms to be detectable (Myers and Bernstein,
1965;Jardini et al, 1978).

Mechanisms of Salicylate
Ototoxicity
'nie mechanisms of salicylate ototoxicity
are not well understood. Douck et al (1983)
reported ihat sahucylate administration re.
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Figure 15-6A Shiows temeporary threshold
shifts for chinchillas exposed to sAlic) lae
(300 rug per kilogram), noise (105 dlBSPL),
or both agents concurrently. The average
threshold shift for the drug-alore group was
10 dB or less, whereas that for the noise-alone
and combhination groups wvas
asgrest as70 dBi.
There were, however, no significant differences In TI between the noise-alone and
combination groups (FQ 4.10; df = 1,10; p

82
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less dhn 001). Figure 15-6B shows pernianent tiaold shift for the sairc animtals. It is
£
1:
app'en fromnthe figures that the animals erposed to both ag9t= coocurrenthv did not $dfee greater 115 of P15 than those axposed to73fl1
noise Ane. A stztisuticl procedure (AN'OVA)
confiroed this obserniwo (F = 0-53; df = 'E5-
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Figure 15.7A shm-S 15, and Figure
32
exoe
15-711 shos P15 data for chincillascicr-i
tsalicylate (300 mg per kilogam per day~23'
21
IP). noise (80 dB SPL, or both agents concurperformed to rule is
renty This expeimnt wlvas
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than ,the noise-alone grou'p- Analyvsis of thc
P15S
groups shoswed no sigifficant: differences in
115 be.-i-een the combination and noise-alone
groups (F =3.57 df = IA; p >0.01 .There
were no differences in P15 across the three
groups (F =0.24;df =2_24; p> .01)
Figure 15-8 shows as erase cytocichl
grams for subjects exposed to 105 dBSL
noise (H&g15-aA). 300 mg per kilogramn per
day of sodium salic) late (Fig. 15-8). or bosh
agents (Fg. 15-SC). It is apparent that the
noise alone caused significant OIIC loss in she
region of the cochlea corresponding to 300 to
1200 Hz. In addition. there vwere small lesions
in each indivdual cochlea representing cornplete IIHCand OIIC loss. Salicylate alne
causd n sinifianthai
cel los. ocheograms of the animals exposed to both agcnts
were similar to those of the noise-aone group.
no significant differences between
There Nwere
noisi-alone and interaction groups, consistent
xvith the evoked-response data. Results for
multiple ATNOVA
analysis using the combined
cochlcogramis for both expcriments (80 and
105 dB SPLnoise) were (1) inner hair cclls: F
ratio =0 035, df =I,10, p less than 0.01; and
(2) ouse?: hair cells: Fratio =0 552. df = 1,10,
P less than 0 01.
In summary, chinchillas exposed to sodium salicylattc (300 mg per kilogram) and
noise (80 or 105 dBiSPI. OliN) did not have
greater TrS, PIS, or hair Cellloss than chinchillas exposed to noise alone. The data are. in
contrast-with those reported by Eddy et a;
(1976);' we suggest that the behavioral tech
niqua- used by Eddy et al may base os crestimated the htearing loss caused by salicylate
and by the combination of saicylate and
noise. It is a common observation that high se.
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still 50 hours 2fin exposure onset. B, mrenunent
thresolnd shift imeasured30 days after itnirution of
exposure, Open squares and solid tine. sallcietn dut-od nuise alont" --- re and dashed tines nos
plus satiqiate. (from Bancroft B&8Bttclher FA.Saill
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rum salicylate levels cause lethargy in expenimental subjects and thus decrease behavioral
rcsponsivity. The dita from the present experiiient also differ somewha-t from those of McFadden and Platssmice (19B8). In the present
study, a long-duration noise exposure was
used, whereas McFadden and Plattsmier used
a 10 second ton, to induce acoustic trauma.
The combination exposure induceJ a hearing
loss that lasted approximately 30 minutes; it is
thus possible that an interaction between
noise and salicqlate may occur with a short
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duration. but.the data from the prcse-n cxposure Suggest that it is not permanent effect.
D-ta from the present 8 "ie
nmnts are
consistent with the data of Woodford ct al
(1978) and Lambert ct al (1986) and with
the evoked response data of Carson et al
(1989) Becaue the exact mechanism of sali
cylate ototoxicity is not completely under
stood, it is difcult to answer the question of
why there is no interaction. Hypothtically,
snt.djes suggest that those ototoxic drugs,
which themselves cause permanent damae to
hair cells (e.g, cisplatin and aminoglycoskides),
may interact with noise, whereas those ototoxic drugs that do not cause permanent damage (e.g., salicqlates and diuretics) will not intcract with noise. lon ccr, this hypothesis
does not provide an ansaer as to ssify the interactions dd or do not occur. Furthermore, as
drscribcd below, certain environmental toxins
that iAthcmscl es do not cause PTS may exacerbate noise-induced loss.

to noise alone had approximately 25 dB of
PTS at 10 and 40 kHz and OHC loss confined
to the cxtrcmc basal turn of the ocla. Ani.
mals exposed to both agents had approxi.
mately 40 dB of PTS at 10 kHz and 60 dB of
PIS at 40 klz. Animals exposed to both
agents had significant PIS across the range of
hcaring and significant hair cell loss throughout the basal half of the cochlea (Young ct al,
1987; Fechter ct al, 1988). Ihe authors aug.
gested that the interaction is due to decreased
oxygen supply to the cochlea, considering
that Fcchter et al (1987) observed that cochlear %-asculature responds to high carbon
monox;de lces by increased blood flow,
compensating for the decreased oxygen concentration in the blood. iossever, in the interaction condition, the vasculature cannot compensate by increasing flow because of the putathe vasoconstriction in the cochlea that
noise produces.
Noise and Carbon Disufide

Interaction of Noise and
Environmental Toxins
Several groups base recently examined
the possibility that cnvironmental toxins may
exacerbate noise-induced hearing loss. Carbon
monoxide; carbon disulfide, and toluene have
each been examined for potential interaction
with noise and the experiments will be re.
viewed briefly. Interestngly, only one (tolucne) of the three compounds is known to be
particularly ototoxic by itsed, but each ap.
pears to increase noise-induced damage to the
auditory system

Noise and Carbon Monoxide
Iwo recent studies have been completed
by Fechter and colleagues regarding the syncrgistic effect of noise and carbon monoxide on
hearing ind cochlear damage (Young et al,
1987; Fechtcr et al, 1988). They used reflex
modulation iudiometry to test hearing in rats
exposed to noise (110 dBA, 120 minutes),
carbon monoxide (1,200 ppm, 210 min,,Ites),
or both agents In the interaction condition,
carbon monoxide exposure began before the
onset of the noise
Control animag and those exposed to carbon-monoxide alone had -5 to -15 dB of
PIS at 10 and 40 I1. No significant hair cell
loss was found in these animals. Rats exposed

Carbon disulfide is a strong lipid solcnt
used in manufacture of synthctic cloth such as
rayon. According to the World Health Organi.
zation (1979), carbon disulflide(CS.) may pro.
duce neurotoxicity in the form of peripheral
neuropathy, psychological disturbance, or vas.
cular pathology. The ototoxicity of CS2 is not
known. Morata (1989) examined hearing yev.
els ofworkers in a rayon factory in Brazil. The
noise levels in the factory were 86 to 89 dBA
and the ventilation was poor, resulting in high
airconcentration of CS2 (89.9 mg per cubic
meter). The hearing of workers in the factory
was compired to the hearing of i orkers from
a factory that had similar noise lcels but no
CS2. Approximately 60 percent of workers exposed to both agents had significant hearing
loss (hearing level of 30 dB or higher in the
better ear at 3,000 lHzor abose), whereas 53
percent exposed c.,dy to noise had significant
loss. Interestingly, 12.7 percent of the work.
crs exposed to both agents had "les el IV"loss,
which signifies a hearing level greater than 25
dD (average of 500, 1,000, and 2,000 liz)
with no response at 4,000 llz and greater.
Only 3.5 percent of workers exposed to noise
alone had Ivel IV loss. To summarize, the
data of Morata suggest a possible interaction
between noise and CS2 affecting the auditory
s)stem. The location of lesion is not addressed
directly in her study, and further examination
of the question, using animal studies, is wvarranted.

L\i"nLCnOC OF NOISE
AXDOnhER AG

NoiSe and Organic Solvents
Organic solvents, such as toluene, are
used in industry and as paint thinners. It is
known that inhalation of organic soh cits may
cause ncuropathology in the form ofparcsthesia and hypesthesia of the peripheral ncrrcs,
and that excess exposure may result in motor
dvsfiunction and dementia (Barregard and Axclsson,, 1984). Although only a fe! reports
have been presented, it appears that toluene
may also damage the peripheral auditory system of young mammals, in the form of IHC
and OHC loss (P)or ct al;'1984)
Barregard and Axelsson (1984) presented
case reports of audiologic findings from ship
painters, who are often exposed to both solvents and high noise leiels'(from spray painting machincs). Each subject had a great deal
of hearing loss, more than might be expected
from the industrial noise to which they were
exposed, but it is not possible to state that an
interaction of noise and solvents caused the
extreme degree of loss in the painters.
Johnson et al (1988) reported on a series
of experiments examining the interaction of
noise and toluene on the auditory systems of
rats. Rats were exposed to toluene (1,000
ppm, 16 hours a day, 5 days a week, for 2
%%cks),noise (maximum 105 dB SP, 2-,lz
band swept from 3 to 30 kllz, 10 hours a day,
7 days a week, for 4 wecks, 50 percent duty
cycle), or to toluene followed by noise.-Itearing was monitored with far-field evoked potentials. All threshold shifts were determined
by comparing postexposure sensitivity with
sensitivity in unexposed rats.
Toluene alone resulted in as much as 30
dB of TI and 10 dB of I
primarily at
higher frequencies; 12.5 kIlz was the most affected frequency. Animals exposed only to
noise had as much as 50 dB of TIE 2t12.5
kliz; PTE measurements were not made for
the noise-alone group. Subjects exposed to
both toluene and noise had TIE of greater
than 50 dB (thresholds were outside the limits
of the acoustic system) and PIS of 25 dB at
3.15 kIlz and below and PIS of 45 to 50 dB at
6 3 kllz and greater,

Conclusion
A number of recent studies have expanded our understanding of the Interaction
of noise and other agents. Data from studies of
the chinchilla suggest that cisplatin may make
the car susceptible to noise-induced hearing
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Ioss .Recent data with both'bumansand ani.
Mas suggest that carbon noxide, carbon disulhde, and organic solvents may also exacerbate the damage caused by excessive noise exposure. In contrast, data suggest that salmlate
does not~increase the auditory s-ser's susccptibily to noise. Using the chinchilla, it Was
shown that animals exposed to noise and salqlate did not hate significantly greater TI,
PTM,or halr cell loss than animals exposed to
noise.
We do not yet completely understand the
mechanisms of the interaction of noise with
chhicas, or in fact thyvmeciinlsm of the
ototoxic effects of mos: of the chemicais in
question. SubjcctinI)e, It appelas that a synergistic interation is possible if tiposure to the
chemical in question m'.,,i in permancni
damage to the peripheral .iditory system.
This holds true fo: the interaction of noise
with cisplatin. aminoglycoside antibiotics, and
toluene and for the lack of interaction of noise
with salicylate and loop-inhibiting diuretics
The exception to- the observation is that carbon monoxidc does not cause damagc_ in itsell, but may increase susceptibihty to noiseinduced loss, Thus, there appear to be several
major issucs~in noise-chemical synergism that
require further inestigation. First, the mechanisms of both ototoxicity and noisc-chcmrical
interaction need to be addressed, especially at
the molecular level. In addition, it is likely that
there arc chemicals that may increase suscep.
tibility to noise that have not yet been identified,-such as trimethyltin and alpha-difluoromethylornithilne.

Interactions entre le Bruit
et d'autres Agents
Ototraumatiques:
Resultats Recents
Certains agents ototoxiqucs tels que les
aminoglycosides accentuent les cffets traumatisants du bruit. Ricemment, plusieurs travaux
ont it entrcpris au sem de notre laboratoire
pour 6tudier linteraction dune part, entre le
bruit et Ic cisplatine et d'autre part, entre Ic
bruit et les salicylatcs. Les r6sultats de ces
6tudes seront analyses ainsi que ceux prose.
nant d'autres laboratoires ayant ktudi les effes combinuls du bruit et des agents industricls ou environnrmntaux tels que le disulfure
de carbone, Ic monoxide de carbone et Ic tolune.

18s6
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CO- roits IY DEIEOP.%IFAT
AN AGING

LE cisplatine est couranmecnt utijLs
comme 2nzi-mirotiquecen d~pit de ses efferts
oloroxiques siveres. UMi chez des patients
vivant sotC~ent en debuts du imilieua hospi.
taller, tine interaction possible de [a drogrie
2%e
CCin buit industriel, oti de tout au1tre naslic, est i redouter. Dans Ic but d'Etuidier tine
&enrtiell interaction du brtiit avec, lo cisjsla.
tine, tine dose de cisplatine (2,75 nglkg) a &
administric i tin premier groupe dc chinchillas, trois autres groupes ont eticexposfs i tin
bruit de bande centr6 stir 500 Hz dun ninvau
sonore de 70, 85 et t00 dB et, ettlin, trois
groupes ont El soumnis simultanirnent aux
deux agents pour chaque niveati sonr.

-cLC
cisplatine, seed, n'a pratiquetnent pas enltraine
dc pcites avditives (PTS), tandis quc
l'exposition i 100 dBi a provoqu6 tin PIS
d'une amplitude de 20-25 dBi dans Ics basses
frkqticncesL Cepcndant, lorsqueiles animaux:
sont exposfs simutin6ment aux deux agents,
tin PIS dune, amplitude de 45 dBi eat obtenu
au niveau des hates friquences. la combinat.
son des deux agents eat appamue efficace pour
les nivesux sonorea de 85 er 100 dlB mals pas
pour litznsit6 la plus faible.
L'rnteraction du bruit er des salic~lates a
d~j3~l6etui~eche
Ihome riechichila,
d~jA&6 Mome e lechichila.
Les nlsuitats ne sont d'ailletirs pas unanimes.
McFadden et Plattsmier (Htear Res 9 295),
Eddy et coil. (ISA Trains 15,103) ont sugg&r6
que ]a fatigue au1tie causki par le bruit 6tait
acentu~e par lsabsorption de salicylate, tandis
qite Woodford et coil. (Ann Orol 87:1 17) ont
Irouv6 qtie lea salicylatea n'augmeintaient pas
lea dffictts audtils; caus6s par le bruil. Darts le
but dc clarifier et d'approfondir Ia compr6hen.
sion des m~canismrs r~gissant lea effets combinfa du bruit et des salicylatea, tine dose de
saliylat (30
Jora)arfz ad
slclt(30mg/gour/15 jusa&6d.
eninistr&c A tin premier grotipce c chinchillas,
deue atres groupes ont &16 expos6s A tin
bruit die bande ccn tr6 stir 500 liz, &tun niveati
tie 80 dBi ott 105 tiBet, enlin, ticrx groupes
ont t6 siulln~mec
sunss
ax titk~
ont t6smulan~entauxdcu:
oums
agents pour chaqite niseati sonore. Les animaux cxpos6s simultanfment art brull ct latx
salicylates semblent soufirir de d6ficits audiuifs
plus lenporrants bifn que I tiifftrence avcc Iea
autres groupes ne soil pas significaive De
plus, lea animaux expos6s AtIa fois aux salicy.
etontpas
u buit
Isre late
yrau
utttt'nl
an n ontr6IEddy
d'impor.

~tui~cche

*

tanles dulfifrences quint sux pertes des cciIsles cilifes extcer par rapport aux aniMaUx
exposifs unlquemrnr au bruit.
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CHAPTER 16

Noise, Aminoglycosides,
and Diuretics
JEAN-.MARIE ARAN
H. IIIEL
T. HAYASHIDA
J.-P. ERRE
C. AUROUSSEAU
A. GUILHAUME
D. DULON

The overall patterns of functional and morphologic cochlear impairments after exposure
to high levels of white noise or after massive
aminoglycoside antibiotic treatment are simi.
lar. In both cases one usually observes an cle.
vation of thresholds for high frequencies correlated with hair c.l destruction at the base
of the cochlea, particularly the outer hair
cells.*
After combined noise and aminoglycoside
treatments, the damage is more extensive than
after each treatment applied alone, but the
pattern of damage is still the same. Thus, It is
difficult to determine-which is potentiating
the other. It could be that the amlnoglycoside
treatment increases the damaging effects of
noise, for instance, by making the cells metabolleally fragile, or vice versa,
iowever, the pattern of damage, typical
also with other causes of cochlear Impairments such as in aging, is correlated with the
pattern of mechanical excitation of the basilar

membrane by noise. Moreover, in the synergistic experiments, damage occurs when the
noise levels are close to their traumatic level
(greater than 100 dB SPL) (Marques et al,
1975), whereas the drag dosagezmay be below the ototoxic levels. When the noise level
is lower, as in incubators for premature new.
borns, absence of increased risk of ototoxicity
of aminoglycosides has been claimed (Bernard
and Pechere, 1984). In these conditions, it has
been proposed that the drug enhances the
hearing loss and cochlear damage caused by
the noise (Boettcher ct at, 1987). This is supported by the observation that even with the
use of *safe" (low) doses of aminogl) cosides,
the potentiation of noise damage occurs and
may last more than 20 days after cessation of
tie drug treatment (Gannon et al, 1979).
Conversely, it has been reported on sev.
eral occasions that when the noise exposure
precedes the drug treatment, the damage is
larger than when both treatments are presented in an opposite sequence (Darrouzet
Outy sligtly noticeable specific differences base been
and De Lima, 1962; Rpyan
and Bone, 1982; Colreported so faeIn cochlear
damage
folloAing noise
lins, 1988), snggesting that the damage is due
trauma
and atninogl)coside ototoxicity. In acoustic to tise toxic action of the drug, potentiated by
trauma
the fit row of outer hair cells is usually
af. the sound pre-exposure, Thais, at present,
fected first,aswith aminogl)"iosdes, although dfferent

patters hav beenrceported
(tlawtas et a],1967).
Af.
ter amInog4,oslde treatment
inner haircell loss.with
preser-ed outer hair cells, mayoccur at theapex of the

cochlca, together
viih outer hat cell destruction at
thebase.
Thislatter condition hasbeenusedto study
the function of outer haircells in theabsence of inner
hair cells(Dallos
cta], 1972).
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there is no clear description or understanding

of the synergistic effects betveen noise and
amlnoglycosides.

Although the mechanisms of acoustic m
pairment to the cochlea are well understood,
ranging from direct mechanical injury of hale
cells with very high-intensity sounds to meta.

NOISE.
AMINOGLYCOSIDES,
ANtDDIUR&FICS
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bolic
eibaustion during 1buglasling noises of

ditory nerve compound action potential

lower lcils, such as ambient industrial noises,
the mechanismns of aminog#)eoslde ototoxicitk"

(CAP) evoked by tone pips (2 ins rise/decay
times, no plateau) of different frequencies. it

are still not clear,
Other ototoxic agosts also work synergis,
ticallly with noise, aminoglycosides, or both
(Boettcher et al, 1987, Humes, 1984; Rybal,
1986). The case of loop diuretics is of partic.
lar interest. Loop diuretics such as ethatcynic
acid or furosemide, when administered alone,
induce profound but totally eversible functional losses due to temporary interference
with ionic transport by the stria vascularis
towever, when they are administered i'i asociation with aminoglycoside antibiotics, a
rapid and permanent lossof function and of
sensory cells occurs (West et al, 1973), but
there is no synergistic effect between noise
and loop diuretics (Vernon et al, 1977, Kisicel
and Bobbin, 1982).
However, when the three-agents (noise,
diuretic, and aminoglycoside antibiotic) are
used in combination, great synergistic interac.
tions occur, as we have recently observed
(flayashida et al. 1989; Aran, 1990). In partic
ular, the losses usually observed after treat.
ment with ethacrynie acid and gentamicin
when the animals are kept in a normal (labora.
tory or animal's quarters) sound environment,
do not develop or are delayed when the animals are kept isolat-.frtm so'und, in a sound.
proof room (llayashida et al, 1989). Thc"seresuits demonstrate the effect of noise, but in
the normal, functional, physiologic range of
thecochlea, rather than in the damaging range
of sound levels,
We will describe experiments' using different combination treatments in which we
studied the relations between functional or
morphologic cochlear changes and the dynamlcs of aminoglycoside uptake by die hair
cells. Tie results obtained tend to reveal the
respective role of each treatment, particularly
that of noise, in the development of the path.
ologie processes.

was also regularly monitored every 2 or 5
minutes during the hour following the EA injection by recording the CAP in response to a
train of 256 clicks (70 dB peak equivalent
sound pr&ure level [pesplI 10 per second).
In every case we observed, during the
first hour, a rapid decrease of the amplitude of
the CAP followed by a progressive recovery.
But when the animals were kept thereafter in
the soundproof room, without any acoustic
stimulation, the recovery was-complete after
24 hou;s, i e., the thresholds were normal
(Fig, 16.1, C) However, if the animals were
placed in theanimal quarters, with an ambient
sound level with peaks at about 60 dB SP,
then the recovery was not complete and there
was, at 24 hours, a definite high frequency
threshold elevation (Fig. 16-1, A). After 48
hours in silence, some guinea pigs showed a
profound loss, whereas others still displayed
normal CAP audiograms (Fig. 16.1, D). By
contrast, all animals maintained in ambient
sound had profound losses at all frequencie
(Fig 16.1, B).
The uptake of GM was studied using autoradiography or immunohistochemistry (Ila
yashida ct al, 1989). 'The main observations
were (!) GM is specifically, and exclusively,
labeled in the hair cells of the cochlea, with
inner to outer haircells and apex to base gradients (Fig 16-2); (2) GM is preferentially localizd at the apex of the hair cells, below the
cuticular plate, In the area of dense lysosome
acctmulation, around the basal body, the hair
bundle (Fig. 16.3), and on the nucleus (Iliel
etal, in preparation); (3) GM is clearly identifled within numerous haircells in cochlcas of
guinea pigs that did not show, at time of sacrilice,
any threshold elevation, particularly those
kept in silence and sacrificed at 24 hours.
However, althoughit was impossible to precisely quantify the amount of GM taken up by
the hair cells, GM labeling was apparently
more pronounced in the guinea pigs exposed
to sound than in those kept in silence.

Experiment I
Guinea pigs equipped with indwelling
electrodes on the round window of one ear
and on the skullwere treated with one intra,
muscular (1,M) injection of gentamicin (GM)
(150 mg per kilogram), followed 1.5 hours
later by an intracardiac (IC) injection of
etliacrynic acid (EA) (30 mg per kilogram)
The cochlear function was measured at the
beginning and at the end of the experiment by
the determination of the thresholds of the an-

The results of this first series of experiments confirm the.potentiation of aminoglycoside ototoxicity by loop diuretics. But the) indicate additionally (1) GM specifically pene.
trates into hair cells, (2) normal acoustic stimulation (functional depolarization) is essential
for GM uptake and toxicity-in other words,
silence could prevent the development of ototoxicity, (3) the patterns of GM uptake and of
functional loss parallel that of sound activation
in the cochlea, (4) GM uptake by the hair
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Experiment 3
To analyze the role of sound activation in
GM uptakLe
and toxicity. we first studied its
role after the GW/EA treatment. The experi-

mcnt ias the same as cerment 1,with the
guinea pigs receiving the same GM/EA treat.
ment, except that their function was moni.
tored not only during the first hour. but also
every
minute thereafter during the following
hour. Afteratrd,
the guinea pigs were simi.
larly kept Inthe soundproofroom. in this con.
dition, the changes in the CAP response 2ppcarcd drastically diffcrcnL
Although the response to the click did continue to recoscr
during the second hour of sound stimulation,
later on, while the guinea pigs v.re again in
silence, it started to decrease and, at 2 f hours,
it had completely vanished (Fig.
164) and the
thresholds '.ere profoundly cleated.
These obsCrations aresignifican. They
confirm the potentiation of the toxicity of
GMIEA treatment by acoustic stimulation,

T
-cy
ind;cate also that this
potenttiation
not occur

does
at the peak of the EA effect, when
the cochlea is completely deprived of acthity.
but rather w his acti"ity reoi ermThe dclaY b'tneen thesound activation and the de"clopment of the functional losses suggests

that these alterations arcnot directly due to
the noise. If that %%as
the case, they would develop instantly, as they do during acoustic
trauma. We know that EA facilitates enty f
GM into endolymph (Tratn
Ba Iluy ct a
1983), and it is likely that, in turn.
sound aci.
vation facilitates its entryfrom endolympa
into the hair cells. The intraceliular toxicity
would then dcelop without the participation
ofsound, because by that time the animals are
isolated from sound.

Experiment 4
In a fourth experiment, we tried to drtermine whether silence would also prcsnt the
development of ototoxicity during a chronic

E~twt~xc~m~.A~Duzncs
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These negative -results during chronic
treatment isith GM could he related to the
that only one ear vLas(partially) sound
protected. Another side effect of aminnoglycoside antibiotics is their tseuromusctilr blocking potency (Paradli$ Ct 2L. 1980). We hat-C
obserted that amincgI~cosides do not. oter

~

th aiinglcosidc has penetratd the hai
cells Honseser. it is posssil that such a block-de of the transduction diannels, wichidis rapa1
idly rever.;ble. remained undetected in our
globnal physiologic measuremnti:s. and that it
could he a step toviids the penetration of the
molecule into the cell. Thus, tie activation of
ysudmycfc
tetadcincanl
ltelyk facilitate the entry of the aminoglycotd oeueit h el

Bruits Antibiotiques

Amingyoiiuse

the short term, penetrte the hair cells inngycsdquse
titro. but that they concentrate: at the basa
end, in the synaptic efferent ares, uttich is
most probably cholinergic, and that they
block the calcium channecls (Dulon is al.
1989). Thus, it is possible that the aminoglycoside action at the synaptic area modifies the
function of the hair cell, and thus indirectly,
its penetration mechanism lids synaptic ares
is normally activated during excitation of the
efferent system. which occurs bilaterally after
afferent sensoty excitation. In our chronic cxperiment in which one car wyasunprotected.
the efferent system w6as activated and could
exert its Influence on the two esrs. Ilowevee,
there does not serm to he a corrclation hetween the degree of olotoxicity and of acuromutscular blockade potency of the different
antinogl)-cosldes (Hutton et al, 1980, Aran,
1990

Diur~tiques

La synergic entr bruit is antibiotiques
aninogl)cosidiqueS a &6tfd~cousertc u6rstt
mais contestfe et insuffisammont explorEe.
Comme let deux agressions affectent priacipalement let cellules cili6cs extemeis de ]a
bate dc la cochice, il est encore difficile de
definir pr~ciulntnt Ic:r6le decchacun tie ces
agents.
Les quclques observations cliniques ct exp~rimentales disponibles 5p~cifiqucmmnt Sur
let interactions bnnit/ansinoglycosides sont
tout d'ahord analysis, pubs compaives a
Mcies obtenues a peopos d'autree synrgies,
tclirsque Irs syneegiet diuratquesamnoglycosides, et crilet olservs-e plus eremment
sur le plan expcrimntal entre, le teals agents,
bruit, diuritiques et aminoglycosides.
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CHAPTEv 17

Sensitive Developmental Period
and Acoustic Trauma:

Facts and Hypotheses
REMY PUJOL

Sensthie periods have been identified in the

dci eloping mammalian cochlea (Uziel, 1985,
Pujol and Uziel. 1988). They can be described
as dec lopmental periods during which an epigenetic factor has a damaging effect, or an increased damaging effect on cochlear structures and function. Reasonably %%ellcfined
sensitie periods exist for thyroid deprivation
(Uziel. 1986) and aminoglycoside antibioticN
(Pujol, 1986). Similarly, a sensitive period for
acoustic trauma has been reported. During
this period, juvenile animals show an en.
hanced susceptibility to nois exposure: it.,
both temporary threshold shifts (TIS) (Bock
and Seifter, 1978) and/or permanent threshold
shifts (IMiS)(Bock and Saunders, 1977) were
first reported in the hamster cochlea after a
noise exposure that %vasnontraumatic for an
adult of the same species.
This article will not reiiew tile expert.
mental data, as little has been added to the literattre since the preious report (Lcnolr ct al,
1986). Ilowever, the main results will be
briefly summarized ard two major questions
that were raised at that time will be discussed
further. The first question concerned the anatomic correlates that could account for the
sensitive perlod to noise tratinma. Sonic of the
most recent findings in cochlear physiology
(eg., active mechanisms and neuirochenustry)
must presently be considered to complement
tie hypotheses already proposed. We will par.
licularly discuss. (I) a possible immaturity of
tile inner hair cell auditory nerve synapse, restilling in an increased excitotoxicity to amino
acids, (2) the fragility of the incompletely de%
eloped outer hair cell actise mechanism, and
(3) the weaker protective effect ofeffcrents at
the end of the developmental period as com196

pared %%ith adulthood. The second question
concerns the existence of a sensitive period in
human babies. Because of the gre t similarities
in cochlear structure and de elopment among
most mammalian species, including humans. it
is highly probable that a sensitiic period for
acoustic trauma exists during the last trimester of pregnancy, or in premature babies.
Some rcent data supporting tilts assumption
will be presented.

Sensitive Period for

Noise-Induced Damage:
Experimental Data
Experimentally, the first suggestion that
dcsclopmcntal factors needed to be consid.
cred in evaluating tie effect of noise on tile
auditory system came from studies on the
phenomenon of priming for anduogenlc setzures (cg., lenry and Blowman, 1970, Satinders ct al, 1972). These studies clearly demon
strate "that an elevated absolute threshold per
se is not sufficient to induce seizure susceptibility, but that a prolonged reduction of input
during a sensiltisc priod might be a better cxplanation" (Willott and licunry, 1974).
An age dependent susceptibility of the cochlcar strictures to acoustic trauma was first
obsersed in guinea pigs (Fall et al, 1971), Fxposurc to traumatic noise, when presented
during the first week after birth, resulted in
more scserc cochlear lesions than xilien pre.
sented to adult guinea pigs. Similar findings
were then reported by others, using different
types of noise exposure or different mcasure-
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(phyvsiologiC versus anatomic) Of the
'cutc
tram was found in both
~~~ mints
tfu'tcefc
~flosseser,
~ the
(eiiOa~196.d~C
~ first~clear~denmonstratiotn
~ ~ ~ perod
~ Bfo n 5,8116
mc. during the iiondmonth of life (herm, l9&ib), while: their cothat an enhaniced period of susceptibility to
acoustic traumia exists in the mamnmalian cochles ws from Observations on )oung lanmseta; (Bock and Saunders, 1977; Stanek ct al,
1977hBock and Seifter, 1978). In this aninul,
wich exhibits a dela~ed cochlear mfaturation
acompared to most of the other experimen.
it models the following conclusions were

*

*

I. Young hxmters pass through a des-elopmcntal suige during vthich they,
a heightened susceptibility to
acoustic trauma.
2.Increased S't cptsbility to acoustic
traum is evident using both the PTS
or PIS criteria.
3. The sensitisc period appears to depend
on developme.ital changes within the
coch~lea, not in the middle car.
4. The developmental changes remain tinidentified, but occur after the cominple
lion Of the appircilt -Struetural and
functional maturation of the c&chlea.
Experiments performed willh rat fiirzbcr
confirm the above conclusions (Lenoir et ill,
1979). A sensilise period to noise exposure
existed in tile rat pup beruseen day 16 and day
40 of postnatal age. From anatomic and pltysiologic data showing that the rat cochlea
reaches its adult-like properties at the end of
the third useek, it wvasconcluded that the increased susceptibility appeared at tile end of
cochleiar maturation. The peak of sensitivity,
i c , the time when the noise: exposure causes
the. maximum PIS, occlarred at day 22 when
the rat cochleca is considered to be ftully malure. Moreover, the sensitive period extends
for approximately I month after the apparent
completion of cochlear a~ttiration. In order
tdetermine the natture of thle cochilear damageresponsible for the MI',a histologic study
(surface preparation visualized Wilh transtuission electron microscopy) was done on tile
same aimnals (Lenoir and Pujol, 1980). Although not obviously conclusive, the restults
Indicated that different metabolic impairments
in different cochlear structures may accotint
for thle traumatic processes. Interestingly,
these impairments were fst noted not only
on the hair cells (especially outter), bitt also
on the nerve endings (especially the efferents
to thle outer hair Cells),
A series of experiments was completed
recently on several strains of moice(Ilem,
198lab). The results largely agree wvithwhat
has been found in other species. A sensitive

~~show

dhlea are beP.-ved to he nature by the end of
thc first ntstth (Shnerson and Pisiol, 1983).
loise-er, in the CBA mouse, it appeams that
this increased susceptibility does not involve
the whole cochlea, Inic-igh-frequenecy por.
tion of the organ of Corti seems to be equally
sensitive throughout the mouses lifespan
(len's', 198-ia)

Anatomic Correlates of the
SniiePr~
From the aboie reported experimental
data, the: most surprising and general finding is
that it, ;not possible to closely correlate the
period of sensiti sty to acoustic trauma with a
specific maturational cs eat in the cochlea. Cochlcar.structures and futnctions appear fully
developed %%hen the sensitive period is at its
peak. 'lbus, authors refer to "an unidentified
and late developnmental change (Bock and
Saunders, 1977), or to "a metabolic stabilisalion, period that would follow the structural
maturation" (Lenoir et a1, 1979). Our concept
of cochlear physiology has drastically changed
withiii the last decade (Santos-Sacchi, 1988.
Pujol, 1989), therefore, new hypotheses can
now be d-eveloped. We will reviewy only three
of them involving thle synapses between inner
hair cells (IIICs) and the auditory nerse, the
outer hair cell (OIIC) active mechanism, and
the regulation of the active mechtanism by the
medial efferenits.
IHC-Auditory Nerve Synapse
The morphology of tle synapses between
the lIICs and tile, radial atiditory afferent cud'
ings of tile type I ganglion cells clearly i-h
eateg that synaptic transmission is of a netirochemical type (fuosl and Lenoir, 1986). Thec
beat candidate for tile neturotmi~smitter ts glutaniate (Eybalin and Pitjol. 1989). This has
physiologic as wecllas patliophysiologic ujsltcations.
Glutamate is considered to be an excellent netirotransmitter in tite central nervous
system when fist excitation is needed, which
is the situiation one would expect in.tlic cochlea. Hlowever, glutamate is also kriown to
htave neurotoxic effects when excessively released, andfor incompletely recycled. A gluta.
malergie synapse, to be safe, should be provided with an efficient mechanism for rerunsing the ncuirotransmitter from the synaptic
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left
Inthecochlea (Eyalin and Pujol. 1983).

as gen rally occurs in the brain, this is
achieced by glial rcc)cling of giutunate into
glutamine. But when glutamate is rcleased in
xcess, as may occur during overstimulation,
or in pathologic conditions such as ischcmia
or anoxia, this mechanism is not adequate and
ncurotoxic processes affect the postsyrnaptie
targets. This neurotoxicity is first characterized by a s%%elling
of nenc endings, followed
by degeneration of glutamoccptive neurons
(Maycr and Westbrook, 1987). In the cochlea,
exposure to kainie acid, a glutamate analog,
results inan acut and specific sN clling of radial iffcrent dendrites co'nected to IHCs (Pujol et a. 1985). Subsequently, a loss of type I
spiral ganglion neurons occurs (Juiz ct al,
t989). It is striking to compare this acute
damage with Nlhlit occurs in anoxia (Spocndlin, 1970, Billett et a. 1989) or some cases of
acoustic trauma (Spoendlin, 1976; Robertson,
1983) in all cases, the same type of inimediate selling (Fig. 17-1),
probably linked to
glutamate excitotoxicity, is obsered (Pujol ct
al,
199Oa).
Glutamate neurotoxicity is nowytaken
into account in the CNS to explain some of
the (egeneratitc processes occurring in aging
(Mcidmm, 1985) This could also be a valuable working hypothesis in some forms of
presb)cusis (Pujol ct al, 1990a). Similarly, it
would be interesting to ins estigate more carefully
lIC-afferent auditory synapses after noise
exposure during the sensitive period. An in.
crease of the sielling, as compared to similar
exposure in adulthood, would indicate that
glutamate ncurotransmission and/or glutamate
rec)cling is not fully mature, accounting for
part of the increased sensitivity of the cochlea,
Interestingly, in two of the experimental stud
ics
that Itame
characterized the histologic damage that follows acoustic trauma during the
sensitive period, tie loss of IlICs (Price,
1976) and the degeneration of their afferent
stpply (lcnoir and Pujol, 1980) %ee pointed
out,
OHC-Active Mechanism
Thie Of Csare no longer considered to be
consictional mcchanoreceptors. Ilowever,
they areexcited in the same way as theIlCs
(through displacement of their stercocilia and
opening of potassium channels), but they react to auditory stimulation in a completely dif
fercnt manner, probably by contracting. The
demonstration, in in vitro preparations, that
OlICs could contract or elongate depending
on changes in the membrane potential, repre

sents one of the major steps in-the under.

standing of cochlear physiology (Brownell,
1984). In fact, an actie mechanism enhancing
and filtering the sibration of the basilar mcm.
branc was strongly suggested when oto-acoustie
emissions were discomered (Kemp, 1978).
Moreover, the finding that in normal condi.
tions, the basdar membrane (SCllick Ct al,
1982; Khanna and Leonard, 1982) as ,tell
as
the IlICs (Russell and ScHick, 1978) areperfectly tuned suggestcd that this actise mcchanism must take place before the sensorineural
transduction at the 1l1C leicl. E%en though the
,exactmechanism occurring in vivo is still not
completely understood. OIICs are clearly invohed. As the OHCs are firmly coupled to the
basilar membrane by means of supporting
cells, and to the tectorial membrane by means
of their tallest stereocatia, their contraction
may result in an enhancement and a tuning of
the vibration of the cochlear partition. Thus,
the OIIC actise mechanism is considered to
be responsible for tieexquisite sensitivity
(gain of about 50 dB at threshold) and frequency selectivity of the cochlea.
Possibly relevant to the scnsiti e period
for acoustic trauma are the recent findings on
the maturation of the OIIC active mechanisms. A dcselopmental study of acoustic distortion products in the rat cochlea (Lenoir
and Puel, 1987) points out the relatiscly late
maturation of tlte actic mechanism plienomcnon as compared with other indices of the cochlear function (iel and Uzicl, 1987). TIte
2Fj-F
2 otoacoustic emissions for mdfrcqucncies (3 to 7 kllz) reach their adult value at the
very end of tiefirst postnatal month. the gradient of maturation observed in this study,
front the lowest (3 kllz)
to the highest (7
kllz) frequencies, suggests that subtle devclopmental changes may occur it the basal portion of the rat cochlea wcll after the end of its
apparent stnictural maturation. Thus, it is
tempting to correlate both the location (high
frequency region) and tile titming (peak at the
end of the first month) of tbesensitive period
to acoustic trauma (Lenoir ctal, 1979) with
the increased sensitivity of the OlIC active
mechanisms, which are not yet fully stabilized,
Efferent Supply to OHCs
OIICs, especially in the region thatis
most sensitive to a,:ouslc trauma in the developmental period (i c.,
8 to 20 kllz,
Lenoir ct
a], 1979), areinnervated by the medial effercntendings that form huge axosunatic synapses (Lenoir et al, 1980). This so called medial efferent system (Ware and Guinan, 1979)
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Figure17.1 Coctposon of acute damage
affectingthe radialafferenits
analog)exposure,B,acoustictrauma(closrd s)stem10 UUln120dfl, , hour), and
aftr" A. Lainleacid(gtntaimate
C.anoala.16'21
alcases, a seleetheanddrastic weling of radialaffereuts(someof themindicated b) a star)ts ohsed, pusatblydueto glutamate
excittoxicity
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protective
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effect
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reduction
their acti%
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turalBy
maturation
is achieved
by the last
te'.
trtnescomparing
the maturational
stages
in
anisms (Mountain. 1980. Rajan and Johnstone,
humans to those reported in experimental
1983; Puel ctal, 1990).
mammals, it can be proposed that a 6- or
The maturation of the fferent-OlC syn7-month fetal cochlea could function with a
apses is known to be'rhe last event ofcochlcar
sensitivity close to-mature values Furthersynaptogenesis in the rat (Lenoir et a., 1980)
more, on the basis of comparison with rats,
as v ellas in all other mammalan species that
one wxould expect a sensitive period to noise
hase been ins estigated (Pujol and Sans, 1986).
trauma to occur in humans from 5 months in
These synapses reach an apparent mature
utcro to a few months after birth, m itl a peak
stage just before the sensiti e period to acouswithin the last trimester of normal pregnancy.
tic trauma, but only anatomic criteria were
Thus, an enhanced risk factor for acoustic
used to assess this maturity, One could expect
trauma has to be estimated in two dtfferent
some biochemical and/or molecular process
populations: the term newborns, vlho spend
extending the synaptic maturation or stabilizamost of their sensitive period in utero, and the
tion well beyond the point estimated by elec- premature infants,
who are directly exlosed
tron microscopy. Thus, incomplete maturation
to a noisy environment within the most critiof the medial efferent synapses would lead to
cal part of the sensitive period.
a lower protectihe effect on the OlICs. In.
deed, sery prcliminary results (Lenoir and Pit.
jol,
1980) indicate that in rat cochleas ,x.
-Hearing by the Human Fetus
posed to noise, thecfferent OIIC synapses are
particularly affected during the sensitive peA precise evaluation of the intensity of
riod.
sound to which the fetus is exposed in utero
is a prerequisite to any estimation of the risk
Human Data
of noise trauma during pregnancy. Recently,
data have been published concerning the uterWhateser the anatomic correlates, the ex.
inesoundenvironment in human mothers as
istcnce of a period of increased sensitivity to
well as in suitable animal models such the
acoustic trauma in young rodents can no
ewe. From these studies it appears that the
longer be questioned. Because of the remark,.
sensory information reaching the ansulotic
able similarities of cochlear anatomy and/or
cavity is far richer than previously expected
function bctwecn mammalian species, it is
"Ivo sets of experiments in pregnant.ewes
highly probable that such a period also exists
give a clear idea of the intensity and frequency
in most othermammals In humans, the probof externally emitted sounds that arc transmtit.
lens was first raised by clinicians who were
ted to an intact amniotic sac. In the first study
,concerned with possible damaging effects of
(Aruitage et al, 1980), a hydrophone imnoisy incubators on the hearing of premature
planted on the fetus
neck indicated an attenubabies (Falk and rarmer, 1973; Douck et al,
ation of about 20 dB or less for frequencies
1976) Although there is little direct evidence
lower than 2 kliz, higher frequencies have a
for'tle existence of a sensitle period in hithigher level of attenuation Another espcrimans, it is worth reviewing some relevant data
mcnt (Gerhardt et al, 1988) demonstrated
which provide Information about (1) matura.
that application of a sound source directly on
tion of the human oclilea; (2) the onset of fe.
the surface of the maternal abdomen can retal hearing; and (3) the evaluation of risk fac.
suit in very high sound pressure levels in the
torsfor hearing loss in the fctts and new.
uterine cavity, When stimulating with an artifi
borns.
cial larynx (frequency spectrum below I

Maturation of the Human
The anatomic maturation of the human
cochlea has been thoroughly
investigated in
the recent past (Pujol and Uziel, 1988, Layigne-Rebillard and Pujol, 1990). These studies
confirm that the &'tacochlea is structurally
ready to function as soon as the eighteenth
week of pregnancy, and that complete stroc.

kiz),something that isdone clinically for stir.
vcillance of high,rVk pregnancies, the sound
level
130 torecorded
1410dBl at the hydrophone reached
also been performed during labor (see Querleu et al, 1989) Most of these measurements
are concordant with the animal results. t ,
the attenuation is lower than 20 dB below I
kliz and increases linearly front 20 to 40 dB
wshen the frequency is increased from I to 10
kllz It is, however, important to note that

SLNSfl1E DEVELOPMEIseTA
PERIOD
ANDACOLUSTIC
IRAUSM FAC75
ANDItYPOTIIESFS
both the external and middle ears are filled

itih amniotic fluid in the fetus and the transmission of sounds to the cochlea may be conmpletely different than in, the adult Nes-erthelsthe feasibility of prenatal testing (see
Granier-Deferre dt al, 1985) is a good indiestion that this fluid transmission is really not
too bad. In these conditions, during the last
trimester of pregnancy, wh'en cochlear thresholds of the fetus haite probably dropped close
to normal v-alues, one should expect sound
stinmulation to base both phi)siologic and path.
ologic effects limited mainty by-the attenuation discussed above and by some frequency
distortions.

Noise Trauma in the Human
Fetus
The possibility of fetal cochlear damage
resulting from noise exposure of the mother
during'pregnancy has been postulated on the
basisiof correlations with experimental data
(se-Lenoir et A,. 1986). Hfowever, a direct
evaluation has also been reported in two clinical studies, In the first inv-estigation (Daniel
and Laciak, 1982). 75 children wvere tested. all
were born from mothers wvlo had wvorked
during their pregnancy In a weaving factory
(wvithin a 100 dlBnoise environment). Only -ID
of these children had normal hearing for their
a ge! The other 35 presented high frequency
losses of29 to 55 dli).This dramiatic r~ult has
been confirmed in another stiv,(Lalande et
Al, 1986) in which 131 children-were exam.
ined. Their mothers had worked while pregnant in noisy conditions ranging from 65 to
95 dBi. Restilts show that children whose
mothtee were exposed to noise of 85 to 95 dill
had a~thric.ild increase In the risk of havin
'tg
high frequtency hearing loss. Moreosver, there
was ti correlation between exposure to low.
frequency noise and the risk of hearing loss at
4 OILir

Noise Trauma in Premature
Babies
The restlts described abave clearly suggest that a period of Increased sensitiviuty to
the damaging effect of noise also exists in the
human coclela. The demonstration that a
noise exposturc around 90 dilihas a noxious effet on the fetal ear, despite the attenuation
provided by the uterine environment, implies
that a similar noxious effect shtould be expected to occur in premature babies at lower
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levels of exposure, This raisesagain the piob-

lem of a possible traumatic effect of incubator
noise. Depending oni the incubator model,
such noise can reach 60 to 75 dBiunder nor.
mal ssorking conditions. Is this level of noise
sufficient to damage the cochleas of premature
babies' Experiments done in the rat show that
during the sensitive period a noise can have
deleterious; effect at levels 10 to 20 dlBlower
than in adulthood (Lenoir et a], 1979). Ifthis
is also true in human cochleas, a I-month cxposure to 75 dft could well be damaging,
The last p~uintthat must be discussed eoncerns premature babies. They arc sometimes
given. when in sit incubator, ototoxic drigs
such as aminoglycosides A combination of
noise (nontraumatic by itself) and drug (at a
dose which is nonototoxic by itself) cotild
produce a potentiating effect (Lenoir et al,
1986), especially, during the sensitive period.
This is a serious matter even if most of the
studies done with infants in intensive care
units do not clearly indicate auditory defects
with noise and'or drug exposures. Damage
could wvellbecsmall enough or lin. ,d to a
high frequency range so6as to be ov-erlooked
at the tinmeof treatment. Taking~tnto account
that all assaults of noise and drigs may accumulate over time (Ilawkins, 1973), very early
damage could well be significant in tile late
appearance of a perceptible hearing impairnuent.

Traumatisme Sonore et
Ptiriode de Susceptibilit4
au cours du
D veloppemrent: Faits et
H pt~e
Au cours dii uiveloppement cochlraire,
phtsleurs p~rlodes d'hypersensibilitib out 6~t6
di~crites (voir Uzicl, 1985 et Pujol et Uzicl, 1989
des pi~ripour revues), Elles correspondent Au
odes du duveloppemcent ou ounfacteur £-p]gtn6.
tique petit affiecter, on avoir unecffet d~letreaccru sur Ia structure ct Ia fonction cochlaire
Cest ainsi qu'ne pfrlode d'hypersensibiit6 a
6i6 misc en t6sidence pour l'insufftsance thyroidienne ct I'ottoxicit6 atix antibiotiques aminogiycosides, it en eat de mgmec pour le trauma
acoustique. Dants cc dernier cas, des animaux
en cours de divoppeuient, soumnis one exposition bruyante inoffensive chez l'adulte de
ns~mc cspi~cc, pr~sentent des pertes auditives
temporaires on dsflnitives
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Le pe6sent Article n'a pas pour objectif de
passer i nouveau en rAeCIe S travaux eXp6171inentaUX sur Ic sujet, car trfis peu de r~sultats
not
66pblia
Icpr& len
,~
ont dpui
deiii
pblis lepri~den~rapor
(Lenoir, Bock et Pujol, 1986). Tioutefonis les
principales donn6es seront rasum6es avant de
prolonger ]a discussion sur deux points essentiels L~epremier concerne leo correlations
[a p~ri.
our-.lentexpiter
analmiqes
anatomques
qiui pounient
epli
ode d'hypersensdbdit6 211trauma acoustique.
De fait, t1 foulta pr6Sent lenir compte des d6veloppements Lesplus [rins Concetnt Ia
physiologic cochir~aire (mr~canismes actifs,
neurochimie, . . .) pour compir~ter ou modifler leo hypothhaes dE13 avaner~es Nous nous
propoons
disuterpatic~igrmenl
e
prop~on dediS~t~
parCU~emet,(1)
one possible immaturlS die la~synapse entre
cellules Ciltr~eointerneS et fibres auditives, ayant pour consk~itence uili toxiclrS accruie aucc
acides aminrso; (2) one fragilt6 des cWhlles
cilir~es externes et des mr~canismes actrfs avant
leurcompetematuatin;
() ondie proe.
leurcom~tematraton;
3) n efetproectent du syst~mc cffrernt plus fatble au coors
de cete pr~riodc que darns l'3ge adulte. Le second point concerne la transposition chez
I'lioumec dc )a pr~riode d'hypcrsensibillrS an
trautma acoustique. 13n fail, il existe trop dc
slmllarit~s dans [a Structulre et le dr~cloppc.
frint.
men delad [apluart
oile
menttie ad colil~e
Ia itiprt es mm
mireres, ltomme y conipris, pour qoc Ion ne
puisse pas grnrraliscr la notion die pr~riodeo
d'hypersensibilit. Dans co conditions, II dolt
exister tine prriode de risques acertiS pour la
an rainiaacoustiqite,
cochr~ehumane.fac
a coors~ domner
ametrum
int ICO
au our dudericrtrieste
i utrti On

cltez leo prr~malur~s. Quelques observations
r~centes venant a l'appul de eeic Wdre5001
discut~es.
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CHAPTER 18

Regeneration of Hair Cells
in the Avian Inner Ear
EDWIN W, RUBEL

M ost of this volume deals with parameters
affecting noise.induced hearing loss. It is of
considerable importance to examine factors
such as exposure duration, sound inrensity,
and age, individually and as they interact. In
addition, investigators are providing important
new information about tie cellular events in.
volved in noise or drug daniage to the inner
ear. These events seem to involve a constella.
lion of mechanical and chemical events that
lead to disruption and pliagocytosis of hair
cells, aswell as varying degrees of support cell
disruption and ganglion cell loss, Understand.
lng relationships between the physical parans,
eters ofsound and the degree of sensornetiral
damage may allow prediction and prevention
of damage due to noise exposure. Understand.
lug the mechanical and chemical events uin.
derlying receptor damage from noise expo.
sure may lead to methods,for protection or
early treatment that will prevent or retard the
deleterious effects,
Conversely, It is safe to assume that dam,
age to the inner ear through exposuire to
noise, environmental chemical toxins, medica.
tions, and disease will contiue to cause hear.

ing and balance disorders in nillions of people
acli year. An ultimate objective, therefore,
would b6 to develop methods to replace lost
receptor elements through transplantaion or
regeneration. 'Ibis chapter deals with recent
studies on regeneration of hair cells in the
avian inner car,
"'liepotential for sertebrate hair cells to
proliferate and differentiate throughout life
has been recognized for over 50 years (Cor.
win et al., 1989) For example Stone (1933,
1937) studied regeneration of lateral line organs following tail anputation in amphibian
embryos. lie found that regenerated organs
were numerically similar to the presious com204

plement and that they were supplied by migration of precursor cells from the last organ
of the proximal tail stump. More recently, a
number of groups have investigated both con.
tinned production of hair cells in the saccule
of rays and fishes as well as regeneration of
hair cells in the lateral line of amphibians
(Corwin, 1983; Corvin et at, 1989, Presson
and Popper, 1990a,b),
Until recently, however, It was generally
accepted that postembryonic production of
hair cells is limited to cold-blooded verte.
brates, as is the ability to restore damaged
populations of hair cells That is, birds and
mammals have lost this ability during evolution, In both birds and mammals, the hair cells
that will normally populate the inner ear are
produced relatively early in embryogenesis
(Ruben, 1967). Although sonic mitotic activ.
ity may continue after this time, the new cells
were not thought to differentiate into hair
cells. Re'cent studies on birds have suggested
that we must re-evaluate these assumptions.

Initial Experiments
Two serendipitous findings suggested that
birds were able to restore the population of
hair cells following elimination of enibryoni.
cally produced hair cells due to ototoxic
drugs or noise exposure. Raul Cruz (Cruz et
al., 1987) performed an experiment intended
to exaniine the time course of ammoglycoside
destruction of hair cells in the chick. Cruz
gave a large group of neonatal chicks a 50
mg/kg injection of gentanicin each day for 10
days. Experimental and vehicle-injected con.
trol animals were allowed to survive varying
amounts of th,ie ranging from t day to 32
days, Earlier studies in our laboratory (Johns

cc iL 1980) demonstrated that: sii aital
were gz-en this injectioni regimen and alloured
to survive for 40 days. hair cell 1css%2s
esidetit throu tout the basa two-hird oithc
cods~LeaIn the Osur ct 2L,sudy, the cochleas
were serial! sctioed and the nuoer of
hair cells wstacounted at I00 pm intervals
from the base to the apex. Hair cell counts
reveled that after the ten clzraminogShcoside
treatment there VL25
a riearly toteliination
of hai cells; in the basal -oe-tird of the
cochlea. A week later the damage had spread
to elimfinate 2 Majority Of the hair Cells
throughout the basal two-thirds of the cochica, but counts at-the basal pole revale
that the number of hair
had hean partially restored. After another 2 weecks, the
numher of hair cells throughout the baSal
two-thirds of the cochlea appeared to he
recovering toward normaL
NWhile
these data strongly suggested that
new hair cells wecre being produced to replace
those destro) cd bn, the aminoglycoside: treatment, other interpetaicsns Uwepossible. For
example, it was possible that the aminoglycosides caused deterioration or dediffereintiation
of hair cells to the extent that they vwere unrecognizable in tl'e micros~copic sections. and
then recoi cry ens'iued. Esen if new hair cells
wecre taling the place of embryonically- produced cells that had heen destros-ed by the
drug, we could not conclude that this wis due
to the production of new cells Inste~d, it Was
possible that the aminoglycosides Or the resuiting damage induced support cells differentiate into new hair cells. In other receptor orgaits, such as taste buds, there is continual ccplacement of receptors by so-called support
cells.
WThilcCruz was counting hair cells following aminoglycoside ototoxicits', Cotanchc
(1987a) was examining the neonatal chick cochles by scanning electron microscopy following acoustic trauma. Although the initial purpose of these studies was to-6xamine 2ge dafferences in the position of damage produced
by overstimulation (Rubel and Rya-s, 1983;
Ryals and Rthel, 1985; Lippe, and Rubel, 1983,
1985), Cotanche also noted the repopulation
of hair cells a few days following noise damage. Again, this obsers-tion is open to seseral
interpretations Including both cell regeneration and recovery of stereocilla. Cotanche
made two additional important obisevations:
the apical Surfaces of the cells that appeared
to be repopulating the Cochlea bore a striking
resemblance to immature hair cells, and the
sequence of differenitiation paralleled the embryology of stereocilia.

~cels

*

*

Thken tog:ctr: tltse- two s~ts(Cr=t
c: A,. 1998; Cixatxhe. 196a) scated td=
the recoaion of haicsLss nordue ore
coics! but represcocd cit-fr exeate hai
cells or transformed sopport cellb=re szodiea than =ued tnlsed thymds ('11 th!m.
datne) to label miro Uv-.cir cellsin the inner ca of postnatal birds in order to Frt
that new hair cells were bring producedL 11h
method imakes me of the baet tha the mcic
acid, thymid izs inoiotdinto DXNA
during the Spbase of ntiosisL Utthan rema-z-A i
the nuciens throughout the liiieof the cdl, if
antabundance: of rAScctive thsidine is iitrduced into the etinronit of mktodcallr
active cells during Sphase. all progeny become radioactisc-ef lbeled, with succssive
cell divisions in the absance of radioativec
thyidin the label is serially diited Ilowever. if the radioacrise thvmldine is present
during the fatal cell division both daughter
cells vril he strongly radioactive This method
is comomons- used to study the -birth date of
ceL, the time that cells len e the mitotic cyele 3 (Sidman, 1970 Bs- following treatments
of 11thvynidine with an abundance of nonradioactiie (-cold) thvmidine, it is powbl to
libel cells that are produced during a restricted perio of time. This method is consmonly, referred to as puhec labdWg~ Cells labelied by) 311thymidine can he identified at
any subsequent time by histologic tissue proceasing andl autoradiography Reduced silver
grains in the photographic emulsion overlying
the nucleus of laHlld cells arc an indication
that the stan cell wtas undergoing mittsis
while the '11thymidine was asilahle for incorporation.
Using this method. Cormn and Cotanche
(1988) and Ra-&and Rubel (t988) demonstrated that dansgc. to the asian cochlea
causes a population of stem cells to re-enter
the mitotic cqcle and produce new cells.
which subsequtently differentiate into new hair
cells as %;ellas new support cclb, Corstin and
Cotanche used intense sound to destroy ccceptors in the cochlea of nonatal chicks. Tritiated thymidine was infusedl into the animals
for 7 days postexposire by mecans Of an os
motic pump, The c-schleas %%ere then processed for autoradioigraphy. Both labelled hair
Cells and labelled support cells were obsers ed,
Ina2prallel study (R)yslsand Rubel, 19t8t,we
exposed young. sexually mature quail
(Coturnix) to an intense pure tone (1500 l1z)
to destroy hair cells in the middle region of
the cochle. One group Ofanimals %%as
given
two daily injections of 'Il thymidine os-cr thle
ensuing 10 days. The remaining animals were
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___________
et
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hair

cells in the postentbrtonic inner car of birds
In thi- Case.niuram]. adult budgerfigars;v ctre Iabllc tith I thyrmidine., folloiingsotzkh the
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recent ly replicated inneoriatal ChcLS (Rober.
icIo

0

o&

"vi ad ltubJ (1988) indicate

continual turnlover Of ressibular lair

In sumnary. it has become clear that the
assumption that birds and manmmals cannot restore hair cells lost due to injury is %%rong&
Both young and adult birds an regenerate
new hair cells; to repopulate areas damagecd by
aminoglycosides or noise. ansi the as-san
%ss
tibular epithelium appears to slowliy replace
hair cells throughout life. it apear that this
property wvas loss during evolution of the
tanslian inner ear. We have begun to adrssanmbrofisestatmyledtofr
drsanubroisestttnyldtof.

ther understanding of the process of hair cell
regeneration in birds in the hope that the ansisrS nill suggest methods to ind, c, this ability, in mamminals. including man.

Gxu~vqual.Sciom198.20-174177,)Identity

of the Precursor

Population

*populatian
*cells.

allowed to sursite for either 10. 30. or 60
days. Figure 18-1 shows the percent reduction
in hair cell number (compared to control cochleas) as a function of position along the cochlca. Ten days after the noise damage there: is
a nmsie reduction in the basal half offthe cochlca. During the ensuing 50 days. the popula.
lion of hair cells is restored to near normal
numbers.
The animals treated with tittaed thymi.
dine proide convincing evidence that the reof hair cells is due to the produclion and differenltiation of a new generation of
Both support cells and halr cells were ]a-

One of the foremost questions is the idemtilleation of the cellular population or populalions that re-enter the mitotic cqele and pro.
duce new hair cclLk. This issue has been elegantly addressed by Corwin ct 21 (1989) in
the axolotl lateral line %%hereit ws-sconfirmed
that support cells lying at the periphety of the
receptor organ are the progenitors of new hair
cells This system is adv"antageous because it
lies on the periphery of the Organism and
therefore an be directly obsenecd. In the inncr ear we arc not so fortuntet. The situation
is complicated by the fact that there areCa

UOLITOOILUj Il C
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large number of suipport cell types in the vicinity of the asian basilar membrane (Tak;;saka
and Smith. 1971)
A tangential section of the avian cochlea
is shown in Figure 18-3. Likely precursors are
the following:
1. Remaining hair cells that could 6ddifferentiate and become mitotically aclive.
2. Support cells sshose nuclei lie underneath the hair cells and extend apical
processes to the lumen, surrounding
the apical surface of each hair cell or
other support Cellsin this area that
hate not been characterized,
3. Epithelia] cell populations that lie either toward the neural or abneural
borders of the hair cell populations.
4I.An unidentified stem cell population
nbotsc progeny migrate into tlte recp.
[or epithtelium.
The first experimcnt to address this issue
(Girod et a21,
1989) involved determining the
first cels that become mitotically active following damage and attempting to follow the
fate of their progeny. The design of this experiment is shown in Figure 18-4. INeonatal
chicks were exposed to a 120 dBi,1500 liz
ptire tone for 18 hours. Beginning either during the tone exposure (after 12 hours) or mm-

began receiving injections of 311thymidine.
One g.oup was given an abund'nce of cold"
thymidine following three days of 41I thymi.
dine. The remaining animals N%
ere, saicrificed at
various times during 311thymidine: treatment,
ranging from 6 hours to 3 days following noise
exposure One cochlea fronmeach animal was
processed for aUtoradiography., the other U-as
examined by scanning electron microscopy
(SEt).
Figure 18-5 shows the appearance of the
receptor epithelium 6 hours following the
noise exposure. The epitheliunm is severely
damaged; it has pulled away from the isasilar
membrane and most of the short hair cells arc
extruded. At this time, no ells in thie vicinity
of the receptor epithelium are labelled. An occasional cell in the nerse fiber bundle is ]abelled and a few nuclei of tympanic border
cells. 1)ing under the basilar membrane, are labelied. By 15 or 2f hours after noise expo.
sure, the undifferentiated epithehal cells l)ing
at the inferior edgeof the receptor epithtelium
bate spread out and are rapidly proliferating
(flg. 18-6). Asthese cells continue to proliferate (Fig, 18-7, A), the single cell lamina is
transformed to two to three cells deep and labeled nuclei are abundant. At this time, a fesv
cells can already be recognized as immature
har cells because their apical tips contact the

mediately after the tone exposure, thc animals

lumen and are beginning to develop immature
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stereoclia 'Threc, days following noise~so
sure (Fig 18.i 13)most of tile CellulI ebi
from dying and extruded cells has been
,cleared. Now many labelled new hateCells a
well assupport cells can beobserved 16Nward
Ilie inferior side of the receptor epitheliunm.
The new hair cells are easily re(ognized by
thc'staining Chtaracteristics of thteir cytoplasm.
a thin apical process extending to the luimen
already bearing a tuft of immature ctlia, and a
baia process extending down toward or to
the bastlar membrane (figs. 18.7, 15and 18 8)
In scanni~ng
election microscopy (Fig. 18-9),
tile tips of limmatttre stceocilla are clearly
recognizicd.
The labelled hair cells shown in Figure
18-10 ware proliferated during the'3 days fol.
lowing noise damage (30 day group). At the
light microscope level they cannot be distln.
guished from normal hair cells. In addition,
when viewed by SENI(Fig. 18-11), the mosaic
pattern of hlair crlls is largely restored, It is
not normal, however, persistent defects are
observed and the apical surfaces of hair cells
in the repopulated area appear larger, suggest-

lng thtt tile total comuplement of hatr cells has
not been f1Ilyrestored. Muarshct at (1990)
hase meastired Ilte packing density and apical
stteace areas of hair cells in tlte repopiulated
area and confirmed these observatos.
lrie picture that emerges from sttudies of
the inferior reglou after noise damage ts sum.
maflard in Figutre 1)1.12.
Initially, sttpport cells
near tlte Iifrior margin of tile, receptor elsi.
tlteliuti spread ottt to coxer the area of thie
basilar mnibrane that has been damaged, This
process seems to involve changes to tlte shape
of the border cells, hyaltne cells, and possibly,
cuboidal cells. iis cpielal covertng of the
basilar ns(~obrane is teen asearly aswe have
examilned tlte tissue, at tle end of the 18
hours of sound exposure. We assume Illat pro.
itferation of epithelial cells is not tnvolved in
tltis process because no 'If thynidine label
liog is seen in this region until 15 hlours after
the soitnd exposure.
The next phtasetnvolves rapid proitfera.
lion of thts eptthelial layer tltat begins be.
tween 6 and 15 htours following exposure.
These new cells appear to form apseodostrat.

F~gure18-9Scanning
electron microgeoph of thesensory epithelium in the 1500liz regionof tisechick cochle atI
3ilay suenia Contrastthe stercoctilaof nenly regenerating
hair cells(arrosis) to the 2djacent maturehair "Ri
(IFiroGirod DA,Duck~ett
LG,RubelEW,possible precursors
ofregenerated haircellsin thea%
Jancohlea folloing

20 jam
Figure 18-10 Superiorportion of the sensor)epithelium in the 1500Ili, regionoftcpcrimentai cochleas,
30-day
survcal Labeited
regenceatrit
shorthuercells(smell ateows)are indistinguishable
fromsadjacentnonlabelledhair
cells. Labelled
otaure supporting cell (Uarge
arrows)underneath
labelled
hoercells Thereis no evidenice
of residual
damage,
Bir = 10 itun,(From nodrrDA.Duckett 1G,RebelEW.Possible
prcesors of regenerated
haiecellsin the
avhant
cochleafollowing acoustic
traoma.HearRes1989,42 175.191)
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Fligure18.11Scanning
electron micrograph
of thesenor)t epitheliums
in te 1500fir region of thechick. cochlea
at30-daysurvival Notethe tmildtiisorganiration of the normalhair cell mosalepatternandthesecrysmallresidul
seat(atrow)(FromGirod DSA,Duck~ett
1,0,Rubl 8W. possibleprecuisoes
of regenerated
hair evlt to theas-tan
cochlea(oliorvingacouastic
trauma,near Res198%s42:17549 0)
Figure 18.12Schematicc
represnttton of the rpsiphw
of rcgeneration
of the inerior sensory
epithelium folioss-rg noiseexposure
Normal(pre exposure)bottler.
hliAne, andcnsboislal
epitliall ceils
are shownv
on theinferior batsilar
membhrane
atthe left, lire supeeior
normalsentsory
epihelium is to the
eight, ime afternurseexposureIr on
the X axis.Phase
I: Misgration
of bordter

*

eils or hyalineeils or cublsodalcells
to corerbAsilarmnirheae exposedby
PhsaseIlsProiferaion of border cells
to Increase
cell number.Phaseti1,
Dffeniion of penifaing evk[5
ino haircellsandsupporting cells.
Phase
MVStuturaion of the
epithelium.
sensory
regenerated
(Slodsfied
fromGleudDSA,
Duckett 1,0,
RumeMWPossible
Precuarsors
Of
regenerated
haircclls i theasian
cochleafollowsing
acoustictrauma
hlearRex1989,42 175.19
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ified epithelium and may show nttclear translocation from the basilar tmenmbrane
to the Inmen daring mitosig (Presson and popper,
1990a), Ar cells leave 'he mitlotic cycle, the
epitheliumn thickens and a portion of the cells
rapidly begin to differentiate into hair cells,

6h

ITh

24h

3d

30d1

Time After Exposure

The incipient hair cells can be recognized as
tey migrate toward thieItinsen by their rcla.
lively greater cytoplasmtc staining density,
which is associated more wtth organelles than
wijth surrounding support cells, After tlie api
calllip of the differentiating hrair cell contacts
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the luminal surface, specializations begin to
appear. These specializations include small microvilli, immature stereincilia, and cotidensation of actin filaments into a cuticularplate
(see later). These and other surface modifications hase been described in detail by others
(Cotanche, 1987a; Cotanche and Corwin,
1990; Marsh et at, 1990). During the next 30
days, the new hair cells mature to the point
that they are indistinguishable (except for 11
thymidine labelling) from normal hair cells in
that part of the cochlea. As discussed later in
this chapter, even such individualized and spe.
cialized features as number and height of stc
reocilia appear to be replicated in the postem
bryonically produced hair cells, suggesting
that whatever factors regulate these gradients
in the embryo persist into adulthood or also
emerge from the damaged epithelium.
In a few cases we have observed hair cell
loss limited to a strip of cells lying at the junetlion between short hair cells and long hair
cells (Cotanche ct aL., 1987). In these cases,
we have not observed proliferation of the bor.
der or hyaline cells, suggesting that another
cell population is generating the new hair
cells. WC have not yet identified this progeni.
tor population; it could be the support cells
suggested by Corwin and Cotanche (1988) or
a population of stem cells that has heretofore
remained unrecognized,
Because most of the damaged animals that
have bIen studied with radioactise thymldine
have sustained short hair cell damage, it is not
surprising that mostly short hair cell rcgenera
lion has been seen. We have, howeser, occasionally seen labelled tall hair cells, suggesting
that both types can be produced postembry
onically The few tall hair cells observed N ere
always at an appropriate location, superior to
the short hair cells. Early In the regeneration
process following noise damage, the tectorial
membrane, also destroyed by overstimulation,
is re-formed (Cotanclie, 1987b). Its reconstitution may be important for the alignment of
stercocilia bundles (Cotanche and Corwin,
1999)

Do Regenerated Hair
Cells Restore Hearing?
The ability of regenerated hair cells to restore hearing after sensorineural damage is of
obvious importance. This issue has been dificult to evaluate following noise damage for
two reasons First, high intensity noise expo.
sure severely disrupts the integrity of the tec-

I,.

_ -

torial membrane (TM") (C6tanche, 1987b)
Reconstitution of-the TN and its interaction
with the surviving hair cells precedes maturation of the regenerated hair cells and appears
correlated with esoked response threshold recovery (McFaddet and Saunders, 1989) Second, in addition to loss and regeneration of
hair cells and TIM, there are likely to be a varicry of other changes that complicate making
direct structure-function correlations. For example, Ryals etal (1990) have shown continuing loss of ganglion cells for several weeks following noise trauma even though hair -cells
are regenerating. Thus. there is likely to be
continual remodeling of synaptic connections
in the inner car during this period, Finally, we
have not observed noise damage that ever
produces complete loss of hair cells in any
part of the cochlea. Althotgh the site of lesion
can be made quite specific by using pure tone
exposure (Ryals and Rubel, 1982; Rubel and
Ryals, 1982), some hair cells always remain in
the Injured area. Thus, the extent to which the
remaining, presumably injured, hair cells are
rcsponsible for restoration of hearing, as opposed to new hair cells, is difficult to deter.
mine.
To avoid some of these problems we have
examined functional recosery primarily in an.
imals treated with aninoglycosides After 5
days of aminoglycoside treatment at the dos.
age of gentamicin we typically use (50 mg/kg
body,wt/day), there is virtually complete loss
of both tall and short hair cclls in the basal 25
percent of the cochlea. 'Thus, in this region.
recovery of function must be due, in part, to
regenerated hair cells, Furthermore, as will be
apparent below, the protracted time course of
hair cell loss and recovery has allowed some
structure/function correlations to be made,
We have undertaken two experiments
aimed at reseating functional properties of regenerated hair cells, In both experiments neo.
natal chicks were given 10 days of gentamicin
(50 mg/kg/day). Control animals were given
either vehicle injection or no inections, but
were matched for age, In the first experiment.
one subgroup of animals was tested after 5
days of aminoglycosde The other groups
were tested either after 10 days of aminogly.

coside
injections or were allowed to survive 1
to 24 weeks
with no further

manipulations.
In the first study (Tucci and Rubel, 1990),
evoked potential thresholds were determined
by recording from electrodes implanted tn the
brainstem in a region near the cochlear nuclei.
Short tone bursts ranging in frequency from
.250 kliz to 5 kllz were used as the stimuli
and separate groups of 8 to 16 chickens were
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studied at tile following survival times: 5 days
of amlnoglycoside treatment plus 1day rccov.
ery, 10 days anhlnoglycoside plus recovery,
times of I day. I week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks, 4
weeks, 5 weeks, and 16 to 20 weeks. Genta.
micin injections were begun on the day of
hirtht, Thus, separate age-inatched control
groups (n -5 per group) were also examined
for comparison with each of the ex~perimental
groups. In addition to the electrophyblologic
experiments, a cohort of animals (three to
four) from selected groups was used for moe.
phologic analyses. One ear of these animals
wsprocessed for scanning electron micros.
cpy (!ibl) and thle other ear was studied by
transmission electron microscopy (TEI). The
SFUN1
studies allow for comparison of the pat.
teens of hair cell loss, and then recovery, with
tile electrophysiologic results (Gired et a],
1990); die TEMN
studies (Duckett and Raubel,
1990) allow the study of ultrastructural prop.
claimsof regeneeated hair cells and their asso.
cted neural elements.
Figure 18-13 summarizes the results of
our eleetrophyslologic studies. Each panel of
this figure shows the mean evoked potential
thresholds asafunction of stimulus frequency

for gentamiicin treated and control chicks at the
survi-a times indicated, Panels a and b show
dzta front animals I day after 5 days or 10 days
of aminoglycosidc treatment, respectively. At
these early times, significant hearing lossis restricted to frequencies above 1.5 kbie. The
ei oked potential threshold elevation ranges be.
tween 10 dB in the mid frequencies to025 dli at
high frequencies. At these times, hair cell loss
appears restricted to the basal (proximal) 20 to
30 percent of the cochlea. In fact, the basal 20
percent is nearly entirely devoid of mature hair
cellsat this time (Fig, 18.14).
The results shown in Figure 18-13, A4(5
days of gentamicin) are somewhat surprising
At this tinue there is essentially coniplete loss
of hair cells in the b',oall 20 percent of the coelitea and the remaining 80 percent appears
essentially normal In SENI In contrast, the
hearing loss is relatively mild (t0 to 15 dBi)at
the high frequencies and extends down to the
mid frequencies (2 lla). The pattern of hair
cell damage seen in SliMmight be expected to
preduce greater threshold shift at
high fire.
quencies and a more restricted frequency
range of threshold shift. Wev,explanations asppear likely. First, evoked potentials to short
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Figure18.14Scaningelectron milcrographtof proxlial (ba"a)portion, ofthebasilor
papilla,approximately
400

by
Newly erupted haircellsareidentifedt
fromthelip.I dayfollowiog 5daysof andlooglycosidc treatment
milcrons
of newlty
scanning
electron photomicerograph
Wtrroollo tufts (roos). lBar=10 tuin. Insert.Hgher magnification
EW,Ultrastructoril 01'
-2 put. (FromDocktt LG,Ruobel
bysensory
hair loft, B~ar
htaircell Identified
regenerrated
)fear tRes
1990,48361.182.)
papilta.
haircells in thechick basilar
seovtioos 00 regenerating

tone bursts do not provide particularly 'place.
specific" informsatiotn about thle site of co.
eltlear damage. Second, the aminoglycoside
treatment hasprobably caused damage to the
Intact hair cells that is not apparent in our
SI observation. It is imlportant to remember
that tbe presence of hair cells with intact stcrcoctlla esnnot be taken asevtdence thtattbey
are metabolIcally and functionally normalt,
By kIto 5 weeks after the aminoglycoside
treatment (Fig. 18-13, F and G), signifiesnt
evoked potential threshtold shuftsare seen
throiughout tlte frequency range examined,
The hearing loss at low frequencies (under 1,5
kllz) averages 20 to 25 dBi,but at higher frequences it tends to be greater (35 to 50 dBi).
The pattern of hair cell morphology seen
by SI, although complex, is consistent with
the functional data. In the basal region of the
cochlea, some hair cell regeneration has oe,
curred, but the stereocilia orientation is in disarray, In addition, many hair cells appear dam
aged and the others appear immature. It isen-

tircly possible that tile pirocess of htair cell loss
and recovery is still Occurring 'flie damaged
region has now spread to include all but the
apical pole of the cochtlea by Ibis lime,
U~roughtout this regtotn large patches devoid
of hair cells arc observed Intermixed with degenerating hair ells Immatutre regenerating
hair ells, and normal appearing hair cells (Fig.
18.15).
In this study, the next time potnts examwcere16 and 20 weeks after the aminomned
glycoside treatment (Fig 18.13, 11).The resuits were sinmtlarand arc combined in the
figure, bitt lnspcctio of the raw data reveals
that the recovery process is still occturring, the
20-week animals show slightly, but consistently, lower thresholds than the 16-week aninuals.
In botlh groups, it is apparent that eonsiderable functional recovery has occurred,
Once again, significant hearing loss is restricted to high firequencies B~elow 2 kli,
thresholds are either normal or within 10 dBi
These results are also consistent
of nornmal,
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Figure 18.15Scanning
electron mnicrograph
of theproximal one-third of therelteidnesutfaceat 28 daysfuloteg
Sgritamicin treatment. Numerous "glint" hialrcells(arrows)arcrandomij distributed acrossthesurface,Largo
areas
mredevoid
of normalhaircellsandthe mosaic
pattern is disrupted. Bar =t10 lim, (FrontDucktt kG,Rubelh\W
tistructural observations
on regeneating hair cell in the chick basilar Papilla lieurRes 1990. 48,161-182)

*

*

*

with, our SEMobservat'ons on tie cochleas
from thiese animals, By 20 weeks, most of the
cochlea appears almost nocrmal. There are
some defects in the packing of hair cell$ and

were studied front I day to 22 wveks followIng tliC treatmnt. In addition 10 examining
tone burst-evoked potentials recorded from
larainstem electrodes, acoutstic distortion

the cell surfaces appear slightly larger than
normal, suiggesting that tite full complemnent of
hatr cells msaynot have bseen replaced, Al tile
bassi end, however, sonic disorganization is
still apparent, particularly in the alignment of
stcecedia btundles, which may be the reason
for tite hearing lossseen at the high firequen.
cies. tile fact that functional Improvement is
still occurring between 16 and 20 weeks fol.
lowing the druig treatment sutggsts that with
longer survival thies, the basal part of tile cocities may show further morphologic and
futnctional recovery,
The protracted timte course of recovery
following amlnoglycoside treattment enticed
its t0 attempt dissociating recovery of hair cell
fiinclion and eighth nerve function, Thiat is,
we wvished to ascertain whether recovery of
hatr cell function was coincident wvithor peceded rerovcry of evoked potentials. 7'iis hiformation ts important in that ii cats indicate
wherther formation of tite receptor conmplex is
the only barrier to functional recovery or if
maturation of mature connections withsganglion cells and the central nervous systenm
tiposes further constraints. To address these is.
suies,we has-cbegun studying esoked-otoacoustic emissions (Kemp, 1978) in chicks
during the course of hair cell regcneration
(Norton et al, 1990)
Its this study, we again treated newborn
clicks ewith gentamicin (50 mg/kg/day) for 10
days, These animals and age-matched controls

products (ADPs) produced by tones ranging
from 0.5 kliz to 5.0 klz were studied, Te
acoustic distortion products were produced
by simultaneously presenting two tones at a
frequency ratio Oflyi,
I 1.L3.
Ise levels of
tlie two tones were equal and ranged from 20
dB SPLto 80 dB SI'L in 5 tiB steps. Cutbic difference tone,, (2F, - F2) were recorded with
an Etymtnoic ER IOi probe microphuone assembly sealed to the er canal. Thc cubie difference tone emission at low stimuius intensities
has been shown to bea sensitive indicator of
out~erhtair cell Integrity in mammals (Brown
et al, 1989) and does not depend on the Integrity of the eighth nerve (Hlomer cl a], 1985,,
Arts et a], 1990),
'Tbe changes in evoked potenial threshOlds generally replicated those of our earlier
stutdy, discussed above. Threshtold elevations
were first observed at high frequencies and
Iten at all frequencies tested, Bletween t and
22 weeks there was a gradual improvemecnt in
thresholds, first at low and mid frequencies
and later at high frequencies. Figure 18 16, A
shows the tinmecourse of evoked potential
threshold shifts and ADPithreshtold shifts to a
1500 liz stimulus relative to age-matched control animals. The abrupt evoked potential
threshold elevation seen at 10 to 12 weeks
was a consistent, unexplained finding. We suspeel it is related to synaptic remodeling that
occurs because of transtietironal degeneration
of some ganglion cells and subsequent rein-
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Figure 18.06A, Comparison
to age.
Mdeanthresholdshaft(com~pared
recoveryfousifg 10iday treatmentof gentamicisin neonatalchicks&
a 1500Ie
treatment.for El's.the stimulusseas
matched
control animals5)asa function of weeksaftergetntamicis
Fa equated1500Ile andF, etuated 1154Ile (FAr, w 1.3).Note thatADP'thresholdrecov.
tonie
burst.ForADM'S
reedby 10to 12 weeks.Whiete
EPthresholdrecovered,
someresidual
heurng losspersisteduntil 22 weeks.iA ADl'
input/outpuat
functions during recovery. MeanADP'eivl is plotted asa function ofstimuluslevel.Alldataare to Fa
lIz stimulus(F, a 1151llz).The teselso(F, gad F,~wereequalandthe frequencyrationwasl'jF, a 1.3.
= 15$00
to meanvaluesobtainedAt various
Meani
lniutoupul function front conteolanimals(open triangles)Isconsyseed
treatment,
times(frnt I day to 22 v,eels) afterthe gentamrcts

day), the treshold is sifted and only emisnervationl of regenerating as wecllassurvivittg
sion, to hightlevel stimetll (>65 dli) are seen.
ltair cells.
As seen in Figure 18.10, A, Ille holec At tese relatively htigh Intensities, the ADPS
Course of ADP rccorciy i$ parallel to, butt 001 lend to be linearly related to stimulus in-n
sity. Around 8 to 10 weks. Ite thtreshold is
coincident with, evoked potential recovery,
redulced and the Inpt-output function begins
ADP thtreshtolds at r2
1.5 kli have eecov.
ered to within 5 dill of normal by 10 to 12 to show saturation, suggesting that "active" el.
entents are becoming functional, Hlowever the
wveeks after Ille amihoglycoside treatnment,
ADI) dynanmic range remapsireduced. By 22
%hltcas evoked potential thresholds approach
weeks, the ADP inpelt-outpultfunctton (at F.a
normal levels at 22 wveeks, Tti6 difference,
whlichlwas seen at all frequtencies. suggests
1.5 kllz) Itas fuliy.:ecovered.
In summtary, the studies reported above
that hair Cellrecovery precedes neetral recov.
cry by several weeks. Thbesite of hIdsdelay
strongly suggest that thleregenerated hair cells
wv'ill
require firtitee investigation.
are functional and relay tnformuation to the
central nervous system. In addition, regions of
Figutre 18-16, .2. shows averaged input,
output fuonclionS
AIM' as a function of
the cochlea tlsat appear morphologically norstimulus intensity. 'Ihe separate lines,repre.
mat correspond to-the frequencies at which
sent various times after the termination of response parameters also show the best rccovgentamicin treatment from I day to 22 weeks,
cry, This correlation suggests that the regener.
In normsal
mnatutre
animals, AP input-output
ated htair cells develop the frequency spectfic.
ity characteristics appropriate to thetr co.
functions utay reflect two components that
clilear location. While we. Iave shown results
have different biologic generators or cellular
consisrent wvth thes conclusions, several im
mechanism, Emissions to low and moderate
portant avenues of ffintional research remain
intensity sounds are. extrentely vulnerable to
anoxia, tend to saturate as intensity Is in,
to be carried out. At this time little is known
about behavioral capacities during regentera
creased, and appear to b6 ATP dependent. At
higher intensities, erissions: are less %vlnera- tion, In addition, single unit recordings from
the cigtt nerve, coupled with axonall injecble to insult and rise finearfi, withi stimulus intensity (Norton and Ifubel, 1990). Initially (Itlions of label to determine whtich fibers conl.
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fleet to regeneratd hair cells are needed to
prove, their functional eapablir, axalh at
would be extremely interesting to examioce
the detcdopment of ionic dannel atd fice
qlutsny tuning in isolated regenerating; hai
cells.

Ultrastructural Properties
of Regenerated Hair Cells
Alijith the furnctional snadies rcpred above. our group. as 1AXllas other
grus(eg, Cbtanche, 19872; 31a1151
Ct 21,
1990.
ucb-

~a~CadCri,19)
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zaaitr? More detailed analscs uztoris
quansaive studics of syaapolog are, M
propmss
imazzture cells destined to bccomue hair
cells ca be recognized soon aficr thee begin
mVgszig ftma the bzgzr membcan to%-zd
the lammil sorfcn In cointrast to the suppomt-

in

h

yopamo'Kregencrasin; bdr

cels
mo:
i cectondense because of an inof oegtdles. As thi.
Cells approa the 1umna surface, this di~eo
cnx nrac
A good example: is shown in
Figure 18-17- The three: immartue hair cells
lined unde the hiunal surfice, sAo pro-i'I
- ggc - daiy u 1

mase, in the number

duced ordrugrinduced damage. In this section
I will briellr describe: ultrastructural bcv
tions on the, regenerated hair cells following
aminoglycosidvtreartnent. Mlore detailedJ de.
scriptions can be found in Dluckett and Rubel

nerve fibers in close approximation to an imm cbatd wihasYttrehte u
mitn2lufI o opodu sccc~
Figure 1-8shows afferent syatcteeminls on regenerated hair cells. Afferenrt svn(1990)aptic complexes on immature, cell are seeni as
The two issu8~to be addressed here are
eaty as we, have looked. They-are seen i day
related to the conclusions We have drasui
after thcs termination of gentatnicin treatment,
from our functional analyses. First. it i-;ofinbut arc more numerous at I week or 4 weds.
tcrest to decternrine if regenerated hair clls
*They* arc found both on cells that hose,
make synaptic connections with the central
reached the lunnnal surface (emupzed which
flctoti5 system and, if so, the time course
-r beginning to Produce sCTerocila, andAOn
0%cr which these connections maiture. Second,
unerupted cells. The synaptic complexes ap-.
becuse in normal animfals the stereocilis bunpear immature, but baie the full complement
'dIe morphology varies precisely as a function
of specializations indi ling synaptic ball. vesiof cochlear location. it is important to exm-~ CIeS,presynaptic density, and postsynaptC
ine the number, length, and orientation oftedensity. The terminals aiseusually boutons and
reocilia bundles on regenerated hair cells. are less densely packed than on normal cells
These stercocilia properties are thought to be
We have not examined the innervation patrelated to functionai properties of mature hatr
tern, beyond -I sveks followving the gentamiscin
cells and their coupling to the tectora memtreatmenti
brane.
%Vesiculatedterminals which are presum.
ably elferents from the central nervous sys-

Synaptic Connections with
To stuidy the establishment of synaptic
connections with regenerating hair cells, we
took advantage of the fact that aminoglycoside
treatment with the parameters noted above
destroys virtually all mature hair cells in the
basal part of the newly hatched chick cochlea,
Therefore, by concentrating our TENIanalysis
on this region, we were assured that synaptic
Complexes were associated with regenerating,
as opposodJ to 'suriving"' or degenerating,
hair cells The principl questions we wish to
address htere are (1) when can afferent and ef.
ferent terminals be recognized on the regener-

tem . are also seen on both erupted and
Ibsc hc ot eenobsened prior to I week
afte
amnog~coidctreatment. In both nor.
Mal and regenerating cochlea&, they tend to
occur most often on short hair cells. Typically
they arc packed with synaptic %esicles. often.
but not aln~tys, subsynaptic cisternia are seen.
At early times, these endings tend to be boutons while at later' urvl times and in norMal an11ias they form flttened cupsaon
the base of the short hair Cells
Thus, both afficrent and efferent terminals
can be identified early in the regeneration pro.
cc$&. We have observed both types of termninais on erupted and on nonerapted cells, and
all the normal components arc present. Fur-

ating hair cells; and (2) what is their relative

ther anabses will be required to describe tlte
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igure 18-17 Trx*mion dcdoon phozWmkoph~wing crup-1 an uneenptrd regenerated
Ivure d.s8
day-s
Ate genlamiin treatmlentThe cdtsat the surfzcc
arerotund sh2abasallylocated nucleus(NI.Note inreeas
ftngeemon dewity ascells migrate
to%2rd thesuaface.Cu = cutcular ple. 2*10515 - rn~xin filurmNm
Nec 61,ers
arecircld. Bar =10 pms(Firon DuekenIG. Rubsel
EW-1tuzirntural oscreatons on regenerating
bwt cellsin
the chidkbasiar papdta.Itear Ilas 1990 48161.182 )I

*

maturation of synazpses, whuich may he important for understanding the 1agbemns reCOV.
esv of hair cell function (emissions) and recoicly of evoked potential thresholds.

Stereocilia

*

The maturation of SterOCalia in regencrat.
ing hair cells haM
been described by a number
of investigators (Cotanche, 19872,lHenryect a1,
1988. Girod et a1,1989; Duckert and Rubel,
1990). Recently. Cotanche and Corwin
(1990) have provided quantitative analyses of

stereocili2 bundle orientation during regeneration following noise trauma. Theliyshowed
that the orientation of stereocilia bundles i-i
lially %,aie5over approximately 100 degrees.
Then. oser approximately 4 days. the bundles
aligned with those of other regeneratbecamec
ing cells and with thic orientation of surviving
hair cells surrounding the lesion. In thcir
study, this change took place rapidly, betxneen
6 days and t0 days following the sound expo.
sure. Although the reorientation of stereocihla
bundles following aminoglycosidc ototoxicity
has not been quantified. thc same general phec.
nonienon has been seen, but with a much
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FHgure 8-18.. Snialltboton afecrentnneerdings(N) oposed Cobaalpornonof regenerted snsry luir ccll
Arrow=synapstic compilexconsistingof synapticball2nd
I dayfollowing telmillon of gentansicin
treatmtent,
haircell I day folloming termina
vesicles. Bar I Wn.D,.lIogh minhfettion of synaptic contpte in a regenerated
surrosudig synaptic ball (circleasA granularsynapticturn
tion of gnrtamicin treatent Note rowof semlces
brae (arros) ts foundbetweendie ball anddhecell memabrane.
lBar=03 it r- Trumsmoion electron photonisceograph
of printitisc regenerated
haircells7 daysfollowing terninatton of gitamicin trratinn The inure nm
precursorcell belo, the retuber surface.Nnmr
lure sensorycells aremoredenselystainedthan the unesupled
andunemuptedsensorycells.
ensafferentnete terminals(arrows) approxinste the basalportion of both eruptetd
haircells in die chick basil
Duckett U, Rubel EW.Ultrastruclural obseros-at on regenerating
Bar = ptm(Fronm
laepailll. lieu Res19MO W&61-181)
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Figure 18-19Trinsmissiont
electron micrographshosong both Afferent(A) andefferent(E) timeterinails opposiedto the hialWportion of = unenipted prunitoe semoeyhilt cell 7 dnyu llouring trtninaifon of gen~amscin
treimein. 'Therijeemt terinal contums,
multiple smAtirotted isccs, to2ddition to tocthondin. A synaptic
comptex(arm%)opposes
the 2ffffent tertoil. Bir =I pim.(FromDuodet tOG,
RubelEW.139ttrncturat obser%itionson rcentorating haircellsio the chick basilarpapiltaHeir Res19A 48 161.182.)

longer time course (Duckert and Rlubel,
1990) SI observations indicate tzhatat 5
Aieeks after gentamicin treatment, stereocilia
bundles throughout the basal two-thirds ofthe
cochlea arc disoriented. By 10 to 12 weeks,
some reorientation is apparent in the middle
region, but in the basal and mid basal regions
high variability still predominates By 22
weeks, all hot the basalregion appears to
shwconsistent bundle orientation,
In the chick cochlIM atereocilla bundles
Vary ays~cmaticaIly in length andnumber of el*
ements (rilney and Saunders, 1983). At the
basalend the bundle consists of many (20010o
300) Individual stereocilia and the tallest row
extends -5 jum from the hair cell surface, to.
ward the apical end, the 'number decreases
and the height increases. Development of this
gradient has been studied In detail by Tilney
et al (1986, 1988). it is of considerable Intereat to understand the signals underlying the
onocyof this pattern and it might be cx.
peeled that these signals arc restricted to the
embryologic period. To begin addressing this

issue we have begun examining the number
and height of stereocilta in regenerated hatr
cells, Although few measurements liase been
obtained to date, even cursory observatton reveals the striking finding that after 20 to 25
wveeks,
the normal patterns have been restored. Thecheight of stereocilia of regenersled hair cells appears identical to that of the
remaining hair cells at any given position
along the cochlea, and at the basal end, the en
tire complenment of newvhair cells has short
sterecilia. The number of stereocili.as been
counted on seseral mature-appearing regenerated hair cells front the basal region in a
4.week survivor. Thie nuimbcr was between
150 and 170 per cell, which is compatable- to
tie number reported by Triney and Saunders
( 1983). Examples of stereocilia on a regener.
ated hair cell from the basal region of a gen.
tamicin-treated animal and a normal hair cell
from approximately the same region of a con.
trol animal are shown in Figures, 18-20, A and
18-20, B, reapectisely. Without more extensive measurements of stereocilia hteigiht and
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Figure 18-20Comparison
of sicreociha on regenerated
andnormalbasalshort hair ceLs..4,
At 2*,)aysfollosing
terriation of gcniarien treatmnctthe sterrocda bundle is centrally located
on the apicalsurface
of theregenerated haircdL The statrcase
orientation is casdy
r&ogolMzcd
The stereocaila
botdle Is betterorgaribed thanatearlier
times and thetightly packedhcagonal littier con0g atson observed In normalcontrol artimalsis sen. B,Apical
surffacofshort
sersoryI=arcellfrontcontrol ammatuw
sostng hexagonally
packed lattice ofstercodlia. Bar - 2 im.

number throughout the length of the cochlea,
the precision of this pattern cannot be evalu.
ated, but our observations; to d~ic strongly
suggest that the signals regulating this
pattern
persist
in the mature avian cochlea. The site of
these signals remains to be determined. They
may be expressed by thegenome of the stem
cell population or be obtained from the local
environment of the differentiating hair cells,

saccula,
and the macula lagena with -'Ithymi.
dine and withbromodeoxyuridine (BrdU-a
thymidine analog) (Fig 18-21), In addition,
recent studies by Pedro Weisleder and the author tase shown that tile rate of receptor cell
production is dynamically regulated. When
the vestibular cpitlieliam isdamaged b)streptomycin injection, the production of receptor
cells increases by approximately four-fold
(Fig. 18.22).
Thcse findings on postembryonic produc.
Regeneration of Hair
tion of' estibular hair cells are of considerable
importance. They show-that the ability to re.
Cells in the Vestibular
store lost receptor cells is not limited to the
Epithelium
cochlear portion of tile avian tnner
car, Second, they suggest that the proliferation of hair
In the cochlear portion oi'the postnatal
cells is not a binary process; either cell cycle
avian inner car, neither we, nor other
investitimes or the number of stem cells induced to
gator l c observed ongoing proliferation of
re-enter the mitotic cycle can be regulated by
hair cells. That is,in control animals and in re. tissue 'needs." Finally, the fact that vesttbular
gions outside of an area subjected to noise
system
structure ishighly conserved across
damage, thymidine Incorporation studies base
virtually allclasses of vertebrates, including
not revealed labeled hair cells. In the vestlbu
mammals, suggests that regeneration of hair
lar
cp~thellum, on the oter hand, Jorgensen
cells in the mammalian tuner car can eventu.
and Mathlescn (1987) reported a low rate of ally beinduced,
hair cell and support cell proliferation in malture budgerigars, We have recently confirmed
this
observatlon on posthatch chicks (RoberConclusion
son etal, 1989). In normal animals, we have
successfully labeled type II hair cells and supPostembryonic production of receptor
porting cells in each ampulla, theutricle, the
cells in fish and reptiles has been known for
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Figure 18-21 t'botomicrograghi of normal sacide from a 15.dayold cbiclen The ammnalws given )II thbymime
for 5 days amiwausallowed to sumvcwfor araaddittonal 2 %xecks,labeled rype Ithaneels (arrows) andsupport cells
(arrowheiads) are seem lbar 20 tim.

seseral decades. Until recefltly, we assumed
that this capacity wvasabsent in the -more
highly specialized inner ears of~birds and
mammrals. Reeent research hlas shown thaI
Ilrds have the capacity to rebuild a damaged
inner ear, and physiologk studies strongly
suggest lb. thecrestored receplorefitpllrn,
can restore -aring.
e
Although advances are be.
ing made towvard identifying stem cells, exams.
ining funciion, and documenting morphologic
changes daring r~gcncration, littl in known
about the intercellular signals that induce
stem-cells t0 reenter thle mitotic cycle. We/
know that damage to the epithelium by noise
or dnigs is a sufficient stimulus to trigger
Itese events, but the subsequentr chain of ccl.
lular e-5cnl5 remains to be discovred. Thie fact
that all vertebrate clases, wvith the exception
of mammals, have Ihis capacity suggess to tis
author that jiroliferation in mammals is aclively suppressed. Discovery of the signals that
trigger regenterstion in birds and elucidation
of-the chain of cellular events wviltprovide
critical information. It may thsen he trasible to
Identify the steps that are blocked In mainmals . Such steps may someday lead to the abil
hj to stimulate hair cell regerneration in hu.
mans&

Re6generation des Celliules
Ciies'de I'Oreille Interne
chez I'Oiseau
Dano la cochl& des Alamroi1res, une exposition A.uonbruit Iraumlaliquec qol efidom*
mage les cellules cilife cause une pcrt audi.
live peresanelate. Celat cal drA.A t11 incapacit6 Aproduire des eliules ciiWes ende.
hors de la pi~riode emibryonnaire et done A
remplaccr celles qul 001 r t6 dtrltcls par on
facleur crivironnemental toxique, comme Ie
bruit ou ccrtalnes drogutes. A l'oppiss, les Vertdsr~s Aisang froid, ont one production continue de celles cili~es et peuvent done remplacer celtes qul out &~6endomnag~es La
papille basilaire des Oiscaux pr~sri un dsat
Interm~tdilre; nornialement, tontcs lea; eelIiilg cileeas soot, prodoites sol coors de
1'cmbryogen~se, mats celles qul sont ddmrites
par Iraumatisme petivcnt Wte rcmplac~es.
Ccl cxpos6 ncernant cc dernier cas de
figureecomprendra 3 parties. Dans Ia premiere,
Ia pretive que lea its causys par le bruit
stimuleotlaL production de nouvelles cellules
cilic~cs est, apporlee.
La seconde parlc d~cril one si~rie
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Figure 18-22 U3pregulation of hair cell regeneration In the avian wxsnbular system Ampullae/t(Issue fro~m2 ",
old animals sacrificed I day after a 3-day course of 20 ixtkGg/day tritlated thymudme. Arrowhleads point to cells in
the sensoty,.-pit helium that Jun e Incorporat ed tntated thyrrudine,. A mpulla from a control animal Note the presence and normal complement of type I and t pe 1t tr~cils, and the single tow of supporting Wils. Orris one
labeled cell is seen, B, Ampulla from A bird treated mith 600 mg/kg/day streptomycin sulfate for 7 days and then
gihcn tritiated 1hymldine, Note the absece,
cOlall t )T-, I and most type 1[ hair cells, and the presence of several rows
of supporting cells. Numerous labeled cells are ken.

d'expt~nettces atttoradlographnques destinifts At
identifier les ZAKments prkcurseurs des cellules
r g&Enr~s. Aprs tine exposition de 18h atiun
,bruit trauimattque ( 1,5 kliz, 120 dB SPL) les

animaux (poulets) req;oVcnt une injection de

thyruidine tnitice entre 6 et 72 htet sont sacrifi&sUn atre groupe reqoit de la thymidmne
trittie jusqu'au troisti:me jour, puis de la thyreidine froide jusqu'au citiqtn~me jour, its sont

saenifits At30 jours. Stir chaque animal une co-

F
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chl~e est pr~parc pour I'autoradiographie,
l'autre pour la microscopic 61cetronique i balayage. Les rdsultstS indliquent ue dans ies 15
dure irai~ieure de iMpithilium rccepteur corn.
mencent 3 se diviser et fornient, ensuite, doe
nouvelles cellules cilices et dce rous rles cel'
jules de soutien. Les nouvelles cellules cili~es sc
dtff~rencient entre 48 et 72 It, cette cliff~rencia.
ties
paar laerissement
ni
lio
esactis~
tioncstcarat~rke
Iacc
organciles eytoplasmiques, une migration vers;
la surface tie l'4ith6lium el la pousse&c des ste,
r6ocils.
La demrire partie die l'exposE d6crit les
re~sultats dic la mclroscopie Electronique 3 halayage conceroant les cellutegspr~curseurs et
Ira cellules riEgEnEr~es,
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CHAPTER .19

Function-StructureCorrelation
DuringRecovery from
Aminoglycoside Ototoxicity in the
Avian Auditory System
ERI IIASIIINO
MASAItlRO SOKABE
YASUO TANAKA

Some species of fish and amphibians are
coside ototoxicity. Although hair cell regener,
known to produce hair cells over their entire
ation is known to occur in adult quail after
life span (Corwin, 1981, 1983: Popper and
acoustic trauma (Ryals and Rubel, 1988), little
Iloxter, 1984). However, the production of
or no evidence of hair cell regeneration was
hair cells in tile
cochlea of birds and mammals
seen in adult chickens treated with gentamicin
occurs during embryogenesis. Thus, the loss
(Seldman ctal, 1989), The reasons for these
of hair cells after birth lias been assumed to
differences are,
presently unclear, however,
result in permanent hearing loss. 'Iis aLump.
they could be related to the mechanism or to
tion, however, prosed to be incorrect in neo. amount of cell damage or to species differnatal chicks, because hair clils have been
ences.
shown to regenerate after being destroydcl by
We have previously shown in adult budnoise exposure (Cotanche, 1987b; Corwin
gerigars that impulse noise induces an unusual
and Cotanche, 1988) and ototoxic drugs
pattern of hearing loss. Immediately following
(Crz et al, 1987). In noise-exposed batchlingthe exposure, a bearing loss of -10 to 60 do
cicks, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was evidenced at both tie low and high freshowed that regions of tile
basilar papilla de.
quencies,
llowever. hearing thresholds comvoid of hair cells were replaced with new hair
pletely recovered at tile
high frequencies,
cells 10 to 15days after exposure (Cotanche,
whereas a significant permanent threshold
1987b; Marsh ctal, 1990), Autoradilographic
shift was present below I kllz (Ilaslimo et al,
studies with tritiated thyrnidine indicated that
1988). The propensity of the budgerigar to
regenerated hair cells had proliferated from
develop a noise.induced low frequency hearsupporting cells or unidentified suen cells
ing loss is exactly tieopposite of what is seen
(Corwin and Cotanche, 1988; Girod ct al,
in mammals (lenderson and Ilamernik,
1989). McFadden and Saunders (1989)-re1982), Because
the tonotopic organization of
corded auditory evoked potentials from noisethe avian coclileaparallels that of mamimals
exposed chicks and found that thresholds
(Manley etal, 1989), the permanent hearing
from evoked potentials had almost completely
loss at low frequencies implies that there is
recovered by 15 days after treatment, suggestsome structural damage in the apical region of
Ing that functional recovery accompanies hair the basiklr papilla.
cell regeneration.
The present study was designed to answer
Althdugh hair cell regeneration hasbeen
two major questions arising from the precedshown to occur in some avian cars, a number
Ing studies The first question was whether the
of issues need to be clarified, For example.
aminoglycoside antibioties vould induce a
there arelittle or no data concerning the relow-frequency hearing loss in the budgerigar
covery of structure or function after aminogly
similar to that which occurs with impulse
228
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noise, i e., the low'frequency region especially
vulnerable in the budgerigar. If so, what strucchanges
oural are agocated with,this unusual
pattern Of hearing los The second question
was whether there is any evidence of hair cell
regeneration, or recovery of function in the
adult budgerigar following aminoglycoside
ototoxicty1

Methods
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ethanol; which was then replaced with 100
percent tcrt-butyl alcohol and dried with an
Eiko ID-2 freeze drier, The specimens were
sputter-coated with platinumpalladiumm and
viewed on a Jeol JSM 820 scanning electron
microscope at an accelerating voltage of 15
kV.

Results
Psychophysical Testing

Subjects
Twentythree adult budgerigars (approxi.
mately 5 to 6 months old) were used as sub.
jects. Four birds were used for the behavioral
study, the others were used for SEM.The bids
received intramuscular injections of kanamy.
cin (KMI) at a dose of 200 mg per kilogram
per day for 10 successive days. 'lfhs dose was
shown to induce a significant hearing loss In
the budgerigars (Ilashino and Sokabe, 1989),

Psychophysical Procedures
Each bird was required to bite a response
bar during the presentation of a tone lasting 5
seconds. When a bird failed to respond to the
tone, the sound of a buzzer served as a condi.
tloned negative reinforces, In 20 percent of
the error trials, a mild electric shock (0,1 mA
pp rectangtlar pulse lasting 100 ins. 5 lIz)
was paired with the buzzer In order to main.
tam the response behavior. After the bird had
mastered the detection task, absolute thresh.
olds were measured using a psychophysIcal
tracking procedure, Six test frequencies be.
twveen 0.25 and 8 kllz were evaluated, and five
threshold estimates were obtained at each fire.
quency,
Histologic Procedures
'tie birds in the histologic part of the
study were allowed to survive for either 1, 7,
or 14 days after the last KNIinjection and then
were deeply anesthetized and decapitated,
The cochleae msere fixed by perfusing I per.
cent osmium tetroxide (in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer, pit 7.4) through the exposed distal end
of the cochlea, and were kept in the fixative at
4* C for 45 minutes, The fixed tissues were dehydrated in ethanol up to 70 percent and dis.
sccted out in order to expose the luminal surface of the basilar papilla. Afterwards, the co.
chleae were deh)drated in a graded series of
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During KIN treatment, the behavioral
thresholds initially deteriorated, resulting in
threshold shifts of 60 to 80 dB, Figure 19.1
shows the time course of recovery from the
kanamycln-induced temporary threshold shift
('IS) at 0.5, 2, and '1 kllz. After KM treatment
was terminated, the thresholds Improved by
approximately 40 dB until about 1.4 days after
treatment, after which the tbrebholds stabi.
lized. 'the exact time course of recovery, however, varied across test frequency. At 2 and .
klilz, the TI'S reached a peak 3 to 5 days after
treatment rather titan 1 day after the final in.
Jection of 131. This delayed peak of TI'S was
followed by a period of rapid recovery (45 dl
per day). wvtch continted for about 10 days
After 2 weeks following treatment. the 'IiS at
2 and 4 kliz converged toward a stabilized
value of approxiniately 15 dB. Ity contrast, the
TS at 0.5 kliz peaked at I day after treatment
and then gradually decreased (2 dB per day)
to a stable value around 2 weeks after treat.
"ent.
At least five measurements of threshold
were taken at the six frequencies during the
last 20 days of recoery in order to determine
the amount of permanent threshold shift
(P1'S), The inset of Figure 19.1 depicts the
mean P'S front four birds as a function of fro.
quency, Note that the I'Ss below I kliz were
muclt greater than those alove I ke. Low.
frequency threshold shifts remained stable at
approximately 40 dB even 40 days after the
termination of drug treatment,
Our preliminary results using atditory
evoked potentials are consistent with our behavioral data, We successfully recorded farfield auditory evoked potentials front KMItreated budgerigars with a chronic electrode
inserted in the skull, Three days after treatment, the evoked response threshold to 4Ikliz
tone bursts was elevated 60 dB relative to the
pretreatment thresholds. Htowever, threshold
improved by 40 dl in the next 27 days (Fig
19-2). The threshold shifts measured .ith the
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evoked respoise agreed with those measuied
behaviorally.

SEM'Study

long axis of the papilla is approximately 2 mm.
Figure 19 3A show, a, typical basilar papilla
observed 1 da aiter the cessation of lKM ad.
ministration. Extensive dainage was seen over
the basal 55 to 75,percent (mean = 67-per.

cent) of the basilar papilla. Both short and tall
The basilar papilla of the budgerigar has
the same general shape as that of the chick
(Gleich and Manley, 1988). Tie length of the
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hair cells
were completely lost:in-this region
(Fig. 19-3B). Only several clusters of mlcrovilli, which were expected to become ste.
reociliary bundles, could be identified In the
most basal end of the cochlea (Fig, 19-3C).
Seven days following KM intoxication, the
basal20 percent of the papilla was coyered
with regenerating hair cells (Fig. i9.4B)
These hair cells were immature, but tip links
had already formed between neighboring ste.

80

reocilla (datanot shown). In the adjacent api.

60

cal region, the number of haircells had in.
creased
to one-third
of the
normal
level. from
The
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of tihe
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the base wao still devoid of hair cells (Fig,
19.
4A).
By 14 days after treatment, regenerated
hair cells had appeared over all of the dam.
aged regions of the basilar papilla. In the basal
.10 percent, the basilar papilla was completely
covered with new hair cells (Fig. 19.5B),
On

the ajlcal surfaces of these cells, there were
figure 19.1Time course of behiioial threshold umerous microvill similar to those that tran.
taIr
i n simiar to vloe
er
nm
and pcrn ent ithreshold shifts (inset) in the 1a,,
sifts
treated budgctigms. (Redrawn from Ilashino s-enly appear It normally developing hair
5rcin
!987a), In the remaining ar.
hear. cells (Cotanche,
ton.freequen
. iananycin
F Sokb
numIng
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Figure 19-2 Audtor esoked responses (AER)of a ludgerigar obtained %sith a 4 kit tone burst
before ( ontrol)
and 3 days a 30 days after kanamycin KL'4)treatment, TheARs sre recorded by a screw
electrode implanted
In the Aull atthe sertex the neck musused as a reference,
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aibr o fur ell du.
9-6Chjo
Figren te
Dapotted~ bderue 0 an 0prrn

oftedisance frm the tmsdent initeare The uIvne
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dam
cnlclss than that seen in control animals
(Fig, 19-6). lloweser, a relatisely large pan of
this area w-asoccupied by degenerated hair
cells (Fg. 19.54).

* iscussion
Correlation Between Hair
Cell Regeneration and
Functional Recovery
Based on the firequency-place maps derived feomsinge-fibcr staining of functionally
characterized primary auditoty neurons in
several avian ears, one would predict that sirtially all of the test frequencies used in the

According to our histologic data, The:
process or hair cell regenerationt had begun as
early as I day after treatmentt. at which time
several prestonaptise cilia bundles were Wdnti.
fied in the basaltip of the btudgergas co.
citles. Hlair cell regeneration wa2sinitially
greatest in the basal region of ft basilar pa.
pills. and then progressed towvards the apex.
of th papilla was cos ered with regenerating hair cells, whereas only partial regenera.
wvas
seen in more apical regions (Filg.197) The bAs.to-apex gradient obserod in the

uth1

of the

heh

dahs ervr
tehevoa
lds Ib, trsholds at frequencies above I
ki enee promptly. utereas recoier- of
thresholds at frequencies below I klio wvas
de.
a~d

bc nmberof hair cells in the basal regio
oftheb~sarpapilla bad reeotered to
normal Irs cls by 14 days after treatment. Additionally, both hair cell surface ares and the
length of thc cilia bundles on the regenerated
hair cells ssere not significantly different from
those of normal hair cells at thc same position
along the cochlea. Despite the fact that hair
cell regeneration %%as
nearly complete in the
basalregion, the behavioral thresholds at the
high frequencies remained elevated at approx.
isately 15 dTIM
There area2
number of possible
reasons for this discrepanc. First, the orientstion of the cilia bundles is rotated hy asmuch
as90 degrees from normal on some regener.
ated hair cells Asecond possibility isthat pro.
ceses proximal to the hair cells may be insolved. For example, Ryal& et 21 (1989)
showed that ganglion cells began to degenerate uisel after hair cell regeneration hadbegun.
Furthermore, it is unclear whether the do.-
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charge patterns of neurons that innervate
re. bird
generated hair cells arc in fact normal.
Anothe important bees of our results is
the bactthat hair cell regeneration in the mid.

(Saunders etA. 1978; Okanoya and Dooling. 1987. aeadhy it would be important to
determine the frequency map of the budgri
gass basir papi]la in order to better under-

dIe of the basilar papillawaus incomplete 14

stand

days

after trcanenrL It is conceivable that
more hair cells would lute regenerated with
longer sursi-Al times. touseser. thispssibility
seem unlikely gisen that the behavioral

thresholds; had stabilized by 2 weeks after

I

treatment. aleary, it would be imnportant to
determine if any additional hair cells regener.
ate in the budgerigr wihlne usia
times. Based on these results, plus our previ.
ous behiii6ral data vtith impulse noise (hfash,
imo ct aL.1988). it appears that tl'e hair cells
in mo. e-apical regions of the basilar papilla are
less liely to regenerate thtan those in the base.
Obsiously, it would be inmportant to defer.
mine which lactors, rcgulate the process of rcgeneration.
Ithas been suggested that ciliary lengh in
one factor that may determine the tuning
properties of hair cells (ilutipeth. 1989).
Thus, it in conceivable that the low-frequenev
loss might be brought about by a reduction in
length of the regenerating stereocilia bundles
so that the hair cells arc tuned to a higher frequency than one would predict on the basis of
position along the basilar papilla. Itoweser.
thtis possibility seems unlikely gnecn that the
lengths of the Sterocilta on fully regenerated
hair cells were within normal limits,
The frequency representalion on the basifar papilla is known to %ary acrss-asian spe.
cies (MNanley
ct al, 1989, Glelch. 1989). More.
over, the unusual shape of the critical band
function in the budgerigar suggests that the
tonotopic organization along the basilar papilla may not be logarithmic in this species of
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the

correlation between the various

physiologic and behasioMa tneasures of hearing and the morphology of the basilar papilla.

Co prteApes
The administration of KNM
for 10 day-S
at a
oeo 0fng per kilogrtam per day produced significant degeneration of the hair cells
and supporting cells located in the bal55 to
75 percent of the budgerigar cochlea (Fig. 19.
3A) Thebsame dosage of FN~ per unit of body
%%eight produced significantly less degenera.
lion (approximately 35 to 40 percent) in the
hatebling chick (lashino et al. 1991). Moreoser, the basilar papills of the budgerigar requiried a longer time to recoser than it did in
the chick. After I day follon ing trcatment, the
number of hair cells in the most basal region
of the chick cochlca had reached a normal
lesel. Bycontrast, there were only seseral im.
mature kinocilia and cilia bundles in the bud.
grrignr. Fourteen days after treatment, the
chick basilar p..,illa %%as
essentially normal in
appearance. nhereas the adult budgerigar pa.
pilla had obvious pathologies. One possible
explanation for these differences is that tle
basilar papilla of adult birds is more easily
damaged by ototoxic drugs than that of) otng
birds Ilosses-er. this explanation seems; unlikely gisen 1ltat adult (52-%%eek-old) chickens
appear to be more resistant to aminoglycoside
ototoxicity than hatchling chicks (Scidman et
al, 1989). Another possibility is tltit thlepro.
pensity for hair cell regeneration treuced in

adualtanitial as su gtd ins-die recent vwrk
o(Scdnan cz al (1989). finally. it is cooceivable that the propensity for hair cell regenesa.
tion s-aric acros species. howe-r lilk m-s
ki[1a2ion is currently aujiabic on this issue
it ts; lear from the present experiment
that adualt budgeripms have the potential to

deiaX Scaranes apCS ICtraI-eaeet, cc qi corespond an idazi de rc'cupbar~xon fonticonnelle.
Enatilisant lane aurc espee zrieflfl4Ic
poocS les r6altats2prisJanamycioc, 50mt dififiucaus as-cc des PIS aux roquctsces aertem
[cs crdations mlorpliologiis 50sm en

cn damag to Mhecochlea in, KM. In conenure les, codilees de pearoquet c: de poirlct.
Qtaoi qtfil en soit, la riueato des dftiis
tist Seidnian et al (1989)'repeatd little or
ci la sixucture: pairticulilre des PIS obserires
no hair cell regeneration in adult cihickcens
conlrernt a1i modile asin tine lni'orance
treated ssith gentarnicin. 7be reason for these
differeces
cis not %et clear: hoverer. it is conparticulib pour explorer Ics m&anismes;
mol~culairs dc 12 ireg&ation des cellules
cstn2bl tat theclack of regeneration in the
adult chick mnusbe related to the fact that the
cili&S, ains que leS relationS 5patiale; entre la
morphotlogic ct Iaphl-siologie, de ces ccllides.
ootoxic, effects of gentamicin are more prolonged or seee than the oltoxiC effects; of
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CHAPTER 20

Noise-Induced HearingLoss: Effects
of Age and Existing HearingLoss
JOHN H: MILLS

The most common causes of hearing loss in
adults arc exposure to noise, the effects of aging, the interaction of noise and aging effects,
and the interaction of noise with other vani.
ables. Thus, it is not surprising to note that a
clinical and research topic of longstanding-in.
tcrrst is the interaction of noise effects and ag.
ing effects. A related topic and currently one
of great interest is the effect of an existing
hearing loss (whether agcz 6r.noise.induccd)
on the production of a subsequent hearing
los, such as that induced by exposure to
noise. The timeliness of this topic is due, in
large part, to recent studies of the effects of
the efferent auditory system (Rajan and
Johnstone, 1983) and to studies of the sensory
cells of the organ of Corti, which attribute a
motor (nmuscle-lkc) function to the outer hair
cells (Brownell ct al, 1985; Flock et al, 1986;
Zenner, 1986). In this chapter, I will address
the issue of the effects of an existing hearing
loss (noise-induced) on the production of a
subsequent noise-induced hearing loss. I will
also examine the interaction between a noiseinduced hearing loss and a presbycusic loss.

Susceptibility of the
Noise-Damaged Ear to

Additiofial Noise Damage

subsequent noise exposures.than the undamaged car. The damaged car theory ts part of
the scientific basis of hearing-conservation
programs and, the assignment of workers to
or away from excessively noisy environmnts.
The damaged-car theory has a long fistory. Davis ct al (1950) were perhaps the first
to raise the issue of the susceptibility of the
acousticallyinjured ear. Their results with
temporary threshold shift (TrS) in normal and
hearing impaired human subjects equivocally
supported the damaged-ear theory This equivocation was due in part to massivevariance.
For example, in one subject the first exposure
to a 40-kilz e\posure at 130 dl SPL for,8
minutes produced a temporary hearing loss of
51 dB. When the identical exposure was re.
peated on a later date, a temporary loss of
only 12 dB was obsersed. Dramatic differences of this magnitude (50 dB) were noted
for other subjects as well. Although Davis ct al
did not speculate about the physiologic bases
of such dramatic intramidividual differences,
they were certain that the data were not artifactual, and that individual differences were a
significant factor in noise-induced hearing loss.
These data, gathered at the famous Psycho.

acoustics Laboratory (PAL) at Harvard during

World War II,gave rise to the speculation that
e ars resistant to noise-indtced hearing loss

Which person is at greater risk of noiseinduced hearing los& the person with normal

can become susccptil~le to damage, or the reverse hypothesis, that susceptible ears can be
toughened by acoustic experiencc

auditory sensitivity or the person with a mild
(or moderate or severe) noise-induced hearing loss Currently, there is no stafghtforward answer to this question, although the
'damaged-ear theory of noise-induced hearing los suggests that the already-damaged
ear is at greater risk of additional injury from

Field studies and epidenliologic data suggest that persons with an existing permanent
hearing loss are at greater risk of additional
noise-induced hearing loss from occupational
sources (Klockhoff ct al, 1986, Franks ct al,
1989, ElImore, 1989). These data are from
hearing-conservation
programs
involving
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nearly 40,000frecruits oT the Swedish Army
(Klockhoff et al- 1986), and more than,'
100,000 13. Air Force personnel VihO c
studied oer i4O-year period (Elmore, 1989)
These data, impressise by their sheer nuton
bers, can be interpreted to support the damaged-ear theory-i e.,that the person with an
acoustic injury of the ear is at greater risk of
further
notse-induced damage than the person
with an uninjured ear. There are, of course, ilternative explanations, including the inappropriate use of ear protectise di ices and the influence of nonoccupational exposures to
noise.
laboratory experiments with human subjects and wvithexperimental animals are inconsistent in their support of the damaged-ear
theory. luman IS data (Harris, 1955) and
somie animal data (Voldrich, 1979) suggest the
impaired ear is at greater risk- of damage,
whereas a number of other investigations sug.
gest no effect or even a protective effect (Trit.
tlpo, 1958, Miller et al, 1963; Mills t al,
1981; Waid, 1976, Pyc, 1974). Mills (1973)
showed that in chinchillas with pre-existing
hearing losses of 0 to 30 dB, the absolute
sound pressure level (SPL) or shifted thresh
old produced by a given e)posure was independent of the pre-exposure hearing leeL.
This result is supported by, Ilumes (1980,
1984).
A recent report by Canton t al (1988)
supports the idea that the ear can be *tough.
ened" by acoustic experience. In this experi'
ment, guinea pigs were preexposed to a lowlevel tone (1.0 klIzat 81 dB SPL) for 24 days,
and then to a l.O-klilz
tone at 105 dl SPL for
72 hours. A control group receised only the
lOS-dB tone for 72 hours. The group receiving the low-level tone incurred no permanent
effects, whereas the control group had pcrma
nent threshold shifts of I-4 to 35 dB, depend.
ing on frequency. In light of these data, the
field data of Elmore (1989) and Klockhoff et al
(1986), and data on the efferent auditory sys.
tem (Rajan and Johnstone, 1983), It was decided to ieexamine the damaged ear theory.

loss (presbycusis) and noise-induced hearing
loss. Currently, in tlee quantititive audiologic
assxsment -of occupational hearingloss, a
peesbycic component is assumed to be
present and is suburted from the measured
hearlng levels. Indeed, there is little disagreemrentabout the need fora prcaycusic corrcctionfactor. Debate arIses over the specific detds of the "interaction' between noise effects
and aging effects, and on the quantitative
methods-to correct for the effects of aging
(se, "for example, Corso, 1980) Although
there is much literature on the interaction of
noise effects and aging effects, most of the
data arc retrospecive analyses of epidcmiologic data and fild-studies of noise-induced
hearing loss.Some of the most basic questions
have never been addressed experimentally.
For example, what are the biologic effects of
aging on the inner ear when the inner ear has
not been affected by exposure to noise (sociocusis) or dlsdase (nososcusis)? Do "pure presbycusic effects" differ from other forms of
bearing loss. Are there seseral (four) distinct
types of prsbycusis? Are there several types
of noise-induced hearing loss, such as meta.
bolic loss from long-duration, low-level exposures, and mechanical loss from intense ia.
pulses on one occasion (acoustic -trauma)?
Most of these questions can only be addressed
experimentally through the use of an animal
model (Mills et al, 1990). Here, I will report
some of the results In which hearing lossesof
gerbils born and reared in a quiet environ.
ment were compared-with hearing losses of
gerbils that spent most of their adult lives In
85-dBA noise.

Procedures
Effects of Existing

Noise-induced Loss
Details of the noise exposure and schedule are described briefly in Table 20-1. The

experimental animals, Mongolian gerbils, were

born and reared in aquIrt vivarium.
Auditory

Interaction of

Noise-Iiduced Hearing

semitivity was asscssed by recording brain.
stem potentials elicited by tone bursts (1,8

Loss and Presbycusis

ms)with center frequencies from I to 16 kllz
in octavesteps, Details of the audiometric procedure are given elsewhere (Mills et a),1990).
After pre-cxposure audiometry was completed
and it was assured that the auditory thresholds
of each animal were within "t5 dB, animals
were assigned randomly to Group I or to
Group ILGroup I was exposed first to a mon

In the preceding section 1 considered the
interaction of an existing noise induced hearing loss on the production of a subsequent
noise-induced hearing loss. Now, I will con.
sider the interaction of age-related hearing
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GROUP
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A, Monral coposurr.
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reeon 113dB

SPL
fo I hour
B.6 weeks
recovery.
mesue hearing
foss
C SnaurOtexposure,
Wide.baod
moes
(0S-4 0
kHz) S dBA
for 2weeks
0. 6 weeks recovery.
measure
pemo

trse
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smi(P15)
E. 14weeeks
recovery.
toil measurement
GROUP
ILBriuloaurat
A. Bsoaoral
exposure: Vide-bad none (05-4 0
kHz)95d8Afor2weeks
B,6 weeks riy. measure
hieass
1
r-MrMexposure:
3S.tsHz
pure
toe
d34O
I) 6mek ecyrieasure PIS
E._14_weeks

__________W_________n

aural tone, then to a binaural noise-slter 6
weeks of recovery. Group 1twas first exposed
to s binaural noise, then to the monaural pure
tone after 6 weeks of recovery. Specific details
are given in Table 20.1.

Interaction of Noise
and Aging Effects
Thecexperimental procedures and ratio.
dil fr the use of an animal model is discussed elsewhere (Mills et al, 1990). Briefly,
the strategy was to compare hearing losses in
a group of Mongolian gerbils raised in quiet
quarters with hearing losses in a group that
spent most of their lives insa noise chanmber
in
which the A-weiglited SPLwas 85 dBA. Prior
to the exposure, audiograms of 6.10o8-nsonthold gerbils were obtained using auditory

2.0

4.0

8.0

FREQUENCY

(kHz)

16.0

brain-stemn response (AIIR) Methods. Thien, animals ssere placed in a sound field until they
Were about 34 months of age. At periodic in.
tervals between 6 to 8 months and 34 months,I
an animal was rnioied from thle noise field
and thresholds wvere measured. At 36 months,
afinal audiogeam was obtained, thle animal Undemrit additional phyiiologic study, and
then the ears and brain were removed for furthee study.

Results
EfcsofEitn

Hearing Loss
Permanent threshold shifts (PISs) pro.
duced by the monaural exposure to a 3.5*klc
pure tone for I hour areshown ip Figure 20.1,
MTwas largest at 4 and 8 kll and decreased
at adjacent test frequencies. These results are
consistent witlh earlier results both with ger.
bils and with other species, The open squires
in Figure 20.1 show MTproduced In the right
ear by s binaural ex.posure for 14-days to a
wide-band noise (500 to 41,000
liz) at95 dilA,
MFwas 2010o25 dli) from 110o8 kli, and decreased to less thtanI, dillit 1t61,11z,
These resuits are unremarkable given the spectrum,
level, and duration of the exposure. Although
not shown in Figure 20-1, M1 in the left ear
for the binaural exposure was virtually identi.
cal to PYM
in the right ear. Thiemonaural pure.
tone ex~posure in the right ear produced 5 dBi
or less Mr'in the left ear,
Figure-'20.2 shows Mf (eight ears) in the
Group 11animals after Ite bitnaural exposure
aed PTSin the Group I aninmals
after both the

F
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Figure 20.2 Permanent
threshold slolSproducedin the
Group11Aunimals
after the
biaural expoSure
comparedusith
___________________________________
perouinut thresholdshift in the
Group I Anatals
afterboth the
monauralandbinauralexpo-Ares
Note that at I and2 kile the
mnanural/binaual grouphas
8dB And3 dB less
BIARLabout
peraurut threshold shaft.
cespectoely thanthe binaural
group, At 8 Ad 16tl1eon the
other hand,thebinaural group
10dBless proaneut
hasuaoout
thresholdshaft.These
data thus
MOtNAURtAIBINAURAL. suggest
thatan intensepuretone
exposureat 3 5Idle protected
the carat I IUlz froma
subsequene"posaare
to a
sside-band
noase.
At 8 and 16
Litz. the first esposurec
taothe
35 kile pure tour didnot protect
16.0
8.0
4.
1.0 20
1.0 2.4.
80
1.0
the eirfrom the effects of a
to a
exposure
(z)sttscueut
FREUENY
FREQENCY
(ls~)
ssdc-band
nolse.tudeed,the
tifeetso thecfirst exposusre
added
to the eftectsof thesecondThe
damaged
cr theory Isthus
supportedhythe dataAt8Iand16
I/e

ontaland binaural exposures, In other
words, tite data in this ftgaure
address thleqates.
lion of whther or not tlte muonautral exposure
protected thleear from tite subsequent binatt.
ral exposture. At I klz tiar mttsastral/binattral
group had about 8 ADO
less PTSthan the binat*
malgroatp. At 2 kli 1thsdifference-w\%as re.
daiced to aboutt 3 dIM.
On tite Othter hand, at 8
and 16 klz the binaural grotap hasaboutt 10
dBiless M1 thtan the AuOilauraljtinaatral grotup,
IThese
data S'tggest that an Intense pure-tone
exposutre at'3 5 kile protected the ear at I
klit front a subseqttent exposure to a wide,
band noise. At 8 and 16 kdlz the mnonaural ex.
postire to the 3.5k1,z tonc did not protect tlte
ear from the effects of a subseqttent exposttre
to awiqa; band noise, Tie damagzd.ear thteory
is thtussttpportedl by tlte data at 8 and 16kli,
svh-reas tilte protctive theory is supported by
th data at I kIln.
Figutre 20.3 conapares PTFS
produced by
thle monatiral/binaural sequence of exposttres
wvithP13 produced by the opposite sequene,
that is. blnauraVnionattral. It Is obviotus that
l'TS Isless in the antmals exposed to the mooaural/binaural seqaience thtanin the animals
exposed to tile binaural/monaural sequence,
This is partictilarly tile case for test freqtten.
ces of 1, 2, atad4 kli at which the standard
error of tile mean is about 2 dB,. This order ef-

feet is not prcdicted by the either the dam.
aged eartheory, tile Protective thcory, Or any
of Ite methoads
used to predict tile combined
effects of different exposttres, such as tile intensity or preastire rtules (Keyter ct al, 1966,
Ward, 1963).
Ilhe present resutlts are n0t directly cons.
parable to reported data in whticht tilc protcc.
tion wvasprovided by temporary chtanges
(Davis et al, 1950, Mtller et at, 1963, Ward,
1963; Millls, 1981; Canton et a], 1988$),
ler.
haps the present data are most pertinent to
field stttdlcs, which are conststent tn thteir sup.
port of tile damaged-ear thteory (Franks. 1986;
lIockdiofl, 1986, Eflmore, 1989). in other
words, data from well-controlled laboratory
expertments with aninmals,
and field stutdies of
noise-induced pernmanent thtreshtold shtift,
showvthat, ttndcr some exposure conditions,
the ear with an exist'ng noise-induced peresancot hteartng loss may be at greater risk thtan
the tunexposed ear.
We specttlate that tlte nionairal'binaural
versats blnaurallntonattral order effect may refleet differences in the nature of (lit acottstic
ttnjury prodauced by the different exposutres,
Thiemonattral exposure ts an intense, pure.
tone exposture of short duration ( 113 dIBfor I
hour). whereas the binaural exeposutre
is a
wide-band noise at a moderate level that ts of
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FREQUENCY
long duratton (95 dBlAfoe 141
days). It is pos.
sible that te acoustic injury produced by
tese two dtsttnct classes of exposures proditees two distinct types of acottsttc injttry,
and therefore conmpliceates
interactions, telrtdlng an order effect,

Interaction of Noise
and Aging Efet
Efcsbtls
Ftgttre 20.4 -summarizes normative agtng
data obtained front 37 cars of 32 Mongolian
gcrbil, tltat were born and reared In aquiet vivariom for 36 esonths (Mlills et a], 1990). Pecrtuatient threshold shtift data In Ftgure 20.4
wveremeasured about 90 days after terninalion of a 700. to 720 day exposure to a wideband noise at 85 dBlA.
Bloth the nioise-exposed
nintals and th,, animtals reared to aqutiet enviroosment were 36 months of age (t 2 svks)

8

16

(ki~z)

when thtesemneasutrements wee mtade. Noiseinduted pernmanent threshold shift (NIPTS)
was definted as ttoise-indtteed threshtold shtifts
corrected for te cffects of aging. The mtost
commonly ttsed correctton factor assumes additivity (in decibels) betwseen noise-inditeed
thresltold shifts and "age-inducced' thtreshold
shifts, Thtuts,in Figutre20--4we have stimply
subtracted ottr- normative data for allng gee.
from thle measured PT$. Thteresurlt is
NIPyTS
asshtowvn
In rigitre 20-4.
Is the simple sutibraction carrned out tn
Figure 204- an appropriate or even valid
mtethod? Twvofactors ,utpport the firoedtrre.
One ts thnecotncidencebetween thle shtape
of
tlte NllM1(agecoriected) audtogram and te
asymptotic thsreshtold
slitft.(ATh) attiiogeain
observed after 30 to 60 days of esposure. The
other tlte coincietce between thie spctral
shape of the wvide-band notse (500 to 4,000
liz) and tlte audronseleic configuration of

~s
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Figure 20-5 Examoples
of threshold shifts in 3&monh-od
Stsi~oha grlos.Note that the
rangeof threshold shifts is greater thtan65 dB,.
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Figure 20.6 A bimodal2todloauetneconfigura.
l~ionobsersedisome 46 totth old ioogolta
gerbils imnodal' definedasAPealkin the ao.
digr
llt111,
siltta 10 dl or greater lossat
test freqecies, Nttte that In I igore
204I.perroanit threshtold
slIfts producedby
esso to noiseNoerC
greatestat 4 1,11Z
andt
decreasedat adjacent firitnuetcs. tn other
words,lhe audiomectric
conufigutration
Asocwiated
with Itois inducedpertmanettt
thresholdshtiftin
gerbilsis opposite In shapeto the atdiontetrlc
caoigoraion foundin sooic gerbils%oho hose
agestIn A quietcmtssIoer ft

FREQUENCY (ki~z)

t

NII TS. That Is, NIP S is present only in tile
frequtency region of tlte noise, There is , dBi
or less NIMI at 8iand 16 1,1lzwhtere tile stpec.
of the noise cotined very.little energy,
Irtanh
if indeed
tile subtraction peoctdare is valid,
then tile PTIS
atidioagrain showyn
ito igure 201
is moainly an aging conmponent at8 and 16kllt,
and a mixtmure
of-noise and aging components
at lower frequencies.
Although the simplicity of Ite addilivily
nion of M1 and aging effects ts appealing
adis perhtaps supported by coincidental oh
servations, tere are otlier feattures oafthe nor.
malive gerbil data (and normative hutman
data) that detract from the Additivity notion,
Tuecmost obviouis is the variance in the data.
Fiure 20.5 shows extrenie 'examples of 16 of
the 37 normativecars front Figure 20-4. The
range of threshold shifts In these normative
antitals is greater than 65 dB. It is iumportant
to recall that these aninmals
were bsorn and

reared tn an acoststica~y controlled vivaritm
vlcr c the. anmbietnt
ound leselo rarely ex.
ceeded t0 dBlA.
It is htighilyunlikely that sound
levels of 40 dBlAand less produced hlearing
losses of themagnithude sliawi itn Ftgutre20.5.
In additton, tone of the animtals had antpacted
or infected ears, and none jadci
eer received
medicinal druigs. Room temlperatutre, diet, and
hsiumidity were also tinder control. Truly. variance of the magnittude showvn
in Figutre
20-5 is
remarkable, and makes it virtually impossible
to separate noise ce~cts front aging effects in
indisidual anilnals.
figure 20-6 shows an unusual audiomectric
configuration, which wvehave called bimodal
That is, threshold shift is least at 4 ki~z and incrc. by 10 dBior more at adjacent firequen.
cie. IThisaudiotoetric configuration was ohserved in I I of 37 ears.it is interesting for
several reasons. One is tilat the audiometric
configuration noted in Figure 20 6-imo.
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dal-Is Opposite III Shtape to thleNIM'S auitdo.
Sitts Of tile experinments reported here, thten
nmetric configuration shown in Figure 20.4.
tile Permianent threshold Shtiftsproditced by
Thlat Is, In the bimodal category. thlreshold
tile three events arc mutltiplicative Thiat is,the
Shifts ate mininmal at 4 k114and Increase atad. permanent threeshold
shttftsare additive (as
Jacent freuencies, whereas In NIM'S, thresh.
measured in dectbels). Thleresult is demon.
old 'shliftS
are maximal at 4 1,llZand decrease
Mtated In Figture 20-8 tn Which threshtold
aadjacent frequencies. Additional analyses of
Shtifts
ate 45 dBiat I and 16 k~ll, and 60 to 70
Cllantm fthese animals.
ize thteseresults fromt laboratory experinments
InFgr
07we have replotted the nor.
to tile field, seemingly minor noise-indticed
alv gn
aafront Figulre 20.4, thieIPT' hearing losses incuirred at
a )oltng age mtay
dat
fom igre20.1 for a monautral pttre.
very wvell
beconie major when conmbined witth
tone exposure, and the VTSdata front Figure
thle deleteriouts effects of age and otlier noise
20-1 fra binaural noise exposure. Each one
exposures as well as the possible effects of
ofthese three events produtced a seemingly
otlier agents including drags and disease, In.
minor permanent hearing los. That is, in tile
deed,perhaps we should be careful abouit
medicolegal definition of hearing handicap,
whlat we call aseemintgly mitnor noise-indrtced
tile permanent threshold shifts shown in Fig.
permtanent hearing loss. Of course, many addiHlowever, if we coitbine the effects of these
predicting the conmbined effects of sequenttal
three events in a manner dictated by the re.
olotoxic events.
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CHAPTER 21

Physiologic and Histopathologic
Changes in Quiet- and Noise-Aged
Gerbil Cochleas
RICHARD A. SCHIlIEDT
-BRADLEY A.SCHIULTE

Presbycusis, the loss of hearing function
with age, is still poorly understood, largely
owing to the lack of controlled studies on ap.
propriate animal models. We have been using
the Mongolian gerbil to explore the interac
tioi of age and exposure to chronic, low.level
noise on hearing. 'The gerbil has some compelling advantages over other animal models, For
example, its aulitory system iswell characterized (Schmiedt and Zwislockl, '1977; Smith,
1977; Ryan and Bone, 1978; Ryan et al, 1982;
Schwartz and Ryan, 1983; Keithley et al, 1989;
Schmfledt, 1982, 1986, 1989; Schulte and Ad.
ams, 1989, Smith ct al, 1993). Tle gerbil is inexpensive to breed and rear, it is relatively
free of middle.ear disorders that plague other
rodents, it lives for about 3 years, and it has an
audibility curve that closely matches that of
humans. Finally, the gerbil is also used as an
animal model for aging In other organ systems
(Cheal, 1986).
This chapter summarizes some of the
changes in the gerbil cochilea that occur with
age, and with chronic exposure to low level
noise. TIvo experiments attempted to clarify
how environment and genetics combine to
yield an overall hearing loss with age. The first
experiment was simply to age animals in a
quiet environriteot. Our "quiet.aged' gerbils
are born and reared in a colony where the
mean noise level is approximately 35 dIA,
with astatistical distribution such that the yevcis are below 49 dBA 99 percent of the time.
In the second experiment, gerbils were raised
in quiet conditions until approximately 8
months of age and then were trans1i'rred to a
separate enclosure, wherein a band-limited
noise was continuously present. The noise
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lei'el was 85 dBA overall, and the spectral half.
power frequencies were 0,5 and 4 kltz, These
'noise.aged" animals lived in the noise contin.
uumsly for between I and 2 years. Animals
from either group vcre removed for terminal
physiologic studies when (1) they approached
36 notis of age; (2) they showed hearing
losses In excess of 60 dl as assessed by longitudinal hrain-stem recordings; or (3) either
ear showed signs of an impending outer.ear
impaction, Tie median life span for gerbils in
our colony is about 36 months. A more de.
tailed description of these procedures can be
found in Mih et al (1990) and Schiedt ct al
(1990).

Quiet-Aged Results
Hearing thresholds were assessed by re
cording compound action potentials (CAPs)
with round.window electrodes during the ternuinal experiment, Thresholds of six quietaged animals along with mean control data
from t0 young gerbils are shown in Figure
21-1. There is an essentially parallel shift in
thresholds in the older gerbils at frequencies
below 4 kllz. Above 4 khLz,the threshold
shifts increase, often witlh substantial variability among animals.
While collecting the CAP data, we noticed
that the amplitude of the CAP wavefornt did
not grow normally with increasing stimulus
intensity. Tits lack of growth is a consistent
finding in all quiet-aged gerbils. Examples of
CAP input/output (t/O) functions from young
and old animals are shown in Figure 21-2 Further analysis demonstrates that both tile slope
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preliminary anatomic results tend to supthese data,
Hair-cell loss unthc quiet-aged animals is
variable and is almost entirely accounted for
be the loss of outer hair cells (OhiCs). The
OI1C lkm is most often grcatest in the apex. 21present
though scattered losses are-aa
througha)ut the cochlea.1-Flgurc 21-3 illustrates
a typical cochlcogramn front a quiet-aged gerbil
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olds. single-fiber turing curies, and two-tone
riltoo9ini-1e -3
gr RAS39 in Figutres21-i.
uathmh
characteristics in these quiet.
Stimulus Leirl. dB SP.Single-fiber
F.~ 212
ged gerbils are. for the most part normial. An
Figue 2.2
Ptenialhip~ouput
exception is that tuning curves (Fig. 21.-3) are
anib elev-ated around their charcteristic frequen(CPietO)ed36mnnih (lsWsmols)
cies (CM). Tail thresholds arc approximatelyCAPecpneur caed i th 22 Iz one ipand
normal, resulting in a decreased tip-to-tail rarecordedat the cochlear roundIuindos nith 2 Mtsehalt electrode.the ampliudc uax mesred front the
tio in these old animals. The boundaries of
inlseh to the ,osmtfrC
pcat on theCAPsvasrfonnaftol -one rate suppression arc clearly defined
tereanpog So responsesiGenerally,the CA V
and arc approximately nozn.al in threshold,
funcIOn iSIcJtsC'2 san
SIIeepC ies
21dtoste maximumowCF
nat n
Spr
ni
mulnes
in aged
gertssts
ascompared
sih yong conirot
bohaoead-lwC.Sprsini
esen uxhen the CF threshold is clcgert~dspresent
%-aledasmuch as410to 60 dBi(Schmiedt et al,
1990).
and te mArtimum amplitude of the CAP 1/0
Despite the relatisely normal single-fiber
functions in quiet-aged gerbils are significantly
characteristics, the DC cndocochlcar potential
less than those found in )oung animals (Ichl(EP) in the scala mejia is definitely abnormal
strom ;.td Schimledt, 1990a), This evoked cc- in aged gerbils, Almos: certainly owing to degeneration of thc lateral waslland stria .-Ascusponse decremint alSOcarried over to the
brain-stem csoked response (Milts ct a1, larls (sce Fig,& 21-7 and 21-8). Figure 21-4 id.
1990). but is not present at the lesel of pcilustrates some mean EPdata with percentage
maiy cochlear fibers-, i c, tire intensity funeloss of stinaI function as the parameter. Note
tidis of single fibrs are normal in bhape and
that ev-en
with a 25 to 75 percent functional
in dynamic range in quiet aged gerbils (hecllloss as estimated subjectively by evaluating
strom and Schmiedt. 1990b). Apossible cause
the decreased intensity of immunohistochemifor h~e .cremcnt it the CAP 1/Ofunction
cal staining for LNa,K-ATPas, the EPcan still
may fic spirl ganglion ccil degeneration (Keithtbe maintained at about 60 mV over most of
Ly and Feldman, 1982, lKcithley ct al, 1989);
the cochlear duet. The stria alway-s
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ates first in the spc, then in the basal turn. In

this group of cochies, all33 months or older,

none had any strial fuinction in the apical turn,
but r"os retained at least some normal-ap.
pearing regions ofistriac in the middle turn.
When ial loss is 751to 100 percent throughout the cochlea, the EP' 9scrtially disappears,
as one would expect,
SewellI (198f) showed a direct relation
between CAP thresholds and EP in acute studics of cats using furosemide to modulate the
El'. A linear deaen~ent of EP' logarithmically
shifted the CAP thrltlold, thus giving rise to a
relationship V-aslproxfinalely-l mn%'
per dB;r
iLev.a I-mV' decrease in the EP' resulted in-a
1-di increase in the CAP threshold. ilov-eser,.
the slope constant wvasvariable amog cats
and among single-fiber thresholds In
ie
cat. The point is that there is a direct relation.
ship between the El; in millivolt~, and neural
thresholIds in decibels in normal, acutely-peepared cats. Thus, it was of interest to anslyac
our CAP threshold data and relate it to the El'
recorded at the appropriate place.
CAP thresholds were coirelated with El'
in young controis and it 30 month-old and
36-month-oqd gerbils aged in quiet. El' wNas
recorded at Iiur locations along the cochslear
duct corresponding to 0.5, 2, 8, and 20 kllz.
Thbe resulting correlation between the CAP
thresholds aro, the value of the EP' present in
the scala media astheb8 Ili location is shoss-n
In Figure 21-5. A correlation coefficient of
0 68 implies that about -46 percent ofthec van-.
ability of the CAPdata cAnbe accounted for

CAP thresholds only in --fth 36-moth-old
El' shift in many animals, but it is not correlatedmidi shifts in CAP tbrcsholds. Obviously.
other factor besides the decrement in EP' are
nvle in the ricural threshold shift in these
quiet~ag~d gerbils.
Some) morphologic differences; betweecn
th S16 MraASCUi1rid&-young and old gerbils
2n:illuatedin Hgus2-6nd 2-7. Mg.
OWna
Cclls sh0%Owexten atrophic changes in
regions Of $;Fisl degeneation in old gerbils;
thus, it is not surprising that the EP' is decreased in these animals. Changes in sinaI
fusnction with age are more clearly demongtrated bisv idcrease or loss of immunossainigf
a.r's~a
hwsi 'gr
n

&1noT~s

a
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21-&. Ibis technique provides a Much More
accurate and reproducible means of evaitiatinig
strial fuznction than does the examination, of
histologic prepartions under the light or electron microscope.
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CAP thresholds from lire noise-aged gerbus are shownr in Figure :21-9. The midirequency loss is almiost certanly due to the
noise exposure and not to aging (compare F'ig.
21.1). Moreover, the loss-frequency thresholds of these aninmais vary considerably and
are less sensitive than those of the quiet-aged
group.
Single-fiber data from two noise-aged animais are showvn in Figures-21.10 and 21-11
The dati in both figures are arranged as in Figure 21-3. Gerbil RAS-28 (Fig. 21-10) was only
aged in the noise for 12 months and wa~s24
months old at the time of the terminal experiMent. ThS animal was removed from the
noise prcnaturely)-becausc of an impendipg
impaction in an outer-car canal. Even so, s.~attrod hair-cell loss is present throughout the
cochlea, but concentrated in the midfrequed.5y region, the region mort affected- by
thle noise. Thec tunir.g and suppression bou~ndaflcs of the primary fibers %veredefinitely abnormal: tuning curv-es we-re mostly bo~vIshaped for CFs beloWtabout 10 LIlt, and sup.
pression was absent above and belowv CF. For
CRsabove 10 kilt, the ttiising curv-es regained
their normal tip and ta2lfeatures, although the
CF thresholds wecre still elevated by 10 to 15
dBi owc those of young controls. Twvotone
suppression reasserted itself in these high-CF
fibers as %%ell,
Ints, Ite basal turn of this co-
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blue stainedepoxysectionfrom the 5001firegiontof a 6,monlltold quiet rearedgetlsd
Figure 21*6A Tolnidmne
illuiats normalmorphologof the sawsv-asclartsandspirallligament(x 800). 0, Hbimsetion taker fromthe
sameregionshows asirlal sessel(V) surronnied b3 the miroctondriAl laden,hligbly-aniplified Issttral plasmalem
maof argiA cells (31).Intcrd(gitning procenses
of Iasalcells(arrows)formthe boundarybetweenthestn2 v
culasisandtheunderlying "siralI jigmet (x 13.000).
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4f

F17
uc thrbck sectionfrom tihe500Hz regmon
of a 36-month-old quict-aged
gerbil cochleashownetensorc
degeneration
of the itema%ascularis-and thinning of the undeelytogspiralligament(x 800) (nc ig, 21.6-A)13
(~x 17.000) and C (x 22.000)tllstratc histopthologic changes
In the 500-1lz;
regionof cochleas
from two difecrcot 36-month-old
quiet-reared
grbils. No patentcapillarieswere seenin regionis
of the striathtathavereacheddos
stageof degeneration.
InAt largearemoccupied byh-Ahne-hke
material(2sterols) many
representvrmants of stnial
blood vessels.
In BIandC the scalamesdia
is borderedby atrophiedmaigmnal
celts that still maintainthemrtight
functions (A~afrowsltad Decreased
thicknessof the stetais largelydoeto lossof marv~nal
cell basola~eeal
rem
granuls aa .is(ros)apa
obcells
nfeta
of their melanin
(I) generallyshiowanincrease in sizeandclusteitmng
branespeciaiions. Sttla intermediate
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t'tgsre 21.10 Collogrnseske response thresholds (top fight) and single-fiber tuning culves and suippression
boundaries from a nieaged gb (RAS-28 Otherwise, the data are plotted as In rigstre 21-3. The compound
action potential (CAP)audibility corer has a notch that does not correspond to any largelmssof hair cells or gan.
g i ells igefrtning curve"wr bol shaped., except for fibersof high characteristic frequency (CFj

the noise exosr destroyed the normal twa-tone interactions unthis coeldes, however, the basal codlsea spared,
given the decesigy stmallamount of noise energy above 4 kli. (Adapted from Scltmedit ISA,iills )U,AdamsJC
Tuning and suppression in abditoly nerve fibers of aged gerbils raised in quiet or noi~e.HlearRtes 1990, 45 221.
236)

chica w-asable to "age"normally despite the
l.-ecar exposttre to the noise.
Gerbil RAS-45 remoained in tile noise for
700 days and was 36 monthsi old at the terni.
nal experiment. The hair-cell loss ln~llae msid
atsd apical turns tinder these conditions svas
far mqm pronotinced ihan that for the
younger aninial, RSAS-28
(Fig 21.10). Yet, even
with losses of OlICs approaching 6sOpercent,
tsio-tone suppression below CF was always
present, even for fibers with bowl-shaped tttntng curves. Suppression above CF reappeared
Infibers with CFs above about 8ikllz, lTus, it
seemos tltat a fiullcomplement of OlICs is not
necessary for sutppression below CF, and that
suippression above and belowv CF are indepen.
dent phenomena (Seliroledt et al, 1990), As in
the previous noise-aged animal, the hasal-niost
fibers sented to escape: the effects of the
noise exposture.

Pcrhiaps thc secet to msaintaining sttp.
pression bclowv CF is lhc condition of the in
ncr hair cells (lllCs) TFhephsotomicrographs
in Figure 21-12 show a viewvof tile mid ochtles of RAS-45 focuised at the plane of the
stereocilta (left) and radial fibers (right). OI1C
loss is certainly evident, yet few IlIcs are
missing, and the density of radial fibrs is appatently normal. Sections of, missing radial fibets were rarely seen In either the quiet- or
nolse-agcd gerbils, Thec ears were not proceased in a way to optimize observation OfSterecilia, thus stereocilia have not been systenmalically exanmined in cititer the, qiet- or noiseaged group. It is probable. however, that stereocilia hold at least part of thle explanation of
t(lie esatcd thsreshiolds secen in tie noise-aged
aninmals as compared to the quiet aged amcoals. We have seen slereocilta aberrations in
both groups, bill it is difficult to determine
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Figure 21-11 Cochlecgram, evoked response thresholds (top ight) and single fiber tuning curves and suppresslon
boundarics from a norse aged gerbd (RAS,45). Otherwose. the data are plotted as in Figure 21-3 Tirs gerbil had
extensive hair-ceil loss, especilly in the region corresponding to the noise spcetrum, Unite the previous nose.

aged gcrbl (RAS-28)X
most of the contacted adrtory.nene fibcrs In this gerbil hadwell defined suppression below
eharactenlstne
freloency (CF),. even thos fibers having howl shaped tuning curves. Those fibers associated with the
nois, howevcr,
7slhbited
no suppression above CF. Data such as these suggest that sppression above CFts more
vunceable than suppression below CF to chronic. low-level noise, and that suppression areas above and below CF
are mote or less Independent. (Adapted from Schmledt RA, MillsJIl, AdamsJC. Tuning and suppression in auditory
nerve fibers of aged gerbils raisd In quiet or noise. liear Res 1990, 45,221.236)

IH(C

Figure 21-12 Photomlicpgraphs taken from the I k~le region of a surface prep2ration of a 36 month-old gerbil
raised in noise (RAS45R) A. More than s0 percent of the outer har C¢145
(OIIC) arc rising or damaged, but the
inner bar cells (I1C) appear to be In relainely good shape. lhe condition of the stercocia could not be lUdged
wth certainty in these preparations (x 880). i. Despite the largenuhiber of missing OlCs (A) and a compound
acoion potcntial thrhotd levation of around 60 dB, the density of radial fibers (RF) does not appear to be dimnIsher (X I 1O).With the c¢pton of the greair number of lost or damaged OtiCs to nos. exposed cars. no ob
vions morphologic differences scr seen to surfac, preparations of age matcheJ animals rarsed tn quiet or norse

CHyANGES
WN
QUtED~
ANDNOISE-AGED
GERMliCOCLEA
wbethirthe abnormalities art ralor actifaC.
tuat.
In suammary, we find-that the effects of
,chronic,12 w -iesei noise are additive to the effeels ofA- in a qualitative and-quantitative
sense (Mills eta!, 1990;&Shmiedt et at, 19 90).
Thus, no6matter wham-he prictic background
of the individual, the eniviroinnrtal influence
of noise exposure during a lifetime will add to
an o~s dictated by genetics.
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ations deseuia, mais sefcteet aultour de I
frflquence caractflristiquc (CF), lesgscuiis aux
autreg fr~quences; sont normaux.-Par COnsZ&
quent le rapport ruaxi-mini (tip-to tail) est r6s.
diinchez lea suiets flgfl-catme'. Lea non-fin.
6arit~s corrcspondant A la suppression entre
dcux tons, soot pr~scrtes asla fois au-di~ssus et
asodessous de ias fiquence camactdristique
dants le groupe "fg~-ame.
Les cochlif d groupe ";gis-estme
niontcnt des pereg dispersfles de cettules ell.
ices eternes (OlICa), princiliatement Atlapex
ci,,le.base,
is
msi$' presque pss de pectes de cel.
[ties citiiles intefn6s (tIt~a) L'atrophte de ls
stre N-asculaire dans l: groope -ags-calme
dana le tour apical et n~ltc dana le tour de
tions fimtnohistoctuimiquc
Na,K-ATllase
confirinent une rlductin -6iotable dc is fonection de ias trie %ascuisire awe i' ge, corr~tic

avcl

~ito

i ptmcedcclr

diie
bzlspcrsonnhes ig.~es. Linteraction

catnie" poor tea frivqicecs comprises dan5 Is,

grue egerboises dc Mongolie quf alcen
4tcvfls, Ion dans le "mlne,isautre dans tin local
broyant (brtiit de 85 diB(A), fri~quences 0,5 .1
4,0 Liz). ist dtir& d'exposition aulbruit atit
comprise entre 365 et 724Ijours, Les Ktsultats
ont &6tcompar-s avec ceo-c d'tin groupe con.
trle cotnposfl de-jeunes stiets Olcv-s dana ic
catnue, A is fin des expu~inucntations P'Sgedi&
sujets, %ariait de 2-4A-43mois, 119c moyeo dc
notne cotonie Otant de 36 ntoi, L'audition
etaut conti~te sol io}-en des tests sola-ants;
potentici d'actioin globai,(CAr), potentici en.
docoettidaire (EPi)et ecponse de fibres ut[.
taires sil ni-can donnetf suuditif, Lea coctlles,
des groupes tqecontrle 'sujets jetunce, et desgroupes dc atiets ig~s via-su so eu "Ag&
aline" nt 6~6 soutmis au' no-mrs examens,
morphotogiques et immuottistocilmlques.
Lscorlcites des stiets sgds sionuiis sol bruit
ages-bniit* Gilt ti soutmis sti' exanuens mor.
phologlquessetlment,

calmnuellcies soot tocatis~cs principatement A
1sPoite des courbes de fibres onitsites. Contrairenient atix sojets ".ig(-s-catnuif ia suppres
sion t ntrc detix tons eat sous-ent abscnte dana'
ie grotpip
gis-bruit:'On n's jsnsais rcma-quc
de suppression soi-dessits de is firiluence earact~ristique, pour ts fibres as-cc C~a dans ia
hiandc de bruit, quioique la-suppresslon a po
qoctqtiefois (Itre dinuontrce eni-dcssous de is
fr&tienre caractuicistiquc.
Les suiets "Agfs-bruit" niontrent tine pius
grande perte de cettuites ciu~cs esternes
(OiiCs) (uut Irs sujets Aigus
calune" stir tea emplacements de ia cociiu~c correspondants sol
brutit. Comme pour ics stijets "5gis-clnic' on
observe pcn d~epertes de ceiittcs citlues internes. Latrophie de is stine vasctaure na pas
u6tEobscru-& ctucz mms
stijets "5gds bruit".
Ces ri~suiitats, dinuontrent quic icxposition
asobruit exaccrbc irs pertes auditia-es dutes A
11e eedn.l
etcaitli6dn

jecnsi~rble
lin~riurdete groupes de
viasut dana le bruit, mals its sogmentent avec
P1ge daits lea deux groopes. Dans Ie groupe
1 g~s-catue. is moycrnie des acuits dui CAI) A
346hiois montre one variation uniform(- de 20
dBSde 0,5 4 Miz~,qUl erit jUS(qu'A
30 dli
pour lea frdquences; plus Olcv&s. Leacouches
'fibres tunitaires' montrcnt galcmcnt des vart-

inorpitotogiqocas et histochinuiques observee
rumen ivironnentcent suggi~e one infltuence
gen6sique directe steir s pertes soditia-es does
APage.
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CHAPTER 22

Psychoacoustic Characterizationof
Two Types of Auditory Fatigue
MARlCOCAMf1 BOM1
SABIINE
A16NII1131M

.Auditory fatigue generally

refers to the tcr
prrlosof auditory sensitivity that takes
placeatrs exposing the car to an intense
sound. Auditory fatigue haslbeen measured in
many experiments by the increase in absolute
threshold, or temporary threshold shift (TI'S),
and In Rfew others by the reduction of loud.
nes, or temporary loudness shift (TLS). How,
ever. TI'S and MIalso appear wsitlhexposures
to moderate and even low-level sounds, pro.
ividedthat tite test level (for TIS measureint) is lower than the exposure level, This
seccondtype of auditory fatiguechas becen
known for many ycars. but its study was never
totally complrted. Insofar as TI'S was very
small, fiew experiments measured TIS front
low-level exposures, probably brecaiise It was
6*_jiccd to be even weaker than TI'S,
'Iis chapter examines the psychoacoustic
spsecifics of these tsvo types of fatigue in the
donmainof Intensity perception. Pihysiologic
data strongly suggest a cochtlear origin of the
shifts of threshold and loudness'(Abbas, 19813,
Cody an~d
Johinstone. 1981; Lonsbiiry-Martin
and Nlllc, 1978). Focusing on threshold and
loudnuess
during auditory fatigue Is useful in
forng a therory of active coclear mchla.
nisms, because threshold and loudness areinNols'ed in~the detection of low-level sounds
fQolnstone ct al. 1982).
We wilt present a series of "fatigue patteens! due to different e~posurc levels and fre
quencies Fatigue paifters show the anmounts
of TM' and TLSas a function of the teat fee.
quency in the fatigued range. The patterns for
high level and low~iveh exposures will be de.
scribed., In turn, the role of exposure duration,
frequency, and level wiil be examined to the
extent that data are available,

TTS and TLS Patterns
frmHg-e
frm Hg-e ll
Exposures
According to a ,iumber,,of studies re.
viewed by Ward (197.3), TM' that persists for
longer than 2 minutes but shorter than 16
hours after the end of the exposure may beregarded as physiologic" long teensfatigue that
is always completely recovered. This type of
fattgue auppears
once the exposuire S1P1,
ex.
ceeds a critical value of 70 to 75 dBi.Fiew. e.
periments base compared threshold recovery
to loudness recovery extensively, Mcliherson
and Anderson ( 1970) found the time course
of recovery simsilar for TM' and TIS after a
5minute exposure; htowever. for longer expo.
sure durations (30 to 90 minutes), Btutte and
Cliocliolle (1979) suggested that TIS at low
sensation levels recosers more slowly than
TIS.
'the frequency pattern of Mr' shiows a
mtaximum loss for afrequency higher than the
exposure frequency, a peculiarity that iscon;.
nionly designated 'tle hlafoctase shift" of
TM'. The anuount of TI' at the exposure fre.
quency is much smaller and often not nuessur.
able.

Role of Exposure Duration
After exposures to continuous octaveband noises in human subjects, TIM increases
asa function of ex'posure duration for 4 to 12
hours and then reaches aplateau or asymptote
(Mills; er a], 1979), whereas the asymptotic
level of TI'S appears after only I to 2 hours in
259
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eases of impact noises (Laroche et al, 1988).
Maxiiiumk WS, as wvellas the rate andduration of its growth, depend on the frequency
and level of exposure (Ward ct al, 1959; Mills
eta!, 1970, 1979) Despite the absence of systematic ni,ccsrms, accodhig;to tile pioneer work of Davis ct al (1950) and the later
confirmations of Mills et al (1970) and
McPherson and Anderion (1970), thr~growth
of loudnkess shift is sukppose to reproduce that
of TFS. Hlowever, McFadden and Platusmier
(19812b, 1983) d6n6nstiiieki TIISwithout TI'S
at the exposure frequency. Sebald ( 1987) also
fotind '1LSboth at frequiincies higher thtan the
e,\postire fruqtncy andkat the exposure fre.
quiency itself. These results suggest some discrepancy between the rcspeetivc growths of
TI'S and TLS.

and 100 dBiSPL (Davis et al,'1950). tButte and
Scharf (1980) measured loudnesfunictions
for a 1500-11z tone with and without masking
by a 700
tone, before and after an expo.
sure to a 1,000 Ilz fatiguing tone, Thecy demionstrated that TLSfrom auditory fatigue accu.
mulates with TIS due to partial masking

Role of Exposure Frequency

as a function of exposure frequency of pure

Maximum Amount of TTS and TLS
TI, from tones or noise banids with
cquivalent SrI, in different frequency regions
biase often been measured (Davis et a], 1950;
Mills ct al, 19794 Thonipson and Gales, 1961;
Ward, 1962). It has generally been assunmed
that for constant Silit,"the higher the exposure:
frequency, at least tip to 41,000 or 6,000 hIs.
the greater the TIYS(Ward, 1973). Moreover,
Itotte et a! (1990) fotind no signifieant differ.
cres aniong tuaxihtin TM~ fronmpure-tone
expostures (250 to 6,000 lIz) at equal sinsa.
lion heveli (80 Oliabove thtresholdl) and sug.
gested, after averaging data of a nutmber of
subjects. that a constant power Input to the
cochlea results in a constant TI, whAatever thc
exposure frequency, at least for levels that are
close to tile critieal value.
A peak of TLSalso occurs at the test fre.
qiteney showing the maximum TI'S bitt TIS
dependenice on the exposture frequteney has
neser been Investigated in detail. During audi.
tory fautiguie,
the amount of WLstrongly de.
prods on the test level. At test frequencies
showving a noticeable TI'S. the loudness fitne.
tin is similar to those observed for a partially
uasked sound, and to those observed In sensorineural path ugics with typieal recruit.
mnrt. For a fatigued ear, when the level of
stiuus increases above an abnornially elevated threshold, the loudness grows more rapidly than for an uunfatigtied eat-, then TIS dccreases as a function of the test level. Btecause
of different exposure conditions, the test level
at which 11S5becomes negligible varies aniong
experliments between 70 dBi SIll (Piaaza,
1966), 80 dBiIII. (Young and Hlarbert. 1975),

~z.

Extension of the'Fatigued Range
Few, experiments have investigated the
TM fruiquency 'pattern as a function of expo.
sure frequency, yet once again Davis et al
(1950) set the exanmple, However, instead of
pltting TI'S for the different tested frequen.
cies as a function of the frequency, level, and
duration Cf the cxposure, they calculated'an
'average hearing loss covering two octaves.
Figure 22-1 shows frequency patterns of ITFS
tones at a constant exposure level (80
dB SL).
Differences in- tie ranges of fatigue are
clear. as the e~xposure frequency increases, not
only does the maximum 'lFiS come closer to
the exposture frequency. hut also the total
range of frequencies over wvhicht
there is TIS
diminishes (3.5 octaves for 250.liz exposure.
2.ociaves for 1,000).and 2.000lilz exposures.
I octave for 4,000. and 6,000-l1t exposures).
When tile exposure frequency becomes
higher, niaximum TI'S occturs at freqtuencies
that are closer and closer to the exposure freqitency (1.3 octaves for 250 lIz exposure. 0.9
octaves for 500-lIz exposure. 06 to 0.5 octaves for 1,000., 2,000-, and 4,000-lIz expo.
stires. and 0.3 octaves for 6,000.liz exposure)
These ouhit depart from the lialf-octave rtule
stud show that the frequency pattern of TI',
and probably also that of TBS, strongly de,
prods on the ex\posutre spectra, Figure 22-2
presents similar results for band-limited noise
exposures. Four duffeicnt noise bands having a
wvidth of four critical bands (200 to 630 lIz.
630 to 1.270 l Iz, 1,2701to2,300 1U, and 2,300
to 4,400 lIz) were nmonautrally presented for
45 minuites at 90 dill SPl Average TiSs of t0
subjects are, plotted as a function of tile distanre betwveen the test frequency and the ceotral frequency of the exposuire sound.
Maximum I'Ms occur at test frequencies
0.7 to 0.8 octaves above the central frequency
of the exposure for the thiree noise bands with
the higbestfrequencies, bitt occur at 1.3 ortas-es above the central frequency for the band
of 200 to 630 liz. Btycomparing Figures 5, 6,
soud7 fronmMills et at ( 1979), one can see that
TIS range extends farther, in octaves, above
the spectral components of the exposure
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noise band as thle exposutre spectrumnis
moved toward lower freqluencies,
frequency patterns for TIS as a function
of exposure frequency exhibit Ihe same trends
as threMITpatterns, with two differences: (1)

TIS is miuch larger than TFS at Ihe exposre
frequency as mentioned earlier, and (2) the
higher the exposure frequency, the larger the
extension of IS pattern for agiven SPL,of exposure (liotte et al, to be published).
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DISANCE OF TEST FREQUENCY OlCTAVES)
tensittes. When progrcssitdly higher levels
are tested at the exposure firquency, the activated regions hate greater olvwlp wtiththe ft.
figued are beeau~e
of the intense exposre.
Therdtore according to this theory. the 'Ins at
the exposure freqluency should increase regu
li, at least as long zs thc recruitment mechanism is too limited to reverscthat trend.
Moreoser. Mi-Fadden's hypothesis predicts
that for a given test lciL the imoluit of 115
should xn- nonionoticalhr over the range of
fatigued frecquencies, with a sngle maximum
located finther from the exposure frequecncy
as the exposure let ci is set higher. On the
contrar34 the results of an experimenit by
ftte ci al (to be published) show more compliatted TIS pottemns (Fig. 22-4) The expertmental conditions for this study v6ere basically
the same as the experimental conditions for
tie data of Figure 22-3, but the total exposure
duration ws now 60 seconds. TlSswere only
measured for test frequencies higher thain the
exfosuire frequency, and were converted into
equj~aqut level reduction in decibels, owting
to die individual loudness fuctions of the 14
s-.bjeets.
lnisteaa of a curve with asingle maximum,
the nS~attrns resulting from 85-, 90.,^and
95-dB exposure leieklcarly show two separate peaks: th &cq ,ency ofldie first mzximum
almost cxactly coincideswiith the exposure
frequency, and its amplittidc slowly increases
by 5 dB,as the exposure iciel increases fromt
75 to 95 dll, whereas diu'sccond peakt, wichd
is located at 2a11igher frequency, i'aries from
10 to 20 dB ,for Inicreasing, exposure levels
from 85 to 95 dl. A similar double-peaked
ctrve is seen in Figure 22-3 for the 95-dBl,
24second exptsure tone,

Cofldusiof
TSs 2nd M&~ from high-let ci exposures
mav stem from to diffierein mcchaiist6n.
each with its owni frequener selectiviri and
rules of growth 2s a function; of the let ci, duration of exposure, or both. The typle-I mchanism produces predominant Ti's and lISs at
frequencies higher than the exposure firequenc)-. for these frequencies losses culminute
at threshold and decrease as test level is inRcreased., The tvpe-Il mechanism mainly causes
Mis to the exposure frequency, r,%nluallv
wtithout any corresponding TI3 at the same
freqiecncy.
The temporal persistence of type-I effects
is much better known than that of type-Il effects, which qtill lute to he measured in an
extended range of exposure levels. Even if
type-li effects hlte al%%2As
been measured
shortly after the end of exposure.,the tio
typcs of fatigue may he concomitant for peri.
otis of several secinds or minutes after the
end of e~xposure.

TTS and TIS Patterns
fo
fo

o -ee
o -ee

Exposures

Most of the environmental sounds to
whiich we are exposed do not exceed 80 dl.
Thtus,their practical influence on atiditoryssnsitis-ity is at least as important as that of in.
tensesounds, However, it has long been
thought that audito.), fatigue due to "a,Jcrate
and 16w-level sounds is almost Ij.-,;i:lihlc
small TrSs were observed (Caus<- andCha-

i64

FaaT1023ANMOUle.0

0
2
-4

~posure

8
8
t0

un
-

12

aural 1.00-lz gone at 75 dB SPL for 1. 3. 5.
10%or 20 minutes. 7Me mn 13 (abot 4 dBE
I minute after cessation of exposurc) does not
Sig11ifiCZWtlvdtage 25 a function Of the exposume dtuation. The duration of 11 recovery is
21$0 ee4.1acit for the Iivecexposure periods
(about 50 seconds).
FuDrthe same: subjcts fte mean M&~
thow an inereseaxa2 function of the exposure
Vf.to JVC2ire these Mtis. loudness fnc
tions we-re eatabiish before and after the exby a method of direct estv]nation juith
numbems Thec different licls %%ere succes;sively presented in increasing order, a procedure that could have reduced the iT at the
higher test levels because of longer recovty
peiodbs copared t8 those for die lower ley.
eis. whuich were tested first
A clear result of tls, experiment is that

TIS is
greater than T13, CspCialy at moderate

02468 10 %Z 1 t 11820

R~ole of Exposure Frequency

EXPOSURE DURATION (MIN.)
The data of Causse and Chavaisse ( 1947)
Fk~urv:22-5 Fbr7 iii Cts,wcai 210030121zC1POrAi)y indicate
that for an exposure to a 3048 tone,
diresiol sht
ris) 2nd tanporaty loudnes 4f
(715) at four test level i odcs o4a I W12tn
there is no M1 fur exposure frequencies
2SafWf~fooetaijtnoutp
il-1,1cposi
to a 1,000liz, 75-dBtone. xiiireents were nude
bbreand;citi 60 to8so s&kifns of eposor b, .~trackWI
&~
InS flo' flirmi
Old.or

lower than 8010112 theFmaximal TISis approximately equivalent for the higher exposure frequencies (3 to-4 dBi), Plotted o-1a log.
arithmic scale of frequency, the extent of the
11 pattern After a 40-dB exposure tune of
1.000, 3,00, or!,8,000 Ilz becomes larger aS
vas,1947). which %%
ere almost independent
the exprec frequency decreases. in each
Of the exposure lesel (llirsh and Bilber,
cases theliS5 become maximal at the eXpo1955). They reached their maximumn after a
sure frequency and diminish symmetrically- as.
I-minute exposurm and their recover)
2aaunctiadn of the distance of the test frequency
achiesed within 2 minutes. Exposures below~
ataise and below the expoisure frequency.
85 dlBlasting about I minute result in this
Tedt fCarnadBte(98
type of short-ttrm auditory- fatigue (Ward,
show a similar shape of the TIS pattern 'or a
1973). Recent experiments have pro ited
test level cls to 60 dlB,after a 24-seond exnewsinsight into this type of low-level fatigue.
posure ti:stunes of 500, 1,000, or 3,000 lIZ at
lfosseser, because of the lack of extensive
5,dB SPL (Fig. 22-6) Ilio ever, there is no
data on. tc rule of exposure conditions and
ciiange of the extent of the flS pattern as a
tested levls, as well as on recovery,~ our cha-r,
function of the exposure frequency, this is dif;Acti-ization of low-e vel fatigue is lncmlitc
ferent from t e 5-ariation of 113 extent in
and sometimes Incoherent. ANeverhelesth
Catiss6 antd Ciataases cperiments. T1hus,
frequency paite of this fatigue is climmunly
there arc initilons; that T13 patterns differ
assumed to be symmetric, with a 1mium 1froni 115 lsttcrns; nut only for high-level bit
cated at the exposure frqec.alm
for luw-lesel fatigue.
In a receej experiment, we tucasurcid TIS
and T1S at three different test levels (20, 40,
Effect of Exposure Duration
and 60 phuns) after 3-minute exposures to a
65-dil tone of 500. 1,000, or 3,000 11lL
The reAs shown In Fi~ure 22.5, the amount of
sults for the 3,000-l1z exposure are shown in
TrS is actually independent of texposure duraFigure 22-7. For the U1S measurements, wec
tion. Secsen subjects were exposed to a 1110n- used a method of alternat biarllunss

~10Cdl~udi21SouauT
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beforeand26 or34
secondsaftercessition of 2 244ccond. 75-dBfpsibteral exposuregone (inducer) of(500. .000,or 3.000 Iz. for
eachcxposure toc all test tonessweeof fth szme,
loutdoess
Invl (equaJto thatof the todorer At60 dBiSPL)
(FromCtron S. Bout, MC Frequency.
selectivity in loudness
adaptationand2oditory fattpgur
J:Acoust
socAm
1988.83 M,8187.)

Figure22.7 For Hisubiccis,
ttn
naral temporary
threshold ht f(TTS) and
temporary
leodness
sht (113)at
20,40.,an 60 Ons, in decibels
s a foncion of test freqoecncy.
31eastirements wr madcbefore'
sod sothin 30seCOnds
aftera
3-minute
1psdaterat eXPosure
to a
3.000-14 65d,3t[one
bya
methodof Wk~fy tracing for
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comparison. The smallest TI'S and T1S rcsuited from the 500-l1z exposure, but these
.rc not ncingible, as found by Caus and
Clauasse (1947Y this could be due to the
igher levelof exposuireinosir present exper-

[Itnt The extent of the pattern rfM
Tis sSimilar for the three exposure ftcoluenctes and
only slightly rnroser than the TLSpattern,
.'Soreo%cr. the maximoum loss of sensitivity is
not founad
at threshold but at the intermediate

---.
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Conclusion
Iis of 20 and 40 phons. AlcPheron and
Anderson (1970) obtained similar results aftcr
patterns, we
On the basis of TIS and TLIS
an exposure of 5 minutes to a 50-dB, 1,000-liz
tone, but they, believed that the obsered IlS propose the following sunmm.ar
1. ligh-level Exposures result in two difwas actualls'not rcljied to sensitivity changes
ferenttypTs of fatigue: (1) typc-I fain the car' but rather to the comparison
method. If confirmcd.this peculiarity of the

tigue provides a maximum loss at frc-

quencies higher than the exposure frequeney from threshold to m;U&:l1ate audition leicls, with maximum effect at
fatigue has a
threshold; and (2) typc-II
maximum effect at low levels of test
tones at the exposure frequsency.
Roleof Exposure Level
2. Low-lFicd exposures produce a slight
increase in threshold and a noticeable
loss of-loudness at low test let els an
Although it is of major interest, the role of
effect that issimilar to the t.!-1l efthe exposure let efin low-led fatigue is probfect of high-le clexposures.
ably the least studied. especially for test
Therefore, we suggest that tlere are actusounds abote threshold. Even if the exposure
ally two mechanisms of fatigue that are cumuleicl has practically no effect on temporary
latie vhen exposure is sufficiently long or inthreshold shift, it could influence TIS, because
mechanism only acts
tense or both. A typc-ll
increasing the exposure duration above I
for short-duration exposures, moderate-letcl
minute protides greater TS at moderate test
aboe-a criticallevel,
exposures,
orrbt;aaeaciia
both;
Ice
ci.Theas patterns
seen carlier.
eea in
of temporary"threshold shafto epsrs
for 30-secon exposures to a 5.000
lIz tone at
additional type-I mcchanism is set in action.
iffre esedfr! toa6500
d z tonwee Further investigations, especially on the role
of exposure le-el on concomitant TIS ard
dfferent letls from to to 65 dBiSPLire
TIS,are in progress to verity this hypothesis.
shown by Kim in the discussion of his article
The following suggestions can be made
by McFadden and Plattsmicr (1982b. When
about the cochlear proce~es in-ol-ed in the
the exposure letel increases from 10 to,25 dB
ttypes of sensitivity loss. Because the
of-k-ni-ns centered on
S-',L the patwo'n
the exposure frequency, and the maximum
type-Il mechanism leaves threshold almost un-affected, it is logical to suppoe that the coTIS grows from 1.5 to 3 dB.For higher expo.
chlea' amphfier mechanisms linked to the acand 65 dB aboc the 5,000 liz
surelels (.i5
preserved
hair
cells
aw also
tivity
oftheouter
threshold of the subject), which could be acels of exposure, the TIS pattern is in this type of fatigue. A modulation of the aftual high Icl
progressitely shifted toward the high freferents from inner hair cells could explain
type-ll fatigue. Regarding the type-I effects,
quency side with a trend toward showing two
eais, at least for one of the ears. Oe peak the loss of sensitivity from threshold to modcrate levels may be more directly assigned to
appears at the exposure frequency and the
second, larger peak, appears at a higher ftca change in the activity of the outer hair cells.
The question of the protective role of the
quency, Tha, e data arc comparable to the TS
data for high-levd exposures reported earlier
by sewclearly posed
is now (Guinan
type-I
mechanism studies
22--4)
(see Fir.
and Gifford,
eral
physiologic
1988;'LePage, 1989; Puel cta, 1988; Rajan
and Johnstone, 1988; also see Chapter 38 of
Summary
this bok). Does TIS siraply indicate the existthe efference of a protective mcclanism via
The effects of low-level exposures still
cntsystem, as suggested by Lepage (1989)? If
have tobe investigated, esecially at moderate
this is the case, aniinverse correlation should
Nevertheless the sparse data re.
test levels.
exist between temporary and permanent
viewed indicate that (1) low-level fatigue
threshold shifts in a population of subjects, bemainly affects the loudness of low-level
c.tuse those having greatcrTIS should benefit
af.
slightly
fatigue
sounds, and (2) low-level
from better protection against hearing impairfec's the threshold. Maximum 11S is founid for
ment; yet, as far as we kn6w, this has never
test tones of the same frequency as the xpobeen noticed in animal or epidemiologic husure tone. Moreover, the U1S increases with
man studies. Moreover, aboe a certain
exposure duration and is greater for the high.
amount of exposure-Induced threshold shift,
estexposure frequencies.
would h
test let cis
loss of sensitivit" for Io0'%
a new feature of the difference bctxcen fatigues from high-level and low-letel expo
surcs.
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onyapartial or considecralyl delayed recoy-

se produit probaijiement plus Courant.
cYOccurs; for that reasn, py hiysicists bible)
ment dians lea conditions naturelles d'~coutc.
avoid ececeding a maximum 77S of 20 dBElle r~aulte dc l'expositioni i dei niveaux: in-except
for those
whtoauditory
do so vdth their orns
1 ensiron 75 dB SPL Lc pattern dc frE.
cars Because
actual
impairment dc- fkricurs
quences du Ml, conie
celui du Ills, eat diacosdeipiie diisprotection, TiS should not
tribu&c symn6triqiaement di part et da2utre dc
be considered solely as esidence Of a prttc.- la frequencc
d'expcaion pour laquel if at.
fe reflex irke the stapedius relx; rather, TM
son maximum. Au contrairc, du ty Pe I,
-and 77S probably involve protectise loss of teint
dana le type 1I,la perte de sensibilitE nWest
pas
sensi-bility as well as tIu impairment of dhe
maxirnal: a2useuil er ne dicroit pas riguli~re.
hair cells vhen the protective medbi daris are
merit avec 17augrentation diu niveau du son
overloaded
test: IcMTSdipasse un TlS trns farbic. Lc MIS
maximum apparait aux: nlveaux: mod6s er diCarac~ristionminue
pour lea niveaux plus intense& .Le
et de TIS d~pmcndnt pets du
Psychoacoustique de deux niveats ct tiede TIS
I2 tur&c d'exposition.

Carat~iisaionmontants

Types de Fatigue Auditive

deacas
rtclnehl
e aatitqe
que Ia fatigu
I, nous sugg~rons
r~[TsI
re1"tmn
dexpositions a niseau intense com.
LafatigUe auditive qul fait suite i uric ex.
prend en fait uric composante dcetype If ainsi
poiion soriore: eat uric duninutiori tempo.
qu'une composante suppl~mnentairecet domiraire dc, Ia aensihilit6 dc, roreil. Son origine
nanme. dc type 1.Puisque lea deux types de fak~ieaSentielleMent a2univeats cocl6.
tigue soot trims
iuriablea dun individu i I'autre
2r.Actuellement,
Ia comprehecnsion demproet pes corr~f~s
enaire cux, leurs bases physi
cessEscaniques cc nerveux dans 1acochlic
ologiqurs soot prohablemest diff~rentea. Lea
progrease ra2idement Toutefoia plusicura
caract~ristiquea die la perception de Irntensitc
problimsne rcstent~en discussion, en paricet.
sugg~rent aussi que ICtypeC
11eat 1ananifenst
famig e atee
c que l'on ippelle
I'ansplifieateur coclil6airc Sur toutcs a gamme
'1'mplficteu
cohf~e.Cet atkle fait uric
d)oamique tandis que Ie type I r~sulterart
rcv ties cact6ristiques psy-choacoustiques
d'une augmentation dutscuil du m~me m~cansp,4ciliqucs de Ia fatigue auditive dans Ic dolame i sin endroit driffyrent sur la~mcmbrane
maine dc Ia perception de I'itesit6 et d~gage
biiaire,
leu~rsimplications en irelation avec Ia th~oric
des m~canismes cochl6airea.
Depusa longtemps, deux types
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The onset of NIP]' is characteristically
slow wvithout any specific precipitation (Alberti. 1987). Occasionally, there is a more
studden onset, particularly wiih acute acoustic

ment in noise and the onset of tinnittus varied
considerably. The longest inerval was for
workshop mccianic6 (approximately 35
years), and the shortest interv-al was for miii
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TABLE23.1 lnterval Between Start of Noisy job and NIPT, and Laterality of NIPT
for Different Professions
LATERALITY OF NIPT. EARt
PROFESSION

N

Rock.a. oodtlle
Seaolen
aM diroe
Men;
Wordbopmedis
Fas zai textilewodien
tlMiory Pen-r
Tookl

8
10
Is
18
14,
Il.
76

INTERVAL TO
NIPT, YEARS

Left

Is
27,
26
35
28
11
23

2
3
2
7
6
3
23 (30%)

trcy workers (approximately ItI years). In te
latter group there Nsere seserul subjects
whose tinnitus developed inmmediately as a
consequence of acute acoustic trauma lie.
cause tinnfituS often hasafairly, slow onset and
individuals hase difficulty,rern'embcring the
onset of tinnitus, irsfrmatton concerning the
great Caution,

Typeof
N iseability
Typeof
N isedence

Right
1
0
3
1
3
I
9(12%)

Both
5
7
30
10
5
7
44(58%)

gree of, hearing- loss (Itamberger and Udt~n,t
1951).

Incidence
The most common subject of studies of
tion withl noise exposure. As can be-seen in
Table 23-2, there is a surprisingly large varl.

of 5 to 80 percent in the reported inci-

Of tinnituS. One explanation for the
large difference is the heterogeneous compo.
sition of the populations that have been rethcre appears to be a general agreement
that N'Il'T is more common following expoviewed. Further, the method used to determine the incidence of tinnitus tray be drasti.
sure to impulsive noise than following expo.
sure to continuous noise (Alan and Naggan,
cally influenced by the manner of questioning
1981). Even in individuals with sinmilar hear- -the patient, ranging from only reporting cases
ing thresholds, tinnitus occurred in 63 to 70
In which the patient spoistaneously complained of tinnitus to detailed questionnaires
percent of apopulation exposed to impulsive
noise, compared to 47,to 57 percent of anconcerning the symptoms of tinnilus, Conother population exposed to continuous noise
versely, if we examine poptlations consisting
(Alberti, 1987), Only one replort has comn- ofpatients-with tinnitus, -15.5 to 80 percent
pared the incidcnce of NIPT In different prowill show a history of previous damaging
fessions. NIPT, was reported In 54 to 58 per.
noise exposure (Table 23-3).
cent of a population of nolse-exposed miners,
steel makers, and general- mantifacturers;,andAg
t
csoftenein wvorkers in,'the, construction In.
dustry (50, Percent), -.titlitiobile manuftifcirMe question of a relationship between
log (-46 percent), or paper manufacturing .(40i
NIPTand age has bletsaduressed by some aupercent) (M~chane et al. 1988) liven tiOisy
thois. Beatise lscaii'iig abilities decrease with
leistire-timec activities such as hunting ant: firage, tile difference in the incidence of tinnitus
get practice could obviously infsien, i hearig
versus a Cortein a nieepsdouai
and co itriltute to the onset of tiitus. SOn4t
Wrodig non-notse-exposed control populswhat surprisingly, sltooting-was no,, found to
lion as a function of tige is of-Interest. Coles
be a detiertlnant per se (Coles el'al, 1988)
($982) totind -,hat in his noise-exposc~d popoColes ct al conclude-that gunfuse quise appears
Matioit young~r than age 60.years, tinnitus Inci.
to be 1ess dantagipig tlsac wer formerly
dence was fairly costini, at 21 to 22 percent
acous,
of
cx'sstion
w-vup
rfollo
In
though!t"
tie tratuma in connection witlifitari weapOf persons older-thit age-601 jeais, 33 peecent teported tinnitos. In a, correspoonding
otIs, wlat-i all the Cases Ins-olted military per,
soni4 tinitus
clearly rMated to thecdccontr6l population, Coles found tinnitU5 In II
-

~i.as
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1TNflUS IN NOLSE&5NDUCED
UIEARI'G
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23.3 Prevalence6 of PreviousOcetiationaI Nolie Exposure In Tinnitus (T.) Patients
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PERFOR5L5NCE
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Paraffietirs of Tinijitus

berti (198i), descibing cases of NIHI, found
tinnitus-to be a~ringing sensation-in 34 per&flt, a-buzaing in 26 percent, a whistling
Laterality
sounid in 12 pecrcent,
antda pulstive sound in
-Previous reports have typically showns 9 piwent. Most comnionlythe titutus was
that therc arc no significast differences betonal and of high pitch (Alberti, 1987) Jakobs
tween the two, cars in tile occurencc of tini'
and Martin (1978) reported that the tinnitus
tus (Arlinger, 1983; Albserti, 1987). Most cornsound was tusually a whistling sound, and scInmonly, tinitus affected both ears with the
dorn a noise or a ringing sound, Axeisson and
same intensity (Chung et al 1984; Axelsson
Sandh (1985) reported pure-tone linnitus in
and Sandh, 1985) Only one ripoet (MeSisane
42 percent of patients with NlPT, narrowct a], 1988) noted a diffecrence in the intensity
hand tintiltits in 35 Percent. and broad-band
of tinnitus between (lie ears. Blilateral tinnitus
tinnitus in 7 percent. In another investigation
was found in 79 6 percent of subjects and uni(Chiiden. 1981), 60 percent of patients had
lateral tinnitus was found in 20.4 percent Of NIPT of a tonal quality. and 40 percent had
subjects. Of the unilzterally xfected patients,
NIPT of anoisy quatity
56 percent had tinnitus in the left and 44 percent in the right ear, This difference between
Pitch
tle right and left cars was statistically significant. In our own subject pool of casesawith
When patients with tinnittis arc asked to
NIIiII and INIPT,tinnitus was found in-both
compare their tinnitus sound with an extercars in 58 percent, in the left car only in 30
natly presented tone, there generally appears
percent, and in tlie eight car only in 12 perto he a fairly good correlat'ion betwecen the
cent. If the dilferent profesions-represented
ares of hearing loss and the finnitus pitch. A
in our subjects are divided into two groups,
good correlation betwsecn lite worst audioone group exposed to more impulsive types of metric frequency and the matched tinutts
noise (rock and stone drillers, platers, and mil.
frequency has been denmonstratedl (Axeisson
itary personinel), and (lie other group exposed
and Sandi), 1985), hut not consistently (Man
tomore continuouns types of noi;e (seamen
and Naggan. 1981). Axclsson and, Sandli
and fisthermen, wvorkshop mechanics, factory (1985) found-.) kll to be (lie niost comnmon
and textile wvorkers), we see a nmarked
differ- pitch fir pure-tone tinnittis. followed by apen in that the latter group had significantly
proximately, equal occurrences for 1.5.2, 3,6.
more cates of left-sidedlininitus thtanthe other adsleJpr-oen arwIai ut
grop (Table 23.1).
(is$were pooted together, liunittis most consmonty sounded like -I kliz followecd by 6 and
3*117lz
and less commtonly like 1.5,2, and 8
ts of.
Othier authors also found that INIIIL
Qualitykllz.
ten accompaniesd by NUIT at high frequenies
98
(Mlan and Naggan. 1 4uCallani Ct al, 1983).
No correlation was fouind between lte
Tinnittis has been fouind to have a Itiglt-fre.
sjective description of the tinnittis sound
queney pitch in 51 percent of patients with
and any diagnosis explainingthe linnittis Al-

TABLE
23.4Tinnltus Laterality in Patients with Asymmetric NIHL
LATERALITY OtFNItIL
AUTHOR(S)

WORST EAR

N

Cahit~ t at(1914)

Right
Left
At3,4.6klz.

22

3(04%)

27

7(96%)

Ct"seet al(1984)

Right Ear

II (73%)
9(33%)

Left Ear

3(14%)
11(41%)

183
311

103(S6%)
ISO(48%)

80(44%)
t61(52%)

Rgt

205

139(68%)

66(32%)

tft

231

92 (40%)

R.Sht
Left
At0OS.1,.2kHz,,

tmcsaie et at(1988)

Bod, Ears

At0S, 1,Z,3,4, kz
FSt145
Left

193

9(6%
7(7)
50(26%)

39(60%)
48 (33%)
143(74%)

-
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NIPT, and a'low pitch in 49 percent Of,-pa. (Chung'et a], 1984; Coles et a!,. 1988), How.
tients uith NIPT (8limann. 1965)
ever, McShane et a! (1988) found no such
clear correlation with hlearing loss at 4Iktiz.
Loudness
Only I inor variations in the incidence of tin.
nitus were reported whens the threshold was
Tinnitus ldudi,,es5 typically appears to
be
between 10 and 100 di) H-LThe incidence of
close to the liearing threshold at the po 6 rest
tinnitug varied between 47 and 57 percent.
audiomectric frequiency (Mats and Naggan,
1981; Axelsson and San6h, 1985). The most
-Tinnitus with Asymmetric
common tinitug sensation level. I e., the dif.
HaigLs
f~rence betwcpn the tinnitus audiometric
level and the luearinj threshold, appears to be
5 dBi(Man and.Naggan, 1981,, Axelsson and
In cases with asymmetric hearing and tilt.
Sandh. 1985). Man and Naggan (1981) found
nitus. one wvould expect that tinnitus would
a tiood correlation betweeni the nwasunin
be more common in the ear with the worst
hearing loss and tnIt inesthnde
I
laring, This is indeed generally the case (Ta.
to a mnaximumt hearing loss of 8 1 dit HlL roe
ble 23.4) (Caitanl et al. 1984; Chung et a],
cases with hearing loss greater than 8 dBi11. 1984; MeShane et a), 1988), Chtung et al
at the %Norst test frequency. thinis Intensity
(1984) considered thlis finding to be parlieu.
wasnmost commonly at 65 to 84 dBiHL
larly common when low frequencits were af.
fected Isythe hlearing loss, Surprisingly, hsow.
Severity,
ever, in many cases tinnittis wvasalso heard in)
Ithe bsetter ear wvithi
asymimetric hearing loss,
Some auithors found no correlation be.
and there wvasgenerally a less nmarked pe.
twee'n the scv&ity ofINlt'T and Ile anlount of dominance for tinniltis in the worse ear than
lice'ing loss (Weiss antk Weiss, 1984, McShiane
wold be expected.
et a], 1988), In 1,727 tlnnittis patients with
N1114, Mcilant: et a! (1988) demtonstrated
Effects on Sleep
that tinnitus 'did-not bothecr' 93 percent of
patients, that tinnitus wvasa nilnor problem for
61.5 prrcent of patients, and that tniisws
Difficulties In both failing asleep and being
thn"swsawakened by tinnittls are common sequclae of
a major problem for 29.2 percent tsf patients.
hnts i ae ih II h rprino
Thecre was no correlation between thle sever.
tniu.Itcsswt
I! h rprino
ity of tinius and thle hearing level at the tin,
the population whlo aid they Itad sleeping
nitus frequtency either in absolute termorn
problems varied between 47 and 50 percn
sensation level (A'elsson and Sandil. 1985).
(Axelsson and Sandh, 1985; Alberti, 1987). It
Alberti (11987) did not ind aify difference be.
has also been demonstrated that there was a
tween ears in terms of rsverity. in patients
correlation between depression and being
with bilateral tinnitus, thii Severity was equlal
awaisened by tinnilus (Alberti, 1987).
In both ears in 49 percent. worse In Ille right
ear in 2.5 percent, and worse In Ilhcleft car in
Other Factors
42 percent (Alberti, 1987). Comparing prob.
lems caused by hlearing loss and tinnmtus, rc.
Amlong otlher factors that Itave been conspeclis-ely, It was fotrnd that the bearing loss
sidered to influence tile incidence of tinnitus
domtinated in 90 percent, Tinnitus was consid.
are smoking and shtooting guns (Chung et a],
ered a nllnqr problem in 39 percent and a ma.
1984). Howvever, when hlearing levels in antok.
joe one in 19 percent (Alberti, 1987),
emsand shooters were correlated with tinnitus
Incidence, the determinant was hearitng
Tinnitus in Relation
tiireshold rallier that' smoling or shooting

to Hearing
Generally speaking. the incidence of tinni.
to increase with increasing hear.
IngInsapearts
los (Chung et at, 1984; Weiss and Weis,
1981: Alberti, 1987; Coles et at, 1988). It'has
been suggested that tile degree of hearing loss,
Ic. the hearing threshold, is the most important determinant for tinnitus incidence

per se,

Treatment
Many different treatments have been at.
tempted for tinnitus in general, but only a fewv
treatments are spedflealiy for ANl'T,For uintitus caused by acute acoustic trauma, it was
suggested that a combination of pentoxyphyl.
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PLRFIORMACE
CHIANGES

lin and xantinol nicotinate resulted in, more
improvement than untreated controls. lietahis.
tin produced, significantly bcereitherapeutic
results compared to a control group and a
group treated with pentoxyphyllin and %antd.
nol nicotmate (Jakobs and Martin, 1978).
However, because NMI. and conseuently
NIPT can be prevented by avoiding noise expostire, it seems logical that information on
NIPT should be included in occupationa pr.
vention programs, TUhis
is paitictilarly impor.
taut because niany workers; acknowledge that
their tinitts increases severely after a day's
%workin noise wvithiout
ear protection. On tile
other hand, by eliminating the sounds that firequtently mask tinnittis, ear protection can in.
crease the disctomfort of tinnitus. 'ftc issues of
tinnittus being worsened by occupational noise
exposure, and the Increased stub jective stiffer.
Ing tinder earprotcctors, are often discussed
wiht patients in the clinic.

Disusio
Discssio

Biecatise NIIIL. Is tile mtost commnon cause
surprising that there
of tinnittis, it is
have been so few epidemniologIc invtstiga.
lins. liecanse the populations %vittlNUlILlhis
mtany parameters in commton, e.g.. being at.
miost excltilvely miales, predominantly in the
ages of 20 to 60 years. there arc good possihilitica for comparative clpldenologle studies
tha~tnuight ilted more light on this annoying
and more-or-lrss incurable symptom. TFhein.
terpretation of epidemnIologIc studies can be
diffictult for variouis reasonis. One obvious
problenm is the selection of cases. In the literstlure there appears to be a great deal of vani.
ability across studies in the choice of patients.
ranginig front examtination u-fworkers In par.
ticular industries with%noise e~xposuire to chin
lea for potients suffering from INul or clinics
for tinnitus suffierers Others have Inivestigated
only eases of individuals ws-hoclaimed instir.
ance compensation for tinnlttus. This variabil.
ity in theseclection of study populations makes
it difficut to coinpare different parameters of
NIPI'. rurtliermore. the method of establishinig
the incidence of titinitts varies fronmrecording
spontaneous comiplaints about tinnitus to detailed interrogations concerning tile problenm.
Another difficulty is that titintus in cases
wvithNIIII. is not necessarily caused by the
noise exposure. Illis %veilknowvn that tinnitus
can be induced by a number of factors, eg.
head trauma, surgery, dental treatment, and
upper respiratory infections, In addressing the
question of tinnitus and NIIIL we feel that it is

~osvluwat

important to put particular emphasis on the
onset and first appearance of tinnitus, if possible,
An interesting and difficult question that
is rarely examined is the interval between the
onset of noise exposure and the onset of hearIng loss on the one hand, and tile interval be.
tsveen the onset of hearing loss and the onset
of tinius on the other. In our ownisttidy.,the
ncralstween the start of emiployment in
noise and tinitus wvasapproximately 23 years.
In contrast,,it is a common clinical experience
that tinuitus may start acutely after ipulsive
and blast noise trauma, Indeed, tinltus naj'
bsethe only symptom followilng acute acoustic
trauma, in tvhichthe audlomectrie thureshiold
niay not be affected despite a permanent severe tinnittis,
An obvious probalem with tie completely
subjectise symptom of tiunittis is tile evaluation of eplderiologle data in cases of NIIII. in
which tile occturrence of tinnitus and its sevcr-

ar

epre by possible claimants for In.

sufncecomipensation. If the claim means a
higher econoimic compen~sation when the pa.
tients stiffer firom severe tinnitus, the rrported
symiptoms nuay be less trutstwoarthy, Coles et al
(198,1) Introduced the ternm 'atitory hton.
esty,* which we feel is appropriate In these
matters. If a patient with N1I1I, having a conu*
pensatlon claim or not, has givein consistent
informiation on his health and workling conditions, and aditionally appears to be coissistent in repeated atidiontetric mteasuiremtents,
there is reason homtore ruadily believe the in.
foarmation lie has givetn concerning his tinnittis
than reports from less consistent patients.
llowver, a confounding variale Is the s-ariation in tinitus synmptomus over time.
In tennis of insurance comupensation, it
can be held that in sonic eases of NIIII. the
hearing loss can often lie rehatbilitated, at least
to sonie degree, withl hearing aids or other
technical aids. '1ir sense of hearing, tike
some cases of tinittis, is tuot' 'switched on"
constantly. For nmanytinnittis sufferers, thle
synmptonm
of thnnutus is mtuch muore incapacitaling thtan tile heraring loss, and tile tinnittis can
not be switched off at any tuie. liven if tinniinls is comipletely subjective, it should be con
sidered in compensationi claimts, because it feeqitently increases the total handicap to a
considerable extent.
Another reason to focus ott tinnitus in
cases of NulL is thle possibility of presention.
NIIIL is a completely unnecessary condition,
except for accidental circumustanes, wluncl
can be completely prevented by decreasing
the noise levels "at thle source" and by using

HtrsMiG LOSS
INNITI.S INSNOISE-INOCCED

catr protection. Because tinnitus isfeequently
more disabling than the hearing loss itself, we
feel that consideration of tinhus should be
incorporated in noise prevention proatms
much more, thani it has been. It is well known
that itis often oif little use, to warn comparatively young workers about a possible hearing
loss they might incur at an advanced age. 'They
generally have great difficulties In compre.
bending the consequeneca of such a hearing
loss. Both tinnitus and hearing loss can be
acoustically demonstrated to the at-risk popu.
lation in an attempt to bring about a greater
understanding and awareness of the problenm
and thus to increase the motivation for wear.
lug car protection in noise.

cas. Cependant it, n'eat pas facile de savoir
pourquoi certains ouvriers travaillant dans le
bruit ont des acouphinea alors que d'autres, du
meme ige et ayant pass6 le meme temois dana
le bruit n'en out pag.Les examens 6pidami.
ologiquegsconcrrnant lea acotiph~ne dana lea
-PAIB sont pen nombreux et sont souavent con.
tr~dictoircg Si I'on coosid&e que !a cause la
plus ff64uente d'~acouphaneset l'exposition
an bruit et si Ion considire que lea PAIBpeuvent etre 6vit~es, it eat surprenant que si pen
d'&udes 6idamlologlque alent &6 pra
tiquics. Puisque lea PAIB penvent etre 6vit~es,
lea acotiphines provoqu~s par Ie bruit (APB)
pourrmient Mi~re 6galcment. Beaucoup dc
questions densandent des 6tndea; plus appro.
fbndics. Nuns savons que l'incidence dea

Conclsionacduphanea
Tltere is comparatively little information
concerning the epidemiology of NlPTCA re.
viewvof tlie literature rescals the diversity of
findings on tBnnitos, Theimain reason for this
diversity are the different methods of investi.
gatlon. Thec NIPT population is interesting be.
cause of its close association wvithNII1I, be.
cause tinittis is a serious clinical problem.
and because the disorder is preventable, We
thterefore suggest that relevant information on
this condition be collected, In order to better
understand its patltopltyslology, Interactive
factors, atid possible therapeutic approaches.
Such studies should be performed on a,ran.
don selection of the population. accounting
for differences in such areas us age, gender, so.
cioceononie stattus, and race. rrorn sutch a da.
tabase a more detailed insestigation of sub.
jectscreporting occupational or leistire-time
noise exposure as wvellus tinitts could shced
more light on problems such as the long inter.
the differencs
val between the onset of N1111,
in the chiaracteristics of tinits. the variations
of incidence with different types of nosise. the
probslem withsiaskability, and the variotis approacies, to the prevention of MI~T

Tinnitus et D36ficits
A.J'4*Cqu~c

Audiifshommea
Lea exaniens qul visent at O~udier
1'6tiologle des acouph~ncs montreut quc lea
pertes auditivea induites par le bruit (PAIB)
en soul et de loin Is canse Ia plus frquente.
L'incidence Ia plus typiquc tant probable.
ment 30-40%. D'autrc part. chez lea ouvriems
qul out des PAIB, lea acouphkaes soul reIronves dana approximativcment 30-50% des
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augmente avec I'fge. Nous savons

t6galemcnt que lea;PAIB augmnentent en gravie
et en fri~quence avee la dur&c d'expostion an
bruit. Cependant, Itn's pus pn 6tre ktabli slIce
acouphhs pouvalient etre attribur~ i I'age on
an brut. Le plus souvent, leaacoitph~nes sont
per~us AtIa derni~c bonne frquenc lest&c et
leur intenslt cat proche duiscull cetle frk&
quence. En d'autres termes, Ia sensation
d'ntenslt6 Ia plus frt~quente, qul correspond
une difffrcncc entre le scull audiomf'trique ct
Iescull de I'acortpline, cat prochec de 0. Dana
lea PAIB lea; acotiph~nea sont en gfn64l
pcr~iis Ndes fr~quences liautes entre 3 et 12
kL114
Un autre prob~me non r~solit eat la lal&altsatlon lm~gale des acoupltiis, La plupart
des investigations ont monlr&, que irs
acoiiphiinea sont plus frequents dans loreilte
gauche qite dans l'oreille droite mais cc fail
ni' pas 6~t6confirme6 dans tons les travaux. in
soul galensent plus
considarant que Irs PAIDi
pronoacfes dans loredlle gauche que dans
I'orcilte droite, Ie fait que tea acouplunes
sotent plus fr~qiients A gauche necst pus stirprenant. Fu egard au fail que lea travailleurs;
cxpos6 autbruit soutl e plus sonvent de sexe
niasculin. on potirrait penser quc les lionmes
devraicut pr~crntcr des acoupliites plns sontvent qite l's, femnies. Entrangensent ii m'cn eat
pas toujours ainsi. Dana nos propres expfri.
ences nus avoas trouv6 une diff~renee mar.
dans Ie geoupe d'~ge 50-59 antsoft lea
pnrsentent des acouphis plus fruk.
quemurent que lea femnmes. Cependant dana le
grotipe d'3ge 60.70 ans, lea, fensuies presentent
des acouipliis plus souvent que lea;hommea.
Cci pourralt etre expliqu6 par ha PAlD chiez
lea hommes dii grotipe d'sgc Ic pins jeunec
alots tluc la presbyacousie etn serait ]a PAlD
cltez lea femmecs dn groupec d'ige le pluts etev6.
11 eat adusis g~n~ralement que lea
acouphenes soul plus facilement provoques

I
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CHAPTER 24

Objective Evidence of Tinitus in
Auditoriy Evoked Magnetic F ids
AWNTRIED HOKE
QlRIsTO PANsrtv
BEND Wwm11ONilt
IMAUS ILET

Tiwtuns. zofendistesing symptom.dIe and inner car (ecg&,Men3iixes disease.
acoustic trauma, sudden hearing loss) or isith
general diseases (ecp_arteriosclerosis). Tinnirts is a smiptom of the aged. Its incidence: ineremecs distinctly wsith age from approxi.
matly 7 percent in the third decade of life to
21 percent in the eighth decade (Axesson
and Ringdahl, 1987). Apart from a Minority Of
eases in Which a real (internal) sound source
exrists (objective tinnitus). 'subjeeti e tinnitus consists of purdly subjective auditory sensalions that can be evaluated so far only by
pf~choacousric methods. AUlattempts to dctect the pathophysiologic processes underlying tinnitus in auditory -evokecd potentials
(AEPs) or in the electroencephalogram (EEG)
baie failed so far, which does not, however,
rule out that certain components contributing
to the AEP or EEG are affected by tinnitus. in
view of the great number of individuals who
ar nable to lead a normal life and the ineffcctiveaess of current tinnitus therapy, it is
highly deairable that some method be devised
to objeticly assess the existence of tinnitus
and to determine its representation in the centeal nersous system. Because of the high spa.
tial resolution offered by necuromagnectie incasurements, irwas natural to stud), whether the
magnetic sigals of ;he brain arc affected by

Material anfd Methods
The auditory evoked magnetic field (AEF)
in response to tone bursts (carrier frequency

IR

11 dution500 ms rise/deeay time 15

60 dB IlL) was measured in 25 patients suffering from unilateral tinnitui% and in 40 normalbearing individuals Rsithout tinnitus. Both
groups siere matched in age (tinnius group:
median age 39 )cars. quartiles 33 and 56
years; nontinititus group. median agc 36 years
quartiles 26 and 46 years) and hearing loss at
the test frequrney (tinnitus group: 5 dB-0
dBi,10 dli; nontinnitus group. 0 d8i-0 dBi,5
dfl) AErs were measured osecr the hemisphere cointraazeral to the side of stimsulation
at the anterior field niaximumn. Measurements
were taken in an electrically and acoustically,
but not magneticall, shielded room (overall
noise level 30 to 50 lfz) using a singlechannel DC SQUID (Biomagnetic Technologies) equipped with a second-ordr gradiometer. Average, waveforms were computed from
96 stimulus-related magnetoencephalogrn
(MNEG)
epochs (sampling frequency 250 liz,
bandwidth 0.1 to 40 lIz) and, in some individuals, from 96 EEG epochs, simnultancously recorded between sertcc and contralatera ear.
lobe. Amplitudes and latencies ofuwaves.%Iloo
and M200 (4E7) and their-clectric counter.
parts N100 and P-200 were evaluated Off-line
(for more details see Hloke er al, 1989b).

Reus
Although the mean anmplitudes of wvevs
NIIW and IN200 do not differ significantly in
the nontinnitus group (Fig. 24-I, top), wave
M,200 is missing or only poorly developed in
the tinnitus group (Fig. 24-1, bottom), and the
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amplitude of wave 31100 is distinctly larger
than the corresponding wave for the normala
group. Student t-tests for paired data revealed
significant (p less than 0.00 1) diffesre6 in
both the-mean amplitudes of corresponding
waves between groups and the meaiajmplltudes of wves 3100 and.31200 it thc tinnitus
group. The mean latencies of wave M1100 are
not significantly different in tle two groups,
but the mean latency of wave 3200, when dcvcloped, issignificantly prolonged in die tinnitus group (p less than 0.002). Plotting die In.
dividual values of the amplitude ratio
M1200.31100 versus age(Fig. 24-2) shows that

Conclusion
The results reported here suggest that at
least one component of cortical auditory
evoked activity itlh a latency of, approxi.
maxtey 20o mosinteracts with tinnitus Wcexplain the diminution or disappearance of vvavc
N1200 by pathologically enhanced spontaneous activity in the generator population of that
particular component, causing the generator
population to be less responsive- or completely unresponsivc to external stimuli. The
enhanced spontaneous activity of the neuronal
population that is supposed to depress %Vale
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due to ap' increased excitability of die genera,
tors of the Particular comporent of wave
that is being measured magneticl][Y
Thfisenhanced activity in the auditor- cortexr
could be related to the enhancement ishenom.
enon (enhanced evoked potentials in the cen.
tral auditory pathway), originating in the inferioreoliculus (see Chapter 14). The enhance.
mcit mechanism found at this level could possibly be explained by the reduction
of
inhibitionas aresult of loss of inhibitor), interneuons,
leading to an increased level of excztaiiydemonstrated by the increased mAximal discharge rate7bcenhncd
sonaneusactivity of the
generator population(f one particular coponent of wave M1200, as well asthe increased
excitability of the generator population
particular component of wave 31100, areofecie
supposed to be initiated by (probably multiple)
exogenous or endogenous noxious events,
such an event occurs only once or extremelyIf
rarely (ecg.,
acute noise traunma),
then their: cf.
fects may recede, allowing recovery of normal
generation of s',aves AIIOOand A1200,
as
shown in Figure 2J-3. It, however noxiotis
events happen frequently or are permanent

(C~g.'sut -aging), then the pathologiC neural
effe.:ts cannot recede -and escntually become
manifest. TMat circum'scribed enhanlced sprintaneous activity in the auditory cortex exists
in tinnitus patients; has already been asserted
(Iloke, 1988).
The reqtression of the anipiitnde, ratio
A.l20..Mlloowith age is obsiously not asingu.
lar phenomenon. Age relattonships have been
reported for various electrocepltalographic
data, cg, for the latency of P300 (Goodin
a),1978) or for the temporal coherence in c
the
beta band betNeen electrode positions T3T5
2n(; T-T6 (John ct al, 1989). it is tempting
to
speculate %%hether tlte-Satn age-related cerebral processes that gine rise to tltose phcnom.
ena ncesisarily pave the wajy for the occurrerice of tinnitus.
Theistrong correlation herisen the amt.
plittide ratio A1200.M 100 and thle clinical man.
ifestation of tinitlis points to two important
applic-.tions, In addition to its usefulness
for
studying mechanisms of tinnitus patltophysiol.ogy, AEFnieasurcracnts might beedriteC
an in.
valuable clinical tool for the objective assessment of tinnitus and an objective measure
of
.the
eftectiveies of tinnitus thterapy.
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CHAPTER 25

ChoosingSpeech Materials to Assess
HearingImpairment
Gi
;DO F. SM1OJN'BURG
BOSNIAN
ARJAIN

-

H earing impairment, 9ither or not noiseinduced, is primarily assessed in terms of tone
audioralihs rather than in terms ofdablity to
understand speech. Although in everyday life
hearing loss eipress- itself in impaired
speech perception rather tili-in a reduThc
ability to detect pure tones, the speech audiogram is frequently considered secondary nfffrmation supplementing the tone audiogram.
This stepmotherly position of speech audiometry is extreme in the field of noise-induced
hearingioss. The presentation of dose-effect
relations for noise-induced hearing loss in
terms of tone-audiometric losses seems to be a
matter of course
. ISd/DIS 1999.2, 1985).
Admittedly, tone audiometry possesses outspoken merits. It is %ery snsitive to siall
changes in hearing acuity, it is a relhable and
effitent method of measurement with small
measurement error, it can easily be used to
distinguish conductive hearing loss from sen
sorineural hearing loss, and the shape of the
tone audiogram is, to some extent, indicative
of the type and origin of the hearing~loss.
However, tone audiometry does not provide
us with direct insight into the handicap that is
experienced by the Individual with (noise-in.
duced):haring loss In perceiving speech in
everyday life.,
In addition to the diagnostic power of
tone audiometry, there is another rcason why
speech audionmetty lingers in the shadow of
tone audiometry; namely the wide variety of
speech materials that can be chosen. Speech
audliometry can be based on syllables, either
meaningful or meaningless, on multisyllable
words in-C.ding syllable emphasis as a vari,
able (eg. spondees versus trochees), on sen.
tences (even syntactically correct but meaningless sentences, Nakatani and Dukes, 1973),
282

and on running d;scdrcase. For sentences and
running discoursc, one- may choose to asses
the receipt-of Lhe speech message only, with.
out checking wisether the message was understood (by, asking the listener to simply repeat
the message; this is defined.s speech recepilon), or one may wish to know vshether the
effort to receii e the speech mEssage wvas
sufficiently small to also be able to understand the
message (speech- understanding). Th6 latter
approach is rare in specch-audiometry. In
measuring speech reception, the score for
words can be based on the correct number of
individual speech elements (phonemes) in the
word or it can be based~n the number of
words repeated completely correctly. For sentence materials, a similar choice can be made
between the syllable or word score and the
whole.entcnce score. Morcover, the score for
sentences may be based on selected key
words in the sentence, for example those
words carrying the most information and being the least predictable on the basis of syntax
(e.g. Fletcher and Steinberg, 1929; Silverman
and liush, 1955, and Kalikow et al, 1977). Flnally, when a sessing the degree of hearing
Impairment, one has to make choices with respect to the acoustic realization of the speech
materUlts. Should one use a male or a female
voice; should one strive for a very precise articulation of the speech material or should the
itticulation be normal or even sloppy, and, in
trying to estimate the everyday life handicap,
should one include ambient noise in the measurement because noise is frequently present
in practice?
Th authors intend to provide some In,
sight regarding the above questions aswell as
regoding the question of measuremient efficiency.
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B scAsp~ects of the
Speech Audiogram

the abscissa is usually quantified by the sound

level at u,
hich the curve intercepts the 50 percent score l~el. Thissound level is defined as
In speech audiometry, the number of
the speech rcception threshold (SRT). low
speech units (such is phonemes) received
ever, this definition is Ilmitcdto moderate
correctly is usually plotted as a function of
hearing imisament for which the maximum
sound lesel (Fig.25-1). For normal cars,the
score exceeds 50 percent, A general definition
speech atogram appears as an S-shaped
can be based tn the sound level at which half
curve, running from a score of 0 to 100 perthe maximum score is found (Bosman, 1989).
cent (curve N). In cases of conductive hearing
The maximum score reached at some level is
loss (curve C), and in some cases of (moderdefined as the disckimination score (DS).
ate) sensorineural hearing loss, the S-shaped
An interesting aspect of speech audiocurve may simply shift rightward to higher
grams, in comparison with tone audtograms, is
stimulus levels without changing its shape or
that they provide some insight into supraslope. Such a shift suggests that the hearing
threshold hearing. Whereas tone audiograms
loss simplyattenuates the signal; the score
present the level at which a pure tone can just
curve follows a normal course after amplifying
be detected, speech audiograms may indicate
the speech With more severe sensorineural
that some speech sounds cannot be discrimifearinifloss (curve SN), the slope of the curve
nated from each other, not even at the highest
may become shallower and may not reach the
sound levels tolerated. The score may level off
100 percent level. In some cases of senso.
below 100 percent. In this respect, it is in.
rinetual
bearing loss, in particular those origistructieto note that the S-shaped curve of
nating with retrocochlcar lesions, the score
the speccn audiogran has an origin that differs
may esen decrease at the highest stimalus yev. from the origin of the S-shaped detection
es when using words or nonsense syllables as
curve found for pure tones, The detection
test materials (so-called rollover, curve SNcurve for pure tones represents an increasing
RC), Except for the scarce cases of rollovcr,
probability of detecting speech sounds against,
the speech audiogram can be adequately charin quiet conditions, an internal (physiologic)
acterized by three parametemsi the position of
noise or against external noise, It is deterthe curve along the abscissa, theslope of the
mined by the intensity fluctuations in the
curve, and the maximum score reached at
noise. The speech audiogram represents a sesome level. The position of the curve along
quence of increasingly weaker speech ele.
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ments becoming audible as sound level Ancreases. Hence, it is diterminedi by the tdistribution of the levels of the speech elements. In
addition, it is determined by their mutual discriminabdlity and, depending on the type of
materials, by the predictability of nonperceived elements from those elements perceived. While the S-shaped curve for the defection of pure tones may be derived mathematically from the statistical distribution of
noise intensity. its counterpart in speech audit
ometty is primarily based on properties ofthle
speech material itself.
Although speech audiometry is tisiially restricted to assessment of recognition scores,
plionense confusions may also provide intereating information when the speech materials
consist of words or meaningless syllables. T7he
conifusions may show wvhich speech features
are poorly discriminated. Ibis Information can
be used in handicap assessment and in h~aring
aid tuning Multidimensional scaling tech,
niques (MDS,' Keuskal, 196 fa, 1964bh,Carroll
and CIang, 1970) applied to confusion iatIncs can be very helpful in identifying the
speech features tised in discrimination. These
techniques yield representations of the phionemes in two, three, or msore dintensions in
which the distance betwveen the photnemes increases withi dccreasing probability of conifiSion The ordering of the phoinemes along a
certain dimension reveals the speech featuire
involved Figure 25-2 (left panel) shows, for
example, a result of this tcchnitue for vowel
perception by subjcts wvithnormal hearing,
The two dimensions emerging from INDS(ac-

cording to lKsuskal, 1964ab) applied to tile
perceptual confuisions appear to correspond
to the first and second formant frequency of
the VONN-cl-measures commonly-used to describe the physical (spectral) features of tile
vowels; (see Fig, 25-2, right panel).

Effect of Acoustic
Realization of Speech
M tril
Maeil

Useceffect of artictulation is shown in Figtire 25-3. Speech reception was measuired in
2,1 individuals with normal hearing (left
panel) and in 24 individuals with presbycusis
(right panel) using two female spcaker$ one
arlictilating normally (SI), the other artictilating slowly and ovcrprecisely (S2). Speecs ma
lerials consisted of one- and two-syltabie
Dutch (meaningful) wvords. Figure 25-3 shows
the phoneme scores separated into those for
the vowels and those for the consonants. fiwipliatic articulation produced higher scores Wa
tile subiects with normal he-aring. but in presbycusis subjects thy( scores for tile two types
of artictulation were nearly equal, partictularly
those for the vowels
MDS analysis of the vowel conutsions
Showed that willh presbycusis the second fbrmant lust its imiportance in vowel recognition.
The orderly arrangement of the vowels, in accordance: with the second formant frequency,
found for subjects with nornmal hearing along
the second dimension (see Fig 25-2), disap-
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speaker articulating normally, The present ex-

with hearing loss, such asvowel duration, this
may result in larger differences between the
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Figure 25.5 Phoneme ands)ltable
subjects(01l), (Adaptedfrom Bsman A)
a female(f)speaker asa function of stimulus levelforpresbycusis
StateUniversity at Utrecht, TheNetherlands, 1989.)
Speech
perception bythe hearing impaired.Dissertation,
scores for normal hearing and those for impaired hearing as was apparent from Figure
25-3 Iloweier, improving differential diagnos.
ties in this way means that the results become
less representative of ever)day speech and
more sensitive to unforeseen artifacts, such as
the unnatural ',wel duration. We therefore
recommend normal articulation of speech ma.
terials in speech audiometry.
The question of using a male or female
voice was studied in combination with the
question of what type of score and what type
of speech materials are preferable. Figure 25.5
shows scores for meaningful and meaningless
syllables (sense and nonsense syllables), con,
sisting of a sequence of an initial consonant, a
vowel, and a final consonant (CVC syllables),
uttered by either a male or a female speaker
and presented to 20 subjects with presycusts.
Two types of scores arcgiven the count of in,
dividutal phonemes repeated correctly (the
phoneme score). and the count of syllables re.
peated completely correctly (the syllable
score), In this section, we shall address tile
question of gender,
In Figure 25-5, thedifference between tIle
average scores for the male and female
speaker appears to ibe small when either the
phoneme scores or the syllable scores are
considered, in particular when these differ.
ences are compared to the standard deviaiton
of (lte measurements, which ranges from 4 to
14 percent. For young. normalbhearing sub.
jects, the differences between the two speakerswere virtually zero (not shown). For all

i.

subjects there was no clear difference between the test-retest error for the mdlc and
tile female voice. Thus, with respect to scores,
thisexantple sutggests thatthe choiceof tile
sex of the speaker is unimportant.
MDS analysts of the confusion matrices.
however, revealed an interesting difference
(Fig. 25-6). In young, normal.learing subjects
(YNII), we found contributions to vowel rec.
ognition from both tile first and tire second
formant for ite male speaker (m) but virtually
no contribution from the second formant for
the female speaker (f), TIhe same differen c
was found for older subjects with near.nornal
the
fromn
hearing (ONII) but the contribution
second formant for the male speaker %anished
in the presbycuisis subjects (0111 ) Trese restilts suggest that a male voice may provide
more information when one is interested in
changes in confusion patterns with high fre.
qucncy hearing loss, ie difference in therel.
ative contrbutions from the first and second
formant to vowel recognition bctwecn the
male atd female speaker may be due to differ.
ences in the level of the second formant above
subjective threshold. For tile female speaker,
this level may have been too low to aid vowel
recognition at the sensation levels used, Al.
though these results are limnited to one male
speaker and to one female speaker, they stgThis conclu.
gest the choice of a male voice,
sion is supported by results found for the consonants. An effect of hearing loss was seen pri
mardy in the feature "voicing" for the male
speaker.
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Effect of Type of Speech
Materials and Method

nomial distribution,
Subjects tended to re.
spond with a complete syllable or with no
syllable at all; they responded witha few
of Scoring
incomplete syllables, This result suggests that
nonsense syllables are to be preferred. How.
ever, untrained subjects tend to respond wtth
The phoneme scores in Figure 25.5 were
meaningful syllables resembling the nonsense
consistently higher than the syllable scores
syllables presented. This bias is very sensi(both expressed as percentages). This follows
tive to tie instruction procedure, Higher
straight from the definition. A correct CVC syl.
lable implies three correct phonemes; 0, 1, or reliability is therefore obtained when using
for Dutch
sense syllables. We shall show that
2 correct phonemes Imply an Incorrect sylla.
CVC sense syllables, the lexical effects on
ble,
It is interesting to note that the phoneme
phoneme scores are limited. With other Ian.
scores for, the sense and nonsense syllables
giags containing few short, meaningful syllawere almost equal to one another whereas the
syllable scores differed considerably, In ehoos. bles, it may be more difficult to compose lists
lexical
of meaningful syllables with limized
result suggests
lngthemethod of scoring, this
effects.
to prefer phoneme scores above syllable
A comparison between the scores for
scores, Phoneme scores will be less sensitive
CVC syllables and those for sentences consistto lexical effects.
lng
of eight or nine syllables (Plomp and htmTie syllable score for nonsense syllables
pen. 1979) is given in Figure 25-7 for YNII
closely followed the product of the scores for
thethree'individual phonemes, vohich agrees subjects (upper panel) and for 0111 subjects
with the notion thatthe recognition of one (lower panel), Again, scores are presented for
the male and thefemale speaker and, again,
phoneme in a nonsense syllable should, to a
the CVC syllables are scored In terms of the
approximation, and excluding coarticula.
first
tion effects, not affect the recognition of the
phoneme count and the syllable count. Similarly, thesentences arescored in terms of the
other phonemes. For the sense syllables, hownumber of individual syllables repeated cor.
ever, Figure 25.5 shows a higher syllable
rectly and thenumber of sentences repeated
score at the same phoneme score. Thus, for
completely correctly. For the YNII subjects.
sense syllables, the syllable score exceeded
the tipper panel of Figure 25-7 shows consid.
the product of the individual phoneme scores,
erably steeper sloping etrves for the sen.
This implies that the distrbution of responded syllables with 0, 1, 2, and 3 correct tences than for thesyllables, irrespective of
phonemes per syllable deviated from tc bi- hlietype of score. This difference in slope is
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less marked for the scores of the 0f1I1subjects
in the lower panel of Figure 25-7.
Bcause the steep slopes found for the
sentences were expected, we did not measure
the scores at fixed presentation lesels. Howesecr, thle lesels ssere adjusted in relation to
the individual SRI' for the sentences Subsequecntly, the scores averaged across subjects
were plotted as a function r'f the presentation
levels ascraged across subjects. Ihis proce.
dure, gtiards against a wrong impression of the
increase of tile score with increasing presentalion level. 'When the individual SRTs coer a
large range of presentation levels, data averag.
ing without normalization may result in a Mtduction of the steepness of the slopes inc2sured individually because of the nonlinear.
as)mptotic behavior of tile score curves at

scores Of0 and 100 percent. Thus, for the sen
tences. tihe averaged data of Figure 25-7 gise a
fair impression of the steepness of the individOil slopecs. Near a score of 50 percent. these
subslopes are 15 percent per dill for the YtNIIl
jects and 4 percent for the 0l11 subjects. The
aseraged data for the CVC syllablcs were not
normalized to individual SRI'. 'ticey nesecrtheless give a fair impression of the individual
slopes. Estimates of the individual slopes
)ielded values of 5.5 percent per dill for tile
YNIIlsubjects and 3.5 percent per dBifor the
0111 subjects. Theilarge decrease in the slope
of the curses for sentences found with hearing
loss implies that measurement error in SRT
will increase markedly with hearing loss.
The steepness of the score curies for sein
tences originates %,.ith the redundancy of in
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formiron in sencesC Once the loud phocms(:be Lvuvbs and the loud consonants)
arc perceived. listeners arc able to guessthe
nonperceired phonemes on thecbasis of their
knoaledge of-grainiar, syntax. and lexicon.
This means that niegative effects of isigh-frequency hearing loss on the perception of
u-2k high-frequencs consonants, such asfriestives and ploss-es. may go unnotd The
choice of sentences as speedh material in audionsetty has face -aidity whien une is inter.
esed in deteremning the handicap for esetyday speech, One should bear in mind, howcr, that this material does not reseal probIrms that giay arise with highi-frequecq
hearing loss whsenthe hearing impaired has to
understand, for example, unfamiliar words,
The relation beta cmnthe phoneme scores
for s)[lables and the sentence scores shows an
interesting aspect of sperd perception by the
old hearing impaired (Fig. 25-8). Wlsetes a
100 percent sentence score is reached for
both the YNII and the 0111-ubjeCtS at a pho.
nnec score of about 70 percent. the relation
a the low scores shows a difference bertween
ifie two groups of subjects. For example, a

sentence score of 20 percent isreached at ;in
ascrage phoneme score of about 50 percent

for the YNll subjects and at only 2bout 30 per.
cent for the 0111
subjects Thus. 01II subjects
seem to hate better skill in receiving sentcnces on the basis of fragments of speech information. Figure 25-8 also r ows that the cor
relation between t~hconeme scores and the

-sentence scores islimited. In predicting scsitrcec SRT fromnthe ie* at whsich half the
maximum phoneme scstrefor sllables is
found. the error is about 5 dB.
Finally. we nuy coider ihe useof runring discourse in speech 2udiomesry (de Filippo and Scott, 1978). With this material the
score isusually based on the time required to
repeat the me'ssagec
completely correctly ineluding repeated presentations of those parts
ofthec text that were not well recised. Thi
method is used in the profoundly hearing impaired Iseeause their reception scores for isolated syllables or sentences may he %cry low.
l1ion er, the score based on completion time
is sensitri-e to the strategy of the examiner
reading the text and deciding vlien to repeat
or spell part of it in response to misreceptions.
In %viewof this limited reliability and the fact
that the reception scores for syllables and sen
trncs usually do not fall to i cry low pert entages %ben dealing with nohec-induced her ring
loss,the use of isolated syllables or sentences
suggests ilself for this type of hearing loss.
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In speech audlometry. measurement error
can he predicted on the basis of clementar)
statistics. We assunie that the probability of reens tug a speech unit (e.g. a phoneme or a
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syllable) does not depend on previous faiure
-or suc.€s. but that it is an unconditional
probability deternifiied by the character of the
speech unit and its Ivel. Ifthe probability ofa
correct response equals p and theiumber of
prcscnitions equals N. we inayexpect p.N
correct xrspohsab and, according to thepropertics of the binomial distribution, a standard
deviation ofi(p.( -p)LN.
The standard dia,tionexpressed as a fraction of the number of
presentations, becomes f'(p.(I-p)N). Figure
25-9 shos thecalculatcdstandard deviation
(in dotted curs) for a list
of 12 CVC s)llablcs as a function of p in percent (the score),
%%-here
N= 12 when syllables are scored and
N=36 for phonemes. When we compare these
calculated valucs to measurement error, dericd from the experimentally determined
tcst-rctcst
rcliability, Figure 25-9 shows that
the cxpcrimcntal errors for the syllabes. either sense or nonsense, closely follow theprediction. Thus, syllable reception can be modcled as the reception of. In this case 12, independent speech units. For the phoneme score,
hov eer, measurement error mostly exceeds
the calculated standard deviation. With nonsensesyllables, it closely follows the predictlion %%henthe score exceeds 40 percent, but

suits for sentences %asmrcmcn

errors for

the sctencc score, tie word score., and the
sylable score here all Closeto thecalculated
- w~ucs for the sentence scorc ibs suggests
thatreception of certain words or syllables in

the sentence depends highly on reception of
theothcr sllables. Limiteti reliability of the
measurement error estimates prevented calculation of thenumber of independent speech
units in the sentences. Yet, !his could be done
on thebasis of therelation betwccn the sentcnce score and the product of the syllable
scores. The result wss about three indcpen.
lmt units. For the design of sentence lists
with kteywords, this result suggests that rettrns will dimitiish when the number of Lce
urds in one simple sentence (consisting of
eight or nLe syllables) exceeds a value of
three.
We also coa-rluded earlier that.
with resped fo measurement of speech discriminatioii abilities word materials provide more detailed information than sentences. Sentences,
however. are frequently advocated to measure
the SRT. The steep slope of the score curve
for scntccs promisct small measurement crrotin the SRT. Calculations of SRT measurement error, where tle SRT was based on et
thor interpolation of the score curscs around
the 50 percent score (or half the maximum
score) or on a parametrized fit
of the score
cur-e, )iclded
in YNII subjects an error of
about 1.5 dB for thephoneme scores and an
error of about 0.9d3 for the sentences, The
corresponding valucs for the OHI subjects
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the measurmen taking about 150 s. the r--

suits ror sentencs wevre based on two lists of
13 sentences each, taking about 230 s. Assumbi a etesin
fth u~r lst o 230 s
MC2iracot time and a deres in moarement errorNoith increasing mneasurement time
in accordance vtith the iN-Lnv estbiattes f
the error for sllales become 12 dB inY l
subjects and 32 dB in the OHI subjects. lbese
riimbers are close to the errors found for the
sentences of 0.9 and 3.9 dB, respectivel.
Thus, the present results based on caref'ully
devecloped 5)]llable and Sentence materfials
sugest that there is no im portant differecet
betweeni s)llab.Ie and sc'atcnce materials; vith
respect to the efficiecii in detemining~the
SMt When the measurements are done in a
th
noisy background, the slopes of tesmc
eurres (tlosman. 1989) Suggest that we may
expect to arrive at the same conclusion. Thus
it seems justed to restrct the measurements
to
lcl materials, evenAwhen the SRT is the
primary teadsure of concern

Speech Audiomnetry in a
Noisy Background
ofathe present discussion of speech
audiomefttry USea
limited to measurements in a
quiet condition. Hfowve~r, inisdal
ith
ndise-induccl hearing k6 first complain
about a hearing handicap w6hen trying to urtderstand speech in a noisy insincrmcrit
(Smoorenbueg, 1990). Therefore, we, shall
conclude this paper with a note on speech reception In noisy' conditions. For sentence rd.
Figure 25-10 shows that there is little
correlation between thresholds mecasuied in a
quiet condition "~ those measured against a
background noise 0-a0.45). Thus, In order to
acquire i good impression of the handicap ex.
perlenced by an indlsidual with noise-induced
hearing loss in a noisy environment, one
should include speech 2adiometry In noise.
With noise-induced~hearing loss, speech
reception thresholds measured either in quiet
or in noise emnhe predicted to some extent
from the tone audiogram. One may wish to
consider the accuracy of this prediction
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against the error in the speech reception mcasurement itselL In order to gain some insight
into this question, the reader is referred to
Smoorenhburi; (1986, 1990, 1991)

Conclusion
The results presented in this paper sug
gest that appropriate izterials for speech audiometry consist of short (mecaningstl) words,
articulated normally by a male Speaker, to he
presented in both a quiet condition and
against a hoisy, background, and to he scored
in tertns of the phoneme count.

Choix des
Caractikistiques de la
Parole Permettant
D'Evaluer'Ies Atteintes
Auditives
On soupenne les pertes auditives in.
duites; par Ic bruit (NIIIL) et earactls1s~s par
une augmentation des secuils auditifs dam Ia
rifgion des 4 kllz, d'affecter la perception decla
parole par 1'attimnuation dcesea composantes dc
haQutc-fr~qucnce. Ccpcndant, lcftet des pcrtes
auditives West pas simplement comparable A
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Uns&
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CHAPTER 16,,

Effects of Noise on Mi aural Hearing
IL STEMN COLBURN
CONSTANTlNE TRAHIOTIS

D uring
thepast decade. there
as- great
increase in tie-number of psychophysial investigations of hearing-impaired listeners. The
vast majority of those studies vseredirected
toward revealing deficits or discovering mechanilms that mediate the monaural processiig
Qfsounds. One purpose of this paper is to aL- cuss the relatively few binaural studie. ,,f
hearing- mpaired listeners that were -con.
ductcd. Additionally, we discuss s -eral recent
empirical, theoretical, and practical advances
that we believe will stimulate and help shape
future studies of binaural processing in he-.
ing-impaired populations. At this time, thediscussion cannot focus exclusively, or even
principally, on the deleterous effects of acous.
tic
overexposure per se-'his i because most
published reports do not cintain the informa
-tion necsM to isolate the factor or factors
responsible for the subjects" hearing losses.

iealdeficits
identfiid as a separate ,group
without aucodiomtric losses), so that 2 *brief
summary of the results from subjects with cochlear pathologies may provide insight about
patients suffering from noise-induced losses.
individuals with cochlear hearing losses genrally can discriminate intcraural delays in
widc-band signals significantly better than in.
dividuals with conductive or retrocochlear
impairments, listeners with cochlear loss appear to hae greater difliculties with interaural
time discrimination vith narrow-band stimuli
(see Hawkins and Wightman, 1980, as discussed later), and these deficits may be related
to lesions occupying restricted cochlear re.
gions (for some subject categories). The freefield localization tests that have been con.
ducted wire primarily of the angle-identificatlion type, and generally revealed that subjects
with bilaterally syrnmetric cochlear losses are
better off than subjects with other categories
on intraural
of hearing impairment, Few data
Studies Prior to4g9 i
intensity discrimination by subjects with cochlear loss had been obtained prior to 1981. It
A detailed review ofavailable results from
was already apparent at that time, however,
binaural studies of listeners with hearing im. that abilities varied over subjects in a manner
pairments was presented In 1981 (Durlach ct that showed little correlation with abilities in
al, 1981) we;will noturcpat a dctalkil disosinteraural time discrimination.
sion
of the results here. In this part ofour pre.
Subjects with cochlear
loss also seem to
have considerable difficulty in binaural deteesentation, we summarize the studies up to
1981at a gencral Inel, and point out several
tion of tones in wide-band noise; for example,
issues that were-aised by that review, eiliter
Quaranta and Cervellera (1974) report abnor.
mally small masking level dtifferences (MLDs)
explicitly or irpiicilly, sbich remain impor.
tant
in considering binaural studies of hearing.
in 86 percent of the cases they studied, These
Impard listeners,
data suggest that patients with bilateral sensoAs already noted, few studies have speciftfrieural losses might have difficulty perform.
ically addressed theconsequences of acoustic
ing tasks
that involve processing o nteraural
exposure for binaural hearing. Therefore we
temporal information in narrow frequency
areforced to consider rcults from subjects in
bands.
roadcr categories. Most studies have divided
Measurements from subjects who are cxlisteners into conductive, cochlea, and retroplicitly identified as having noise-ttduced
cochlear
categories (with brain-stem and corlosses were almost exclusively from studies of
293
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binaural detection (Olsen ct al, 1976; Osen
and No
ge, 1976 These studies show
that most patients with noisc.induatd hearing
lceses hav-c NILDsin-the normal range for

compared and tho'ability to predict plfomance in some cpericents-from pIformance ina subset of eperiments could not
be invesigied. Fifth, there was a lack of o-

show very small MLDs. It is interesting to note
that the subjects with small M3Us were not
necessarily the ones with losses at 500 ti4

particlarly In separating scastivity"frotm bias
in tie measurements (eg, in the many angle
identification tests Sixth, there were few

olds at 500 Hz.lbis is one ofscveral examples
of the lack of correlation between binaural
performance and the'monaural audiograms

difficult to dctrmine whether the conflict
noted above, between interaural time discrimination for wide-band and narro -ban&stimul.

MLDs with ipondee targets are more affected
by noise-induced losses; specificlly, the average MILD is Ipproximately 2 dB smaller than
normal, and a 'irger pcrcciige of patients
show negl ble MILDs
in'this case.
Anumber of factors interfeie with the interpretation and generalization of results of
binaural experiments on listeners with hearing
impairments. Most of these factors viere raised
by Durlach et al (1981) or became apparent
from their review First, unless the etiologies
of the impairments are kno;,-n and specified,
the subject groups contain reiatiiely heteroge.
neous types of losses, and characterrttion of
the consequences of the impairments is ilore
difficult. That is, some of the large variability
in results n'ty simply be related to the diversity of the subjects! auditory problems. Second, and even more significant, the degree of
loss is often unreported and probably contrib.
utes to greater variability. For example, Haus.

by subjects with cochlear losses, was a conflict
between bandiiil" effects or stimulus effects
(random nois se sus deterministic tone) zod
speech versus tones in other studies. Finally, a
general concern is that the-normal comparisop- subits are often chosen from easily
a-i.able c6611gestudents, so that the subject
groups arc often disparate in ways unrelated
to hearing impairments. Optimally, the control
subjects would be matched to the population
of hearing-impaired.subjects in such factors as
age, mctivation, and education. In the -ext
section, we note that many of these issues
have been addressed in the recent studies of
binaural performance with hesring-impaired
listeners.

500-Hz target tones, although a few subjects

therefore, subjects, can hae abnormal perfor.
mance at 500 lz with normal absolute tihisb-

ler et al (1983) claim that subjects with con-

ductive losses show significant differences in
intcraural time discrimination-tests according
to the size of theirricaring losses, showing,
normal performance for losses less than 25 dB
IlL and significantly abnormal performance
(much worse than subjects with sensorincural
losses) for losses greater than 35 dB IlL A
tilrd issue, which was discussed at somelength by Durlach ct al,(1981), is the lack of
consideration of the elective interaural rela.
tions In the Impaired auditory systems. They
note the fact that many data from normal lis.
tenets show a decrement in performance
when the ears are imbalanced in level and suggest that one component of any abnormalities
in binaural performance could be due to an effective shift in the Interaural differences in the
stimulus. Reports available at that time on the
effects of interaurally balancing level were
mixed, some studies reporting a big influence
and some almost no effect. Fourth, there were
few-studies that tested several binaural abilldes on each subject. Without such studies,
performance across experiments could not be

phistiea;n about psychphYsical methods,

comparisons across stimulus bandwidth or
stimulus type for a given t*st, so that it was

Recent.Binaural Studies

of Hearing-Impaired
Listeners

Several Important trends separate recent
measurements from most of those that were
included in the review just discusscd. Tlese
include the usc-of modern psychophysical
pir&durs and the design of experiments that
address some of the problerfis ;ust described.
Nodern Psychophysical

s
Techniques

One important trend is the use of modcem,objective psychophysical techniques with
well practiced hearing impaired listeners, each
of whom is tested over a loug period. Such
studies reveal that hearing-impaired listeners
can provide prccise and repeatable data in
binaural tasks that are difficult even for nor
mal-hearing listeners. This trend was probably
begun when Hawkins and Wightnan (1980)
studied interaural time discrimination using a
constarit-stimulus, two-alternative, temporal
forced choice (2ATFC) procedure. They

I EtTECSOF NOISEO.NBLXAULIEARNG

icsti eight listners ith
ingloss and three with
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procdur6 (Leiz 1971) a
be of'great bcCi As documented recentiy
by Trasiotia s al (1990),-such procedures
havc.beci only-recently and sparingly applied
to sudia of binaural bearing that depend on
the subjeet& use of interaural dispartiea-as
cue. This reluctance to use adaptive proc6dotes is an butgrowthi of several concerns.

normal hearing,
uing psy-r
Thrholdser estmted by m
cbomctric functins fo.each condidon., and
were estimaed 2 number of times at ach
condition until the data were highly repeat-able and no Uarge learning effects were disccrnibln,
Tbere isalso
an iiresc in the use of socalled "oddity" procedures that appear to min-

One concern is that the listener may not be
abletofollowchanges inthe available
cue as

imize learning. memory, and labeling effects,

the independent variable decreases when

These procedures appear to hase advantages
over-2AIFC (sometimes called two-interral,
two-altematise forced choice) in some circumstinces. In a 2AITC experiment, the listcnermust not only discriminate betweein
stimuli but must i66 recognize and indicate
correctly the &der of presentation of the
stimulLThis additional demand can be
avoided if list-ners need only indicate which
of seceral
intervals (typically three or four)
contains
the difference of interest, These oddit tasks are also communicated easily both to
naive lisiners and to listeners with hearing
impairments
whose auditory perceptions may
be very different from those of norfal-hearing
listeners. It is not unusual to begin testing by
providing visual materials indicating that the
task is defined by identifying which interval
differs from the others. Im cstigators who wish
to retain -the formal characteristics of the
2ATFC paradigm may wish to usL a 2-cue,
two-aternatise, temporal forced-choice para.
digm (Bernstein and Trabiotts, 1282). This
4-interval procedure utilizes the first and
fourth intervals to present the standard (ic,
reference) stimulus and presents the difference to be noted only in either the second or
the third interval. This procedure has the virtuc of being both an oddity task and mathe,
matially equivalent to the-traditional 2A-FC
task.
Recently, this procedure was- used by
Smoski and Trahiotis (1986) in a study of interaural temliral discrimination In- listeners
with normal hearing, wjih noise-induced hear.
ing loss, or with hearing loss of viral origin. An
important feature of this study is the high de.
gre of consistency of outcomes with those
reported earlier by.Hawkins and Wightman
(1980) intheir normal and cochlear-loss sub-

threshold is approached. For example, in studies of detection utilizing antiphasic (NoSpi)
st!uli, large signal-to-noise, ratios ,'ould fosterdetectability based on relative power.or
the homophasic
case)
eNSo
)
"
Then, as the level is decreased following the
listener's correct responses, the energy cue
becomes unreliable, listeners make errors, and
the experimental run may terminate before
the listeners discoier and use the binaural
cues that are available. A related but more
general concern is that adaptivcprocedures
may not afford listeners sufficient exposure to
near-threshold stimuli, so that they may not
learn whatever cues are necessary to reveal
their best performance This would be$ Specially
troublesome in some binaural xperi.
ments because good performance often depends on the adequate use of small changes in
the spatial position, size, and temporal aspects
of intracranial images. Even naive normal hearing listeners 6ften require thousands of trials
of practice in fixed conditions in order to
learn the-subtle, but necessary, cues (Trahial 119901 offer a slight modification of
otis e't
the Levitt 119711 procedure that could provide listeners with additional opportunities to
gain experience with whatever subjective
cues are available while leaving Lnaltered the
statistical aspects of the paradigm.) These'concerns notwithstanding, adaptive procedures
can be used effectively and efficiently, and
Trahiotis et al refer to several successful studies of blrnural hearing that used adaptive pro
cedures. That article also includes adaptive
MID data that, happily, indicate great stability
over sessions and are, in all respects, consistent with several previous experiments utillzingfixed-increment procedures. Adaptive procedures can also successfully be used in sonse

jects, These studies, taken together, indicate

experiments that require absolute or differen-

that data obtained from hearing-impaired U1sienets can be highly reliable and repeatable,
and that paterns of-results across frequency
for certain types of listeners can be consis
tcntly obtained in different laboratories,
Because it is often dilficult or impractical
to test ptients for extendad periods, adaptive

tial discriminations based on interaural time,
interaural intensity, or combinations 6f both
(Trahiotis and Brnsteln, 1990), However,
adaptive procedures should neter be used
when it is known or suspected that changes in
performance are not monotonically related to
changes in the independent variable.

-
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Recent Empirical Data
Hausler t al (1983) measured performance on a common population of'subjects in
a number of binaural tasks. Specifically, they
measured minimum audible angles and discrimination of interaural time and intensity for
a variety of subjects, including 69 with otologic or otoneurologic disease, 32 with neurologic disease (referred to as having central involement), and 39 in the iiormal control
group. Their angle-discrimination expenments
included horizontal angle discrinination at
eight reference angles and vertical angle discrimination straight ahead. All the subjects
were tested with wide-band noise, and some
of them were tested with other stimuli. The
authtirs used an e6jserimenter-controlled,
adaptive, 2AFC procedure and showed good
correspondence between their normal subjects and;IrevAous data. They characterized
performance in terms of three aspects of processing that could be separately affected by
impairments: interaural time, interaural inten.
sity, and spectral processing. One of the interesting empirical results is that the good per.
formance with a wide-band stimulus did not
imply good kisformance with narrow-band
stimuli. It is possible that good performance
for a restricted frequency range may be
enough to assure good performance for wide.
band stimuli. Also, ;,.2rformince ag a-function
of frequency with narrorband stimuli was not
prediltabiefr6m the atdiomretric data.
Binaural masked detection performance
by listeners with impaired hearing has been
measured in a number of recent studies (Hall
and Fernandes, 1983; Wilson et al, 1985; Hall
et al, 1984;jerger et al, 1984; Hall and Iarvey,
1985; Staffel et al, 1990). In general, these
studies have measured performance in diotic
situations (NoSo) and In dichotic situations allowing a binaural advantage (NoSpi), and have
discussed results In terms of MD. These stud.
les characterize, for cochlear-loss subjects, the
dependence of the MLD on several stimulus
parameiers Including masker bandwidth, over
all level, interaural level differtiinces. and slim
tilus frequency. We note that the measured
dependence on interaual level difference can.
not be separated from the dependence on
overall level unless both parameters are var.
ied Unfortunately, the etiologies of the losses
in these subject populations cannot be caracterized very precisely, so we do not know
how,many, if any, 6f these subjects were affected by acoustic trauma,
Smoski and Trahiotis (1986) provide interaural temporal discrimination data for hear-

L

ingaimp-ed lsteners, allowing several issues
to be addressed. They made measurements at
equal sound levels (SLs) and at equal s-and
pressure levels (SPIs), as di,4 Hawkins and
Wightman (1980Y they used everaltypes of
high-frequency and low-frciitefcy signals (ineluding tones and narrow-band noise at 500
Hz and sinusoidally amplitude-modulated
[SAM] tones and narrow-band noise at 4 kFz),
and they-specified the etiology of their 'subjeers' losses (two diagnosed as noise-induced
and two as being of viral origin). When the
stimuli were presented at 80 dB SPL to each
ear, the hearing-impaired listeners had great
difficulty detecting interaural delays with the
two high frequency stimuli. Their thresholds
were typically from four to six times larger
than those of the normal-hearing listeners and
were considerably larger than their own lowfrequency thresholds, Interestingly, one subject whose hearing loss was 'viral was totally
unable to dtect delays with the narrow-band
noise stimulus, but could detect as little as
235 ILs of interaural delay,-with SAM tones.
When the high-frequency stimuli were pre.
sented at 25 dB SL at each ear,-that listener
discriminated quite well (even better than the
normal-hearing listeners) and was now able to
detect interaal delays in the narrow-band
noise. Another in(tresting result with the
equal-SL stimulus was found with one of the
subjects whose loss was noise-induccd. This
subject, who could detect delays of less than
300 ps with stimuli of equal SPI, was unable
to detect delays in either type of high-fec.
quency stimulus when the signals were presented at21 dB SL Some of the differences in
thresholds, between the equal-SL and the
equal SPL conditions could be due to changes
inoverall level'atid-some may be due to
changes in the Interaural level per se. In fact,
in both cases in which there was a large effect,
better performance was obtained with the
stimulus at the higher overall level.
Gabriel ct al (1990) measured perfor
mancc,.n four kinds of eperlnents for four
hearing impaired subjects. They measured df.
ferential discrimination of interautral intensity,
differential discrimination of interaural time
delays, deiection of tonal targets in random
noise, and differential discrimination of in.
teradral correlation, Importatitly, the binaural
abilities of each of four patients were tested as
a function of frequency (at octaves from 250
llz to 4 kHz) in each of the tasks. Based on
data collected from normal hearing listeners
and from theoretical formulatiuis, three of the
tasks depend, at least in part, on the processing of interaural temporal disparities, and per.

EFFECTS
OF NOISEON BINAUPAL
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formance across tasks can be ompared for
call that the subjects tested by Gabriel et al
Consistency,
One subject, diagnosed as having
(1990) had normal MLIs but significantly cicmultiple
sclerosis, couldnotlirfu-om.wisis4iedAnothe
thrcsho@ds.
tently in any task (cxc 't forinlteraura inten"itudy of the relationships be.
tsity

discriminaxtion at 250 and 500 Hz). An-

other subject, diagnosed as having presb) cusis
(strial type), showed binaural performance
only at 500 Hz for all tasks (except forointeraural intensity discrimination at 250 Hz).
Tno subjects had losses diagnosed as acoustic
trauma; both had been pistol shooters and had
similar audiograms. Both of these subjects hid
elevated interaural intensity just.noticeable
differences QNDs)- aid-somewhat elevated
NoSo and NoSpi detection thresholds, even
though the MILDswere not significantly reducd. One of them had normal interaural
timeJNDs and slightly elevated mnteraural correlationJNDs. The other had elevated interau
raltime JNDs at all frequencies, with very
large values at high'frequencis, and interaural
correlation JNDs that were abnormal at low
frequencies, approaching normal values at
high frequencies. These results aredifficult to
interpret with available models of binaural
processing and provide clites for, improving
theories of binaural hearing. In addition, the
data may lesd to the discovery of underlying
general
factors or abilities that could success.
fully
charicterize the binaural processing abil.
ities of impaired listeners.
Such complexities and difficulties of inter.
protation should not, in our opinion, leadto
pessimism about the quality of data collected
from hearing-impaIred listeners. Setting aside
the fact that relatively few hearing-impaired
subjects participate in any typical experiment,
one should keep in mind that there can be sig.
nificant- differences between normal-hearing
subjects in binaural performance (Koehnke et
al, 1986), and that there are low correlations
between apparently simple, straightforward
tests of monaural hearing In normal.hearing
listeners
(Seashore, 1919; Karlin, 1942; Elliott
et a, 1966;Johnson et a, 1987).
Overall, the datafrom binaural tests of
subjects with noise-induced losses are gener.
ally
consistent with a disturbance that is lim.
ited
to the high frequency regions of the cochlea;
however, the data from interaural Inten.
sity discrimilnatln (which show abnormal
performance at all frequencles) and firom
in +
teiiararal
correlation discrimination (which
show large variability unrelated to the purt.
tone audlograms) are not consistent with this
simple picture. Also, withgard to the detection data, it is important to consider the
threshold signal.tq noise ratios themselves
(not only the masking level differences). Re.

twcn performances in various binaural tests

is under way in G6ttingen, although only preliminary results ar available at this time
(Kinkel et al, 1988). 'Ibis study includes patients with symmetric and asymmetric s nsorincural lossm The binaural tests include
MLDt interaural time and intensity disciminatn, and measrds of temporal 'aspcts of
processing represented in values of time constants.
A survey of binaural performance in impaired listeners is under way at one ofour laboratories (Koehnke and Co6murn, 1986, 1987;
Koehnke e al, 1988, 1989). This survey ineludes a number of binaural (as ssell as mooaural) tests at 500 Iz and 4 kHz, including the
discrimination of interaural differences and
binaural detection, and measures the-depen.
dence of performance on the interaur.A refer.
once conditions. This allows us to address the
question of whether the effective interaural
imbalance in impaired auditory systems affects
binaural performance, Restilts to date indicate
that Interaural intensity and temporal diilerences in the reference conditions have rela.
tively small effects on performance, and pre.
liminary conclusions from available data on
subjects with asymmetric losses arethat level
compensation for significant imbalances does
not improve performance
Several of the studies described above In.
diLate that binaural dleficits can occur even
within spectral regions that are considered in.
diometrically normal. This intriguing result
may simply indicate that normal listeners performing at their
very best utilize a broadly distributed set of nerve fibers Relatively loud
sounds almost certainly stimulate thousands of
nerve fibers, many of which reside in portions
of the cochlea basal to the region most sensitive to the test frequency, In other words, to
the degree that subjects normally use informa.
lion in the basal turn(I c., what Kiang and
Moxon 119741 vould call information in the
tails of the higi-frequency tuning curves), one
would expect that the loss of such neural con
tribution would result in poorer processing of
binaural timing information in,
the binaural
task. This outconie has special import for pa.
tients with qoise-nduced, high-fequency
hearing losses icflned on the-hasis of monau.
ral audlograms. These patients arelikely to
have clinically unnoticed binaural deficits at
low frequencies.
Aside from the studies discussed above,
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tIC only other studies (that we are aware of)
that included impaired listeners were studies
of listenc5r with conauctive losses (Hall and
Derlacki, f986 ?oMagliulo et al, 1990) or essentially monaural studies in which only one ear
was ii ible (Newtog, 1983).

Recent;

evelopments

That Will-Affect Future
Studies,
At the same time,there have been several
developments concerning binaural processing
in normal.hcliing listeners that we believe
willhave impo'rtant impact on future studies
of hearing-impaired listeners.

TechnicaiDevefopmenits

phase spectra which, in combination with
equal-amplitudc frequency components, pro.
duce several classes of random noise stimuli,
including Gaussian and non-Gaussian noises as
well as purely impulsive waveforms. This iaay
allow several new lines
of inquiry to proceed
quickly and inexpensively.

Another type of experiment that has become easy to perform with digitally computed

and stored waveforms is masked detection
with reproducible noise waveforms (Gilkey et
a], 1985; Siegel and Colburn, 1989; Isabelle
and Colburn, 1990) Studies of this type allow
a "molecular" analysis, and challenge one to
explain the dependence of performance on individual waveforms. Results of these studies
have allowed detailed evaluations of several
models of binaural processing, and may also
provide a tool for the study of processing by
hearing-impaired listeners.

Investigators arc Fdw able to usoeinexpen,
Empirical Results from
sive computers to generate signalevith con.
trolover virtually all aspects of binaurally rel.
.Normal-Hearing Subjects
evant information,.For e'xample, one can ma.
nlpulate separately and in combination In.
High-Frequency Lateral Position
teraural delays of the-envelope, the carrier,
and the phase modulation of complex wave.
Several recent studies have reinforced the
forms (Amenta et al, 1987). Such stimuli
finding that interaural time differences aredis.
could be used In detection, discrimination,
criminable even for waveforms whose spectral
and lateralization studles In order to assess
content is confined to high frequency regions
how well hearing Impaired listeners utilize it.
of the auditory system These cues are conteraural information carried by particular fa.
veyed viathe envelope of the stimulus and, acTures
of complex stimuli,
cording to the arguments of Colburn and E.
To generatethe "w;,.veforms
of interest, iquissaud(1976), such temporal information
one can multiply two independent low-pass
could be essentially equivalent to that pro.
Gaussian random noles by quadrature sinu.
vided at lover frequencies by the fine struc.
soids (one sine and one cosine, respectively),
lure of the stimulus. Ilowevcr, it now seems
and add the product waveforms to obtain narclear that highly detectable Interaural delays
row.band Gaussian random noise. The enve.
do not foster appreciable amounts of lateral
lope and phase modulation of the narrow,
movement of high-frequency signals (Blauet,
band waveform can be computed simply from
1983; Trahlotis
and Bernstein, 1986), Thus, fit
the two low-pass noises, Specifically, If N,(t) expariments with normal listeners, there ap.
and N,(t) are the low-pass noise waveforms,
pears to be a divergence between outcomes of
then the envelope A(t) and the phase-modula"lateralization" experiments utilizing discrimitlion phi(t) are given by
nation paradigms and 'lateralization" experimients, in which listeners indicate where they
A(t) - [N (t) + N.I(t)Jio
hear acoustic Images.
"Where" istencrs hear acoustic images
and
may be measured directly via a rating scale or
indirectly via an 'acoustic pointer" The latter
pht(t) - arctan
(N,(t) / N,(t)l
refers to a procedure by which listeners
match the intracranial position of a standard
Recently, lisuch and liamernik (1990)
stimulus, the "pointer," to the intracranal po.
have shown how one can synthesize random
sition of the stimulus of interest. The rating
noise waveforms that possess identical (e.g.,
scale, aluough a direct estimate of lateraity,
flat) power spectra and differ in their temporal
appears to provide estimates that vary considfeatures, These authors provide algorithms
erably and that can be context-dependent.
and suggestions for creating and manipulating
The acoustic pointer procedure appears to
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provide rather -precise and repeatable data
but, of course, only provides a relative measure that must be interpreted carefully across
subjects. Bernstein and Trahiotis (1988) (see
alsoTrahiotis andStem, 1989) discuss how an
acoustic pointer can be 'calbrated" by having
the subjects indicate the position of acoustic
images corresponding to various values of the
pointer on a representation of a human head.
Discriminabilhty and identification of the
external position of sources of sound have
been studied with hearing impaired listeners,
However, as pointed out by Durlach et al
(1981), both of these types ofitudies measure
resolutioni of signals occupying differing positions in spaceand did not assess where the
signals were heard, Given the aforementioned
ability to generate complex sounds and the
vst amounts of new data on extent of laterality of images in normal-hearing listeners, the
time seems ripe for studies of where sounds
are heard by the hearing-impaired. In addition.
it will be important and Interesting to compare such data with accurate measures of discriminability of binaural cues from the-same
subjects,
Inpassing, we note that the acoustic
pointing task is known to permit rapid data
clection; perhaps adaptive psychophysical
procedures will also permit the rapid collec.
tion of discrimination data. The efficiency of
data collection is an extremely important factor for studies of the hearing-impaired because
of the difficulties of scheduling adequate experimental time with such patients
Spectral Interactions
Alhough it seems that binaural fusion oc.
curs only for corresponding spectral regions
in each ear, it also appears to be true that remote frequency components can interfere
with or degrade binaural performance when
the critical information is contained only
within a narrow spectral portion of a broad
band stimulus. Recently, Zurek (1985) and
Trahiotis and Bernstein (1990), utilizing nor.
mal-hearing listeners, have characterized circumnstances under which such interference
does and does not occur. As discussed by Tra.
hlotis and Bernstein (1990), the interference
is truly binaural and appears to require that
the remote frequency components and the
target be gated simultaneously.
McFadden and Passanen (1976) were
probably the first to show this type of interference when they discovered that the detection
of Interaural delays of high-frequency complex
stimuli were degraded by the presence of a di.
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otic, low-frequency band of noise. Interestingly, the convere did not obtain, because the
presence of a diotic, high-frequency stimulus
did not affect the detection of interaural delays within a low-frequency band of noise.
One important question conceming binaural
information processing by impaired listeners
is the degree to which relatively low-frequency stimuli can interfere with the processing of higher-frequency stimuli. Ironically,
such interference, when present, ma be even
stronger in hearing-impai-ed 'listeners ,who
have normal or near-normal low-frequency
hearing.
Another interesting phenomenon has
been reported by Yost et al (1971) and Yost
(1977), who found that normal-hearing listen.
ers detect the presence of interaural delays in
nominally high frequency waveforms by utiliz.
ing delays within low-frequency Information
produced by gating the stimuli on and off.
These observations and those of Bernstein and
Tralilotis (1982) illustrate that great caution
must be exercised when attempting to men.
sure binaural performance with highi-frequency stimuli. Clearly, normal listeners can
utilize interaural disparities within low-level,
low-frequency spectral regions even when the
energy in such regions Is 50 dB or more be.
low the nominal passband of the stimulus!
This would be particularly important to pre.
clude when attempting to assess binaural ca.
pacities in high-frequency regions for listeners
with predominantly high-frequency hearing
losses.
Temporal Interactions
Several other recent experiments concerning sensitivity to interaural differences
have been conducted. These have focused on
the temporal relation between either bursts of
noise, which are diotic save for a short seg.
mint containing the delay (which could occur
at various times within the burst) (Zurek,
1987; Trahiotis and Bernstein, 1990), or tran.
sients (pairs ox trains of clicks) (Yost, 1976,
Ilafter et al, 1988; Blauert and Divenyi, 1988),
All of these studies il;ustrate conditions under
which sensitivity to interaural delay declines
following the first portion of the stimulus.
We believe that these paradigms would
be fruitful when used with hearing-impaired
listeners, but suggest that interpretation of the
data may be somewhat difficult, As Blauert
(1983) has clearly discussed, several complex
but differentiable phenomena (e g., summing
localization, the law of first wavefront or precedence, and echo suppression) will be fac-
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tors in such experiments, and it 'is not clear
how pathology will effect these phenomena
and their interactions. The interested reader
will profit from Blauirt's recent discussion
(Blauert et al, 1989) of the repeated transient

'paradigm and its relation to the, precedence
effect as measured in the sound field'

Theoretical Results.
In their model for auditory localization,
Searle et al (1976) assumed that the stanidard
deviation of the internal noise increased lin.
early with the range of angles included within
the stimulus set. Although this assumption was
consistent with other psychophysical phenonmena (cg, intensity discrimination as modeled
by Durlach and Braids, 1969) and the result.
Ing model gave consistent predictions for re*
suits from a number of experiments, the as.
sumed dependence could not be verified directly because the data available to Searle et al
were gathered fromt a variety of laboratories
using different techniques, The Importance of
the assumption for the design of expeelimetits
and the comparison of results across studies
led Koclinke and Durlach (1989) to make di.
rect measurenments of this range effect In the
identifiction of interaural time and interaural
amplitude differences, Their results demion.
strate the validity of the assumption for In.
tcraural differences and are completely consistent with a similar range effect In angle identi.
fication in a free sound field. This has particu.
lar importance for studies of hearing-impaired
listenera because studies of angle Identification have been and probably will remain a
good choice because of the simplicity of the
experiment and the direct relation to previous
experiences of the subjects. Finally, there are
now ivailable models that specify and utilize
the shape and location of assumed patterns of
neural activity (e.g., Stern and Colbuirn, 1978;
Blatert and Cobben, 1978; Undemann, 1986;
Stern, Zeibeeg. and Tralilotis. 1988). Thiese
patterns are topographically organized along a
two-dimensional surface, and they describe
the cross-correlation function of the stimulus
as a joint function of the frequency and the
delay parameter of the cross correlation operation. In this fashion, laterallealion depends on
individual modes of such patterns that are
weighted according to their straightness (de.
scribing consistency of interaural delay over
frequency), centrality (the extent to which In
teraural delays -see small in magnitude), or
hoth. Ilumse 'tiodels have recently been extended to address more complex situations,

including precedence, reverberation,
other dynamically changinig stimuli

and
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CHAPTER 27

Cognitive Factorsand Selection
ofAuditory Listening Bands
ERVIN R. H.AFfl
ROBERT S. 1CHLAUCH

Basic to allshark

a

e

rd
aing i-

tectabili- ('5D) (Gren and

paimica, including fthes laltioa of los, ft

1966.
Mbe ndttige of "MSis that it Swts,
gives the
Ms,.'

development of theom. the fitting of prosthe5s and the training of new listening abits, is
an understanding of the factors that affect the
accuracy of perception. When psychoicousticlans think ofmeasurcment, it is generally in a
fiamework-of the rigorous methods ot traditional psychophvsies. That is not unredon2ble
for the narrostly defined problems found in
the research lab where, for example. such
measures as the detectabiity ofsingle tones in
noise hate been used to desi-be filtering
properties of-the cochlea. Hower, in the
world of ectyday listening, the variety ofpossible signals is almost boundless and competing sounds or maskers can interfere with detection in many complex ways. In these cases,
detection may well be affected by factors
other than the basic sensory abilities of the listener, factors that can be thought of as cognitite. Among these are signal expectations and
the ability to concentrate on specific aspects
of a signal, skills in listening and language proc ssing, and the integration of multidimensional information such as visual and auditory.
The present paper takes the position that a
limitationon the attentional resources emplo)ed by the listener can affect all of these
abilities and says that we should be aware of
these considerations v hen planning study of
or help for the impaired.

chologist a tool for dealing with subjective
factors in detection by- %iesingthe perceiver
as a decision maker. The model describes the
factors that affect performance vith tso indcpendent indices. The index of detectimn d',
quantifics the rtioz
ber-ee physic:l properits of the stimulus and sensory system that
determine the sensory -'Irchold." The index
P quantifies the listenes response criterion or
willingness to say "yes" to a particular stimuis. P is a function of subjccthv estimates of
the signal ptobabilities and the costs and values associated with various response contingencies. ISD assumes that d' is a pure men.
sure of signal detecability, leaving factors under control of the listener to be included in Pi.
However, in our laboratory we hate found
that d' itself can be affected by application of
psychological treatments intended to manipulate the subjects attention. If this can be
found in a simple psychoacousical eXperimnt, it suggests that there might be esen
greater effects in more natural settings such as
those faced by an impaired child trying to
cope vith a busy classroom.

Auditory Attention
Most sounds that ,se encounter in every.
day life arc complex, because they are made
up of multiple v¢alues along one or more
acoustic dimensions; there is good reason to
believe that discriminable values along those
dimensions are represented by separate chan.
ntls within the auditory nervous system. We
commonly think of different frequencies stimulating different cochlear filters (eg., Green.

Criterion Problem
One might easily argue that the advent of
modern pschophysics and perception began
with the introduction of the Signal-Detection
Theory, often called the Theory of Signal Dc-
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imprmoable by dedication of a greater amount
toconcentrate,
on hannelsainolg more iaof the attentionol
lteuhrcr
ter'2nt featursof
apthe nirea ment
v
hile
r Anelftn givenexample of a data-limited
jecting
ite background or clutterio
s
taskisthe dtection Of Weak signal
innoise
(Timaprehnsion (orma,
itisakinto pro(Norman and Bobro 1975 t The ideais that
pering
informion
through
a
b
endpass
fibter
for
situations
in
which
detectability
is
deter.
(Broadbent, 1958). The notion ofsdcictirc 2t- mined by an external noise fitered through
a
mition haso
applied
n at esoy le el from
s
somuls
tieuch sti
t sponto
aghr-oder
aXth'itis
as laigtuge
perception
and
comprehension (Norman, 1969). In this pa
per, ho'ver,we will concentrate on the ftmiliar auditory" dimensins, frequency. and
time.Also w "ill
not speak separately of the
generalized attentional state and the effects of
arousal (Kahneman, 1973). Rather, we will assme that all attention is seletiyc, although at
times, the competition for it is'between obseerable processes and those that are hidden,
which can only be inferred. We will come
back to this point later
A rcsponse-criterion iew of attention
says that quite different -alues of 0 in "at.
tended" and "unattended" channels can produce what would seem like diTfferential levels
of detection if they were to be considered in a
tion-ISD framework. This problem is of little
concern In the psychoacoustis laboratory,
where the effects of sensitivity and response
hias cai be separated, but it may be important
in the clinic, where more rigorous signal detcction methods are less accessible and where
classes of patients, such as the elderly, may
routine:y adopt extreme response biases
(Rees and Dotminick, 1971; Potash and Jones,
1977). The present discussion will be directed
more toward the impact of attention on de.
tectability, and we will argue that attention
can, indeed, affect performance, a result with
practical implications for the design of hearing
aids.

fixed sensory filter,
the application
of extra attenton The
to de
task does not improve ptefor.
mance.
belie
that masking paradigmis arc
reasonably immune from effects ofattentinis
bolstered by the high reliability of classical
data. Indeed, it is the consistency of these results
that has aHov6
cd theorists to attributethe
masking of tones in wideband noise to the
amount of that noise failing within fixed audi.
tory filters or "critical bands," lowever, we
hate found conditions in which the dectectability (d') of a tonal signal in noise is affected by
ps)chological treatments designed to modif
attention (Hafter and Kaplan, 1976). Listeners
were asked to detect a tone whose frequency
changed at random on escry trial, a condition
of high uncertainty. Under some conditions,
the frequency uncertainty was reduced or
eliminated by a clearly audible tonal cue presented prior to each trial. The payoff sehemes
employed to introduce attentional effects
ranged from a low-risk condition, in shich
subjects were paid an hourly wage, to a high.
risk condition, in which pay was earned for
detections of signals, but a false alarm on one
of a few unmarked noise trials meant complete loss. The results showed that when there
was no signal uncertainty, payoff had little effeet, consistent with the idea of a dta-limita.
tion set by the S/N in the various critical
bands. In pay-by-the-hour conditions, feequency uncertainty produced arise in threshold of about 3 dB relative to the condition of
minimum uncertainty, this is a common out-

coxt-riM EFACto AC-O
SEAC.N OX r tOFAMfnoayss~-o E

come (Green, 1961 ) The most interesting re.
It appeared in the p ff-by-crinzy intcraction iere the presumably greater ann-

dron paid under higb risk reduced by halfthe

inree in threshold due to uncertainty
From the point of view that fixreauditory
filtrs determine detectabilL; the optimal soIttion under freqtIenC uncertainty is for the
listener to monitor all of the potential filters
and apply an appropriate decision rule to their
combined outputs (Green. 1961).Howcevr,
Halter and Kplan (1976) suggested that the
bandvid6s toed under uncertainty might he
fabile.They argued that only a limited number

of auditory bands could be monitored in paral
Id without depleting attentional capacity and
reducing the abilityto process other ongoing
cognithe functions. Thus, the response to
high uncertainty about frequency was to diminish the load on attention by pooling the
outputs of neighboring filters, even though the
use of wider eTfctie bands meant lower per.
formance. From their point of viev; the reducuon of the uncertainty effect reflected the fact
that subjects under high risk chose to sacrifice
other cognitive fuictions in order to spend
more 6f a limited attentional resource on procssing a larger number of consequently nar.
rower bands. The nodel is merely speculatiie,
but the important fact remains that increased
attention affected performance onily under
high uncertainty.

Uncertainty, Cueing,

and Bandwidth
In order to look more closely at the con.
clusions of lafter and Kaplan (1976), we have
recently examined sceeral conditions designed to obtain more accurate quantification
of the role ofattention In masking and to see if
uncertainty would lead to wider effective
bandwidths (Schlauch and lafter, 1988). We
looked enly at frequency uncertainty, athough it seems likely that similar constraints
might apply if other features of the signal such
as envelope timing or spatial location were
studied.
In these tasks, the frequency of a brief
tonal signal was varied from trial to trial over a
range of about 3 octaves. In most cases, each
forced-choice trial was preceded by a cue
picked to inform the listener about the signal,
The exception was the condition of maximum
uncertainty,which had no cues. In the condition chosen to represent no uncertainty, the
cues were suprathreshold versions of this sig-
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nais bcause these were inaags of the signal
in the domain Of U crinty, '-e call them
"iconic cues. With a &ed stimulus level (dif.

ferent for eaci frequency) we obtained 65

percent correct performance under maximum
uncertainty and 90 percent correct perfor.
mance with iconic cues. If cnvered to
th
Ids, this represents a loss due to unccr.
tainty of about 5 dB.
To stud- the bandwidths actual-l used under uncerxainty, one must satisfy two constraints: (1) it is neccssaay to specify explicitly
the number of channels or bands to he moni-

tored, and (2) the handwidths must be ica.
sured directly. Traditionally, the first problem
has been solved either by restricting the number of possible signals to a small number
whose frequencies are taught through repeti.
tion, or by allowing the signal to bzvc many
possible values and inferring Ihe inumber from
assumptions based on TSD'(Green, 1961). A
problem with the former is that there is no
way to quantta, the amount of experienced.
based cueing over the course of an expcrimeint, while the latter requires assumptions
about bandwidth, which is the fEctor being
studied. Our solution was to restrict the number of signal possibilities but to vary the actual
bands to be monitored from trial to triAL Depending on the condition being tested, each
cue consisted of either one, two, or four randomly chosen frequencies, only one of which
matched the frequency of the signal. Thus,
conditions had an uncertainty of "1", '2", or

-For direct measurement of the band.
widths, we used a modified version of the
probe-frequency measure of Greenberg and
larkin (1968). They told subjects to listen for
a specific tasget frequency that was presented
on most trials and then, on occasional probe
trials, changed the signal to a frequency that
differed from the target by one ofseveral fixed
amounts. They assumed that subjects listened
for signals through a single auditory filter at
the frequency of the target and responded to
probes only to the extent that the probe fell
within the skirts of the 6nitored filter. Scharf
ct al (1987) have since shown that the basic
results do not change if the subject is told in
advance about the probes, In order to be able
to change the target frequency on every trial,
we modified the way in which probes were
selected, setting them to fixed frequency,
ratios relative to the targets rather than fixed
frequency-distanccs. Then, based on the assumption that the bandwidths of the auditory
filters arc a fixed proportion of their center
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frequencies (Moorc and Glasbcrg, 1983), we
collapsed data across tile entirc range of uncertainty, averaging the rcsponsc over all
probes with the same ratio, Probes were
used %hlither the targets were marked ex.
actly, as in the tIetie conditions, or marked
with uncertainty, as with the 2. or 4-tone
Cues.
An example of data from one stibject in
Seblatich and Ilafter ( 1988) isshown in Eigure
27.1k. Note that best performance for all
three conditions of uncertainty (1, 2, or .1
cues) was obtained when the cue matched the
signal precisely (probe/target = 1.0), with
performance falling off to chance asthe match
became worse. Clearly, the listener used ape.
cific filters, even when reqtuired to monitor
multiple bands, Because filters are not mes
sured in units of percent correct, we followed

thc lead of Greenberg (1969) and obtained
psychometric functions for the target frequencies in the three Conditions of uncertainty.
Iliese functions, shown in Figure 27-111,
were
used to consert thredata from Figure 27-IA to
decibels. Data so converted and normalized to
performance with the target are shown in Figure 27-2. In this case, the figure shows aver.
aged results ]rom three subjects. The solid
lines represent a fit to the points using the
rounded exponential i iodel of the auditory
filter proposed by Patterson et a]. ( 1982). Two
things are clear. First, the bandwidth of the fit
to the I-cue condition agrees well with an average of Moore and Glasberges (1983) data
across this frequency range, showing that the
measurement of bandwidths with trial-by-trial
varying signals was successful. Second, aspeedicted by lafter and Kaplan (1976), tie filters
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grew wider in response to uncertainty, with

shared fundamental pitch Yms able to guide

e bandwidth for 4-frequency uncertainty being 19 percent wider than that with none, an
fflect of about .75 d8.

the listener's attention to the appropriate
channel, albeit with some loss.

At What Level of
Processing is Attention
Selected?
When thinking about how results of this
kind might relate to realistic problems faced
by the hearing impaired, it is important to
know how cueing works. How does the lis
tener select the appropriate band or bands to
e monitored; what kinds of cues exist in e-.
eryday listening, can listeners betrained to
use cues for more accurate listening? Without
going into detail, %e will present further tests
of cued detection that address these questions
(Hafler and Schlauch, 1989), including results
that show that cues need not bd a replica of

the signal to successftlly direct attention. ibis
raises interesting questions about higher.-or
der, more cognitive direction of auditory attention. Collaborators in this %sorkhase been
Joyce Tang.and Lyne Plamondon.

Relative Auditodry Cues
First, in a studydesigned to see if curing
could be invoked with other than an icon of
the signal, we presented relatihe cues that dif.
fercdfrom the targets to be detected by a
fixed (and familiar) ratio, the musical 5th.
Again, probe frequencies were used to- eti.
mate bandwidths Not surprisingly, there was
a strong learning effect, with initial band.
widths at the 5th being wider than-those
found with iconic cues. Ilowevcr, perfor.
mance improved to the point of being nearly
as good with the relative cues as with the
iconic cues. This showed that stimulation of
the filter to be monitored was not necessary,
In a s'econd experiment with non iconic
cues, listeners were asked to -use matching
pitches as ctresto the appropriate filters Cues
consisted of harmonic series without the fun.
damental, while the signal to be detected was
the missing fundamental. To discourage rellive cueing by the nearest harmonic, the series
usere varied at random, with half containing
harmonic numbers 2 through 6 and half, numbets 3 through 7. Perfonsiance with these
pitch cues was reduced by 10 percent relative
to that with Iconic cues, which is still conslderably better than with no cue at all. Thus, a

Visual Cues
enplo ed visual cues to direct
attention yto the
appropriate listening bands.
Subjects were all chosen on the basis of possessing absolute pikk and the idea was to direct them to the appropriate filtrs to be monitored by w-ay of auditory memory. The set of
signals
consisted of sinusoids spaced at semitone intervals ranging from 220 Hz to 1760
Hz.Cieig was done via a ,usual display that
told Ywhat the signal would be either by
printed text, e.g., "Middle D#," or by musical
notation. In the latter case, subjects detected
tones as well with the visual cues as with the
iconic cues. Thus, higher-order processes used
visual information to focus auditory attention.

Attention and Speech
It is interesting to consider some plausi.
ble applications of these studies of uncertainty
and attention to understanding and dealing
Swith
problems of speech in noise. We will dis.
cuss two such examples Ote concerns the
use of place of articulation cues for selection
of auditory filters. The second discusses how
one should test computerized signal processing techniques designed to improve speech in.
telligibility.

Normalization of Vowel
Space with Auditory-and
S

Visual Cues
-

Idiosyncratic differences in phoneme production arise from differences in dialect and
differences in %oal-tractsize Thus, the for.
mant frequencies for the vowel /a/of an adult
male from San Francisco nay differ consider.
ably from those of a child from London
Speaker normalization refers to the listener's
correction for these differences. Simple
schemes basif on ratios or absolute values of
formant frejiuencies have been shown to Jeave
considerable overlap aniong phonemes,
The point vowels (14, /a/, /u/)represent.
ing extreme positions in articulation carry in.
formation about the yocaltract of a talker,
Joos (1948) argued that listeners extract the
pointvowels from a sample of speech in order
to define a talker's vowel space and then use
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this kind of normalization to help with prediction and analysis of the intermediate vowels.
In-a sense, one can argue that the listener, so
defined, is using relative cues to establish a
scheme for detection. In support of Joos' notion is a report from Ladefoged and Broadbent
(1959), who found that identification of a
vowel dcpnded on both its formant frequendes and -the formatit frcquen-ies ii other
vowes pronounced by that same sjiaker.
It-is well known that visual information
can make substantial contributions to speech
recognition, particularly in hearing-impaired
listeners or in noisy backgrounds. For exampie, Sumby and Pollack (1954) found that ob,
serving the face of a talker in wite noise was
equivalent to increasing S/N by 15 dB. We
would like to propose an extension of Joos'
(1948) hypothesis that states that listeners
may use visual as well as auditory 'cues to define a speaker's vocal tract. Although studies of
phoneme perception in the quiet have led
Massaro (1987) to conclude that auditory and
visual information in speech are processed independently, our studies of tone detection in
noise demonstrate that under some condi.
tions, visual crscan direct attention to the
appropriate auditory filters, lhence, it is an in.
settled issue whether visual cues can aid in
normalization of vowel space and thus im.
prove the auditory processing of speech,
We plan to examine the hypothesis that
visual cues can direct auditory attention' by
measuring the masking patterns for vowels
presented With and without visual curs and
with special attention paid to performance
with new talkers. For conditions of low uncertainty such as with normal listeners in favorable S/N ratios, the practical influence of the
visual cues should be minimal. However, in
hearing impairment and in noisy backgrounds,
the visually obtained knowledge about the locations of formant peaks may make, a substantial contribution to discrimination,

Appropriate Testing 6f
Signal-Processing Hearing
Aids
It seems certain that the next generation
of hearing aids will contain compuiers that allow for advanced signal processing, just as
slimpli compression aids have already moved
toward amelioration of recruitment (Moocpre
and Glasberg, 1988) The primary obstacle
still faced by the Impaired listeners is that of
coiamunication in a noisy environment, and
solving that problem will be the goal of a ma-

jority of the effort spent on signal processing.
Solutions proposed to impro e the specch.tonoise ratio range from program that use
pecech-like features to identify-and enhance
the "signal" to programs that mimic features of
bifiaural hearing, using combinations ofthe inputs from multiple acoustic arrays to &ncel
the masker. Interestingly, the reports -from
comparative tests of such schemes are often
mixed, With subjectspiderring 6ne device
over another because the processed speech
sounds 'clearer" or 'easier to listen to,",out
t.he speech recognition performance (SIT)
showing no difference. Obviously, this is disappointing, implying that the signal processing
has not fufihl d the primary goal of improving
communication. A common interpretation of
this result is that in enhancing some aspects of
the speech signal, the processing destiovs otis
ers.
We will consider a different interpretation
'of the contradiction implied by "sounds better" with no improvement in SRP. The idea is
that selective attention interacts with the use
of aided speech in such a way that the results
described above may reflect properties of the
-esting situation more than of the device itself.
Imagine tests of a hypothetical speech-processing machine that we will call the "LAP"
computer to indicate that it works 'like a person." The machine understands vowels and
forniani frequencies and has clever algorithms
that allow it to track sets of harmonics while
cancelling the background (a similar techn/ique has been tested by Lcvitt, 1989.) FOrthcr suppose that the LAP fails in the ways described above, creating better sounding
speech without improving reception. In considering these results, first note that a mechanical speech processor is an add-on device, intended to help the brain turn auditory information into a representation of speech. Because the LAP aJgorithm was built to be
redundant with processes that the listener can
do himself, one might argti: that it provides
no new Infornation. This would explain why
there is no improvement in the SRP but not
.why the listcners prefer the processed speech,
tlere we recall a satenment made earlier about
hidden but active demands on attention. Sup.
pose that doing the same thing as the LAP
computer places high demands on attentional
resources of the listener, Kahneman (1973)
has shown that paying attention is work, requiring mental effort that must come from a
limited store. In the typical laboratory setting,
where unwanted stimulation is specifically redaiced, there are few extrancous demands on
attention, There, subjects prefer the com-
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putce-processcd speech because it demands
less attention and thus makes pro~essing ensicr. But, because thi device does nothing that
they could not-do on their own by supplying
full attention, it does not improve performalice.
The-~
key words here are 'laborator'y settingr Suppose instead that testing had'taken
place in a high-demand environmient such as
noisy classroom vhere hecaring-impairedf 6thldren Must attend to both the auditory-and vi.
sual portions of a film or a university lecture
where a student tries to process speech and s.,
multaneouslys'nderstand its cooteaiLt In natu-.
fal settintgs Where attention is resource-hins.
ited, the infobrmation supplied Iby, the lAP?
computer may no longer beoredundant with
processes that the listener can do for himself
and the device may be of great value. Because
these are the very conditions where aided
speech piocessing is most needed, we belteve
that signal processing schemes designed for
hearing aids should always be tested or comspared in situations where there arc high levels
of competition for attention. Only then can
one hope to discover the true value of these
algorithms,

(curs de rlponsc qui :ffectent ecsd&cislons.
Des fonctibns HfOC
(Receiver Oprting Characteristies) flirent itablies pour montrer que
la dftecrabgit6 peut rester constantc aloes
memueque auditeur idUa" nlpond de fa~ons
trla diversea scion lea probabdlitEs a priori
d'apparition du signal et les cofins relatifs des
omissions er fausses alertes; ces observations
ont largt~nnt convaincti quil est one mesure
stable do la ditectahilit6 et que'lea facteurs
sobjectils; affectent sculement les crit~rea do
nlpoose. Daits le pnlsent rapport, notis pro.
posonis que- des processus d'ordre supirieur,
plus cognitifs, peoucot altrer la detecti4on
cmIeme. Ccci c~t spicialement important
pour ce qul concerne lea sons complexes ct
penit affecter nos mithodes ii'6valuatiori dea
donnies dans lteslaboratoirca oii eilazbore la
th~srie dielaudition, en clinique oii dls~git de
d~terminer lea difcits, et dans, Is mise au
point de prothises et de programmes
decntrainement pour la r~cupfeation do ca.
pacit~s auditives Nous mettons; laccent idi sti
Is ditermination attentionneclle des positions
et lea largecurs des bandea fiquenrtielies
dl'&oute. Ce faisant, ous distioguons lea fi-.
tres auditifs fixes qul nlirnt de Ia physiolo.
gie cochllaii et des bandes d'&oute plus ]a.
hues qul peuvent varier avec l'incertitude fri.
Conclusion
quentlelle et d'autres sollicitattons do
l'attention,
Undier conditions of stimulus uncertainty,
L'hypothisc do l'existcnce do filtres variselective attention can be directed to specific
shies eat itayic par des expiriences de rosstimulus features, thtus affecting the detectabilque dans leaqoelles Ie suict a une incertitude
ity of signals In noise. Knowledge of the role
sue lea firiquences do signal on du masqucor.
of auditory and visual cueing may enhance our
Nous ayons; utilis6 des indices varis pour Ic.
understanding of the problems faced by ims- ver liIncertitode, eotre autres des sons
coinpaired listeners confronted with speech in
plexes do mime hauteur tonale que le signal
noise. Finally, the propex, evaluation of speech.
et des indices visucis destinis A influencer Ia
processing computers designe'd for hearingsilection de Ia bande di6coute en activant Ia
impaired persona requires testing in situations
mintoire auditive. Une situation dans laquelle
where demands on the attentional capacity of
l'attentlon sklcctive petit jouer un r~le majeur
the listener are high.
est Is misc Aslipreuve et Potsage stibsiquent
de r. othiss auditives destinies i amiliorer ha
Facters
C gnitis etperception tie Is parole dans le bruit. Souveot,
FactursCogntif etloesqite
diverses protises soot comparees,
Selection AuditiVe dle
ceurs capacitis A augmenter l'intelligibilit6
Bands
deFrdqences'avirent
.aanus
deFreqencesujets igales ou peesqu'6gales aloes que lea

font ktat de grades diffirences dana ]a

Une comprihenalon complite des effets
des dits
auditifs sur licoute quotidiconec
nicessite une connalssance du r~le de
l'attention silectIve et d'autea facteurs cogni.
tifs dana la Perception des signaux complexes.
La Thic;ic de Ia Direction do Signal a modifih
notre conceptualisation do Ia ditection en distinguant nettement etrii 1ments do stimuIus qul dfterminent Ia ditectabilit6 et lea fac-

clart6 subjective de Ia parole. Nous pensons;
que pour etre valide, Ia procidure de test dolt
Inclure des cooditions dans lesquelles Ie suiet
eat en situation de compition attentionnelle,
si tel nest ps Ic cas, l'auditeur pent simplemeor faire Ic travail die la prothse A trattement du signal, reodant sinai l'instrument soperflu. Le test dolt 6galment se faire dans des
cnvlronnements plus naturels, tels que ceux
auqoels eat confiront6 1cofant dans one salle
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SECTION

FIVE

Parameters of
Exposure

CHAPTER 28-

Damage Risk for Low-Frequency
Impulse Noise: The Spectral Factor
in Noise-Induced HearingLoss
GUIDO F.SMOORENBURG

TIen years

ago I presented a paper on the
damage.risk criterion for impulse noise at a
meeting in this series of symposia (Smooren.
burg, 1980, 1982), After this presentation,
Henning von Gierke stated that impulsc.noise
standards were being established primarily on
the basis
of theeffects of small-caliber rifle
noise whereas, at that time, most of the armies
of the world were having problems In defining
the hazards associated with artillery noise ex.
posure. Tie
continued that there was reason to
believe that the effect of exposure to artillery
noise presented a different type of hazard, and
subsequently he asked whether or not my
be applied to artil.
damage.risk criterion could
lery noise, At that time I had to agree with von
Glerke that this was a serious point. My pro.
posal for an impulse.noise criterion, based on
virtually all
data available at that time, did not
include the effects of large-caliber weapons,
Those data were scarce,
In principle, the proposed dtmage.risk
criterion for impulse noise could have been
applied to large.caliber weapons, It presented
the maximum peak pressure level that was
permitted In view of a ertain accepted, small
risk of iaring loss as a finction of the total
duration of the impulses. The total duration
was defined as the product of the duration of a
single impulse, the D duration, and the total
number of impulses, N, contained in the noise
exposure, Exposures to artillery noise with
D-durations in the range of 2 to 12 ms and N
in the range of 1 to10, or at most 100, fell

criterion was obtained by combining data sets
from (1)small-caliber weapons with D-duration of about I ins and N in the range of I to
100, (2) small-caliber weapons fired in reverberant environments increasing the D-duration to 70 ms,and (3) industrial impact noises
with D-durations in the range of 25 to 85 ms
and N exceeding 1,000. The spectral energy
distributions of these noises were similar.
A.weighting of the noise spectra would have
of the lightlowered the sound pressure lev-is
caliber weapons by I to 4 dB and those of the
industrial impact noises by about the same
amounts. The energy spectra of the impulses
from largc.caliber weapons, however, are
characterized by predominantly low-frequency energy. A.weighting would have had a
greater effect on thes impulses. Because
there
were insufficient data on theeffect of
impulses from these large caliber weapons on
hearing, and because the spectral differences
between thenoises included in my 1980 paper were small, it was, at that time, impossible
to evaluate thespectral factor. I had to agree
question deserved
with von Gierke that this
more study,
The need to extend thearea of impulse
noise research had already been recognized
before the 1980 meeting, It was therefore decided to establish an international Research
Study Group* on the effectsof impulse noise
within the framework of the NATO Defense

-Research Study Group 6 on The Effects of Impulse
Noise (NATOAC243,,Pjan8) conisted of the follos
ered by thetotl
ted
f damage-risk
datrsk criterio.
ruiredI tHowever,
mg members. MI.Borchgrevintk It. Brilmiano, A
well within the range of total durations coy.

the range of totaldurations
requiredto anaIyzethe trade-off between peak pressure level

Dancer, SR.Forrcst, SE. Forshaw. A.Ppavasdsou, J I
and G .
Patterson, F. Pfander, Y.Y.Phdhps, GI.Price,

and total duration given in the damage-risk

Smooreorhug (chalrman)
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Research Group (AC/243, Panel 8/MSG6). The
first meeting of this research study group was
held in 1980. As a result, of the cooperation
within this research study group, the question
of the role of low-frequency energy in impulse
noise trauma can now be answered in more
detail. This chapter primarily addresses this
question Although the analysis presented in
this chapter has benefitted substantially from
the cooperation within the research -study
group, I should emphasize that it is solely my
responsibility. The conclusions of the research
study group were published in a NATO report
(1987), which is not classified,

Spectral Factur in
Permanent Noise-induced
Hearing Loss Due to

Industrial Noise

To solve thequestion of the spectral
weighting function needed to predict nolseIn.
duced hearing loss, it is expedient to first con.
sider the doseeffect relations for industrial
noise. Data for Industrial noise are Iss scarce
than those for impulse noise;
moreover, they
Include permanent, or persistent, threshold
shifts (PTSs) In relation to the noise exposure,
whereas the data for Impulse noise are almost
completely restricted to temporary threshold
shifts (TIM) (Smoorenburg, 1982).
The most Influential paper of the last dec.
ade on the spectral factor In PTS due to Indus.
trial noise was published by Robinson (1983).
It presented a reanalysis of the Bums and Rob.
Inson database ( 1970), because the first analy.
sis by Bums and Robinson had suggested that
B.weightlng might yield better predictions.
The original database was reduced to a subset
containing only stationary noise exposures
and sufficient hearing loss to reveal significant
effects of spectrum shape. Tse spectra were
divided into classes defined along two dimen,
sions, chosen ad hoc. The first dimension rep.
resented spectral slope; the second repre.
sented sound level In the mid-frequency range
relative to the levels in the low. and high.
frequency ranges.
In principle, the question of adequate
spectral weighting will be dilicult to answer
when the shape of the audiogram is related to
the spectral energy distribution of the noise, If
such a relation exists, the above question can
not be answered without answering the question of how hearing loss should be weighted
across the audiometric frequency range, Fortunately, the reanalysis of Robinson showed

that there is almost no effect of the spectral
distribution of the noise, classified as described above, on the shape of the tone audiogram. Hence, the effects of noises with differ.
ent spectral distributions could be compared
directly, although the analysis could probably
be improved by applying principal compo.
nents and canonic correlation analysis tech.
niques, instead of using the ad hoc classifica.
tion. The results of Robinson strongly suggest
that it is virtually impossible to resolve the op.
timal spectral weighting function from the in.
dustrial PMSdata. The data suffered from too
much scatter. It was even impossible to
choose among either the A.,B. or Cweilght.
ing, Because of the lack of counter-evidence,
Robinson concluded that his study was "a case
for retaining the A.weighting" (Robinson,

1983).

Spectral Factor in
Temporary Threshold
Shift Due to Exposures
to Steady-State Noise
Because Robinson's study (1983) was In.
conclusive, we now turn to studies on 'ITS fol.
lowing limited exposures to steady.state,
mainly narrow.band noise. These studies are
more powerful with respect to the question of
the adequate weighting function, because the
spectral energy distribution of the noise can
be chosen as desired and the exposure is well
under control A disadvantage of TI'S studies
is, of course, that tlhrelation to PTS is a ques.
lion initself.
Although the majority of the I'S studies
were carried out decades ago and a discussion
of those data would be untimely, there is one
aspect of those data, relevant to the theme of
this chapter, that received little attention and
should be discussed here. The damage.risk
contours based on TIS showed an increasing
frequency dependence with decreasing expo.
sure duration, This dependence on duration is
best illustrated by considering the results of a
compilation of TIS stuidis published by
Kryter et al (1966). Figure 28.1 shows the re.
suits. 1lhe curve for 1.5 minutes or less has
considerably steeper skirts than the one for
480 minutes This effect could be due to the
shorter exposure duration, which may have
relevance to impulse noise, but it may also be
due to the confounding variable, exposure
level Results from Plomp et al (1963), not Ineluded in the Kryter etal analysis, shed some
light on this question, The curve added in Fig.
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touts arebased
on hun 'Ff5 data.Contoursfrom,Xr5Ier RI),Ward[1W,StillerjO, Eldredge
[ill. llazardoun expo
sureto Intreritent aom1
steady-state
noise.JAcoustSocAmIW6. 39A51-464,
Thcbroken
line Indicates a resull
for
a,3 minute hrumanexpoture.bel a lower M critlerion. (Adaptedfrom lomp R.Grasendel OW, lmpen M4.Relarlott of bearig lossto noiseepectrum.j AeoostSocAm 1963;35:123(.1240,)

ore, 28-1 (broken line) shows Plomp ct al's reslt for a 3.minlite exposure. The, exposure
levels arc much lower bcause their criterion
was only 5 dill M~ rather tlhan the 10. to
20 dli figure used in the Keyter et al study.
Tie comparison in Figure 28-1 shoNsthat ex.
posure level by Itself doea not deternine the
frequlency dependence, Hence, exposure dura.
lion may he the principle: variable,
The s'kirts of the corve from Piomp et at,
sh1ownItSIFigure 28. 1, are sleeper than the
contouir for 3 minutes from Keyler et at, This
difference probably originates wvithtle differ.
enice In TI' criterion. The curve of Ploip et
at was based on 5 LIDTI'S at half an octave
above Stimulus frequency, whereas thleeon.
tours of Keyter et al were based on maximum
TIS at any frequency not exceeding 10 dBiup
to I kttr, I5 dli at 2 kli, and 20 CDlat 3 khtz
and above. Although illis frequently stated in
the literature that maximuim TI'S occurs at
half an octave above the exposure frequency,
this Is only valid for afirst approximation. The
frequency difference tends to be greater at
low stimutlus frequencies and somewhat
smaler at high frequencies (above 3 kttz).
Htence, for the low and high stimulus frequencem, measurements at half an octave above the
exposure frequency may underestimate nixi-

loom r.ThSmpies that l'lomp ct atwould
have fon=oe amage-risk level$ at these
frequlencies and, consequently, less-steep
skirts, lad tlley used a criterion of 5 dll maxi.
mum M11at any frequency. In addition, tile
Keyter et at study would have given steeper
tow-frequency slopes, had the authors used a
constant value of M1 across frequency rather
than a value Increasing with frequency. To.
gellier, these two differences may explain the
differences In slope.
The dependence of the tow frequency
skirt of the damage-risk contors on exposure
duration can, at least partly, he explained by
the effect of the acouistic middle ear reflex,
The acouistic reflex primarily attenuates thle
low.frcquency components, whicht will result
in an increase of the damage-risk level in this
frequency range. The reflex is quickly activated after stimiulus onset (within about 30
ins) and relaxes slowly. Although sonic studies
sh~owed
that relaxation becomes asymoptotic
after 2 or 3 minutes, Ward (1962) has found
that there is a steady decline of reflex activation for at least 24 minutes, This supports the
view that the acoustic reflex contributes to
the Increase In steepness of the low-frequency
skirts of the damnage-risk contours in Figure
28-1 at the shorter exposure durations.Th
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increase in steepness of the 'high-frequency
skirts cannot be explained from the acoustic
reflex. Its origin is unclear,
Figure 28-1 also shows that the A-weighting corresponds closely to the damage-risk
contour for the longer exposures. (It is almost
equal to the contour for 240 minutes.) The
universally accepted' application of tlid
A-weighting in predicting hearing loss due to
industrial noise stems, in fact, from this similarity. This application was not trivial. The
A.weighting originated with studies on equalloudness contours as a function of pure-tone
frequency (Fletcher and Munson, 1933).
These contours appeared to.be level dependent. The results for the low-, mid-, and highlevel range were stylized into the A., B-, and
C-weighting, respectively. Thus, in contradiction to what one might expect, we note that
the weighting pertinent to the lowleel range
serves to assess high-level exposures,
The slmlarity'between the damage-isk
contours originating with the TIS studies and
the A-weighting may point to the physical
quantity responsible for hearing damage. The
A-wcighting is the standardized curve closest
to the threshold-of-hearing curve, Tie low-frc.
qucncy skirt of this curve is, In fact, somewhat
steeper than the A-weighting, vhlch means
that a damage-risk contour based on a con.
stant TTS criterion, rather than the frequency
dependent criterion used by Krytcret al,
would have been even closer to the threshold.
of-hearing curve, The threshold-of-hearing
curve represents, as a first approximation, a
constant basilar membrane amplitude at the
place of resonance as a function of frequency,
The B. and C-wcIghtings arc flatter, which may
be a result of signal processing by the senso.
rineural system-for example, the resilt of
saturation effects, Thus, risk of a noise lesion
(or rather TIS) at some place in the cochlea
may be closely related to the magnitude of
stimulus-induced basilar membrane move.
mnt, This also holds for the shorter expo.
sures, assuming that it is the acoustic middleear reflex that alters the frequency depen
dence of the damage-risk contours (at least up
to 3 kllz), The relation between risk of TrS
and basilar membrane amplitude suggests that
mechanical, impact actually causes TIS This
conclusion, however, should be drawn with
caution in view of the finding. mentioned earlier, that the site of maximum TTS does not
have a fixed relation to exposure frequency.
This discrepancy requires further study,
Because the onset time of activation o,
the acoustic reflex at high intensities is about
30 ms, the reflex will have no protective fune-

tion-with respect to isolated impulse sounds
Hence, for. impulse noise, applying a uniform
hearing loss criterion across frequency, the
TIS studies on steady-state noise suggest that
a frequency weighting close to the A-weighting will be appropriate.

Measurement of Impulse
As mentioned already in the introduction,
impulse noise is measured in terms of the
peak level of the impulse, the duration of a
single. impulse, and the total number of inpulses contained in the exposure. The damage-risk criteria published by Coles et al
(1967, 1968), Pfander et al (1975, 1980), and
Smoorenburg (1980, 1982) do not include a
spectral weighting. The peak lev is simply
the highest pressure difference occurring at
any moment in time. Its measurement requires small acoustoelectric transducers and
fast recording apparatus (for details, see
NATO, 1987, Appendix 1; Price and Wansack,
1989). Impulse duration is defined in several
ways. Lack of agreement on this point arises
from lack of knowledge about the relative ad.
cquacy of these measures in predicting risk of
hearing damage, Figure 28.2 depicts the differcut definltiors (taken from Smoorcnburg,
1982), The definition of the A-duration (Coles
ct al, 1968) is based on the waveform produced by explosive charges in ideal condi.
tions without reflections (the Friedlander
wave). In practice, the waveform frequently
contains reflections suggesting the use of the
B., C-, or D duration. The B-duration is based
on an, idealized, exponentially decaying envelope of the Impulse (Coles et al, 1968) In
practice, it may often be difficult to fit the recorded impulse with this exponentially decayIng envelope, wlhich means limited reliability
of reported B-durations, The criterion of -20
dB-was based on practical considerations, a
simple amplitude criterion (10 percent of the
peak level) at a level above possible mcasrement noise, McRobert and Ward (1973) coneluded that 10 dll of decay would be a better
criterion than 20 d, because refle'tions at 20
dB below peak level do not contribute to
hearing loss. The C-duration (Pfander et al,
1975) does not sufiter from limited reliability.
It is unequivocally defined but it does not represent a simple physical quantity, The D-dura.
tion suffers from the same imperfection originating with the supposedly exponentially decaying envelope as the B duration. It takes
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Figure 28-2 Some dcaftsons of impiibc drationi.tA axmuon (i,-iok B. B-ign (1.) +tC~Gdjw
timn t,t)
(I,-t) I- (,t
D Ddwati (i, r)A (F--m -1-orrabnir GF.D=Wrnapk ammo
i fr icpiili
noic. fit iiaiornik RP',Ifcndrn D.Sahi R' cd5 Vcw prspetnos on noisc-Iniic Iicarg Ion. Nmevoi
RawmPress 1982L)

into a.ccnunt tie finding by NIRbert and
Ward (1973) However, tie basis of this messure wvasmainly the practical purpose of defining a measure as close as possible to the
three other measures, which wecre already in
use in order- to be able to compile all data
available on the basis of a common denominator with the least amount of extrapolation.
Although the physical measures used to
assess, *anpulse noise exposure are directly refated to typical aspects of the impulecs, their
application is not the result Of a thorough
ev-aluation of all possible measures as to their
accuracy in predicting damage risk. Peak level
and impulse duration were, chosen primarily
because of their face validity. When research
started in this ield, the full pressure-time history of the impulse was recorded simply because there were no fast sound-le-el meters
on thecmarkrt that could reliably measure eelemint aspects of the impulse. Because these
sound let-el mectera hate become available and
special teralons, if needed, can be produced
relatively easily using pfrrmmable memorica, the possibility of a method of measuremeat simpler than recording the full pressuretime history should be considered. Ihis Is
even more compelling because thec present
measures and evauation schemes to assess
damage risk have Some Serious shortcomings:
1, As mentioned before, A-, 1B-,and D-duration are based on idallt-d wave-

formts which, in practice, do not often
occur
2- In contradiction to all current damagerisk critetia, long impulse durations
found with larg-caliber weapons and
characterized by much low-firequency
energy do not lead to higher damage
risk than short-duration impulses from
rfles at equal peak fid (to be discuwed below)
3. It is not-dear how exposures to im.
pulses with different peak lesecis should
be combined
4. Using peak lev-eland impulse duration,
attenuation of impulse noise by hearing protectora cannot be calculated
from the attenuation figures commonly
specified assa function of frequency
5. Acoustic measurements of impulses,
using miniature microphones placed in
or near the ear canal under car muffs,
show long impulse durations due to
low-frequency tetverberation. iihich
probably leads to oyerestimattion of
damage risk
Items 2 and 5 above suggest that the damage-risk criterion should Include some low-frequency 21ttuation. The damage-risk criteria
published by Plander ct A (1975, 1980)-and
Smoorenburg; (1980. 1982) (Fig, 28-3) suggest that damage risk can be amsssd to a fair
approximation, on the basis of the tota energy
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Although the application of an energy
measure is also supported by a number of
other-studics (Roberto el aL.1985; ilamernik
er aL,1987; Earache ct al, 1989). it is already
clear that predicting damage risk from only
this measure would be an oversimplification
Buck et 2L,1984,
(Mtlobert and Ward, 19713;
Hendersn and llamerik, 1986; Patterson et
al, 1986; taroche and lsltu, 1990). From figure 28-3 it is readily cea -that somewhlat
more energy can be [oleratrd at IOn-er peak
lesels.1%Moreoser, other variables not yet mentioned, such as impulse tate, also affct damage risk Neserthedss the present literature
suggests that the energy measure is the best
first-order descriptor of damage risk for impulse noise. lIn the remainder of this chapter I
eightshall focus on the required frequency %%
lag.

Factoin A imal

Spectral Fatri
nm l
Exposures to Impulse

Noise

The spectral factor has received little attention in studies on impulse noise, although
spectral effects were recognized early on. in
the germinal work of Coles et a21(1967, 1968),
the critical l-ak ]leel was asymptotic to a
constant value with increasing A-duration,

in
ocfeteho
enegqsfuend spcrallth
high-frequenicy skirt (with the -3 dBiper c.
tare-slo)pe) is determined solely by the peak
levecl(Fig. 284i) The increase of low-frequency energy wajs supposed to have a minor
effect on damage risk. Coles et al restcd
themselves to this explanation and did not furthee investigate the spectral effect of impulse
noise. Yet, their publication shows that it v62s
dlear from the v-cry beginning of research in
this hield that the spectral ene.-gy distribution
plays a part in damage risk for impulse noise.
Price should be credited for emphasizing
the importance of the spectral distribution of
impulse noise for damage-risk estimates, lHe
based his damagcrisk contour on threshold
shifts measured in the cat immediately after,
and 3 hours after, exposures to short tone pips
(Price, 1979). For frequencies up to 3 kllz his
dama~ge-risk contour bore some resemblance
to the A-iseighting; above 3 kllz the damage.

risk contour showed greater frequency depen-

denice (Price, 1981,-1983a) Results from a
similar experiment by Eara70c and 11ltu
(1990), employing human subjects, showed a
comparable trend up to 3 klz Price interpieted his damage-risk contour in terms of
mechanical stress at the lesel of the basilar
membrane in the inner eMr(Price. 1979). Mechanieal strers was related to the amplitude of
basilar membrane movements versus basilar
membrane wdidth. Because basilar membrane
wdidth changes little wvithbasilar membrante Io-
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catio the cition iscose to dthe
constt
basilaremwtbrane amplitude criterion int oduced earlier to describe the TIS results for
5sead-szat noise. Thus, die damage-risk eontour proposed by Price must cloey follow
the thrcsliold-of-heatring curv-e.
in predicting damage-risk ass2
function of
A-duraton, Price (19832b) came to the conelusion that impulse noise from cannons with
graterqA-dutions than impulses from rifles
would be less hazardous at equal peak ledl
In my opinion, this conclusion, although in
line with a trend in experimntal data, cannot
be drawifrom the model proposed by price.
As shown before, the spectral eneg distribution of weapon noise, measured in octa-es.
eIS
off 2 rate
haSe whigh-frquency skirthat
of -3 dB per octase (fig. 28-4 The ordinal
position of this skirt depends on peak level
only. Doubling A-duration, the peak in the energy distribution shifts downward by one octase while its level increases by 3 dBi,in accors ope. Foldance with the -3 dB per octave
tever would be
lowing Price, the damage-risc
distrireached vshen the peak of the spectral
bution touches his damage-risk contour, lecause his damage-risk contour falls off at a rate
Of about -6 dB per octave, this would indeed
imply that the level of the impulse can be
raised when A-duration is increased (about 3
di doubling A-dur-tion). Hotvcer, when the
peak of the spectral energy distribution
touches the damzge-risk contour at some frequency below the minimum in this contour at
3 k~lz, the energy above the peak wvillexceed
damage in the
this contour (Fig. 28-4). Hfence,
region ahove the peak in the spectral energ
distribution is to be expected. For all peak frequeica below 3 kl , Le., Adurations greater
than about 0 ms, we have to conclude that
damage risk will be determin d by the energy
in the 3-kllz region. This energy is directly related to the peak level. hence, this would
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mean that dhepeak Id is-indepdent of
ratoe
0.1 m This
A-duration for durations
view was also given in a more recent paper by
Price (1986), although in it he did not ithddraw his former conclusion (Price, 19ebip
In deriving the above conclusion, I have
followed Price (1983b. 1986) i comparing
thespectral energy distribution of weapon inpulses, measured in Msoetaves, with his damagc-risk contour. fowver this comparison is
subject to criticism because the damage-risk
contour was based on the sound pressure
lesel (SPL) of the tone pips rather than on
their energy. Tbe duration of the tone pips
was inversely propottional to their frequency.
For a first approximation this would
, reflect the
apon impulses filtered by 1s octa s (or by
the ear). Consequently, the SPLof the filtered
iscapon impulses, ratlwr than their energy,
should be compared to the damage-risk con.
tour. In terms of SPI,the spectral distribution
n
is
of weapon noise, measured in i octaves,
flat where the energy distnbution shows the
-3 dl per octaeslope. Again, the 3-kIl miniium in the damage-trisk contour would del thus, the contermine the critical les and,
cluston that the critical level is independent of
A-duration for durations abon 0 ma remains
unaltered vshen the SPLmeasure is used instead of the energy measure.
ce critical peak levels for rfles and for
cannons (howitzers) were studied e operimentally by Price in the cat. Threshold shifts, averagedacross 2, 4, 8,and 16 klpz and across the
two ears, were measured cectrophysiologically asa function of peak lesel for a rifle with
the A-duration at 0.3 to 0-I ms, and for the
howitzer at 2 to 3 ma&The results, found 2
months after exposure, are presented in-Figur 28-5 (adapted from Price, 1983b). Price
calculated the intercept of the regression line
with the base line of 0 dli threshold shtift that
resulted in critical levels of 139 dB for the ri-
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days after exposue In this respect Dancer et
21 (1985) published an interesting study. In
the guinea pig. they measured threshold shifts
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electrophliiologicailly 1 week after exposure
In one series of their experiments, peak level
was maintained at a constant level (about 157
dB) while A-duration ws varied from 0.05 ms
to 1.0 ms. The results suggest that maximum
threshold shift occurs at a frequency decreasing with increasing A-duration. Regrettably,
thresholds
below
f z arc-threshold
not available,
which
mans
that 2maximum
-shift
cannot be assessed for all A-durations. The rc-
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suits suggest, however, dtt maximum thresh.
old shift at any frequency may be constant
across the intervl ofA-duraitions insstigated
or that it may decreasewith increasing A-duration. A stiking result was the effect of A-dura-

Figure 28-5 Arcrargc
tonrm- tlcoi shift (M13)
amaos2.4.8. and 16 Litz mcasured in the canfor nf-c
and houitzer. he rrgpsion lines ,ere prcscnd by
Prre for thc rite and howitzer SpCrntely (Adaptd
from Pnce G. Rlata hward of weapon inipumt-J
Acoust .ocArn 1983, 73556-56&)

tion on the threshold shifts in one frequency
region, for example, the 3-kHz region. Mthough the impulse energy in this frequency
region did not change with A-duration, the
threshold shift decreased markedly ,3hcn
A-duration was increased up to I ms. Thus, an

tIe and of 150 dB for the howitzer. However,
Figure 28-5 shows a considerable variability in
threshold shifts. The coefficients of correlation
beot-cen threshold shift and peak level for the
rifle and the howitzer were only 0.3 and 0.2,
respectively. This high variability is an essential aspect of noise-induced threshold shifts, in
particular for impulse noise. It means that the
confidence intervals of the critical levels reported by Price are very wide. Therefore, the
difference in the peak Ieis found for the rifle
and the howitzer should be accepted with
caution. Figure 28-5 suggests, however, that
the howitzer is not likely to produce larger
threshold shifts than the rifle at the same peak
level, although the A-duration is almost 10
times greater for the howitzer than for the rifIle.
A later study (Price, 1986) revealed a crit.
ical peak level of 147 dB for the howitzer,
based on threshold shifts measured at the day
of exposure. The data presented in 'this paper
did not permit a direct determination of the
critical peak level on the basis of threshold
shifts measured 2 months or more after exposure. Yet, the data suggest a value between
142 and 147 dl. Thus, the latter estimates for
the howitzer arc somewhat lower than the
first estimate of 150 dB, but still higher than
the estimate of 139 dB for the rifle,
The data published by Price did not allow
for a direct comparison of threshold shifts induced by rifle and howitzer impulses at the
same peak level and measured at least several

increase of low-frequency eneigy seems to
suppress the threshold shift induced by energy in a higher-frequency region.
In conclusion, the electrophysiologic cxpriments in animals hate shown that damage
risk might depend on stimulus frequency. The
damage-risk contour may closely follow the
threshold-of-hearing curve and bears some resemblance to the A.wcighting curve. The damage-risk contour suggests that the critical peak
le-el of impulse noise without reverberations,
impulses that can be characterized by the
A-duration, is independent of A-duration in the
range of durations found for weapon noise.
This is in contradiction to the energy concept,
even if A.-eighted energy is used to predict
damage risk. After A-weighting, the howitzer
impulse still contains about 5 dB more energy
than the rifle impulse at the same peak level.
The experimental data on noise exposures
suggest that impulses may become even less
hazardots when their A-duration is increased.
This suggests a nonlinear interaction of the
low- and high.frequency components of timpulse noise in producing threshold shifts. Lowfrequency energy seems to suppress the effect
of high-frequency energy. Such a suppression
phenomenon was found in studies applying
low-frequency biasing stimuli The response to
a probe tone in the mid. or high-frequency
range was suppressed at the moment that the
basilar membrane was deflected towards scala
vstibuli or scala tympanl by the low-frequency bias signal of 30 Hz (Klis et al, 1988)
The suppression phenomenon may also be re-
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TABLE28-1Survey of Important Measures for the 12 Weapons
Included in Figure 26
SB 258
EA.R.
COMFIT
PEAK
EARMUFF EAR PLUG EAR PLUG
LEVEL D-DUR N x D A-WEIGHTING
WEAPON CHARGE (dg)
(m)
(ins)
(8)
UN
A
UN
A UN
A
ILAW 44

281 rn
81 mm
3 MAW84
4 Ver
-S105rm
6122-r
7 H1155-1
8 M 198
9 SSow
IOH7O
P1470

3
3
7
7
3
71
81

114198
1214198

8
85

31
6

181.8

2.0

175

3.3

40
10S

2.9

(40)

-

113 22.
(11.3) (233) -

42

183.5
183
172'
176.5
173
1735
173
178
1772
1807

42
42
5.2
42
12.2
9.3
8.8
96
96

16.8
84
312
210
50
112
527
115

8.4 101
9.5 114

66
(52)
4.5
46
80
(8-7)
63
(87)
(8.7)
117

-

-

-

22.1 264 (22.5)
(264)242 280 191 22.1
22.8 26.5 17.620.5
21.9 26.3 (22.5)
(26.4)
22.5 246 173 8.9
(102)
(240)*-

-

-

-

-

-

(22.5)
(264) (22.5)
(264) -

-

NumbersmpwenthSes arteswites
,Cosxnord earmf
luted

to middle-ear

nonlinearities

(-rice,

1974).

Spectral Factor in Human
Exposures to Impulse
Noise
The interaction-of low-frequency energy
and mid, or high frequency energy in producing threshold shifts was found already in the
early 1970s in a study on human exposures to
simulated air-bag noise (Sommer and Nixon,
1973). The noise of air bags, which arc used
to prevent car drivers from injuries in colli.
sions, consisted of a low-frequency pressure
impulse and a mid-frequency (0.3 to 3 kllz)
noise burst. After exposures to simulated airbag noise,,ihe noise burst alone appeared to
produce some TIS, but r6 TIS was found
when the low-frequenci pressure impulse was
added to thenoise burst,
I conclhtde this chapter by evaluating hl.
man exposures to large-caliber weapon noise.
This evaluation is based on all data that were
available 'within the Research Study Group
mentioned earlier. In view of the results from
animal experiments, suggesting that alamage
risk may be independent of A-duration or that
it may even decrease with increasing A-duration, I follow a rather conservative approach, I
shall test whether inclusion of A-weighting in
current damage-risk criteria Improves the prediction of threshold shifts, In particular IS.

Applying A-weighting to an energy measure
implies that energy, and consequently predicted damage risk, will increase with A-duration, but to a smaller extent than without applying the weighting
A survey of the weapons, charges, peak
levels,. D-durations, and total durations (the
product of ;he number of impulses in the exposure, N, and D duration) used is gisen in Ta.
ble 28-1. Impulse durations originally cxpressed in B- or C-duration were converted to
D-duration in accordance with the ratios
B:C:D = 4:0.5. 1.0. These ratios were experimcntally verified for large-caliber weapon impulses.
Because all exposures well exceeded the
critical level for unprotected exposure, all
subjects wore hearing protectors. This means
that the attenuation of the hearing protectors
had to be estimated in retrospect. This was
done on the basis of the spectral distribution
of the, weapon impulses and current data on
the frequency-dependent attenuation of the
hearing protectors worn. In essence, the calculation scheme for continuous noise was followed, assuming no nonlinear effects in protector attenuation for high-level impulse
noise. The reduction in total energy was expressed asa corresponding reduction of the
peak level, keeping the duration constant. The
attenuation data used in this calculati(,n were
so-called normal experimenter-fit values- the
values found when placement of the ear plug
or ear muff is supervised by the experimenter
It will be clear that the use of hearing protcc-
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pared directly to these criteria. Too much MI'
tion may have introduced a source of error in
for highest MI'
determsininsg the exposure levels, In some of (5 per cent of subjects selected or more audio'
have more than 25 dlBat one
the experiments included in this evaluation,
metric frequencies) is expected when the explacement of the hearing protector may have
posure level exceeds the critical level; some
been lesselfeet&'e than the normal-experi'
TI'S (5 percent at more than 10 dBi)is ex.
menteri' values indtcate (see also Smooren'
peeted in a region 1010o15 dB) below the ctil'
burg and 'tinspen, 1982). Consequently, some
ical level; and no Mr ts expected below this
actual exposure levels may have been higher
region. The results shown In Figure 28 6 for
than calculated. 'Ibis would lead to overesti.
the unwe-ighited levels of all weapons, except
mation of damage risk. This possible error,
number 7, show less TI'S than expected from
however, could not be precluded. The calcu.
the damage-risk criteria; the result for number
lated attenuation values, excluding and includ.
7,some TI'S, is in line with expectaioni. Thus,
ing Aweighting. are also in Table 28.1, to.
risk is overestimated on
by and large, damoage
gether with the effect of A-wcigliting on the
the basis of damagcrisd criteria that petform
impulse itself,
Ibis suggested
weapons.
well for light-caliber
In Figure 28-6 the results are compared to
that, A-weighting might improve 'he predie'
existing damage-risk criter ia (CIIAIA, 1968;
tion. In Figure 28-6, the A-weigiited exposure
Coles et A, 1967, 1968; lfander et al, 1975,
levels arc Indicated bl data points connected
1980; Smoorcnbtirg, 1980, t982). The digits
by broken lines to the data points for the onin circles represent the exposure levels with'
weighted exposure lcels.,lecaiise A-weight.
out bearing protection. The Z~curve Indicates
ing would also affect the exposure levels of
the highest single exposure, with hearing pro,
ight'calibeir weapons (and the oilher impulses
teetion, pernitted In the United Stales. The
used in the derivation of Smoorenburg's damdata points connected by solid lines to the enagc.risk criterion), the criterion itself had to
circled digits represent the exposure levels
be adjusted. The adjustment wvould amount to
with bearing protection but Without A-weighita downward shift of aboutt 2.5 dB (I to 4 dB.,
log. These data points are given In terms of
see Introductioni), However, in order to keep
the physical measures on which the damage.
Figure 28 6 simple, we did not add another
risk criteria are based and, thus, can be corn-
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criterion line, but adjusted the-A-v:eighted cxposure l e, by +2.5 dB so that they canbe

result in small ITS. Only for these exposures,
the analysis shows that there is a trading rcla-

compared 'irectly tq, the damage-risk critenon for unvtcighted expisure levcls, The re-

tionship among peakievel, impulse duration,

suit
shows

that for no weapon ITS exceeds
the prediction. The results for weapons 7 and
10 are at the borderline of a lower TIS category. We may cbnclude that present TTS data
suggest that current damage-risk criteria for
human exposure to impulse noise can be improved by including A-weighting. The tradeoff relations betccren peak level and total impulse duration in the damage-risk criteria by
Pfander et a (1975, 1980) and by Smoorenburg (1980, 1982) represent equal energy.
Thus, these criteria suggest the application of
A-weighted impulse energy to predict damage
risk. This method has been chosen by the
French army (Dancer, 1982; DTAT, 1983),

Conclusion
Results of animal experiments suggest
that some frequency-dependent weighting
function should be included in damage-risk
criteria for impulse noise. For steady-state and
intermittent noise, A-weighting is used, Both
human TFS data for steady-state noise and mal data for impulse noise suggest that the dam.
age-risk contours should follow the 1hresholdof-hearing curve, which corresponds to a first
approximation with constant basilar membrane
amplitude. A-weighting constitutes a fair ap.

proximation of this threshold curve.
Human TS data suggest that damage risk
for impulse noise can be predicted on the basis of the A-weighted energy contained in the
impulses. Animal experiments suggest that
damage risk for large-caliber weapons may still
be overrated
after the inclusion of A-weighting
in the energy measure, In my opinion, more
data on human exposures are required before
the criteria are adjusted further, For exam'iple,
damage risk cannot be based on the peak level
alone, irrespective of duration, as the cited animalcexpcriments may suggest. Duration is
certainly important in cases of reverberation,
In those cases an increase of duration at the
same peak level does not imply an increase of
only low-frequency energy but it means both
more low. and more high-frequency energy,
In fact, practice has shown that light-caliber
weapon shooting in enclosed (reverberating)
shooting ranges and large-caliber shooting
from trenclies may be relatively hazardous.
The application of A-weighted energy in
the damage risk criterion is not based on a
general concept. It follows from an analysis of
TIS data and itis restricted to exposures that

and number of impulses in the exposure that
corresponds, within reasonable limits, to an
energy mcasure. For, higher exposure levels,
the relationship may be quite different TIS in.
creases progressively, once exposure level exceeds the damage risk criterion by more than
5 dB (Smoorenburg, 1982, Fig 3). This suggests that at higher levels other mechanisms of
injury may start to play a role; this may affect
the trading relationship.
The restriction discussed above means
that regulatory authorities, accepting the
A.weighted energy measure, should-not set
the permitted noise dose at a level in accor.
dance with the level
for steady-state and intermittent noise, although the use of the same
measure for steady-state noise may suggest
such action. My original damage.risk criterion
for impulse noise at normal incidence corresponds toan equivalent 8 hour level of continuous noise at 85 dB.After A-weighting this becomes about 82.5 dBA, If this level is in.
creased to 90 dBA,dantage risk will be considerably higher than damage risk for continuous
noise at 90 dBA.

Criteres d'Exposition pour
les Bruits Impulsionneis
Riches en Bsses
Actuellement plusicurs crttes d'expo.
sition aux bruits
impulsionncis en usage dans
de nombreux pays sont bas6s sur le signal
pression-temps de linmpulsion acoustique.
lVapplication de ces crit~res nest pas facile,
car ile n6cessite un enregistrement de haute
quaht6 des paramttres de l'impulsion et signifieque Ion ne peut calculer leffet de protectcues auditifs .Apartir de courbes d'attnuation
donn6es gfn6ralement en fonction de lafr6quence. Par cons6quent un nouveau critire
bas6 sur 1'6nergii acoustique totale contenue
dans l'impulson est proposf. Cependant,
cette mcsure estlargcment d6rv~e de don.
n&es contenues dans Ic signal pression-temps.
Cela signific que cette mesure ninclut pas
de pondiration d6pendant de la fr6qucnce,
trlleque lapond~ration A, alos quau con.
traire lesexpositions i un bruitcontlinu ou
intermittent sont valu6es A parttr de l'ner.
gie pond6r&e A, Lanalyse des d6ficits auditifs
temporalres (TTS) indults par des bruits im-
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pulsionnels d'arcaes lourdes contenant beaucoup d'6nergie, de basse
.firquence, sugg~re
quc l'6nergie acoustiquc pond&&~ A- de
ltnpulsion peut itre-un meilleor.inidicateur
des pentes, auditives induttes par los bruits
unpulsionnels que I tergie non pondkirtic
Cetle conclusion s'appuje stir lea r~sultats;
obtenos sot des animjaux soutnis A des bruits
impusi onnls.role
l~aprdsente analyse cat basic socdes donco11ct~e
anays~e
de
oresCt
sa Ic geoupe
Reciserches N' 6 dc FOTAN (Panel 8) charg6
de l'applieslion de; Sciences Humnainesct 1110m6dicales A la bifensv. La conclusion ci-dessus nWestcependant pr~sertt& que sous. la
scule csponsabilit6 de l'auteur dcl'article.

~
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CHAPTER 29

ParametricRelation Between
Impulse Noise and Auditory Damage
ZHI'AN LIANG

MethodsinBrief

Impulse noise from weapons is characterized
Impulse Sources
by an extraordinarily high peak pressure that
m
can cause damage to the auditory sstem. The
potential for permanent hearing loss limits an
More than 20 different kinds of weapons,
investigator's ability to make direct observa.
discharged on an open proving ground or in a
tIons with human subjects. In the early stud.
fortification, served asthe chief sources of the
ies, small arms were primarily used asimpulse
impulse noises, Theweapons' spktrum coy(TrS)
sources, and temporary threshold shift
ered many representative arms, incliding the
was the chief index for assessing hearing dam.
heavy weapons such as the 130-mm cannon
age. With such constraints, the results of those
and the 152-mm gun-howitzer i and the light
experiments led to conclusions,.that were
weapons such as the 12.7-mm machine gun
probably on the conservative side (Xryter and
The sources also Included a trinitrototticne
1965; Ward, 1968; Coles ct al,
Garimnther,
(TNT) explosion, which generated a simple
1968; Rice and Martin, 1973). With the devel.
A-type wave, and antitank rockets, which genaudlometric
tica.
opnsent of procedures for
crated impulse noise of the B.type. For supplesurCments in different species of animals, the
mentary sources, primers, firecrackers, impact
of weapon impulse noisc on hearing has
effect
sound, and highlevel speaker.generating
study (Hang
become the subject of intensive
8
acoustic impulses were also used. The peak
ct a], 1983a,b; Liang, 19 7;Price, 1986; lien.
pressures (Iw) varied with source and loca.
derson and liamernik, 1986; Patterson et al.
tion and included the range 150 to 180 dB1
1986; Ilamermk et al, 1987).
(I").
Unlike the description of steady noises in
which a single parameter, decibels (A), may
be sufficient for noise control practice, there
Acoustic Measurement
are a number of impulse noise parameters that
the peak pressure,
must be considered, e g.,
A spcially.designed piezoelectric cthepulse duration, thewaveform, the number
ramic microphone was used for the high-pres
of impulses, and the repetition rate. These pastre impulse measurements. The microphone
rameters also interact with each other, there.
was coupled by a long cable to a B&K precifore, clarification of the parametric relation
sion Impulse sound level meter (type 2209).
between impulse noise and auditory damage is
The microphone was fixed at a position correonly possible by the analysis of vast amounts
sponding to the location of the animal's head
auditory
results
of
data.
The
of experimental
damage by high-level impulses, especially of during the exposure. The peak pressure of the
impulse was read from the meter set at the linheavy-weapon origins, are rarely described in
ear impulse-hold mode. From the AC output
the literature. In this chapter Ipresent the reof the sound-level meter the acoustic signal
suits of an attempt to build such an extensive
was sent to a high-quality recorder with a
database, Many of the data are systematically
looped tape to be displayed later on amemory
time.
the first
presented for
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oscilloscope for measurement of the pulse du.
ration and for plotting of the waveform. Spec.
tral
analysis was performed by feeding the re.
corded signal to a %/octave real-time analyzer.
For impulse noise of lower l. (less than 166
dB), a B&K 1/4.inch
condenser microphone,
type 4138, was used instead of the-ceramic
gauge. The diaphragm of the measuring micro.
phone was mounted for grazing-incidence of
the impulse.

Animal and Exposure
More than 2,000 guinea pigs weighing
300 to 500 g with normal hearing nere used.
The animals were exposed five to a group, The
animals' heads were fixed to face the source.
le animals were located at the gunner's posi.
tion or at various distances-from the source
and at about 1.5 in above theground,

Audiometric Measurement
and Middle-Ear Examination
Audiometry was usually performed 2 days
after exposure. Threshold of the pinna reflex
to a burst of repetitive clicks (1,000 per see.
ond) was measured first; then the animal was
anesthetized with nembutal, and thresholds of
compound action potential (CAP) ant of pri.
mary response (PR) from the auditorycortex
to click (and, in some experiments, to tone
bursts) were determined and taken a the
hearing thresholds. The group.averaged vtlues
(of 10 ears) were compared with the normal
control values, and from the postcxposure
changes the character, degree, and sites of
damage were estimated, Estimates of recruit.
ment and the degree of cochlea damage were
made by comparing the reflex and thehearing
thresholds. Direct central damage could be
ruled out by comparing the CAP and the PR
threshold shifts.
After the physiologic tests were com.
pleted, the animals were sacrificed for middle.
ear inspection. Each auditory bulla was
opened, and careful examination of the tympanic membrane, the ossicular chain, and the
tympanic cavity was performed under a dis.
secting microscope. A histologic examination
of the organ of Corti was performed in a sam.
pling of animals.

Damage Grading
Damage to the middle ear and to the co.
chlea was graded separately as safe, marginal,

light, moderate, and severe, labiiedin succes.
sion by 0, 1,11,-1l,and IV.For middle-ear damage, the descriptions were as follows.
safe-n6 damage in all 10 ears of the group or
only congestion or faint hemorrhage in not
more than two ear drums; marginal-light
hemorrhage in some ears, but minute drum
perforation only in two ears at most; lightminute perforation, but no mediumsized ones
(1/4), in more than two ears; modeate-me.
dium-sized perforation, but no large ones
(more than /), fit
more than, two ears; se.
vere-arge perforation, ossicular disruption,
or profound tympanic hemo'hage In more
than two ears. For cochlear lamage, the descriptions were as follows: Sate-the group.
averaged hearing~threshold shift was less than
8 dB (2 days after exposure); marginal-from
8 to 15 dB with no middle-ear damage, lghtmore than 15 dB with a hearing/reflex thresh.
old difference of from 7 to 20 dB;moderatefrom 21 to 30 dM:severc-31 dB or more.

General Features

of the Blast Injury
For the wide range of weapons and their
diverse levels mid spectrum, the damaging ef.
feet of the Impulse noise was exerted chiefly
on the middle.ear structures and on the co.
chlea.
Damage at these two sites did not ntn
parallel, When the peak pressure of the Ira.
pulse wvasvery high (e.g, above 175 diB)dam.
age was more likely to occr mainly
in the
middle car, Middieear damage Is of mtnor sig.
nificance in those studies with small arms in
which theeffect of much.less.intense impulses
was studied (Ward, 1968; Coles et at, 1968;
Patterson et al, 1986; ilamernik et al,
1987). A
detailed description of blast.induced middle.
car damage under various exposure condi.
tions has been given by Meng etal(1987),
The cochlea seemed more susceptible to
impulses of moderate peak pressure with large
pulse duration and number of rounds listologic examination revealed that the cochlear
damage tsually
startett from thesecond turn
and, with increased severity of exposure, the
first, third, and fourth turns followed in sue.
cession, In mild or moderate damage only receptor cells were affected, In severe condltions, however, the whole organ of Corti
might disappear and degeneration of the spiral
ganglion and nerve fibers might occur. By contrast, the vestibular organ was usually intact
even in cases of extremely severe cochlea
damage.
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TABLE29-1 Damage versus L , for Single Firing'of Cannon 130
THRESHOLD SHIFT (dB)

DAMAGE GRADE

LOCATION

i,,(dB)

T (ms)

Hearing

Reflex

Middle Ear

Cochlea

1

161.7

5

61

4.9

0

0

2

1664

5

67

S6

0

0

3
4

169.3
171.2

4
2

11.2
12.1

7.3
85

I
II

0
0

171.8

S

19-

226

I1

0

1760
1785
181,7

S
4
4

249
31.7
288

22.4
316
29.7

fi
IV
IV

0
0
0

6
7
8

TABLE29.2 Damage versus L,,, Close T, Single Round, Different Sources
THRESHOLD SHIFT (dB)SOURCE

La (dB)

T (is)

Hearing

DAMAGE GRADE

Reflex

Middle Ear

Cochlea

05
-1.0

0
0

0
0

0

0

I
0
II
I11

0
I
0
U1

Anircrt 100
TNT cydr IKg

1680
1700

26
2

38
2.2

Machie gn 12.7

172.2

3

62

TNTcq er I Kg
Firecraker
TNTsphere I Kg
Antaarcrsft 100

1732
1755
179.4
181.0

2
2
3
2

5,4
12.3

Prier infree feld

182.3

2

21,4

II

1l

Firework
A
Rocket62
Rocket82A
Rocket82 B
Rocket
82 A
Rocket 82A
Rocket828

1590
1698
1700
172.2
1730
17S0
1790

20
25
20
2S
20
20
30

1.2
36
65
6.5
66
133
168

10
-1,7
7.1
37
7.9
170
l 1,7

0
0
0
0
i
111
111

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Rocket 82 A

1855

20

17.5

30,9

IV

0

4,7

S19

33.4

-C.I
$.1
1.9
21.9
23

The CAP and the PR threshold typically
pulse noise, Correlation between the degree

shifted to the same degree; thus, there was no
sign of immediate central
auditory Impair.
mcnt, even when the
peak pressure of the Im.
pulse was as high as 190 dB, Impediments In
central auditory functions occur later and sec
ondary to cochlear damage. Central morpho.
logic changes following acoustic trauma in the
periphery have been reported (Morest and
Bolne, 1983).
For pure middle-car blast Injury or for
mixed trauma of both the middle and the innec ear, hearing loss In guinea plgs Is not hiased towards high frequencies, as is usually
seen in Cases of noise-induced deafness in patients wherein the cochlea is often the main
site of damage.

Role of Peak Pressure
It is generally agreed that the peak pressure is the first important parameter of an un-

of ear damage and 6 in otherwise similar
conditions was examined in a series of experi.
ments.
Table 29-1 presents data obtained from
firing a single round of cannon 130, The ani,
mal groups were located at different distances
from the source to vary the received L6.
From theresults the following points may be
noted: (1)a single blast often damages only
themiddle car,
(2) there is a general trend for
the ses erity of damage 6 increase with
I. up
to a limit at about 180 dB, where maximum
middle.car destrucion is reached.
Results for a single-round exposure to dif.
ferent sources (T - 2 to 3 ms or T = 20 to 30
mas,where T = time) are listed In Table 29.2.
They are essentially in agreement with results
in Table 29-1 except that marginal or light co.
clear damage appears in some high level ex.
posure groups.
Afultiple-round exposures yield a lugh
i-o
cidence of cochlear damage as well as middle.
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TABLE 29-3 Damage versus L, in Multirourid Exposure
THRESOLD SHIFT (dB)
SOURCE'
TNT cylnder IKg
Mada gun 12.7
Primer Infree field
Firecracker
Macie gu 12.7
Frecracker

PrimerInfreefield
TNT sphere I Kg

Madmegn 12.7
Antlsri-aft 100

Firecracker

Antiaircraft 100

L, (dB)

T (ms)

DAMAGE GRADE

N

Hearing

Reflex

Middle Ear

Cochlea

-09
64
2.4
18.1
$.9
97

0
0
0
0
0
II

0
1
I
0
0
II

1i

164.9
1667
167.0
1684
1689
1700

2
'3
2
2
3
2

173.4

i0
10
10
:0
10
10

2

57
11.4
146
132
7.2
283

10

230

14.4

1

1740

2.5

1750

10

136

3

10

134

+ 21.9

II

1760

2,2

107

16

11

177.3

2

47.3

0

10

20.5

135

II

117

11

II

0

182.0

2

16

17.2

28.9

0

IV

I1

TABLE29-4 Damage versus T
THRESHOLD SHFT (dB)
SOURCE

S

TNT 200g
Double.barreld
gn 37
- cr
Fr acker
Antiaircrft 100
Gwi-howitzer
152
Rocket40
Canvm 130
Rocket82 A
Double.-bareled M 37
Gu-eovxzer 152

T (ms),

1.2
14
20
2.2
60
7.S
80
200
1,4
>100

TNTcytder I Ki

S

Howftzer 122
Madweun 12.7
Rocket62
Howitzer122

40
3
25
>100

L.

(dB)

N

Hearing

Reflex

175.4
175,2
1755
1760
1753
1760

I
1
I

98
11.2
12.3
07
12A4
296
24.9
133
66
47.9

1
1

1760
1750
16&0
167.9

I
10
12

169.9

10

169.2 12
166.7 60
167.0 60
167.0 60

car damage, As in the case of Single-round ex-

posures, the overall everity of damage also In.
creases willi lW Exaniples are given In Table
29.3.
From the data presented in Tables 29.1
through 29-3, it is clear that the peak pressure
of weapon impulse noise is an important de.
tctminant of the damaging effect. 11 - Iv dif.
ferencc from Safe to profound car injury
amounts
roughly to would
12 to 16
4.0 1ivIncrement
dB, the
Ie., damage
a 3. to
raise
ab6ut one grade. For asingle round, and for T
hot longer than a few miiseconds, an Lr of
about 170 dl would begin to cause ear damage.
Because peak pressure Is not the sole parameter of an iinpulse noise, the rules for esti.
aling the damaging effect of exposure to impulse noise must take other parameters into
account.

1

DAMAGE GRADE
Middle Ear

Cochlea

48
0.9

II
0

0I

S.
7.2
168
29.1

0
)1
II
I

224
17.0
0
18.7

III
0
II

I
00
0
0
0
0
III

82

47

4

54.5
4.2
30.5
555

0

197
1.3
17.3
22.3

II
0
II
II

I1
0
III
IV

Role of Pulse Duration
The importance of T was examined in
Several experiments in whichl1. and number
of rounds (N) are about equi, The data leads
to several generalizations: (I) there is a ten.
dency for damage to increase with T (2) for
large.T exposures, cochlear injury may appcar
and become predominant; (3) when l. and N
are about
a 7. to two
would
30 fold
raiseequal,
T increment
the damage
to four
gradesIe, there is a loose correlation of one grade
per each three-fold T Increment.
Because an increase of L6, or T leads to
an increase of the incoming acoustic energy
acting on the ear, and because both lead to severe damaging effects, it is reasonable to con.
sider combining these two parameters, as in
the case of the equal-energy principle. Several
authors had tried to apply the energy prindi-
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DAMAGE
TABLE 29-5,Damage versus L, T Product (P)
THRESHOLD SHIFT (dB)
SOURCE

P (dB) L. (dB),

TNT200g
Gun.howttzer 152
Rocket82fl
thine gn 12.7
Rocket40
Gia'4,ow tzer 152
Gun.howtzer 152
Rocket82 B

1812
181.4
182.6
178.0
1780
177.4
8I.4
181.2

T (ns)-

1804
12
1735
6.5
20
1696
1750
2
Is
1662
157.4 >100
1735
65
20
1682

N

Hearing

Reflex

I
I
I
10
10
12
30
30

156
10.4
52
368
62
9,4
60.3
132

109
168
37
145
05
52
-28.5
22

DAMAGE GRADE
Middle Ear Cochlea
111
II
0
II
0
0
11
0

0
0
0
I1
0
I
IV
I

TABLE29-6 Damage versus N
THRESHOLDSHIFT (dB)
SOURCE

N

Canon 130

I
2
4
8
16
32
I
2
4
8
16
32
I
10
60

Cannon130

Maidae gun
12.7

Rocket40

120
300
I
10
30

L. (dB)

T (ins)

1664

8

171.8

8

170.9

2

172.0

20

Hearing

pie to predict Impulse noise hazard (Atherley

and Martin, 1971; Rice and Martin, 1973; Robcrto et a, 1985; icnderson and liamernik,
1986).
Our data provided anothcr perspectlve to
examinc.this hypothsesis under more practical
conditions. By simple calculation the T .l m
product for each exposure condition can be
easily obtained. For convenience of compari.
son it is herein expressed In terms of equivalent peak presure at T equaling I ms (denoted by the letter P; P - Lw + 10 log T),
Some representative results are listed in Table
29-5. It is obvious for the same P values, dam.
age may vary from safe to moderate or from
marginal tv severe, indicating that the equal.
energy law does not hold for impulse noise
hazard, and that the value P cannot be used as
a combined parameter for damage prediction.

Reflex

DAMAGE GRADE
Middle Ear

Cochlea

67
132
142
24.9
306
450
19.5
280
289
31.2
355
47.7
62
100
41.5

56
7.2
7.6
8.5
10.4
17.6
22.6
294
28.2
267
28.0
27.2
47
6.5
11.7

0
II
II
II
II
II
Ill
11
IV
IV
IV
IV
0
0
II

0
0
0
II
II
III
0
0
0
0
II
III
0
i
III

41.3
45.3
1,9
12.4
16.2

19.5
137
-03
37
35

II
U1
0
0
I

Il
IV
0
i
II

Damage in Relation to
Number of Rounds
Repeated exposure would cause tie dam.
aging effect to accumulate ard, consequently,
the overall hearing impairment would in.
crease with the number of rounds. Such accu.
mulation, however, is different for middle ear
and for cochlear damage. Table 29 6 presents
data from a series of experiments designed to
demonstrate this difference. With an increase
in the number of rounds (N, in one exposure
day), the cochlear damage may shift three or
four grades (from 0 to IV in the case of expo.
sure to machine-gun firing, or from 0 to Ill in
the case of exposure to cannon 130) whereas
the middle-ear damage increases only one or
two grades. As a loose estimate, about a three-
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TABLE29-7 Damage versus Inter-Round IntervalTHRESHOLD
SHIFT (dB)
SOURCE

PAIR NO:

LI(dB)

N

Rocket82-B

1

1657

30

T -20ms

2

167.8

30

3

1682

30

4

1630

10

5

1649

go

6

169.9

10.

7

1778

10

8

151.0

30

9

1530

30

10

1490

100

II

I1.O

[Do

12

1530

100

13

1804

141

1868

4

Is

1709

10

16

1750

10

17

170.9

30

18

1750

60

TNT I Kg
Cynder
T-3ms

Impat Nohse
T - lOOms

TNT200 g
T - 1.2ms
MUNc Gun
127
T- 2.-

AVERAGED
INTERVAL(S)

4

fold increment In N raises the cochlear damage one grade, comparable to that for increasing T.

Interround Interval
Results for 18 pairs of animal groups, each
exposed with different inter-round intervals to
the same source, are presented in Table 29-7,
For pairs I to 14, the shortest interval is only
2.4 seconds, whereas the longest is more than
20 minutes, As shown, in 11 pairs of these 14,
the damage grades of both the middle ear and
the cochlea are virtually the same for both
long and short intervals. Only in pairs 1, 5, and
13 does marginal or light cochlear damage appear in the longer-interval groupi, in contrast

232
44
232
44
232
44
720
96
720
96
720
96
720
96
60
4
60
4
36
2.4
36

2.4

36
2.4
1350
450
1350
450
0.1
10-60
0.1
10-60
0.1
10-60
01
10-60

Hearing Reflex.
12.8
65
8.1
9.9
148
132
53
37
9,1
S7
82
65
113
99
260
163
21.4
206
144
11.2
266
231
309
26,2
287
23.9
35.1
27.4
100
17.0
21.9
368
14S
39.9
440
61.7

4,7
1.7
65
39
48
22
-I."
0.1
0.1
0.9
47
-04
2.1
38
7,1
58
145
56
6.1
68
7,7
60
12.4
I11,3
154
25.4
308
30,4
65
5.1
107
145
31
1I.4
230
22.1

DAMAGE GRADE
Middle
Ear

Cochlea

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.
I
I
-11
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00

I
0
I
I
1
I
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
U1
II
II
II
I
1
flI
II11

0
111
III
IV
IV
0
0
0
II
II
II
U1
I1

11
II
0
0
0
I
if
IR
III
I
111
iII
IV

to the safe grade in the shorter-interval ones.
In addition, the hearing threshold shifts seen
systematically a little larger in the longer.
interval groups. These differences, however,

are statistically insignificant. It is likely
that the

fatiguing factor of hourly exposing the animals
of the longer-interval groups to the sun and
wind in the open field, rather than the interval
parameter Itself, may be responsible for the
seemingly larger cochlear damage in these
groups.
Very long intervals would limit the possi.
ble number of rounds within an exposure day,
and hence are less interesting. Very short intervals are worth considering. This is demon.
strated by the results obtained in the pairs of
animal groups exposed to machine-gun firing,
in which the damaging effects with short (0.1
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TABLE
29-8 Excarrples for -Safe Caxdon
SOURCE
Css-ss13D

L_ (48)
366,4

TNT 2W0
t
70.0
TNTs
I Ks
168.0
TNT qywrI1Kz
170.
Rocdie:62
169.8
Rocket
82A
16&0
Rocke82 B
167.0
Rocke-0
171.A
Mdii, SmIV7
172.2
Pra i.fe il
374.0
pri ina box
168.4
Fiecracker
177.0
DothebdedVA37
168.
TNT CYL-JrI K&
1641.9
FireorkA siFh
157A0
Rocke82B
165.7
Rocket
40
163.0
Miio, t- 2.
168&9
Ooakle-bunefed
Vw 37
365.0
FireorkA s"I
154.9
Rocket82
A
1600
Rocket82
B
166.0
Rocet40IS.8
Mid6,e i.,117
3667
FirewkC
352.7
madift Lai 1171
N6U
Prn iieereeld
157.2

~e

T(rm)

N

1.8
5
2
25
20
22
16
2
2
40
2
IA4
2
20
25
Is
2
11
30
20
25
Is
2
32
3
2

TN

He-in

Reel

I

a

2

5.

1
1
1
8
1
1
I
1
1
I
1
10
10
9
30
10
10
30
75
35
30
30
30
120
300
350

18
S
2
25
20
22
16
2
2
40
1
14
20
ISO2
2S0
ISO
20
330
2250
7002
750
450
60
1440
900
2W0

IA4
28
22
16
5.v2
45
3.9
62
-0.
4S
I.0
680.5
52
7.4
6.2
6.63.
72
-0.1
-0.3
4.9
45
537
S50
1.3
4-2
7.8

26
2.3
-1.0
-1-7

a

seconds) and long (10 t0 60 secoinds) interround interal&are compared (panrs15 to 18
in Table 29-7) As shoni for the short-inter.
val exposures the cochlear damage and hear.
ing lossis; less secre than in.:he long-interral
exposures. This may be explained by the pro.
tecting mechanism of the acoustic Xfelctc
the
0.1-second interval is short enough for the reflex evoked by the preceding impulse to lasm
and be effective uhen the succeeding impulse
arrises.

25
-03
47
3
0.6
22
0.
1.6
4.9
5.9
-0.4
24
7.5
2-4
-05
4.7
027
1.2
-12

Safety Margin for Guinea
pigs

acrossgroups. Attention herein is -concett.
tisted on the 'safe and 'msrginal" conditions,
uwhich are more important in determining a
safety margin. Some represcentatise data arc
ghen in Tables 29-8 and 29-9.
By definition, the safety margin should be
the demarcation ie, or lines, wrhich separate
the data points into two populistions, holding
all the 'damaged' points shove and lesving
only part of the 'safe ones below. This line
(or lines) can be drawnm
in many different
wAys. After aseries of trials we found that 1w~
versus log (T N) is the simplebt. The safety
margin ofimpulse noise for guineaspigs can be
expressed as

From the experimental data obtaned in,
more than 300 groups of animals exposed to
impulse noise of %,ariot.sparameters and under
various conditions, we may cotclude that the
peak pressure, the pult% duration, and the
number of rounds are the three essential pa.
rasneters. In general, injury is aggravated by
increaing any of these parameters. Thtere is,
htowever, considerable variability wi~thin and

which is graphically represented by thecob
lique line in Figure 29-1 in the 190versus
log
(T N) format. In this figure the dots represent
all the damaged points of nmarginal
or light
grades (points of the more severe grades
are
distributed higher in position and are omitted). The line fits the lower border of the dot
distribution strikingly well

Cx=13D
D):6,4 rc

169.3
.720

s
1.4

I
1

il"
1.4

"Ih'r2OOS
T[NT43S
TN}'Tr
€ f 1J
-"--L82A
Ro
9:-40

In&.£
13
169b0
3
171.0
-5
n17 o 20
174JD S.ris5
is

1
1
I1
I

13
3
.$
2
'a

11.4 "
8S
2..""

2
14

123
10.1

1
10

11.2
9.8

17.5
17"
I=Ne.r
72

2

.Wvb-c I K,

16"o

5

10
10

20

i.1

Fiviie

ts159o
36-0

25
16

20

9
10
0

1So
20
160

116
9.4
1.

2
2
2

10
10
0

2D
20
2

73
22

1
0

20
-0.1
I7.9

1
1
1
0

7.3
t.'

0
1

-"
,

Cz
0
00
1

0
0

1

C..u 37

TNTsod

I

P.,
828
Roce 40

37310
9
17.0

igum37 027'
16V&
m~achim.[m
dM'=e"hEe
167.0
F wcoa, ke
I7S4

2

.

-0.1

&
61

0

1

o

4.6
7.4
3.5

e0
0

0I

11.4
14A
13.2

&.4
2.4
15.1

0
0
0

I
'1

1

LIV-c kods
DC.&nde8

1550
167.0

100
IA

10
30

1000
42

"9,6
3.7

63
0.1

0
1

I
0

finrk
A
Recte 62
P
c 2A
Rocke 82B
Rocke,40

8c.0
1603
'"9.0
16.50
1630

1
2S
20
25
!8

30
60
35
30
30

360
2O0
700
750
540

7.9
2.4
10.6
12.8
9.7

20
-0
5
4.7
32

0
0
0
0
0

0
3
1
I
1

Fre-ork A s"h
xidergm 12.7
Nine in f
W,
&l"vckivi

1IS9
1667
15.0
149.0

30
2
2
100

150
120
00
100

3.7
UA
12.0
11.2

0.3
4.1

I
0
0
0

0
1
1
1

3.

0.;

160eo~de

367.0

4500
240
20
300

42

6.8

in f0

1

lo 0TN

180

360.
25
Roc~~~~e~~6lo

61

58

24

.)

calulaion ofl1.

172 - 6log

fom=L DOESreprese'nt -diunagd"
(points of th'e morc sc.ffc gmiles
arc da.mbutd igher in pouon
r
omiied)

S5

2
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TABLE 29-10 Paemitalje of Prtio

n in Enposed Personne

NUVIBEROF
TESTED
SU8WECTS -

*BA8OVE

CRITERION
0.1-993
S50-9.9
11.4-15.1-3.0-0
(11-3
.1-9.
0.1-.9i
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NMBER OF
SAFE"
SUBJECTS

88
81
37
138
263
123
j36

s0
7S
27
138
243
119
367

%OF
PROTECTION

EAR
PROTECTOR

90.9
926
7310
100.0
9413
90.
95.1

-

Macmed
apWof2d3
aci~

TABIE-29.11 Examplesof Exosurito Diffemet:Weapons;

SO~uRCE

L,,(dB) T

Midsoe tw 117
Gxm KwtrI5?
Gxmowcw 1521
Cxrias,
*Fin
i fonfrs

175.0
179.4
181.0
182.4

s)N

dBlkBOVE
CRIERON

3
2
>180 4
>1DD 10
>100 3

S.I
-12
2
0.3

NUMBER OF
TOTAL
-WAE"
%OF
SUBJECTS SUBJECTS PRtOTECTON
4S
34
31
29

42
34
29
27

93.3
100.0
935
9311

wahempbjp of 20 dBaneenii

A Proposed Safety
Criteion
or Im le
Crierin
frI
pulse
Noise
Taking adva2ntage of sonmc ordinary mitary practices, a number of contrast experi.
ments between men and guinea pigs were per.
formed with the aim of comparing the damag.
ing; effect of weapon impulse noise on the human versus the guinea pig ears From the
results of these experiments it was estimated
that the human tolerance to impulse noise is
about 8 dB better than the guinea pigs (Liang
ct al, 1983b). On the basis of the empirical
guines-pig safety margin and the estimated tol.
erance difference between species, and leaving room to ensure safety, a hunsan safety celtenion for grazing incidence of the Impulse
wave can be proposed to have the form
LI, = 177 -6 log (T N)
For simplicity in application, T shorter than I
ms Is taken as I ma, so 177 dli is the maxi.
mum allowable l6 for the human ear. T
longer than 100 ma is taken as 100 ma;hecause the acoustic r xcxwould .then be effctive. After proper verification, this criterion
was later accepted as the formal Chinese na.
tional standard for practical use (Liang et al,

1983b). Panl of the seaifcation data ispresnted in Tables 29-10 and 29-11. As shown,
inall tests insswhichL6p is inthe region ofthe
safety criterion, more than 90 percent of the
exposed per~sonnel are safe (no middle-=a
damage and a complete recovery of hearing
threshold shifts within 2 days).
Becside's the peak pressure, the pulse duration, the- number of rounds, and the interround interval quantitatiVely analyzed, there
are still other parameters and faictors that may
Infuence the damaging effect of impulse
noises; their roles are worthy of detailed study
in well-designed and ncll-controlled experimeats.
Assa basic acoustic parameter, the Spectral
composition of the impulse is certainly of importance. The pulse duration or, to be precise,
the w-aveform of the impulse may reflect its
spectral properties, but only in a very general
way. It is true that most impulse noises of
weapon origins possess wide spectm. Signifi.
cant differences, however, may exist and be
effective (Price, 1986). In most of the proposed dama~ge-risk criteria for impulse noises
the spectral influence is neglected (Ward,
1968; Coles et al, 1968; Pfander et a], 1980,
Uang et al, 1983). This should be understood
as a necessary simplification for a military cr1
terion to help ensure regular application.
Frequency of exposure Is a factor directly
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kelevnt io the damaging effect of an inapulsie
noise- The proposed safel criterion now-being used in the Cinese artlllesy'is suitable
wheni the frequency of exposure is not more
than 10 occasions in I yea~rvwith sufficient inteaa in betweeen (Ling ci al, 1983b). For
more-frequent exposures and for repeated exposures on successive days, the niaximum a1lowaible peak pressure should be lowered accordingy
It is nit easy to make direct comparisons

between &i maximum allosvable peak pres.
srsin different criteria because of their different fornis. On the whiole, the maximirn alIrnvable peak pressure in the Chinese criterion
seems considerably higher than the Western
criteria. Doubdlessly this, i~nt a matter of racial eCfferences in n oistorance. Rather, the
dtffere~t definitions of the threshold of Safety
or damage risk and wvays
of deterqilning clamage are responsible for the discreancy. Take
the CI{ABAcriterion (Ward. 1968), for instance. For the same T and N -alues,the maxinium allowvable L1. in this criterion is abourt
10 dB lower than that in the Chinese critenion. CHABA, and some othC-rs, took 10 io 20
dBitemporary threshold shift (TIS.) as the
threshold of damage risk. WVith
this amount of
M,,2 , howeser, complete recoscry of hearing
usually takes place within I hour (Kylin, 1960,
Ward et a] 1961; Loeb and Fletcher, 1968).
The CIIAIA criterion is i-cry conservave and
may overestimate the threshold~for damage
Judging from the vaistamount of aninial cxperimental data presented here, the CHABA criterion seems evcn- too "Wse for gninra pigs,
which should be less tolerant to Impulse noise
than human subjects.
For future consideration, scientists may
have to broaden their perspective on what
constitutes auditory damage. The reliance on
P'IS may obscure other significant changes and
therefore cause them to go unnoticed. Auditory discrimination that rcquires the proper
functioning of Integrating centers may~be a
measure of central auditory involvement. Prolonged'Sap detection threshiskis in chinchlifs
after noise exposure have been reported by
Salvi et a] (1986). Study of systematic changes
in difference linenis for frequency, for ietnsity, and for phase In guinea pigs after expo.
sure to Impulse noiseis now in procession in
the Shanghai laboratory Preliminary results
show that these changes as well as the hearing
threshold shift do not run parllel, suggesting
that the central involvement is by no means
simple.
Exposure to steady and Impulse noise of
appropriate parameters may call forth a phec

hoomenon knowns

as neural farilitadon in the

'brain cortices mnanifesting as a drastic augmenistion of dhe evoked potentials marked increrse of netironal discharge rate, and signifi.
cant imcring Of die frequencY difference 8mens (iang ci Al 1982; Gerken ct Al 1986;
Shao et A, 1988, 1990 This is another inter.eating aspect of the cental insolvensent in
noise hazard

Rel1ations Param~triques
entre Bruits Impulsionneis
et Deficits Auditifs
Pour dfterminer I'cfect lisionnel des
b uits darmcs sur ICSyStinne auditif; les paramnitrcs essentiels sont la suepression de
criet 1,, la. dur& de limpulsion T et Ic nombre de coups N. Stir la base ditidea audiomniriques portant sue tin peu plus dc 2000
cohayes expos~s clans diverses conditions at
des bruits impulsionnels provenant cle differeats types d'annes, tine limite de kcurit6 %able pour tine exposition et pour Ie cobayc a
6t6 formtil& comme suit;,
L~,= 172 -6 log(TIN)
o6t Lpest exprim6 en dBire 0,00002 Pa (incsdence rasante), T en ins (les v-aleurs infiricures i I misitant considerkcs connie
6gales A I mas).N Ie nombre dc coups stir tine
journ&c d'cxposition. Lors de l'analyse des
d6nn~es exprimentales, Ia gravit6 des l~stons
eat quantifife scion lea classes sun antes. inoffietsive, limite, fatble,-mod&&k ci stv~re, en
fonction c l Isvriation Onisenil d'audition ci
de La-pathologie de: loreille moyenne. 11appamaitque pour chaque incriment dc 3 oti 4 dBi
deL,, ou pour tonic modificatioi de T on de
N d'un facteur 3 ?a5, Ia gravit616slonnellc aug.
mente decnviron tine classe. Ainsi, tin d~passement dc Iv, de 15 dlBpar rapport Ala limite de
sficurit&, oti on incr~ment Equivalent dc NT,
risquent dinduire une lon audtivc tens st itre,.
La destruction dc loretile mnyenne d&pend essentiellcenn de L. aloes que lea vansations de TN affectent surtout Ia coclil~. Sous
certalnes conditions, la destruction du mccanisnie de transmission dc lorcille esayenne par
quclques premieres impulsions petit, dune
manilrc oti dune atre, anortir les 'coups de
foucr des ondes de, choc sulvantes an niveau
de la cochl&, r~duisant ainsi l'effet Ifilonnel
sue cette dcmiinc. Ainsi, if pent arriver clans
des cas caiceptlonnels de ties rOp~litifs, qu'un

PARAmr~ic REA1oxBEvi'i puLAENois AD AuDoRy DA,%UE
L, piu important provoque des lesons audi-

. globailes plus faibles.

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

c tlerace
locillhuminc Et6cs
la
La
den
Prjlhuana
Ies
JIM& sup~rieure dc 5 dfica ccllc du coba)e.
En Fle%-ant12limite dc s&cuII6 initiale du cobaye de 172 dBi A 177 dB, on critirc de Sectsrite~ forniel pour lea bruits d'aMraS a itt propose pour l'utzlisation en milieu militaire en
Chine. Des r~sultats v~rifiant 1a fiabshitt de cc
crit~re par la protection de plus de 90% du
personnel expose, Sercflt peaentea.
Lc spectre dc I'impulsion, la polartE du
pic principal, l'interval licntr le salves eclla
fr&Iuence, d'exposition Sont 40alment des
facteotrs signiietifs. la reduction de la dis-

crimination auditive consecutive A lecxposition nWestpas en relation directe aeec le d6Placement do seuil d~audtion, cc qui sugg~re
l'extstencc d'effets induits par Ie, bruit dana lea
centrcs auditifa. Lexposition A des impulsiona
dc parantitres appropri~s peut peovoquer Ufl
plsenombtc con
souslIc nomn de "facilita.
tion" neurale dana Ic cortex cerebral qui se
traduit par unc augmentation importante des
potentiels 6voqu~s. one augmentation marqu6c do rylisme des d~charges neuronaics ct
one diminutioni significative de Ia discritnina.
lion frEqucncielle.
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CHAPTER 30

An Experimental Basis for the
Estimation of Auditory System
HazardFollowingExposure to
Impulse Noise
JAMES H. PATERSON, JR.
ROGER P. HAMERNIK

There are a number of different suggested
standards for exposure to impulsc/impact
noise (Coles et al, 1968; OSHA, Dept of Labor,
1974; Smoorenburg. 1982; Pfander et al,
1980). Although each of these criteria has its
proponents, none of them is in complete
agreement with existing data (Smoorenburg,
1987). What is needed is a new criterion, Unfortunately, there is an extremely limited em.
pirical database on which a new standard can
be built. The difficulties associated with generating such a database are compounded by the
extremely broad range of high-intensity noise
transients that exist in various industrial and
military environments. For example, in Indus.
try, impacts with variable peak intensities and
a reverberant character often occur. At the
other extreme, the diverse military weapon
systems produce impulses that originate as the
result of a process of shock-wave formation
and propagation following an explosive re,
lease of energy, These waves, which can have
peak levels in excess of 180 dB, can be either
reverberant or nonreverberant, depending on

the environment in which they are encountered. Trying to develop a single standard to
cover this broad range of "acoustic" signals is
a formidable task,
Existing or proposed exposure criteria
generally lack specific consideration of the frequency domain representation of the impulse.
This point has been raised frequently by Price
(1979) and others, lowever, some deference
is given to the spectrum in these criteria, in an
indirect manner, through the handling of the
A and B duration variables.
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A more direct spectral approach to the
evaluation of impulses and impacts was pro.
posed by Kryter (1970) tis suggestions, although based on sound reasoning, never
gained acceptance. The Kryter approach was
attractive in its ability to predict the amount
of terporary threshold shift measured 2 an.
utes after exposure (TSz) to a noise transient. However, this approach was limited to
situations in which the TIS 2 was not exees.
sively large or, alternatively, the levels of the
transient in any given frequency band were
not excessive.
Price (1979, 1983, 1986) has built on and
extended the Kryter approach by considering
the spectral transmission characteristics of the
peripheral auditory system. Price's reasoning
led to the following conclusions: (1) There is
a species-specific frequency, f., at which the
cochlea is most vulnerable and that impulses
whose spectrum peaks at fo will be most damaging. This would appear to be true, according
to Price, regardless of the distribution of energy above and below . For man, the suggested frequency is 3.0 kIlz, and (2) Relative
to the threshold for damage at f4, the threshold for damage should rise at 6 dB per octave
when f, is greater than f, and at 18 dB per oc.
tave when fpis less than fo,where f. is spectral
peak of the impulse. Thus, a model for perma.
nent damage was developed that is amenable
to experimental testing In subsequent studies,
Price (1983, 1986) has tried to relate, with
varying degrees of success, experimental data
obtained from the cat to the predictions of
this model, More recently, Ilaniernik et al

SYSEMIIAZARD
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ESIMATION
OF AUDITRO'Y
AN EXPERJN'IEAL
BASIS

(1990) and Patterson et al (1991) have reported on an extensive, series -of parametic
studies in which the spectra of the impulses
were varied. A resiew of the literature indicates that, except for the studies mentioned
above,-there are few other published results
obtained from experiments specifically destgned to study the effects of the spectrum of
impulse on hearing trauma.
This chapter presents an analysis of the
Patterson et al (1991) data from which a spectral weighting function is derived. This
weighting function will then be applied to the
blast wae data of Hamernik et al (1990) and
to the synthetic impulses from Patterson et at
(1986) in order to develop a relation between
the permanent threshold shift (PIS) and the
sound exposure level (SEL) The intention
here is not to present a set of conclusive resuits, but rather to illustnite a new approach
to the analysis of this type of experimental
data, It is an approach that develops a direct
relation between frequency.specific measures
of PTS and the frequency domain representa.
tion of the impulse. The results of this ap.
proach canbe related directly to the Price
(1983) model and can be used to estimate the
permanent effects of a traumatic impulse noise
exposure in a manner similar to that approach
proposed by Kryter (1970) for estimating
temporary threshold shift (TMS)after an im.
pulse noise exposure.
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Methods
The noise-induced permanent threshold
shift (NIPTS) data presented in this report
were acquired from 475 chinchillas exposed
to high lesels of impulse noise. Audiometric
data on each animal were obtained using ci-ther a shock avoidance procedure (Patterson
et al, 1986) or measures of the auditory
evoked potential (Henderson et al, 1983) Permanent threshold shifts were computed from
the mean of three preexposure audiograms
and at least three audiograms taken 30 days af.
ter exposure. The behaviorally trained animals
were tested at octave intervals from 0.125 kHz
through 8 kHz including the half-octave points
1.4, 2 8, and 5.7 kHz. Evoked potential thresholds were measured at octave intervals from
0 5 to 16 kHz and at the 11.2-ktz point. For
each animal, measures of compound threshold
shift, PTS, and quantitative histology (cochleo.
grams) were obtained. In the analysts that follows, only PIS data will be discussed.

Series I Exposures (N = 118)
Animals were exposed ata normal ne
denee (ie., the plane of the external eanal was
parallel to the speaker exit plane) to 100 inpulses presented at the rate of I every 3 seeondsfThis series of exposures consisted of 20
groups of animals, with five to seven animals
per group. The stimuli were narrow-band int.
pulses produced by passing a digital impulse

through a four-pole Learner-type digital bandpass filter (Gold and Rader, 1969). Following
conversion, the signal was transduced
analog
through an Ahecx 515 B speaker in a model

TABtLE
30-I Exposure Conditions
for the 20 Groups of
Used for
Animals
Series I Exposures
CF(Hz)

PEAKSPL(dB)

TOTAL SEL(dO)

815
enclosure. The $,lter bandwidth was mdependent of center frequency, with steep atten-

260
260
775
775
775
1025

139
146
134
139
144
129

132.5
1398
1248
129.4
1190

uation outside the passband permitting the
synthesis of equal energy Impulses at a variety
of center frequencies while assuring minimal
spread of energy to other frequencies. Tlre
center frequencies of the six sets of impulses
varied fromn260 to 3,350 lz. The bandwidth

1025,
102S

134
139

1242
129.1

of the Impulses was approximately 400 H&z

1025
1350
1350

144
129
134

1346
1198
1242

Impulse peaks %ere varied from 124 to 146
dB. For each of the exposure conditions listed
in Table 30-1 the total SEL was computed as
follows (Young, 1970):

1350

139

129.0

2450
2450

134
139

124,9
1296

3550

129

119.9

3550
3550

134
139

1242
129.5

2450

2450
3550

129
144
124

1206
1350
1130

2

SEL = 1010o

f p (t)d-

P"
,

where I= 1 second, p, = 20 u.Pa. Figure 30.1
illustrates an example of the pressure time his-
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-20-

0
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0
t0
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1000

10000

Frequency (Hz)
I exposures
Figure 30-1 Examnples
of the 775Hez(A) and 2,350HIz
(D) ccnter
frequencyim~pulsesof the Scries
alonguith theirt
respectire
spectra
TABLE30.2 Exposure Conditions for the Seven Groups Used for
Series 11Exposures
WAVE TYPE
H~gh
PeA
LowPeak

PEAKSPL(dB)

~Peak

twPeak
HglsPeak
LowPei
H~tb
Peak

TOTAL SEL(dB)

147
139
391230
131
135
127
131

1308
13030
122.4
119.,
1105
115.1

tories of the 775-liz and 1,350 lizcenter frc-

quency impulses along with their respective
spectra.

Seris IiExpoures(N

-42)

Seris 1iExpoures(N

=42)

Animals were exposed at a normal sncl.
denece
to 100 inmpulses
presented at tile rate of

TOTAL P.SEL(dB)
1276
:27,2
%99
119.3
1158
1153
11139

TOTAL P'.SEL(dB)
133,4
W3.
1256
1250
1216
121.0
117.5

I every 3 seconds. There were seven different
exvposure conditions (Table 30-2) to which
seven groups of animals were exposed, Each
group contained six animals. Twvotypes (low
peak and high peak) of relatively broad-band
impulses with Identically-shaped amplitude
spectra were synthesized digitally (Patterson
et al, 1986). The peak sound pressure lesel
(SPL) of the Impulses was varied from 127 to
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147 dB Hearing threshold data were obtained
using the avoidance conditioning procedure.
figure 30-2 illustrates the pressure-time hist6'
riesof typical high. and low-peak impulses
along with their common spectrum.

Series;11 Exposures
3'

(N

= 315)

Animals were exposed at a normal inct
dence to either 1,10, or 100 impulses, pre.
sented at the rate of or I every tO seconds at
intensittes of 150, 155, or 160 dB peakSPL All
ofthe above combinations of number, repeti.
tion rate, and peak yielded 21 different expo.
suregroups with five animals per group. The
impulses were generated by a compressed.air.
driven shock tube. This set of 21 exposures
was repeated usig waves generated by three
shock tubes of different diameters that pro.
duced blast waves whose spectrum peaked at
three different locations of the audible spec.
trum, The pressure.time traces and spectral
analysis of thae,.vcforms are shown In Fig.
ure 30.3. In addition, the A.weighted octave
band energies are shown In Figure 30.4 so
that comparisons could be made for each
wave from each source. Because of the high
levels of verylow.frequency energy In these
blast waves, the resolution at le high fre.
quenctes is poor if unweighted energies are
plotted. For further details see Hamernik and
lIsueh (1990). Table 30.3 summarizes the
conditions for the Series Ill exposures. Only
the SELs for the 100lmpulse conditions are
tabulated. Successive lO-dBadjustments need
to be made to obtain the lOimpulse and the
l-impulse SEL values. All animals in this
series
were tested using the auditory evoked potential procedures.

Results
The results of each series of exposures are
presented separately, and the methods used to
analyze the NIPTS data from each series are
explained,

Series I Exposures
For each of the 20 groups of animals that
were exposed to the narrow-band impulses, a
mean PTS evaluatril at 1,2, and 4 kHz (M 1. 2,4 )
was computed, and the groups were com.
pared on the basisof SEL This data set is
shown in Figure 30-5. The group mean PIS
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-from each set of the two to tour groups of animals that make up an intensity series fora
specific characteristic frequency (CF) impulse
behaves inan orderly manner, with FRa24 in.
creasing in an approximately linear fashion
with increasing SEL
The relative susceptibility to NIPS is
seen to be a function of the impulse center
frequency, with the lower-frequency impulses
producing relatively little NIPTS even at the
higher SEts. A relative frequency weighting
function can be derived from the data presented in Figure 30-5 by shifting each frequency-specific data set along the SEL axis the
amount that is necessary to collapse the data
inA a single PIS/!EL function using one of the
exposures as a 'zero" reference,
Such a datashifting process was carried
out 'by eye" to produce a best fit using the
1,350.liz series of data as the reference point.
The amounts shifted were 260.11zCF im.
pulses, -20 dB; 775.ttz
CF impulses, -7.2 dB,
l,025.ilz CF impulses, -4 dB; 1,350.-iz CF
impulses, 0 dB;2,450.Hz CF impulses, -4 dB;
and 3,550.11z CF Impulses, +4 dB. The re
alignment of the data that such a shift pro'
duces is shown In Figure 30 6, and the weightIng function, thus obtained, is shown plotted
(solid line with symbols) in Figure 30.7,
where it is compared to the conventional
A.weightlng function (solid line), The new
empirical weighting function is referred to as
P.welghting in the legends for these figures. A
linear regression through theshifted data set
showed a correlation coelficlent of 0 89 with a
slope of 2.6 dB PTS per decibel P.weighted
SEL (P-SEL) and a threshold for the onset of
M12.4of 116 dB P.SEL The empirical function
derived from the narrow.band impulse data is
seen to differ from the A-weighting function
by as much as 10 dB at the low frequencies.
Also evident in this figure is the anomalous behavlor of the data point produced by the rxposures to the 2,450.hlz, CF impulses.

Series II Exposures
The tetailed histologic and audiometric
results of this series of exposures have been
published by Patterson et al (1985, 1986),
The 1 2.4
data from this series of seven expo.
sures is shown plotted as a function of the SEL
and the P-SEL in Figure 30-8. The latter was
obtained by applying the empirical weighting
function (Fig. 30-7) to consecutive octave
bands of the spectrum of the Series II expo.
sures. Also included in thisfigure are the
shifted (or P.weighted) data points from the
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Series t exposures, It is evident that the
P-weigllting function does not have the de.
$!red effect OfIncreasing the degree of congru.
cnee between the Series I and 1t exposures
Because the Series t1exposures had substan.
tiat energy in the 2.kitz regionl of ttte spec.
trum, it %w apparent tthat the effect of apply.
lng the empirical weighting funtction to this
region of tile spectrum would shift the Series
11data points in the wrong ditection. How.
ever. if the empirical P-weighting function is

extrapoltled as shohn by the dotted portion
Of tle fulnction in Figflte 30-7. and then-used
to weight the Series 1t imputses, the agree.
torit between tile Series I and Series it data
becomes good, as seen in Figure 30.9 A linear
regression analysis (solid tine) of the entire
data set from the Series I and Series II expo.
sures sthows a correltion coeffiient of 0.91, a
slope 9af2.5, anti an X-intercepz of 116 dBi
Ibis modified weighting function is referred
to as P'-wighting

-I.
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TABLE30.3 Exposure Conditions for the Nine Groups Used for
I00-Impulse Series III Exposures*
SOURCE

PEAKSPL(dB)

TOTAL SEL(dB)

SO
15S
60
ISO
ISO
160
so290
155

I
1
It
11
11
IIIS

TOTAL P'-SEL(dB)

1403
141.8
1464
13164
136S4
1406

11160

1350
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M33
13S3
1386
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1362
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Series III Exposures
One problem that seems to characterize
te measutrenment
of PTIS'foilowing exposure
to these high peak levels of Impulse n~oise is
extreme intersubicet variabtitity. A number of
authors have commented on t(tis problem In
te past, including Keyter and Garinther
(1965) and Henderson and liamernok (1982).
Price (1983, 1986) also reported-.arge Inter-

waves that were similar to sonmc
of tile im-.
putlses In tltc Series III exposures. Another
problem to tlte excessive time necessary to
rutn an experinmental animal through a comnplete experimental paradtgm of audiometric
and histologic protocols, thereby effecttvely
limiting the number of animals in each exper.
imtenal group and hence the statistical power.
On the basts of a prelimtnary analysis of the
MISdata (using analysis of varianc), it was

shifts in cats that had been exposed to blast

ent impact presentation rates were, at best,

subject variability when measuring threshold

apparent that

the effects on IiS of the differ-
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marginal stastsical effects. Thus a decision
vm.smade to evaluate all the PIS data without
regard for presntation rate. Also, because rclations hctween Mriand the increasing energy
of the stimulus w ere bimng sought, prcscnta.
tion rate did not affect the independent %ariable. Ibis effectively increased the number of
animals at each SEL to 15 except for the l-im.
Pulse exposre conditions. Total sound cxpo)sure or exposre le~elis increased by inc r a .
ing the peak SPL. or the number of impulse
presentations.
For each audiomctrie test frequency, the

.

individual animal PTS at that frequency w-As
plotted as a function of the total unweighted
SEL in the octave band centered on that test
frequency. Two e-xtmpls of this analysis at 2
klIz and 4 kliz for Source 11arc shown in Vig
ure 30.10, For impact Sources 1, 11, and III,
IO~15
individual data points for each source at
each audiomuctric test frequency were plotted
over a range of SEls of approximately 30 dB,
The actual number of data points in each
panel Of ligure 30"10 is less thant 105, becuse
hate Using at. sets such as those shown In
anmlsaechEt
Figure 30-10, the 90th lecetoch
percentile hearing -m.
loss
(PIS90) was computed
for
each
SELTh
at PIS5o
each Oclave1frequency
from
to 16
ktlz.
at
any requency was computed as follows..
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slats lies, s is the group standasrd
deviation.
This procedcure yields nine percentile points
for each test freiluency, shown b) the filled
symbols insFigure 30.10, i e. three peak levels
for each of three nujmbers of impact,, Ths cxcese wa-srepeated for each of the six octave
test frequencies and foi each of the three
bources.
Freomthis set of frequency-spccific 90th

prrecmdtakpoints, a 90th'pcrcentilc FRz Aw
computed for each exposure group and plot.
ted as a function of the P'.weighted SEts (P'SEts). Theie results are shown in figurc
30.11. The P'-wecighting hasthc effect of collsng all- the shock tube ilata into a reasnably cohesive pattern for which a linear regression produces a relation between -MIA4
and P'.SEL whose correlation coefficient is

-.
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0_1.A
onst ofF5,,2.4of 113
onsed
dB SE!
and
a sop
of approx!iatduy 2 the
dB
Wi
,,4for
each
dccibdofPV-SELdescs

The empral-P'-weighting function presenred
in Figure
mnt (ic,
below30-7
1.5 has
k~lz)a low-frequcncy
with a slope ofseg2

equation of th regression line-

priximcdy 10 dB per oca

SFigure 30-12 shows the enrir.data-set
from the Scris 1,11, and IIIexposures plotted

greater than the low-frcquency slope of either
the A-weighting function or the 'relative sus-

p-

which is

asa function of the PUEL A)a first approxinttiont tflP'-weighting function has the de-

cerjbtili" cn'e presented by Price (1983).
This indicaics a much smaller hazard from the

sired effect of unifiing the fISSECreLition

-lower-frequency components of the i'npulse

f0fowing a divCSre sks of impulse noise&-

noise spectrum than previously belicid

posurca. The correlatiori coefficient between
the PS and,%eighted SEL varials is approx-

Above 1.5 kHz the A-m cighting function is idatitely diat, whereas the Price susceptibilitv

imatay 0.9.

cur-c rises monoionically at about 18 dB per

Conclusion

octave above 3 kiz. The P'-weighting curve

provides no e-idnce reclevat to this part of
the spectrum. The unusual feature of the em-

pirical P'-weighting function is the 2,450-Hz
We hav presented a preliminary analysis
rf a large cxperimental, database obtained
flom 475 chinchillas that were exposed to a
varicy of impulsrablat wave noise transientS
This analysis. although encouraging in its ability to unify the PIS data, is considered prelimimary because only a portion of the, data that
will cventually be available have been anaIt-d In addition to the results presented, the
following data sets will ultimately be entered

poinL When the weighting indicated by this
point is applied to the 2-kHz octave band energy of theimpulse ofthe Series It or Series iII
data, the effect is to decrease the correlation
cocffcient between the FlI,-4 and the P-SEL
(The actual weighting used at the 2-kHz octare hand is the value obtained by linear interpolation between the 1,350-11z and 2,450-Hz
data poir,t..)
Although the 2,450-Hz point appears to be inconsistent with the rest of the

into the database for a final analysis: (1)non-

P'-wcigbting function, it should be noted that

reerberant, high-frequency, Series lit-type
impulses (N = 105); (2) a more detailed cxploration of the 1- to 8-kliz region of the cmpirical weighting function using the Series I
narrow-band impulses (N = 50) (3) highlyreerberant Series Ill-type impulses (N =
300);, and (4) all sensory cell loss data from
the above exposures.,
The surprisinEobrder that is imposed on
the PIS data li/the P'.weighting function is
encouraging and tends to lend some validity
to the methods used in the analysis, I c., tie
organization of group mean data averaged
over several frequencies and, in the Series Ill
exposures, the use of a 90th percentile PM
The analysis presented would indicate that despite the problems and inconsistencies in
some of the data obtained from high-level impulse noiseihat have been described in the litcrature, thz use of large samples and the systCmatiC variation of exposure conditions can
yield a database that reflects some underlying
order :nd can be useful in developing exposure criteria. These data have shown that using electroacoustlc methods and narrow-band
impulses, a weighting function appropriate for
high-level blt, vaves can be established. This
weighting function also may be appropriate
for use In the evaluation of industrial impact
noise data.

this point is the result of a consistent set of
data that was obtained from four different cxposure groups (N = 24). kf,however, the P'weighting function is used-ic., an attenuation factor of -5 dB is applied to the 2-kHz
octave band energy of the Series I!and Series
Ill impulses-the correlation coefficient between fi~a,.4 and the weighted cxposre level
increases to more than 0.9 (see Figures 30-9
and 30-11). This result scems to indicate that
the appropriate weighting function to be applied to an impulse spectrum is not a simple
monotonic function, as Implied by A.weighting or the Price susceptibility cure, but
rather a more complex function (at least in
the chinchilla) at frequencies above approximatcly i kilz.The data of von Bismarck
(1967) on theexternal car transfer function
and the multifrequency impedance data of
ilenderson (personal communication), along
with the intracochlar pressure measurements
of Patterson ctal (1988), would indicate that
such nonmonotonic behavior is to be cxpected.
In conclusion, ifasuitable weighting func
tion can be established Lmpiriclly it could
then be applied to the spectrum of an impulse
to develop an energy-based approach to the
establishment of criteria for exposure to a
wide variety of noise transients
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CHAPTER 31

Importance of Spectrum for Rating
Hazard: TheoreticalBasis
G. RICHARD PRICE

Raising the question of the importance of
spectrum in rating auditory hazard may at first
glance seem like the resurrection of an issue
long since put to rest. More than a century
ago, Helmholtz vould have been comfortable
with the idea that the ear is spectrally tuned,
contemporary textbooks introduce students
to the faniliar U.shape of the audiogram,
which clearly demonstrates that the human
ear is most sensitive in the mid frequencies.
Furthermore, regulatory bodies in the governments:?f many countries have accepted the
idea of using A.weighting in the assessment of
auditory hazard, testimony to the notion that
spectrum is a2useful concept in rating hazard,
On the other hand, scientific interest in
spectrum and hazard continues (see for example Decory and Dancer;, Hamermnk and Patterson, -ctu et al; Uang; and Smooreniburg). For
industrial noises, there is the question of
whether a simple A-weighted measure of energy is adequate to rate hazard, given that it
explains" so little of the variance in the data.
And for really intense sounds, like gunfire,
only France uses a frequency-wcighted me.
sure of hazard (Ministry of Defense, 1982a),
whereas the rest of the world's Impulse noise
criteria depend on measures of peak pressure
and dutation (CHABA, 1968; Cheng et al,
1987; Ministry of Defense, 1982a,b; Pfander,
1975),-At the same time, research with, in.
tens Ampusive sounds seems to Indicate that

spectrum has a major effect on susceptibility
(Dancer t al, 1985; Price, 1986). The issue of
the Importance and use of spectrum in rating
noise hazard is infact far from settled,
The mi;jor proposition of this chapter is
that approaching hazard assessment Inspectral
terms may' be tseful. Calculation of spectral
information can be thought of as a sort of
mathematical model of important processes

associated with hazard. Insofar as a model
matches the behavior of the system being de
scribed, the application of the model should
be simple. If,on the other hand, the model behaves differently than the system in important
ways, then the application of the model
should be constrained to allow for such mismatches. Therefore, I examine the relationship
between the calculated spectrum of a soundand the prediction of the ears response to it
in order to identify the range of conditions in
which spectral information might be useful
and to identify those areas in which the spectrum may not be related to the car's behavior
and thus not be a useful predictor of hazard.
This chapter is focused on developing the
relationship between spectral measures of
sound and the application.of those measures
to the assessment of noise'hazard. I make no
pretense of developing the mathematical basis
for spectral analysis or of preparing a guide to
the practical application of spectral analysis to
specific noise measurements. This chapter
should promote insight into the problems associated with the application of spectral concepts to the interpretation of the effect of mtense sound on the ear and establish some
range of conditions over which spectral analysis might be useful.

A Spectral, Model
Most of us hase an intuitive, albeit imprecisc, appreciation of spectrum, perhaps because of the association betwr:n the spectrum
of a sound and the auditory experience of
pitch and timbre. Spectrum can be defined
precisely in the mathematical realm by means
of the Fourier integral, but as a formula it remains something of an abstraction As an aid in
349
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thinking about specuUM, a mechanical analogy may be useful, at least for those of us v ho
find mechanical analogies intellectually congenialo An image put forward by Trent (1960)
and further developed by Kalb (1982) is that
of a bar from which are suspended undamped,
tuned oscillators, represented in Figure 31-1
as a graded series of weights suspended from

will be apparent in appropriate sections of the
discu'ssion.

springs. Ifthe ba moves so that its velocity is
proportional to the instantaous pressure
during an analysis period, then the oscillator
amplitudes at the end of the analysis period
match the components of the pressure spec.
tral density. At this point we can- see the
'spectrum" of the-noise in die amplitude of
each of the oscillators (the size of.the envelope drawn at the limit of the balls' travel in
Fig. 31-1). But this insight has been gained at a
price. Specifically, we have lost track of the instantaneous events that-resulted in the final
pattern we see when the analysis interval is
ended. Patterns of vibration could have built
up and canceled, but the spectrum shows only
the final result For some purposes this loss of
temporal detail inherent in moving from the
time domain into the frequency domain may
be of no consequence; but if, for instance, the
instantaneous displacements of the oscillators
were an issue, the spectrum might not reveal
essential information or it could distort importrant details. Succeeding sections of this chapter identify situations in which these consideratlons might be relative to predicting hazard
from Intense sounds.

tious might we expect it to provide useful Insights'

Utility of Spectrum
The Problem of Linearity
and Continuity
In applying spectral analysis to a system,
we Implicitly assume that the system is linear,
With a linear system, a transfer function is a
powerful way to describe the behavior of the
system as it responds to complex time.varying,
stimulation, On the other hand, nonlinearities
or discontinuities can lead to gross misrepre.
sentations. This Is a major problem with the
application of spectral analysis to the ear in
two areas. Specifically, the conductive path becomes nonlinear for large displacements
(Price, 1974; Price and Kalb, 1986) and, per.
haps more debatable, the loss mechanisms opcrating within the cochlea go through a
change of mode, also at high levels (Price,
1981). Much might be debated about the specifics of these points, but their general impact

5,/

Range of Application
Where might we expect spectrum to be a
useful concept, and over what range of condi-

Coii'itctive Path
The most obvious point is that the mechanisms that conduct sound to the cochlea are
spectrally tuned and therefore play a major
role in determining cochlear input. A great
deaVof research and time has been invested
over the last 50 years in determining the
acoustic properties of mammalan external
and middle cars. As a result, it was determined
that they function collectively to transmit energy to the cochlea best in the mid-range of
frequencies and to be essentially linear with
respect to amplitude over essentially the entire normal physiologic range. The middle ear
transmits most efficiently at its resonant frequency, near 10 kIlz for the human. At frequencies below resonance, the efficiency of
transmission falls off primarily because structures are not sufficiently compliant; at frequencies above resonance, sensitivity declines
primarily because the structures are too massive. The external ear acts as a resonator and
extends the region of maximum sensitivity up.
waird about two octaves, so that the car is an
efficient collector of energy for perhaps a 3- or
.octave range; but it rapidly becomes less
sensitive at both higher and lower frequencies. This pattern of sensitivity is reflected in
psychoacoustlc functions such as the mini.
mum audible pressure and equal loudness
contours, from which the A.weighting curve is
derived The theoretical basis for the spectral
tuning of the car (at least from the free field to
the stapes) is thus well established, at least for
the range of Intensities for which the middle
ear is linear.
An additional element In the conductive
chain, the middle-.ar muscle system, also
tends to reinforce the same pattern of stimulatlion. The middle-car muscles are active durng
noise exposures, the pattern of action varying
over time in a complex fashion; but they have
long been known to have their greatest attenuating effect on the low frequencies and to
leave the mid-range much less affected (Wiggers, 1937). Therefore, the middle-car muscle
system acts to further sharpen the tuning of
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the ear by selectively attenuating the sounds
below the resonant frequency.
Cochlea
Actual damage to the ear, however, is pri.
manly a function of changes inside the co.
chlea How do spectral concepts fit at that
level) Given that the intracchlcar structures
are uniformly gradedfrom base to apex with
no apparent discontinuities, it is reasonable to
expect that when the auditory system is stim.
ulated with loud sounds, the effect on the in.
ner ear will reflect the spectral shaping of the
middle and external cam. And this is essen.
tially the case. Kryter ct al (1966) plotted the
ear's susceptibility to continuous and intermittent noise, incorporating a great deal of noise
research in which ears had been exposed to
bands of noises at different frequencies. Their
plot of tolerable exposures specifically took
spectrum into account by allowing the lowest
exposure to bands of noise in the mid-range,
where the ear is tuned best, and progressively
more exposure at higher and lower frequen.
cies, whC-re the ear Is tuned less well. A sim.
pier and more popular approach to the same
end has of course been the use of A-weighting
in the assessment of auditory hazard.
Another way of looking at the same phe.
nomenon is to consider the pattern of loss
when an ear is exposed to intense sounds in
the workplace, One of the early audiologic observations was of the '4,096 cycle notch" in
the audlogram, now commonly taken as a sign
of noise-induced hearing loss. Two circum.
stances act to produce this effect In essence,
the spectral tuning of the ear is relatively

sharp compared to the spectra of the noises
commonly found in the workplace. The steepet spectral slopes found in real settings are
about t 6 dB per octave, but the tuning of the
ear is %cry much sharper than that. Therefore,
the middle of the cochlea customarily re.
ceives tlte maximum stimulation. This comblnation of conditions forms the physical basis
for explaining the common finding of the
greatest damage occurring in the midrange.
Loss Mechanisms Within
the Cochlea
The discussion thus far has not specifically
addressed the fit of spectral information to
specific loss mechanisms within the cochlea.
At this point the discussion becomes highly
speculative because, despite excellent re.
search on the mechanisms of loss operating
within the cochlea, we still know relatively llttie about the specific effects of intense stimulation on intracochlear structures, the recov.
ery processes, etc. With that caveat, the following speculations are offered,
It is resonable to suppose that for noises
that arc commonly present in the workplace,
the loss mechanism might be thought of as extreme metabolic dcunand on the cochlea, In
that case, some quantity like energy might do
reasonably well In representing the stress. In
fact, Ward et al (1983) have shown that, for
the chinchilla, the percentage of outer hair
cells destroyed Ly continuous exposure to a
2-octave band of noise (700 to 2,800 Hz) is a
linear function of the square root of the en.
ergy in the exposure, as long-as sound pres.
sures are below 114 dB, Given that the chin-
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chilla is usually regarded as somewhat more
sceptible than the human being, it is reasonable to suppose that for sound pressures up to
about 115 dB,some measure of energy in the
midrange would be a good way of characterizing hazard for the human ear.
It should bc recognized that whereas
spectrum plays a role indetermining hazard, it
is by no means the only determinant of the
hazard represented by a sound. For example,
there is a great deal of evidence that the temporal pattern of the presentation, previous exposure history, presence of ototraumatic
agents, and individual differences in suscepti,
bility all affect-the amount of loss, Spectrum,
as important as it may be, is only one issue
among many.

fed into a spectrum analyzer. Shortly thereafter
one is faced with the problem of interpreting an intriguing siries of bumps and dips on a
display that typically portrays frequency along
the horizontal axis (usually a linear scale) and
some measure of spectral amplitude, often on
a loganthriic scale, on the vertical axis Given
an interest in the effect of intense sound on
hearing and kiowing that the cochlea can be
characterized as a frequency analyzer, it is
tempting to visualize the horizontal axis of the
spectral display as an unrolled cochlea and the
vertical axis as an analog of the stimulation received by the various sections of the basilar
membrane.
And why not interpret the spectral plot in
such a fashion? Several transformations would
make sense if the spectral plot were to be con.
formal with the cochlea, Given that the wave.
Practical Application
form analyzed was a free-field sound pressure,
it would be necessary to account for the trans.
formations of the external and middle ears to
Calculating the Spectrum
arrise at an estimate of the actual input to the
cochlea. In response to sound pressures up to
When we examine the practical details of
120 or 130 dB, the middle and external ears
calculating spectra, then additional questions
are known to be essentially linear and the
arise. In theory, the analysis Interval is inft. transfer functions are known;
hence, for
sound
nitely long, and the displacements of our infi.
pressures below these levels such a transfor.
nitenumber of undamped oscillators could
mation would accurately indicate the specgrow forever. However, in the modern world
trum at the stapes,
of digital frequency analysis, the analysis interThe second transformation that moves us
val is finite and there are a limited number of
from input at the stapes to activity on thebasi.
oscillators (the analyzer has only so much
lar
membrane
is more tenuous, What should
memory) These practical issues influence the
the horizontal axis show or, in terms of our
number and spacing of the bumps and dips in
model, how many oscillators should be on the
the spectral display, which as a result may or
bar and how should they be spaced? Within
may
match the behavior of the ear, Con.
the cochlea, frequencies array. themselves
sider not
our imaginary
frequency analyzer. We
along the basilar membrane in an essentially
could suspend 19,981 oscillators tuned at
logarithmic fashion; butspectra are often cal.
l llz interals from 20 lz to 20 kllz along the
culated for lliz bandwidths or 1 octave
bar, or we could place 30 ofthem at /-octave
bandwidths. The problem of finding confor.
intervals, or we might put 10 of them at loc.
mality between the calculated spectrum and
tave intervals. All three approaches arecom.
the ear is not trivial, and the choice issomemonly used in spectral analysis, However, the
what arbitrary, The l-tlz
bands provide
critical question Is: which of these three "dis.
greater resolution (more bumps and dips),
plays" would be expected to match just what
and 1/ octave bands are reasonably close to
structures in the car? Would other analysis In- critical bands or approximately
constant distervals or frequency spacings or both do bet.
tances along the basdar membrane. The im.
ter? Does this analysis work at all sound pres.
portant issue is how ou choice relates to the
sure levels, or does the behavior of the ear
behavior of the ear. If we think in terms of the
change as a function of level?
Unraveling these
distribution and absorption of energy in the
issues is not a simple matter,
cochlea, then it is reasonable to argue that
something
like a 1/s-octave integration is analInterpreting the Spectrum
ogous to what actually happens in the ear. Of
course, in the carthe )-octave bands are not
With modern technology, spectral analy.
fixed or even exactly 1/ octave wide, but the
sis can be performed with deceptive ease. In
general logarithmic 'cospression" of energy
its most elemental form, a microphone sam.
at higher frequencies is paralleled.
ples
pressure in the free field and its output is
Buthaving made all the right choices, just
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Figure 31-3 Spectraof theFrieedtander
waveforms
tn figure 31i-2.
Thedotted spectrums
is foroneof the impulses
takrenalone;thesolid spectrumIsfor the two imputses combined,

how should we view those bumps and dips in
the spectrutm? The specific form the spsectrum
takes is a futnction of Many elements that may
or may not relate to Specific events in tlte ear,
Con~sider, for instance, the problem In Figurt.
31-2. A weapon's Inmpulse (simulated by a
Friedlander waveform) is almost always ac-

companied by a reflected impulse from the
ground. If the analysis interval includes only
the directly transmitted impulse or just the eeflection from the ground (here taken to be a
relativelly good reflector), tire two spectra
would each be like that shown as the dotted
line in Figure 31-3. The spectrum rises
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Figure 31.4 Pressure history of an impulse that has the same amplitude spectrum as the Friedlander wavefo'rm in
Figure 31.3 (dotted line) but wit.'ha dtffering phase spectrum,
smoothly to a peak at 500 Hz and declines

smoothly thereafter. But suppose the analysis

A

interval Includes both the direct and reflected
impulses Then the spectrum appears as the
solid line in Figure 31.3. In terms of our ball
and spring model, what we arc seeing are pat.
terns of constrnctive and destructive Interferonce that exist in the oscillators at the end of
the analyjis interval, The low.frequency poer.
tion of the spectrum is now higher, which
makes sense because there were two im.
pulses, each carrying energy. However, there
are now promieint peaks and dips at intervals.
The specific pattern of bumps and dips is a
function of the temporal spacing between the
impulses and their relative sizes. Should the
dips be interpreted as Indicating relatively qul.
escnt sections of the basilar membrane, or
should the peaks be thought of as sections of
the basilar membrane receiving maximum ex.
citations? At this point the issue of conformal.
ity between the ear and the spectral analysis is
apparent. The car ts not a series of lossless os.
cillators, as is our spectrum analyzer; conse.
quently the analogy between the spectrum
and activity within the ear breaks dowit, Patteens of Interference and reinforcement would
not be expected to develop within the cochla for these impulses because in effect they
would not be present simultaneously at the
oscdlator locations,
A variation on this same theme can be
seen in Figure 31.4. The waveform in Figure

31-4 and a single Friedlander waveform like

the one In Figure 31.3 (without the reflected

Impulse) arc related to each other in an interesting way, Namely,, dthir spectra are identical
(the dotted spectrum in Fig. 31-3); but their
pressure histories look very different because
the phase relationships of their spectral components differ Thus, two very different pressure histories in the time domain can have
identical magnitudes in the frequency domain,
If such impulses were to drive the ear, the
specific temporal pattern of displacements
within the cochlea would generally parallel
their pressure histories, the first one having a
quick large oscillation or two and the second
having many much-smaller osciliations over a
longer time.
So in the end, how should the bumps and
dips be interpreted? Given that the phase in.
formation is not available, we can only guess
at the temporal pattern of response, Even
though we may be confident that the ear may
have been exposed to the total energy repre.
sented by the spectrum, we cannot assert, in
the case posed In Figure 31.2, that within the
cochlea a particular place oscillated appreciably more or less than some other place,
matching the bumps and dips in the spectrum.
From these illustrations, it is apparent that in
the absence of phase information, which
would allow examination of the data in the
time domain, extreme restraint should be
used in interpreting frequency domain data, A
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final comment on a more positive note. In a
general sense, spectrum does indicate energy
different frequency regions, and over the
long term in the workplace, the. humps and
dips will average out and the spectrulnmay
still retain its utility as a predictor of hazard,

Changes atHigh
Intensities
As the intensity of stimulation rises above
130 dB, as it often does for impulse and int.
pact sounds, additional complexities arise in
teu calculation, interpretation, and application
of the spectrum. Several lines of Inquiry are
deseloping a picture of ai Intricate interplay
of loss mechanisms and conductive nonlinear.
itles at high sound pressure levels, which we
will attempt to put in a conceptual framework,
To assist in maintaining a frame of refer.
ence for relative intensities, It may be worth
noting that peak pressures of Industrial lIm.
pulses, cap guns, and even cordless tele.
phones, often rise above 130 dB; small arms
(pistols, rifles, shotguns) produce Impulses
with peak-pressures of about 150 to 160 dD,
and largc.calber weapons and shouldcr.fired
rockets can produce levels of nearly 190 dB,
Sound pressures well above 130 dB are not at
all rare in modern life.
I hae argued that at very high sound
pressure levels the middle ear becomes non.
linear with respect to amplitude, and the
mechanism or mechanisms of loss within the
cochlea also undergo a change, In both cases,
instantaneous displacement of the structures
is hypothesized to be critical; hence there is a
fundamental analytical question as to whether
a frequency domain analysis (spectrum) is an
adequate descriptor of a time domain problem
(mechanical stress),
A few calculations will demonstrate the
nature of the problem. In the lilustrat!ois ihat
follow, the figures are largely the result of cal.
culations done with an Integrated mathemati.
cal model of the ear that I have been develop.
Ing with my colleagues at our laboratory (Kalb
and Price, 1987; Price and Kalb, 1990). Input
to the model is free.fieid sound pressure, and
the model carries energy through the full
transmission path to the stapes and ends by
calculating hazard within the cochlea, Unfor.
innately, a full discussion of this model's de.
velopment is beyond the scope of this chaptcr, However, the reader may be reassured to
know that the model's structure parallels the
ear's physiology, and that the external and
middle ear sections closely reproduce the
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transfer functions and impedances that have
been measured in real ears. The calculations
ieported here are made with values appropri.
ate to the cat ear.

Nonlinearities in the

Middle Ear
A nonlinnarity, in the middle car implies
that at some combination of frequency and in.
tensity spectral calculations of energy in the
free field will correlate poorly with cochlear
input. Therefore it is important to establish
the amplitudes and frequencies for which
such an error becomes an issue, Various parts
of the middle ear could impose a dtsplace.
ment limit; however, some have argued that
on anatomic grounds It seems probable that
the annular ligament of the stapes would be
likely to pose an absolute limit to displace.
ment of about 40 to 50 lum peak to peak
(Price, 1974; Price and Kalb, 1986), At any
rate, the model embodies this displacement
limitation, and it has been used to calculate
the level for Friedlander waveforms and tone
pips at which the nonlinearity would have af.
fected their amplitudes by 3 dB, Tile results
are shown in Figure 31.5 for both th tone
pips and Friedlander waveforms. For the Fried
lander waveforms the clipping becomes signif.
lcant at just over 140 dB for low.frequency
Impulses, and the clipping occurs at progres.
slvely higher levels as the waveforms get
shorter (less low.frequency energy). Tone
pips, on the other hand, are peak.llmtted in a
pattern that roughly parallels the transfer fun.
tion for the external and middle cars, which is
what one might expect. Clipping becomes sig.
nificant for them in the upper 140s for lowfreqtency tones and in the tipper 130s where
tie ear is tuned best. Tile specific levels would
of course be different for different species; but
middle-car nonlinearity is a major influence in
high-level stinmulation,
A middle-car clipptng nonlinearity would
imply that an exposure would have less effect
than expected when the middle-car displace.
ments rose to such amplitude that the nonlin.
carity was encoontered. A pattern consistent
with this idea can be seen In data front the
chinchilla. When chinchillas were exposed to
100 impulses at 1.4 kllz spectral peak and at
peak SPIs between 131 and 139 dB, losses
grew rapidly as sound pressure Increased,
about 7 dB of threshold shift for every decibel
of increase in peak pressure (Patterson et al,
1986). This is a spectral region in which the
chinchilla is sensitive, and although we have
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FCOUCNcY IN HERTZ
no specific data, it seems likely that their mid.
dle-ear displacements would not be highly
nonlinear at these levels. On the other hand,
when chinchillas were exposed to impulses
with peak pressures between 150 and 160 dl
and spectral peaks below 125 lIz, the growth
of threshold shift to 100 impulses had a slope
of about 3 0 dB for every decibel of increase
in peak pressure (lamernik et al, 1990). This
reduced slope is consistent with the possibil.
Ity of amplitude limitation at the stapes. Or
consider data from an experiment In which
cat ears were exposed to one round from a recoilless rifle fired within a room (Price, 1978).
The peak pressure was 186 dl), and the energy
In the exposure was about 36 kJ per square
meter (equivalent to 10 or more years of ex.
posure In the workplace), but the average per.
-mancnt losses were only~about 10 dB. These
'data from the chinchilla and cat are not defin.
itive; but they are consistent with a middle ear
that transmits less well at high levels.
Calculations with the mathematical model
of the car base suggested a variation on the
same mechanism that could hai4 a major effeet on the transmission of energy into the co.
chlea (Price and Kalb, 1990). At least part of
the reason for the smaller.than.expected
losses from intense, low-frequency impulSes,
such as those produced by large-caliber wap.
ons, lies in the modulation of cochlear input
by clipping of the stapes. Sommer and Nixon
(1973) conducted an-experiment that was
particularly well suited to demonstrating this
effect. They were trying to test auditory hazard from different acoustic components of air
bag deployment in an automobile. They simu.
lated air bag deployment by combining a hiss,
a 153-dB band of noise at about 1.0 kilz

(noise of the bag filling), with a relatively long
positive pressure pulse (165 dB peak, simulat.
ing the pressure in the ear as tle bag filled).
The low.frequcncy pulse produced no thresh.
old shift by itself; and the hiss produced a
modest threshold shift by Itself; but together,
they produced less threshold shift than the
hiss by Itself. By means of the mathematical
model, the basis for this effect can be dis.
corned. In the lower panel of Figure 31.6 we
see the freefield pressure history of a simt.
lated air.bag.deployment pulse consisting of a
trapezoidal pedestal (160 dl peak pressure)
combined with a tone pip (160 dl peak to
peak). In the upper panel we see the calcu.
lated stapes response to th combined pulses.
The lower.frequency lIulse clearly tlodtt.
lates tile cochlear Input to the tone pip, redue.
ing it by approximately 20 dB. Calculations
with the mathematical model and with real
weapons Impulses suggest that exactly the
same thing happens with them as well. In
Figure 31.7 note, for example, the calculated
stapes displacement in the lower panel In re.
sponse to the impulse in the tipper panel. The
clipping is apparent, During the initial 4 or 5
ms the pressure is relatively high, but the
stapes is relatively immobile and is held in
position by the Hgh pressure, lowever,
stapes displacements are large whenever the
waveform passes through ambient pressure.
The relatively small pressure oscillations
present in the last 10 ms of the period
produce surprisingly large stapes displace.
ments.
Upon consideration of the foregoing argu.
ments we can conclude that there is a reasonable physical basis for the ear to be surpris.
ingly resistant to damage at very high levels.
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A Change in the Mechanism
of Loss
An additional complexity at high levels is
that hazard to the car ratiher suddenly becomes very sensitive to level (Patterson et al,
1986; Price, 1981; Ward, 1988). A change of
intensity of about 10 dBiin level for a given
number of impulses could result In an increase ranging from no measurable loss to a
total loss of hair cells. Presumably this is a re-

suit of the basic loss mechanism becoming
some form of viechainical stress within the co
clulea. The level atwhtch this change occurs is
Important because it affects the range over
uhich energy calculations attdiffecrent spectral
locations might be usefuil as ameans of assessIng hazard. Perhaps the most complete data
pertaining to this issue are noNsavailable for
the chinchilla ear, Data from Patterson ct al
(1986) are available for chinchillas exposed to
imtpullses (a damped sinusoid fromt a speaker)
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witli the spectral peak of the-stimulus at -1.4
kHz.Exposure levels ranged from 131 to 147
dB. Such impulses produced an approximate
30 percent loss of outer hair cells, with a total
exposutre
eneigy contrast,
of about Wdrd
2 J,etperal (1
square
meter, In dramatic
83)
calculated ,that the energy required to pro.
duce a 30 percent loss of outer hair cells with
their stimulus (a continuous exposure to a
700- to,2,800-Ilz band of noise) would be
about 22,500 J per square meter (as long as
the lcvel5 were no greater than 114 dB)' Simllar results caf be adduced with data from ex.
,posure of the cat ear. Miller ct aV,(1963)
found that exposure to a 1MA-dB
continuous
broad band nols6 (spectral peak at 1.5 Ilz)
for 2 hours at about 2,200 J per square meter
produr d an average permanent threshold
shift (PTS) of 38 dB. Ilduever, tIe rifle
im.
pulse, with a spectral peak In nearly the same
region, but peak pressures of 145 to 155 dB,
produced a siiisllar-loss wvith
only 10 J per
square meter (Price, 1986). Clearly, on theba.
sis of data from the cat and chinchilla, there is
reason to sispect that there Isa significant dif.
fercene in the-resp6nse of the 6aras a fune.
tior
of level.
On the basis of these arguments, we can
conclude that the ear can become extremely
fragile at high levels, and that a relatively
small amount of energy ca'produtce a, large
loss.

Opposing Functions
The title to this section might wcll be ex.
panded to read: 'Opposing* inctions,
or no
vvlndcr Impulse noise data
are so confusing"
"the reader who has been palng careful attention should perhaps be confused it this
point,
given that arguments have just been devel.
oped one after the other that (1) because of
noinlinearities
in the middle car, the ear
should become less susceptible to Intense
sounds
takebecause
more of
energy
to do
damage),(itandshould
(2) that
a change
In
loss mechanism within the cochlea, the ear
should become more susceptible at high yev
els and a relatively small amount of energy
could do a great deal of damage. Although-the
arguments appear to be contradictory, they
are not, and in fact go a long way toward cxplaining both the unusual fragility and robustness of the ear.
The critical question posed in this chapter
is whether a frequency domain analytical
method is useful for dealing with what are essentially time domain questions, e.g.,
instanta-

neous, nonlinear displacements of structures
It seems unlikely at this juncture that spectral
analysis will be useful at these very high Icvels.

C nlso

Conclusion
t
The theoretical basis for the use of spectrum in rating hazard, is well established for
the sound intensities most often encountered
in the workplace. The frequenc,.selectivc
transmission characteristics of the conductive
mechanismsof the external and middle ears,
coupled with the generally broad and gently
sloped spectra of noise in the workplace, promote energy transmission In the midrange so
that some measure of energy there should do
well at ranking hazard,
However, at sound pressure levels above
130 dB, thepicture is much more complex,
Important mechanisms come into play that
can result in the ear becoming either very resistant or extremely susceptible to particular
temporal patterns of stimulation. These mechanisms are not .well characterized In the frequeney domain; consequently, spectrum Is
likely to have only marginal utility in rating
hazard for reilly Intense sounds,
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CHAPTER 32

The Spectrum of Impulse Noise
and Human Ear Response
RAYMOND IIEII'

CHANTAL LAROCIE
IUNG TRAIN
QUOC
BERNADEIIE LEPAGE

JOSEE ST.VINCENT

A-

considerable amount of data has-been
collected on the audiometric and histologic
effects of impulse noise. Hlo ever, there is no
agreement among hearing scientists on which
descriptors of an exposure best predict these
effects on hearing (hlenderson and llamernik
1986)X Among the various physical parameters
studed, the frequency spectrum of the irapulse nioise has only recently been considered,
Studies by Price (1983, 1986) have demon
strated the strong contribution of this factor in
the prediction of damage to the car from
wseapon noises. His results, obtained with
small numbers of consecutive nonreerberant
impulses presented at high peak levels, can be
accounted for by an A-mcightd energy na.
sure, when this measure is extrapolated from
the cat to the human ear. lHs results supported the use of this A.wcighted energy as a
descriptor not only for continuous noise but
also for impulse noise, as proposed by

of the frequency content of impulses while
keeping the other characteristics of the noise
relati ely constant. This led to the design of a
digitally controlled tnpulse-noisc generation
system (Nicolas et al, 1990). This system opcrates by means of a computerized digital signal fed into a high-power electroacoustic systremoperated in a semi-ancchoic roo1. A tMostep numeric calculation controls the output
signal to obtain the desired time and feequency characteristics. In the first step, the
equipment-transfer function is computed nu.
mcrically. In the second step, the input signal
is corrected using the previously determined
transfer function to obtain the desired output
signal. The digitally controlled impulse-noise
generation system presently allows control of
the spectral. input clhracteristics within a
bandpass extending from 100 to 10,000 Iz.
The maximum peak pressure le l that can be
obtained with appropriate nonlinear distortion

ISO-1999 (4990). The inclusion of impulse

control varies with the frequency content of

noise exposure was considered valid for peak
levels below 145 dB SPL This standard was
designed for estimating thc.risk of permanent
threshold shift (PTS) from occupational exposures,
In our laboratory, a series of studies was
undertaken to characterize the human ear response to spectral variations of Impulses at exposure levels and durations compatible with
the occupational setting. In particular, the validity of the A-weighting curve for characterizing the effects of impulse noise was examined,
However, instrumental problems had to be
solved before obtaining systematic variations

the signal from 145 dB SPL at I klz to 125 dB
at 8 kHz. To achieve such control oicr the
acoustic signals- when conducting psychoacoustic cxFeriments,-the subjects are seated
facing the loudspeaker at a distance of 25 cm;
the height of the chair is adjusted to ensure
that the subject's head is alwsys centered on
the vertical and horizontal planes of the exponential horn to which the compression driver
is coupled. Using thls generation system, experiments were conducted to compare the cffeet of different cutoff and center frequencies
of narrow-band impulses on temporary threshold shift (TIS) and on loudness.
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Methods

1981; Bohne and Clarl, 1982).
However, studying AIS in human

The effect of systematic variations in the
Spectral content of impulses was quantita.
lively assessed by finding the corresponding
variations in the peak~ pressure level that Induced a predetermined effect on hecaring
thresholds. Nlorcover, different exposure dura.
tions were tested in order to obtain growth
curves ef MI'that approached or reached an
asymptotic level. This proceduice was based on
the observation that, with impulses presented
at I -pulse per second (pps), asymptotic
threshold shifts (Al'S) can be measured within
30 to 60 minutes of exposure (laroche et a],
1989). Knowving that there is only one possi.
bWevalue of asymptotic threshold shift for a
given set of exposure parameters, this ap.
proach provides a reliable measure of the ef.
fect on human hearing of the noise under
study. It provides an anchor point that allows
the comparison of results from different stud.
les, including those conducted using animal
models (Saunders et a], 1985). Furthermore, it
can reasonably be assumed that asymptotic

the upper hound of
P1Sfragiven noise, condition (Mills et al,

subj~cts
imposes sevee constraints. TI'S had to be as

low as possible. A maximum anmount of TI'S
measured 2 minutes after exposure (TI'S 2 ) of
15 dB Was adopted in these investigations.
The minimum amount *a determined by the
measurement error, which was ±t2.5 dBior
16s using insert earphones (Etymotic, ER-3A)
with subjects well trained to respond to
BWidafisyadiometry (Grason-Stadler 1703B1)
Within these uppar and lower boundaries, the
target amount ofAl'S was vet at 10 dB. First of
all, this implied idciitificztlon of the audiomectric frequency most affected by the noise undee study for eacha subject tested. Thien the
target effect was obtained by progressisely increasing the exposure level in successive experimental sessions (1,arochec et al, 1986). This
procedure involved a large number of trials,
separated by 24-hour recovery Iseriods. This
ailowed us to obtain a 10-dB ?I'S after 45 to
60 minutes of exposure, that is, after a series
of 2,700 to 3,600 consecutive impulses presented at a rate of I per second.
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Results
Effect of Increasing the Upper
Cutoff Frequency of a Low.Pass
Filtered Impulse

I

In a first investigation, the effect of in.
creasing the upper cutoff.frequency of a lowpass filtered impulse vms-te d using three
(sin x)x digital signals. The lower cutoff fre.
quency was set at 300 Iiz and the upper cutoff
was set at 1,000, 3,000, and 4,000 Hz for signals a, b, and c, respectively (Fig. 32-1) Three
normal listeners participated in the experi.
ment All had hearing threshold levels better
than 15 dl (ANSI S3 6, 1989) between 500
and 6,000 Hz, normal tympanograms, and no
history of ear disease,
As ue attempted to determine the ieak
level of'signal a (with an upper cutoff of 1,000
liz) that would induce the target amount of
TIM2, all three subjects reported strong annoy.
ance at levels that induced only 4 to 6 dB of
TI2S after 24 minutes of exposure (laroche et
al, 1986)> Increasing the peak level to induce
more TIS would have made the exposure in.
tolerable. Thus, the comparison between the
effect of this signal with that of the two others
could not be obtained as precisely as cxpeeled. For all three subjects, however, after

24 minutes of exposure (1,440 impulses), signal a had to be at least 14 dB SELhigher to induce 4 to 6 dB T'S2 than signals b and c,
which Induced TpS2 of 10 dB or so. Assuming
that the asymptotic level was approached in
all three conditions and that ATS grows at a

rate of 1.7 dB per decibel increase of the
sound level (Mills ct al, 1979), the median
equinoxious levels uould be as depicted in
Figure 32-2. A difference of 18 dB SEL is eb.
taincd tctween the signal limited at 1,000 Hz
and the onclimited at 3,000 Hz; this coere.
sponds to a slope of -I I dlI per octave. In
terms of peak pressure levels, this difference
amounts to 12"dB (137 dB versus 125 dB
SPL). These results strongly, disagree with
what would be predicted using the equal
A-wetghted energy level. Although limited by
the number of subjects and the range of signals tested, these results provide a preliminary
quantitative estimate of the effect of the fre.
quency content of nonrevcrberant signals on
human subjects.
Effect of Increasing the Center
Frequency of a Narrow-Band
Impulse
Using the same type of digital signals, four
I-octave-band-widr impulses were designed
to test the effect of the following center frequencies. 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, and 4,000 liz.
Four normal-bearing listeners participated in
this second investigation. Individual results
were fairly comparable, although one subject

showed an unexpected uensitivity to the
4,000-11z signal as compared to the one cenIered at 3,000 lIz, indicating that aslight variation in the frequency content in this range of
frequencies can induce dramatic changes (1a.
roche and Ilitu, 1990a, p, 36). Figure 32.3 de-
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picts the median results in sound exposure
level (SEL) associated with an amount of ATS
ofappi6ximately IOlB at the frequency most
affected. The ATS value was derived using a
Gompertz function (Laroche et 21, 1989) from
measures of TIS2 made after 15 to 60 minutes
of exposure (900 to 3,600 consecutive impulse). It can be seen that to achieve the
same effect with the noise centered at 3,000
lz, the SEL (for one impulse) %as 12 dB below that of the impulse centered at 1,000 11.
Between 1,000 and 4,000 lz, the slope is
-7.5 dl per octave. Again, these results con.
tradict the predictions of the A.weighted en•ergy level, which involves a l-dB-level difference between 1,000 lIz and the higher three
frequencies tested here.
The results presented in Figure 32-3 represent the median values for a small number
of individuals. It is only an approximation of
the effect of the frequency content of nonreveretrait impulses on the human ear, Neverthelcss these ,esults arc consistent with those
obtained with the low-pass filtered impulses
(Fig, 32-2). In the latter case, nowever, the
lower-frequency portion of the signal limited
to 1,000 lIz appeared to be protective for
threshold shifts measu-ed around and above
the cutoff frequency of the noise, provided
that this effect is not merely a sampling artifact. There is a difference of 5 dB between the
median SEL to obtain the same effect, namely
107 dB for the 300. to 1,000.Hz band-pass
noise as compared to 102 dB for the 1-octave

band noise. The results shown in Figure 32-3
resemble the combined transfer function of
the human external and middle car. Because
there was little doubt that the frequency range
of maximum sensitivity to impulses, as with
any other type of noise, falls near 3,000 1Iz,
we decided to characterize the distribution of
exposure I~cls that would inducc the target
effect at this particular frequency for a larger
group of subjects. This could serve as an an.
chor point todeine tolerable exposure limits
for this type ofnoi.se
A group of 18 normal-hearirg subjects
participated in an experiment aimed at determining the level of the I-octave-band-wide impulse ccntercd atw3,000 lIz that induces an
ATS of approximately 10 dB. As in the previ.
ots experiment, ATS was estimated from
growth curves of IS with exposures lasting
15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes. Figure 32.4 shows
the resulting distribution of the SELs associated with the target effect for 18 subjects.
Note that the peak level of this particular
noise was 37 dl above the SEL It can be seen
from Figure 32-4 that there are very large mdividual differences in the sensitivity to this narrow-band impulse. At one extreme, there was
one subject who had an ATS of 10 dB at an
SEL of 78 dB (115 dB peak). At the other extreme, the asymptotic level of 10 dB could not
be reached at 97 dB (134 dB peak), although
it was reported by that subject to be relatively
annoying. Consequently, a range of exposure
levels of at least 20 dB is needed in order to
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SEt-da
achieve the same effect with thc most- and the
least-sensitive subjects. Despite thc fairly large
number of subjects, the distribution shown in

suits obtained with the noise centered at
1,000 Hz, as well as those from the band-pass
impulse filtered above 1,000 Hz reported car-

Figure 32-4 bears no resemblance to a gaus

Her, our procedure precluded any attempt to

sian function, It is interesting to note that the
median valuc wan 89 dB SEL(126 dB peak) in
this group, as was the case for the group of

extend the equinoxious contour presented in
Figure 32-3 to frequencies lower than 1,000
Hz. Moreover, because of the rather poor ac-

four subjects in%ohied in the previous experi-

curacy of audiomctric measurements aboe

ment. indicating that the previous experiment
gave an adequate representation of the sensitivity of average normal listeners.
If the hypothesis that ATS is a valid pre.
dictor of the upper bound of P'S is correct,
exposure limits can be derived from the above
results for daily exposure to large numbers
(1,800 or more) of nonreverbcrant impulses
centered at 3,000 fz. 'Thus, at least 10 percent
of the individuals could sustain a masurable
PTS even if the SEL is limited to 84 dB or the
peak level to 121 dB SPL If the noise is centered at 1,000 liz, this limit could be raised to
at least 96 dB SEL(127 dB peak). It is worth
mentioning thatthe present limit for the
3,000-liz signal is close to what would be al.
lowed by a regulation based on LAm, of 85
dBAthat would cover exposure to impulses
(Laroche and lltu, 1990b). Application of the
A.weighting curve to such a limit for an im.
pulse centered at 1,000 liz would result in a
conservative estimate of the safe elposure
level,
Strictly speaking, the above results apply
only to impulses having mid-range frequency
spectra. As would be expec*d from the re-

6,000 Hz, it is difficult to test the effect of signals centered at frequencies above 4,000 Hr.
For, these reasons, the above -results were
complemented by measures of equal loudness
contours for the same type of impulses over a
wider range of frequencies. Obviously, loudness is not a direct measure of noxiousness,
but it is reasonable to assume that. as for ATS,
the effect of the frequency content of nonreverberant impulscs is basically governed by
the transfer function of the outer and raiddle
ear.

Loudness Studies
Methods
The method of adjustment ws used to
measure the loudness level of-narrow-band
impulses. It is :asier to compare the loudness
of an impulse noise with that of a noLse of
comparable bandwidth than with a pure tone.
For this reason, the loudness level of a narrowband 500 ms noise (30 ms rise/decay time)
centered at 1,000 lizm,
as first determined us
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inga 1,000 Hz-refercnc pure-tone of the
same temporal characteristics. The reference
signal presented at a preset constant level was
followed 250 ms later by the test signal. The
level of the signal was adjusted by the subject
by means of a 30-dB potentiometer. A delay of
500 ms separated two pairs of reference and
test signals The level of the test signal was set
randomly at the beginning of each adjustment
trial. The subject was asked to adjust the test
signal to appear altematively louder and then
softer than the refcrence until both signals app.ard equally loud. A switch was then acti.
vated by the subject to indicate that the trial
was completed,
Keeping in mind the tendency to judge
the second signal louder than the first
one of a
pair (Stevens, 1956), the procedure desctabed

cffect on the total energy of the signal. It also
indicated that, with the time sequence of the
signal presentation used and at levels between
75 and 95 phons, the measure of the loudness
level', of impulses ,asnot affected by the
5ound pressure level. This gave us a good Indi.
cation that the subjects' responses were not
Influenced by the acotistic reflex or by audi.
tory fatigue
Two* series of loudness level measure.
ments- were conducted, one with I-octaveband.wide and another with s-octave-bandwide impulges centered at different frequencies.

Results
Equal Loudness Contours of

above was reversed; the noise served as the

One-Octave.Band-Wide Impulses

reference and the tone served as the test signal, The same was done with the impulse
noises compared to the 500 ms noise cen.
tercd at 1,000 liz.Five sound leveLs were
tested, allowing us to obtain an unbiased estimate of the loudness level from the least
square solution combining the results of using
the 500-ms noise as the reference and as the
test signal.
Prior to conducting the experiments on
equal loudness contours of narrow-band Impulses, a study of the effect of the duration of
the Impulses on loudness had been conducted
(Tran Quoc and 1i6tu, 1990). It allowed us to
verify that the decrease in the duration of narrow-band impulses with the increase of its
center frequency Iswell accounted for by its

Onc.octavc.band.w-ide Impulses were digItally consttucted, as in the previous experi.
ments, using the computcr-controllcd genera.
tion system. The loudness-level of impulses
w-as measured at seven center frequencies
(250, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, 4,000, and
8,000 Hz) and at five levels of presentation
(77, 82, 87, 92, and 97 phons), Nine normal.
hearing listeners participated in this experi.
ment, and their hearing threshold levels were
better than 15 dB (ANSI S3 6, 1989) between
250 and 8,000 iz.
The equal loudness contours obtained at
the five presentation levels were strictly
paralIcl,
as shown in Figure 32-5. Each data point is
the median of 27 adjustments made by nine

EARRESPONSE
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subjects. It can be seen that the sensitivity
reaches a maximum at 3,000 Hz, decreasing
progressively as thsfrequency is lowered. The
estimated slope is equal to -5 dB per octave
bltwen i,000
and 3,000 Hz, and -4.5 dB per
octae between 250 and 1,000 Hz. The slope
is approximately +4 dB per octave between
3,000 and 8,000 Hz. Using 1,000 Hz ass referconce, one must decrease the SEL by 8 dB to
obtainthe same loudness level at 3,000 Hz.
This difference is similar-to, although some%,hatsmaller thai, w iat wa: -ibserved with
ATS. But, again, these contours clearly depart
from the A.wcighting cur-e.
Equal Loudness Contours of
One-Third-Octave-Band-Wide
Impulses
To assess the individual differences in the
response to the frequency content of narrow.
band impulses, equal loudness contours were
obtained with 20 normal-hearing listeners, 10
men and 10 iaomen. These subjects did not
participate in the experiment reported aboe
with the I-octave-band-wide signals. Impulses
w~ere digitally constructed, as explained earlier,
for each adjacent normalized V-octave
band between 1,000 and 8,000 Iz. The rise
and decay time ranged from 3 ins at 1,000 lIz
to 0 3 ns at 8,000 liz; the B-duration (see
Coles et al, 1968) ranged front 23 to 3 is, Figure 32-6 illustrates the type of signal gcnerated:
the acoustic pressure time profile and
the result of the Fourier analysis of the im.
pulse centered at 1,000 lIz aredepicted. The
level of this impulse was 90 dB SEL and 116
dB peak Fi~e presentation levels were tested.
74, 79, 84, 89, and 94 phons.
There were no statistical differences be.
tween the results for the women and the men,
but the Individual configurations vartic considerably. These will be analyzed elsewhere,
Figure 32-7 presents the five median-equal
loudness contours that were obtained. As expeeted, the maximum sensitivity is located at
3,150 liz. The slope betmden 1,000 and 3,000
Ifz is steeper than with the octave band irapulses, approaching -8 dB per octave. The
difference In level to achieve the same loudness a- these two frequencies is -I1 dB.
These results arc compared in Figure 32.8
with those from two studies on steady-state
signals of comparable bandwidth (Bauer and
Torlck, 1969, Stevens, 1971) At 3,150 liz, our
results differ slightly from those of the other
studies, the relative loudness level being 3 dB
lower. There is also a difference of 2 to 3 dB
at 6,300 lIz In view of the differences in the
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experimental procedures and the type of signal tested, it can be concluded that there ts
still a close agreement between the present
results and the result from studies using contnuous noise, especially the results of Stevens.
This similarity strongly suggests that the effect
of the center frequency for these two types of
narrow-band signals is controlled by~the same
mechanism, namrely the transfer function of
the external and middle car. As for continuous
noises, the equal loudness contour clearly departs from the A-weightmg curve. This is further emphasized by means of direct companson, as shown in Figure 32-9. The median re.
suits from Figure 32-7 are presented in terms
of the relative sensitivity of the ear to signals
of ,iffcrent frequency content (I). The A-,D-,
and E.weighting curves are also reproduced.
The D-weighting curve better accounts for the
relative response to frequency based on the
present results.

Colusion
Using two lines of _tdence, namely TIS
and loudness measurements, we have shown
that the spectral content of nonreverberant
impulses has a major effect on the human ear
response at levels below 135 dB peak. The
data reported earlier suggest that this mfluonce %sniesaccording to the bandwidth of the
noise, The general rules for predicting this influence could be derived from the equal loudness contours, which accurately characterize
th,relatise sensitivity of the car to both tran.
sients and steady-state sounds of different frequency content, as proposed two decades ago
by Johnson and Robinson (1967, 1969). The
shape of such contours appears, in our experi.
ments, to be little Influenced by the sound
level in the range of 85 dB toat least 120 dB
peak, They serve better than the A-weighting
curve to account for the effect of the energy
spectrum of impulse noises found in the occu.
pational setting
It is worth recalling that impact noise expoure in industry may very wclI involve relatlively great concentrations of .ound energy in
narrow frequency bands centered at the reso
nant frequency of the impacted structure. One
typical example is the noise found in bottling
plants; the empty bottle shocks generate in.
pulses of very narrow bands whose center frequcncy generally varies between 2,000 and
4,000 llz, depending on the size and shape of
the bottle (llftu and Parrot, 1978, Figs, I and
2). This phenomenon could explain the increased noxiousness of impact noise, as co.s-
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ined In future held studies on the auditory ci.
pared to steady-state noise of the same
fects of Ittptulse noise
amount of' A-weighted energy, as reported in
The presnt results agree with the general
several epidemtiologic studies of P15 among
hypothesis put forwvard by Price (1983) tltat
Industrial workers (Sulkowskd and Ltpowesan,
the spectral content Strongly determsine$ the
1982; Taylor ct a), 1984; Thiery and Meyerdamaging power of Impulse noise on thesear.
Ilisch, 1988y In other words, the use of the
But our results are not directly comparable to
A-weighting could have led to an underestimatlon of thteeffect of Impact noises with Spec- those of Prce because (1) they do not refer to
ranges of sound levels and numbers
the sanme
teal peaks around 3,00041z~ and above, because the energy associated with such peaks is of consecutive imtpulses and (2) they do not
refer to the sane type of pressure-time pro.
treated as being nearly as noxious as that of
files. Differences of the latter parameter imply
noises whosei maximum energy is around
variations in the duration of the two types of
1,000 l1z.Such a posaibility could be exam-
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Impulses, Mloreover, the damage.risk criterion
proposed by Price, defined in terms of~peak
prure level versus friucncy, does not at.
ow oini to take Into account the effect of the
duration of the Impulse as such in trying to ap.
ply his citerion.
Our results should be complemented by
,titdI8~ of ATS, MT, and histologic damage
with an animal model using the samneri'pe of
sound signals. 'Ibis could serve to verify the
above conclusions and also to, better cliarac.
terize the effect of the bandwidth of the impulse, Meanwhile, the data reported here
strongly tndiear the nseed, In any study proto.
colof the effects of Impulse noise on hearing,
to strictly coutrol the spectral content of the
transient signals employed. Such control, is
particularly crucial for impuiscs artificially
generated In tite laboratory using dee'troacouslic devices. Ifsa study design Involves
the systematic variation of the peak pressure
level,,then thc effectsof nonlinear distortion in

the generation systemn should be assessed,

Otherwise, the inrcreasedansounl of energy In

the higher frequencies due to distortion could

confound thc effect of the peak pressure level
(Nicolas et at, 1990, Figs, 10 and 11). Even if
the spectrum as such is not investigated, it
should be determined from the acoustic output of the generation system and should be
expicitly reported In any published account
of the study. Reporting only the characteristies of the input signals can be misleading
This is illustrated by the examples shown in

Figure 32-10. Two type$ of Input signals are
compared, one with progressive changes in
voltage amplitude, and the Oilier simulating a
gunshot, with an abrupt incr ac in the volt.
age fed into tlte driver of the loudspeaker. It
eats be seen that, in the second case, the cc.
suiting acoustic ouitput differs considerably
from the electric input to tite compression
driver (i.e., the output of the power amplifier)
both in the pressiire-time profile and in the
spectrum. Even with a corrected Input signal,
as computed from the equipment transfer
function, differences remain In the output
spectrum, as shown in the lower panel of Fig.
ure 32.1OC. Thus, in any Investigation on the
effects of impulse noise, a precise account of
the actual signals studied is crucial In order to
properly validate a hypothesis and to compare
renuits with those from other sources.
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Hearing Protection

CHAPTER 33

Current Issues in HearigProtection
EiIIOT17 IL BERGER
FREDRIKILNDGR~q

Th. etrs

*that-

an explosion of literature on
hearng poteciondevies
(P~s)andhear
ing conservation in the 1980s. By one count
(Berger, 19902) the number of English-language artices in the 1980s (approximately
800 ciations) w-Asmore dian twice: those 2ppearing in thr 1970s, and in the 1970s the
published articics exceeded twice the number
had arpeared prior to that decade
(Berger, 1990a). This chapter neither acalyzs;
nor summnarnzes that vast body of literatre
but rather highlights key areas of current re$eatch and discusses the unanswered ques.
tions itich, wheni rcsohed, will hold the
greatest promise of benehit to those requiring
protection from hazardous noise exposures
Althougi actis e and nonlinear hearing protec.
tots are topics that mijght well he included under the above criteria, they will not be coered in this chapter bcause they are dealt
with by other authors in this hook.
-

HPDs of Better Sound
Q1 f.alty
One of the principal problems faced by
heazig conservtionists is oyercoming em.
ployce resistance to the use of hearing protection devices. The causes of such resistance are
varied, but a dominant tate is the noise reducdon of the hearing protector inteiicring with
or distorti6k the sounds the we~arer wvishes to
hear. Although this problem can beCaddressed
in pant by an clecilve, educational and motiva.
lions! progan, a potentially miore successful
appiach is the design of- Improsed IIPDsdevices that provide uniform attenuation
across frequency, and that provide an bpti.
mired rather than a maximized amount of attenuatiOn.

The attenuation of traditional HPsuicrcscs ithfiequency 2s a result of thebai
physics of sound transmnission loss through a
sealed orifce: or a solid shell (Shatn,198-2).
This characteristic is inur pronounced for
earmuff-s than for eatplug. Thec disadvantage
of attenuation increasing with frequency is
that sounds beiome distorted. Workers with
noise-induced hearing loss are especially disadvantaged. Speech appear muffled and may
be harder to understand. Machine, sounds arc
altered and may be: more difficult to evaluate.
Thec world sounds different, strange, or unpleasantL An HPD with uniform attenuation,
Le, possessing a flat frequenicy response, can
overcome: or reduce many of these problems
(Albexti, 1987; Coleman ct al, 1984; Gortnan,
1982). As summarized by Ltarams (1983), -yo
ensure the least possit-. adverse: effect on the
recognition of acoustic signals, hearing protc.
tots whose sound attenuation is largely independent of frequency in the frequency range
of the masking noise and the acoustic signals
should be used
likewsise, the problem of overprotection
has been discusscd in the literature (Abel ct
al, 1952), and at least one national standard
(Canadian Standards Association Z9.f 2) indirates that moderate- or low-2tteniuati on IIPDs
may he rdecrable for certain noise exposures
(CSA, 1984). Consider too, that equivalent
daily exposures in sh)out 90 percent of noisy
Industries in the thuted States are less than or
equal 1o 95 dilA (OSlIA, 1983), and the required protection under such conditions
amounts to only about 10 dl Of 2aual deliv.
ered on-the-job noise reduction.
In response to these problems, sonic man.
ufacturers have Introduced lIPlis providing
moderate, 11atattenuation across the Imiportant audio frequencies (Allen and Blerger,
1990; Kllllcn ct al, 1988), and other designs
377
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are expected to follow. Examples of the atten-

ad 3-. cFgues331
hon
Plui ae

spectitely, where their performance is com-.
pared to conventional products. The desired
attenuation in thee new designs is achieved
by providing a controlled sound path through
the hearing protector. In the ease of the ear.
muff the Path is through an orifice into a duct.
and-earpad assembly, which communicates di.
rectly with the canal entrance. In the case of
the earplug, the path is through-a thin diaphragm, an acoustical network, and into a
large-dhimcter bore through the canal portion
of the earplug.
Additional devices like those described
above, but with various tailored attenuation
characteristics, degrees of complexity, and
costs, must be developed and distributed, and
research quant4-ing their performance advantages; must be conducted Of equal importance, users as well as manufacturers of IIPDs
must be educated regarding the .-Auc of prod,
ucts; that are matched to particular noise exposues Instead of simply purchased for maximum Protection,

taeisfo

riig-

and Motivation
Although the literature provides guidance
in training and motivation of those required to
wear IIPlis (Royster and Royster, 1986b) and
dermnstrates the value (primarily in the shot
term) of certain educational and motivational
approaches (Fleming. 1980; Harvey, 1981;
Sadler and Montgomery, 1982; Zohar et al,
1980), ample evidence exists to demonSt.2te
that the majority of industrial and militaty
hearing conscrvation programs are not effective for the prevention of noise-induced hearing loss (ANSI, 1990; Royster and Royster,
1988).
Reasons for resistance to the use of hearing protectors have been Identified. For example, llerberg (1984) interviewed 210 employees In the metal-worklng. mining, and textile
industries, and found that the reasons that the
employees resisted th, use of hearing peotecctots included a subjective tolerance for noise.
a concern that IJPDs would make it harder to
hear their machines and to work effectively
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tinthyfftwie aring heigpoe.
lion, an altered body img.2pyia noeance for the sbctc
ath d Ul nS
tion thy flt wilewc~ing
P~s . ick
conernforfutre
onsqunce (L., earngf
loss), and response to peer pressure.
Notonl
eistng
mutraiingandmot.ational strategies be more widey impte.
mented, but available approaches must be
more flly validated (especially with regard to
longter
efcctvensslandadditional techniques shudbedvloe.rge-scale infirld experimnrts demonstrating the shortterm and long-termn effects on both the percentage of exposed individuals wearing IIPDs
and their aLhieved protection, would be of
particular value. Finally, methods ac needed
for training those persons wvithin the hearing
conservation
whgam(CP
dose responsilit iistintutheactual users in the
proper use of, because there Is evidence that
the trainers' IIPJDknowledge and fitting skills
are sorely lacking (Royster and Royster,
1990),

i
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Real-World Attenuation
SncBgn(1977) published one of the
fr uni~icstudies of real-world auenua2io(Uattenuation achieved in practice by
eploeesin an HCP), at least 15 additional
tudesconducted in more than 75 different
industries i 6 different countries,
including
2247emrployee/subjects, ha'c been con.
ducted. Portions of those data have, been pire.
iously summarized by Blerger (1983, 1988).
The current results on the complete database
closely paralel the earlier findings, ulnch
demonstrated that current laboratoty data reported in die United States provide neither an
aecurttC indicator of the absolute magnitude
of field attenuation nor a useful tool to Call.
mate the rank ordering of such results.
Thbereal-world data are sumsmaered in
terms Of a single number rating. the noise c
duction rating (NRll. sce EPA,1979), in Figure
33-3, where they are compared to laboratory
data currently reported for products sold in
North Anmerica. The real-world NERa are cont.
puted with a one-standard deviation correc.
lion to represent values obtaned by about 84

ULabeled vs. Field Atenuation
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o
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Figure 33-3 Cosnparoooof real ,wld (hfeld) nooe-eeduction riaing; (NMt) to matnufactzrrs Ii.. 'atory values
pubtohe inNorthAmen=ca
fieddNP.Rs
arecoinpotcd suds a one-standard
deviation
correction. siereas te lily
oratoryNRIs include
a mv-ssandad dcviation correction. Theratinu&nsmle suzefoeeachfielddatapoit is25

percent of dhe wearers. Products are shown
individually for all cases with a subject count
of greater than 25; otherwise the results were
averaged together into generic earplug categories or into one earmuff category labeled 'Mis.
cellaneous."
The average real1-world NM~ for insert
and semi-Insert devices range from 2 to 12 d13
amersging 6 dB. As a percentage of laboraoz
values, the field results v-ary widely across devices from 8 to 56 percent (averaging 26 per.
cent), and are thus not amenable to a precise
derating vlue that would be appropriate for
all products. For earmuffs the real-world NRRs
show greater uniformity, ranging from 8 to 14
tiB, with an average Value Of 12 til. ASa percentage of laboratory data the values range
from 35 to 67 percent with an average of 50
percent.
Although the sample size is large for eWanproducts shown in Figure 33-3, additional
data, especially on semliautal devices, would
be of value to provide more accurate productspecific InformatIon, of- equal Interest are
studies to demonstrate achievable attentnation

in optimized HCPs as well as the evaluation of
dhe real-worid performnance of earmnuffs and
earplugs worn in combination.

More-Representative
Laboratory Methods
As discussed above, typical laboratory-dcrived attenuation values provide poor estimates of real-world attenuation. The problem
primarily lies In the subject selection, supervision, training, and fitting procedures used in
the laboratory, which are developed with the
Intention of yielding opttnlum attenuation resuits, highly reproducible data, or both rather
than valutes that reflect real world use and
wearing conditions (Berger, 1988) To be able
to better match HPIs to their intended appl.
cations, laboratory protocols are required that
provide data that is more representative Ofactual field performance.
Currently, an American National Stan-
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dards institute (ANSI) working group (WG)ANSI S12WGII-ia addressing thin problem
and has devised! a test protocol that will be
evaluated by a number of North American laboralorics; (Blerger, l990b The feastbility of
using the resultant data to estimate actual field
performance will be assessedl by comparing
the results, averaged across laboratories, to
the real-world databse cited above. The goal
is to estimate the protection that can be, or is
being, obtained in the top 10 to 20 percent of
today's industrial and military hearing conservatlon prograansWGI I'$ inutlaboratory data
will also I~ecompared between laboratories to
determine whether the reproducibility is
within acceptable limits and how It compares
to the results of previous interlaboratory comparisona.
One example of the influence of labora.
tory procedures on attenuation data is shown
in Figure 33-4 (Berger, 1988). The typical laboratory data .re indicative of current test
practices In the United States as embodied in
ANSI S12 6-1984 (ANSI, 1984), whereas the
subject-fit data are based on a protocol in

which primarily naive subjects were given the
HPDs along with written instructions, but
with no experimenter assistance whatsoever.
Such a protocol ts closely modeled after the
one under development by %VG11. The realworld datta are an average of ItI separate fildt
studies. Note how the subject-fit data correspond mt,,ch more closely with the real-world
data than do tile values base-d on the typical
laboratory protocol.
The influence of fitting procedure aiinstinted in the preceding example is considerably greater. for earplugs than fori earmuffs.
This is not only because earplugs are more difficult to fit and more liable to be misused, but
because there is also a greater range of oplions on hoiv to fit them correctly in the laboratory and how they may be misfitted in the
field. Also, it should be noted that the *typical
laboratory" results pertain to data from the
United States, because as Blerger (1988) has
observed, certain faWillies in Australia and Europe already use test protocols that yield resuits that more nearly approximate real-world
data.
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suits (coeffcient of determination, r2 0.88).
Howe er, in five of the 30 cases the puretone headphone-measured attenuation cxceded the sound-field NRR by more than 10
dB and thus, in those cases, predictions of attenuation'based on thb. headphone measures
would be substantially in error. Suitable pro-

cedurs to handle such situations as Viellas

additional data demonstrating the degree and
extent of the errors are required before such
techniques can be recommended for general
application in industry.

Audiometric Database
Analysis .Techniques
The three preceding sections call for data
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a priori are known to be eflct e) that can be
used to more precisely delimit the boundaries
between HCPs that are considerd acceptable,
marginal, and unacceptable.

Effects of HPDs on
mSaons
Communications
The literature on the effects of HPIs on
the ability to communicate and detect warning sounds is extensly. Comprehensive overviews have been published by Lazarus (1983),
Wlkins and Martin (1987), and Sitter (1989).
In general, tlhe results show ihat those with
normal hearing who wear HPDs in noise levels
greater than about 85 dBA demonstrate an

ability to hear speech, machinery, and warning

etter rate HPDs and prescribe them for

sounds that is either relatively unaffected or

p.r-icular applications, but once they are in

slightly improved. For others, the effects will

use, methods must be devised to determine if
in fact the HPDs are working-L., protecting
the indiiduals who are wearing them from in-

depend on many factors, including their hear.
ing loss, the noise level, the signal-to noise ra.
ti, the temporal characteristics of the signal,

curring noise-induced hearing losses (NIHLs).

the HPD attenuation, the visual cues, and the

In the United States at least, the data for such
determinations are available, because annual
audiontetric evaluations are required for all

message set. Additional research is called for
to better quantity these effects and their interactions.

employees working in time-weighted average
(TWA) exposures equal to or greater than 85

Of particular interest is the deselopment
of predictive techniques to aid in specifying

dBA (OSHA, 1983). Although the data have
been primarily collected with the intent of
monitoring the effects of the noise on individ-

HPDs for particular user groups and applica.
tions, and even more importantly for mdivid.
ual wearers, based on their own hearing senst-

uals, they are a powerful tool for program

analysis (Royster and Royster, 1936a) and

tivity. Various computational schemes incorporating measures of hearing sensitivity, signal

even for the evaluation of IIPD effectiveness

levels, and'IIPD attenuation have been re.

(Royster et al, 1984).
ANSI working group S12/WG12 has devel,
oped a draft national standard (ANSI S12.13)

ported (Durkin, 1979; Pfeiffcr, 1989), but only
two studies include empirical data comparing
speech intelligibility measures from human Its.

based on evaluation of numerous industrial
and military audiometric databases, It describes procedures by which individual annual

teners with computational predictions (Cole.
man et al, 1984; Wilde and flumes, 1990).
Wilde and flumes measured speech intel-

audiograms are sequentially compared ( e.,

ligibility using the revised speech perception

test 2 to test 1, test 3 to test 2, etc.) to deter.
mine the number of individuals whose hearing
has chang-d by specified amounts. The values
are then compared to proposed reference val.
ues, and the IICP is evaluated as acceptable,
marginal, or unacceptable.
The draft standard is the culmination of
years of data collection and analysis, and yet In
some ways it still represents a beginning.
What is now required is for industry and the
military to apply these procedures to their
IICPs, and to evaluate and provide comments
on the draft standard. An Important goal of the
use and comment period is the development
of additional reference databases (those which

in noise (SPIN) test (sentence materials) on
12 normal and 12 hearing-impaired listeners
under 21 different combinations of varying
noise level, noise type, and protection or lack
of protection. For each condition, the articula.
tion index (Al) values were computed, taking
into account the individual's hearing impair.
ment. In Figure 33-6 the measured speech dis.
crimination scores are plotted versus the Al
values. Each point represents the average resuits for either the normal or hearing-Impaired
subjects. Wilde and flumes found that both
sets of mean data points could be described
by the same Al transfer function (root-meansquare error of about 10 percent), but predic.

to
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tions for individuals varied widely. Obviously,
further research is warranted in these areas.

Recreational Earphones
and Personal Music
Systems
Listening to music while at work, rspe.
cially when the job is repetitive and otherwise
boring, is pleasurable to many employees,
However, it may be hazardous as well, and few
reports are yet available to properly evaluate
the problem. Employees may choose to use
recreational earphones, usually of the Walkman variety, or circumaural or supra.aural devices with built.in earphones, or even spc.
cally designed noise.atteniating earmuffs
with internal earphones. The attenuation of
such devices varies from virtually nothing at
all with the Walkman-type units to values ap.
proaching those of conventional earmuffs
(Karlovich, 1988; Skrainar et al, 1985; Waugh
and Murray, 1989). Representative data are
shown in Figure 33-7.
Regardless of the protection music systeS may or may not provide, the more complex Issues regarding them Include (1) the increased hearing risk that employees may experienc fr Athe amplified music superimposed
on the partly-attenuated ambient noise, (2)
the additional isolation from their auditory en.

vironment that employees may experience be.
cause of masking caused by the music, and (3)
the effects of music on productivity, safety, ab.
sente ism, and the employee willingness to
wear hearing protection Some data are avail.
able, as discussed below, but these top.1es rep.
resent an area almost devoid of reported re-

search,

Skrainar ct al (1987) evaluated earphone
usage in one industrial environment with a
TWA of 87 dBA, Use of the earphones in.
creased the employees' TWAs by less than 2
dBA on the average, leading to a predicted increase of NIIIL for the most sensitive 5 percent of the population after 20 years of exposure of about 4 dB at 4 kHz. The authors recommended allowance of continued usage with
certain restrictions. In a laboratory study,
Waugh and Mtrray (1989) found an increase
In listening levels in high ambient noise of
about 5 dBA and recommended that such devices should not be worn when exposures
equivalent to 8 hours exceeded 80 dBA.
With respect to item (2) above-addi.
tional isolation from the auditory environment-only one reported article has directly
addressed the problem (Acton and Childs,
1974). The authors recommended playing
music in one ear only, which in their study re.
duced the masking effect from 13 to 3 dB. Although there is much literature on item (3),
the effects of music on employee behavior, for
noise environments that pose no auditory haz.
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Acoustics-Hcaring Protectors, which is divided into three parts (ISO 1989, 1990a,b),
Part I describes a rcalear attenuation at

the issue
a cannery,ovaployees
with noise
levels above
90
dBA, in and
wearing
radio
equpped earmuffs with the music eithe nr
o
off. Thir 165 subjects reported fewer subjcfive complaints when listening to the music,
the results correlated with
n
ith objective

threshold
method
ofminor
measuring
attenuation
and(REAT)
is an update
and
revision
of
the previous version of that standard, Part 2
describes
a,t v, use of the data fro Part
how
to compute effective exposures when IPDs
are wol, It includes an octaveband method

measures of muscle endurance, strength, and
the visual flicker frequency.

as well as two alternative simplified procedures, the IMIL (high medium-low) method
and the SNR (single number rating). The SNR
requires use of only C-weighted noise measure.
ments; the HIMLrequires C- and A.weighted
measurements; and the octave-band method
obviously requires a full octave-band noise analysis. Part 3 is entitled 'Simplified method for the
measurement of insertion loss of ear-muff type
protectors for quality inspection purposes." It
describes the use of a cylindrical steel acoustic
test fixture (ATF), which can be placed in a free
sound field (establshed in a room or tunnel) or
diffuse field.
As of this writing, SC 12 has no published
standards, although it is currently working or,
three draft documents The first describes

International Standards
International standards for hearing protection are the responsibility of the ISO, There
are two 1SOgroups working in this area. The
most prolific and the older of the two groups
is WG 17, which deals with the measurement
of sound attenuation of IIPDs. WG 17 is part
of Technical Committee (TC) 43, Acoustics,
The other group is Subcommittee (SC) 12,
which is part of TC 94, Personal Safety-Protective Equipment and Clothing.
WG 17 is responsible (or ISO 4869,
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physical testing and requirements for earmuffs. It contains c, iteria on the ability of earmuffs to fit headsx nd cars, limitations on their
band force and applied cushion pressure, drop
tests, flammability pccications, cushion leakage tests, band flextare testing, water imcersion testing, limitations on the change in band
force and insertion loss (measured on an AmF)
after durability testing, and then specifies that
BEAT measurements are to be conducted on
the used (durabihty-teated), cather,than new,
samples.
SC 12's second draft document is on physical teating and requirements for earplugs. M.though the document lists a number of requirements, including flammability testing and
provision for a nominal sizing specification
based on 10 circular holes of different diameter in a thin plate, the requirements are gen.
ersi enough that they represent more of a
wish list and a description of the status quo,
rather than specific technical requirements
And finally, SC 12 is working on a document that will provide guidance for selection,
use, and care of IIPDs.

rit6 et de ilyglinc du Travail des Etats-Unis"
(US. Occuptional and Health Administration's (OSHA) Hearing Conservation Amendment) (1983) et ]a *Preparation Europfienne
de la Mtiscen ConforrtEf" (Eul~rp-a Prc-asa
doin for Compliancc) qui dfibute en lsnvier
1990 avec Is "Directive du Conseil (Council
Directite) 96/188/EEC sue la Protection des
Travailecura contre lecisque ;i6 I l'Exposition
au Bruit" (Protection of Workers from the
Risks Related to Exposure to Noise at Work).
Malgrfi ces orientations, beaucoup de questions et de problteaes Uls AIa Protection auditive subsistent, probl~mcs dont Ia rfisolution
va considfirahlement augnienter notre capacitfi A d6celopper et i utiliser lea protectcurs auditifs; idividuels (PAl) pour Ia pr~vcn.
tion des pertes auditives dues Ailexposition an
bruit.
Dans cet exposfi, on examiners neuf des
questions lea plus importantes qui intfressent
la erfiation, Ia distribution, l'utilisation et lea
performances des PA! et leur misc en oeuvrc
dana lea programmes de conservation de
laitiition (PCA) Ces sujets stront traitfs en
tenant compte des consissances actuelles,
Conclsiondes problkeses qul subsistent et des questions

Conclsionrestant
We have come a long way since the de.
velopinent of serious interest in hearing consIevtlon following World War 11, and yet
teeremains much fertile ground for contnig research. Because of the constraints on
funding and the abundance of questions, research will be most beneficial if focused on
key areas. Thle nine issues discussed In this
chapter are, in our opinion, hearing protection
topics of substantial concern and controversy,
and those worthy of this focus, They are not
the only issue!, requiring investigation. but are
the areas that we believe will prove the most
frititful for future Investigative efforts.

Principaux Probemres
Poses par la Protection
Contr
ruitvailleurs
Contr
lele ruitmanive
Dans Iedomaine denla protection auditive,
la technologic a prolifkr depuis le dfibut des
anofles 1970 et l'attenlion portfie i Ia conser.
vation de l'audition s~cst accrue considfirablement dana lea arnees 1980, L'intcrflt durant
ces dix dernikres ann~es a 6it6 stimulfi par
IPavtnement de nouvelles recommandations
comme 'IAnuendcment pour Ia Conservation
de PAudition" de "lAdminiutration de Ia Secu

sans rfiponse,

1) Le dflveloppcment de PAl de neilleure
qualitfi acoustlque, conqus pour procurer une
att6nuation optimale et pas nficcssairement
maximale, Cci pourrait amener lea teavailicurs Amirux accepter lea protretetrs an
ditifs ct Aamfihiorer lie capacitfi Acommuniquer et Ad~tccter des signatix critiques dans
certaines conditions de bruit, plus spflcislemint chez crux qul soot atteints de troubles
auditifa pr~existsnts.
2) Le dfiveloppcmcnt de mfthodea
d'entrainement et dc motivation, et la documentation concemrant lie elficacit& li long
terme. Ces mflthodes soot oficessaires non
sculemnnt pour Pentrainctoent des utilisatciirs
proprement dit, mals figalement pour entraincr les instructcurs eux-tofimes.
3) Des rursures addltlontnelles de
l'attfinuation procurfie par lea PAlit des teaeffectivement exposes an bruit, din
Ai

cc que davantage d'informations

deviennent disponibles pour Ifvaluation des
rflstltats obtenus gritre Atlutilisatiots des procedures dlffinies an paragesphe 4 ci dessous
4) Des mnfthodes de mesure en laboatoire de l'attflnuation des PAl, eafthodes pon.
vant fotirnir des rksultats qui pcrmettront de
pr~dire avec une oseilleure prfiision Ia valcur
des performances sue Ie terrain.
5) Le dflveloppcment de tests objectifs de
Ia misc cn place des protecteurs, par exemple

a?3r-r4LT mm D; muEA G rzDXECtlWC
dc ealhodes de mcstac

nc ratiumton

obtenuc: dcz des utilistters; indhiducls. de
inaniire i cc que les tedaniqoes dc distribotion. die pose es cfentraineanent dericat-ait
plus
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CHAPTER 34

Performanceof Active Noise
Reduction Headsets
*

cHARLES W. NIXOX
RICILRD L. 3lMILEV
JOSEPH W. STEUER

Prsonai lirkprotection des~es have
resulted in desices thin were judged to be unbeen in widespread use,
for orcir fIre decades. comfortable and unacceptable to users.
The vas matorit of these: des-ice arc passive
Signtificant imtproreenats in the attenistunit or--%cbl-s
tat rd;=noie bvthe
Sonand comfort paosided by- insert hearing
application of atenutling and absorptive msa- protection devices; hasc bee~nrealized with
tetials. Traditional earmuffs that perform welil
the development of slow-reco%cry foamnmaeprovide about 20 to 40 d3iof sound attenuari21s.These: improvments are most esident in
tion at frequencies; above about l000 Hz.
the frequency region below 1.000 Hz. stherc
u.16ds is adequate hifrieneroc protection
the amount of attenuation is highly associated
for the majorty of acoustic expoures. How-~ with the depth of insertion of the desricc.
ev-er, thiz * same earmuffs provide little or no
However, insert deuices arc not suitable or arc
attenuation. 0 dBito about 20 dB. at frecquen.
not the items of chokce for mny applications
cies from 125 Hlzto 1,0001Hz
involvitng '-01cc communications in noise with
Mleek the: overall A4%eighted sound prescornentional headset unims
sure, leseclof a noise at the ear under an earActive noise reduction (ANR) technology
muff is determined by the amount of acoustic
(also called active noise cancellation or active
energy in the 125-Hiz to 250-Hrz frequericy reattenuation) attempts to reduce the overall
gion. Hearing damage risk is defined in terms
level of noises by w6aie addition or czncellaof A-ucighted sound level in several noise es- tion techniques. The feasibility of this apposure criteria for hearing. Increasing the
proacli has been demonstrated in earmuff and
sound attenuation in this low-frequency reheadset devices with good actie 2ttenuation
gion beyond ta which is availble ith curof the low-firequenicy sounds. Integration of acrent passive deires would reduce the
tihe noise reduction with the traditional patA-si cighted sound les-els under the des-ices as tive earmuff prosides additional attenuation at
wecllas the associated risk of noise-induced
the low frequencies. This combination pashearing loss.
sive/active attentuton could have additional
The state, of the art of pasive circumaural
benefits of reduced 91ze reduced headband
hearing protection devices has remained es- tension, and increased comfort, particulzrly
senitially unchanged oser the past two dccfor advanced ANR system
ades. Some special devics; hate: been developed that provide nonlinear and Vat attenua.
tton performance, but the maximum amount
Of attenuation has not been increased in any
frequency region. Additional performa~ncc gain
The original patent on active noise canin the passive: earmuff des-ice is possible, but
cellation w-asawarded to Paul Lcug; in 1936.
the increased massvlume, headband tension.
The basic technique of reducing noise by the
or combinations thereof hale rendered such
addition of an inverted copy of the noise wa2s
des-ics impractical. Past efforts to increase atdescribed in that PYatest
The additton of out.
tenuation by incorporating tiese features ha%c
of phase signais resulted tn wave cancellatton
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that redooed the a2mpltud of the resuling
noise Linder Meal coodtioas this tcdniue

Mli improved soud traioc and
spcch tdligbility perfomaznce as dcmos-

rould be expected to allow al noise to be
to produce quiet. Hon,
co-pll
cde

strated by active attncton systems ofer F=S
sie Svayems has resulted in inc-mcd interest

c-er.the reLIty of phys 25.currtIy under-

in. inquiries abo,

Stood does not a30M- the Caphone the system
macrophoin, and the eardrom of the l ener
to be in the same point in pace at the sae
time (propgtion wih zero time dtday). The
separation of these components in
plal
current Systems requires a delay for the ar,

hadst tedm-okgy In 1989. at last seen dif.
ferent fims had one or merc vorking models
Most of these firms proof an A., beadsct.
ided sampies of their dLvies for eiahuation
in the effon- described in this report

ceing Signal to travd from th- ephone to
cm microphon: tof
t
litee Ibis dcli'. wh~ch also can be cosi&cred a phase delay, limits the maximum fiequency at which active attcmntion can occur
with a giventransducer geometry.
The bandwidth of the dectronic e=iuitr
in an actise attenuation " tn also limits perform:nce, as reported in 1958 and 1959 by
Wilrd Meeker, who was working under con
tract to the US. Air Force (.MeIker. 1958.
1959). NIects effort involved a paper design
and a working model of active attenuation
tchnology applied to a cic umaral earmuff.
The acti e attenuation had a bandwidth of approximately 500 Hz and a maximum attenuation of about 15 dB. The electronics package
was 'A little largcr than a breadbox," required

AC Vlt e for opertion, and was nonport.
able. This hardware was not practical for field
use; however, the acti e cancellation of noise
was impressive and it demonstrated the feasibility of the ANR headsct concept.
practical system used outside the
The tirst
laboratoty was developed by P.D. Wheeler
(Wcclcr and llalliday. 1981) at the Uniersity of Southampton. under contract to Graham Rood, Ro)al Aircraft Establishment,
United Kingdom. Numerous flight tests with
the helmet were accomplished during this devclopment effort. The ANP system had a Cancellation bandwidth of about 800 to 1,000 lIz
and a maximum attenuation of approximately
18 dB.This system was the forerunner of the
active cancellation sy-st s being produced
today in the United Kingdom.
In the early 1980s. the US. Air Force, under contract with the Bose Corporation, initiated dese lopmnt of an ANR system for use in
headsets and helmets (Carter, 1982). This pro.
gram produced helmet and headset models
that were extensisely evaluated in the laboratory and during flight tests in various aircraft,
These evaluations demonstrated the effectiveness of the ANR systems in decreasing crew
member noise exposur: at the car, in improving speech intelligibility, and in increasing
comfort.

and applications of A.*R

Objective
of this effort %-sto ex=mThe obj-ctive.
inc the state of ANR hcdsct tcchnolog, in
1989 by acquiring availblic ANR systems and
under laboratory conditions thmmcaqs
Sound attenu ation, speech communications ef
fectiveness. bandwidth. and dynamic range.
Attention was dirmted to attenuation performane. constraints on pe'fonmanc areasof
potential improictnent through additional Scsearch and deidopment, and the requirement
for standard methods and procedures appropriate for evauating active attenuation headset system technology petformarc.

Approach
The majority of &NR headset units known
to be operational were acquired for use in this
study. Almost all were developmental items.
Some did not remain functional throughout all
the measurements, and these are not included
in this report because of incomplete data on
their performance.
The total and the passne sound attenuation was measured for each of the headset
units. The actise attenuation was calculated as
the difference between the total and passie
attenuation at each of the test signals. The
sound attenuation was measured using an
acoustic manikin by Knovles Electronics Inc.,
an artificial ear with a labratory flat-plate coupier, and a miniature microphone placed under the earcup of the ANR headset while it
swas worn by a htman subject. The subject
acted as a test fixture and did not respond during the measurements.
The overall active attenuation was measured for three of the headsets at selected
sound pressure levels ranging from 120 to 135
dB. Oicrall active attenuation is the singlenumber difference between the overall sound
pressure levels under the arcup for the actne
(total) and the passive modes of operation.
Speech intelligibility was measured on
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three of the actie attenuation headsct units in
four different levels of a broad-band noise inside a reverberation chamber. Intelligibility
was measured with the units in the passive
mode and again in the active mode,
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ure 34-1. (2) The kEMIAR acoustic manikin
was equipped with a B&K 4134 z-inch pressure microphone in a Zwislocki coupler. The
coupler unit was imbedded in the manikin so
that the micropbone was positioned at the approximate location of the eardrum. (3) lluman subjects were used as test fiytures in that
the headset devices were
romby them but

Sound Attenuation

only physical measurements were taken with a

Acoustic Measurement Systems
The attenuation provided by the AN R
headsets was determined from measurements
3
made in a large 8.000 ft acoustic revrberation chamber equipped with a programmable
sound system capable of generating levels as
high as 135 dB SPL A pink noise spectrum
was generated at the appropriate sound pres.
sure levels for all attenuation measurements.
The noise spectra and levels at the locations of
the subjects or test fixtures in the chamber
were monitored at all times by a B&K 4144
I-inch pressure microphone and a B&K 2131
spectrum analyzer,
Three different measurement procedures
and systems were used to obtain the attenuation performance data (1) A B&K 4152 artifi,
cial ear and a flat 1,1ate coupler wth a B&K
4144 I-inch prcssure microphoet. made up
one measurement sy,,,em. The configuration
of instrumentation as arranged for the artificial
ear/flat-plate measurements Is displayed in Fig-

miniature microphone under the headset; the
subjects made no responses at any time. A
Knowles 1834 miniature microphone and
preamplifier provided signal input to the spec.
trum analyzer. The measurement systems for
all procedures serc controlled by a lewlett.
Packard 9845 computer. All measured data
were analyzed with a B&K 2131 1/octave band spectrum analyzer.
Procedures
A set of three noise-level measurements
was taken with each of the systems described
above for each ANR headset device. These
measurements were made in a pink noise field
of the test fixture system without a headsct in
place, of the system with the headset in place
and in the passive mode, and of the system
wilh the headset in place and in the active,
noise-canceling mode. The same test-room
noise spec:rmm and level were maintained for
each set of these three measurements for an
individual device. The sound pressure levet of
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each Vs-octave bagd frons 100 to 10,000 Hiz
was recorded. stored, anci plotted by the comnpurer for cachtt meauiatoictcondition.
The artu ial canfta-plaac coupler ma=
suresials were nu3de vith a 1-2bweight on
the eareup to priaiie a constant pressure and
gSood- acoustic seal 'he kMAR and realhead (humant) measuremnents were maidc, ui
the headlsands of the vaious headsets at nornil tens4in. zie real-head imsuremets
'Acre taken with the miniatu1re microphone
positioned at the entrance to the ear canal
wih the canal occluded. AnEAR foam, carplug
served as thei microphone mounting platform.
After inserion of the EAR earplug. a small
plastic rod attachedi to the bsack ol the microphone was inserted into a tube imbhedded in
the foamrearplug. The microphone was then
oriented to be on the axis with the car carul.
The three noise mteasurements with an individual headset device N%
cre made with the microphone in this same position.
The various attenuaitionv-aues were then
calculated from, each set of mcmsreasests
The passive attenuation war calculated by
spectrally subtracting the measured passive
headset noise levels from tic open test-fitrure
noise lesels The totaL attenualion --as calcutated by spectrally subtr~cting the measured
smte headset noise Irs els%from the open testfixue noise levels. The active attenuation was
calculated by spectrally subtracting the p15sihe atienuation from the total attenua1tion.
The artificial earhilat-lareu system was also
used to measure the overall-active attenualion
of headset dlevices at selected sound pressure
levels ranging fromn120 to 135 dB.'b
The ovrall
active attenuation w-as calculated by stistract.
ing the overall sound pressure level of the pas.
sive coodition from the overall soutid pressre
Irs-el of the total condition.

I 0 These in~srcnens were take in
coigance with American National stanidards
Intirure (ASI), S3.-1989. Method kJr Messuring the linligibift Over Cicrunicator.
Systems (Amecrican Xational Standards med.
rtce 19891
Procedure
The -mnsbec aere fitted stith the ANR
headsets. A round-robin procedure v6Aused
in which the r-ole of talker was pissed to the
next subject for each 50-word modified
Rhyme list so thnt all -:object., performed as
both talkerand listener. This procedure u-s
repeated until each of the three headsets %is
measured with the activ-e electronics in the
'off* (passive) mode, sod in the 'on" (actiVe)
mode in the presetscofech of the four lvcis of thc noise.

Results
Attenuation

The active noise reduction of the headset
deviccs is summarized for each of the three
measurement system and procedures in Fig.
ure 34-2. All Isere circumaural headsets except for one supra-aural device. In general, the
circuhsaural device response paterns aexhibited various amounts of actite attenuation at
frequencies belowv about 900 lIz with essentially no alten-ation at 1,000 Iz and above.
Almost all of .hc active circumaural devices
displayecd some netiegai attenuation of the
noise under the headset in the frequency region betwecen 500 to 600 1lz and about 1,500
Wi The exception to these patternts is the supra-aural device, which shows no attenuaion
around 100 117,about 5 dB attenuation at
LO HIz,zero attenuation at about 2,000 l11,
Ineligbi0t
Speech
Speeh Inellgibiityand no amplification of the signal at the.,car.
Although perlbrmance of the devices var.
Measurement System
ies aniong the three nmeasurement systems,
A compuiter-controlled voice communica.
similarities can be observed in the response
tions researc-h facility housed in)a reverberapalterns. The real eariiaturc, microphone
tion chamber was used for these measureand arliflcial-car/llat-plne data show this similarity among the devices as a group. All of the
ments. The facility-contalned all of the operator, system, and environmental variables imreal ear data below 1,000 lIt fall within a
porrrnt for v-nice communications except
rar~ge of only about 5 to 10 dB with one or
whole-body motion, as might I=rexperienced
two exceptions. The flat-plate data show the
same getitil profile, but the range of the data
in a nofs aircraft or insa highway vehicle. Ten
Individual listening stations housed trained
almost doubles to 10 to 20 dB.
communicators who responded to the Modi
The KEMARl
data arc variable and range
from about 20 dB attenuation to amplification
fled Rhyme Test instumnt In, four different
levels of a pink noise spectrum (about 75 dB.
of the sound under the earcup. The effct;s of
95 dB, 105 dli; and 115 dl)) (Hlouse et at,
poor acoustic seat; and corresponding losses
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of attenuation with these current-technology
The performance of three of the ANR
ANR systems are evident in these data. An
headsets was. examined in very high sound
acoustic seal could not be obtained oirmthc
pressure leveLs. Measurements were taken usmanikin with some of the headset de ices.
ing the artificial-ear/flat-plate coupler system
The fitting problem was attributed to both the
in a pink noise at overall sound pressure let els
manikin and the headset devices. Some of the
of 120 dB, 125 dl, 130 dB, and 135 dB (fig.
headset devices were properly fit on the man3414). Two of the three headsets continued to
kin without acoustic leaks, uhcreas those that
operate at the 135 dB lesel, howceer, the
did not fit the manikin were satisfactorily fit to
amount of noise reduction was zero to 5 dB.
the flatplate system and the human subjects.
The third headset provided larger amounts of
The relative performances of the flat-plate
noise reduction at the lower sound pressure
and real-car methods for each- headset arc
levels but ccased to function above 130 dB.
summarized in Figure 34.3 and show differ.
cnces in attenuation of only about 5 dB or Speech Intelligibility
less, with few exceptions. Information derived
from these measurements shows that the maximum attenuation across devices occurs at
Thpercentages of correct speech intelli250 lz and below, with the maximum at 100
gibility of three of the circumaural headsets
liz for two of them, The maximum amount of
are summarized in Figure 34-5. Intelligibility
attenuation is about 17 to 22 dB and differs
was measured tn the voice comminications
among devices. The flatplate system showed
research facility with trained subjects in the
less attenuation than the ral-ear system for
presence of pink noise at sound pressure icv.
most of the devices. Zero crossover occurs becisof about 75 dBl(ambient), 95 dl. 105 dli,
tween 500 and 1,000 llz, with no useful attenand 115 dl. Although all three headsets in the
a o
bandwth
gibaive
atte h
o e
levelsconele
iion
above 1,000
Ma,with
the
supra-aural
of
active mode
device.
improvements
The the
in intell.
totalexception
bandwidth
gibility
at theshowed
higher noise
levels, considerable
cannotbe determined forthe &crumaural dcvariation is apparent from the data. One of the
vices because of the 100,lz cutoffof the mcasystems showed improvements of about 5 to9
surement system, although mininmum band.
percent in the three high level noises. Another
widths of 500 to 1,000 lIz are evident, The
showed only a negligible amount of change at
bandwidth of the supra aural device is esti.
two frequencies, and the third showed a 10
mated to be about 1,800 to 1,900 Ilz,
percent increase but only in the highest-level
Performance of the supmaural headset
noise. All three devices showed an increase or
was essentially independent of the measrea trend toward an increase in intelligibility in
nient method. he response curves are similar
the I 15.dBnoise. All three systems should
except that the maximum attentation at about
provide satisfactory voice communications in
250 lz is a couple of decibels less with the
broad bad noises at the levels examined.
flt-plate system, These data clearly demon.
The articulation index (AI) is a computastrate that supra-aural configurations of ANR
tional procedure based on physical measures
do not require an acoustic seal or a circum.
for estimating speech intelligibility and is
aural arcup.
highly correlated with group intelligibility of
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speech as evaluated by standardized spechb
tests. The Al Procedure as described In ANSI
S3.5.1969 (R1986) returns a value between 0
and 1, which is a weighted sum of the signal.
bands of speech
In individual
ratios highly
to-noise
that correlate
with measured lntefllgi.
biry scores in linear systems (American Na.
Standards Institute, 1986). The Vs5-octional
tave band method of calculating Al was used
to evaluate two of the active attenuation head.
sets. The products of the Al -octave band
weighting values and the signal-to-noise ratio
increases (or decreases, represented by the
negative numbers) due to the active cancella.
tion are shown in Figure 34.6, These products
are labeled "Al -fp (fp = flat plate) The cu.

1000

10000

mulative sumt of the products is shown as
'sum Al - F."
The negative portion of the active cancellation significantly impacts the predicted overall intelhgibility gain around 1,000 117-If the
zero crosvover point in these activ'e headset
system'i could be moved one or two octaves
higher in frequency, or if tlte negative cancellation could be substantially reduced, outstanding gains in intelligibility could be realiLed. The Al calculation for one of the headsets in Figure 34.6 displays an increase of
0049, whereas the other displays an increase
of 0 009, both of which correspond within cxperimental error to the intelligibility gains
seen in Figure 34 5.
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Discussion
Active Attenuation
The ANR performance data varied widely
with the different test fixtures and measurement methods The KEMAR data were con.
taminated by the inability to obtain an adequate acoustic seal of some of the headsets
with the manikin head. The effects of the
acoustic leaks range fiom very small reductions in active attenuation for some devices to
zero attenuation; some amplification even occurred with other devices. Although the
KEMAR head has limited flexibility and plasticity, some of the devices were properly fit and
provided good attenuation. Other items could
not be fit even though special effort was put
forth to obtain an acoustic seal, This fitting dif.
ficulty is related to both the manikin and the
affected headsets, because not all of the head.
sets were difficult to fit on the manikin, In ad.
ditlion, the headsets with fitting problems on
the manikin were properly fit to the human
head in the real-head/miniaturc-microphone
procedure. This experience also points out
the attention that must be given to perfor.
mance evaluation procedures to ensure that
identified performance characteristics, good
or bad, are attributed to the actual cause of
the measured response. In view of the highly
variable data obtained with this method, the
FI-MARdata will not be Included in further
considerations of measurement procedures,
Conventional acoustic measurement pro.
cedures were used in this assessment of ANR
headset technology. However, It is not known
which of the methods is the best representation of the real performance of the devices,
The objective of a measurement system/
method of this type is to obtain a "true repre.
sentation of the performance that allows valid
extrapolations of the performance to nonlabo,
ratory situations, The ranges of responses ob.
tained in this study show large differences in
data obtained on the same devices by different
but widely accepted and commonly used
acoustic measurement schemes It is obvious
that the potential for inaccuracies is increased
when it is necessary to draw conclusions and
make decisions based on such data. This is
particularly true when it is obtained with only
one of these measurement schemes known to
provide data that differ from that of other
schemes. At this time, we prefer the real-ear/
miniature-microphone method of those used
in this study,
The scientific community is similarly con-

cerned with the question of a predictive m-

surement scheme that will allow accurate and
'true" xtarpolations of passive hearing protection performance to real-world situations
The current national and international stan.
dard schemes for measuring personal hearing
protection device performance are appropri.
ate only for linear, passive devices; ANR systess do not fall within the scopes of the standards, The ANSI Real Ear Attenuation at
Threshold Method, S12 6, was considered for
inclusion as a method in this study, but will instead be included in a future study that will
examine procedures for assessing the effectiseness of personal ANR (American National
Standards Institute, 1984).
The data collected and reported in this
study, leaves many questions unanswered, One
of the questions concerns the accurate and
valid measurement of the attenuation pro.
vided by these devices. The Interest of both
developers and potential users of this technology appears to continue to grow, indicating
that even more studies of attenuation perfor.
mance are being and will be accomplished. It
is Important that a standard procedure or pro.
cedures be established to ensure uniform de.
scriptions of performance, to minimize oppor.
tunities for confusion, and to determine the
'true" representation of performance. These
may involve conventional physical methods,
psychoacoustic methods, or both, or require
the development of new measurement
schemes. It is expected that work should soon
begin on an investigation of methods of me.
suring the sound attenuation characteristics of
ANR systems.

Speech Intelligibility
Early evaluations with a military ANR
headset were accomphshed under various lab.
oratory conditions and during in flight use
(headset was mounted in a military flight hel.
met) in a variety of different aircraft. Labora.
tory measurements demonstrated consistent
10% increases in active mode speech inteligi.
bility over that measured in the passive mode.
Subjective reports from the numerous air
crews who flew with the device were surpris.
tug in their experiences of dramatic improve.
ments in Noice communications effectiveness
over that obtained with the standard flight hel.
met. In some situations the speech comunni.
cations were changed from unintelligible to
intelligible. Although some improvement in
voice communications in the active mode was

PERFOR\ANCE OF ACTIVE
NOISEREDUCTION
HEADSETS

suggested by the early measurements, the
magnitude of the reported real-world improvements was not expected,
The speech intelligibility data collected
on the three ANR headsets in both the passive
and active modes in this study were not generally impressive. Some gain in speech intellhgibility was measured for each of the headsets
in the active over the passive mode. The type
of headset used in the in.flight assessments
provided the most improvement (about 5 to 9
percent) and best communications. Although
some intelligibility gains attributed to ANR
were observed, the anount of the intelligibil.
ity gains was less than we were led to believe
they would be from the earlier laboratory and
flight test experiences However, the intelligi.
blity
of all three of the active attenuation
headsets would be expected to provide satisfactory voice communicatios in operational
noise
environments,
An evaluation of the comfort or wearabil.
ity
of the active attenuation headsets was not
within the scope of this study, However, some
wearers voluntarily reported that most of he
ANR headsets, with some exceptions, worn In
high levels of noise in both laboratory and
flight situations provided increased comfort In
the active oser the inactive mode. Ibis aspect
of comfort is attributed primarily to the attenuation of low.frequency noise under tie
earcup and the perception of a dramatic re.
duction of the noise at the ear, and is not due
to the wearability or mechanical properties of
the headset or car
cushion. It is estimated that
this lowered acoustic energy at the carwill reduce noise-Induced fatigue over long expo.
sures. The magnitude of this low.frequency attenuation Is also expected, over time, to reduee noise.Induced hearing loss.
Some attention has been given to the
comfort of the headset systems In terms of
specific mechanical properties. Efforts are ongoing to minimize factors such as weight and
headband pressure on both passive and active
systems, One of the active attenuation systems
evaluated in the study was equipped with a
new eareup cushion that was judged to be
more comfortable than those on existing
headset systems. These cushions are fabricated
with 'nrw' materials that provide a good
acoustic seal in addition to comfort. Tie headset fitted with these cushions obtained the
best fit among all the headsets on the KEMAR
manikin, whereas poor acoustic seals caused
measurement problems with some other headset systems
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Conclusion
Numerous personal ANR systems are and
wll be under deselopment for several years
The capabilities and performance of these systems will continue to expand as knowledge
and experience with their development and
operation are gained The objectives of this
study have been met by assessing the state of
the technology of these ANR headsets through
measures and analyses of available systems
Performance was evaluated in terms of active
attenuation, dynamic range, and speech communications effectiveness. Consideration was
given to constraints on performance, areas of
potential growth, and the requirement for
standard methods and procedures for evaluation of ANR headset systems.
ANR technology is moving rapidly towaids production, with one system in the
United States and others in the United Kingdom currently available to the commercial
market. ANR development and application
projects are now under way in several nations
The potential applications of these systems are
extremely wide, covering the full spectrum of
activities from military applications to entertainment.

Suggestions for Future
Activities
The number of different methods to mcasure the attenuation of ANR headsets equals or
may exceed the number of headsets available
at this
time. A standard method for measuring
and reporting the attenuation of these devices
would greatly benefit research, development,
and use. The method could include both a
physical measurement procedure using real
and dummy heads and a psychoacoustic measurement procedure for determining total and
active attenuation. This method could become
the basis for a national or international standard,
Tihe utility of ANR headsets would be improved if performance was increased in two
areas. First, the bandwidth should be extended
to include higher frequencies, i atially to
about 2,500 Ilz and increasing later to 4,000
liz. The 4,000-Ilz bandwidth would cover the
majority of the speech band and should significantly reduce the passive attenuation requirements at 1,000 IIz,
making the design of a
comfortable, high performance hearing pro.
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tector possible. Second, research should focus
on realizing more of the intelligibility that
should be available from the reduced noise
levels. Possible areas for investigation are
speech spectrum shaping, reduction of distortion of the speech signal by the active circuitry, treatment of nonlinear acoustics in the
earcup, and otber presently unkown causes.
The issue of comfort is important because
users will not wear uncomfortable hearing
protection devices. Active noise cancellation
allows hearing protectors to be designed and
produced that have significantly ,ncreased
comfort while providing excellent hering
protection. There is no standard method for
quantifying the comfort feature of earmuff
hearing protection devices arid headsets. A
uniform method to quantify and compare, the
absolute and relative comfort of devices
would be a welcome tool,
Although not a consideration of this
study, it is noted that the power consumption
of some of the devices is an issue that could
limit their applications. Power consumption
requircements should enable battery opera.
tions for 8i to 16 hours before recharging or
replacement. This type of batteryppowered
system provides applications for mobile users
wvlo are not in a stationary location or at.
tacised to a vehicle.

Performances des Casques

a Attenuation Active

du Bruit

Des 6valuatlons portsit sur 6 casques Aat.
tdnuation active dut bruit out 6t6 rdaisdea
dants lea laborstoires de lllocommunleatlon de
lUS ayto.
ir orce~t
Oio. oate decea
ITdi
Force D ayton
des , hei.teQutancde cs

lea detix autres semli-ouverts Ccrtains 6talcnt
analogiques d'autea italenat des syst~mcs by.
brides analoglqjue~digital.
Dana le mode actif ou dans le mode possif,
stir one tate artificlelle on sur on soldt humaln,
on prcnait comme attdnuatlon do son, Ia dif.

f6rence de niveau de pression, avec ou sans
casque, en un point de r~frence dc l'oreille.
L'iritelltgibit6 de la parole avec des serre-tite
pcirt~s par des auditeurs exp~riment6s, ayAnt
unc audition norn ale, a &6 6aluc ent utilisant lea systhmes MRT (Modified Rhyme
Test) pour 4 niveaux de bruits dc bande qua
simuaicot Ite bruit existant dans le cockpit
dun avion de combat.
L'lntclligibilit6 do langage 2nalogique et
de 3 types diffirents de language digital, entendus chacon avc des serre-t~te a 0
mesur&c pour 4 niveaux: dc bruit. Quoique lea
Performances dana le bruit difizrent qurlque
peu sclon lesa matiriels, lea r~sultats indliquarnt
que ceux-ci peuvent procurer on mecilleur
confort, one mecilleure communication de Ia
parole et one meilleure rc~duction do bruit
(molis de pertes auditivea) que crux procurds par lea sysikoses lea plus couramment
otilisds actuellement.
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CHAPTER 35

Objective Methods for Evaluating
Conventional, Nonlinear,and Active
HearingProtectorAttenuation
PER-ANDERS HEUSIROM

D ifferet

*

methods; for measurin~g hearing
protector (HP)attenuationhIc been used during the lasmdecade-fmi example, the standardized 'rcal car attenuation at threshold" (REAr)
methtod (.50 4869. 1981, AWI S126. 1984).
Thecse methods use the differencs in subjcts'
hear-ing thresholds Nwithor without the HIPbeing tested. The test signal is sibite noise filtered
through 'Is-octave handswith cenrer frequencica in accordance whth International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) publication No.
225. The acoustic test signal is presented in a
diffuse sound field in accordance with startdards. The two methods most frequently used
to achieve a diffuse field are the multiple
speaker and signal sy-stem, installed in an anechoic test chamber (with the sound direction
pointed to the test Site). or a speaker system
consisting of one or more speakers in a reserberation chambecr provided with diffusers
To measure the insertion loss of HMs.the
acoustic test fixtures (ATF) method is frequently used This technique is often used for
quality control of earmuffs in IP factories
(Pfrctzschnier and Moreno, 1r86).
The use of artificial heads wkithand without a torso has also been described. A great
deal of effort has been expended to construct
artificial heads acoustically similar to the average human head (Schrocter. 1982, 1986,
Gigulrc and Kunov, 1989; Kunov and
Gigu&e. 1989; hecy et al. 1987; Posselt and
Scheocter, 1985).
All these methods have adv-antages and
disadvantages, decpending on the aims of the
measurements. The REAT method is accepted
to be the one that giS *tre data on the
measured attenuation from both carrasufll and
earplugs Hlowe%cr. this method has been crit-

icd for producing Some Minor CarM in attenuation at low frquecies,%depending on
the masking effects, fron phi-siooi nose_
Ante diaim~g is ft~iiiiv ef the
mwMred attenuation. This is due to the wellkrAsowvariabiity of hern thehodicasuremertiss tbe prob!nn of proper fintin of tbe
HP. the selection of trained subjects. and the
difference in the dimensions benseen subjeets hecads and ear canai~ Further. it is tuneconsuming, and the measured atnuation is
limited to low-exposure sound lerels.
The use of metal AM~ (ISO DP 6290.
1963) is only applicable for quality cntrol of
carmufl,, the mcas:red insertion loss is not
comparabie to the measured attenuation using
the REAT method. The liP attenuation incasuredl on artiflciai heads %ith artificial ear
(MNaxstell ct a!, 1987) is more comparable to
the results from human subjct, but there: are
still some disadvantages. One is the lack of human soft tissue on the artificial head; another
is the normal variabilit) of hrad dimensions
between subjects which also influences atten11tion. Still another is the lack of any sound
transfecr by bone conduction, which limits the
lIP attenuation. This limit is accounted for
when measuring with the REAT method
(Berger. 1983)1
During the past t0 years, the use of microphones tn real cars for measurement of IllP
attenuation has become increasingly common
(lBalnes, 1982; Hiu ct al, 1989; Gcrling ct a!.
1989. llctistront and Axelsson. 1990; Mlines
and AhIstrom, 1983, Peeves and Pchringer.
1983. Rood. 1982; Shenoda et al, 1987.
Traynor CIa1. 1989). Some Of these authors
have used probe microphones outside the carmuff with the probe opening inside the muff.
4101

=1;other~s Imse used I -ich socropboacs
e drecoq~ 2 hoe in the manud. r=atitr. some gs5cs describe: the ate of2 tugs.
woerophone gredcr we an the wpd and
aoo tsideothe ==X and szO abets
base wed 2 m=kcropboo =W the a

AS subjc~u extenl =i&
ZAd
vrs c
Fe~ (1)1stwere mymalzi
free ftre w= before the s=z efcach czpcim=3 ANlscb~eez had normal zecattc re(ies. gnaldeeczr gnesnae and conrphanm.
The schjea lszsicp'ar i the second ti-

Alscl2these methbods hmt a mapcs
thtey also hare some dbadvzxnmps tha ary

pet

The use of 2 ptroheicftlyheta oU4
the
1Cxil
m the Probe insered betwee
the mouff seal and the s. war cmwe sound
k2;=;e to the insde Further. fte sound reaisn.p
duction of the mkpm
outside the aag4 has to be pretr tha the ip
attenuatio in order to acbkev an seuae
me~srrneL Th usc ofaM11robn
S tm erie outside and one inside the mufi
sLI give diar on rise insertion Im bu o h
attenuation and cms be realetalar2esl for th
sound transfer hancion betwee the non ini,
croplone positions vtizbout the HE?
We base tried the folomn dfreat
in
--I--&O =co!
order to gain the advanuges and to eliminate
the disdantages mentioned abuse
1. In the first experunenr we, determined
th 2OPmirpoepoiini
thse external car. Bytoptimal vwenean 2
position inLstiich the measurement rc_
C9Sensitive to small move.2T least
mceris.
2. In the second experiment we cons
ini
romthe
pare thereslts
mncrophone (M.'IP) measuring tech.
niqueofllIPtttenuationssiththersults
fromn the subjectisc RtAT method.
3. In the third experiment usc studied the
attenuation from Ihe nonlinear lPs
tchnique for different
svith the %I.%IP
sound exposure levels.
4. In the fourth experiment we- studied
the attenuation produced by an actise
noise reduction (A~t
mounted in pilot helmets.

Method
Subjects
Experiment 1 10 subjects (25 to 50 years
old) participated
aod
1
: 10o
Epermested tmsubet
to tmesin
weretesed
Experiment 1ll: t0 subjects (16 to 45
Seamsold) participated
E-xperiment IV,4 subjects (25- to 40-)earold helicopter pilots) paricipated

also had

hearin drhoid better

siere 2ll trained ir Mcsy aoioceter.
Equipment
An c~c~~

cq

o

the fourth

b~ Chddangone, were~ performed in a scha
lerpaddds2moaesearsven
core - 360 degrees in she borizntl plane
n 0. +45. and -45 degrees in the -rtial
(KnoUics
Plri (Fr 351.TeI
EA 1842) used in these experiments vwerc Prosided st silcon probes stith a length of 26
nun (outer dianeter 1.5 mm. inner diameter
0.S nina The 3LIP cable vvis elastic and soft
(outer diameter leas than 1 mm). The sirugl.
stite noise. wstaproduced by 2 noise penctator (Bruld & Kime 1405) and filtered
through a 1/-octavre hand equaliter (Technics
h electric signal wstuamplified
S1-05
(Azlton XP3) and cosnvetd into an acoustic
signal by broadband loudspeakers (Tannoy
T165 ).The microphone signal vst' anallzed in
one1-i
analszer (,Vorwegian lEcctronie
830JL Thei audiometer was a computerized
B6% trite (Entomcd 5.4.260) andl was set
forFb B&isy uith pulsed tones in the second
e5PermmnL bSujcsadtemsrment setup in the test chamber -acre %isually
oasen-ed during the experiments via teleui.
sion eameira and screen.
Hearing Protectors
In the second experiment the hearing
proctor used ums an earmuff type (lsom
a foamnt)'e
fort), and the earplug Ns-AS
Comeg
(EAR). The nonlinear hearing protectors
tested in the third experiment %%crc iilsom
Impact stereo. Ceotronic stereo, EAR-Ultra
900. Hecllbcrg Actise stereo. Peltor Tactical
mono, and Peltor Tactical '7 stereo.

~

prien

Eprmn

To fiod the optimal microphone position
the external auditory anal, the sound trans.
fer function was measured from free field to
the TM at 12 different positions. 2 mm apart
The subject was seated in a chair in the middle of the test chamber, facing the speak~er.
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-nlutlthe opening,%vas 1 mm from the
71L. In this Postion the sound pressure levell
wsrecorded in %-OCta bands from 200 to,
20,000 Hz. The probe u-s then mored 2 mmn
outwds and the measrement uas repeated.
TheSe rommaregnentS were recorded at 12 positions (24 num from the first position) in 10
-ubieFurther, the SPL wis measured in a
Position corresponding to the center of the
subject's head.

Experiment 11To compare measurements of HiPattenua.
tioti using the NIM1P
method and the subjecthe method, the two methods were used si.
multanicously isith two different directions of
sound incidence. The directions were selected
from the a%eraged data of sound transfer functions (MT) showing greatest differences (hllstrom and Axelsson. 1990). The first position
%%=
6~0degrees and the second uw 240 dcgrecs in the horizontal plane, and both positdons Were at -45 degrees in the vecrtical
plane. The difference in SIM at these two poSitionS was up to 17 til (fig. 35.3),
The subject was seated in a chair as in Experiment 1.The N.IP probe was inserted into
the right ear canal with its opening 1 mm
from the Th and fixed in this position by tap.
ing the MP cable above and in front of the
tragus. To ensure that the hearing threshold
measurement wAs limited to the right car, the

Figuire 35-2 Thc daturc arogrrni of the out.

PM

LII ne

left ear canal wsasplugged with a well-inserted
loam plug.c
ThehAng thresliole's were then
recorded ssithout lip using fixed B&isy audiomeiry for both diccions of sound incdence. The lip wAs then carefully placed on
the subject's head and new hearing threshold
measremecnts isere recorded in both positions. Without moAtng the liP. SPL measuremints uere taken at the same speaker positions used for the hearing threshold measurements but using white noise. The lip uas then
removed from the subject and the SPL measuremenrts were repeated. Each subject participated four different times. The attenuation
from both methods was then calculated for
each of the 10 subjects. l-urther, the mean attenuation as well as the intersubject and iniasubject variability was calculated from the
four measurements and from all subjects for
the two methods and for the two directions of
sound incidence.
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Experiment III
In this experiment, the attenuation'amplification from fi& electronic nonlinear lPs and
one passive nonlinear liP was studied. The
noise e-xposure (vuite noise) was calibrated
to gise 60 dBA in the free field at a position
corresponding to the center of the subject's
head when seated. The preampifier-attenuator
was calibrated in six steps to give a difference
of 10 dBA between each step at the center position (60 to 110 dhA).
The subject was seated in a chair facing
the spealker the ML\IPprobe was inserted into
the car canal as described under Experiment
If The lIP vas placed on the subject's head,
and the sound level adjustment of the electrically equipped lIPs was set to maximum. The
noise stimulus w, turned on at the first level
(60 dBA) and the first SPL measurement was
recorded. The measurement was repeated and
stored at each of the other five levels, The lIP
was removed, the next liP was put on, and the
measurement was repeated for each exposure
lcscL When the six lIPs had been tested, the
measurements were repeated without IP at
each level Thc exposure time vas decreased

MW~
Wnls

from 10 seconds to 5 seconds in the situation
wvithout liP at the highest sound leveL The six
SPL measurcmcnts without HPs vcre cornpared for each subject in order to control for
any level dependence that might have occurred in the unprotected situation as a result
of changes in impedance due to the acoustic
reflex The attenuationfamplication was calculated for each HIP,exposure level, and subject. The mean attenuation was then calculated for each HP and exposure IciteL

Experiment IV
This vwas a field experiment with MMP
measurements in real lIP user situations. The
users were helicopter pilots The helicopters
were twin rotatry.wing veLicles (Vertol). Four
different helmets vith liPs (earmuffs) and
communication systems were tested in different flying situations Two situations were of
primary interest, normal transport speed with
and without the communication system
turned on. One of the helmets was provided
with an ANR system. This rather simple system was phase-locked to the fundamental frequency.
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Results
Experiment I
Figure 35-4 illustrates the difference in
the a~crage
W/-octave
band MTs between the
ABMPprobe position I tur from the T.N (x)
and two other positions, 2 and 4 mm from x.
The differece in ST between the positios x
and 2 tur is not significant for frequencies up
to 10 klz. The maximum shift occurs in the
16 kHz band where the 95 percent confidece
interv'al is less than 4 til. At the next position,
2 mm further outwards In the canal (4 tur
from x), the maximum shift is located in the
12.5 kllz band (1€w than 10 dB) For frcqucn.
tiesup to 10 1,1lz, the 95 percent confidence

4 kllz.
The most pronounced dtffercncc appears at 8 kilt.
The variability in the results is
greater ith the liTmethod at all frequencies
except for 8 Idlz
and reaches its maximum at
6 kHz, The differences arc significant at all frequencies except for 6 Ikllz.
Figure 35-7 shows
the resultig attenuaion using both methods
with the speaker position at 240 degrees The
differences arc less than 2.5 dB at frequencies
up to 6 MiJz.The NIMP method results in
higher attenuation at all frequencies except
for 3, 6, and 8 liz. Thbedtffercnccs arc significantly separated at 0.25, O.5, 6, and 8 kllz.
Thec
difference is 10.4 dB at 8 M1lz
Experiment III

interval Msess than 3.5 MB

Experiment 11
Figure 35-5 shows attenuation measured
using the NMMP and lit mctho(!s with the
speaker position at 60 degrees. Figure 35-6 illustrates the differences and standard deviations of results from data in Figure 35-4. The
,NMMPmethod results in higher attenuation in
tihe
frx~tuccy
area from 0.25 to 2 kllz and at

Figure 35-S showvs the average liP (Bilsore Impact Stereo) atteuuationfamphification
for slix different exposure levels from 60 dBA
to 110OdBA. At the two lowest exposure levels
there is amplification at frequencies between
I and 3 kllz.
Thleother frequecies are attenuatcd with a maximum (25 dB) in the
12,5.kllz
vs-octavc band, The attenuation in,
creases with increasing exposure level
and is
35 dB at 6 kllzwhen the exposure level is
110 dBiA
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Figures 35.9 and 35-10 illustrate the corresponding results from Ceotroic Stereo and
llelberg Active Stereo, respectively. The at.
tenuatlon increases with increasing exposure
levels from 60 to 110 ditA, but the nonlinear
effect is marginal at the lower exposure levels.
Figures 35-t1t and 35-12 illustrate the
nonlinear attenuation from the Peltor Tactical
Mono and Stereo lips, respectively. The most
pronounied difference between these two
lps and the others Is the amount of amplifies.
t on at the lower exposure levels. The Peltor
111P
has 20 to 25 dBiamplification in the frequency area of I to 2 kllz.

Experiment IV
The normal free field SPLin tile cockpit
was about 70 dli at high frequencies (6 to 10
liz) and 110 dBiat 25 lIz, whtich gives a
sound level of 100 dIJA(Ftg 35.13), The hel
met attenuaion varies between 7 and 283dli
in the frequency range of 0.16 to 10 kllz. Witht
the ANR system turned on, an additional attets
ustion of 7 to 17 dBiis achieved in the fre.
quency range k 40 to 400 llz,

Conclusion
We studied the reiabtility of using an
MINIP
techntque for
mseasturing lip attenuation
t
The optimal MINl probe position for SPLmrastirenent in tlte external audttory canal was
fottn( to be in the area of I to 3 mm from the
770. In this area, the nteasuretments are not af.
fected by small changes of probe position for
frequencies up to 10 1,11z,and only mtnor
shtifts occur for higher-frequency bands. Fur.
thter, no changes in hearing thresholds v~ere
observed whether the microphtone was sittt.
ated in the external auditory canal or not
Comparison of the lIT and NMIP
methods

showed good correlation except for higih fre.

quencies. However, itere is asmall but signtficant shtift between tl'e methtods, the MMUNP
method gives higher attenuation for frequen.
cem below 3 kllz, This shift is probably not
caused by nmasking
effects due to physiologic
noise whten tusing the 1ff method Such an effret should have resulted in shifts in tite opposite directiotn One explanation coutld be the
different exposure signals being used The lIT
ntrasurement signals were pulsed pure tones,
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and the signal Used for the AMMP
measurement
was white noise. Another explanation is the
Monaural listening Situation at the lIT measurement The contralatera! car was plugged
w~itha well-inserted toam,-plug- that should
produce enough attenuation to eliminate binaural listening. If the plug did not attenuate
enough, the measured attenuation with the
lHT method should have been less. The difference in results using the two methods was
larger at 8 IdL This diffecrence could he cxplained by the two different exposure signals
The nonlinear attenuation effect from the
electrically equipped Lzips
worked well for the
exposure level range used. The passive nonlinear Ill? did not show any nonlinear effect for
these exposure levels. In an earlier study this
effect started at an SPL of 118 dBi.The ANR
system we tested caused an attenuation of at
most 17 dlB.The attenuation covered ftcqurn.
cies from 25 to 630 lIz. These sy-stems can be
functional in lips of the future. Wills lower
pressure of he earmuffs and thus better comfort, the low-freiluency attenuation will de.
crease. This can be compensated by the effect
of thueANR system.
The NUMP
method was found to be an al.
ternatise to the lIT method for measuring lip
attenuation, especially thle attenuation from
nonlinear JlPs and In real user situations.
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I'att~nuation aux niveaux sonores 6deves Nous
avons ktudi6 Ia possibilitfl d'utiliser des microphones miniatures pour mesurer lea niveaux:
de pression acoustique dans le conduit auditif
externe avec et sans protecteurs auditifs,
Diffflrents typea de microphones minislures ont &E~comprI en ce qui concerne
letir gamme dynamique, la frfquence et la lIn.
6antf du nivrau sonore. Lea microphones Mctenus flirent ensuite placfs dana des conduits
auditifa humains de manl~e Acontr6ler toute
influence fiventuelle stir I'impfdance scons'
tique. Nous avons dfcid6
le micro'
phone miniature Knowles d'uttiser
(EA-1842) flquipt
d'une sonde en silicone.
Pour trouver la meilleure position pour Ic
microphone, la fonction de tranafert de
l'entefle du conduit auditif Atla menibrane tym.
panique fut mestirf par pas de 2 mm, Par
meilicure position on entend one zone At
lntfricur de laqoelle les rfsultats soot af.
feetfa Ic momns possible par de fiaibtes dfplace.
ments du microphone.
la function de transfert du chiamp lubre At
la membrane tyinpanique fut mesuirfe clicz 20
sojets pour 24 angles d'incidencc sonore dans
lc plan horizontal et pour chacun de crux-cl,
pour 3 angles dana le plan vertical, suit an to.
tal pour 72 Incidcnces,
Les rfsultats moyrs constituent un outil
pour Ic caleul des niveatix de pression acous*
tiqule enichamp libre Apartir de ceux mecsuirf

MW thodes d'tvaluation
Objetive
desdana
le conduit atiditif,
Objcties
esPour
deux angles ditcidenre sonore, Nun
Protecteurs Auditifs
avee tine forte amplification lautre asce one
Convetionelsfaisle
amplification dues AIa formec corps cl
Convntionels
AIa efisonance (hu conduit atidift, dut
les duffflr.
Non-Lineaires et Actifs
ences de scetis subjeetifs furent comparfes
La mfuliode conventlonnelle pour la
minute de l'attfluation de protecteura auiditifa
(lSO--869) nest pas utilisable dans toils les
m
Votn des problmes efuide danas
lfvaluation de l'attfnuation de protecteora
non infaires. Ces protecteora sent supposfa
asoir une file attinuation aux nis-esux de
bruit faibles et tine attinuatloti plus impor.
tante aux niseaux klevis.
Au cents de l'aun
passee, le nombre de
protecteora auditifs non linfaires commercialIsis sest scent mais Ica csractkriatiqurs chuffrees de l'effct non linflre ne sont pas disponibles. Iteat cepcndant possible de mesurer
l'attinuation dc ces protecteura Al'alde de la
mithiode subjetive, l'amplification 6tant soit
coupie soit riglee Asa valeir maximalc. Main
ces valcurs no ous apprendront rien sur
lecffet non linfaire o0 sur Ia valeur de

avee lca valcura obtentics Aipartir de mesitres;
effectufles avec lea microphones miniattires.
Lftttde butefalisc et rfpete qutatre fois
stir 10 sutuds avec et sans protecteura aiditifa.
Lattfnuation des protectrura auditifs
nisrsief Ailalde de Ia technique des nicerophiones milniatures san-ira Ltre en bon accord
avec les risultats obtenus Apartir de la mecth.
ode subjective et Ion constata que Ia technique de mestire 6tait valable as-cc nianasouns
quclqoes; limitations.
Latlinuation de cinq protecteura auditifa
non linflaires (serre-t~te) hlit 6tudife pour 6
niveaux d'expoaltion duffertents (entre 60 Ct
110 dilA) chtez 10 sujets.
Lecffet non linesire de protecteurs Equipes
de systimes klectroniques a fonctionn& conformement aux privisions
Lattnuation de trois protecteurs non lin6ires (serre tile) fot 6valuce dans des situa.
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tions d'utitisation r6alistes en re~gime de bruils
impuisionneis et en r~gme de bruit continu.
Dans Ic eas de bruits impulsionnels, leffel
non-in~irefonlionairausi
ben ue ana
nle a d naits
frctonnt us
ibe qed
le attdebuitson decaus
ups ed
Cattnuaton
e caque 6qup6 e dipositifsa att~nuation acoustique active du
bruit et destin6s au personnel navigant ft
6tudife en situatton rfelle Ai bord d'holicopt~res. On a obsecv6 une attenuation active
tian ds
Ic omane
foquece~s
cn~
dan l dmam
ds r~qenescomprises etre 40 et 600 liz.
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SECTION

SEVEN

Role of the Acoustic

Environment

CHAPTER 36

Medial Efferents and Acoustic
Trauma
JEAN.LUC PUEL
PATRICK VASSOIT

It is well documented that hearing deficits
may result from exposures to relatively in.
tense acoustic stimulation. When threshold
shift is produced by tonal stimuli, the maximum hearing loss is measured at half an octave abose the exposure frequency, and the
loss recosers if the threshold depression is no
greater than .1OdB (McFadden, 1986) In addition, it has been shown that exposure to high.
Intensity sound results in various structural
changes (Saunders et al, 1985). Recent studies
have focused on two major structural changes
in the cochlea to explain the hearing lossesz
(1) stereocilia lesions (Tilney ct al, 1982; hob.
ertson, 1982, Slepccky ct al, 1982; Engstrom
ct al, 1983, Liberman and Dodds, 1981;
Nielsen and Slepecky, 1986, Canlon yt al,
1987), and (2) swelling of afferent dendrites
at the level of inner hair cells (11lCs)(Beagley,
1965; Spoendlin, 1971; Robertson, 1983). In a
previous study (Niel ct al, 1988), we investi.
gated the possibility that an Intense sound
produces damage at the level of IIC afferent
synapses by an excessive release of neurotransmitter Because intracochlear perfusion
of kynurenate, which is known to block the
action of the afferent neurotransmitcr
postsynaptically (Bobbin and Ceasar, 1987),
did not reduce the traumatic effect of the in
tense sound, we concluded that the active
processes were affected first.
One current hypothesis is that the fast
motility of the isolated outer hair cells
(OhICs) is related to these active processes
(Brownell et al, 1985; Ashmore, 1987),
whereas the chemically.induced slow motility
of the OlICs is related to the modulation of
the active processes, modulation that is proba
bly driven in vivo by the efferent fibers The

only efferents connected to the outer hair
cells are the medial olivocochlear (IOC) ef.
ferents coming from the medial nuclei of the
superior olivary complex (Warr et al, 1986)
Because electrical stimulation of the crossed
olivocochlear bundle (COCB), which essentially activated the MOC elferents, has been
demonstrated to reduce the effect of intense
sound on the cochlear potentials (Rajan,
1988a,b), one suggestion is that the MOC
cifcrents might protect the cochlea against
the damaging effects of intense sound exposure,
Because strychnine has been shown to
block the effects of an electrical stimulation of
the COCB (Wiederhold, 1986), we decided to
test the protective role of MOC efferents by
comparing tile effect of Intense sound expo.
sure during intracochlear perfusion of artificial
perilymph with or without strychnine. In addilion, Buck et al (1984) observed in anesthetized and curarized animals that for isomergedic exposure to burst noise, the greatest
threshold shift occurred at a repetition rate of
one per second, whereas almost no threshold
shift was obscrved when the repetition was
set at 17 per second. At this time, they pro
posed that there might be aprotective mechanism, different from a middle-ear reflex, whiclminimizes the effect of stimulation on the organ of Corti. Therefore, we designed a second
series of experiments to test tile hypothesis
that the absence of threshold shift obsersed at
a rate of 17 per seconl might result from a
protective mechanism driven by the MOC efferents, by testing strchinine applied intraperitoneally and by sectioning the crossed
MOC efferents at the floor of the fourth ventricle
415
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MethodsW
First Series of Experiments
The method used vias the sam as previ.
T
pigmented guinea pig of both sexes were
anesthetized wsithpientobarbitaI and dtiotpro'
thixene, and the middle-ear muscles vLescI
tionod, In frne animals%courAnar a-J ie0
I
I
struction was carried out after the -,- innls
anesthetized hi-, physalir destroying the coe
dc2e wsith 2 blunt probe about 2 hours hefixthe exposuire to the intense sound. Thre
groups of animals acre studied. Group 1 ander-ent intense-sound exposure, during perf10
sin with artificial periymph. Group 2 under6
8
10
went contralateral car desiructionl before intense sound exposre during pertfusion wsith
rF~q2sC- (kdlz)
artificial perils-mph. Group 3 underwent in
F-36-1C*Ouud
-a putcm-s(CAPS
tense sound expositre during perifusion wsith d=A Shif i* 6C~ (==t SMs)252 inCrtca
artificial perilymph containing strychnine.
o( micfrequency
2f= acouic truma (6 Mtr.95 dD
The potentials nere, avrage rerponses
SPt-35 miraute)
rmmudWedcr zbe ed of tbc hdd
(20 samples) to 6.0m0.8,484-. and 10.000-Hz
pcfm intlin~t iciso~znI
Tshe
Omoh,
tone borsis of 0.25 masexponential mseOW o~ hf n-rcored as %beddiro=e ftomdbcccmid3
arudcial
peiS
1 msdurtin,
nd
s
co
rdig
2fta
dic
dest
perom
tie tim,
om
uain
n 00
0
aitrstimu- lo
idfccrigf20cfio
bm
c
Ins inten-al, presented insa closed acoustic deud=obused =W tcr z
so w cr
epurre thang par
livety systemi.Intensity functions were ohhww uvanriupaap.2janue(a
5. opeartained by %urying tone burst intensitie: (14 to
de). aftcreox~rmtcW co douvium tadare
intc
110 dB SPI, in 6-dB steps).
-,td OzM- irtuingpcifrsskuish andoal prArtificial perilymph %%2s
infused into tl.re hyp ( 5~).
E
rcXd 2tr izuonemdci
basalturn of scala tympani and allowed to
Insur during perfudun.5h artudritperlimp con
tainiing
10p-mL
styhin
=5. op-n -&-,kc) A232flow out of the basalturn of scala vestibuli at
ysi OfSiac Wle
ch
.c .nuhlt rmgr
2.5 id per minute through holes made in the
tost uv ed w)tdetcriue argothesuc
(amtohk
Cchlea. The artifiCial perdymph solution had
pleauofto.0iy
the following composition: 137 mm NaQ 5
mmn
Ka; 2 mmnC2CI.; I mm NggCl.-.10 mmn
lepes, 10 mm glu.ose, PH1
7-1. Three consecTreatment effects were defined by comti%e intracoeblear perfuisions of different duparing potentials recorded after the -arious
rations wexe carried out in Al animals, the first
treatments to those recorded after the first
lasting J0 minutes. a second lasting 35 minperfutsion. Analysis of %-ariance and Nesumianutes, arid a third lasting 10 minutes. In all 15 Keuls multiple range test vkere used to deteranimals artificial perllymph was perfuised for
mine significance (p less than 0 05 ), The data
10 minutes. This was then followed by the
are expressed asmeans = SEl.
second perfuision of 35 minutes, whiich in 10
animals (five normal animals and flue wuith
contrilteral ear destroyed) consisted of art6i
Second Series of Experiments
cial penlymph aloneC
and in five other animals
consisted of artificial perilymph containing 10
Thirty-four pigmented guines pigs usere
pmnstrychnine sulfate Starting 10 minutes afanesthetized with Letamnine. Tone bursts of 8
lt the beginning of the second perfutsion pe- kllz (10 masduration) were presented in a
fnd, a 6-kllz, 95-dB SPI, I5 minute continuclosed acoustic delivery systemn
with 2 repetiouistone snp.presented to the ipsilateral ear.
tion rate of either I per second for 17 minutes
In all animals after the second perfuision pe(n =8) or 17 per second for I minute (n=
ri, I,the third perfusion was finally carried out
14). This paradigm represents isoenergei ecxwith artificial pefilymph Intensity functions to
posures; of 10 seconds in tot.J effective dursthe tone bursts were recorded before any pertion. The duration of the tone burst (10 ms)
fitiion and Immediately after each perfusion
w-as
chosen to be shorter than the latency of
(within 2 minutes)the efferent fiber,, response as recorded b)
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Robertson 2.d Gummer ( 1985) and liierimn
and Brwn (l986.
The threshtold shifts were measured Jpsi.
lateally by deetrocodleograpl at dhe level
of dhe round uindow. 20 minutes after dhe
end of tie exposure for frequencies ranging
from 41to 32 kiz
Two different drugs were ubed to try to
block the nonna] function of the %lGCefferentimstrychnine (n = 5) and scopolansine (n
=4). Thc drugs vwere injected intraperito.
neally (2 mugper kilogram) 10 to 30 minutes
before the exposure to tone bursts presented
at a repetition rate of 17 per second. In addition, in three animals a section of the brain
stemn at the floor of the fourth ventricle %
also performied in order to eliminate the
crossed part of the HIOC efferents.

Results
First Series of Experiments
The greatest effect of the intense sound
on compound action potential (CAP) thresh
old during perfuision withi artificial peril)nmph
alone w-asohsersd at 8 t81 iz. nith less of

~W2accum~

an effect occurring at 10.000l 11. and the least
effct occurring at 6.00 Hz (H&g36-1 The
results in the group of animals with contralatendl car destruction did not differ from the
above group (Fig. 36-i). ifoweuer, in die
group of annmals exposed to an intense sound
during perfusion with artihcal perilytuph containing 10 itim strychnie. the shift in CAPI
threshold at 8.484 Hfzexposure was gnifieantly greater (about 12 dBi) tihan that ohservedj in animals exposed to intense sound
during perfusion with artifcial perilyniph
Aone.

eod eis fEpeiet
For the sanme stimulation level (136 dli
SPI). exposure to a tonec burst presented at a
repetition rate of 17 per second for I minute
induced aslight threshold shift, whereas with
a repetition rate of I per second for 1 min
tes a threshold shift of about 50 dli was observed at a frequency half an octave asoi e the
exposure frequency (Fig. 36-2). No modifiea
tion of the responses could be obsene d whecn
anesthetized aimals exposed to the repetition
rate of 17 per second were injected %ith
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A.--9,5 that r peests- ded
inirapasones i-)-t-n dttoyd-o and sopotanio(2 -. per Miopa-) 10
to 30 mi
zebdoeee
esposor to tone horns presaod at a rpelgon rme ofr per second for I atuatte The

*ond

curare (FIg. 36-2). In contrast. administration
of strychnine or scopolamine induced an increase in the threshold shift in animals cxposed to the repetition rate of 17 per second
(about 12 dBi), but still far less than thc -aue
measured sUith a repetition rate Of 1 per see.
(Fig. 36-3). The sanw result V62sobtained
after the section of the "ran stem :t the floor
of the fourth ventricle (Fig. 3641).

The function of the cfferents on the cochlea has been generally studied by electrical
stumulation of the COCB (Wiederhold and Ktang& 1970; Desmedt and Robertson. 1975).
The major effect of such stimulation was to reduce the amplitude of the CAP, this effect
could be blocked by strqchnine (Desmedt.
1975). In both series of experiments, the elfeet of an intense sound -wvas
greater in the
presence of strychnine. This suggests that one
Conclsioneffect of the efferents may be to act as protecConclsiontors
against an intense sound.
Consistent visith this interpretation. clccThe main result of both series of experitrical stimulations of the COCB atenUate the
mlents is that the effects of an intense sound
effrct of an intense sound on the cochlear pov,ere about 12 dS greater in the pfesenc4: of
tentials (Rajan. 1988,;,b). In addition. sound
str)chnine applied either directly to the costimulation of the contralateral car attenuates
chlca or intraperitoneally. In addition, the
the effect of intense sound on the ipsilateral
Largest threshold shift w6asalways observed at
car (Cod) and Johnstone, 1982) Because this
a frequene) half an octale above the exposure
effect was blocked by an intramuscular iccfrequency, which is consistent with results oblion of strychnine, Cody and Johnstonc protamed in different species of mammals (Mitch
posed that this desensitization could be the c
ell et al, 1977; Lonsbury.Nfartin and Nfcikle,
suit of acousttcall) -evoked contralatcral cifer1978, Cody and Johnstone, 1981, SlcF~dden
ent actIsty. The same reduction of the effect
and Plattsmier. 1982)
of intense sound WAS
al5o shoivit after destine-
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results suggest tltat no contralateral compo.
nents areinvolved in the present study. Therefore, the potentiation of the ipstlateral tntense
sound by strychnine observed in the fimsseries of experiment in which the middle-ear
severed suggests that (1) an ipmuscles wecre
silateral cochlear efferent loop is activ-ated by
the ipsilateral intense sound, and (2) these fibers suppressed the damaging effects of the intense sound in the animals not treated with
Tychnine.
The second series of experiments shows
that for an Lsoenergetic exposure level, the
effcct of intense sound upon CAP
grea2test
threshold was obtained at a repetition rate of

the following tone burst. In this way, tone
bursts presented at a repetition rate of 1 per
second could be considered tsolated stimult tn
which no signaificant cfferent-induced phecnoracnon exists. On the contrar-, the repetition
rate of 17 per sccon~d
could correspond to a
conditton tn which the protcctive mechanism
driven by the efferents is fuilly efficient. Indecd, an intraperitoneal tnjection of strychnine or scopolamnine 10 minutes before an exposure of 17 tone bursts per second induced a
larger threshold shift, this potenttation was
about the sameasthat observed tn the first serics of experiments (about 12dB). Here again,
these results suggest that an ipsilateral co-
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chirar efferent loop is involved in 2 protective
mechanism of the cochlea against intense
sound.-Morcoier the section of the brain stem
at the floor of the fourth %cntricle has the
same potentiating effect as str)chnine or seopolamine. Espcially in guinca pig. the fact
that the lateral efferent sytem, wii synapses with the dendrites Ofthe auditoty nerve
below the inner hair cells, seem to have few
contralatera) neurons (Robertson. 1985),
makes this section almost selective for the
crossed MOC efferet. Therefore, this result
suggests that a protective intracichlcar mechanism against an intense sound is mediated at
least in part by crossed MIOC efferents.
Evidence that an ipsilateral cochlear loop
mediated by 310C efferents can protect the
cochlea against an intense sound is contradictoty, For example. Trahiotis and Elliott (1970)
failed to show any difference after noise exposure in animals with COCII severed, whereas
lHandrock and Zeisberg (1982) reported that
both tenmporary and permanent threshold
shifts increased after severing all ciferents

quently limiting the mechanical input to the
organ of Corti without any action of the 31OC
effercnts.5Moreover the rate of 1 tone per seeond could be considered single moderate
acoustic trauma applied to the cochlea ceversecond. Because it has been shon that modcrate exposure, which initially causes temporaty threshold shift, may produce a permanent
loss after many repetitions (Ta) foe t al. 1965;
Kell, 1975; Loinshuy-Martin ct al, 198-1), it
can be proposed that the difference between
the two repetition rates (I versus 17 per second) results from a potentiation phenomenon
through an unkowsn mechanism.
In conclusion, both studies suggest that a
protectihe intracochlrar mechanism against an
intense sound is mediated by activation of the
crossed 310C efferents during intense sound
stimulation. This activation constitutes at least
one wvaythrough which a protective mechanisni may becexpressed during intense sound
stimulation of the cochlea.

second series of experiments, pharmacologic
or surgical efferent manipulations failed to
completely cancel the protective effect (see
Figs. 36&3and 36-4). The intrapecritoneal ad'
ministration of strychnine or seopolamise, or
the section of the brain stem at the floor of the
fourth ventricle, induced an increase of
threshold shift in animals exposed at the repetition rate of 17 per second, but this threshold
shift was far less than the shift that occurred
with a repetition rate of I per second. Of
course, one emnspeculate that the mode of administration, the doses, the drags, the typec of
section we used, or a combination thereof,
were not adequate to completely cancel the
protective mechanism. Nevertheless, other al.
tentative explanations can be proposed. For
example, in addition to MOC efferent activation, the OliCs themselves might also exhibit
a protective mechanism against Intense sound
that cannot be expresscd when using a repeti.
tion rate of I per second. lirundin ct al ( 1990)
reported that mechanical responses of isolated
OlICs in vitro can be intduced by acoustic
stimulation of the lateral wall of the cells, but
not of the stereocilia. Ding et al (1990) proposed that these mechanical (acoustic) respouses may result from thle opening of
stretch-activated channels. This could allow
calcium to enter lte cell, leading to a shortentug of the OlICs through the interaction of actin and myosin, Therefore, it might he possible
that, at such intensities of stimulation, thc
OlICs respord by contracting and conse-
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within the %estibular netve. Mloreover, in o,,;stmffrn

Itectroptiysiolgie
Dans tine Etude pricidente (Puel ct coil.,
1989). nous axons teste Ia possthilite scion
laquelle tine isiration excessiie dce neuroranmectteur induite par tine sur-stimulation
sonore pouvait provoquer des digits au
nivean des fibres affirentes des cellules ciiies
intcrnes. Etant donn6 quune perfusion intracocislisirc de kynurinate ne riduisait pas P'ellet
du traumnatisme acoustique utilisE dans cette
Etude, nous en avons conclu quc seules les
structures Impliquies dans la transduction
avant Ia synapse atlirente 6taicnt affecties.
Ces structures sont: (1) les cellules cilies mnternes (MC), viritables cellules sensorlelles et
(2) lea ceitiles ciliies externes (CCI3) qui
modulent dc mani~re mecanique l'activit6 des
CCI (micanismes actifs). Les seules fcrences
des CCE sont celles dti syst~mc efferent m6dian. la stimulation clectrique de ces fibres
pendant tine exposition sonore ridult 1Pelfet
dui traumaic
acoustiquc (Ralan and
Johnstone, 19838). Aussl, nous avons 6tudic
1'effet dun iraumatisme acoustique en prisenee on ci. absence de strychnine, drogue
connue pour bloqtter IPactivit6 des fibres cifer
entes.
Dias tine preikre sinle d'expiriences,
nous avons; pn montrer qttne sur-slimulation
sonore provoquatt une riduetion dtu potentiel
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da2ction composite (PAC) ct du potentiei dc
sommation plus importante tine deinie octare
au-dessus dc la friquenice du son trarumatique
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nique. Unc perfutsion
str)chnine potentialisait Ics digits occasionnis par tine m~mc sue-stimulation sonore.
Ce nisultat montre qutine boucle de r~troaclioncoch~alr
ca actv~e cndM tie strtimton clii
CsorciV
uelie
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stiulaionsonre
IL u'cC Ct boqu-c it
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12raumat215111e
5o1ore 6tat induit par des bouffics tousles (8 klz, 0.4 masdc front de mentie/descente, 10 misde duric). a tine cadencre

de 17 coups par seconde dutant tine minute
ou de I coup par scconde durant 17 minutes.
Les diglis les plus importants 6caient obtenus
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CHAPTER 37

Does OlivocochlearFeedback
Protectthe Cat's Inner
from Acoustic Injury? Ear
M. CIIARLES LIBERIIAN

In recent years, a number of published studies from one laboratory have suggested a pro.
tective role for the olivocochlear efferent systern (Rajan, 1988ab; Itajan and Johnstone,
1988a, b; see Chapter 38). In these experi.
ments, the effects of acoustic overstimulation
in guinea pigs are compared with and without
activation of the olivocochicar bundle (OCB).
It is reported that, when groups of animals are
exposed to a 10 kHz tone for 1 minute at in.
tensities of roughly 100 dB SPL, animals in
which the OCB is electrically stimulated dur.
ing the exposure show significantly less
threshold shift than animals exposed without
electric stimulation. The protective effects of
this electric stimulation disappear whei anlmals are treated with systemic strychnine, a
known blocker of efferent finction (Desmedt
and Monaco, 1961). It has been suggested that
this protective effect Is mediated via the so.
called medial olivococlilear (MOC) system,
Ic., the OC projection to the outer hair cells
(Cody and Johnstone, 1982; Rajan, 1988a; Ra.
Jan and Johnstone, 1988a),
Although a protective effect is unequi;ocally demonstrated in the guinea pig studies,
ambiguities remain as to the mechanisms un.
derlying the effect. The electric stimulation
applied in these studies, either at the floor of
the fourth ventricle or at the round window,
could be activating other feedback pathways
to the inner car, such as the middle-ear mus.
clereflex or autonomic fiber systems, or, alter.
natively, could be changing systemic variables
such as blood pressure or temperature, which
might, in turn, affect tie vulnerability of the
ear to acoustic overstimulation. The widespread central and peripheral effects of strychnine (Franz, 1985) make the systemic injec-

tion of this drug a nonspecific test for ohvoco.
chlrar involvement.
The present series of experiments was designed to probe tile underlying basis for the
protective effects reported. The major differ.
ences in experimental design were that (1)
eats were used rather than guinea pigs, (2) the
middle-car muscles were cut bilaterally, (3)
the olivocochleai bundle was sectioned surg.
cally to one ear only; and (4) both ears of
each animal were simultaneously exposed to
high intensity tone The resultant database in.
eludes nieasurements of threshold shifts from
a control (efferents intact) and an experimen.
tml(efferents cut) ear from each animal. The
simultaneity of the binaural exposures ensures
that all systemic variables are matched, and
that, to the maximum extent possible, the
unly difference between the two ears is the
status of the OCB.

Methods
Young adult cats weighing between 1,5
and 2.5 kg were anesthetized with diallyl bar.
biturate in urethane. Both ear canals were severed close to the tympame rings to allow for
insertion of closed, c.ibrated acoustic sys.
tems (Kiang et al, 1965). The bulla cavities
were opened bilaterally and bony septa removed. Once a clear view of the middle ear
was achieved, the tendon of the stapedins
muscle was cut with electrocautery, and the
attachment of the tensor tympani muscle was
cu.t with iris scissors. The skin, muscles, and
bone overlying the cerebeitum were removed,
and the cerebellum over the fourth ventricle
was removed by aspiration The OCB was
423
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Figure 37-1 Schematic of a iearsvese section through the cat's brain stem illustratig the cells of origin of the
of therecochlea projections. Efferent cell bodies arefound
oliococltear bundle (OCB) and the beam stem courtc
of
coalesce near the floor
near themedial superior olive (MSO)andthe lateral superior olie (SO) Their axons
the fourth ventricle and exit the bran stem vth the Nstditular ner",(VN). finallycrossing to the auditory nere
to thecochlear nucleus (CN). The post
(AN) within the Internal auditory meatus. The OCB also sends protecons
the midline position at wich the
lion of theknrifecut used to utlaterally dc efferent eachanimal Asillustrated, as is
OCRwas electrically stimulated in certain experiments
transecled with a small knife cut positioned at
the lateral margin of the brain-sten surface
(Fig 37.1),
The atiditory-function testused in these
studies was the "threshold" for compound aclion potentials (CAPs) recorded at tile round
window to 4-ms ionepips at a number of test
frequencies A computerized procedure automatieally determined the sound pressure required, at each test tone frequency, to pro.
duce a peak-to-peak CAP of 10 microvolts
(minimum step size of 1 dB). Testing pro.
ceeded from high to low freqtencies, alternating between thetwo ears at each frequency.
The completeness of the knife cuts in
transecting the entire OCB was assessed by
one of two functional tests. In some animals, a
'contrasound suppression" test was used,In
the eat, It has been shown that the addition of
moderate-level noise to the contralateral ear
raises the thresholds for test tones presented
ipsilaterally, as measured either in the responses of single auditory-nerve fibers or in
theCAP (Liberman, 1989, Warren and liber.
man, 1989), This contrasound suppression of
the CAP disappears completely after section.
lug theOCB,Thus, after placing the knife cut,
it could be shown that the control ear (opposite the lesion) could still be suppressed by
contralateral sound, whereas the experimental
ear (same side as the lesion) could not. In
other animals. the OCB was electrically stimulated at the floor of thefourth ventricle. After

a successful unilateral de-efferentation, OCB
shocks delivered at the brain-steti midline
(Fig 37.1) elevated CAP tiresholds to the
control ear by as much as 20 dB, whilehaving
no measurable effect on CAP thresholds to the
lesioned side.
After tilefunctional tests demonstrated
that unilateral de-efferentation had been
achieved, the baseline CAP thresholds were
measured at least three times at each test firc.
qnency, and the average pre.exposure thresh.
Oldswere determined, The two carswere
thenexposed simultaneously to the same tone
at tire same intensity for the same duration
During the exposure, tite sound pressure at
each ear was monitored and adjusted, ofnecessary (in 0,25.dB steps), to maintain the desired value,In sonie experiments, the OCB
was shocked (at 333 per second) during tile
acoustic overexposure. Immediately after the
exposure, CAP threshold testing was resuned
and continued without interruption for tire
next I to 2 hours.

Results
Sound-Evoked Efferent
Activity
of the
ItIswell known that single fibers
OCB respond to sound, even in anesthetized
animals (Liberman, 1988) If shock-evoked

DOESOUVOCOoCIIEAR
FEEDBACK
PROTECT
ME CATSINNERFROMACOUIIC INURY?
OCB activity can protect the ear, soundevoked activity should have an effect as well.
In the first series of experiments, this hypoth.
esis was tested by comparing the threshold
shift caused by simultaneous binaural overexposure when one ear is de-efferented, without
electric stimulation of the OCB to either ear.
The choice of exposure frequency was
dictated by the desire to stimulate the cochlear region most richly endowed with cierent innervation. Recent anatomic studies in
the cat have shown that those regions of the
basal turn tuned to frequencies between 6 and
10 kHz have significantly more efferent terminals on the OlICs than other regions (liber.
man et al, 1990). Given the half octave shift
between exposure frequency and the fre.
quency of maximum damage commonly seen
in such experiments, an exposure frequency
of 6 kliz was chosen (rather than the 10 Idliz
used in the guinea pig experiments). Tile
choice of exposure intensity and duration was
dictated by the desire to match the amount of
threshold shift to that seen In the guinea pig
studies, because it has been reported that the
size of the protective effect Is proportional to
the size of the threshold shift in control ani.
mals (Rajan, 1988b), Because tte cat is, In
general, less vulnerable to acoustic injury than
the guinea pig (see Chapter 7), either the In.
tensity or the duration had to be Increased.
We chose to increase the latter (to 10 min,
utes) so as to minimize the stimulus distor.
lions that occur at higher intensities,
As illustrated in Figure 37.2A, the lack of
efferent feedback in nine unilaterally de-effer
ented animals had no significant effect on tile
average threshold shift from a 6-kllz tone at
100 dB for 10 minutes. Although the mean
threshold shift for the de-efferented ears was
slightly highrr at several test frequencies, the
standard errors are very large, and the differ,
ences are not statistically significant. identical
results were obtained In another series of animals in which the OCB was cut unilaterally by
sectioning the inferior vestibular nerve In the
internal aud:tory meatus (Liberman. 1990).

Shock-Evoked
ShckEv ok Efferent
Activity
Based on existing physiologic studies of
OC neurons, it is likely that the ensemble dis.
charge rate in the OCB during these binaural
acoustic exposures is not as great as could be
achieved with electric stimulation of the OCB
(Liberman and Brown, 1986). Thus, in the
next series of experiments the sound-evoked

425

activity was supplemented by a shock train
(333 per second) dehiered to the OCB at the
floor of the fourth ventricle. The shocks were
delivered simultaneously with the binaural ex.
posure, after each animal had been unilaterally
de-efferented. As illustrated in Figure 37-2B,
even with this maximal activation of the OCB
to the control ear, there was no difference in
the mean threshold shift between control and
de-efferented ears. Identical results were ob.
tained for this experimental paradigm in an.
other group of animals when the exposure frequency was moved to 1.5 kliz (Fig. 37.2C)
once again, there is no significant difference in
average threshold shift in control versus dc-cf.
ferented ears.
Note that in all the threshold shift data
(Fig 37-2A-C) the standard errors of the
mean are large, significantly larger than in Ra.
Jan's studies (e g, Ralan, 1988a, Rajan and
Johnstone, 1988a). Tiese errors reflect the
great interanimal variability in the response to
these exposures. In contrast to the large interanimal variability, the intra-animal variability
was low, Ic, the threshold shifts in the two
ears were always similar, even though the
OCB was cut to one side (Liberman, 1990).

Conclusion
The results of the present study suggest
that, in the cat, for the types of acute expo.
sores and temporary threshold shifts studied,
feedback activity In the OCB does not play a
role In protecting the car from acoustic injury.
Tiius, at the least, these results limit the generality of the conclusions reached by others
concerning the protective actions of the OCB
(see Chapter 36).
Tie obvious discrepancies between the
present results and those of Rajan and co.
workers could arise in many ways. It might be,
for example, that I0-kilz exposures (as studled by Rajan) are differen; from 60. or
1.5-klz exposures used In the present study,
or that 10 minute exposures (as used here) in.
volve different processes than those impaired
by I-minute exposures (as used by Rajan) and
that only the latter are OCB-sensitive. If we
have learned anything about acoustic injury in
the last decades, it is that the reaction of the
inner ear to acoustic overexposures involves a
host of different degenerative processes and
that, depending on the exposure conditions,
different subsets of these processes may be in.
volved.
Another obvious hypothesis to explain
the discrepancies is that cats are different
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from guinea pigs. Arguing against this sugges.
tion is the wealth of anatomic and physiologic
data on the OC system in these two species
demonstrating extensive siniarities in projection patterns and response patterns (Brown,
1987. 1989; Liberman, 1988; Liberman and

Brown, 1986, Robertson, 1984, Robertson and
Gummer, 1985, 1988) Indeed, based on esxistmog information, the effects in the cat should
be greater than in the guinea pig, because ( I )
sound evoked discharge rates are greater in
the cat and (2) in the present study, the con-
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trast in 0GB activity levels was Maximized by
de-effere'rnting one ear, whereas the control
ears in Rajan's experiments always had an in.
tact efferent systemn and thus a moderate level
of sound-evoked activity during the exposures. Thtus, to attribute the discrepant restilts
to interspecies differences, at present, one can
only speculate ab~out undiscosered qualitative
differences, for example, in the OGII transmit.
tens released in the periphery or in their
postsynaptic effects.
A third way to view the differences in the
two scts of results is to suggest that tbe pro.
tective effects seen in the guinea pig studies
were due to miechanisms other than the OCil.
In the guinea pig studies, the middle-ear mus.
cem were not ctt These msuscles can easily he
stimulated with electrodes in the brain strult
or round-window area, and Ifstimulated elec.
trically can attenuate even at frequencies near
10kllz by as much as 10 dBi(Pang and Peake,
1986). Accordlngto itajan's control data (Ra.
Ian, 1918b). a stimiultis attenuation of only 3
duiIs required to explain all of the protective
effects of the electric shoclks. Although the
guinea pigs were paralyzed during the expo.
attics, It is hard to rule out residual activation
of the muscles hy the high-level electric stim.
ulation.
Itris also possible that (tie effects seen In
guinea pigs were due to activation of the auto,
nomic nervous system or some as yet sindis.
covered feedback pathwvay to the Inner ear. Al
present, ilaI Impossible to decide which of
,tic multitude of possible explanations is cor.
rect, Hlowever, the issue Is an Imiportant one,
and well worth future study If nattire has de.
signed a way to protect the inner ear from
acoustic overstimulation tunderstanding how
that protection comes about should teach us a
great deal about the basic miechtanisms under.
lying acoustic injury,
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Dans; chaque experience, Ics fibres effee.
entes 6taient sectionofies d'un sent cdt6 etiles
deux oreilles 6talent ensuite cxpos~es stmud.
tan~ment t un mf~ic Stimulus traumnalique (6
kHz, t00 dlB,10 minutes). Ge stimulus traumatique, eat connu pour provoquer un maximum
de deficit auditif dans Ia region du 10 k~lz, et
c'est pr&isiment cette region qul posskde la
plus grsnde densit6 deff,~rences (Libeeman,
rfsultats; non publifs). Dans Ia premiere sfil
d'exp~riences, Ie FOG 4tait activ6 par une
stimulation sonore (stimulation traumatique
binatirale), dans la seconde s~rie d'experl
ences, Ic FOC fitalt acti", par une stimulation
6ectrique dfllvr&c durant le son trautnatisant,
Les dificits auditlif C6talent t6vaiiifs grlce A
lenregistrement sur Ia fenetee ronde du po.
cntlel d'action global en r~ponse A une
bouffi~e tonale. Un algorithme pcrmnettait de
faire varier l'intcnsitiS duistimulus juisul cc
que l'amplitude de londe ANIatteiguc 10 tsV.
Lea aninsaux t4talent anesthes~ A~
l'ur~tbanc et
lea tendons des muscles de l'oreille moyenne
i4talent sectionn~b bilatfiralement.
Vital fonictiounel du FOC 6lail estinif par
deux mfthodes: (1) L'actlvallon du FOC In.
dulte par une stimulation sotiore controlat*
6rale Wtatestimfe par Ia mesttrc des sculls au*ditlis dana lorlille lpsilatdrale, Une stimulation
conlrolatfralc d'envlron 80 dlBSPL entrait
tine 4lfvatlon des sculls attdltls d'envlron 4
ou 8 dli, Cet effet, inditit par une stimtulation
controlatfrale, disparaissait complftemcnt
apr6s section du FOG (lberman, 1989), (2)
l'eflicacitfi des eltoes 6leetriques indulsant
l'activation diu IOC Wlil estimfe en comparant lea sculls atidhifs avec ci sans simula.
lion dlectrique. Cette stimulation 4flaitopfrc
griec AtI'mplantation de deus. 6lectrodes dana
Is ligne mfdiane du planelter du 4bine ventri.
cule. Une cadence de 333 eltoes 6lectriques
par secnde atugmentait lea sculls auditlis dc
20 dBidans; Is gumme des ftfquences otoy.
crines.
R6Ie du Faisceau Efferent
-La
section des fibres efffrcntes 6tait op.
dans
Proectio
a
ait niveau du hoed
dui
dansla
rotetio de
deplaneher rc aulscalpel
diu 4f me vcntricule. Cettelatfiral
section
I'Oreille Interne contre
eat connue pour 6liminer ha majeure partie
les
Buitsdes
terininaisons effkrentes coclilcaires Lea
les Bruitstests
fonctionnecls du FOC etalent rifpftfs ain
de demonteer labsence delt du cimt6opere.
1I a 6it6 dcmontr6, cher Ic cobayc, que
La section du FOC nfeutrainait jamais
l'activation du faiscean olivocochlfaire (FOC)
daltfration des scuds audills.
une stimulation 6lecteiquc ou sonore rf.
Lea 26 animaux ayant subi une section tat.
dull les patecs audirives temporaires induites
erale furent exposes bilatfralement Aan son
par une sumlintulatlon (Cody et Johnstone,
trauntatiquc de 6 kltiz: chez 16 dentrc cux
1982) Le hut de Is presente scrie d'experi'activation du FOC Wlil 6voqufc par on son
ences eat de tudier N~fentucl effet protecteur
controlatEral, cliez 10 anunaux, une stimula.
du FOG cites Iechat
lion klectrique du FOC Wlit effectuec en plus
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de Vactivation sonore. Les deficits auditifs ternPraires 6taient enegitr~s durant les: 120
minues

Cele eposiionso.
~ns~uties

miutes apcette exposition le
ntes oense
d00c.sTrentf mtes prrS SeCsitin es
sute ituaententre
d10ietu 50dill.~ tempo aail
B. acun dif~rene
10I e tay50avit
statistiqilement significative entre les animaux
ayant subi one section et lea animaux contr6les que le FOC suit aCtiv6 aosiunet
Ott 6lectriquement, Vaprnc otaicin
ecntradctio
p
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CHAPTER 38

Protective Functions of the Efferent
Pathways to the Mammalian
Cochlea: A Review
RAMESItRAJAN

R ecent studies have provided strong evi.
denc that the efferent pathways t the mam.
malian cochlea can protect the cochlea from
damage caused by loud sounds. Previous studies had mooted a protective role for these
ollvocochlear pathways (Filogamo et al,
1967); these studies observed that human sus.
ceptibilities to losses In threshold sensitivities
caused by loud sounds in one ear could be
modified by sounds in the other car. The cf.
fects In these studies were attributed to tlte
crossed olivocochlcar bundle (COCB) (Ras.
mussen, 1960), origiiating In the brain stem
contralatcral to the test ear that was presented
the loud sound, lowcver, asnoted by Ward
(1965), these effects could have been more
reliably attributed to the middle-ear reflex, es.
pecially as most of the crossed effects were
seen when using low-frequency sounds that
can elicit the middle-ear reflex (Moller, 1972),
either ipsilaterally or contralaterally. In con:
trast to the human studies, the more recent
studies used anesthetized animals, allowing
confirmation that the observed protective cf.
fects were attributable solely to the olivoco.
chlear pathways. This chapter reviews the signiicant features of some of my own studies of
the protective functions of tie olivocochlkar
pathways.
The basic experimental preparation and
procedures In these studies in barbiturateanesthetized guinea pigs have been detailed
elsewhere (Rajan, 1988a, Rajan and Johnstone,
1983ab) Cochlear damage was produced by
loud pure-tone exposures presented at a specified intensity for a fixed duration, The exposure frequency was always 10 kllz. within the
area of greatest neural sensitivity for the
guinea pig and producing significant damage

at the frequencies of greatest sensitivity. Damage to cochlear neural sensitivities was monitored in the compound action potential (CAP)
audiogram (Dallos ct al, 1978), constructed
from visual detection thresholds for the Ni
component of the CAP (Johnstone ct al, 1979)
and was measured as temporary threshold
shifts (TISs) in Ni thresholds. Results pre.
scnted here are almost always the Ni losses
from 10 to 24 kilz measured 5 minutes after
exposure. Statistical significances are based on
Student's i-tests,

Involvement of the
Crossed Olivocochlear
Bundle in the Protective
Effects of Brain-stem

Electric Stimulation

Basic Features of the
Protective Effects
Electric stimulation at the floor of the
fourth ventricle in the brain stem exerts a variety of effects at the cochlea through the
olivocochlear pathways (Desmedt, 1975; Fex,
1962; Galambos, 1956; Klinke and Galley,
1974; Weiderhold, 1986). To determine if
these pathways were protective, bipolar elec.
tric stimulation at this site was tested on the
TIS caused by loud sound exposures (Rajan,
1988a,b), The effect of brain-stem electric
stimulus (BES)on the TS caused by a standard monaural exposure (at 10 kltz, 103 dB
SPL for I minute) is illustrated in Figure
38-IA. In the control group only the standard
429
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(MX) %-As
cowrhxmd
uusha BPSA?400P A th 150-Ss
pUlses
ddicrrdW at 140pulss pa merd is a
contmuous burst (the'Mandard' BPS).
smlaeuusi 2Wslastingcather Ih lail 606rcond daraon ofithe =x
posure(BES60s + EXP)or on) thefirs 30 seconds
of thestadard cicpasure (BES30s + LNPX~
B, Mireaof %=ws
the rae of pulse in the standard
BES
on protection f1ointhe standardexpa~ar Ratesof 50 persecond.I vOper
second.260perseeondand400 per secoodl
%=e testedin dff&rest proups. TheBES
%-mnalazssiniuitzseat a-ah
the exposureandpresented
for fthdturAtonof the epostire. C Efect ofstridznine. In the l115 .2Mm testgrownp.
the standar BPS
uwaapplid simulanecously
soshandfIb the duration ofte expiscu ui o other wreaMent.in
the 'SMY + 40-60 * tlPS + EXPOgroup.4 igpeM ktogrun ofstrq
shie
% injected ktrspirritooeah 40 to 0
minotesbeforethe standard
BPS-s testedon t standardexposureIn the SPR + EDSPgretw.10 ing per
Zaogramn
of sM runne .sia wejectedintripenonecaly 15 mimztrsbeforethe exposutre
alone.0A [ffeet of heaane.
ttsoniun ad nto scatyrspant. Inhe tP2C +15 + (BPS LSP~rgroup. I pI of44 =Ihx aoniun
wsi penfsedi15 minutesbeforetestin the irteet of te stsasdird
BMsinuntn.otn .sub thestandar excposure
In
die "HEtX 15' + EXT'goup, thesutneIseiansethonun dosessan
perfused15mnttes beforethe orposure alone,
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monaural cxsure was presented. In the test

group, but significantly lower (p less than

group, the same excposure was combined wvith
scotch at a rate of 1410
pulses per second as 3
continuous burst) presented simultaneously
v~lth and for the I-minute duration of the exposure. Trhrsold los,sefrom 10 to 241
Llz in
the test group we.. significantly lower (p less
than 0 05) than control group losseS
at the
corresponding frequencies. In a second test
group, the same BES -Aspresented foronly the
first 30 seconds of the I-minute exposure. The
MI in this group was reduced (Fig. 38-IA).
but only by ahotit half the rcds~ctlon in thr
previous test group Threshold losses in the
second test group were signtlicar.tly higher (p
less than 005) than losses in the first test

0.05) t.n control group losses.
on the ;2ze of stimulation v6-asimestigated in
groups in which rates of 50. 260. or 400
pulses per second were used. All other clectric parameters vuerc kept constant. and the
continuous BESbur~t waspracentd simultanously with and for the duration of the Stan.
darJ monaural exposure. In cnctal. Incre2Siog stimulus rates resulted in grester reductions tn the maximum MI (F'ig.38-111)With
a rate of 50 pulses per secondl. some TfS reductions were ohzainsd. but only from 12 to
18 1,l17,and the) were not as large aswith
stimtulation at 140 pulses per second. With a
razeof 260 pulses per second. TM. reductions

Een 10 toW
2-5 Ik War4%tdy Vrr
thanz
uPvs 140 pub"s Me secricd. lici not sj::
ca2dy so (p X==re
C=0
CIO).
dc
thell
4
ht,ss
=s: ot 00 pb per second enhanece the reducom at 14 U1. the freq==oi
cg idam
r=c~zItm,
rouce
snore ideprTi Mreductom osparcd: to
sucauilam at
2260 palses per 5ecoad.
In later cx'erbn f, the standard cocish.
com BESwas omesigh bobr l5Gps poises
at400 FA applied 21 140 pubecs per second as
2continuous burst for I toime.
The BES could actie ft-e 2*drs cfterot pznv%
w facialzh
ervet-c" cors
to the stapeijis zusoe the isnerc6Sced 0(3
(LOCB). and the COCK. Activating the fadal
ness- produces contractions of the stapedius
that Could reduce: the ecffxvq of ossicuslar
urtsission ([nvirs and Weie.19car.
.
1972) and rece the (sJ2maging) input.
Thue factors exclude the gtaedius musclc
(I! iffectie curarirations to bMock the midle
car muscles (Doesed ct aL.1971; Fmx 1962;
Gaslamobos. 1956, Kinke and Galley. 1974) was
obtained before testing the BES en TIS (Rajan.
1988a), (2) the exposure, frequeincy wstaoutsie the .ange affected by contractions of the
muscles in the guinea pig (Moller. 1972:Nut.
taL,1974i); and (3) drugs that bloced the datsic effects of the olirocoaddear paihways also
blocked the taniporaty threshold shift reductions 25 detailed below

Effect of Intraperitoneal
Administration of Strychnine
Stnchnine. the classic oli%-ococer antagonist (Desmecdt and.%Monaco. 1962). was injeced intraperitoneally in three test groups.
M_~ drugs action zw always mtoni-oredl with
regard to the classic effervsit effects on the
amplitude of the NI to tone bursts, cics, or
both. The efferents were stimulated fromnthe
fourth %entricle by pulsed. gted, short dcctic trains (Rajan 1988a).
In the first test group. injection of sttychnine (4 ing per kilogramn) totally blocked.
within 40 to 60 minutes the olivocochleai
pathu-Ay-mediiated reductions in tone burst'
click NI amplitudes caused by the pulsed
electric trains, without affecting N I thresholds
from 6 to 24 Ulzr or NI intensity functions to
tone: bursts or clicks. Then. -.%hen the standard
loud sound exposure (10 klir. 103 dBiSPL for
I minute) w-aspresented simultanousl) vith
the standard continuous lIES burst, no 113 reductions occurred, Except at 10 kltz. threshold los'es in this group (Fig. A&-IC) were not

soandy &actfie
comzed V;
losses; (p'We==e thn 0.0t best weis: :*-any big=r (p less than 0.05) dha the M1
io the oigheI test Vrou with the e s= cdzud B5.~~whrdttprrzim
o n
Micveiscm t te szyhnie
he cLent pzmwama =vilred = the MI protection was cceoofned bir test the drugson
=o=:WTIS Aoe SItcnd~r injected at
mach hr
dose (13)smgper kilogra) 15
Mintes prior :0 the: =oadzrd exponrve alo0e.
i6d not zffca beast mica, NI thesholds Lucisay fizactioms or-kt as sigiath -snoo=:21 113 (Fig 38-IC). Threshold t-from
10:go24 kllz in tbisstrrdiminetreied cootrol
pooxp wevre rot sigi5catziMmleent (p
gamier than 0.10) fromia
losses in the standard
control group presented the Sine expoMMr
without any strychnine prerrsien (Fig. 38la)

In two other test groups. the stindinine
block of the protective: cfrects of the BES via
more closely allied to die drugs blocking 2clion on die NI amrplitude: reductions prodoced by pulsed. gated. shot eLctric trains at
die floor of the fourth ivntricle. The results
are briefly dsciribeds here. but are not Iluscrazed (scc Rajan. 198fa for details).
In the first: group, only 15 minutes elapsed
betweecn intraperitoneal injection of stnychnine (4 tag per kilogrm) and testing of the cffects of the standard BIN on the standard monanral exposure In this intersia strychnine, had
no significant effects on the NI amplitude reductions produced by pulsed trains at the
floor of the fourth %entricle.Now, presenting
the standard continuous BPS simsultanously
with and for the duration of the exposure resited in 113 reductions. Threshold losses in
this group wecre signtficanitly Iow-er (p less
than 005) than those in the control group
(monaura exposure alone), but s'.e;e compIatable to the reduced 11 in the origuial test
group with the same conditions of exposure
and electric stimulation but no str~ chnine.
In the second group. stry-chnine at 2 mig
per kilogram blocked. ov-er about an hour. the
NI amplitude reductions caused by pulsed
trains in the brais, in. again without affecting N I thresholds or intensity functions, This
block reserscd oser the course of another
hour. and pulsed trains once j,,ain reduced N I
amplitudes. Thecn the standard continuous lIPS
was presented simultancousi) with the standard exposure 113 reductions mecreagain obtamecd and threshold losses were significantl
lower (p less than 0 05) than those in the control group or in the first strychnine-trcated
test group in which the continuous lIES was
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tested on T15 sten sixydicine had blocked
the coclear ctcs oldie pulsed tZEILs

Effect of Intr-acodijear
Perfusion of Hexarnethonium
Tostog vkm also done with tacodalea
perfuasion of hezamehoniinn because this cffectivekv blocks the cbskc fffreni effects on
.NI amplitudes elicited by pulsed elctc
trains at the fourth rentricle (Galley ct 2L.
1973. bobbin and IKonishi. 1974). The action
of hexiai tnim ws always monitoedt
wsithi
regad to the classic cifects;L
Perfusion, of I ALof 3A mM hexainethoutium into scala tymrpani blocked, within about
15 minutes. the NI amplitude reductions dieied br pulsed trains at the floor of the fourth
,entude without afectig AI thresholds and
ampltudes (ltaian 1990a). Then the standard
monaural sound was presented siumultaneously
with the standard continuous BES The resus
for this group are illustrated in Figure: ?MlD
wsiththe results for the control gveop and for
the te group with the samte exposure an
BPS conditions but without hexamethonium
pretreatment. Thireshold losses from 10 to 24
Utzi in the liexzmethonium-treated test group
mere timilar (p greater itan 0.10) to losses in
toe control group, but were significantly
..,gher than losses in the untreated te group
(p less than 0.05).
As a control, hexmethoniumn was tested
on TIS alone. As before, intracocblear peril,,
sion of I i of 3.44 m.'ulhexametltonium had
no deleterious effects on the NI audiogramn or
intensity functions (liajan. 19904 As impor.
tantiy, 15 minutes later, the drug had not a]tered the normal susceptibilities of the cochlea to the standard monaural loud sound cxposure (Fg. 38.ID) threshold losses from 10
to 24 Ulz 5 minutes after exposure wr.s imilar (p greater than 0.10) to those in the standard control group presented only during the
exposure.
Thus, the protective effects are mediated
by pathwmays terminating within the cochlea,
The blocking action of both drugs on the pro.
tective effects; of the continuous BPS paral.
leled their blocking action on olnocochlrarmedited NI effects of pulsed, gated, short
electric trains at the floor of the fourth ventride1. With strychnine, for which more cornplete testing was done, it was found that if the
dntg7!r block of the classic olivococl'lcar cffects had not 3ct occurred, then the protec.
tire effects of the standard continuous BPS
were also not blocked When the drugs block,

so; action on the dassiceffct v
rnlmv
to
rcers, protechion %w agia obtained withx
the continclous BMS
7bs retilti do not iffrentiate between
the COCB and the VOCB paths-ass HouOr.
there 2 Mau reasons for attributingthe redoctions to th COCB (see Rapn 1988)L
principally related to electrode location in the
midline of the brain stem and tl' extent of
current spread. It is tunilyt th~r. at the level
used here, theres~ any signifcant cturrnt
sprad to the COdE fibers. Concordant with
this is the fat thn strychnine acted in parallel
on theTIS reductions and the largeNI aimph.
tude reductions associated with COCB. not
VCBd. stimulation with pulsed trains (Dcsmcdi. 1975: Fex. 1967: klinke and Galley.
1974. Sobmer. 1906)L Finally. 2 lesion placed
at the Bloor of the fourth ventricle to disrupt
the COCB (see below). with possibly only
nmarginal effects on the VC8dEprevented the
BPS from reducing TIS.

Memory Component of
the Protective Effects of
.the BES
Im

oreo

h

Tm
oreo h
Protective Effects
To study the time course of the protective effcts the standard BPS m-as presented by
itself for I minute. presentation of the stan.
durd exposure alone was dcl2yed either 5 or
10 ihutes. The results from these gtroupls are
compared in Figure 38-ZA with the results
from the earlier test group in whiich the same
standard BPS was presented simultaneously
wtith the standard exposure. The BPSwas most
cifecti%,e in reducing TM when it was simultaneous with the exposure, and wAs less effective with increasing delay. When the BPS pre.
ceded the exposure by 5 minutes, the TIS rcductions %werenot as large as when the BPS
was sinultaneous wtth the exposure- Losses
from 12 to 24 klz in the group delaled, 5
minutes were still signlicantly lower (p less
than 005) than control group losses; however, losses from 12 to 16 Lllz were signifi.
eantly higher than those in the no-delay test
group. When the BES preceded the exposure
by t0 minutes, no 115 reducti::s were ohtamed and, except for 20 klz, losses from 10
to 2 1 klia were not different (p greater than~
0 10) from control group losses. Compared to
the intermediate-delay group, the long-delay
group had significantly higher losses (p less
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REOUENCYOdFigure 38-2 Tim course of the heam-stem electric sumtutus (BFS)procteve ffecs. A In the control grotup(the
same as in Fil; 3&1)6only the siandard exposure (FE(P)seas prescrted. In the test groups the standard DESse-as
presented cither suii otusl) sith the exposure or b) itslf 5 or 10minutes before the standard exposure alone.
B, Testof the koitsis ofpesistent centraleffectsof the BPSin the deli) expenment In the nesistest group
(BES COCBIBt0%* DTP) the standard BESsiss presented b3itsetlfThen the crossed otre odstesir bundle
electrodes. finally, the exposure ssaspirescnted b) itself 2 min
(COCB)fiberssixre lesioned snth the stumilatang
uteSaftr the DESIbexresults are compared to the results frm the control group, frin the test group in sIidh the
.an BESandexposure se-ec saniltaneous (BES~rFXPI aindfromsthe test group in iud the DESpreceded Axs
cxp,.zye by 5 minutes (BES+t 5' + DW r_ Effectof COCBlestons on temporartythreshold siuf (Tl5X In the
"COCIS
LESION
+ F2CPgrouip,
the COCBfiher wecrelesmond at the floor of the fourth ventridle before thecsiandurd exosr

than 0.05) at all frequencies from 12 to 24
kLl14except 22 kliz

Central and Peripheral Sites
of Action of the BES in the
Delay Experiments
In the two test groups with delays beIsseen the BBSand the exposure, s number of

cochlear responses were remeasured within
the first 2 to 3 minutes followving the BES.
commencing t0 to 15 seconds after the end of
the BBS (Rajan. 19882). None of these responses were alterd from initial values. Thus,
the BBShad no apparent persistent cochlear
effe,-ts, yet, with a 5-mtnute delay between tlte
BBSand the exposure. TIS reductions still occurrcsl. A working hypothesis for tis result
was that, tn the delay experiments the long.
lating BBSeffects occurred not at the co-

chlma but centrally. Eecause thiCBBSwas applied to the COCB fibers along their length, it
could stimulate the fibers both orthodromically and antidromically. The antidiromic stim.
ualusmay hase had a persistent effect at somec
cenrarl location, facilitating its activation by
the subsequent exposure and producingre
duct ions; in TIS through COCB action at the
cochlea,
'Ibis hypothesis was tested in a newv test
group in vihtch the standard continuous BBS
alone was presented for I minute. The COCB
fibers were then lestoned by moving the dcctrodes a number of times only tn tlte dorsventral plane. After removtng the electrodes.
NI thresholds from t0 to 20 kllz vsere qutckly
rechecked. but were never altered from tntttal
va-lues. Two minutes alter the end of the BES.
the standard loud sound exposure was presented. No MI'reducttons occurred in this Iesion group (rig 38-2B1),
and losses were not
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significantly different (p greater than 0.10)
from those in the control group. but uere sigoificantly higher (p less thdn 0.05) than those
in nonlesined test groups in which the BES
was either simultaneous with the exposure or
presented 5 minutes before the exposure.
This result confirms the above hypothesis

stem site. intrapcritoneal injection of stichnine blocks both these effects and the protectire effects of a continuous electric burst (Rajan and Johnstone, 1983c, 1988b). with lose
congruence between the strychnine blocking
actions on the NI effects of pulsed trains and
on the TIs reductions of the continuous stim-

ulus. There is also close similarity between the
that the dela) cd BES effects were due to perTIS reductions with the round window stimusisten facihtatorv ffcctb at a central location.
is and the BES (Itajan, 1988b; tajan and
According to the abose scheme, the BES
would facilitate the central site that would Johnstone, 1988bc).
then be activated by afferent input from the
exposure. lowerer, subsequent cochlear cxCrossed Cochlear Effects
pression of the protectie COCB effect would
be prceented by the lesion, and the TIS
on TTS
control
in
TS
the
to
would be comparable
animals subjected to the exposure alone-exThe protective T13 reductions obtained
actly as seen here.
with electric stimulation of the COCB canbe
As a control. the effect of the lesion was
by two manipulations at the coduplicated
an.
tested on the standard exposure alone in
chlca contralatcral to that presented with the
other group. The COCB vas located and leloud sound (Cody andlohnstone, 1982; Rajan
sioned as dtailed above. NI audiograms and
and Johnstone, 1983a, 1988a, 1989; Handrock
intensity functions rechecked after the lesion
and Zcisbcrg 1982Y either presentation of a
were unaltered. Then the standard loud sound
sound of the same frequency but much lower
losses
presented by itself The threshold
%%as
intensity (contralateral acoustic stimulation,
from 10 to 24 kliz (Fig. 38-2C) were not sigor CAS) or destruction of the cochlea (connificantly different (p greater than 0.10) from
tralateral cochlear destruction, or CCD). The
losses at the corresponding frequencies in the
protective effects of these manipulations on
original control group, which were presented
the ipsilatcral "TSproduced by the standard
only with the standard exposure with no
monaural exposure (10 IUlz,103 dB SPL for 1
brain-stem lesions,
minute) are illustrated in Figure 38-3A (CAS)
Postmortem histology confirmed that the
and 38-3C (CCD). In the CAS test group, the
lesions were always placed between the facial
CAS was at 10 kIlW,80 dB SPI, and was picgenua, the area of decussation of the COCB,
sented forI minute simultaneously with the
and extended rostrally at least to the lateral
ipsilateral exposure. In the CCD test case, the
lemnisci and caudally to the nucleus of cranial
nerve VII. The efferent cell bodies in the contralateral cochlea was destroyed 2 minutes
prior to the ipsilateral exposure. Threshold
guinea pig are located well within this area
(CAS).snd from 10
losses from 12 to 21 ktlz
(Aschoff and Ostwald, 1988; Robertson et al,
to 24 kliz (CCD) were significantly lower in
1987; Strutz and Bileleberg. 1984), and simi.
the test groups (p less than 0 05) than in the
lesions in guinea pigs are known to inter
lar
control group,
rupt most if not all of the COCB and perhaps
Two tests confirmed that the protective
ceen some of the UOCB (Kimura and Wersall,
effects of CASand CCD were due to the
Wright
1962; Tcryama and Yamamoto, 1971;
and Preston, 1973). Some of our restricted le- COCB: (1)intrapentoneal Injection ofitrychnine prior to testIng the effects of the consions would have interrupted only the COCB,
tralateral manipulations on Tr3. and (2) lein fact, depending on the exact coursing ofthe
stoning at the floor of the iourth ventricle. In
fibers, a few COCB fibers may esen have been
all groups, the ipsilateral exposure was always
spared.
the standard one.
Almost all the features of COCB mediated
protcction obtained by the brain-stem stimuIntraperitoneal
lus have been duplicated by similar electric
Administration of Strychnine
stimuli applied at the round window (Rajan
and Johnstone, 1988bc). Pulsed, gated, short
Strychnine was injected intraperiteneally
electric trains at the latter site also activate
at 2 mg per kilogram in two groups In the
the efferent pathways (Rajan and Johnstone,
next 15 minutes, ipsilatcral NI thresholds
1983c) and can produce NI amplitude reducfrom 8 to 24 Mitz and NI intensity functions
tons similar to those produced by pulsed
to 10-klz or 1l-kllz tone bursts (or both), or
trains in the brain stem. As with the brain
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threshold shift(MIT) to the
cochicar manipulations on temporary
Figure 38-3 Proteive effet of eontraiateeal
(CA$)at
uerceithber a contralatIra acousticStimulus
siandard ipsilatcral exposure.
Thecontralairral manipulations
cochlea(CCD)
prior to tbe plirrcal exposure
10 Lliz, 80 dl)SPI,for I inrue, or destuctioni of the contealiterail
opsitateralexposure
(E'(P) -4s
A, Effiect
of CA&.
In the tontrol group(the sameasin Fig. 3&1)Xonly the stanidard
%ith the CAS.In the *CAS+ EPI group,thrr ws
this exposure as simnultaneous
presented.Inthe test groups,
no oilier trecainin.In the *SMlY+ 15' + (CAS+ EXPY'group,sir~ctiine (2 rgi per kilogram) wiasinjectrd in
ohevocochtear
cCOC3 tLSON + (CAS+ EXPYgroup,the crossed
traperitoneslly 15minutesbefoare
the test.In the
bundle(GOCh) sas lesioned attheDourof the fouthl%eniricle beforethetrot Bt. imecourseof the protction by
citber simultaneouslyiithtb exposure(tbe samegroupasin A), or byitself 5 mn
CAS,TheCASwa~s
presented
the sameasbeutesor 10 munutes beore theipsitateralexposureAtone.C~Effectof CCI) The control group%%As
cechlra 2 muinutes
beforethe Ipisilalral exposureIn
fore.Thelest condfitionuwsdestruction of the cootrataterat
the GCCD
+ EXWgroup,thiswasthe only test condition. In the'MlY + 15' + (CCI) + ENPYgroup,strychnine
LESION
+ (CCI) + EXP) group,tile
(2mig pe kilogram) wasinjected 15 minutesbeforethc test.In the 'COCOI
COCOwasteslonedat thedloorof thefourth entrice beforethe test.D, Timecourseof protection byCCI).in the
trot gropL%,theCCI)sis destroted 2 minutes(the samegroupas In C),1 fi utis 30 minutes,or 60 minutes
beforethe exposure

to a click, or to both the bursts and A click
were monitored and were alwvays unaltered
from initial values (Rajan and Johnstsni.,
1989, unpublished observ-ations),
-19832,
ifeaft rates, monitored continuously, were
also unal~ered. In one group the contralateral
cochlea was then destroyed. In the ntext 2
minutes, ipsitateral NI thresholds were re.
checked andfound to be unaltered. T1hen the
standard ipsilaleral exposure was presented.
In the other group. 15 minutes after the
strychnine injection, the stantdard ipsilateral
exposure Nvaspresented simttllteously wvith
the CAS (10 kli, 110dB SPL for ! minute)
The results for these groups are presented in
Figure 38-3A 'GAS) and 38-3C (CCD) Strycli
rine pretreatqment presented WA and CCD
from having~ any prolctice effects Threshiold

losses from 10 to 24 1,11Zin boils strychnine.
treated test groups %%ere not significantly slitferenu (p greater than 0.10) from losses at corresponding frctquencics in the cointrol group
As discussed earlier, intraperitoneali njection of a much higher dose of strcbinne did
not after the vrS to the standard monaural exposure alone Thus, the blocking action of
strychnine was not due to any nonspecific effeet of the druig

Lesioning ait the Floor
of the Fourth Ventricle
In two test groups, bipolar electrodes to
eated at the floor of thle fourth ventricle werc
used to losion the COCDin the manner de-
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scribed above. The lesion did not affect normal ipsd2teral cochlear rcsponses (P12jan and
Johnstone, 1988c, 1989; Rajan et at, 1990). In
one group, the contralate'ad cochlea was then
destro)ed. Ipsdateral NI auditograms were remeasured and neser altered from initial val.
ues. The. the standard loud sound exposure
was presented 5 minutes after CCD. In the
other group, the postlesion test was the simultaneous presentation of the standard ipslateral
exposure and the CAS. The threshold losses
from 10 to 24 kllz 5 minutes after exposure
for beith groups, presented in Figure 38-3A
(CAS) and 38-3C(CCD), show that the COCB
lesion prevented the protectise effects of cither CASor CCD. Losses in both groups were
similar (p greater than 0.10) to control group
losses at corresponding frequencies. Pstmortem histology confirmed that the lesions were
alvmys placed about the decussation of the
COCB fibers between the facial genua (Rajan
andJohnstone, 1988a, 1989).

Time Course of the Effects
of
Contralateral Cochlear
Manipulations
The time course of the protective effects
of CAS or CCD was examined in groups in
which either manipulation alone was carried
out some time before the standard ipsilateral
exposure alone. In CAS test groups, 5- or 10minute dela)s were interposed between CAS
and ipsilateral exposure, whereas in CCD test
group
ne delays were 10, 30, and 60 min.
utes
Een with a delay of 5 minutes after CAS,
smaller but significant TIS reductions were
obtained (Fig. 38-3B) Threshold losses from
12 to 18 kltz (where losses were greater than
5 dB In the control group) were significantly
lower in the group of 5 minutes' delay (p less

than 0.05) than at the corresponding frequencies in the control group (ipsilateral exposure
alone), With 10 minutes delay, no TMSreductions ocurred; threshold losses from 10 to 24
kllz ta this test group were not significantly
different (p greater than 0.10) from control
group losses.
In the CCD delay tests, significant Mrsreductions were obtained in all three delay
groups (Fig. 38-3D). Delays of 10 or 30 min
utes did not significantly decrease the protectihe CCD effects In both groups, losses from
10 to 24 kIliz were significantly lower (p less
than 0.05) thian control losses at corresponding frequencies, With 60 minutes' delay, less
TIS reduction occurred, though losses mere
still lower than control losses Losses from 10
to 24 kHz in this test group were significantly
lower (p less than 0 05) than control losses at
corresponding frequencies, houever, losses
from 12 to 24 kftz in the group of 60 minutes'
delay were sigificantly higher (p less than
005) than losses at corresponding frequencies
in the other CCD test groups.

Mode of Activation of the
COCB in Crossed Cochlear
Protection
In many animals with delays between the
contralaterat manipulation and the ipsilateral
exposure, a number of ipsilatersl responses
were measured before the contralateral manipulation and again in the delay period. In
the CAS-test animals, ipsilateral NI audiograms
and intensity functions to tone bursts and
clicks were measured. Remasures com.
minced 10 to 15 seconds after the CAS and
were completed in 2 to 3 minutes. A wider va.
riety of ipsilateral responses was measured in
the CCD test groups. Some of these responses
are illustrated in Figure 38-4. Measurements

cochlear destruction (CCD)on other responses
from the ipsslateral cochlea. A,
Figure 38- Effectof contralateral
NI andicgrams
andtuning uress. For the NI audiogramthe opensymbolsareinitial values,and the half filled cir.
to 2 minutesafter CCD.ForNI tuning runes the test t0 ms, 10kl
tles are repeatmeasures
made15 seconds
tone wasset10 d8 higher thanthreshold. Thecriterion wasalwaysa 25preent reduction In the NI amplitude. For
80 msafter tL.eonset of the 100ms nsker
simultaneous miling curves (crosses).the test tone was presented
Fulllinesshow the Initialtuning rune, dotted lines showthe tuning cune determinedafterCCD.Forforward
Opensquaresshow the initial
masting (squares),
the test tone waspresented3 to 5 ms after the 100mismasker,
tuning cone; filled squares
showvalues recordedwithin 5 minutesof CCD D,The upper panel presentsinput
input.output functions for onset(left side)
output functions for the ont I to a click Theloner panelpresents
(right side) to 300-is tone bu sts at 10 kILe Crosses
show ital values,and circles
andtermination responses
show -alues
recorded within 5 minutes of CCD, , ,Modulation of NI sensitivity by a 40 Ifz tone, tO kiz NI thresh
oldswere determined white cycling a 30 nis tone burstat tO kilt through a continuous 40-11ztone setat levels
asattenuation regardinginpit voltageto
below thatneededto elicit anNI Itself The40-liz tonelesel is expressed
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the speakers.
Eachpartition number represents
36 degrees
of 40 Itt phaseOpensymbhols
showinitia recordings,
closedsymoslsshsow
measures
madebetwseen
15 seconds
and5 minutesafterCCI) I, crossedollsocoeteac buni
die (COCO)effectson the NI amplitude.Crosses
areinput-output functionsfor the N I to 50ins tone burstsat 10
300ins train
prior toCCI).sshena COCDstimulus(onc per second,
Opensymbolsshowfunctions recordted,
111z~
of bipolar 150 p pulses,deliseredat aset rateat 400 ILA)preceded
the 10 klt tone burstby 10mu.Closedsyin
botsshowrepeatmeasures
madebetwren 15seconds
and5 minutes afterCCI).Circlesshow -aues recordedwihen
the rateOfCOCBpulsesswns140peesecond,squaresshowvalueswuhenthe rate was260 peesecond TheNI
amplitude wasalwaysdetermined
by averaging32 responses,
corrections foethis procedure
basebeenmadeFor
clarity, the inputoutput function without COCBstimulation redeterminedi
afterCCI)asnot presented,.
becamse
no
changeswecre
eCefoundIn thesefunctions&
Feoms
Iajan kjohustone EMN
Contralaterat
cocbleardestruction medi
alesprotection from monauralloud soundexposuresthrough the crossedolivoDcochima
bundle ftear lies 1989,
39 263-27.
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generally were completed wvithin 2 to 3 min,
Wtes,and always within 10 minutes, of CCI)
None of the tmeastures
Ofafferent and efferent
activity Were altered by CASor CCI). flow.
ever, althtough CASor CCD Itad no effects on
tpsilateral Cochlear responses prior to thlecx.
posure, they reduced -175 to thlesubsequent
exposure (provided (ft: delay wNas
not too
long) Similar effects were obtained When de.
lays uere Interposed between a protective
lIES and tite ex~posure.
in that case,tile lIESap.
peaced to have persistent facilitator)- effects
centrally (possibly the COCII cell bodies). al.
lowing acttvatton by te subsequent exposure.
A similar hypothesis-that of interaction at a
central site between inpttts from te exposure
and thteprotective manlptlation-can also be
applied to tilte effects of WAand CCI), lie.
cause neither nmanipuilations
dtrctly activated
thleCOCB. 'They ton may have facilitated the
exposuree's activation of the COCI) and reditction of tlte ipsilateral 'ITS,
'ihis postulate w~as
tested on the protec.
five effects of CCI). In a newvgroup, after mnica
suring NI andlfograms front 2 to 30 klz and
intensity functions at 10 kliz, I-4khf2z,
or both,
bipolar eleetrodes were loested in tile bratn
stem such, that pilsed, gated electric tratns
produced ANIamplitude reductions equtalto
those in previously tested :Animals, Thle eon.
iralateral cochlea was destroyed, and NI andiograms from 8 to 24IkIlz and intensity fitnelions were remeasitred, and always found tin'
altered. The eleetrodes were tised to lesion
the COCII, asdiscussed previously. NI audio'
grams were remecasured, and were again itnal.
tred Then tlie stantdard ipisilateral exposure
was presented (7 mintutes after CCI)). The
TS in this group (Fig 38-5) was not reduced,
and losses from 10 to 24 kiJz wverenot signifi.

Ofcontrolled cochlear
destruction (CCD 'Ibc control
WaSthe Sainte
nobefore,
with only the standard Ipsaital

exposure (EXP his C
t

oup uins
alo theeantose

Inthe other testgroup, the CCD
Wsfrtdestro~ed,
Fiv'enunutes

thiefloor ofthefourth Nvtricl,
~~~~~i
note
,o laetesadr
[tre
the
tndr
minte

2

exposure
Vaspresented,

cantly dtfferent (p greater thtan0,10) front
losses in the control gtoup that was presented
Only thle standard monaural exposnre, brtt
were significantly higher (p lessthan 005)
than losss in tile test group with CCI) but
without brain-stem lesions
Thus, CCI) muttsact in the proposed factiitatory Mode Centrally, requiring the opstlat.
eral loud sound for final activation of COClImediated Protection. Althtough thle lesion
wottld not prevent tile expositre froot activat.
log tile COCB 'primed" by CCI), it wottld pee.
vent the COG) Outflow to ttte ipsilateral Co.
clIlca and the subsequtent 'TSBreductions,
Thten tile 17S voitld equal tle control MIT,
exactly asfoutnd here.

Graded Effects on TTS
Testtng cacti protective maniputlation on
t0 kIle exposures presented at a widte variety
of intensities and for a ratngeof durations to
produce a variety of M.~revealed that, for
eacti protecttive manipttlation, tile amntt of
redutction in 'Il'S elicited by thle protective
nmanipuilation was related not to thleexposure
tntensity or dutration per se, bitt rather to the
amount of MI'.Tile results are stummnarized
in
Figttre 38 6, wvhicht
wvas
constructed using thle
threshold losses caused by the exposure, allowing all exposutres to he represented regard'
less of intensity or duration of exposure.
When low levels of maximutm Trh, of
about 25 dlBor less, occitrred immediately aflt the exposure, neither GASnor CCI) had
any significant effect on 'M1 Wtth increasing
MI',increasing protection resulted A plateau
in protection was reached with maximum
losses of about 40 dB) or more
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MAXIMUM LOSS (dB)IN CONTROL GROUPS
of the trosporaty thrsnrhold
shift (MI') reductionsobtainedwithsapplication of protec.
Figure 38.6 Dependence
lIve manoltons Inlessgroupson theamountof TIS occurrng In thecorresponding control groups,The mount0
bythe muaxium MI' recordedIn eachgroup (the 14kilz loss10
of MI'in the control groupsIs represented
sconds afteresposure).
The TM' reductionswerecalculated
asthe differencebetws-een
maximum MI'in thecon
trot groupandmsaximumTI'Sin the testgroup(both maximsa
occurredat 14 Wit110secondsafterexiposure).
Left
panelsTestswith contcalateral
aconuac,
stimulation (GAS)andcontralateral
cochlear destruction (CCD).The (A
avasalways
at the samefrequencyas te lpisdaterail
exposure,
andat 50 disSPI.sintultaneous
with andfor thiesame
cochleawsasdeutro~ed
2 to 10mutoes prior to tbe ipsi.
duration asthe exposure, In CCOtests.tbecootealateral
or al theftour of
lateralexposure IightpanelsTest with electric stimulation eitherat theroundwindow (SW.ES)
thefoorth sNritcle (515. iThe
exposureswcereIdeniticaltothosetestedwaithCASorCCDexcept thatan exposure
at1110dBSPLfor I minute wasnot testedwith electrtc sttulation, Thetest bipolarstimtulus
wasalw-ays
at 400IsA.
wtth continuous I %lis pulsespresented
ata rateof 140or 260per second,
simultaneous
wathandfor the duration
of theexposure
electric
Stimilar effects wecre obtained wviths
stimsulation of the GOCB eilter In the brain
stem or at the rottnd window. The results for
two stimutlation rates (140 and 260 pulses per
second) are sutmmnarizedin Figue 38 6 as
they wsere for the contratateral manipsulations.
Thie effects of tile contralateral manipulations

eiter one of Ihe two variales of the expo.
sttres.

Comparison Between the
Protective Manipulations

are similar to the effects of COCII stimutlation
at 140 pulses per second at either Stimulation
Asshown above, GASand CCD redulced
site. No significant dtfferences (p greater than
MI' as match as electric sttimulation of the
0,10) wee foutnd betwveen tlse test groussp GOCD did at a moderate rate. Over a wide
with either contrallaleral msanipualation or ccrange of exposures, there were no stgnificant
rIncstimutlation at thsatrate. Witht Stimuslation
differences In (lie Mr'redie mnsover mossof
at the higher rate, slightly greater MI'reduc.
Ilse affected frequtency range. There wvasa
lions were obtained; with the brain-stem sate, graded relationship between thle Mr' redstc.
exposures that Itad not been protected before
were now protected. It is possible thtattile ef.

feels of a higher stimstlation rate may have
been duplicated by using a highec CASinten.
oity, although Cody ( 1982) ltas indicated that
above 80 dli SPLthe GASdoes not exert any
greaser protective effect on a fixed monaural
high intensity exposuare,
In summary, the protective effects of the
GOCB pathwvay to the test cochalea appeared
to depend on the TM',the integrated effect of
intensity and dutration of exposure, rather thtan

lions obtained wallh each Protecttve m11snspula.

lion and tile Mr' that wvould othterwise have
occttrred,
l'srtlter, all modes offered tonic proteclion, always without any persisting effects at
tlac coclea The duiration of persistence of
protection depended on the nature of the nsantpulalion.'aanipuilations (GAS, lIES, and
rostnd-svtndow stimulation) presented for the
persistence of
same period Showved
the sanme
protection with 5 minutes' delay, but not wills
10 minsutes' delay in contrast, a manipulatton
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(CD) with no-finite period ofapphcation had
protective-cffes that persisted considerably
longer. Perhaps if the CAS or the electric stimuli had been presented for a longer period or
at a highet level, their protective effects
would hase persisted longer It must be noted
that the 5-minute peribd over which reductions could'be obtained after the CAS or dectric stimuli still represents a longtern facilita.
lion of the central locus for stimuli of rela.
tively short duration.
Finally, the crossed cochlear effects were
also blocked by the same drugsthat blocked
tile
effects of electric stimulation, and were
prevented if the COCO was transected at the
floor of the fourth ventricle.

Pathways and Interactions
Involved in the Protective
Effects
Lower Brain-Stem "Reflex"
Mechanisms
As shown carlier,
CAS and CCD appeared
to provide a facilitation at the COCB cell bod.
iesto allow the loud sound to activate the
COCO where the exposure alone did not do
so. The inferior colllculus (IC) can also act
through the COCB to reduce the cochlear TS
caused by a monaural exposure (Rajan,
1990a) IC stimulation does not appear to di.
rectly activate the COCO, but may facilitate
the exposure's activation of the COCO (Rajan,
1990a). Thus, the two peripheral manipulations may exercise their effect through the IC,
allowing the IC to act through the COCO to
reduce
M.S,

To examine this possibility, the effect ot
isolating the COCB cell bodiesin the lower
brain stem from more central structures, with
an upper pontine lesion, was tested on the
protective effects of a CAS (Rajan, 1990b),
The lesion did not affect NI audiogramss and
intensity functions (Rajan, 1990b) or the cochlear susceptibilities to the standard monau
ralexposure (Fig. 38-7). Threshold losses in
the decerebrated control group, presented
only by the standard monaural exposure, ssere
similar (p greater than 0.10) to losses in the
former control group with the same monaural
exposure but without decerebratton. Just as
significantly, decerebration did not prevent
the protective CAS effects (FIg. 38-7). Threshold losses from 10 to 24 kltz in the decerebrated test group, in which the standard ipst.

lateral exposure and the standard CAS were
presented together after decereberation, were
significantly lower (p less than 0,05) than
losses at corresponding frequencies in the decerebrated control group. There were also no
significant differences (p greater than 0.10)
between the TMvs from 10 to 24 kdlzin the
two test groups with the same binaural test
conditions, with or without decerebration
Threshold losses in both test groups were sig.
nificantly lower (p less than 0 05) than 'M1Sat
all corresponding frequencies from 12 to 24
kllz In the two control groups presented with
only the monaural exposure with and without
decerebration).
TItus, CAS exercised its protective effects
only through the lower brain stem without intercession from any higher centers. As shown
above, lesioning the COCO blocked the pro.
tective effects of CAS, Therefore, the protec.
tive action of tile
CAS appears to be exerted
through a lower brain-stem
"reflex' areinvolv.
Ing Input from both ears being Integrated by
the COCB neurons to the traumatized co.
chlea. It is parsimonious
to assume that CCD
also acts through the same pathways. The action of these protective manipulations through
such a pathway does not preclude any de.
scending Influence on this COCB action. Low.
rate electric stimulation of the IC also protects
the cochlea by providing a facilitator- Influ.
ence at the olivocochlear cell bodies that al.
lows activation by a loud sound (Rajan
1990a). The descending pathways from the,
m~dbraln could exert significant nodulatory
effects on the protective actions of the contralatcral cochlear manipulations

Involvement of Two
Strychnine-Sensitive Sites
in Protection
The time courses of the blocking actions
of strychnine on the protective effects reveal
an interesting result, Strychnine, injected mtraperitoneally at 2 or 4 mg per kilogram,
blocked both the protective effects of the con.
tinuous electric burst and the NI amplitude
reductions of pulsed gated trains, either at the
brain stem or at the round window, only
within
about 40 to 60 minutes. In contrast, intraperitoneal injection of strychnine at 2 rog
per kilogram blocked the protecti-e effects of
the two contralateral mampulations within 15
minutes. Because, across a wide range of exposures, both contralateral manipulations protected as much as did electric stimulation at
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Figure 38.7 loswer brain stemn
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140 pulses per secotnd, the differene cannot
be due to any dlifferences In the efficacy of reducing TES. Rather, it suggests that the strych.
nine block was exercised at differetut sites In
the ease of the electric stimuili as comapared to
the contralalceal manipuilations.
'Ihis result is explainedl when it is noted
that, in the case of COCB electric simnulation
simualtaneouis with the exposure, the protec.
tice effects must be exercised through the
stimulus directly producing COCII action at
tlie coclea. Titus, these protective effects catn
only be blocked if the CCI termilnals in thie
cochlea are blocked. fit contrast, CASand
CCD do not directly activate the CCII but
may provide a facilitatory Influence at tlie
CCI cell bodies to allow the exposure to
then activate the CCCB, 'thlen the protective
effects of the contralateral manipulations can
be blocked by blocking either the CCI terminals in the exposed cochlea or the input (or
'inputs) to the central site at 'Nhich the proposed interaction occurs 'the differences in
lime courses of the strychnine blocks therefore suggest that, in the case of CASand CCD,
it moustbe the Inputs that were blocked wvithin
15 minutes. because thie results with CCI

stimutlation -hotw that strychinine Injrecd intraperlioneally blocks the CCI termoinals
only after about -40 to 60 minutes.
1tits. at least two sets of strychttine-sensi.
live sites are involved In tile protective effects
Of tile COntralatcral manipulations. One set
consists of tlie COCI) tcerminals in the fpsilat.
era] cochlea at which COCII action redues
MIS11n: otlher set, located centrally, Is Intvolved in providing input to the locus (sug'
gested to be the CCOI cell bodies) at which
interaction occurs between the fAcllitatcey input from the contralateral nmanipuilation and
thle input front the ipsitateral exposure. This
interaction finally leads to activation of the
CCI to the cochlea that is presented the cx'
posure. Because the protective CASeffects are
exercised only tlirouyjs the lowver brain stem,
the second site niust be located in this part of
thle brain, Itis not known if tile second site
synapses directly on to the central locus at
sshieli the proposed interaction occurs or is a
site front which originates input to the integrating locuis, Itis also unknown wheter it is
the facilitatory contralateral input or the input
from the exposure that is blocked by strychnune.
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Binaural Interactions Leading
to Protection

psubject

Konishi and Slepian (1971) also found that the
effects of continuous COCB stimulation on DC
potentials (paralleling NI and CNIeffects) deEfferent neurons with cell bodies located
cayed totally within a few seconds of the start
in the brain stem contraateral to their target
of the stimulus,
tioc heepn tae conhlaracth
t ofu l
thee
seoretiont
roeverh recnt
cio he argedto onhlaracti stimu a
thel
Thus se retion noevel thecepsi
nonaret
oclea(Ueffanand Birowna, work of Robert Patuasi and his colleagues has
1986; Robertson and Gummer, 1988), Thus,
shown that Ml app -rs to occur bc -ause of a
the COCB neurons to the cochlea exposed to
reduction in the robability of opening of
loud sound must respond to monaural input
transduction channels on outer hair cell stere.
from the traumatized target cochlea rather
ocilia (Patocal et Wl,1989) CASappears to nr.
than to monaural input from the nontarget so.
gate this effect, at least partially (Patuzzi. per.
chlea, Hlowever, these neurons appear to be
sonal communication). This raises the intrigu.
to modulatory influences fromt the
lug question of how efferent terminals along
nontarget ear (Libcrman, 1988; Robertson and
the sides and the base of the outer hair cells
Gummer, 1988). In the case offprotection, the
can affect events at the apex of the hair cells
nontarget cochlea appears to provide a facill.
Futhler work by these investigators should an.
tatory Influence to the COCB (Rajan and
swer this question.
Johnstone, 1983a, 1988a, 1989), Low-level
sotind in, or destriction of, the isontarget car
Effets Protecteurs du
vats the COCII neurons and reduce Mi In the
target coclea. In single efferent neurons, fa-

Sstm
ieud

from the nontarget ear (Llberman, 1988.o
to be as conmmon as suppression (Robertson
and Giummer, 1988).

Auditive chez le cobaye

cilitation appears to be the major type of

Site of the Protective Action

at te Isilaera
Coclea

at te lsilaera
Coclea

4

Efreta
l
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Des &~udes r~centes chez le cobayc ont
nmonr6 que lea eff~rcnces coelilsaires port.
valent agtr en r(~diisant Irs domniages occa.

sionn~s par une exposition dejla coclihc Ades
sons

intcnses. Notis prt~sentcrons tel des infor.
plus pr&ises coneeritant set effet
mallons
Otlier than Mi, the (protective) continoi.
protectetir.
ous CASwas also tested on Ipsilateral INI ati.
IA stimulation 6leetrique des effirences
diograms from 6 to 30 Ile and on Intensity
coclilfalres, alt nivean dontrone cfrdsral Ottde
fuinctions at 10 and 1.hIl, recorded fromsther la fen~tre ronde, r~dtiit
Irs defietts auditifs
round window, or on DC potentials (the cin. transitoires occasionnes
par one exposition
docoeblear potential, or Eli,and the sumniat.
on son intense. Cet effet protectete a tin effet
lug potential, or SP) recorded front scala me.
maximum quand les shoeis 6leetriqries ont tine
dia of the basal trm. Ili SI1 wvasrecorded
-adence 6cevke et lorsquifls sont presets diwith a variety of tones, including 10 kliz tones
rant totite la drr de l'expositlon sonore
as used for the exposuires and 20.khz tones
Toritefois, le nu~mc effct petit etre obtenit lotmiore appropriate to the basal turn recording
sque cctte stiniulation klectrtqrie eat effectuce
site, at intensities fromt about 90 to 110 dili 5 ntinuites avant lexpositton
traunuatique Cr1
SF1. None of these responses was ever altered
cffet proteceer est bloqrif par l'admunby the CAS(Rajan and Johinstone, 1988a . Sins
itration Intrapecrilonfale on intracoichlfaire
ilarly, CCD had no effect on a wider variety of
de drogues, connites por t iber l'aclion des
ipsilateral responses (see I g, 38.4). ('The lat.
efffrcees cocllaires et avec one cinflique
tee restilts can be applied here because CCD
comparable au-cautres 6ttides. Cet effet peut
provided equal protection over a long dora.
a~re aussi bloquif par une section donfaisceati
tion.) The (protective) continuious lIES was
otivocochleaire cruise (FOC)
also tested on the DC potentials (Rajan,
Cet effet protectetir a Wtarissi obteno par
1988a). The S11 wvasagain evoked by 10 Ile
des manipulations ait niveau de loreille conand 20-kilz tones. Although the lIESalways
trolatfrate. Ces effets coclileatres cruises prodecreased the EP and increased the SP, the efvent a~re aussi saipprim~s en otisant les
fects decayed rapidly osver about 10 to 20 sec
mf~mes drogues que preckdemment ou par
onds (Rajan, 1988a), especially at the higher
des sections do IOC Leffet protecteor de ces
stimulus rates most effective in reducing TI'
manipulations controlaterales. persiste pendant

PRO1FCTIVEMlyCTIONS
OSFM~EEFTERL\TPATHWAYS
TOWMEMSAIIIAUAN
COCIILRA
la dure de la manipulation, Ces manipulations
controlatlraies riactiveraient pas cirectement
lePFOC, mais poormaient avoir des influences
facilttic
Quelle que solent la dur~eetl'ttcns
de l'exposition sonore, les manipulations effecucs rid
isetls pertes adtvsrnittrs
Cet effet proteeteur eat maximum pour
des daficits auditifs d'environ 15 A 17 dBSen.
regisr~s
ft~qurce Isplus~cz~epar
rc~t~s lafr~uenc
laplu afect~ pa
lexposition traumatiquc.
Les stimulations acoostiques controlat.
&rales semblent agir uniquement an nivesot
des voies 'rt~flexes" du tronec nr~bral, En rifet
one decortieslisation ne suppritoc pas l'effet
protecteur. Toutefois des influences roodulatries
cntraes
d~
trics pls
pus ourrlentsexecer
entrlespouralnt
sxcreretant donn6 que la stinmulation Clectrique dui
colliculus infiirieitr (CI) a aussi on effet pro.
teetetir Comtlers effets d'un trauMaliuseC
acoustique. Ccl effet est aunsi bloqu6 par lea
dc
itrsocllaircs,
nsirs
elsios
numde
s Iefso
intme esii r que
drogoes. ct pristc e
air
u
la stimulation CICtrique du POC on elle de Ia
stinmulation acoustique controlal~rate. Tottfois. on rtiete uiveati de protction pent &trc
obtenu poor des cadenes de stimultioin i4lcC*
triqtte plus filsles qtie celles do FOC
la sintuatio dttcolleoluln
Usiuai lectriqite d olcusI.
faricor ipsilat&al r6duit aussl lea dflicits auditis transiloires, dans des proportions usoin.
dres et pour des cadences de sltilation$
i6lectriques plus klcvi~es. Cits differences pour.
ralent iatre attribst~es alt nonibe de fibres
crosues cl non eroisifes du systme effkrent
median innervattt lea eegioni coelfalres a(.
feetfies par le son intense, Le collicultis infarirur pourrait aussi avoir des influences A Ia
fois sue lea voies croises et non croiscs dui
syst~me effecent olis-ocochlflaire,

~is
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CHAPTER39

Effects of PeriodicRest on Cochlear
Damage and HearingLoss
VMUSMRA. BIL'S

0.ne

the m2)o unresol

issues con-

joral and anatomic: data indlicatedl that these

auditory sysem is Jiow internnce affects
herring loss and cochlear damage produced
by the_ exponRe Although c -erltd-es
have addressed inictrnittaice in both bJboistory (Eldredge ct 21. 1959. Ward. 1970) and
industrial esnromets (Saaof et 21. 1983).
few have addressed the issue of threshold
shifts obsmved after repeated exposires for
more than a few days (Johnson et al, 1976).
Saunders at 21 (1977) evaluatd theshod
shifts produced by exposure to an octav
band of noise (OBN) centered at 4A0kHz, 57
to 92 dB SPL 6 hours per day for 9 days in
groups of trained dtinchiliLasbTey interpreted
their findings as supporting the idea that
threshold shifts reached an asymptote (asymptotic threshold shift or AIS) after 2 to 3 days
of exposure on this schedule, and sug~,esrd
the "equivalent poner hypothesis. whtich pre.
diets that AIS isill he reduced firom that produced by continuous exposure by the reduttion of power (with a period of integration of
24 hours) times 1.7 1B (1.7-dB decrease in
ATS fir tsery W-B decrease in equi-aent
power of noise). For the 25 percent duty cydlc utilized b7 Saunders at 21,AIS values were
close to those paredicted.
11me-er. Clark tal
2(1987), using hehavioralii,.traincd chinchillas, measured threshold

my and permanent hearing loss and less cochlear damage, than continuous exposures of
equal cncrpgr In a follow-up physiologic cx
periment. Sincs ct 21 (1987) demonstrated
similar rec-ery-phenomena in whole nerve
action potenitials; and suingl auditory nerve fiher recordings from groups of dainchilas exposed to the 500 Hz OWN at 95 dB spi, 15
minutes per hour. for 4 or 40 dam. Taken together. these studies shossd that auditry
thresholds could recover by, as much as 30dB
during exposire. and that the locus of the rcovery phecnomenon is peripheral. probabslyat
thc Iesel of the hair cell. This finding ha recently been confirmed and extended by another laboratory (Hlenderson et a1. 1990). It
also supports findings originally reported by
Miller nt 21 for interrupted exposures in the
cat (.%iller et 21L1963).
Bohnc and her colleagues (g. Bohne et
21. 1985, 1987) hase shown that the apical
and basal turns of the chinchilla cochlea are
damaged diffetecntly by noise exposurc Damage in the apical turn is usually restricted to
scattered losses of outer hair cells (OliCs)
that can reach 30 to 50 percent wsithout dcvating thresholds for low-frequency tones. In
contrast, darttge in the basal turn of thc cochlca from exposure to los- or highl-ftc-

shfsproduced by an exposure: to an OBN
centered at 0.5 1,lt. 95 dB SN., 6 hours per
144 days The) found that bath exposures mltially produced threshold shifts of 35 to 45 dB,
but as the exposure continued, th~resholds hegan to decl:ne and eventually recovered to
within 10 to I5 dB of baseline -alues men
though the exposure continued The heha%-

quency noise usually begins as a discrete Icsion in Rbich there is 1 scerc loss of iner
ings from human ears base been reported b)
llredbcrg( 11968).
It is possible that die different tguecs of
damage or different mechanism of damage
produced by Io-A-or high-frequency exposure
to nonse determine whether recoseeq occurs
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bit occurrat. Sobse5-<Msteps until the
quert hats and inisses!djun;:ed the stimulus into-daioh 2.5-dB steps until six alternuioas
had occurred 21thio 2.541B step ante Threshold was dordas the rocanof these intensitics. ada thrcsbold test reqinred 2 to 3 mitntass during vwtuda time about 15 45-m; food
obtained by ti heinchilla. WellC
Methods%=
u~cd anmalsgenerated a full auidiogrm (23
Methos
frequendeis tested) and consumed about 350
pelleis during each daily. 1-hour session.
Subjects
Threshols were determined at quzetroctal-c frequency interdas from 0.125 to 160
5ob)jectzor these stuies wvre dAihllS
kil. At least fre threshold determinations at
born and reared in = Iow-aois, animal coloan
each frequecy (typicaly 25 to 30) were used
they were I to 2 years old 21the M=rof the
cipertments. All subjcts were made mon'- to establish the animal5 pre-erposur baseused to
line Btehavior duringl silent trials w625
ral In'removing the ossicles on the left side,determinet the existence: of2an conditions that
this technique provides a proxtimately 60 dB
detertinathreshold
the
uith
interfere:
could
left
ear,
of attenuation for signals reaching the
tions; pellets delivered for correct rejections
but preset-ma the cochlea2 for histologic analyalso served to maintain fthkey holding hehawsis (Clark and Boline. 1987). (hoiular reior of the animl. Chaniges in the animls ct-imsoal wa4scompleted -prio to behavioral
teria for reporting tones near threshold were
training in group J; after 36 d2:-. of noise exreflected in its false alarm (FA) raze (No. FAS/
of
expodays
72
after
pose for group _7and
iNo. silent trials). By monitoring false alarm besure in group 3.
haior, one can determine if thresholds have
been alterd by, any nonauditoty effects of the
CXperimental treatMent. Although training
Behavioral Technique
time: varied among individual animals, approx.
imatly I month wats required to train a 3oung
Atidiomectric data vivre obtained from the
animal to report tones near threshold, and at
chin&dLaS timing a food-reard operatcOnleast iwo additional months oi training were
ditioning technique, (Clark et 4L 1974. 1987;
required beiore the animal became a reliable
Clark and Bohne, 1978, liohne and Clark
Observer (Le., thefalse alarm rate Was5 to
thea2ninrJinititd a vial se20%; standard deviation of threshold mesquence: by depitcasing and holding a response
sures <3 dli).
kecyifeeder chute (an observing response). After a vriable period (I to 9 seconds) a 2-seeos
triof
the
percent
67
ond trial was preserted,
os Exposure
als contained twtes. uhereas the rest were st.
lent The chinchillas vwere:trained to report
After training was completed, subjects
the presence Of a tonec by releasing the reiscre: eap~sed to an 013i4 centered at 4.0 kltz.
key. Absence Ofa tone, wAs correctly
octave band lesecl (0111) of the noise ws.:3
The
to
hold
continued
animal
the
when
repoted
86 dB re 20 jILa. Animals in group I were cxthe response Pey throughout the 2-second
posed 6 hours per day for 36 days; the expotria These, correct responses (lute" or "co-et rejetions") were rewarded by delivery of sure for group 2 was 6 hours per day for 72
days. Group 3 was imposed for 15 minutes per
a f"o pellet. incorrect responses ("misses" or
hour fur 144 days. 'list schedule of ossicular
'false alarmns') wc not punished: however.
removal in groups 2 and 3 resulted in expothey dela.yed diic opportunity for the next pel.
sures of 36 and 72 days (or the left and right
Ilt
cochless respectively, of animal in group 2,
An adaptive tracking procedure was used
and '72 and 1411days for the left and right comany
as
for
to ,nmsre pure-tone thresholds
chtras respectively. of animals in group 3
as 23 frequencies daigy. Threshold tests -Aere
ere -btained
steasurs of hearing sensitivity %%
begun iuith stimuli presented at 60 to 81) dli
mnice daily -.or all groupo Animals exposed 6
SPL Each correct response to the tonec (hit)
before
immediately
tested
were
reduced the a.!mulus by 10 dBiuntil the liat hours per day
and again after eaLh day's exposure (ite..
1arlure to respond to the tone (miss) octhreshold shift ITSi1 Ihour and TS 18 hour; afcurrcd. The vttuation step size wa2sreduced
tcr the previots dal's cxposure). Those exto 5 dlB,and the stimulus was Increased in

dest poc on --a interpted sehethle
The obreciv of the study reported aere wAs
to detiromrne if fthrecovery seen in repeatd
espostive to low-frqaecy noise also occrrs
fernn cy huad of
er xpinur to ah
tatise~oo similrsceuls

~1982).Briefly,

~sponse

ElICSOFM"1-10oc R~rO%COOIIEAZ DASCEM A!.EA1G 1LOS
posed on the 15 minut per hour schedule
were also tested tuice d2is. in the morning
and afitno, and data %e pSoted by dz) of
exPOSUMre
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vim .,cirred as the exposure period lengthcoed. For exampe. at 5.7 kHz (Fig. 39-E),
3sreo ove-red k" 26 dB o the ai=ge during
the first 10 days of exposum. the last 10 days

of exposure: 7s recowered less than 0.5 dB
Anatomic Technique
The codhleas of the experiment animals
wxere prepared for examination after-a recos
ry period of at least 90 days. Brief); under
d
pe obarbital anesthia, the cochleas
wre preser'ed by gonth. p xfisg the fixatie (1% OsO4 in Dalto's ltiffer) through the
prilhrAntic spaces. After perfision of both
cochls, the animals were: sacrified, the temporal bones were removed, and fixation wAs
continued for 2 hours. Lcaving most of the
bone intact, the cochleas were wmsed. dhydrated, and passively infiltrated with araldite.
After polymerization of the plastlc, the codclcas were dissected and trimmed in order to
obtain whole mount preparations of the entire
cochlear duct. The length of the organ of
Corti wAs measured and the number of missing cells was counted in each control and experimental cochlea; these data vere plotted as
cytocochlcogrns The position and extent of
damage to the stria ,-ascularis and Lie location
and amount of degeneration of the dendritic
processes of the spiral ganglion cells w ere also
rported on each cytocochlogram.

Results

Group I (6 hours per day,
36 days)
Avcege TS functions for these animals arc
show-n in Figure 39-1. Filled symbols repre.
sent the 13 functions measured just after each
daily exposure (IS 1 hour) open symbols are
the M measured just before each daily xposure (TS 18 hours from previous dy's xpo.
sure). Because the exposure band was restncted to the basal half of the cochlea, little
IN was noted for the low-frequency tones, as
expected (Fig. 39-IA). lowever. the IS
I-hour functions for the frequencies encompassed b) the noise exposure. 3 35 to 5.7 kllz,
all showed initial shifts of 40 to 55 dB over
the first 5 to 10 days of exposure. Comparison
with the last 10 days of exposure indicated recovery of 10 to 17 dB at all test frequencies
(Fig. 39-IB through E)
The IS 18-hour mcasures for ,ie frequencies 335 to 5.7 kltz indicated a growth ofshift
with exposure duration, tI',t is, less recoser)

during 18-our quiet periods bctwe
noise
eXPOsm
After 36 days. the noise was terminated
and the animals were allowed to recover. Permanent thrcshold shifts (PIs) were obscri ed
in all aninals; they atcraged 15 to 20 dB for
thehighfrequencies(335to5.7 kz.datanot
sho)
Cytocodilcogranms for these animals
indicated small basal-tun lesions; cochlear
damage wan less than that obse-red with
eq2lcnrg
continuous exposures (c)-ocochleograms not shown).
Group 2 (6 hours per day,

72 days)
Average IS functions for these animals are
shown in Figure 39-2. The malleusrincus complex was remo,--d from the left ears after the
thirty-sixth exposure, and is denoted b) the
arrows on the figure. Otherwise, the format of
the figure is the same as that of Figure 39-1.
Thrcshold-shft functions for 0.715 Llz are
shown in Figure 39-2A. Although there w-asno
shift of thresholds during the first 36 days of
exposure, thresholds increased by 10 to 15 dB
in the days immediately after ossicular removal, and the a erage 7S osr the last 10
das of exposure was 5 dB.
Threshold shifts for the test frequencies
within the exposure band are shown in Figure
39-2B through E The "IS1-hour functions arc
characterized by an initial shift of 40 to 50 dB
and a sloping recovery function that displayed
recovery of 10 to 20 efil after the first 5 to 10
days of exposure For test frequencies of 3 35,
4 0, and 4 8 kIlz, no changes were noted after
ossicular removal. Htowcver. at 5 7 kllz the IS
I-hour function became elevated by 10 dB between days 37 and 41 of exposure and stabiized for the duration of the 72-da) exposure.
Like the data shown in Figure 39-1, the TS
18 hour measures for the frequencies 3.35 to
5.7 kilt indicated a growth ofshift vith xpo
sure duration, that is. less recovery was ob
served as the exposure period lengthened For
all frequencies, the IS 18-hour thresholds con%erged toward the IS I-hour measures, after
25 to 30 days of exposure, little recovery oc
curred during the 18-hour quiet period be
twen noise exposurts An clevation of 1S 18hour measures was obscrved for the 5 7-kltz
test frequency after ossitcular removal
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Figure 39-1 Threshold suiot(T) as a functon of days of eposur foranmals exposed
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A through
Panels
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Group 3 (15 minutes per

of tltes data are noteTwo characteristies
worthy The post-ossicular -emoval elevations in thresholds observed in group 2 were
not confirmed in these animals. Average TSs
Avcrage TSfunctions for these animals are
rcmoval)
ossicular
from days20 to50 (before
shown in Figure 39-3Because approximately
and 80 to 110 (after ossicular removal) of exIhour of testing Was needed to complete the
posurc were compared and are displayed in
audiograim, the animals ,cre tested twice
Figure 39.4. For the frequencies 3 35 to 57
daily during 45-minute quiet peiods between
%%ereno signtficant differ11lz, generally there
exposures Therefore, all data shown in Figure
are Ts measured within 45 minutes of ences in TS before and after ossicular removal
39-3
Only the 4 0-klz comparison reached stgnfinoise exposure.

hour, 144 days)
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Conclusion
The results of the experiments reported
confirm the finding that under some schedules
of interrupted exposure to noise, hearing sensitivity can recover even though the exposure
continues This effect is seen for low-frequency exposures that damage the apex and
base of the cochlea, and for high-frequency
exposures that damage the basal turn only. At
present the mechanism that produces a pcripheral recovery effect, which can be as

much as 30 dB, is unknown, However, this

finding does show that periods of rest be.
tween noise exposures are protective, that is,

they produce less hearing loss and cochlear

damage than equal-energy continuous expo.
sures. This finding is also consistent with recent findings of protective effects produced by
tie 'training phenomenon" reported by Can
Ion et al (1988) and Canlon and Borg (1990)
Ossicular removal was carried out on the
left ears of experimental subjects for two reasons. First, it resulted in a monaural response
from the subjects for correlation with histo
pathologic findings from the right ear. Secondly, it provided a means by which two coclscas from the same animal could be exposed
to different amounts of noise for comparison
of cochlear damage as a function of exposure
duration. However, the finding that thresholds
vere elevated at two frequencies in group 2
after ossicular removal wvastroubling. There
are several potential explanations for this find.
ing. In addition to the obvious posstbility of
artifact, ossicular removal may have altered
the middle-ear muscle reflex for the contralat
cral ear. Another possibility ts that by eliminat.
ing the binaural nature of the stimulus after
ossicular removal, a contralateral sound suppression effect mediated by the efferents was
eliminated (Cody andjohnstone, 1982), low.
ever, it is unlikely that either middle-ear muscld effects or contralateral sound suppression
would selectively affect some frequencies and
not others. In addition, the 15 minute per
hour exposures showed no changes in hearing
sensitivity that could be correlated with ossic
tilar removal. Thus, we conclude that there is
no contralateral sotnd suppression or middleear muscle effects produced by binaural exposure in the data reported here,
Finally, we observed that the recovery
phenomenon, which had been demonstrated
with low-frequency exposures ant with 6
hour per day exposures to the 4.0 kllz OBN at
86 dB SPl, did not occur when the period of
exposure was 15 minutes (group 3) Howeer, 15 minute exposures to an OBN cen-

tered at 0 5 kHz resulted in recovery of nearly
30 dB during exposure (Clark et al, 1987).
These findings show that the effect of sehedule of exposure is different for exposures that
affect the base or apex of the cochlea, and
they tmply a different mechanism of recovery
in the basal turn of the cochlea, depending on
the primary site of stimulatton.

Effets sur les D6ficits
Auditifs et lesL- sions
Cochldaires de Pdriodes
de Repos au cours d'une
Stimulation Acoustque
Lune des principales questions non rsol.
ues en cc qul concerne les effets du bruit sur
l'audltion a trait A Il'nlluence de l'intermittence sir les fventuelles pertes auditives et 16.
slons cochlilaires produites par lexposition alt
bruit, Bien que certains rsultats semblent fa
voriser le concept d'iso-6nergic, dans lequel
lUnergie acoustique totale pernettrait de pri.
dire Atlle seule les I&sions, it est ivident que
l'interruption dune dose donnc de ebruit par
des pCriodes de "calme effectif" consttue un
cffet protecteur, c'est--direr que la perte audi
live et les l6ions coclfeaires sont plus finbles
que pour tine exposition iso 6nergftque continue.
Les effets de diffgrentes saquences comportant une succession de pfriodes de bntit ct
de repos sur l'atteinte cocliaire et la perte
auditive out tf itudtCs dans nos laboratotres
chez des chinchillas ayant subi un entraine.
ment comportemental. Dans l'une des experi.
ences, deux groupes tIe chinchlllas furent exposs t un brutt d'une octave (OBN) centre
sur 4,0 kIlz et de niveau 86 dl SP,
raison
de six heures par jour. Le premier groupe,
rendi monaural avant le d6but de l'exp6rience, fut exposi pendant 36 jours. Le second
groupe fit rendu monaural aprs 36 Jours
d'exposition puts subit une expositton addi
tionnelle de 36 lous. Les scills furent relevs
deux fois par jour avec des intervalles de frEquence d'un quart d'octave de 0,125 A 16,0
kllz AIaide d'une technique de renforcement
positif, avant lexposition, pendant l'exposition
et pendant une dur&c de 100 Jours aprs
l'exposition Aprs Iaudionitrie comportementale, Is cochlcs fitrent preparies pour
f'examen microscopique Tous les sujets mon
traient une t&l-vation dc scud initiale de 45-55
dB Ades fr6quences de test comprises dans le
domaine des frequences de stimulation (3,35 -
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8,0 kllz), apr6s 5 3 10 jours, Ics rii6vations lie
scuds commenc~eent A d6cliner et I'on obseeva une r&up~raton d'environ 20 diB au
liexpsitin sis'ots
cour de 10jour
couf
oursd'eposiionsuivnts
des10
(25.35 dB di61cvation die scull). Les sculls se
stabilis~rcnt aprks environ 20 jours d'exposi.
ti0n aussi biets pour le geoupe "36 Jon" que
pour le groupe '72 jours". De farisics drificits
pernmancents futrcot observ6s, datas te lioralne
lies fr6queccs lie stimaulation, pour Irs licux
groupes d'anirosux: 15 -20 till pour l'exposl.
t10n )a plus courte et 20.25 diB pour la plus
longue, Les cochl~es expos&s pendant 36
jours avaicot lies 16sions fatibies oais signifies.
lives dans le tour basal; celles exposkes penliant 72 jours montesienit lies atrinles l6g&emnt plus importsntes.
IUogeoupe adliltionnel lie chtinchillas fiat
cxpos6 A un OlIN lie 86 dl) SPL centr6 sot 4,0
kliz pendant 144 joum. ILeplan d'exposllion
btait lie 15 minutes par heurc. Ces anltusux
fluet reliusruonursx
sp~s ls 72xpsure
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CHAPTER 40

IntermittentNoise and Equal
Energy Hypothesis
PIERRE CAMPO
ROBERT R. LATAYE

In recent decades, exposure to intense noise
has become an Important occupational prob.
lcm. Consequently, in most industrial scttings,
the need for prevention of noise-induced hear.
ing loss is receiving ever Increasing attention.
One of the most important problems Is to de.
velop a practical Indicator to estimate the au.
ditory hazards encountered by nolc.cxposed
employees. The Equal Energy Principle (EEP)
has been proposed as a comprehensive strat.
egy to rate the hazard of noise exposures over
a wide ratnge of exposure conditions. The EEP
was Initially proposed by Eldred et al (1955)
and assumes that hearing damage is function
of the total acoustic energy received. The EEP
assumes a reciprocal trading relationship be.
tween the intensity of the noise and the dura.
tion of the exposure, the product of time and
intensity being a measure of the total acoustic
energy received. Hence, for the total energy
to remain constant, the exposure Intensity
must decrease by 3 dB SPL for each dou
bling of the exposure duration. Thus, any in.
terrupted noise exposure can be equated to
the level of a continuous noise of equal
energy , I c, the equivalent continuous level
(Leq).
The Leq is an attractive concept that can
be incorporated with ease into instrumcnta
lion and into normalization rules, but there
are some questions as to whether the Lcq is a
good indicator of 'se auditory hazard associated with fluctuat.wg noise exposure, Indeed,
most of the industrial exposures are not continuous, but rather intermittent or fluctuating
So it is important to determine if the Leq takes
into account the effects of rest periods on auditory threshold shifts,
One approach to evaluating the EEP is to
determine the amount of hearing loss or hair
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cell loss that occurs in an animal model after
different noise exposures. The permanent
threshold shift (PIS) is probably the most im
portant single metric for evaluating the EEP.
Although many noise-exposure studies have
been carried out with animals, only a few of
the studies have attempted to simulate acoustic conditions similar to those encountered in
industry, Ic., interrupted noise exposures of
moderate intensity emitted daily during at
least 2 weeks (Sinex et a), 1987, Clark ct al,
1987). By contrast, most studies of acoustic
trauma have dealt with short exposure (a fcw
minutes or a few hours) using high noise in.
tensitlies, typically 110 dB and over (Buck and
Franke, 1986; Cody and Johnstone, 1982; Sata.
loff ct al, 1983; Goulios and Robertson,
1983). In such condittons, the cochlear inJuries observed and the underlying mechanisms
of hearing loss due to noise exposure could he
different than those generated by a moderateintensity exposure emitted over a long period
of time. Moreover, the effect of intensity in
the studies of Ward ct al (1981) and Roberto
et al (1985) showed that Leq, especially as it
applies to impulse noises, is not a good indicator of the hazard of the noises (licnderson and
llamernitk, 1978; Ilamermk et al, 1980). Given
the paucity of data, we felt that it was important to determine if 8 hour noise exposures at
levels similar to those encountered in the
work place (moderate intensity) would produce the same amount of hearing loss as
shorter exposures of higher intensity. Bence,
the primary goal of the present study was to
find the sound pressure level of an 8-hour continuous noise that would generate a similar
magnitude of PTS as that generated by a short
continuous or intermittent noise with the
same spctrum If the EEP is an appropriate

INTERAMLNTNOISEANDEQUALENERGY
Im'OTHESIS
measure of hearing hazard, then the degree of
hearing loss should be the same in groups of
animals exposed to continuous and intermittent exposures with the same Leq A second
objective was to compare the amount of hearing loss with the levels of cochlear damage
from two exposure schedules that had the
same total acoustic energy, but a different
temporal distribution, specifically short continuous noises versus intermittent noise&

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Subjects for these experiments were
young, female, pigmented guinea pigs with
melanotic eyes All animals were at least 2
months old (400 to 500 g) at the start of the
experiment and between 4 and 5 months old
at the end of the experiment. The animals
were selected on the basis of a preliminary au.
diologic test: Preyer reflex and direct observa
lion of the outer car.

Electrocochleography
Auditory thresholds were estimated using
electrocochleography. The electrodes were
implanted under anesthesia, A levomepro.
mazine premedication (Nozinan, 2 mg per
100 g body weight) was administered a half an
hour before the anesthesia. The ketamine an.
esthesia (Clorketam 1000, 15 Ing per 100 g
body weight) was administered by intraperito.
neal injection. The core temperature of tie
animal was maintained at 38C using a heating
pad control system regulated with a rectal
probe sensor.
A retroauricular incision of about 1.5 cm
In length was made under sterile surgical con.
ditions. The otIe capsule was exposed by cutting through the connective tissue and the
neck musculature. The recording electrode
(insulated platinum wire) was inserted
through a guide hole under visual control by
way of an operating microscope, When the
electrode tip was on the edge of the round
window membrane, the electrode was an.
chored onto the otic capsule with dental cement (Taab 2000). Tie reference and ground
electrodes were inserted onto the vertex of
the animal's skull. Tie electrodes were con,
nected to an clect:ical connector anchored to
the skull by means of dental cement. With this
technique, the compound action potential
(CAP) can be recorded over a period of a least
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3 months (Aran and Efe, 1979, Walger et a],
1985).
The audiometry was performed in an audiometric room (Amplisilence, Gil). Awake
anunals were restrained in holders so that the
audiometric tests were repeated under constant acoustic conditions The sound stimuli
were produced by a speaker (JBL 2405) post.
tioned 15 cm from the pinna of the outer car.
The stimulus used to elicit the CAP was
trapezoidally gated (9 ms duration, linear rising and falling ramps of I ms) Each tone burst
was repeated at a rate of 20 per second. To
cancel the microphonic potential, a tone burst
was emitted with a positive phase, the follow
Ing one with a negative phase. The audiometry
test was always performed in the following ordee: 2,3,4, 5,6,8, 10, 12, 16 kHa.
The CAP threshold was averaged (N =
256) to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. CAP
magnitude was measured from baseline to the
bottom of the first negative deflection (N,)
The CAP N, was measured by decreasing the
intensity of the tone bursts to obtain a wave
magnitude of 8 IV,

Noise Exposure
The awake animals were exposed in an
open field acoustic chamber (340 x 340 X
250 cm), Four loudspeakers were placed In
the corners of the acoustic chamber, 120 cm
in front of the wire mesh cages (individual
cage, 35 x 25 X 21 cm). The cages were po.
sitioned at the center of the acoustic chamber.
Each subject was housed in a separate cage
during the entire exposure period. During the
noise exposure, the animals were not restricted and they had free access to food and
water. No feeding problems were observed
Tie noise was a 1/3octave band centered
at 8 kIlz (8 kMlz, I/3 OBN) The center frequency of the noise was chosen to generate
noise-induced hearing loss In the cochlear partition area where auditory sensitivity is the
best, The spectrum of the noise is shown in
Figure 40-1. The sound pressure level of the
noise was checked inside the individual cages
and was found to vary by I dB or less within
the cages. Moreover, the exposure cages were
rotated to ensure equivalent exposure to all
animals. The exposure period lasted 14 days
for all noise exposure conditions

Experimental Paradigm
Two weeks after the electrode implanta.
tion, the CAP NI thresholds (T,) were mea-
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sure with an [eq of 92 dl. Asshown in Figure
40-6. the PIS at 8, 10, 12, and 16 kHz caused
by an &-hour continuous noise of 92 dB would
be about 18. 35. 36, and 22 dB at 8, 10, 12,
and 16 0il4 respectiidy. For this extposiure,
dhe tLeqis a reasonable predictor of acoustic
trauma.The PIS generated by the 48-minute
continuous noise at 102 dBiua4 relatively low.
The P15 max w-as about 1310o15 dBiat 8 to t0
kLii. In this case, die [eq oierestimtets die
hazards for a 48-minute exposure of 102 d&i
Intermittent Noises
Figure 40-8 shows tie PIS generated by
two 8-hour intermittent exposures (8 kliz, 1s
OBN) One group (Fig. 40-8 right, N6 = 16) of
guinea pigs w-as exposed for 2,1') minutes (2
minutes x 120) to a noise ::r.-orduigto the
following schedule: 2 minutes of noise at 95
dB followed by a 2-minute rest period The
other group (Fig 40-8 left. na = 12) was exposed for 48 minutes (2 minutes X(24) to a
noise according to the following schedule; 2
minutes of noise at 102 dB followed by an 18minute rest period. Both intermittent noises
had an [eq of 92 dBi The PTS magnitude generated by the noise at 95 dBi(2 minutes x
120) was slightly lower (16 dBiat 8 ltz, 26.5
dBiat 10 klt, 312 dBiat 12 kit, aitd 21.3 dBi
at 16 kllz) than the one generated by the continuous noise at the same intensity and [eq
By contrast. the PIS magnitude generated by
he noise at 102 dBi(2 minutes X 24) v6as
AIarply lowver (4.1 dBiat 8 1,lt, 6,3 dli at 10
Ilt, 8 2 dli at 12 kli, and 6 7dB at 16 kilt)

duin the one generated by the Continuous
noise at the sanme intensity and [eq.

Recovery After Short
Cniuu rItritn
Cniuu

rItritn

Exposures
Figure f0-9 shows MI asa2 function of recovety time. The maximumn amount of recov.
ety occurred at the most damaged firequencies. 1/ octave above the center frequency of
the exposure band. No significant recovery
wajs obsered in the frequency range below 8
MILtThe amount of recovery was relatively
low compared with the recovery after the
8-hour continuous noise exposures. After the
ffth day, the threshold shift v-ariations are negligible: (Fig, 40-9) So, in measuring the 7S521
days after exposure, the TS vailue can be considered a reasonable estimate of M1.

Discussion
In Table 40-1, the mean magnitudes of the
M1 measured at 8, 10, 12. and 16 klt frequenries are shown for the 4 shiort-duration
or intermittent exposures of 92 dill [eq For
the purpose of comparison, we determined
'he level of the 8-hour continuous notse that
would produce the same amount of P1
([em) as earlh of the shosrt duration or intermittent exposures of 92 dlB[eq. If the FliP is
correct, then the [eq for the long exposures
and the [e..~ for the short and fluctuating
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Le
ritemittentg
Acoding
peurs to o%eretimate die MI from short-duralion continuous (48 minutes at 102 dBi)aod
intermittent noise exp'isures (2 minutes x 24
at 102 dB, 2 minutes x 120 at 95 dBi) According to die EEP, the Mean Magnitudes of
the PTS presented in Table 40-1 would be
produced by 8-hour exposure levels lower
dian those actually used for the present expo.
sures. In spite of die generally negative findings related to the REP,dic concept does oppear to hose some predictive value for moderate-intensity noises emitted during a relatively
long period (4-hou. exposure at 95 dl). This

to die literature (fiendcrson and Hamernik.
1986; Roberto ct al, 1985; Ward el al, 1981),
die EEP might be also appropriate for impact
noises at lower intensitic:s; however, abase a
"critical intensity" of 115 to 119 dBi, die
amount of damage increases significantly
enough diat die EEP would be inappropriate
for high-level exposures.
Concerning the cect of the distribution
of the temporal noise or die rests on hearing,
our data indicate dial the 95-dli intermittent
exposures (2 minutes x 120) produce slightly
less PTS dian die 95-dB short, continuous ex
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posures of the same intensity and equal en.son
Concuin
cegy (Lem 89.5 dBi %cesus Lc, 9Z.2 dBi).
Similarly. the 102.dB intermittent exposures
produce less PlS than the 102.dli continuous
The EEP and, more specifically, the Leq.
noise (Lepn 86 dBiversus jrp 87 dli) So, in
appear to be por predictors of the PIS that
agreement with the results of SataloLf et a]
results from moderate-intensity, short-duraZion continuous and intermittent noise expo.
(1983) and Clark et a1 (1987X, thc intermittent noise exposre cause less damage to sures. lossever, (lie error in the prediction of
hearing than continue-is noise exposures Of acoustic lisrards is consistent with the protec.
the same intensity and equal energy. The
tion of employees Indeed, for the intermittent
or shor.-duralion continuous exposures, the
slight reduction in PIS could be partly explained by the fact that the auditory system
icq overestimates thc encountered hearing
hazards. At the same acoustic enecigy, the cf.
has time to recover between the noise phases.
fecls of rest periods seem to allow for eXpo.
Thus, the cochlea does not seem to react to
noise an a passive receptor, but instead may
sures vvith higher Iciels of noise. if the duraprofit from a rest period to recover from hear.
tion of the recovery period partly could e.Xing fatigue and to improve its resistance. Basi.
plain the bettet cochlear resistance to these
particular noises the role of the efferent sys.
cally. the interstimulns interval is an important
variable that, by definition, the EEP fails to
tern could give us new insights into the phetake into consideration.
nomenon of cochlear resistance.
Moreover, recent findings allow us to
think that an intracochlrar mechanism would
be absleto protect the cochlIU against inter.
Exposition Intermittente
mittenit or short continuous noises at high inat Principe d'isoA-nergie
tensities Such a phenomrnon could be controlled by the crossed olivocochlear bundle
(kC0CB) (lionfls er a], 1986; Brown, 1988;
Dame Ic milieu industriel, la pr~vention
Birowns
et al, 1983; PucI ct a1, 1984ab, Siegel
des petets auditives engendr~Es par Ic bruit
and Kim, 1982). These particular studies show
reioit ine: attention toujours; croissante. Un
a decrease of the inner hair cell potentials
des problmes imporsnts eat do disposer d'un
(Browvn ct a], 1983) and a punctual modificaindiestcur pratlqu-! pour estintecr le risque dc
tion of cochilear mechanics (Guinan, 1986,
lfsion cochlfalre ,ncouru par Iepersonnel erSiegel and Kim, 1982). It is not yet clear
pos5 aul bruit.
whether the protection aflorded by the COCB
Le Leq&. bas6 sur Ic principe degale tencould be effective for long-lasting exposures
ergie, eat utilis6 comme critlre d'exposition
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pour pr~dire Ic traumazisme acoustiquc En
cff&ent pourrait apporter un nouvel 6Iarage
utilisant cc principe, Clark ct al. (1987) ct
suir les;phanomhaes dc r~sislancc cocllaire.
Sinex et al, (1987) oft montr6 quc 12nocivit6
des bruits continus cat supoeieurc i celle des
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CHAPTER 41

Individual Variability of
Noise-InducedHearingLoss
ERIK BORG
BARBARA CANLON
BERIT ENGSTROM

Individual variability in noise.induced perma,
nent threshold shift (NItMl) has been apuzzle
and a nuisance for the researcher as wcll as
those responsible for occupational noise cnvi.
ronments and individual risk evaluation. There
are numerous possible sources for the observed variability, some of these sources are
listed in Table 41-1.
To address the problem of variability, a
series of experiments were performed in the
same animal species (the small chinchilla rab.
bit), with a specified set of exposure and re.
cording conditions. The aim of the present
study was to describe and analyze the individ.
ual variability of NIPTS in rabbits, specifically:
!. To determine the dependence of hear.
ing loss on the level of a standardized
exposure noise
2. To determine individual variability un.
der different exposure conditions
3. To asses the relative contribution of

measurement error with respect to
threshold determination
4. To determine whether individual vari.
ability was stable or varied with time
5. To study the nature of possible fluctua.
tions in susceptibility over time

Material and Methods
Animals
Adult rabbits of the small chinchilla strain
of both sexes were tsed The animals were in
the age range 3 to 10 months at the time of
exposure. Between tests they were kept in a

quiet animal room with free access to food
and water.
Hearing Threshold

Determination

Frequency-specific electrophysiologic auditory thresholds were obtained using the au.
ditory brain-stem response (ABR) Tie tech.
nique ha been described i detai earler
(Borg and Engstrom, 1983, 1989) Thresholds
were obtained at 0.5, t.0, 2 0, 3 15, 4 0, 6 3,
80, 12.5, 160, and 200 klfz with narrow.
band-filtered single, full-cycle sine waves The
average of 2,000 epochs with a time window
of 10 or 15 is was evaluated for threshold determination,

Noise Exposure
Four different exposure conditions were
used.
A. Long term, binaural sound field expo.
sure
B Short-term and high-level, unilatersl
sound field Cxposure
c. Short-term, monaural exposure with a
closed delivery system
D. Short-term, monaural
exposure with a
closed delivery system fitted with an
car canal microphone
The sound-Peld exposures (A and B) have
been described earlier (Engstrom and Borg,
1981, Borg and Engstrom, 1989) The animals
467
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TABLE 41-1 Sources of Individual Variability of Noise-Induced
Permanent Threshold Shift
1. Inrnocuateoer
inappropriatedescription
of the exposure
noise
2. Indao.ndil ationof performance
at theweorkplaceleading
to mfdneidualy
different:
exposures
in indandlual
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ear
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quality
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middlear conditions;
4. Specak
suseepiulay
of thecriticalstructures
andprocesses
in theester-tar(ez. hz:rcellsesory hairs.suppoem"
cells.bloodvessels.
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£Physologic
facors influencingi
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ear.eg. bloodflow,.sympathetic
ennervation.
efferent
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6.Other
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teesiperature,
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FRequtnty
Figsure 41.2 Spectrums
of the exposurenoise obtained

stsh aprobetmicrophsone
sealed
to themiddle earof a
fircsly killed animal
Thcdsffcrot cures norobtaned
atrepeated
replaeents of the exposure
raerphonr
They
ae displas
et %tsh a 30-si crutsal shift

Figure41.1 Closed
eposore system
seth elcirelml.
croysooc, control. Cootinuous
recordtng of exposurenone lesel(top) andspetrum antheearcanal
of an spectrum obtained with tlse elctrel miscrostrokeanomal
exposedat131dBl
SPL
phone at the beginting and at tlse end of the
exposure. Figure 41.2 shows the spectrum ohwerc exposed
in
a
large
box
for
512
hours
at
tamed willh a probe micerophsone Introduced
t
85 dB SPL (condition A) or in asmsall
box for
into tile ear canal of a freshly lkilled animnal
30 minutes at 115 dB SPL(condition BS).Bollh
The stability, aswell asthe frequsency of msaxears were exposed in condition A, whereas
ium energy, is illustrated
one earwas plugged in condition BI.Maximum
noise energy was betweecn 2 and 7 kllz in
both cases,In both conditions, sound lesel
Results
varied within a msaximal range of 3 to 4 dB.
Dependence on Sound Level
The closed acoustic system (Conditions C
and D) consisted of an Otleon Power body.
worn Isearing-aid telephsone connected to a
Tle growth of lossof AIIR threshsold as a
4-emtube. The tube was anchorco 10the ear
function of increasing exposure noise level is
Canaland sealed wills Xanloprene. In cond&
shown in Figture 41-3 Figure 41-3A shows the
tion D, a Knowles eleetrel Microphsone was
a%
erage asidiograros of groups of 101to 20 cars
embedded in the proximal end of the tube,
exposed with the closed system for 15 minnear the eardrum. Thseexposure noise wss
utes between 122 and 137 dlBSPL Wills expo
generated by a General Radio 1385 noise gens- stires of 122 and 125 dB) the threshold loss exerator and a Fonema attenuator-amplifier. The
reeds 10 dBfat only one frequency At levels
level and spectrum of the noise are illustrated
of 128 dBiand higher, tlse threshtold loss issigin Figure -s1-1, which shosova continuous
nificant and increases in proportion to Ilse exlevel recording during the exposure and the
possire level The frequency for maxinmum loss
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Figure 41.4 Left, Average (=SD) audaory braiu stem response (AIIR)threshold loss for rabhts exposed to loss
level (85 dBSPL)long term noise. Right, Average(=SD) ABRthreshold tossfor rabbts exposed to high level k145
dB SPL)short tere noi with the same frequency composaton ant total energy.

is

shifted from 2 kllz at the lower exposure
levels to 4 and 6 3 IlJz at the highest expo.
sure leves. Figure 41-3B shows the mean
value of the hearing loss at 2 and 4 kllz as a
function of exposure sound level between 122
and 137 dB SPL The increase in threshold
with noise level is roughly linear, with about a
45.dB Increase in hearing loss for the 15-dB
increase In exposure sound level, Further.
more, the variance is larger the higher the exposure level (p < 001 ) It can be seen front
Figure 41-3A that it is important vvhich frequencies are used for quantification of the
hearing loss. If, for instance, 6 3 kllz was chosen, there would be a threshold for damage at

134 dB SPL and a rapid rise above that level
The quantification at 2 and , kltz, on the
other hand, indicates a threshold at 122 dl
SL for 15 minutes of exposure.

Individual Variability

Under
Different
U

Exposure Conditions
The aNerage and standard desiation of loss
of ABR threshold for four different exposure
conditions are shown in Figures 41-4 and
41-5. Figure 41-IA shows the group exposed
in a sound field at 85 dB SPL for 512 hours,
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change in thc sound level was less than I dB,
adjustments were seldom necessary (see
Fig. 41-1).
additional step was taken to mini.
1
m individual variability The animals were
eposed to noise dturing deep pentobarbital
anesthesia, The nonanesthetized rabbits wvere

~e

Ilg the 15or 30 minutes of exposture with the

closed system, With anesthtesia, htowever, one
has5
to assume that te phsysilogic control Systems, middle-car muscle reflexes, effecrents and
synmpathietie nerves, and possibly also horSO
,...i....i....
m....................
otal systemss,
are stabtlized Figutre 41.6
os
t
a2
63 5 S16 20
shows the mecanv-alvesand standard deviation
Frtqu~y (k~lzl
of anesthetized and unanesthetlzed aninmals
exposed to tlte same noise, It can be seen that
Figure 41.6 Average
(=SD)tossof auditoty hrai,
stemu
response
(ABR)thresholdfor avvatke
andfor aura. the region of maximtim damage is shufted
thetized rabbxts
120 ears
is eachgroop).
one octave and increased in the anesthetized
animals (significant at 41, 6 3, and 8 ktlz;
p < 001).
both ears simultaneously. Figure 41-411
shows
The variane within the different groups
animals receiving the same exposure dose but
was analyzed statistically (ANOVA), and all exfor only 30 minutes in a sound field. Only one
posure grouips showed a larger standard devia
car was exposed. A comparison of Figttre
lion than the anesthetized animals exposed
41-.4A and 41-41)shtovws
tltat the standard devi.
under closed conditions, the nonanesthliized
ation is slightly larger for the data shown in
rabbits ex~posed
with the y system closed (p <
Figure 41-4A.
0 05, F - 5.1), short-ternm sound field exposed
Figuire 41.5 shiowvs
the threshold loss after
aninmals
(p < 001, F = 7.9), and long-term
exposure in a closed sound system to 131 0!
soundheild-exposed animals (p < 001, F =
SI'L for 15 minutes T7his
hettercontrolled ex.
10 5). The gradual increase of the F-values
posure was tested in tvvoconditions, wviths
(A) show. that the variability in the exposure in
and without (BI)clectret microphone control
creases the more "natural" the exposure conover the sound level and spectrum, Although
ditions are, I c, the more naturally active and
the sound level could be adjusted only in case less controlled thie exposure condttions are
A,there vvasno difference in the standard de- Even though the aninmals
were anesthetized,
30
ss

viation between the two groups. In fact, the

there was substantial individual variability
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mabbais
(kit) and noise esposed rabbits (righe) Twa measure.

Hearing Threshold Assessment. The
AlBRthresholds were determined on two oceastons, 'each for one group of normalhearing
animals and one group of noise-damaged ant.
mats. The thresholds wer assessed wilthouit
knowledge of tihe previous results, only
whether the animal was exposed or not, Thle
results arc shown in Figure 41.7. Thle range,
median, mean, and semilnmerquantdle range
(P~75)are illustrated. At no frequency did P75
exceed ,5dB; thc median was 2.5 dli or tess
tfor all but two teat frequencies The range of
threshold shift was 5 or 10 dli for most fre.
quencies and did not exceed 10 dBifor any
frequency in the exposed animals. Thle range
of ie test.reteSt difference w6asless than 7.5
dlBfor the mean value of the two ssualy 21fected frequencies, 2 and 4 kdiL
We aso investigated whetherthet variabdi
ity was smaller when individually determinig
prH.exposnre and postexposure thresholds
tan when relating te postexponwure thresh,
old to the mean of a normal population of
nonexposed animals. The standard deviations
for the two procedures were pracoinally idan.
tial, which means that we could use the rn
pler and safer procedure of relating thresholds
to a nrmal poputation. The normal threshold
for rabbits was assessed earler in a separate
group of 30 rabbits (Engsirdm & liorg, 1983)
Therefore. In our standard procedure, only assesment of prwexposure thresholds at 2, 4,
and 12 kan were included In order to identify
animats presenting with ear peoblrnm
s (a very
unsu condition in our rabbits). Statistiea
analysis show d th
sthan 20 percent of
the standard deviation of theehearing loss (3
percent of variance) between animals could
be explained by uncertainty in threshold de-

termination, Other factors must play a considerably greater rote in individual variability af.
ter noise exposure.
Method for Quantifleatlon of thle
Notse-Induced Lesion. The thireshotd toss
can be quantified as the value at one particular
frequency, mean~value in a certain frequency
range, or across tie whole aidiogram. Ten
groups of rabbits exposed at high level (115
to 137 dBiSPiL)for short duration (15 to 334
minuteS) wvereused for an analysis of tihe
value of the coefficient of variance (SD divided by mean) for different combinations of
evaluated audlometric frequencies. A total of
164 anlmats were evaluated. lIntihe different
groups, the maximum loss was seen at 2 or 4
kite. Thle coefficient of variance was largest
when thle whole frequency range of the audio.
grain was evaluated The next largest value
was seen at 4 kit. The coefficient of variance
was nearly the same for 2 kl and for the
mean value 2 and 4 kitl. In order to get the
best stability, a smail coefficient of vaiance,
and independence from shift of t peakdeof
bearingloss, the nen value of 2 and 4ila
was elected for standard evaluaton of the all.
diograms in the present series of studies
Postexposure The. Obviously, if the
threshold determinaion is made too close to
the end of the exposure, there wiil be a coml.
ponent of t'
In this study, ITS was avoided
by making measurements approximately 3
vevks after the end of the exposure.
Exposure Level and Frequency. The
most obvious source of arabsity is the exposure stimulus and the measurement thereof In
an occupational sitaton, the exposure is usu
ally neasured at a standardized position in relation to the noise sources, or with a dosime.

2:and

dilrectional ef5=a for these smal ==Is
ofltl
bakEwpsrtaee
Speedie lzsdimdual Ssethls
713e nial particistm i the preen stouds
uare obtaine from the sa
breeder aria
I re al of th &matllchinchila strain, This
-~means
that the aage of inherent susceptibiiiry
'2:
C~~an
be expectedo be o
d na n
laoio exposed to an occupational noise.
The main issue of the present analysts vkas
z .0
to identift 2 possible stable odiindndal-spod~c
-~~
smeepd
fco Becas wSeused uia
endl noise exposure and 2 nontratutaic
61
nmethod for evaluation of hearing. it wa possiIc
2
L U3 7SS2C
2S
We to expose and lest the tiwo ears indclpendantlv ;vd repeatedly The stable
indiidual
5usceprlbliir
factor would appear as 2 larger
lSpure 41-8 ABRt1rcjiod Iss rctirnr to =inasI
or
2
smaller
cCrEMnS
Sfo 20 dth'rn C=rexposd to 131dB PL each animaL, mount of danLage to both cars of
even if the twLoears were exAir 15 iiwtme
posed 212 time interval of se erall diys In rmo
series of experiments in the closed system
ssith and vkrithoux the ear-canal microphone,
ter placed on the subject. in animal1 experi.
the Lariances isithin and between animals
merins. better-ctrol of the exposure is toowere compared for cars exposed on differen
21ly possible. As shown in ft Previous
dav. In none of the twvoseries %vasthere a Sigsection, there is a significant dctr-ase in the
nicant differecec in variance between the
standard deviation in closed exposure condicars of the same or between different individtions implying somewhat better control of the
uals.
exposur. lHowever. even in the closed system
In the long-term sound-field exposed aniwiith sound calibration in the car canal, there
tnals (condition A), the variance between aniis %cry large individual -ariabibty. The individmals wvas197o the variance between cars %%as
utal values can be recalculated to equiv-alent
117. substantially (but not significantly)
"~posure levels aSsu ming a &.e-to-on11relalonecr. This smaller difference between thec
tion between exposure levecland hearing loss,
cars than between the individuals in the longFo h nml xoe o11d o 5mn
term exposed animals might indicate that
utes ith the closed system the individual
there is also an icidividtial-5pecific susceptibilthreshold curies are shown in Figure 41.8.
ity factor that is stable oier time, but not eliThbeanimals wviththeleast hearing loss have 2
dent in the short-term exposures. These findthreshold cunve corresponding to, the mean
ings can be explalned by individual suseeptithreshold for the group exposed to 122 dli,
bility to noise damage that varies wvithtime.
and the animals with the largest hearing loss
'The results can alM be explained by a Sta.
hase a threshold curve correspording to the
bWecar factor that differs berscen the tus
escan value for the group exposed to 134IdB.
ears of the same individual as much as beThere is thus a 12-dB range. It is highly un.
oseen different individuals in this homogelikely that such a large variability could be
neous group of animals. One obi ious ear-spe.
caused by variations in the exposure sound it.
cific factor is the indiVidual audiloty threshold
self. Only %erysMall adju.stments of the alienof the ear before the exposure. Goosd hearing
uator were needed to obtain 131 dB SPL. in
(Cg&,a low, threshold) may mean that the cfthe car canal of each animal. Furthermore, we
fectite sound pressure in the itner ear -.-ll be
measured sound pressure level in the middle
large
ear wNithan acoustic probe The exposure $YS- greaterupon exposure, and thereby cause a
loss. flosseer, the threshold of AIIR
tens was replaced several times and manipubefore exposure showed only, a slight (insig.
Waed. We found variations in the total sound
nificant) negatise correlation 'sith the final
pressure in the middle ear of less than 1.5 dli
size of the loss. Furthenstore, there was no difand minor deviations of the spectrum (Fig. 4 1- fereitre
in the hearing loss between r:te right
2). The relatively low exposure frequency
and the left car, no difference between males
chosen, with maximum energy between 2 and
and femaes, and no difference as a function of
4I kllz, also makc& the ear-canal resonances
age (%%hich
ranged from 3 to 10 months).
-
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tei loss atr the second erpotarc %Ws
for one ,
m ooe
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sc~oda

ment of threshold ws to 50 days, isith most
animals measured approximately 3 weecks after
minute exposture uas rather small, die expoexposure. There o~asno difference in dhe
sure could be repeated without the risk of
mean %-At- for those measured bertween 7
reaching a ceiling. Figure 41-10 shows the
and 10, 10 and 20. and >20 days after expoNlFIS (mean value of 2 and 41kMl) after two
sure. To avid temporrry threshold shift, most
exposures of the sanme ear with an interval of
of the animals wecre, measured betv6eena 2 and
more than 3 weeks between exposures& The
exposure.
the
after
vt
eek-s
3
shaded bars show the NIPYS after the first exThe degree of the hearing loss might he
posure, and the light bars show the loss after
related to time of year during exposure. The
hormonal cvcles of rabbits have a time %-Aria- the second exposure- The general impression
is of a large difference between first and seelion. which, hovseser. has not been assessed
ond exposure for most animals- thus, no st-for our animals. We have, howeier. not been
ble- susceptibility factor. lrour animals showed
able to identify any seasonal .-Ariation in the
no incase, of threshold loss after the !econd
sire of the hearing loss. Thevariance was not
exposure. If they aserc excluded as "droplager for females; than for males, indicating a
outs," the .uriance after one exposure %ws
cycles.
minimal influence of female hortnonal
190. and after two exAposures. 39. The addiA temnporal v-ariation in the susceptibility
ticnal exposure alone had a varance of 192
might be studied more closely in animals, the
a strong negative correlation beThere %%us
ears of which were separately exposed with
tween the sizes of the losses from the first and
different time intersals. One vsould expect the
exposures (r =-0.9). There was
the
second
if
smallest
to
be
the
ears
difference between
an insignificant (negative) correlation bethe ears %%ere exposed simultaneously and
tisen the sizeof the threshold loss produced
gradually inereasing with increasing time inby the first and the second (additional) expo
terral. Figure 411-9shows the absolute value of
sures, if all animals were included. This experthe difference in hearing loss between the two
iment failed to show a stable individual susears Animals exposed at an interval -0f 10 to
ceptibiflty factor, but the observattous could
50 days show a larger variation and a signifibe explained by a time-varying susceptibility
cantly larger mean difference than the animals
These results differ from the results obtained
exposed simultaneousi). It '-., however, not
clear in this material if there is any cyclic v"ar- fror.i the trining e~xperiments (Canlon ct al,
1988). because the present animals had a subation Or a random variation in noise susceptistantial permanent threshold shill after the
bility as a ftinction of time.
first exposure. in the training experimnrts,
Canlon et al selected parameters which would
Repeated Exposures
produce neither a temporary nor a permanent
of the Same Ear
shift of the threshold after the tratining esposure.
licause the NIMTafter the 131-dB 15-
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Summary of Results
I. Initensue
noise exposure yiedds a peItna-

=nt hearing loss. widdicome
b~c:after about I week in rabbits.
poimtv
2s a linear function of sound level and
shows 2 distinct knce-poits low coergy for the patamcter combination
used.
3. Tlhe frquca range fo maiu
damage is shiifted upwrds for laigher
nos-apitr ksveL.
4it is not alprpriactevlate
the
threshold shif at anry single firequ-4Z,
5. Variance increases as a fucino x
posure dose, compatible w~ith the cf
fect Of an individttal sttsceptibilitv factor (stable orv-at ing ove time):
6. The stamdard deiation of the atuditoty
thrshold determination explains only
3 percent of the vaiac bewe 2n
z Hecaring IMs increases

t
I

___s

.4

7. Improved xontrol over exposure conditions dccreases the variabifity to
some extent, but leaves considerable
variability despite continuous control
of sound pressure and spectrum in the
car cnal.able
8. her is only a snmall
stable individualspecific suscptibility factor. The preexposure hearing threshold does nt
correlate with the size of the hearing
lost
9. There is evrlence: that susceptibility to
NIMI varies over time.

Conclusion
The main finding is the lack of a dominat.
ing stable lndividual-spccific susceptibility fac.:
tor, but there is evidence :ust noise suscepti.
bility varies; over time.
Thec minimal role of a stable individualsusceptibility factor is interesting It might he
caused by the use of a nomogeneous animal
strain from the same breeder, Iloweser, dcspite tlte genetic homogeneity, the individual
variability was substantial. The hypothesis pre.
seced on the basis of our findings is that susceptibility is timc-varying. A temporal vansa.
lion In a critical noise intensity has earlier
been suggested b) Ruedi, 195f. More c
cently. Saunders ct al ( 1985) came to a SiMahar
concluion on the basis of a literaturt.-survey
and suggested the possible existence of a
probabilistic damaging process. Davis et al

(1950) reported remlts compatible 'rnith ISuetttaiotas in susceptlUliz over time tn studies
on
T Suc~the same individuals. In a
serie of exeiet V~t
i
Aeposure
toipc
or continuouts noise. Grcruier et al
(199) found a hight left-right correlation. but
2lreitrniiulvraiiy
hs id
logs ar in accordanc with our finding Of a

smal itirandividzal %a;-sabilitv whien the min
Cars nerc exposed simultaneous - Gonvcrsefy. Lndgen and Axclsson (1983) found
2 highly rerodudc ThSin humas. The- dctails of the temporal -ariations; in isptiblitvhlute not been possible to fdcntil. cg,
whte th ucptibility varics randomly or
with a regular cyclic pauern.-A much larger
simple is needed to settle this question.
Altouh the underlying mechanism behind the temporal variability of susceptibility
arc not knowit, the steadily growing body of
information about the active natire and biologic properties of hair cells and neural eontrol of the jicnr ear is releva2nL Such media.
nisms are liely to be capable of temporal v-ariations in function and resistantce to damage
like other complzx somatic and mental finetions. We know that mental and physical fitness varies in a way that is only partly predictand that is influenced by numerous; eternal and internal processes. The recent findings
of changes of susceptibility after carlier z-aining7 support the view that NIMI is a dynamic
process (Canlon ct %l.1988).
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La variabiltt6 dc l'iiportance des pertes
audttivca dues au bruit cat un prolkmc pour
la2pplication de cat~rcs dc risques de dom.
mages. -ussi bien que pour lca recherches exprimcntales sur lc bruit. l9atitre part. la van.
abllt6 peut indiquer la prtsence de proicessus
biologiquca inconnus, dont la connassance
oeut avoir son Importance A Ia Iois pout cc
pfobllme. pour Ica pertes auditives Induites
par Ic bruit, et pour [a biologic dc l'orcille in.
terne. Dans des sfrica d'expfriences sue des
lapins. nous avons analysit plusicurs aspects dc
Ia variabilit& ct dieIa perte dic seuils. ainsi quc
Ica tiommages aux cellulca cili6ca. Les animau't ont 6t& exposes tie faqon ttnlatcralc ou
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i

des its dc consparaison. 'cxsition standard
ait un bruit dc: bandcdc 2 kllz ct dafiT6 par
tan sysieme OiCon Power Hearing Aid' diccnent dansIc conduit auditif pendant 15

minutes aL131 dB SPL Une grande %rizbitt
individuelle a 6:6 obsauie La srintbitt entre
les dciii oreilles d'un mbiie animal expose 2
dzff&entes occasions itait 12mime tine 12vani2bilivi

m~trc diffiErents animaux-

Vinfluence

dune variaion contr6l&c dans Ie -champ de
bruit' ct dans 'exposition au Sorta &UEtudi&e
en comparant les expositions dlan Ic 'champ,
de bruit" ct celies en circuit fernie L2

an

phi dnsrcxpoitoncncircuit
ptie
fe=t&e
L'infiucnice des facicurs,seniblcs i Ianesti~ste
2 i6 analjvs& en comparant la %ariabit6
2pm8 exposition, since ou sans :nesth~si.
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CHAPTER 42

Development of Resistance to-Noise
DOXALD HENDERSON
PIERRE CAMPO
MALN'l SUBRAMNIAM

FRANCESCO FIORIINO

The wide range of individual susceptibilit)
to noise-induced hearing loss (NIIL) has been
a puzzle to scientists for at least 40 years Re-iews by Ward (165) and later by Chung ct
al (1982) dscss a number of potential fEctors contributing to an individual's susccptibility to noise, e.g. gender, ce color, age, smoking, and life st)le. Although some of these factotrs undoubtedly play a role in the acquisition
of NIHL, none can account for the extreme intcrsubject variability in populations exposed
to noise
In the last t,-w years it has become apparct that history of exposures to noise may be
susceptibila factor in determining a subject's
ity to NIIIL Although this is a relatively recrit
can -e
this
idea
hypothesis, data supporting
traced through a number of experiments lea.
ing back to the classic paper of Miller ct al
monaural
(1963). In one of thir xperimcznts,
cats were exposed to broad band noise of 115
AS can
17
dars.
for
per
day
minutes
dB for 7.5
be seen in Figure 42-1, the frst day's exposure
produced 35 dB of temporary threshold shift
(TIS) at 4,klz, but by the end of the tenth
day, the same exposure produced only 15 dB
of TS. Miller et al discussed a number of pos.
sibilities for these unexpected results, includ.
ing the idea that the system's response to
noise could be moderated by prior exposure,
but unfortunately this interpretation was ne-glected for the next 25 years. Recently, sev
eral imestigators- Clark ct al (1987), Smex
et al (1987) and our laboratory-have all reported similar trends,
Figure 42-2 shows the results from Byrne
et al (in press), for monaural chinctillas cxposed to octave band noise (OliN) centered
at 500 llzat 100 dB SPL for 6 hours a day for
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20.days. Again there is a systematic decrease
in ihrcsheld shift (TS) across the days of exposure. Wht is in, esting is that all the test frequencies showed this trend, thereby raising
some puzzling questions about the biologic
changes responsible for thereduced IS.
Although "educed IS with repeated exposures is an interesting observation, it %ould be
csen morn important if prior exposure also reduced the susceptibility to permanent threshold shift (PTS) Canlon et al (1988) exposed
guinea pigs toa 1,000-lz tone at 81 dB for 21
days and then exposed the subjects to 103 dB
foe 48 hours (Fig. 42-3). Subjects that receired the "corditioning" exposure developed
substantially less PTS (approximately 20 to 25
dB) and haircell losses than the control group
exposed only a* 705 dB for 48 hours. These
are intriguing results that require clarification,
particularly about the changes in auditory
functioning during the 21 days of exposure. In
the Canlon et al experiment the 'conditioning" exposure Was at a single frequency for 21
days continuously. Ibis exposure is unlikely
to be found in nature or in the work place.
Also, the use of the whole nerve action potential to assess auditory sensitivity yxelds thresholds substartally above the guinea pig's bebavioral threshold, and the action potential
(AP) measures might have precluded obscrvation of any residual hearing loss prior to the
traumatic exposure.
Thus, the purpose of this research is to
begin to understand the relationship between
the conditioning exposure and the resultant
changes in vulnerability to NIIIL, when the
conditioning exposure approximates more
Two sets of cxtypical industrial exposures,
perinents arereported. The first is a system.
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atic study of the relation bem een the level of
dhe noise exposures and die degree of toughening" during the conditioning exposure. The
second experiment is afreplication of CanIen
et al's. in which thc shifts in thresholds during
the conditioning exposure arc documented
and thCraumatc eXPOSUre
is giicn When
thecreisno residual hearing loss

IThe
Expeimet
Exper~ent
Iace

Methods
Subjects
Twenty adult chinchillas (500 to 700 g)
senecd as subje&s Each :nimal was'anesthetired with a 'sibcutancous injection of acepro.
niazine (0 56 magper kilogram) and ketarnie
(36 mg per kilogram) and made monatural by
surgical destruction of she left cochlea. A
chronic recording clctrodb was then stereo.
taxically implanted in to the left inferior colli.
culus, and a ground electrode watsimplanted
just below the dues (tlcndez on et al, 1973).
Following surgery, the animals were given antibiotics (chloranihnicol palmitite twice a
day for 4 days) and alloited to recover for at
least2 wveeks prior to testing.
Evoked Response Testing
After the 2.weeck recovery period bearing
thresholds of all the at inmals%%ore measured
on 5 consecutive days ITheaverage of these
live measures constitutes the pre-exposure
threshold The animals wverealso tested each
day just before and ittit -after the exposure.
Each animal was tested separately in a soundtreated booth. A yoke-like harness kept the animal's headin a (Ixed position within tlte cali.
bested sound field.
Test stimuli consisted o. tone pips (5 mns
Blackman rise/fall ramp) in the frequency
rarfgc of 0.5 to 16 k-llrat octave intervals. The

signals vnere generated and thc responses
were analy"zed'Using a F sonal computer.
Noise Expdsure
All the animals were exposed to the same
spectrum of noise kOBN cecstered at 0.5 kllz't
for 6 hours a day for 10 das Three lc~cls of
85, 95, and 100 dY SPL
exposures %%ere uised.
exposure schedule and the test schedule
shown schem'ditically in Figure 42A
The animals were exposed in groups of
two or three. Each animal was housed in a
separate cage, (8' x 811" x 89)and given free
access to food and water. The cages were
placed lust below the loudspeaker such that
the difference, if any, in the sound pressure
across the cages -was within I dBi.Further, the
animals were rotated to different cages during
the course of the exposure.

eut

Reut
Pre-Exposure Thresholds
The mecanpre-exposure, thresholds for the
thiree groups of aninmals
are presented in lig.
ure-42-5. The mean thresholds of all the three
groups were consistent with both tlte labora.
tory reference standards and thle thresholds
reported by Miller (1970).
Psepsr
hehl hf
hf
hehl
Psepsr
The difference between the threshold ob.
tained at the end of eachtexposure and the
pre-exposure thtreshold at a given ftvcquency
constituted the postexposure threshold shift.
The postexpiosure threshold shifts recorded in
the three groups at the six test frequencies are
depleted in Figure 412-6.
Certain trends arc clear from Figure 42-6,
The largest hearing lossoccurred withtin the
first 2 days for the too t111
group, and then the
hearing loss was progressiel) smaller on en-
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suing days For SOm. frequencies, particularly
in tie 85-dB group and also in the 95-dB
group, the maximum hearing loss did not occur until after 2 to 4 days of the exposure. At
high frequencies, ie., abote 4 1,tl,
the 85-dB
exposure did not cause a significant threshold
shift.
The toughening effect varied with frequency and level. There was a significant reduction in the postexposure threshold shift at
0.5 and I ktlz at all the three exposure levels,
with the maximum reduction in IS occurring
in the l00-dB SPL group. The threshold shifts
of the 85- and 95-dB groups showed considerable overlap at 500 and 1,000 liz. At 2 klz
there is a reversal in the threshold curves The
95-dB group showed the greater shift on day
1, but as the exposure continued the thresh.
old shift in the 95-dB group decreased with
repeated exposures, and the threshold shift ac.
tually dropped below the threshold for the
85 dB group by day 4,
The progressive reduction in the threshold shift or toughening appeared to depend on
the level of exposure. Although at thelowest
level the toughening was restiicted to frequencies between 0.5 and 2 kllz, significant
reduction in threshold shift was observed
even at the fhigher frequencies for the higher
exposure levels. The toughening effect seen
with exposure to 100 dB was-grcater than
such effects with 95-dB exposures at 4 and 8
lIz,
In general, forany combination of level
and audiometric test frequency, if there was a

significant threshold shift ('IS greater than 20
dB), then there was a trend for decrezsed
threshold shift with repeated exposures, The
actual size of the toughening effect is not clear
because at some frequencies and levels the
amount of 'IS w-as still decreasing after tO days
of exposure Thus the magnitude of the tough.
ening effect is probably underestimated front
Figure 42-6.
Recovery from Daily Exposures
The threshold prior to each exposure was
subtracted from the postexposure thrrxttold at
the end of the previous exposure, to obtain a
measure of how much recovery occurred over
the 16 hours of quiet, These differences are
plotted in Figure 42-7 to monitor how the
process of recovery changed over the course
of the tO days of expostre.
In contrast to the decreasing threshold
shifts as seen in Figure 42 6 the amount of rc.
covery In Fignre 42.7 appears to be less than
t0 dB across the tO days of exposure. The
amount of residual hearing los in the 100 dB
group on the tenth day of exposure was about
25 to 30 dB across all frequencies, suggesting
the possibility that the animals in the tO0 dB
group might develop some permanent thresh
old shift. When animals were exposed at t0O
dB to the same noise and exposure schedule
for 20 days, they developed 15 to 20 dB of
permanent threshold shift at the high frequen.
cies(Byrne et al, to be published), The 95 dB
exposures did not produce any permanent
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Figure 42-6 Flteposorc threshold shifts 2t the six test frequreces for each of the exnposurelewils85 dB (filled
squares).
95 d5 (crossedlines), 2nod10OdB (asenss)

threshold shifts, and sensitivity recovered to

pre-exposurc values within 4 to 5 days after
the c ssation of exposure (see Fig. 42.9),

six chinchillas, and thecontrol group con.

surg cal proce.
sisted of seven chinclillas Tihe
dure and theevoked response audiometry

were carried out as described tinder expert.

Experiment II
Methods

ruent 1,The noise exposure schedule is sche.
matically represented in Figure 42-8.

Ilearitg thresholds
were determined five
times foreach animal before the exposures
were begun. The average of these five mea.
sures constituted the pre-rxposure threshold

wo groups of adult chinchillas served as
experimental group consisted of
subjects, T7he

for a given animal and served asthe baseline
with which the results of postexposure tests
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were compared, Animals in the experimental
group were tested on each day before and after the 95 dBiexposure, and tested at the end
of the 5-day recovery period, just before the
106.dll exposure began. Animals in both
groups were zested immediately after the
106 dB expix re and periodically thereafter.
At 4 weeks after the last exposure, threshold
measurements were repeated for 5 days. The
difference between the average of these five
measures and the pre-exposure thresholds

constituted

tile permanent threshold shift,

Results
Pre-Exposure Thresholds
As rcported for experinment 1, the mean
pee-exposure thtresholds of the two groups
were normal and in good agreement with the
laboratory norms and v~ith previously pubfished norms (Miller, 1970)
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5 days of recovery following
the 95 dB exposure (crossed
lines) in the experimental group
The men pre-exposurc
thresholds (filled squares) arc
plotted for comparison.
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Threshold Shift from
"Conditioning" Exposure
The results of the conditioning trxperi,
have been discussed tn-depth under ex.
periment 1. In general, the animals showed de.
crease in the threshold shift with repeated ex.
posures They also showed greater recovery
with increase in the number of days of expo.
sure, Further, the thresholds recorded at the
end of the 5-day recovery period, just before
the onset of the 106 dB 48-hour exposure,
were close to the pre-exposure thresholds, in.
dieatmg complete recovery at all the frequen.
cies (Fig 42.9).

ment

Threshold Shift from Traumatic
Exposure
The threshold shifts recorded at various
recovcry times following exposure to the
noise at 106 dB are depicted in Figure 42-10,
'lie figures indicate that the animals in
the experimental group incurred less threshold shift (about 20 to 30 dB between 500 and
4,000 11z) initially when compared to the control group The recovery functions run almost
parallel up to 5 days, and most of the recovery
was completed within 5 days after the expo
sure, so that the thresholds were within 5 dB
of the MTSat most of the test frequencies, This
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consistent across both groups of antrend wvas
imals,
The differences between the control and
the experimental groups are even more des
matic vwhen the data of individual animals are
the recovery
contpared. Figure 42-1l showvs
A
curves at I klis. Die Individual animals showV
monotonic recovery proesas, and they maintain their rank order within their respective
groups,
Figure 42-12 provides an intrestinig per.

ini miho
h esperud51

isj4

.iuil(,1

spective on the between subject variability
across the conditioning and the traumatic exposures. T7herank order Of the subjects in
conternss of their peakthreshold shift showNs
siderable reorganiztion by the end of the 10
days' conditioning exposure, but the rank orclusel) through
dering then is held rea.sumAbl)
the followving, phases of the experiment, in
of
PTS.
This is aunincluding the meastirement
teresting observation that deserves future
study,
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The control group exposed to only 106
tdBsho%%ed
greater M1than the experimental
group that was previously exposed to intertuuttent noise for 10 days (fig. .12-13). The diffecrence
in the M1 bettwecn the two groups
%w signlificant (F = 7.56, p less than 0 05).
Correlation Between Asymptotic
Threshold Shift (ATS) and PTS
The correlation between the peak postex.
posure threshold shift and the permanent
threshold shift, as well as that between the
postesposure threshold shift at the end of t0
days of the nontraumnatic exposure and the
pernmnent threshold shift, were computed in
the case of the experimental group. The restits indicated a high correlation between the
postexposure threshold shift (dqr t0) and the
permanent threshold shift The correlation co.

efficient %%As
highl (r
08 to 0.0) at all the
frequencies except at 1 kUlz (r = 0.5). Furthee, the mean permanent threshold shift was
within 5 dDlof the tnean postexposure threshold shift (day 10) at a1lfrequencies including
1 kllz fosever, the correlation between the
peak postexposure threshold shift (usually recorded in the first 3 days of the nontraumatic
exposures) and the permanent threshold shift
was highi only at 4 2nd 8 Lliz.

Conclusion
The results of experiment I showed a systematic decrease in TS with repeated exposure. The clearest exception to the earrent resuits comes from an experiment b) Saunders
et Al (1977), who reported stable threshold
shifts oier 9 Jays of exposure to an octave
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band noise Centered at 4000 llz for 6 hours
Mrday. The results arehowever completely

repeated the 500-11z (OBNPT IOOB exposure
outlined in experiment L Figure 42-14 shows

consistent with previous results reported by
Miller et al (1963). (3ark ct 21(1987), and

that the Iow- frcquency region of the audiogram (500 to 2,000 llz) show the "toughecning

mcats clearly showed that the audtor system

threshold Shift at 4 and 8 Ilz

Byrne er

21(in press

Each of these expri,

process, but there is no evidence of reduced

Although there

can become resistant to repatd daily cxpoarc data only for two animals, in the previous
surcs to noise. By contrast, exposure to 2 conexperiment (Byrne ct al, in press) 2.3 subjects
tinuos noise for periods of 2 day's to I yecar showed toughening at all frequencies tested
often produc-- the maximum thr8s0hold shift
xcpt at 16,000 Itz.
in I or 2 days, after which the TISis reduced
by 5 to 10 dB and remains rclatitely stable
o%r the course of the exposure. An interesting question to pursue is the relation bet, cn
the amount of toughening and the percentage
of off-time during the intermittent exposure.
The size of the toughening phenomenon
(decrease in 7S of
dB or more) and the fact
that 2 low-frequency exposure can produce
the toughening effect across the entire udio
metric range raise interesting questions about
the biologic basis of the phenomenon, In 2 p
lot study, orino et al (1989) soered the
COCB at the floor of the fourth ventricle and

The fact that the conditioning exposures
can tender the subject less susceptible to PIS
raises 2 number of practical and theoretical
questions: (1) O r .h:-t intensity' range is thc
'conditioning" exposure cffecttve? (2) What is
the time course of the conditioning effect, Le .
is
the
system more resistant after 2 short xpo.
sure
130
or does it require the 10 or 20 days as
r.
ported here andbyCanlon tal?(d)low per
sstent is the change? (4) What is the band
width oft
is tfecy
he condtoningdfes
r- spebtfie to the spectrum of the
conditioning sound or is it more generahlzed
response to stimulation? (5) Does the cond
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dam 10 joumsz raion dc 6 heures par ju
tuq

bruit d~une bande dectarec dp 0.Skzek

dceniseau sonore dc,95d0. Urte pEiode &~raipEration de 5 jour; Ictur &rit:zccird&. Au
tarm des 5 joum; t* les aniau avateur
qwsiicnt retrenie lairs SMHus
21uditda$ iitiaux (+5 dfl) Au -Aiiibnc jour. les nunaux
tirt aE exposi 5 2u1moiin bruit iiiun niveau
de 106 dB pendant 48 heures. Un groupe tcDfveloppement'de
mncontstituE danunaux n2ara=pas subi
aU id
pralablc, a EVEeXpose
R~isanceau
Resitane
a Buitdexposition
BT it.bruit
i un nirean de 106 d8 pandant 48 hcurcsL

la

-

A cc cuor, Ics i~ltats semblent indiquer

DamsIdtude des 62LIat~iSITICS 2uditifs enqofune exposition-sonorcpribbIch-non tr69endrEs par le bruit. No &-s aspects les plus
anatquc protige Ics;airma dtinc exposition
Etonnants dcrmeire La grande vrialulitE des
trai2titiuc
ri~slals. Certaines dons recntes-;suger.
Lstroisibine experienice arait pour but dc
enmquerles dafcits auaiti&a enj~endr~s par le
dterminer si recxist(oncc pr~alable -dun PIS
bruit di~penrdenrt.
en parie des expositionS so. petit prorige lots dunc exposition ultcrieure
nores prealalenit subies par Ics stijers. ties
2u bruit. Dcf~x grotipes daniaux, lun ayant
itudes mcitant en oem-re, des expositions
un MI de 27 i 40 d8 esgcndr6 par tine exporEpiEtEcs,
out montri quc Ics dafcits auditia
sition prEahlc,au bruit, I'autre, groupe t6potaienit itre: r~duits, jusqu'a 30 -dlt.por des
nwn, sans PIS pr~alc sont exposs a tin
expositions quotidiens pendant 10 i 20
bruit de-106 dB pendant 48 heures. Les scuuls
jours D'autrcs Etudes ont montri que des exktalent eregistr~s pour tine ganmec de Ircpositions pralables a dc faibles niresaux de
qtiencc alit dc,0.5 a 16 kllz asant et apre~s
bruit pous2ient r~duire Ics diplacernenits de
1expositiort.
sculls pertnanents Cr1 article apporte des
LesrEs11l1ts indiquent que Ics anma2ux
donnErs compf~iftntairms obtcnucs i laide
ayant tin d~liCit aeditif pr6-existant, presentent
dtiunectechniqiie dc potentiels evoquis, quant
tine amplitude dc PIB plus faile que celle des
iLIimportance des expositions sonores proalanimaux tfimoins. Ccla stigg~re qu'un ticlicit
ables subies par des siets pour diteriminer
pr6-existant pourratit offrir tine protection
lair susceptibihlt6 an bruit,
contre: des expositions sonores ult~rietires
1a premi~re exposition s'attche aui
nil cat sonorc dans Ic da cloppement dc la r6sistance au bruit. Deux grotipes dc chinchtllas
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CHAPTER 43'

Physiologic and Morphologic
Aspects to Low-Level Acoustic

Stimulation
*
*

BARBARA CANLON
ERIK BORG
PAULA LOFSfRAND

O ne of the most intnjuing problems in
noise recearch concerns the auditory system's
capacity to modulate the adverse effect. of
acoustic stimulation. An understanding of the
auditory system's means of modulating these
effects would help to elucidate the relationship between permanent and temporary hearing losses At present, the underlying physiologic; morphologic, and biochemical mechanismus that distinguish a temporary hearing
loss from a permanent hearing loss are not
known.
Since the pioneering, and to say the very
least, courageous experiments of Ifallowdll
Davis and co-invcstigators (1943). -the conept of a temporary threshold shift was intro,
duced. These investigators exposod them.
selves to a rather Intense noise generated by a
bull horn and then determined the degree of
hearing loss with the recently developed puretone audiometer. Thresholds were generally
reported to return to pre-exposure levels. The
principal finding from this study was that the
degree of hearing loss depended on the frequency, th- intensity, and the duration of the
exposure. In addition, the phenomenon of the
half octave shift was first noted, The greatest
threshold shift occurred at frequencies onehalf octave above the stimulating frequency,
whereas threshoks for frequencies below
were generally not affected. Extensions of this
first report on the half-octave shift have shown
that exposures of moderate iotensity yield
thresholds in the same region as the exposure,
yet when the intensity is systematically in.
creased the half-octave shift becomes apparent
(Ward et al, 1973; Mitchell et al, 1977; Lons-

bury-Martin and Medle, 1978; Sabi et a],
1982). Unfortunately, there arc no physiologic
or morphologic features to indicate when a
temporary threshold shift might develop into
a permanent lesion. Threshold shifts as large
as 80 dB can he completely recsible, whereas
in other cases a slift of 60 dB can result in as
much as a 30-dB permanent loss (Robertson
et al, 1980; Cody and Robertson, 1983)
Morphologic changes induced from a
temporary hearing loss have been primarily as.
sociated with the stereocilia (11unter.Duvar,
1977; Tilney et al, 1982, Liberman et al,
1986), The pathology includes floppy stereo.
cilia, depolymenrizatton of the actis filaments at
the base of the stereocilium, a loss in the
crossbridges between adjacent actin hilaments
in the stercocilium, and reductions in the
length of the supracuticular portion of the
rootlets. Moreover, experiments with the isolated guinea pig cochlea cod have shown
micromechanical changes in stereocilia fol.
lowing overstimuation. These changes were
reversible and metabolically- dependent (Saunders vl at, 1986). The functional consequences
of these temporary alterations in morphology are suggested to decrease the stiffness of
the stereoclia and thus change the sensitivity and tuning properti s of the auditory systen.

Modulation of Auditory

Sensitivity
One means of better understanding the
relationship between a temporary and a per.
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or dcreasc the effects of hoise. Intereshing resuits hate beens obtained wtith respect to experinsenalir induced manipulations of cochlcar metabolism. Noise-induced hearing loss
can be either increased or decreasecd by alterins the body temperatuic (Deescher, 1976;
Henry and Chole. 1984). These changes are
reversible. do not affect the pre-exposure
thresholds, and are beliri ed to be of cochlear
Origin,
Protection from noise trauma can also occur through the activation of either tihe mid.
dle-ear muscles or the olivocochlcar bundle.
The middle-car muselas control the amount of
sound energy entering the cochlea by incireasor, the stillnsess of the ossicular chain as they
contract. The stapedius reflex, a bilateral reflex, is activated at a sound level Of approxi.
mately 85 dB hearing lesel in himans and
slightly lower in animals. The niddle-ear innselms 24e known to adapt rapidly during exposure to Jiigh-firequenicy tones, yet are more staisle at frequencies lower than 2 kltc and in
time-varying noise (Borg and Nilsson, 19N~).
The stapedius muscle has been shown to influence the susceptibility of the car to pernianently-induced threshold shifts in experimental animals (Borg and Nilsson, 1984) Furthermore, in patients suffering from Bells palsy
with total unilateral paralysis of the stapcdius
muscle, there is a greater threshold shift in the
affected car compared to the normsal ear after
a temporary threshold shift is induced (Zakelsson and Borg, 1974).
The efferent innervation to the cochlea is
supplied by the olivococislear bundle. The
olisocochlear bundle originates in the supe.
ior olivary complex in the brain stem and
terminates on the outer hair cells or the
afferent dendrites under the inner hale cells.
Although many efforts have been made to
delineate the fuinctional role of the efferent
system, no functional role has yet been de.
termined. One of the various roles proposed
for the cfferent system has been to diminish
the deleteriotus effects of noise trauma. In.
deed, Cody and Johnstone (1982) showed
that protection of the ipsilateral car occurred
when the contralateral car was simsultaneo~usly
stimulated at the same frequency but at a
lower intensity. This effect was blocked by
styhnine, a known blocker of the olivo-

bility to noise trauma is by exposing experimna nml;: nerpe osc ilrc
a1 (1963) demonstrated that whsen cats were
exposed to interrupted noise for 16 days.
threshold shifts declined during the latter pars
of the expostire compared to thresholds 01>
tained after the first day. Another interesting
study has shown that intermittent exposures
result in a reduced threshold shift as %;cIIas
less cochlear danmage compared to chinchillas
exposed to continuous exposures of equal energy (Cark et al,- 1987).
Given these obseavajtions, it is apparent
that the degree of hearing loss induced by
noise casnbe modulated by a variety of means
The anatomic Site responsible for these
changes t sensitivity of the auditory system
to noise is not known and can Ite either in the
periphery or in the central nervous system
These findings provide a foundation on which
to further assess and experimentally test the
differences between temporary and peensanent noise-induced hearing loss.

coherbundle. Furthermore, high rates of
electrical stimulation of the crossed olivocochlea bundle presented simultaneously with
acoustic overstiusulation reduced the magni-

hair cells have a "muscle-like" role, we attempted to exercise or "train" the guinea pig
cochlea to tolerate higher levels of acoustic
stimulation.

Outer Hair Cells
Current concepts of auditory physiology
tnclude an active mechanism in order to counteract the high degree of viscous damping
caused by the cochlear fluids (Neely and Mim,
1983). The demonstration that the outer hair
Cells contain contractile proteins (Zecnncr.
1986) and that they exhibit motile behavior in
response to electrical stimulation (Browvnell ct
at, 1985; Ashmore, 1987), chemical manipulations (Zennet et a1, 1985; Flock et a], 1986).
or mechanical stimulation (Canton ct a],
1988b) suggest that the outer hair cells are
the active elements.
In light of these recent developments, it is
interesting to point out that it is the outer hair
cells that are nmostsusceptible to acoustic
trauma. Morphologic studies ha~verepeatedly
illustrated that the outer hair cells are more
susceptible to noise trauma than the inner lbair
cells. Because the postulated function of the
outer hair Celli is to modify cochlear sensitivity and frequency selectivity, it is essetial to
have a basic tunderstanding as to why the
outer hair cell is the tnderdog of noise
traunma. By applying the analogy that the outer
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Figure 43-1 Protection fromnoisetroumzin theguineapig~
Thecontrolgroup(opencircles)
ssaexposed
to I
U14o105dB SPIfor 72 hoots;the experimental
group(closedcircles) uea pie-exposedl
to a 1,11481 dBiSPI.for 24
days foltoseit bythe I tio. 105 d8lSMIfor 72 boors &AllAuditory boon stemresponse
thresholds
measred 90
minutesafice exposureto 1 kLo1,105tdl SPI.72 boorsRight, Auditory thresholdsmeasored
afteran 8-ssertrecov
erypesied

Training Paradigm

jfield.

In an a-u'nst to reduce the damaging ef.
fects of noise, guinea pigs (200 to 350 g body
weight) were exposed continuously to a
i-kliz tone at 81 dB SPL for 21 days in free
This levei was chosen in the following
fashtion: It wvas
determined that a continuous
exposure to a 1.kili tune at 105 dB SPL for 72
hours creates a permanent hearing ioss between 30 and 50 dO (Canlon et al, 1987). Bly
reducing the intensity and time of exposure
systematically and experitnentally testing tue
conseqtuent brain stemnaudiometry response,
an exposure of 90 dB S'L. at I kli for 72
hours was found to be a "safe~level in that no
threshold shift could be detected, Blymain.
taining equal energy, the intensity of the exposure was decreased to 81 dB SPL
and the duration increased to 576 hours, or 2-1days. The
duration and intensity of this exposure were
considered sufficient to stimsulate the autory
system wvithotit damnaging
cochlear structures,
Thecauditory brain stemnresponse (ABRl)
threshold was determined prior to and immc.
diateiy after exposttre (n
to1).
A threshold
shift could not he detected. It remains possi.
ble that a temporary threshold shuftmay haie
been induced by the low-level exposure, hblt
it either recovered rapidly before the threshold measures could be made, or it was too
small to be detected with this measuring tech-

nique, Under the test conditions, there was a
5. to tO-dB standard deviation of the threshold values, indicating that a threshold shift of
iess than 10 df; would not hsavebeen dctected.fliC test-retest reiiabiity of the p.,ocedure for both tile experimental group
(trained) and the control groutp (not trained)
neither differed significantly between the two
mecasuremecns
within each group nor differed
between the grottps.
After recovery from the anesthesia, anlmals were exposed to the traumatizing tone
(I klo, 105 dOSPI,72 htours). At tile end of
this ex~posure, auditory thresholds were determined, Aninmals
were then maintained in ambient noise for either 3 days, I month, or 2
months for yet another threshold deterroination.

Protection from Noise
Trauma by Pre-Exposure
to Low-Level Acoustic

Stimulation
One hour after acoustic overstimulation
to the 1-klez tone at 105 tIB SPI. for 72 hours,
the AIIR thrfesholds for t1tiLcontrol grotip (n =
10) and the experimental group (n = 10)
were elevated at all frequencies (Fig 43-1).
The control groitp showed a 30- to 50-dB
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threshbld shift, whereas the experimental
group shoned a 10- to40 dB shift across fire.
qucncy. The difference in threshold shift betvseen the two groups was statistically significant at the 5 percent level for all frequencies
(Students' t-test) When both groups were al.
lowed an 8-week recovery period,
the audt
tory thresholds improved at all frequencies.
Although the experimental group showed
complete recovery, the control group continued to show a 20. tG 60-dB threshold shift. In
fact, already by 3 days after exposure, the ex.
perimental group showed complete recovery,
whereas the control group exhibited a slightly
higher threshold shift than that found after 8
weeks,

Comparative Studies
in the Rabbit
To determine if protection against noise
trauma by pre-exposure to a low-level acoustic stimulus was a unique feature to the gulinea
pig auditory system, a study was designed to
test the rabbit. One group of rabbits (n = -)
was pre-exposed to a 2- to 7-kItz noise at 79
dB SPL for 256 hours prior to a high intensity
noise exposure (2 to 4 kllz, 131 dB SP, 15
minutes), This second exposure is known to
cause a permanent hearing loss, The second
grop of rabbits (n w 12) were exposed only
to the damaging noise. The auditot), thresholds for all rabbits were tested prior to expo.
sure and 3 weeks after the damaging exposure Both groups were exposed in tie awake
state, Figure 43-2 illustrates the brain-stem reslonse threshold shifts obtained 3 weeks after

exposure to the damaging noise (131 dB SP1,
15 minutes), Threshold shifts differ for the
two groups by 10 to 25 dU between 0.5 and 4
MIz.Thresholds did not differ tn the region of
6.3 to 20 kltz. The group of rabbits exposed
to the low-leiel stimulus prior to the damag.
ingtone showed a thireshold shift
that was undcr 10 dB for the frequencies between 0.5 and
4 kI
Furthermore, tt was found that the
training effect is relattnely long-lasting. When
rabbits are maintained in ambient noise for elthcr2 weeks or I month after being trained,
and then exposed to the Iigh-Intcnstty stimnlation, protection against
notse trauma is still
evident. Under these conditions, the threshold
shifts are similar to when the rabbits were ex.
posed to the damaging noise immediately after
the training exposure.

Morphologic Analysis
Neither the mcchanims nor the sites responsible for these changes are known, Sev.
eral different mechanisms located throughout
the auiditory
pathway could account for the
protection against noise trauma Participation
of the middle ear muscles, inner or outer hair
cells, afferent or efferent nerve endings, sympathetic influences, and modulation by the
central nervous system arc all likely candi
dates.
To begin to address these questions, an
electron microscopic study was undertaken to
determine if morphologic differences could be
detected between the control animals and the
two groups of noise exposed guinea pigs. The
first group was only exposed to the 1-1,l4
tone at 81 dl SP. for 21 days, and the second

PISIOLOGIC AND.NIORPIIOLOGIC
ASPECtS
TO LOW.tVELACOFIC SlCL' TION
group Nas exposed to the 81-dB SPL tone for
21 days followed by the 105-dB SPL tone for
72 hiqurs. After each exposure, audit64y
thresholds were determined with the auditory
brain-stem response. Cochleas were then fixed
in either 1.0 percent or 6.0 percent glutara e
hyde and 0.2 percent tannic-acid.in 01 Al
phosphate buffer. After deh)dration and embedding in Agar 100 epoxy resin (Agar Sci tific, Ltd.), the cochleas viere-then cleaved ax.
ially, and the areas around 14, 16, 17, and 18
mm from the round window were cut Out and
remounted on blocks that were sectiotid and
finally examined in a Zeiss EM 109-electron
microscope. Analysis of the electron micrographs i as performed at a final magnification
of 27,600 x.
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Outer Hair Cell Afferent
ynapseSynapseand

number 196 had a range of 20 to 47 vesicles
per afferent synapse with a mean value of 34 0
± 7.0 S.D. (n = fi4 outer hair cells), and animal ii-mbeir 204 had a range of 32 to 48 with
a mean value of 39.0 ;t 4.5 S.D. (n =,6 outer
hair cells) These values are illustrated in Figure 43-4.
Aftcrthe combined exposure to §1 dB
SPL for 21 days and to 105 dB SPL for 3 days,
auditory thresholds were measured, and the
protective effect againstthe high-Intcnsity exposure was apparent. The pretreatment resu!ied in approximately a 20-dB reduction in
the threshold shift relative to animals not preexposed. The cochlea of this animal was studted at the electron microscopic level, and the
total menbrane conifnt in the infranuclear region of the outer hair cells was determined to
be alnost two-fold that of the control outer
hair cell (Fig, 43-3C. This animal had a range
a meanper
value
afferent
of 36 synapse
6 t M. of
S D.25(nto- 499
of vesicles

The two morphologically distinct spiral
ganglion cells, type I and type 11,innervate the
inner and outer fair cells, respectively, in all
mammalian species studied, .The typical outer
hair cell afferent synapse is a small boutontype ending arising front the outer spiral fiber.
The representatfon of outer spiral fibers on
the outer hair cell is graded in such a fashion
that the third.row outer hair .ell shows a
greater number of boutons thtan the first. or
second row outer hair cells (Brown, 1987).
These small afferent nerve endings contain nilcrotubules, mitochondria, and a few vesicles
relative to the efferent synapse, in a filamen.
tous matrix, In the presynaptic region, In the
infranuclear region of the outer hair cell, there
are mitochondria, vesicles, coated %esicles,
and tubulovsicular cistemac (Fig. 43.34) Of
the control cells studied (n - 9), the total
membrane content at the base of the cell (yesiclts + coated vesicles + ttbulo esicular cisternae) per afferent synapse lis a range of 15
to 26 and a mean value of 19.2 ±- 3.5 S.D. (Fig
43.4).
Two animals were exposed to the i-kilz
tone at 81 dB SPL for 21 days. Auditory
thresholds were measured prior to the exposure and at the end of tIhe exposure, and a
threshold shift could not be detected. When
the total membrane content per afferent synapse at tbe base of the cell was counted, there
was nearly a two-fold increase over the con.
trol cells, An overall increase in all the membrane components, vesicles, coated vesicles,
and tubulovesicular cisternac was found (Fig
43.3B), Of the two animals studied, animal

outer hair cells) (Fig. 43-4). Although the total
number of vesicles per afferent synapse did
not differ front the animals exposed only to
the 81-dB tone, the number of iubulovesicular
cisternae had increased. The 1.5 fold increase
is marginal, but because the diameter of these
cisternae had Increased, these changes are
more apparent
According to the widely accepted hypothesis of Heuser and Reese (1973), after fusion
of the synaptic vesicle with the presynaptic
membrane and release of the transmitter into
ite synaptic cleft, the vesicular membrane is
incort orated into the plasmalemma. The vesicular membrane then diffuses laterally
within the plasnia membrane and is eventually
retrieved at the perphery of the active zone
through coated vesicles. The coated vesicles
lose their coats and coalesce to form smooth
cisternac. The coated vesicles and smooth cisternac are endocytic organdies able to generate and refill new vesicles with transmitter. An
analogous scheme is apparent for the outer
hair cell afferent synapse and las eilter directly or indirectly been suggested by various
investigators (Saito, 1983; Nadol, 1983, Ekstrom Non Ltibitz, 1981). Figure 435A lltustrates the scheme for the tnstimulated outer
hair cell. Vesicles, coated vesicles, and tubulovesicular cisternae are shown undergoing
membrane recycling in a marner similar to
that described for the neuromuscular junction
(Iteuser and Reese, 1973). Figure 43-5B illustrates an outer hair cell after acoustic stimulation, An increased turnover of the membrane
components at the base of the outer hair cell
in the presynaptic region is depicted, The
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finding that all the membrane components at
the base of the outer hair cell are increased af.
teestimulation is in contrast to thleeffect of
stimulation at tlte nttrormuscular function
(Ileuser and Reese, 1973). After either 1
minute or I5 minutes of stimttlation of the
motor nerve terminal, the total amount of
membrane components remained constant.
Even though the total nmembrane trmalned
constant, there was adepletion of vesicles and
an increased number of cibteroal membranes
and coaled vestcles The depletion of vesicles
is belteved to bea reflection ofthtc decrea~e in
the postsynaplic potential that was monttored
during stimulation of the muscle, tn contrast,

when the auditory system was sttiulated with
a low-level tone (81 dBiSrI, 21 days), the
membrane components in the tnfranttclear region, the area opposing the afferent synapse of
outer hair cells, Increased, yet changes in audl.
tory sensitivity could not be detected. Tltere
was an overall Increase in all tmenmbrane
com.
ponents-te, vesicles, coaled vesicles, and
ttubuloveslcuiar cislernate. However, whett the
auditory system was stimulated wtth the tow.
level tone followed by Ite htigh itensity tone
of 105 dBi SPLfor 72 htours, the Increase tn
membrane components was not uniformaly dts.
tethuted amougt all of the membrane conmpo.
nents. That is, the lubuloctsternac showed an
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Figure 43-4Totalmembrancontent peeafferen,yzpsefor Indiviuaalouter halecellsafterdifferent noise
conditionss.
Totalmembranecontent is the sumof all
esicles.coatedNsscles. andnabulossloalar cisternar
atthe baseof ttheouter halecell. The total merobane
contentis normalizedto the numberof afferent
apsesut contactssittatheouter lax cell. Eachpoint is
obtaned, from a singleouter halecellfrom a control
animal,two animalsexposedtot
811 SPLfor 24 days.
Andonea=limitesposed to 81 dBSPLfor 24dys lottowedby105dBSPL
for 72hours
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Figure 43-3Schematic
Ilustra
tion abuxing the recycling of the
componentsat the
menmbrane
base
oflanouter hair cell IaIanoen.
Sttoutated enterhalecell (A) and

afterexpenure
to a lowleset
l,\

W

S

'

~

longterm, noudaaoaglog
acousti
Stimulus
(B). A two (old increase
in the turnover of the msembeane
components
is apparentIn A ,
ferColnerveendings(A), Efferen
nroenedin'gs (E~

increase tn number and a decrease In the
number of vesicles, whereas the number of
coaled Vesies remained the same,
These findings indicate that the presynap.
tie region of tile outer hair ccll has the capacity to undergo increased membrane recycltng
during long-term, low-level acoustic stimulalion. Tis includes recycling of vesicles aswell
asthe resynthesis of the transmitter substance.
Short-term acoustic stumulation apparently
does not cause similar changes it the region
of the afferent synapse in the outer hatecell, at
least In the cat (Libeensan and Dodds, 1987).
It has been previously reported that the total
membrane components at the base of the

a

AA

EE

oiuter hatecell vary in an inconsistent fashtton
It ts terefore important to emphasize that it is

essential to normalize the total membrane
components t0 tle tolat nunmber of afferent
synapses in contact with Ite cell, Whlen the
total membrane componlents are normaltzed,
it is found that thlemembrane values are fairly
constant for each outer hair cell.
The increase in membrane recycling after
exposure to low-level stimulation could be
one underlying mchanism for the protection
agaissat
noise trauma. Acttvtty-dependent fim
prosrtment of synapttc efficiency, assuggested
from the present study, would perhaps enhance the response to a second sttmulation,
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the %esiclesoccasionally was found after noise

exposure, This aiding was sporadic and it is

Figure 43.6 Fluorescent
mitoehondial ctiviqtY
In iso.
ltdsouter hait cells from control outer hair cell (A)
anddays'
an outer
hair
cell
ater
24
exposure
(i) 'Thereis noquitlittise difference
sr81 d SL
in th
forh
stainingpatnem

Either facilitation or long-term potentiation
could play a role In the protection against
noise trauma, The phenomenon of long-term
potentiation can increase the efficiency of'syn.
aptic release for a period of several weeks.
Tie outer hair cells hare a relatively
slower rate of recycling membrane compo.
nents compared to the inner hair cells as cx.
amimed by tie horseradish peroxidase tech.
nique (Siegel and Brovnell, 1986). It would
be Interesting to perform such a study after
exposing animals to the low.leel acoustic
stimulation.

Outer
Synper Hair
HtheseCell Efferent

Synapse

The large efferent nerve endings
the
base of the outer hair cell of the controlat
group
and tile two groups of noise-exposed animals
showed no consistent difference In the density
of vesicles. It has been suggested that an in.
crease in the density of vesicles in the efferent
nerve ending increased following noise expo.
sure (Spoendlin, 1971). In the present study,
however, a reduction in the density of the yes.
iles as vell as an increase in the diameter of

difficult to know if it was a normal variation in
the efferent synapse or if it was the result of
the noise exposure,
Other morphologic changes that were
studied include the character of the subsynaptic cisternae and its distance to the synaptic
cleft. No obvious alterations were noted, It
may be pos sitle that short-term stimulation in.
fluences primarily the efferent system (Cody
and Johnstone, 1982; Rajan, 1988). Protection
against noise trauma was found by stimulating
the efferents for a short duration, either acous.
tially or by electrically Stimulating the
crossed olivocochlear bundle prior to noise
exposure. The effects could be blocked by ap.
plying known inhibitors of the efferent system.
To find a morphologic correlate to these find.
ings may be difficult because the protective ef.
feet after these short durations of stimulat!on
could occur at the level of the ion channel, it
seems unlikely that these changes could also
be related to an increase in membrane recy.
cling bcecase the synthesis of newvprotein and
tasitter
is n01 a rapidpoes

Mitochondria
The high density of mitochondria in the
Infranuclcar region of the outer hair cell Indi.
cates a relatively high-energy metabolism. MI.
tochondria are also present in tile nerve end.
lngs under the hair cells as well as tinder the
cuticular plate and along the longitudinal axis
of the cell wall, It has been shown that mito.
chondria can unilergo configurational changes
due to osmotic shock or to an altered ceta.
bolic state either through increased activity or
by a variety of chemical agents such as 2,4.di.
nitroplienol (Rydzynsk and Ciecitira, 1980),
Swollen mitochondria have also been shown to
be a common feature after acoustic overstimu.
lation (Omata and Schatzle, 1984). Some of
mitoliondrial configurational changes
are reversible. but ifthe insult is severe enough
they can undergo necrosis.

Qualitative Measures of
Mitochondrial Activity
The Cationic fluorescent probe, DiOC [3f,
2
a ducarbocyanine dye, has been shown to stain
the mitochondria of living cells (Johnson et al,
1981 ). The specific interaction of the d) e with
mitochondria is related to the high transniem.
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brane potential of mitochondria. 'Ibis fluores.

cenfly- labecled dye was used to determine if

the long-term, low-level acoustic Stimulation
had altered the metabolic capacity of the mi!.
tochondria of outer hair cells The activity of
the mitochondria in isolated outer hair cells of
the control group (no noise) (n = 24 cells)
and the experimental group (8t dB, 21-days)
(n -28 cells) was studied. Outer hair cells
from the 15-, 16-, and 17-mm distance from
the round window were isolated and mnbated for 10 minutes in 5 alt 3,3'dmehyloxacarbocyanine [DiOC2 (3)], rinsed,.And examincd by epilluorescence microscopy, No
qualitative difference could be discerned hetween the staining pattern of the outer hair
cells from the two groups, Figure 43 6 shows
a control outer hair cell and an outer hair cell
from the experimental group. Fluorescence is
noted tinder the cuticular plate, along the Ion
gitudinal ,axis of the plasma memtbrane, benecath the nucletis, and within the synapses
contacting the outer bar ccli To test the sen.
sitivity of thc dye to detect changes in mito
chondrial actiity, control cells wecre peinuhated in 4 ml sodium cyanide for 30 minutes
prior to the incubation with the fluorescent
d)(., DIOC 2 (3). Under this condition, there
was neglible staining of thmeutitochiondria of
the outer hale cells. Thus, if major metabolic
differences exist betaveen the two, conditions,
it is most probable that the technique is sensilive to detect such changes,
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Aspects Fonctionnels et
ophlgqusd
Ph6nomnne
d'Entradnemnent a
LExposition au Bruit

Le montant des peetes auditises induites;
par Ie bruit pent Ztre modifi& par difernts
manipulations expfrimentales. Dans cette
iftude: nus avons essay6 de rfduire les effets
lfsionnels du bruit en pr6.exposant des cobayes A un stimulus acoiustique de has nivean
avant tie exposition A on bruit tratnmatisant.
Cette ide a 6t6 dfveloppfe Apartir des con.
cepts habituels de la physiologic coclalcaire, et
entre autres, celul sclon lequel les cellules cil.
if es exteres auralent le mfmei rille qu'un
muscle. En appliquant cette analogie nous
comptions exereer ou "entraner" la cochlec A
Wte capable de tolfeer des expositions sonotes de plus haul nivean. Un groupe de cobayes a 6t6fexpos6, pendant tine longue dur,6e.
decfaqon continue, A un bruit non trauimalisant
(I kliz, 81 dlBSI, 24 jom.-), prealablement A
tine exposition connuc pouir provoquer un deplacement permanient diescuallauditlf (Mi) (I
1,117,103 til, 3 jours). Le second groupe de
cobayes n's pas 0t6 pr6-expos6 Ahastimulation
die has niveau, utais sculement au brit trait.
nuatisant. Uarfponse Acliaque exposition f tall
Evalufc en tifterminant Ie sculil de sensibili6
auditive par audiomricel an niveau dii trone
cfrebral. Apefa exposition ait son die I 1,t1z A
Conclusion
105 dli SI'L pendant 3 joimes,le grouipe qui
avail fif pr6-expos6 (entealuf) montralt ap.
'fic results from the present study show
proxlmatis-ement tine rfdiiction diuniveami de
that guinea pigs and rabbits can be protected
setill de 20 dill par rapport aux animatix non
against noise trauma by pe-exposure to a lowv- pef~exposfs. Demuamement, Ie geotipe pelevel, long term acoustic stimulus, 'lIe lowexposi5 recuiperait tolalement ses functions; an
led acoustic stimulus affords, long lasting
ditives apers tin repos de 2 nmots,Le groupe
protection for tip tn several weeks, Electron
qua navait pas f if pr6-exposd ati stimulus pee.
micrographs suggest that after thle long term
alable continualt de montrer tin deplacemeni
acoustic stimulation, the outer hair cells tinde senil de 20 A30 dli.
dergo increased membrane recycling in the
Suite A ces rfsultais nous avons itendu
presynaptiL region opposing the nrv-c end
nos recluerches en nuanipulan (I1)les parami ings of the ouiter spiral fibers. Although the
tees dec Ia pee-exposition (2) l'inteevalte de
mechanism for the protective effect against a
temps entre ]a pef-exposimon ci l'expostion
second, damaging acoustic stimulus is not
traumialisante. Nous avons egahement elargi Ia
known, one possibility is an increased nenrogamme de tests 6lcctrophysiologques Four
transmitter pool allowinig the system to tolerdftcrmlucr Ia sensubulmif aiditive, et egaleate longer durations of stimulation. Other pos.
ment fttidif Ia nature du plifnom~ne
sibilities for the protective effect include medd'entrainement chez le lapin. De plus. Irs reulation of ion channels, rearrangements of the
sulats peflunaires obtenus an microscope
syiaptik complex, chtangces in tie cytoskeletal
electronique Indliquent que des cbiangemenls
feamework of tie cell, and the involv-ement of
morphologiques non imutmatiques apparaissecond messengers,
sent dans aIsregion post-synaptique Ala base
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CHAPTER 44

PhysicalExercise and Active
ProtectionAom Temporary
Threshold Shift
%MTORmO COuniE
FRANCESCO G. FIORINO
GIUSEPPE VER1ATO
GIANCARLO Z. MONTRESOR

A

common finding in all studies of noiserecoesy. The investigators attributed the
induced hearing loss (NIHL) is significant indigreater TI to increas s in a hole-body metavidual variability in susceptibility (Burns,
bolic demand and in bood tenperature.
1973; Ward. 1973; Robinson, 1976; MIelnick,
which depleted cochlear reserve capacity.
1978). The reasons forthis variability are still
One of the most important endogenous
unknown, although se,-eral endogenous and
variables in susceptibility to NIIL is the midexogenous factors have been proposed. Endle-car transfer function. Small differences in
dogenous factors reported to contribute to
the resonant frequency or in sound transfor-anability include age, sex, resonance of the
mation across individuals may have a signifiexternal car, middl-ecar impedance, acoi-stic
cant influence on the spectrum of noise intenreflex properties, body temperature. physical
sity reaching the inner car. In this context. difeffort, stress sesitisity, cochlear blood supply,
ferenccs in the amount of attenuation procochlear pigmentation, and ovarian cycle
%ided by the acoustic reflex (AR) over time
(Borg. 1968; Sanden and Axelsson, 1981; Denmay play an important role in individual susgerink et al, 1984; Slumns, 1981). Exogenous
ceptibility (Colictti and Sittom, 1986, Borg,
factors, such as ambient temperature, vibra1968)
tions, drug intake., smoking, and physical activThe effectiveness of AR in acoustic trauma
ity,
can also influence susceptibility to proprotection has been debated for several years
cesses that damage hearing (Ilamcmik ctal, Certain features of the reflex,
mainly its rapid
1981, Ilumes, 1984, Manninen and Elbiota,
decay, suggest that the sound attenuation pro1984, Dengerink Ct al,1984, Dretmer et al, vided by stapedius contraction is of minor tim1985; Byrne etal, 1989).
portance. Ilowscver, studies performed in real
A recent study stressed the importance of
or simulated industrial conditions show that
the intcraction between noise and physical acthe AR dcca) can be nrescnted by changing
tivity on the amount of temporary threshold
the spectral or temporal characteristics (or
shift (TM.) (Lindgren and Axclsson, 1988).
both) of the eliciting stimuli (Zakrisson and
Normal-hearing youngsters were exposed to a
Borg, 197., Kaplan etal, 1977, Lutman and
narrow-band noise at 105 dB SPL for 10 minMartin, 1978, Borg t al, 1979, Ndsson et al,
utesThe results indicated that the combina1980). In addition, it has bc demonstrated
lion of noise and simultaneous physical exerthat when the AR is not operating, the amount
cise (-10 percent of the maximum work load
of 1M5is not only greater in the -l-klz region
capacity)
elicited a larger amount of Trs
but also extends to thespeech frequencies
when compared with test conditions of noise
(Zakrisson et al, 1980, Nilsson ctal, 1980) In
alone, noise before exercise. and noise during
fact, the observations that a low-frcquency
500
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(0.5 kItz) exposure can yield injuries several
octaves abos'e the exposure frequency (Fried
er al 1976). and that a Ocductive loss in the
low-frequency range decreases the amount of

the pertmanent threshold shift (PM5) at 4 kitz
(NISSo Ct 2L 19801 suggest that even though
the attenuation provided by the AR is primarly in the low frequencies, the AR can also decrase the risk of damage at high frequencies
On the basis of these considerations, it
has been-suggested that the measurement of
an individuals reflex characteristics may be
useful to prdlict-suseptibility to NIIIL (Johansson ct al, 1967; Colletti and Sittoni,
1986). Htowever, this simple approach does
not take into account simultaneous factors
that can interact with AR efficiency, such as
drug intake. physical effort, inner car disorders, and toxic substances.
In addition, other studies suggest that AR
response is affected by mental tasks requiring
attention, such as selecting words in a passage
of writing (Corcoran ct al, 1980), solving a vi.
sual maze. or mathematical problems (Robin.
cite and Snyder, 1982). Interestingly, when attention is concentrated on auditory stimuli,
AR depression is nearly absent. Corcoran et al
(1980) also observed that simple eye closure
increased the amplitude of the AR response,
possibly as a consequence of a general en.
hanccnmt in muscle tone.
tfsuch simple tasks are able to modify the
AR activity, it can be argued that physical activity is a major factor of AR response modification. To in%estigate this hypothesis, se .conductcd two experiments with the following
aims: (1) to clarify Nihether dynamic physical
exercise is able to modify AR activity and (2)
to evaluate uhether the modification of the
AR by physical exercise influences the amount
of TrS,

Materials and Methods
Subjects
The experimental subjects were 10 male
*,olunteers, aged 27 to 34 years (mean 30 8)
They were staff or students of the University
of Verona. Each subject showed normal hearing sensitivity (less than 20 dB IlL) at all test
frequencies (250 to 8000 liz) with pure-tone
audiomtry (Amplaid A 455 with TDII-39
headphones-in MX-4 I/AR) and normal middleear pressure (t 25 daPa). Threshold of the
contralateral or ipsdateral AR for tonal or
noise stimuli wa-5 less than 90 dBlSPL Subjects
had no history of ear disease or exposure to
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hazardous noise and presented normal tympanic membrane on otoscopic exrain2tion.

Work Capacity
Determination
Prior to beginning the experiment. each
subject's maximum work capaciy was established on an ergomtei cycle (Moar, Stockholm, Sweden) After a rest period of at least
30 minutes the subjects performed a maximal
incremental test to exhaustion. The work load
was inceased elery 2 minutes in 25-watt
steps, and the wttage value of the last completed step was considered the maximum
work capacity. The amount of physical exercise perft..med by each subject during the 10m!nute experimental session was then fixed at
50 percent of the individual maximum work
capacity.

Test Conditions
Subjects %,ererandomly submitted to the
following file test conditions on different days
for a total test period of 5 days. (I) During the
exercise, the AR morphology in the right car
was recorded following white noise (WN)
stimuli to the contralatcral ear at 15 dB SL (re
AR threshold). Measurements were taken im.
mediately before exercise (time 0), at 1, 2, 4,
6. 8, and 10 minutes of exercise, as well as at
2, 5, and 10 minutes of recovery. (2) As a control, AR morphology was also assessed during
a 20-minute period of rest. The test procedure
was identical to test I, the only difference being the absence of physical activity. (3) The
third condition was the evaluation of tile am.
plitude/intensity function of AR at the same
time intervals as tests 1 and 2; WN stimuli
were used, with an intensity increasing from
60 to 115 dB in 5 dB steps Only fitc subjects
were submitted to this test. (4) In the fourth
ccndition, the AR decay was measured during
noise exposure to the left ear, and the amount
of TrS following exposure was studied. During a 10 minute period of exercise, a 105-dB
SPL white noise w-.s continuously presented
to tile kit ear. Reflex amplitude was montored tn the right ear at the onset of noise and
at 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 minutes of exposure.
Pure-tone audiometry in the left car (3, 4, 6,
and 8 kiz) was performed immediately before
and after (2, 5, tO, and 20 minutes) noise exposurc (5) For the final condition, the sane
protocol as test 4 was repeated in the absence
of exercise, so that each subject sened again
as his own control

to
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Impedance
and Audiometric
ImetnceadAdimti
Testing

Acoustic imnpence measurements ' ere
carried out with a commercial instrument
(Amplaid 720 clinical admittance. meter)
equipped with an X-Y recorder. The contralateral stapedius reflex was elicited by acoustic
stimuli of I second duration and 30 seconds
riSe-fall time, administered to the left car
through TDH-39 earphones. To evaluate AR
morphology, four time-domain parameters of
the AR %ereexamined according to Colletti
(1974) and Borg (1976). (A) Onset larecnq
Time interval bcrcen stimulus onset and 10
percent of the maximum amplitude of the response. (B) Delay rime: Time required for the
response to reach 50 percent of maximum
amplitude. (C) Rise-ime Time required for
the response to rise from 10 to 90 percent of
its final value. (D)Amplrude: Height of the re-

spouse at steady state expressed as relative ad-

mittance changes.
To study the amplitudefintensity function
of AR, the reflex amplitude was recorded at
different stimulus intensities as the absolute
change of admittance in chbic centimeters
(cc), Experimental data were fitted with the
following sigmoidal logistic function (Nlendel.
owitz and Scher, 1980)

~
df~ei
ese
fined as the diference
in decibels betwen

post. and pie-exposure hearing thresholds at
the frequencies given aboie.
"

Statistical Analysis
Two-way analysis of variancc,(ANOVA)
for repeated measurements was performed for
statistical comparison. Sources of variability
were represented by time, presence or absence of e'xrcise, and interaction between
time and exercise. Simple contrasts were also
performed at corresponding intervals between
exercise and no exercise conditions. Regression analysis was used to evaluate the relationship between TTS and AR amplitude during
tests 4 and 5. A significance level of 005 ,%as
chosen.

Results
Work Capacity
The subjects' maximum work capacity
ranged from 125 to 225 W, with a mean of
185 W. Therefore, the actual work load performed during the experimental sessions at 50
percent of the maximum work capacity
ranged from 62.5 to 112.5 W (mean. 92 5)

Y max

SYaxEffect
To evaluate the fit, we calculated correlation coefficients and standard error of esti.
mates (Spiegel, 1961).
Subsequent analysis was centered on the
following parameters. threshold, defined, as
stimulus intensity at which the increase in
slope, i e., the second derivative of curve, is
maximum; maximal slope; and Y max, deiined
as the range of AR amplitude (Alendelowitz
and Scher, 1980)
During noise exposure to the left ear performed in tests 4 and 5, the contralateral AR
response was continuously monitored and
changes in compliance with respect to the
baseline values were recorded. Percentage
modifications with respect to onset amplitude
were reported at 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 minutes.
The static pressure in the external ear was
continuously monitored and maintained at the
point of maximum compliance, The subject's
hearing thresholds before and after noise exposure were established for the left ear with a
manual audiometer (Amplaid A 155 with
TDII.39 earphones in MX-1l/AR) at the frequencies of 3. 4, 6, and 8 kitz. TIS was de-

of Exercise on AR
Parameters
Table 44.1 displays the means and the
standard errors of time-domain AR parameters
recorded before, during, and after exercise
(test 1). Figures-.4-1 and 44-2 compare the
outcome obtained for each time-domain pa.
rameter, expressed respectuvely as absolute
changes and percent changes, for the condtions of "noise with exercise" and "noise
only" These parameters remained fairly con.
stant during time control experiments, but
changed markedly during exercise.
The onset latency was 111.2 = 10.2 ms
(mean ±SEM) at rest, rapidly increased at the
onset of exercise (reaching 131 ;7.5 ms at 4
minutes), and slowly decreased thereafter
lowever, the difference between experimental and control conditions was not signiteant
for either percentage or absolute values,
The time course of delay time was approximately parallel to that of the onset latency just described, Delay time was 179
±t15 3 ms before the onset of the "exercise"
and reached peak values of about 205 ns I to
4 minutes after the onset of exercise. The dif.

TABLE44-1 Modificatioin of AR Par-ameters During thse Exercise and Recovery
(Absolute Values)
TIMIE
(MIN)
0
1
2
4
6
8
10
12
Is
20

LATENCY-TIME (MS)
1112
(i±102)
127
(=9 1)
124
I(=12.2)
131
(z7.5)
118
(±L9.1)
120
(±18.8)
121.5
(=7.1)
126
(:06)
12!.5
(:0.2)
117
(±10 1)

20

DELAY-TIME (MS)
179
(±15.3)
203,
(2:151)
208
(.t18 9)
205.5
(;t12.6)
1867
(±1I37)
187.5
(=11.3)
189
L5)
(=±1
196.5
(z±II5)
196'5
(=±14
6)
1905
(1±14.1)
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Figure 44.2'none courseOfthe acoustic refe (AR) isiaittrs before.donXgandafter the exercise(squates).
Theonst andthe endof exerciseare indicatedby vertiealdotted hors '. ine controlresultsire indicatedbytri
Onestar p < 005. two stars
of the baualvalues.
of ebooge
to theperccntage
angle&.
The%crtical axiscorresponds
p <001
ferenct: between tile experimental and control

conditions was significant at the 005 level,
Simple contrast comparison was significant
from I to 4 mintutes
Greater modifications wvereobserved with
the rise-tim e of the AR. This time-domain Pa.
ranleter hifted from 183.5 t 13 9 ms at rest
to 242 5$±21.2 mu at t minute of exercise, re.
niained elevated tip to 5 mtinutes after exercise, and then returned to baseline valutes. Thec
rise-tinie increase during exercise and early
than 30 percent, 'CTetworecovery wasnmore
way analysis of variance showed highly signifi.
cant differences,' both for absolute chtanges
and per centagex of change,
Amplitude of the reflex displayed initial
values of 0 075 ±0 008 cc and decreased dueing exercise, reachting a plateau at 2 and 4
minutes (about 0055 cc). Thereafter, thie
nmagnitude of the reflex slowly increased but
did not reach the initial value. The maximal

amount of change expressed asa percentage
wvasabout -25 Percent. Mhedifference with
significant at
the time control condition wvas
virtually all time Intervals. Figure 44.3 shows
the tnpit-outptut relation betwveen antpliitude
Of thle reflex and intensity of tile stinoull In
decibels SL At tile onset of exercise tile curve
depressed at all intensity levels and apwvas
proached basal values thtereafter.
Figure 44.4 displays the logistic function
paranmeters expressed asipercentage of mod.
ificatioti. At the onset of exercise, a moderate
decrease in Y-max and a mild Increase in
threshold wvereobserved, whereas the maxinmalslope presented a large increase at tile
end of exercise, In spite of a clear trend to
wvardsa change fromt baseline values, the statistical anilysis did not show any significant
difference, possibly becatise of the small number of subjects submitted to this ttst (N =5)
or because of the lack of temporal controls.
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Figure 44-5 Tcrmporary
threshold shdt (TIS) 2 to 20 minutes afternoiseexposure mth and vthnout eercise.

Effect of Exercise on TTS
The second purpose of the present study
was to investigate the effect of physical exer.
else on the amount of I'- ond the role of AR
depression in the interaction between noise
and exercise. Figure 44-3 shows the tempo.
rary threshold shifts from 2 to 20 nilnutes af.
ter the exposure as a function of frequency,
The frequencies of 4 and 6 klz displayed the
greatest TIS in both conditions. Two minutes
after the exposure, the TIS amounted to 14
- 18 dB (4 kliz) and 9.5 ±-2.6 dB (6 kllz) in
the *noise only" condition, and to 18 1 1,7 dl
(4 klIz) and 13 -2 dB (6 kliz) for the "noise
with exercise." The mean difference in TFS
between both conditions was largest at 8 kllz
with regard to the frequency, and at 2 minutes
following exposure with regard to the recov.
cry time,
Figure 44.6 compares the TiS obtained at
caci frequency in both conditions as a func.
lion of time As expected, TIS displayed a pro,
gressive decline (p less tItan 0 001), espccially
from the second to the fifth minute. A greater
i'S occurred after the "noise with exercise"
condition,
The difference between exercise and con.
trol experiments approached statistical signifi.
cance at 4 and 8 kIll, Iowever, when single
temporal steps were comnpared with simple
contrasts, at 3 kIez the difference in recovery
curves was highly significant (p less than 0 01)
at 2 and 5 minutes and just significant (p less
than 0 05) at 10 minutes, At 4 kllz, the differ.
ence was significant only at 2 minutes. The
recovery curves at 6 and 8 ktlz displayed

highly significant differences at 2, 5, and 10
minutes and a just-significant difference at 20
minutes
AR amplitude was continuously mont.
tored during noise exposure. As may be seen
from Figure 44.7, AR decayed faster when sub.
jects were exercising The mean half-life time
of the AR recorded at rest occurred at about 6
minutes, and the final mean amplitude was
34.2 percent of the initial value. AR recorded
during exercise reached the lalf-life time at
about 4 minutes and displayed final values of
24,7 percent,
In spite of this trend, the difference be.
twccn the two test conditions only ap.
proached significance However, comparison
at single intervals showed lughly significant
differences (p less than 0001) at 4 and 10
minutes and a jUst.significant difference (p less
titan 0 05) at 6 and 8 minutes
Further statistical analysis involved corre.
lation of mean TI'S with mean AR amplitude
during noise exposure. The regression analysis
did not show any significant correlation be.
tween the two parameters, except at 4 kllz
where the TIS value was directly proportional
to the AR decay. Surprisingly, this correlation
disappeared when ncise was administered
during exercise (Fig 44-8)

Discussion
The main purpose of the present research
was to evaluate whether dynamic physical ex.
ercise is able to modify AR activity In addi
tion, the possibility that physical activity could
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influene the susceptibility to TI'S through a
modification of AR was also examined. 'liese
Issues are of practical interest because wyork-.
era arc often submitted to noise wshen per.
forming phtysieal activity. For this purpose.
some ARparameters were Investigated both at
rest and during physical exercise.
(tie present data, althouigh preliminary, al.
low the 'ollowing conclusions:
1. Dynamic physical exercise depresses
the AR.,Specifically, there Is a signift.
cant increase In delay time and rise
time as well as a decrease Inamplitude,
mainly at the onset of exercise.
2 Dynamic phystcal exercise potentiates
notsc-tndtieed TIM, in agreement wuithi
Lindgren and Axelsson (1988). 'Tbley
attribted the "extra ITS to a depic.
tton in coehlear reserve, possibly
caused by Increase In blood tempera.
litre, metabolic changes, or botih,
One of the alms of the present stttdy wvas
to clarify whether the ARlis involved in this
phenomenon. The correlation studies be.
tweecn tile amount of IT and ARldeca) did
not furnish clearcut data, however '(lie per.
stimulaiory ARldecay wvasstatistically correlated with TI'S Ord) at 4 klih for the condition
'noise wvithiout
exercise."
Thlere are seseral possible msechanisms
undeel) lug our findings. It ts known that exeecisc can modulate other types of reflexes, for
instance, the soirus It reflex is inhibted b)
isometric leg flection (Geitti and Selileppati.
1989). Arterial baroreflexes and reflexes arts
lng from cardiac baroceptors are attenuated
by dynamiic exercise (Stacasen et at, 1987,
Ludheock and Graham, 1985)

Figurue44.8 Recgression
anals
between nm teuporary threshold
suft (Ti'S) and mea acouic reflex
decy at 4 kttu, obtained during
both test conditions (noise exposure
wtih and without exercise).

soo

'(tic exercise-Induced ARl depression at
the tonset Of exercise nsay be cattsed by cen
tral necural nmechanisms, reflex neural mia.
nisms, or both%(Mitchell, 1985; IKjaer, 1989).
thec ARldepression observed during dynamic
exercise Is similar to the ARl depression
caused by nsenal tasks requirtng attention.
sutch as selecting words in a passage of writ.
lug, solving a visual miare, or madtlimatical
problems (Corcoran et al, 1980, Robinette
and Snyder, 1982). Interestingly, when attention is concentrated on auditory stimutli, de.
pression is nearly absent (Corcoran et at.
1980
On the other htand, the ARl depression
could be attribtited to inhibtory inflttenees tn
the brain stem arising from contracting rati.
cles. A Similar mechtanisnm tas been denmon.
strated for the arterial and cardtac baroe.
flexes depression dttring exerctse (Mitchell,
1985)
Dynamic exercise catises btochiemtcal
blood modifications, stich as an increase itnpa.
tassitin and lactate, a decrease in free fat ac.
his, and changes In pill (Wahren et at, 1971)
'(tese niodifications could tinderlte tlte
chtanges in ARlresponse observed in the seeond half of the exercise and following exercise
Thec reason for TM' poteniation during
dynamic physical effort remains unexplained
Our data showved the largest effect at 8 klit, a
frequency not thought to be attenuasted by AR.
Metabolic factors, as ad%ocated by Lingren and
Axelsson (1988), could be the cause, bit in
%olvement of the ARlcannot be ruled out for
lower frequencies.
To clarify some unresolved questions, we
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EIGHT

Conclusions

CHAPTER 45

Status and Shortcomings of Military
Noise Standards
ARMPAND L DANCER

In the military emvironment. noisc is a severe
hazard to hearing 2A.l can be a limiting f3ctor
in the use of some mcepons. Two d'ffrcnt
types of noise can be found in these environmcnts.
Continuousor intrmtrent noises. Inside
vehicles (e.g.. ank, army personnel carrier,
helicopter) the acoustic level can eceed 120
dB SPL The hazard resulting front exposure to
these noises can he evaluated by using the
same procedures that arc used in the case of
exposure to industrial noise (.g., measuremntt of the A-weighted energy, measurement
of the equivalent level, use of earmuffs or carplitgs with or without active noise reduction
systems).
Impulse noises. ImpuLc noises arc pro-

duced by the weapons themselves and consist
generally of an advancing shock wave. The
pressurc-time history can be simple in the free
field or complex In a reerberant field (Fig.
45-1).
To evaluate the hazard of exposure to impulse noises 2 number of criteria hasc been
proposed (Coles ct al, 1968, CIIABA, 1968,
Pfandcr ct al, 1980; Smoorenburg. 1982: for
rcvi:ws see Dancer and Franke, 1986; NATO,
1987). Most of these criteria arc derived from
temporary threshold shift (ITS) measurements performed after exposure to the noise
produced by small weapons (nifle noises) The
criteria for the cvJuation of hazard are based
on the measurcment of some of the physical
parameters of the impulse-i c. duration" of
thl impulse, number of impulses, and peak
pressure Figure 45-2 presents a comparison of
these various criteria, taking into account the
difcrent definitions of the 'duration" of the
impulse (Smoorcnburg. 1982, NATO, 1987).
The fact that these criteria are vcry close to

each other does not imply that the are cornprehcnsic or reliable
On behalf of the French Militar. the
French Committee for
reapon Noibcs
(FCWN) and the Dircction des Annememb
Terrtre
(DAT) established another critenon that usis derived from the criterion used
for industrial noises. This new criterion corresponds to an A-iseghted equitalent level of
90 dB os er 8 hours (DTAT 1983). It allows us
to evaluate in a simpler wvaythe hazard of
combined exposures of continuous and impulse noises as well as the efficiency (i. hich is
frequency-dccndent) of hearing protectors
(Dancer, 1982).

Shortcomings of the
Criteria
All of these criteria can be condered at
least partially obsolete and not applicable to
the impulses produced by present-da) sscapons. The following section elaborates on this
statement

Large-Caliber Versus
Small-Caliber Weapons
Let us consider two Friedlander wa cs of
the same peak pressure but of different dura
lions. Tbc longer one (large-caliber 5capon)
contains as much acoustic energy as the
shorter one (small-cahber Aicapon) at the medirm and high frequencies, but more at lo%%
frequencies (Krytcr. 1970a) If an) of the cdr
rent sicighting functions arc apphed to the
two impulses, the measured acoustic energ)
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figure 45-1 Soimedefuuntioas
of impulseduratitii A A-duitios (t, - fox b68-diriun 0,~ - to)' It- t 2 ) Mfoma
CoksCE 2L 1968 C C-dwns n(Is - ) + , -1)+ (t - 4 ) (fmm
on il er cgaL 195044t-urailm -- ,*( . so) tfmin Smoomeg. 1982) from W#TO.Effects
of inmpuhe
nisite ResearchStud Oroup on the Effectsof as
pulse Noss%AC,243(Pane 89806) D9. 1987-

m~illalways be greater for the longii shock
wv,r and al1 existing criteria will predict a
greater hazard for exposure to the long-duration shoek -A%
c and hence die larger v6capon.
Itoweier, experiments conducted on too dil.
ferent animal species, the cat (price. 1982)
and the guinea pig (Da2ncer et al, 1985),
showed that this %%as
not the case. When A
other parameters are kept the 5ae., the
longer the duration of the impulse, the smaller
the threshold shift ('13)
To study this problem in man, the FCWN
compared the M11induced in soldiers follow.
ing eaposure to 20 noise impulses of the same
peak pressure (about 160 till SPL)* presented
at the sanme inter-al (30 seconds) but having
either an. A-duration of 0 3 ms (D-duratisn, 1,4I
ma) or 8 mns(rifle and howitzer) Two groups
of 12 soldiers (selected as tiasing hearing
thresholds not larger than 25 dBiat any firequency from 0 25 to 8 kllz) were exposed in
the free field/lgrazing incidence) without any
hearing protection to each of the two classes
of Imptil.ht: noise. In all eases, recovery of11S
was complete by at most 21 hours At the
191),ds
to the French citerion (DTA.T.
'Aecoedmng
limit (critica lcitl)
pe'a pre'sure corrsponds to thme
toethseespomre or unpro~ied "^rin the frre id
(ever: for a 9ije round~

end of the exposure. Table 45-1 shows that
T13 occurred more frequently and was larger
following the exposures to the short duration
impulses, This result contradicts the predic.
tions of all the usual criteria (Fig. 45-2). Thbe
exposure to the longer-duration impulses ex.
ceeds more the limits of the criteria than does
the exposure to the short-duration im'pulses
but produces less M1.Nonlinear transmission
mchanisms at the lesecl of the middle car and
especially of the annular ligament, an proposes
by Price (1990), could explain this phenomenon.
if v6c consider now the Frcnch criterion
(DTAT. 1983). the exposure to the short impulses corresponds to an L ,,5 of 92 dli (level
of a continuous A-wicighted signtal applied during 8 hours and containing tLe sante total
acoustic energy). sshereas the exposure to the
long impulses ts equivaXent to an LWof 88
dli. In these experimental conditions, this eniterion exhibits a better predictise efllcienc)
than the others.
Twso additional observations vsere also
made during this study. (1) In some subjects
the maximum '113 did not occur immediately
after the end of the exposure but rather I or 2
heurs later This phenomenon =as described
by Luz and llodge (1971) and Ilarsernik et al
(1988) and seems to be specific to impulse
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TABLE 45-1Number of Subjects (of 24 Total) Presenting a Maximum
TTS Greater than 10 dB and 20 dB in at Least One Ear
at Any Audiometric Frequency (in Practite, Between 3
and 8kHz)
175
>
> 10dS
20d8

SHORT-DURATION
IMPULSE
(RIFLE)
10
7

LONG-DURATION
IMPULSE
(HOWITZR)
4
2

Froms
CoedsE
'Beu dAries Efetsdesbruts d'aroes
surI'au"=os
Carpepe
deBosqes
(18-22 Septeestre
1989).
ISi.Report
SR.968190.
1990.
a~udoxsnM
noise exposures. This growth of TS represents
a real problem for criteria that are based on
the measurement of TTS immediately after the
end of an impulse noise (typically TTS.) ,
and (2) A significant improvement in the auditory threshold is obsersed in some easesat
the same time that the first smallest MI'appecar.

guishing between single-shot exposures and
multiple rounds
Table 45.2 summarizes the results of a
study conducted by Reid (1946) oil Nublects
exposed to machine gun noises (28 rounds)
In some instances (two subib
1 -ts out of four)
the differences in IS are %cry large between
rounds fired at intervals of from 10 to 20 seconds and rounds fired rapidly (500 per
Daily Exposures
minute). We found similar results ina subject
wvhowas exposed first to 25 rifle impulses at
The criteria previously described were es- intervals of 5 seconds and 3 days later (after
complete TS recovery) to the stme 25 im
tablished for daily exposures 7Tere is some
pulses presented in I17 second (see also
evidence (Comit6 'Bruits d'Armes," 1990)
Kryter, 1970b). These deernces in IS resultthat daily exposure could induce larger 'IS
ing from different impulse presentation rates
than anticipated.
arc probably due to the protective effect of
the acoustic reflex of the middle ear or to
Spacing Between4
some "intraeochlesr acoustic reflex" partially
the Impulses
mediated by the efferent innervation of the
cochlea (lirundlin et at, 1989, Vassout ct al,
The criteria previously described do not
1990)
take into account the spacing between the !imIn fact all these criteria (established for
pulses. i c.. the Inter-impulse interval. There is unprotected ears) arc not very useful in pracno special evaluation procedure for distintice. lEventhe noises produced b) the small-
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TABLE45-2 Comparison of the TS (dB) Measured After Exposure to
the Same Number of Rounds Either with a Spaing of 10
to 30 seconds (Single) or Fired Rapidly (500 to 900 per
Minute Automatic) According to Reid (1946) (Average TS
for Two Subjects) and to the FCWN (1988) (TS for One
Subject),
THRESHOLD SHIFT (DB)
Reid (1946)

FCWN (1998)

AUDIOHETRIC
FREQUENCY

Single

Automatic

Single

Automatic

0.5kHz
I
2
4
6
8

5
t0
40
64
57
50

0
0
0
5
10
0

0
S
is
40
35
30

0
0
0
0
0
0

E.A.R. N

ULTRAFIT ®

0

1

JRENUMQ'

GUNFENDER("

:2

Figure 45.3 Frplugs used in this study
caliber weapons (rifle) are too hazardous (es.
pecially in reverberant areas) for the soldiers
who are using tltem and can induce perma.
nent threshold shift (IS) in the case of repealed exposures on unprotected cars. there.
fore It is imperative to establish criteria that
take into account the use and the actual efficiency of hearing protection devices,

HearingD Protection
Devices
In the present criteria there are no provi
sions for ealuating the risk of hearing loss
from impulse noise exposure when hearing
protection devices are being employed Non.
linear conductive phenomena, which occur at
very high stimulation levels and affect the
propcrtie. of hearing protectors themselves as

!6

well as influence the transmission of the acoustic energy by the middle car and its dissipation
inside the inner car, complicate this area.
Generally speaking the protective effect
of earplugs and earmuffs, when correctly used
and well fitted, is underestimated (NATO,
1987), and soldiers arc sery often obliged to
wear cumbersome and uncomfortable hearing
protectors that isolate them from their comrades and from the acoustic environment,
with potentially dangerous consequences
I'liTeFCWN decided to test the efficiency
of minimal and simple hearing protectors that
are able to protect the car against P1S while
allowing good speech intelligibilty and good
sound locaizatton (Fig 453) The following
protective devices were used EAR foam erplug, an EAR earplug prototype (similar to the
Ultrafit), JRENUM (falter LD03) molded ear.
plugs; and the GUNFENDER earplug.
Groups of 10 to 12 soldiers were cx-

-STA1TZ
AND5H0I5TC0ML'IINS01' IHTARY NOIStSwTiNtso

posed, us the crew position, to the impulses
produced by, a 155-m
oizr
l h x
posure conditions were tested by the mens.
hers of the FCWN equipped with the sameC
hearing protection devices prior to the exposure of the different groups of sold-ters.
The peak pressure of the impulses wa
about 175 dB SP1, and the A-duration was
equal to 7 ins. For a single exposure, the
A-weighted acoustic energy corresponded to
an equivalent 8-hour level of 95 dB. The numher of rounds was either 10 or 20, fired at 30second intervals. All soldiers were equipped
for esch exposure with the different earplugs
mentioned above. These earplugs were deeply
inserted and fitted by an experienced individual.
Teattenuation afforded by the various
hearing protection devices (nmeasured by clas.
sic methods using thsreshsold measurements)
differs considerably (Fig. 45.4) Thse best attenuation is provided by the EARfoam ear.
plug. and the worst by the GUINFENDER
For these earplugs the Speech Transmis.
sion Index wvasroughly evaluated using the
RApid Speech Transmission Index nmethiod
(RASTI) (lirabI & Kjaer 4225 and 4419) by
the "Grostpemnent Ergonomic"' of the 'Scction
Technique de IArm~c de Terre" (STAT). The
resutts of this evaluation arc shown in Table
45-3,
These results show that the 511 of the
GUNFENDER is equivalent to that of an uiiprotected ear. The EAR prototype willh an S11of
approximately 0.7 and the molded carplug
JRENUM (LD03) with an ST1of 069 arc satisfactory. The EAR foanmearplitg has a relatively
poor STI
Audiomictrie thresholds wveremeasured as
described earlier, with the help of a ltetksy
audiomete (continuous frequency sweep
fronts0.125 to 8 1,11z)before and after (cithcr
10, 20, or 40 nilnutes) the Impulse noise ex.
posuires, The TIS measured with the EAR
foam earplugs correspond to the reajlts oh.
lained from 24 soldiers exposed to 20 rounds;
those measured with tlie EAR prototypes cor.
respond to the results obtained from four soldiems exposed to 20 rounds and from 2 soldiems exposed to 10 rotunds; those measured
LD03)
with the molded earplugs OJRENUMN
correspond to the results obtained from eight
soldiers exposed to 10 rounds, and those ineasured with the GUNI-ENDFR earplugs correspond to the results obtained from ItI soldiers
exposed to 10 rounds (Comit6 "Bruits
d'Armes," 1990)
In all cases the earplugs were efficient and
no significant MT (greater than 10 dBi) was
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TABLE 45-3 Speech Tran" ission Index
(STI) Evaluated Using the
RASTI Method for the
Unprotected Ear and for
Different Earplugs (198S)
GLOBAL STI
EARPROTECTION
Upe~e
7
EAR foameapk
028
EARprototype
07 (upirosxmei)
069
Mlded tupterjttNUM
(1.003)
076
GUNFENDER
For Coret 'Bni dArrmestifts desbouitsdwmses
mrIadti Cuian a1do,,-uique de Bourges
(18-22 Septembre 1989).
151.
Report SR-90S/90.
IM9

found at any frecquency in any subject. This
was a surprising result, especialty considering
(lie poor attenuation of sonc of the earplugs
wh-lenmeasured by using real ear at tht.slsold
(REAT) test data (Fig 415.4) Nonlinear pie.
-onsena such as the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow through the small openings of
the EAR prototype, niolded earphig JRENUM
LD03, and GUINFENDER are probably partially
responsible for these results. The actual attentnation properties for a Friedlander wave of
175 dBi peak pressure are probably greater
than those presented in Figure 45.4 (Forrest
and Colcs, 1970, Forrest, 1971; l'armetter,
1988). Nesertlseless the attenuation achsiev-cd
at v-ery high peak pressure levels is probably
not large enough to explain the hearing pro.
tective cfficleocy of the earplugs that were
measured to our study. This is especially trie
if we tak~eonly into account, according to the
classic criteria. the peak pressure attenuation
measured utnder a hearing protcctor (Yhikoski
et al, 1987, Price et al, 1990) Other nonlinear
mechanisms occurring at the level of tlse mid.
dle or the inner car could also play an important role (Price, 1990)
Based on these results, it is difficult to assess the efficiency of hearing protectors (earplugs, earmuffs, or both) for actual weapon
noises by only measutitg their attenuation as
a function of frequency with the help of REAT
methods Measurements performed on head
and car simulators at vcry high lev-cls could
provide useful information about nonlinear attenuation pltenon'zn4a.nd provide a better understanding of the actual performance elsarac.
teristies of earplugs and earmuffs Morcover.
carefully conducted studies on human subjects, such as those performed in our expertments, are necessary to determine the most
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Figure 454I Attenuation provided by diftereot earplugs, The results corresponding to the EARearplugs arc from
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and the JR.NU5IU.)03ate from the ComitS 'Bits d'Ances.' 1990

convenient heating protection devices, to
avoid overprotes on when unneccssary, and
to preserve speedl comniunication and sound
localization (M~osko -and Fletcher, 1971).
We have shown here that it is possible to
protect the car from high-level impulses pro.
duced by large weapons, through the use of
simple devices that still allow good comniui.
cation between individuals wearing hearing
protectors.

The challenge for the future, in ihe case
of exposure to impulse (weapon) noise, is to
dev elop a light, stiple, noncespenstve and
comfortable device (earplugs for example)
that will protect the car against 'IS even in the
case of severe inmpulse noise exposures and
that will also allow the soldier to comniuni.
cate and be aware of his acoustic environ.
ment.
Practical solutions to tis problems seem
to be within reach with the use of nonlinear

Conclsiondevices derived from sonic molded earplugs
Conclsionor
from the GUNFEND3R or the EAR proto.
We would like to stress that as a restilt of
studies performed in several countries, it is
possible to protect thmecar from the noise of
various weapotns (up to the threshold of the
nonauditory injuries) by using well fitted single or double hearing protection btit at thme
cost of isolating the subject from his acoustic
environment,

type earpluigs, provided uhiatthese devices are
wcll fitted and correctly worn
'lme French Committee on Weapon
Noises in cooperation with oilier research
teams in Europe and in thme
United States will
continue to work toward the development of
an earplug that can be used In all impulse
noise exposure conditions and will preserve
the ability to communicate and to localize

'STATUANDSIIORTCOi4INGS
OPMIUITARY
NOISESTANDARD

acoustic sources in an operiiioflal environnient.

Etat Actuel et

Insuffisances; des Criteres
d'Expasitionaux Bruits

d'Armes
'La question de sss'oir quels sont les
bruits d'arnies datigeceux pour l'audition est
l'objet de recherches dans tin grand nombre
de pays. Les t6tudes visent tout d'abord A d6termniner tine mithode de niesure satisfaisante
des caract~ristiques physiques des bruits et
Cettec les, risques repr6sentes par ces bruiits."
Cteconstatalion faite par des scientifiques
Anglais et Am iesfis (Coles ot al, 1968) est
toujours; d'actualit).
Is plupart des crit~res d'exposltion atux
bruits d'armes, en service dans les diffi~rcntes
arnufes de l'OTAN soot basikb sur Is niestire de
dr~cett dd nobrc
dela
la
Ia pesson
pesson
J c~te
Isdiii~e
ri~t.
nobre
ties bruits. Dans 1'acm&~ Frangaisc, tin criti~e
basi) stir ]s niestire de l'i ncrgic acouslique
pondf ccc A etlec principe d'isoi~nergic a 6~t6
mis en place (DTAT 1983). Cc crrire perniet
d'6valucr les effets lfsionnels rclatifs des
armes lourdes et des armes l~g'ces atissl him
que cettx des expositions comblni~es (bruits
continits ct briits Impulsionncls). 11 permet

i6galcment de micux estimer la protection
acotistiqile appotic par Irs; serce Ii~te ctleIr
houchons d'orcilles en prcnant en compte
dat~natin
lcur caactrisique
letescarct~ritliie
datt~natln etary
n fonction dc la fr~luencc.
N~anmoins tous les critf~res existants pri).
scntent de notubretises lmperfectlons. Les
prohbl~mes 116s att rythme do ritpftlion des
britits, aux expositions quotidienucs, au'4 ef.
ongu dufe, u nces cri*
fetsdes00dmde
tique, A Ia protection effective apportfe par les
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la communication parlfi e t ]a locatisation des

sourcer sonores.
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CHAPTER 46

OccupationalNoise Standards:
Status and CriticalIssues
WILLIAM MELNICK

O nly the status of the occupational noise
standards and hearing conservation programs
of the United States are considered here.
There is not an attempt to exhaustively cover
the subject of noise standards, It would be
presumptuous to be critical of the standards
and practices of otler nations, However, it is
likely that sonie of the conditions applicable
to the occupational noise programs In the
United States will be found In other industrial
countries of the world and subject to the same
concerns,
In the United States, Congress enacts the
laws of the country. The Executive Branch of
the government administers these laws, This
administration frequently requires the issuing
of regulations. Agencies of the Federal Admln.
istration, such as the Occupational Safety and

Ilealth Adnilstratlon (OSIIA) of tihe Department of labor (DoL), promulgate and enforce
regulations. Although government agencies
may originate standards for regulations implenientatlon, they often make use of consensus
('oluntary) standards rn this formulation. In
this context, a standard Is a codified set of
rles or a set of procedural guidelines, Tibe
term "standard" is frequently used synony.
mously with the term "regulation" (Siter,
1988).
Because the effects of noise are suich a
pervasive problem, there are noiserelated
programs in many federal agencies of the
United States Some agencies such as the Na.
tional Institute of Occupational Safety and
lieafth (NIOSII) are mainly concerned wrth
research, Agencies such as the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) are involved in both
research and regulation, Other agencies such
as OSIIA are mainly regulatory.
The OSIIA estimates that slightly more
than t million Americans hale a 'material

hearing impairment" resulting from xposure
to noise in manufacturing industries. More
than 9 million employees are exposed to haz.
ardous levels of noise in their occupational en.
vironments Approximately 5 million manufac.
turing workers are exposed to daily average
noise levels of 85 dBA; more than 2 million
experience exposures between 85 and 90
dBA; about 1.5 million are exposed to levels
between 90 and 95 dBA; over 800,000 endme
levels from 95 to 100 dBA; and about 425,000
are exposed to occupational noise levels ex.
ceedlng 100 dB (Suter, 1989) Table 16.1 pro.
rides a perspective on the magnitude of the
problem of noise exposure for specific occu.
pational categories as estimated by tie EPAin
1981.
During the decade of the 1970s, tire EPA

and OSIIA made progress in reducing or limit.
ing noise exposure In the workplace as well as
In the general environment. In 1969, the DoL
began to regulate occupational noise exposure
for employers who held federal contracts. In
1971, the regulatory standard was expanded
to cover practically all employers in the
United States. Enforcement of these noise stan.
dards was hesitant at first but wsasconducted
with Increasing rigor with changes in presi.
dential administrations. As part of this regula.
tory fervor, Congress passed the Noise Con.
trol Act of 1972, which gave tihe EPApowers
to regulate major sources of environmental
noise with a strict scleourle for accomplishing
its assigned task (Noise Control Act, 1972)
The act instructed other federal agencies to
minimize the harmful effects of noise and gave
the EPA the responsibility for coordinating all
federal noise activities (Suter, 1989).
This is the background of conditions that
existed when the current occupahonal noise
standards in the United States wsere initiated
521
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TABLE46-1 Summary of U.S. Population Exposed to Daily Average Noise
Levels of 85 ddA and Above
EMPLOYMENT AREA

TOTAL
EMPLOYED

Ajntture
M Xag
Coestnxctmn
Mudact&g a UrtJies
Trportation
Hdaay
Toutls

3.600,000
957.000
4,644.000
21,781,000
4.340,000
3.019.000

NUMBER EXPOSEDTO
85 dBA AND ABOVE
323.000
400,000
513.000
5.124,000
1,934,000
976.000
9.20
.TO

Fros Enro-nmental ProtecteeAgency,
Office
of Nose Abatement
andControl.None InArneri. The extentof the
nooe problem,
(EPAReportNo. 550/9-81.191).
Wasltngton.
DC. EPA.1981,
The details of these regulations, the extent of
their coverage, and their current status are
considered in the following section.

U.S. Occupational Noise
Standards
'The fundamental responsibillty of the
United States Department of Labor (Dot.) is to
promote the welfare of working people. One
of the major objectives of DoL regulations is
to protect people at work. Prior to 1936,
there were no occupational safety and health
regulations enforceable by tile federal goxern.
mint. In that year, Congress passed tile Walsh.
Iealey Public Contracts Act. Under this act,
the Secretary of Labor was given the ability to
set safety and health standards enforceable on
employers %lio contracted with the United
State government in excess of $10,000 per
year. Failure to comply with these standards
could lead to termination of the contract,
The DoL first attempted to regulate work.
place noise in 1960 when the Secretary of ta
hor decided to set minimum levels of noise
exposure that could serve as criteria for con.
pliance with the Walsh-Ilealey Public Contracts Act (Barry, 1989). Tie noise provisions
were added to the Walsh-liealcy Act In 1969
(U.S. Dot, 1969).
Shottle after the Walsh-Ilalcy Noise Stan.
dard took effect, Congress passed Public Law
91-596, the Occupational Safety and Ilealth
Act of 1970 (OSII Act).The Secretary of Labor
was directed to adopt as occupational safety
and health standards any existing national con
aensus standards or established federal stan.
dards as OSIIA standards. As a consequence,
the Walsh-llealey Noise Standard was adopted
as the OSIIA General Industry Noise Standard
(29 CFR 191095). together with the Construction Noise Standard (29 CFR 1926.52).
With passage of the OSII Act, the only change

In the noise standard was its coverage, Tlhs
standard now covers all general industry, construction, and maritime employees In the
United States, Another Do. agency, the Mine
Safety and hlealth Administration (MSIIA), also
applied the former Walsh.llealey Noise Stan.
dard to mining operations. Only agricultural
workers were left exempt from the occupa.
tional noise standards (29 CFR 1928 21).
All the noise limits found In current occu.
pational noise standards derive from those
proposed by the American Conference of In.
dustrial Hygienists (ACIII) In 1968, which
were adopted tinder the Walshilealey Act in
1969. The standard requires employers to
limit workers" exposures to daily average
noise levels of 90 dBA for 8-hour exposures
For durations shorter than 8 hours, the noise
level can be Increased by 5 dB for every halyIng of tite exposure duration as shown in the
(familiar) Table 46.2. The relationship be.
twen allowable level and duration is known
as the exchange rate. Other exchange rates
have been and are being used (3 dB, 4 dB,
variable rates). The simplicity of the constant
exchange rate was appealing to ite ACIII. Ostensibly the 5 dB rate was selected over 3 dB
to allow for the effect of intermittency during
a typical work day on hearing.
The time-intensity exchange relationship
had an tipper limit of 115 dBA for 15 minutes
Levels exceeding 115 dB required conservalion practices regardless of duration. Impulsive noises were considered only generally
Impulsive noises were not to exceed 140 dB
peak sound pressure level. If the specified
time-weighted a%erage (TWA) of 90 dB for 8
hours or the 115 dB ceiling value were ex.
ceeded, or if impulses of greater than 140 dB
peak were experienced, then the computed
noise dose would exceed unity.
Two other provisions in the OSIIA stan.
dard adopted fror the earlier Walsh.1lealey
Standard should be mentioned (Suter, 1988)

,
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TABLE 46.2 Permissible Noise Exposures
DURATION PERDAY SOUND LEVEL(dBA
SLOW RESPONSE)
(HOURS)
8
6
4
3
1
Ii
I

90
92
95
97
100
102
105

V.or less

115

That standard, when considering Impulse
noise, stated that impulse noise should not ex.
ceed a peak sound pressure level of 140 dM.
Because the standard used the word "should"
Instead of shall," the provision regarding im.
pulsive noise has been considered advisory,
and has not been enforceable,
The other provision of Interest Is the seelion that called for 'a continuing. effective
hearing conservation program" whenever the
noise limits were exceeded, Enforcement of
this provision %%asdifficult because of the lack
of specifications for what constituted such a
program, Even though the DoL Issued guide.
lines for this purpose, this guidance did not
have the official (enforceable) status of a regulatlion.

OSHA Hearing
Conservation Amendment
The lack of specifications for an effective
hearing conservation program motivated an
anendment process that culminated In the
lcaring Conservation Amendment (DOL,
1983). This anendment requires that hearing
conservation programs be available to all em
ployces whose 8-hour TWAs were 85 dBA or
greater, Employers must monitor noise environments suspected of exceeding these levels
at least once and remonitor the environment
with changes of equipment or work processes
that might cause a signiiicant increase in cxpo
sure leveL All continuous, intermittent, and
impulsive noises bct,.v'n 80 and 130 dBA
must be included In th,: exposure assessment.

Area monitoring is permited but employers
must use personal exposure monitoring (do.
sinieters) whlenever there is considerable varation of noise level over time.
The amendment requires employers to
provide baseline audiograms within the first
year of an employee's exposure to noise envi-

TABLE 46-3 Occupational Noise:
Regulatory Agencies
OCCUPATIONAL AREA
Maevfacturing
Uttes
Construction
Tramponatioen
Petroleum
1d-uary

AGENCY
OSHA
OSHA
OSHA
MSHA
NM&
DoT
OSHA
DoD

OSHA.
Occupational
Safety
andHealthAdmeifstiate.
DoT,
MSHA.
Mfe Safety3M HealthAdffhstrat
DoD,Department
of
Department
of Transporat;on
Detente.
ronments of 85 dBA and above and annual ai
diograms thereafter. The tests must be con.
dueled by trained and competent personnel,
and the testing program must be supervised
by a physician or an audiologist, Tests must be
conducted in environments that meet or ex,
ceed specifications for anbient background
noise. Audiometers must meet appropriate
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
standard specifications and be calibrated according to prescribed schedules.
Workers Identified as showing significant
(standard) shifts in threshold hearing levels
must be notified In writing and counseled regarding fitting and use of hearing protection
and referred to a specialist If neccsiry. A significant threshold shift is defined as a shift
from baseline of 10 dli or more for the aver.
age of the threshold levels measured at 2,000,

3,000, and 4,000 lia

Ilearing protection must be worn by all
workers exposed to a TWA of 90 dBA and
abose. Employers must offer hearing proteclion to workers exposed to levels above 85
dBA, Tite amendment recommends using the
noise reduction rating (NRR) as an indication
of expected perfomiance of hearing protectors,
Training and education sessions must be
given annually to workers exposed to 85 dBA
or more. Employers are required to keep
records of noise measurements, audiograms,
audiometer calibration, and background noise
level measures for the auusometric test rooms.

Other Noise Standards
Although the noise standards covering occupatlions in the United States are modeled after those of OSIIA, not all aspects of the noise
standard have been adopted Table 46-3 gives
an indication of the regulato agency respon-
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sible for the noise standards applicable to par.
ticular occupational categories. The regula.

tions coveting these occupations are not ,the
same. The manufacturing and utility industries
are covered by both the permissible noise sec.
tion and the hearing conservation amendment
of the DoL noise standard (29 CFR 1910 95),
Tei construction industry adopted the noise
limits of the OSHA noise standard (29 CFR
1926.52) but not the hearing conseiration
amendment, Construction adheres to the gen.
eral statement about continuing effective hear.
ing conservation programs that appeared in
the Walsh-liealey standard. In addition, tile
construction regulation specifies that ear pro.
tective devices shall be provided and used,
and further that these devices be fitted by
competent persons,
Tile petroleum industry Is covered by the
provisions of the OSIA standard relating to
permissible noise levels, This Industry applied
for and was granted, by the federal administra.
lion, cxcmption front the provisions of the
hearing conservation amendment.
i1e mining Industry Is regulated by the
Mine Safety and Ilealth Administration
(MSIIA) Noise standards covering the mining
industry arc promulgated by the MSIA, Te
regulations differ depending on whether the
mining activity Is surface or underground and
whether the material mined Is coal or another
material, Each mining operation has adopted
the permissible noise level provisions of
Walsbh.Ilcaley, but none have embraced the
Iearing Conservation Amendment Under.
ground metal and nonmetal mines (30 CHI
57). as well as surface operations in these
types of mines (30 CFR 56), specify useoffca.
sile administrative controls, engineering con.
trols, or both to meet the noise limits. Whuen
these methods fail to reduce the noise to per.
missible limits, personal protection Is to be
used.
The coal mining industry, both surface

(30 CFR 71) and underground mining opera-

tions (30 CFR 70), have similar regulation
Tie noise limits are those of Walsh-lialey In
addition, relatively detailed provisions cover
measures of the noise environment including
equipment, procedures, and personnel When
noise limits are exceeded, the mine operator
is reutilred zo institute administrative and engineering controls. Such controls may include
hearing protection devices. When a notice of
violation has been issued, a plan for effective
hearing conservation is to be submitted to the
MSIIA, These plans should include methods
for reducing noise levels, personal ear protec.
tion devices, and audiometry, with provisions

for pre-employment as well as periodic moni.
toring.

The Department of Defense (DoD) issued

an instruction regarding hearing conservation
programs that encompasses all DoD military
and civilian personnel (DoD, 1987), Only personnel considered deaf are excluded. The
DoD instruction incorporates the-OSHA noise
limits with a major difference. The time.incn.
sity exchange is specified as 4 dl per doubling
rather than 5 dl8. Hearing conservation pro.
grams are to be implemented when the TWXA
for 8 hours is 85 dlB. The instruction includes
guidance in noise measurement and permits
both area assessment and evaluation by dosim.
etry. Tie limit for impulsive noise is the same
as that for the OSIIA, 140 dl peak level.
Tie focus for the DoD noise standard is
on engineering controls. Hearing protection Is
considered an Interim strategy while engineer.
ing controls are being explored. When noise
sources arc operating, personnel arc required
to wear hearing protection. Tis Includes per.
sonnel exposed to gun and artillery fire tinder
test or training conditions,
The Instructions Include programs of au.
diometric testing that Involve pre-placement.
annual, and termination hearing tests. Standard
specifications for adlometrie test equipment
are those specified in S3.6.1969 (ANSI, 1969).
The background noise levels are more stringent than those in the OSHIAstandard, requr.
Ing limits specified in S3d.1977 (ANSI, 1977)
The DoD permits development of mini.
mum preselection hearing level criteria for
particular occupational specialties. Tie crite.
ria are permitted to permanently exclude per.
sonnel with substantial hearing loss from
working in hazardous noise environments pro.
vided they are used judiciously to ensure that
qualified, trained personnel are not indiscrnml.
nately excluded from their careers
Records for personnel are required to be
kept for the period of employment plus 30

years. The DoD further requires the mainte-

nance of a hearing conservation data base for
assessing the effectnness of the hearing con.
servation program.
Tie DoD instruct'ons are minimal and
permit variation in implementation of the
hearing conservation program Each of the
branches of military service has developed its
own specific programs which, although gener.
ally similar, vary in detail.
The Department of Transportation (DOT)
us also involved witn occupational noise standards. The United States Coast Guard is responsible for the noise program in the marltime industry Tile Navigation and Vessel In-
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spection, Circular No. 12-82 contains recommendations for control of excessive noise- The
uniqueness of the occupational, environment
and the inability, in many instances, to escape
noise exposure aboard ship led the Coast
Guard to adopt the index of 24-hour effective
exposure level. The permissible noise init is
designated as a 24-hour effective level of 82
dBA, The circular further recommends that
new ships (1,600 gross tons or more) be designed to achieve levels of 77 dBA. These de,
sign specifications would be difficult to
achieve in smaller vessels, so other conservation methods may be applied,
The Coast Guard standard considers different permissible levels for living spaces such
as crew sleeping and eating areas. For these lo.
cations lecels should be no more tItan 75 dBA.
Again, these requirements depend on ship size
(500 gross tons or more). Sound levels from a
vessels fog horn arc not to exceed 110 dBA at
listening posts,
Crev members are required to wear hear.
ing protection when entering noise levels of
85 dBA or more. OSIIAs limit of 140 dl peak
impulsive levels and 115 dB ceiling for contintious noise are part of tue maritime standard.
Those
personnel
with
2--hour
levels
exceeding
77 tdBA
or those
whloeffective
arc routinely
expoedtnois les
oA or
ore
mhosew
arey
exposed to noise levels of 85 dBA or more are
to be Involved In hearing conservation pro.
grains including hearing testing and noise edi.
cation. Tie owner/operator of the ship is r.
sponsible for the conservation program and
noise control. Crew members are responsible
for complying witlh the program, particularly
wil tile requirements for wearing hearing
protection,
The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) is authorized to establish and enforce
rules and regilations for safety including noise
and exhaust emissions from aircraft In cooper,
alon with the EPA. Tie Noise Control Act of
1972 gave the EPA authority to set national
noise standards for commercial products and
required the EPA to assist the FAA in developing regulatton, for airport and aircraft. The focus of this effort is less on the emplo)ee and
more on the effect of noise on the general
public.
The only major occupational category not
covered b) a noise standard is agriculture The
Agricultural Workers Regulation 1928.21 exempts agricultural workers from the noise
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protective as those required by federal regulations Twenty-three states have accepted these
conditions and have their own program approved by the DoL

Critical Issues
Fragmentation
The situation in tile United States regarding the application of noise Standards and he
populations covered by the standards is con.
fused and fragmented, The amended noise
standard of OSIIA, which at present is the
most comprehensive, applies only to those involved in manufacturing, utilities, and marl.
time occupations, Construction workers are
handled differently by tile administration,
Those working In the construction industry
are covered by a narrower, less stringent rule
that existed prior to tle Implementation of
the hearing conservation amendment and that
Is rarely enforced. Transportation workers arc
tile responsibility of various bureaus within
the U.S. Department of Transportation, Their
coverage from the hazards of noise is variable,
and tie enrorecuct is spotty. The Mine
andhe
nforcen
istty.
ne
Safety
and Iteahhl
AdminiStration
hashesstandards
that differ depending on the type of mining in.
volved. The MSIIA applies a standard that is
less stringent than that of tIe OSIIA to its con.
sitiuents. Agricutral workers who are supposed to be covered by the OSIIA regulations
are In reality not covered at all from the noise
hazards of the machinery and equipment tlicy
use in farm operations.
The NIOSII and the Association ofSchools
of Puiblic Ilealth. in their consideration of tile
national strategies for ile prevention of leading work related diseases and injuries (ASPII/
NIOSII, 1988), proposed, as a long-term objective. that the provisions of the OSIINs 1971
noise standard togeller with the 1983 hearing
conservation amendment be extended to
cover all industries in
ilch potentially iaLardous noise exists his coverage would in
elude not only the manufacturing and utilities
industries but also agriculture, mining, forestry, transportation, oil and gas well drilling,
construction, and the service industries Such
an extension would provide protection to an
estimated 3 million additional workers.

Prevalence and Compliance

standard,
Individual states are authorized under federal regulations to opeate their ow&nplan for
occupational safety and health providing their
plans are judged to be at least as stringent and

Assessment of the importance of the problem of industrial noise esposure dictates that a
realistiv. estimate of the number of workers
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who are exposed to hazardous workplace
noise be available Prevalence of noise exposure in industry and the availability of hearing
conservation programs were among the items
of interest to the National Occupational Hazard Survey (NOfIS) conducted in the period
from 1974 to 1978 Results from this survey
were used by OSIIA as an. indication of the
number of people working in various manufacturing industries and the number of workers exposed to noise in these industries
(Franks, 1988).
Although these estimates of the preva.
lence of workers exposed to hazard may have
had some validity In the late 1970s, the appro.
priateness of extrapolating from these data to
arrive at estimates for the 1990s is questionable Many industries that hase been very
noisy base become quieter as a consequence
of equipment replacement and retooling. In
the United States, noisy manufacturing industries, such as primary metals, ave had significant reductions in production workers. Other
areas such as printing and publishing have had
major increases in workers. The initial NOhIS
indicated that less titan 5 percent of those
working in tie service group were exposed to
potentially hazardous noise. Employment in
the United States has shifted from the noisy
environments of heavy industry to quieter activities in the service sector. There is a distinct
possibility that the rumber of exposed people
is not as great as the earlier estimates incated. The relationship of employment and
noise exposure is dynamic and requires continual monitoring to maintain desirale levels
of accuracy (Franks, 1988).
The NOIIS prosided estimates of tile
number of workers exposed to continuous
noise who were Involved in sonic type of au.
diometric testing. Although hearing testing
only represents one element of ai effective
hearing conservation program, indirectly
these data provided estimates of compliance
with the requirement for hearing conser-a,
tion. The NOIIS estimated that 37 percent of
all woikers exposed to continuous noise have
their hearing tested. Although these estimates
do proside some information regarding hearmg conservation, there is no Indication of the
quality of the program or, for that matter, the
quality of the audiometry. Further, how well
these data represent the situation as it exists
today is subject to the same concerns cxpressed for the estimates of prevalence of employee noise exposure Unfortunately, however, then estimates still renain the best
avadable,

There is a need for systemic data collec.
lion from occupational hearing conservation
programs, These data could provide current
estimates of the magnitude of the occupational noise problem as well as provide information regarding the effectiveness of attempts
to protect hearing from this noise. Designation
of a specific agency to serve as a repository for
data gathered by industry would be a definite
asset in the assessment of the value and effi.
cacy of occupational noise standards.

Enforcement
In the 1970s the hazardous and undestrable effects of noise received considerable attention in the United States. Regulations were
developed and promulgated by OSttA and by
the EPA. A number of conferences and seminars were occupied with the subject. Research
projects dealing with various aspects of noise
were proposed and funded. Professionals with
expertise In noise effects and noise control
were in demand. A change in the presidercy
brought with it a change in the policy of the
administration with a de-emphasis on regula.
tory activity of the federal government (Suter,
1989)
OSiHA's enforcement of its standards has
weakcned. The citations issued by OSIIA for
violations of the provisions of its hearing con.
servation regulation decreased from 3,572 in
1984 to 2,368 in 1987. A better index of en.
forcement is the aniount of the penalties re.
stilling from these citations, In 1980, prior to
the implementation of the hearing conserva.
lion amendment, industry in the United States
was fined $633,485 for 2,292 violations of the
noise standard. In 1987, the fines decreased to
$200,880 for 2,259 violations. OSIIA frequently adjusts the amount of the penalty following negotiations with the companies insolved, consequently the cited firms actually
paid only $279,962 in 1980 and $46,236 in
1987 for noise violations In the )car 1987,
then, the average cost per citation was $18
and, in reality, could not be considered an
economic incentive for complying wain
OSItA's noise standard (Suter, 1989)
Undoubtedly, the reticence to issue cita
lions and to prosecute violations is due, in
part, to the fact that employers are more hkel
to contest these actions In 1987, companies
contested a quarter of all noise related citations. The requirement of "feasible engineertug controls" of noise has been interpreted as
technically feasible Now the courts are re-

STA.NM
TVS ANM
CZWflAL MMs.

0=FTrAN5
quiring that the proczonus be econog

ally-

feasible as wrat Despite the faer that the

courts hase not defined economic fcaiblit
thc opinion Ltut OSIlA must consider tie cost
of engineering controls legally has been upheLd. Law-crs representing the Dol avoid lidigating cases invohing the stipulation of feasi.
ble engineering controls because of the diculty in proving the test of economic fcasbi.
ity.
The noise programs of the EPAand OStA
are
either -icak or have disappeared. Governmenta] dc-emphasis 0f the proo;in of noise in
the industrial environment and the living eviranient, in general, needs to be reversed if
the hearing of its citizens is tc, be proected
and presered. There are hopeful :sgns that
this reversal may be under way, because the
interest in problems of the ensironment
seems to be returning and pressure again is
being exerted on governmental agencies for
their solution.

Procedural Focus
The hearing conservatin amendient to
OSIIA'. noise regulation served to strengthen
these regulations. By requiring initiation of
hearing conservation practices for employees
exposed to the equivalent of 8 hours at 85

dBA, the amendment provides protection for
those N%
ho would not be considered under the

limits of 90 dBA specified as permissible in the
standard
Ti administration under President Ra.
gan viewed the amendment as an opportunity
to shift OSIA's enforcement from engineering
controls to reliance on hearing protection. In
1982, OSIIA instructed its field offices to stop
issuing citations to companies whose employ.
ces were exposed to daily a%erage noise levels
of less than 100 dB as long as companies had
effectise hearing conservation programs As a
consequence of these instructions, OSIIA has
raised the permissible exposure limit from 90
to 100 dBA without going through the formal
rle-inaling ptvwced--re. Iis policy change has
not been tested in tmecourts despite its questionable legality (Suter, 1989)
The most desirable method for noise control is for reduction of noise from the source.
This would require design of equipment and
procedures by the manufacturers to operate
more quietly at the oatst. An expert panel
from industrial, academic, and professional
consulting firms at a symposium on machiner)
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t iee products,

ou be designed proiMded ther was cco.
nomic incentiv The. '1posim parints
indicated that 'ithout incftives, beth posi
tire and negive,. there ,old be no tcdnologic de-dopmcnL h y fianher epressed the
opinion that the incentivcs lor noise contl
were wek, uncetain, or absent (Suter. 1989).
Fbuas on hearing Projection as the method for
reduction of noise exposure serves to subvr't
efoirs anid incentises for developing and using
engineering procedurs for noise rcdction.
In practice, people generally disk wcaring
hearing protectors and arc reticit to use
then. Even 'iten the protectors are used failure to fit the devices properly limits their tffectheness. Emplo)ees may not receive the
benefit intended or .9secified by the manufacturers of this protection and thereby diminish
the value of the consermation program.
As one of the short-term objctees, the
NIOSII and the Assqcation of School of Public
Health (ASPILINIM-.
1988) recommended

the rescinding of OSLA's instructions that do
not require engineering control below
100
dBA and that permit the use of hearing protectom. Further, it was recommended that reguh2tions should require noise specifications in the
procurement of new equipment on federally
funded projects.

Evaluating Hearing
Conservation Programs
The OSIIA ifearing Conservation Amend
meat describes those elements required for an
effective hearing conser-ation program. The
amendment does not specify how to imptemeint this program or how to tudge whether
the program is effectisely meeting its obiec.
ti-ves If hearing conservation programs are to
succeed in presenting noise-induced hearing
loss, those people responsible for the programs must understand how they should be
organized and operated A program cannot he
considered effective simply because at contains, in some fashion, the fioe elements prescribed by the amendment, e, sound survc)s,
engir.eri.sg/administrattve controls, education, audtometric evaluations, and hearing pro.
tection
Efforts arc under sway to develop procedures for evaluating the effcctineness of heartug conservation programs using techniques of
audiometric data base anal)sts (Royster and
Royster 1988) The Standards Commitltee.
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S12, Noise. accredited by the ANI through its
Working Group 12, has Pv )O5Cvd~cverai Procedures fiseusing audioinctric daz:base infoirimaio foarthe pu~pose: of eluaing program
ctiv- -o These proceures are ben eonsidered for pUbSCiciOn asa document for the
purposes of trial and comnicaL The ultimate
objectre ioone orot&of these methods
to amc 25saconscriss standard 1%rocedure for
program Cl.ltion,

Impulse and Impact-Noise

questionabh-, the 3dB exchange raie .vuld
OFfer
more protection to those exposed to oecgationai poise,
The present noise stana& could be
m2de more protective: Howeven~r,
there can be
no doubt that the OHA oise standard, as S1
now stands, WUsld Offer Protection to a -s;gnif;cant segment of the population nw at risk
for incurring occupational nioise-indaiced he=.
ing loss if the requirements are effectmedy onpleinetred and enfbrceti Continued debate on
vitethcr the 5tandard should be more or less
stringent has Fit; v-alo if the standird, whtatcer it< requirements, is given no support by
evckagot eminent agencies responshie for its enfrCemnt.n

Anipotn
issuno
drse
nthe Mopaional noise sia
oaf
the United States is ft criteria for exposure
to short. tusually intense noises described as
impulseand impact noise- None of the current
Condusjon
standards contains explicit requirements for
thesec
exposures. There are a number of unoresolved questions regarding the relations of the
With the exception of the agricultural in.
acoustic properties of these types of noises to
dutry. there a2mnoise sandards, feMa or
hearing loss. These questions include effect of state, that applY to all major Occupational eatrise and dees- times the spectum,.and the cf.
egoriesin the United States. All of the existing
noise standards hale adopted the permissible
lvelbeteenpules.Arc
feetof ackroud
imectsfbacond iaet
bnoiseufentl duser.e
noise limits that first appeared as part Of the
impls
tand
impaholdctnie scty irNXa1s-licaley Act in 1969. The various stancutshuldbe
hatthe
onsderd s~artely
dards differ in definition and description of cfAre there Critical leVels at ihiCIs the undcrl%
etr
ern ostrto
rgas
u
U
rgas
os-to
fcii crn
ing mchaniS clange from those involted
in noise-induced hearing loss to those of nie
thority for implementing and monitoring the
traum? These questions are being addressed
noise standard pros isions varies depending on
particular industry. Compliance with and
by NOSHASKNIOSf.
ls8)the 'icll asby
by (~l'{'NOSI
IOSI
198)as
enforcement
of the standards are less than
a working group of the Committee on ilearing
might be desired. Uniform adoption of the
and Bsoucoustics/Biomechanics (CitAB.A) of
DL trngCsevioAedm tad
os%2tnAm detad
the Natonail Research Council.DlHern
more vigorouis enforcement of existing noise
regulations would go a long way toward pre.
Risk
serving the hearing of uorkcrs from the noxious effects of occupational noise exposure
OSHIA
has not specified the lesel of risk
for noise-irnduced hearing loss that tiould be
considered acceptable. Using datA compiled
by the EPA (EPA, 1974)XO051IA chose

alevel

of 90 dBA asthe maximum permiissible expo-

sure let ci (PEt.). %%hich implies that A risk Of

from 20 to 29 peieent is tolerabl. Implementatton of the hearing consenailon at a level of
85 dBA suggests thait a risk of material impair,
ment in 10 to 15percent of ltre exposed populalion is More acceptable to OSHIAThere are
those iiho feel thtatthc risk should be reduced
still further by moving the PEL to 85 dBA
(Suiter. 1989).
The debate continues regarding th: ap.
propriAte exchange rate for time and inrensit)
OSHIA
has adopted the 5-dB rule, the lDoD a
I dB rule, and many of the other industrial nalions, particularly in Europe. a 3-dUlrule Un-

Les Normes d'Exposition

au Bruit: Etat Actuel et

Probe~mes en Suspens
Certaines des dispositions dc base des
testes normaiifs sur l'inposition profession.
nelle au bruit du Nlintstiv do Travail1 des
Etats-Unis (US Department of Labor) sont
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normecs
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CHAPTER 47

Control of OccupationalNoise in
the European Economic Community
MARCELJ. VAN DER VENNE

O ccupational hearing loss is a major
subject of concern to all interested parties
(management, labor, and relevant national authorities) within the European Communities.
The exact number of workers exposed to var.
Ious noise levels is not known; however, according to estimates, a total of 25 to 35 mil.
lion workers arcexposed during work hours
to continuous noise levels equal to or higher
than 80 dBA, for half the cases the average am.
bient noise exceeds 85 dBA. and for 7 to 9
million of the workers the average noise cxceeds 90 dBA,
ilie number of workers exposed to excessive noise is obviously high, and loss of hear.
ing is a leading occupational disease in industrializd countries Tie rising costs of the corresponding compensation have also contributed to a heightened perception of the
problem, and it was decided that a minimum
level of worker protection had to be achieved
in all the Member States, through legislative
provisions. A mandatory legal hearing protection instrument was selected, because neither
a consensus on objective data (the tnternational Standards Organization, or ISO, recommendation dates back to 1971) nor voluntary
agrecements (ILO, 1977) succeeded in tackling
the problem.

Procedure
To reach common objectives while providing the required flexibility and acknowedging different structures and approaches of
our Member States, Council Directives appear
as the most appropriate instriments Council
Directives arebinding on the Member States
as to the result to be achieved, butlease to

the national authorities the choice of forms
and methods (EEC, 1957).
A Council Directive is a mandatory legal
instlm.nt that satisfies the following condittonsM
-Proposed by the Commission, which
collects the information and associates the interested parties during the preparation
-Discussed by the European Parliament
and by the Economic and Social Committee
-Decided on by the Council of Ministers
-implemented nationally by the Govern.
mients
Tie Commission assures that all the requirements are integrated into each state's legal system; the resulting statutes arcthen en
forced by the national authorities
The requirements mandated in a directive
usually call for technical specifications and
supporting documents to assist the final users
(designers, manufacturers, employers, controlling
authorities) in meeting their duties According to the "New Approach" (EEC, 1985)
this can be done by European standards barmonized that show in operational terms how
the objectives fixed by a directive can be
achieved They are developed by the Euro.
pean Committee for Standardization (CEN)
and the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) When its
reference is published by the Commission,
such a harmonized standard enjoys a privileged legal status Equipment complying with
a European harmonized standard is deemed to
comply with the corresponding directive's
safety requirements, manufacturers titus have
a clear incentive to use such a standard, although this is not mandatory
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CONCLISIONS

Controlling Risk Due
to Noise
Community action has primarily ad.
dressed the risk to hearing caused by occupational noise. A considerable amount of scientific work has resulted in a reasonable understanding of the exposure-effect relationship
(ISO, 1990). However, the available data do
not permit a similar evaluation of the nonauditory effects and risks. An analysis of interna
tional scientific reviews (WHO, 1980, ISO,
1990) led to selection of two parameters used
to express the risk. (1) the maximum value of
the acoustic pressure likely to result in almost
immediate damage; and (2) the amount of
A-weighted sound energy reaching the ear
that leads to long-term hearing impairment,
Exposure to noise can he limited in a
number of ways. Reducing the emission at its
source or fixing the maximum allowed values
of ambient noise conflicts with teclinologic
andeconomicfactorsandoftenisneitherrealistic nor reasonable. Objective observations and
practical reasons led to the decision that ambict noise levels should be reduced (primarily at
the source) whenever it is reasonable, but that
mandatory limits will apply only on the noise
reaching the ear Thus, if noisy equipment cannot be avoided, the conditions of the equipment's use are regulated Hearing protectors
certainly can be useful in controlling the risk,
but they remain a last resort considering the dis.
advantages and uncertainties attached to their
use. Workers and employers have held strong
and differing views on the level to which occu.
pational noise should be limited.
One may argue that a noise.induced permanent threshold shift can be detected at the
most sensitive audiometric frequency as soon
as the daily noise exposure exceeds 75 dBA,
this figure represents a "zero-risk to hearing"
(although not socially significant), Any higher
value implies a judgment on the amount of
hearing impairment that is considered acceptabsle, and this is not a technical but a political
process.
Two specific problems also had to be
solved: (1) how to treat short bursts of very
intensive noise (impulse-impact), and (2) to
vdiat extent acoustic rest should be accounted
for (intermittent exposure). Practical considerations played an important role here in addition to available evidence, the aim being an
applicable and enforceable regulation that, if
errant, errs modestly and on the safe side It
was thus decided that when the ear is exposed

to noise bursts, the peak pressure must be n.
ited and the acoustic energy must be included
in the allowable daily exposure; this of course
requires the use of measuring equipment capable of integrating the rapidly varying sound
pressure. We feel that an instrument with an
onset time of 100 p-s covers at least 99 percent of the noise bursts experienced in industrial situations
A 3-dB exchange rate was chosen for trading intensity against duration. This is consis.
tent with international standardization and
avoids any necessity of controlling level and is
simple to apply in industrial practice when a
given level of protection must be guaranteed
Larger exchange rates (cg, 5 dB) rely on some
hearing recovery during acoustic rest, and seleting such a value assumes that a given pat.
tern of noisy-quiet periods is respected; otherwise the corresponding people will not be
granted the assumed protection and, sadly,
their underprotection increases with the mag.
nitude of their overexposure. Checking the afforded protection requires monitoring the
noise levels and durations of intermittent exposurc-complex to implement and hardly
enforceable!
The size of the population concerned, the
resulting human and social costs, and the economic and technical constraints have led to a
two-pronged approach combining safety re.
quirements for equipment with safe working
conditions for persons

Directives on Equipment
Part of the program aimed at protecting
the environment and at ensuring the free circulation of goods involves regulation of the
noise produced by some types of machinery
(eg, tractors, earth-moving equipment, compressors) Noise emissions must be indicated
and maxinmum accepted figures are sptcified,
this certainly contributes to reducing the
noise exposure at work, although it applies
only to new equipment and specific uses (e g,
civil engineering and building sites)
A more comprehensive treatment is found
in the Council Directive 89/392 EEC (EEC,
1989), which lists emitted noise as one of the
risks caused by a machine Directive 89/392
requires that each machine be designed and
constructed so as to limit noise risk to the
lowest possible level Furthermore, each machine must be "labeled' with the peak pressure when it exceeds 63 Pa (130 dB) and with
the sound pressure level at the work station
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when it exceeds 70 dBA. When the latter exceeds 85 dBA, the sound power level must
also be indicated The directive refers to techmeal standards for theconditions in which the
measurements are to be made, and CEN is actively proceeding with the development of European standards covering both the method of
noise measurements and machine-specific test
codes.

The Noise at Work
Directive 86/188
While acknowledging the contribution of
quieter equipment to a reduction of the exposure, a specific directive was aimed at protection from the risks related to exposure to
noise at work, and was adopted by the Councilin 1986 (EEC, 1986), The provisions of the
directive had to be implemented by national
legislation by 1 January 1990 at the latest (one
year later for Greece and Portugal), The direco
five is concerned essentially with protecting
workers against risks to their hearing and lays
down the general principle that such risks
must be reduced to the lowest level compatible with technical possibilities and economic
constraints,
Tie responsibility of containing the risk
belongs primarily to the employer. To assist
the employer in containing risks, the directive
uses 'action levels'-values that, when ex.
cecded, trigger specific actions. The action
levels apply to two parameters mentioned earlierthe peak sound pressure (expressed In
pascals to avoid confusion with continuous
noise levels) and the sound energy received
during the actual working day. The latter is
expressed as the "dally personal exposure
(LEP,d)" and isthe same as the noise exposure
level normalized to a nominal 8 hour working
day (LEX,8 h) used by the recently published
ISO 1999 standard. The LEP uses a 3-dB exchange rate and differs from the equivalent
continuous A-weighted sound pressure level
(lAeq,T) by the fact that the sound pressure is
averaged over a fixed duration (8 hours) Instead of over the measurement period (T).
Action levels have been specified as 200
Pa peak, 85 and 90 dBA LEP,d. The following
actions
are taken when noise measurements
show that action levels have been exceeded
(1) Above an LEPd of 85 dBA, workers must
be informed of the risk that they can incur and
also of the specific locations of risk. Hearing
protectors areto be made available, and work-
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ers are entitled to hearing examinations in order to diagnose any reduction in hearing due
to noise, and (2) If the LEPd exceeds 90 dBA
or if the peak acoustic pressure exceeds 200
pascals, the employer has to draw up and implement a program of technical measures (engineering control) or changes in the work organization (administrative control) with a
view to improving the situation, If these
means do not make it reasonably possible
to reduce the exposure below the action lev.
els, hearing protectors must be wom. The
protectors must not, however, increase the
risk of accident due, for example, to the non.
perception of sounds or to noises signalling a
danger.
Installations and equipment, having an essential role to play in the long term improve.
ment of the working environment, and the
need to reduce the risks applies also to the design, constrnction and putting into service of
nev installations, Finally, whenever equip.
ment is used that emits a noise that is likely to
exceed the action levels, the employer must
be informed of that risk so that he can take the
necessary measures to meet his duties, the requlrement to provide such information will
also make manufacturers and users aware of
the advantages of quieter devices, and will
help to improve the situation through market
forces. The directive also deals with the in.
volvement of the work force (as well as their
representatives) in piotection from noise.
The directive specifies no procedures re.
garding the measuring of noise and the moni.
toring of hearing, advisory annexes give indications on how they can be performed.
A considerable amount of leeway is left to
national practices for the implementation of
the directive, thereby reconciling respect of
the alms of the directive-whlch guarantees
protection-with the flexibility and the econonly of means made necessary by the disersity
of structures and Industrial practice. The pro.
visions of the directive will be re-examined on
I January 1994 The provisions do not apply,
however, to sea and air transport personnel on
board a ship or aircraft, the possibility of extending the directive to those areas had to be
examined before 1 January 1990, and the
Commission is currently looking at the problem

Conclusion
Protection against noise at work, the
backbone of which is the Council Directive
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Sfi'IS8EEC, was the subject of hard and long
discussions. The directive's provsions inevits.
bly represent a compromise between di~ergent positions resulting from contradictory cquireinents; We are convinced that they can
be practically applied and will provide an acceptabli: minimum level of risk control
throughout the Community, they also provide
a good basis for future improvements whenever these are possible, thus contributing to
the social dimension of the single market.
However, any text's viortb is judged by its im.
plementation, and the Commission hasexplicitly stated its determination to see all the
Community legislation accurately imple.
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